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PREFACE

TO THJE

TWENTY-THIRD VOLUME

OF

THE ASIATIC JOURNAL.

The commencement of a new year and a new volume affords a con-

venient opportunity for addressing a few prefatory observations to the

’ readers of the Asiatic Journal.

Eleven years have now elapsed since the first appearance of this work,

which, during the greater part of the eventful period, has been the only

general popular record of political transactions in British India, of

occurrences at home and abroad, connected with that interesting

country, as well as of the progress of the various discoveries made

respecting the geography, the history, the statistics, the moral and

physical circumstances, of the extensive territories comprehended within,

or in the vicinity of, the vast empire of Great Britain in the East. It

has been, moreover, an essential part of its plan to arrest, as it were,

the evanescent hues of opinion upon passing events, by condensing the

contents of the various newspapers published in India.

This consideration alone imparts a value to the Asiatic Journal, thus

constituted a receptacle of abundant materials for history : a value

increasing, not diminishing, by the lapse of time. Its original contri-

butions to science and literature are likewise already appreciated by

writers of the present day, foreign as well as English, who have avowed

their obligations to this Journal for much valuable information.

Possessed of such claims to public regard, the Asiatic Journal, by

recent salutaiy changes in its constitution, has, in t£e opinion of com*

petent judges, established new pretensions to patronage: these the

Aiiatic Joun. Vot. XXIII. No. 133. B *&or



9 PREFACE.

editor apd prb|>rietors are sedulously endeavouring to corroborate, by

adopting e^eryptacticable suggestion for improving the work, in each

department; andthey have, very lately, made a further addition to its

dimensions.

Grateful for th67 support which the Journal experiences, they are

unwilling to advert to the expense incurred in order to gain and secure

that support: as some subscribers, however, may not be aware of the

extraordinary expenditure required for this work, they may be excused

for stating, that the original cost and the postage of newspapers from

every part of the East (files of each Indian paper being imported,

for the purpose of obtaining the very earliest intelligence), the charge

for rapid printing and cancellations (an inconvenience peculiar to such

a work as this), and, lastly, the reporting and printing in full

the Debates at the East-India House, constitute altogether a heavy

tax superadded to the expenses incurred by monthly publications in

general.

The editor takes occasion to assert that, in its political views and

sentiments, the Asiatic Journal is entirely independent. It is, however,

essentially a literary and scientific work ; in this respect, its scope is as

comprehensive as possible : history, geography, biography, literature in

the largest sense of the term, every branch of philosophy, navigation,

trade, and commerce,—all these subjects, and whatsoever is connected

therewith, bearing any relation to the East, will fiad admission into the

Asiatic Journal

;

and the editor will feel obliged by any communica-

tions upon those topics from contributors in Britain, the European con-

tinent, or India,
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THE MARQUESS OF HASTINGS.

The character of an eminent personage, when he has recently quitted this

stage of existence, demands, in our opinion, a more delicate and skilful hand

to pourtray with fidelity, than it did whilst he was alive. The maxim which

teaches that we should say only what is good of the dead, although it inter-

prets rightly the charitable feelings which should actuate those who. survive,

must not be followed so implicitly and observed so literally, as to occasion the

absolute concealment of what is base and pernicious in a character, or vices of

habit injurious in the way of example ; the temperate exposure of which is

due from a biographer to the world. But in the case of public men, the diffi-

culty of pronouncing upon measures not yet fully understood, or motives not

yet clearly discerned, often perplexes the writer who undertakes to adjudicate

the merits of an individual soon after his decease. If he is guided by right

principles, he will, indeed, deem it equitable to lean towards the favourable

Bide of the question ; because he may be deceived, and may wound a person

incapable of defence.

From such considerations, not from a blind obedience to the maxim before-

mentioned, it probably happens that violent reflections upon the characters of

the lately dead are generally displeasing, without reference to the truth or

falsehood of what is alleged. There is, moreover, a certain prejudice, if it

deserve not a better name, which forbids our treading rudely upon the earth

which covers a recent grave.

This is the general, though not indeed universal, feeling of mankind: we do,

though rarely, meet with an instance (as in the case of the late Mr. Adam)'

where all these considerations are utterly disregarded ; where death disarms

not malice of its sting, but stimulates its venom ; where the impotence of the

object invites, instead of suspending,' the assaults of the adversary. Such

B 2 conduct



4 The Marquess of Hatting*. [Jan,

conduct is, however, akin to the ferocity of the Bavage, who, discovering the

corpse of an enemy whom he could not cope with whilst living, strides over

it in unmanly triumph, mangling and mutilating it amidst yells of brutal joy.

We prefix these reflections to a notice of the late Lord Hastings, because

we have recently seen with pain and regret some remarks upon his character,

with respect to the pecuniary difficulties in which his liberality involved him,

which might probably be esteemed more just if they had not been, in our

humble judgment, ill-timed, and, under all circumstances, ungenerous.

'

It is not our present intention to give a memoir of the Marquess of Has-

tings ; that office has been already performed very fully in the sketch of his

history and administration, published in several successive numbers of this

Journal about three years back,* when he closed his political career in British

India, with the history of which his name is now inseparably associated. To
this sketch we refer our readers. We merely add, that upon his departure from

that country, the theatre of splendid events, which will transmit his fame with

lustre to remote posterity, he subsided to the governorship of Malta, then

severed from that of the Ionian islands ;—exhibiting a transition not altogether

unlike that of the Emperor Charles V., and equally voluntary : the resignation

of the office of Governor-general of India, on the part of Lord Hastings,

proceeded from a wish to be relieved from the fatigues and duties of that sta-

tion. The Chairman of the Court of Directors, in 1832, distinctly declared,

that “ his Lordship’s resignation had been accepted at his own earnest and

anxious desire, and much against the will of the Court.”f

It may, however, be convenient
f
to state, briefly, that his Lordship was ap-

pointed to the post of Governor-general and Commander-in-chief of the British

territories in India, in December 1812, and reached that country in October

1813; that in 1814 he commenced military operations against Nepaul, which,

being admirably conceived and skilfully executed, ended in the entire conquest

(in fact) of that difficult country; that in the years 1816, 1817, and 1818, he

purged the continent of the hordes of Pindarries, and by consequence, was
involved in the most extensive war with native powers ever prosecuted by the

British arms in India, which, by wonderful political foresight and military

talent, was not only terminated with glory to this country, to himself, and to

his gallant army, but furnished, in fact, the means of establishing the settle-

ment of India upon a broad and substantial foundation. The extension of

territory obtained during his Lordship’s administration has consolidated, not

attenuated, our eastern empire ; and the war, so far from impoverishing, has,

in the sequel, enriched the Company’s treasury.

On Ips return from India, previous to revisiting his native country, his

Lordship accepted (as before observed) the insignificant post of Governor of

Malta, at which island he has resided ever since, with the exception of one
visit to England, connected (we believe) with the subject of the Hyderabad
financial question.

In the month of November last, it appears from the statements in the

public papers, his Lordship fell from his horse and sustained a severe injury,

which produced fatal effects upon a hernia under which he had long

laboured. He erabarked.on board a King’s ship, the Revenge, either in hopea
th$t the voyage would restore him, or that he might be able to reach England.

He **** removed to that ship on the 20th, being brought down from the palace

on
* §m Atiatic Joumal, toL xvi, pp. 481* ASS ; sod vol. xvii, pp. 1, II?.

t Asiatic Journal, vol. xlli, p.393.
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on a sofa, placed in the admiral’s barge, which was towed alongside, and
hoisted on board in a weak and languishing state. Next day the ship put
to sea, and after a very quick passage of three days only, reached Naples*
The Marquess was then, however, so ill that he could not be moved ; he
continued, therefore, on board the ship, which was anchored in the smooth
water of Baia bay. He lingered, in much pain, showing, notwithstanding,
greatest firmness and resignation, till about eleven o’clock on the night of the
23d, when he breathed his last, surrounded by the Marchioness and his daugh-
ters, the Earl of Rawdon not having arrived from Malta.

A letter from an officer of the Revenge states the following remarkable fact

:

“ The late Marquess of Hastings, in a letter found amongst his papers after

his death, requested that, on his decease, his right hand might be cut off, and
preserved till the death of the Marchioness, when it was to be interred in the
same coffin with her Ladyship. In pursuance of his direction, the hand has
been amputated.”

His remains are to be conveyed to Malta for interment, at his special

desire.

His Lordship enjoyed, at his death, the following titles and offices : lie was
Marquess of Hastings, Earl of Rawdon, Viscount Loudon, Baron Hastings,

Hungerford, Botreaux, Molines, and Rawdon in Great Britain ; Earl of

Moira and Baron Rawdon, and a baronet in Ireland ; a Knight of the Garter,

Grand Cross of the Bath, a general, colonel of the 27th Foot, Governor and
Commander'in-chief of Malta, Constable of the Tower of London, Lord
Lieutenant and Custos Rotulorum of the Tower Division, F.R.S , F.S.A., Vice

Patron of the Royal Asiatic Society, and member of the Asiatic Society of

Calcutta. He had nearly completed the 7&d year of his age.

The marriage of his Lordship with the Countess of Loudon took place in

July 1804. The issue of this marriage was one son, George Augustus Fran-

cis, now Marquess of Hastings, and three daughters.

It would be difficult to select a public man, at least in the present genera-'

tion, who has passed through so great a variety of scenes, and acted so con-

spicuous a part in all the different walks of public life, whose character stands

freer from defect or reproach than this deceased nobleman’s. The punc-

tilious principles of honour for which he claimed to be distinguished, and by

which all his actions were therefore measured, exposed his reputation to incal-

culable risk had he been capable of pursuing the indirect paths of crooked

policy, and of bending to unworthy objects. A rare and remarkable circum-

stance, in the history of a man so actively engaged in politics as Lord Hastings

has been, is, that he has ever enjoyed popularity : the weight and importance

which the country attached to every thing proceeding from his Lordship,

formed the specific ground upon which an inquiry was moved for in Parliament,

by a member politically opposed to him, regarding an affair in which the Mar-

quess thought it expedient to appeal to the public in print.

It is the lot of few individuals to have the good or evil fortune (as the case

may be) of meeting with a crisis calling for great and splendid qualities, and

an ample field for their display. This was, however, the lot of Lord Hastings

:

he found a nodus vindice dignus, and his genius proved equal to the emer-

gency. The great political virtues he seems to have possessed in no ordinary

degree. He excelled as a statesman: he was sagacious, prompt, indefa-

tigable, devoid of arrogance or pride. He shone as a commander: in

this capacity he was enterprizing yet ,vigilant ; brave, skilful, and eminently

heedful of the comforts of his soldiers ; capable of forming vast plans and of

patiently
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patiently superintending the details. In addition to these imposing qualities,

he manifested those more retired, which, nevertheless, win public applause,

mid establish the basis of posthumous reputation. He was a liberal, a

munificent patron ; he was himself imbued with a fine taste for science^

literature, and the arts; his deportment was correct and dignified, though

affable, and characteristic of the polished gentleman ; his domestic character

was amiable ; his social qualities were in the highest degree estimable : so

entirely exempt was he from the least taint of selfishness, that even his very

faults are to be traced to an excess of generosity. We cannot refrain upon

this topic from quoting the sentiments of General Doyle :

—

I speak not from vague rumour, but from long personal experience, having had the

happiness to serve under the immediate command and upon the personal staff of that

distinguished commander, for many years and in various countries, and having so often

witnessed the display of those talents and resources which enabled him to subdue diffi-

culties as great (though in a more limited sphere of action) as those which he has

encountered and overcome in India. This anticipation was not formed upon loose or

light grounds. No man possessed in a higher degree the happy but rare faculty of

attaching to him all who came within the sphere of his command. When they saw

their general take upon himself the blame of any failure in the execution of his plans

(provided it did not arise from a want of zeal or courage), and, where it succeeded,

giving the whole credit to those lie employed, every man found himself safe; an un-

limited confidence infused itself into all ranks, and his army became irresistible. Never

was there a man of whom it could be more truly said “ self was the only being seemed

forgot

The writer of the strictures upon the character of this nobleman, already

referred to, which impute to him the running through a princely fortune, the

dwindling from lofty and large pretensions of many kinds to the frame and

stature of an ordinary being, and the vanity which prompted him to seek the

praise of others more eagerly than his own ; this severe and unsparing censor

of the weakness, not the vice, of Lord Hastings, admits that he was spoken

of and appealed to, during much more than half his life, as the soul of

chivalry and honour; that “ he did possess, or at least set out with possessing,”;

the theory and sentiment of honour, in its highest sense ; and that he had an

innate abhorrence of any mean or sordid action, when it was distinctly pre-

sented to his mind as such. But it appears that “he squandered his noble

revenues at the bidding of ostentation, which he had the misfortune to con-

found with generosity, or to mistake for it.” The wealth was his own.

We are far from offering to justify extravagance, under any circumstances;

but it is only where prodigality springs from a corrupt principle, and where its

objects are intrinsically bad, that we desire to see it visited by harsh censures.

In cases like the present, where the same term, extravagance, is employed to

denote the acts of a generous soul hurried to excess in the pursuit of laudable,

or at least blameless objects, we would censure lightly, or not at all. If, in

judging of criminal actions, we abate somewhat of our severity, in considera-

tion of the violence ofhuman passions, and the weakness of human reason, shall

we refuse to extend the same indulgence to those who have been propelled a

little from the narrow path of rectitude by the momentum of an impulse

virtuous in its nature ?

A speck like this is not visible in ordinary men : in Lord Hastings it was the

more perceptible by reason of the clearness of his general character. To us

it seems more just, as it is certainly more grateful, to overlook this little

defect, which, if it be a trifling drawback upon the virtue and integrity of his

Lordship,
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Lordship, in the eyes of hypercritics of reputation, has. worked out its own
pardon by the punishment which it entailed. It will be but candid, in future

judges of the merits of Lord Hastings, who shall stigmatize his liberality as a

fault, to add that it debarred him, in the decline of life, from the enjoyment of

what he had richly earned, ease and dignified retirement in his native land

amidst his admiring and applanding countrymen ; and doomed him, after he
had but recently ruled over tributary princes and fixed the fate of kingdoms, to

die poor and in voluntary exile.

THE INDIAN ARMY.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal•

Sir: Having lately obtained a perusal of Sir John Malcolm’s Political

History of India (2d edition), I beg leave to offer my humble tribute of
applause to a work, contributing so much to our knowledge of the history and
institutions of that (to this nation) now most interesting country. His obser-

vations on the army, and suggestions for the improvement of its system, have
been of course the chief object of my attention, and for the prosperity of if

I trust they will meet with the consideration due to them by Government.
One point in its present view I think objectionable, and in offering my opinion

on it, I do so with the deference I feel due to that of so experienced and dis-

tinguished an officer ; I allude to his proposal (vol. ii, p. 223) of corps of officers

only
,
who would be temporarily attached to such corps as, from the number

of their own officers on the staff*, required additional aid for their regimental

duties. How irksome would be the situation of such officers, temporarily

serving with a regiment of which they seldom could be allowed a choice

!

Could they feel that interest in its welfare, or would they and the soldiers they

would thus command feel that mutual confidence and attachment, so essential

in military duties, as if permanently belonging to the same corps? The
remedy for the present deficiency seems simple : augment the regiments or
corps to something like the establishment proposed by “A Retired East-India

Officer,” in your 19th vol., pp. 142, 253, 428, and 638; but I cannot agree

with the same authority (page 39), when he proposes that the general staf£ &c.

should be borne supernumerary to the established strength of corps ; as carry-

ing that measure into effect would be attended with the most mortifying super-

sessions, in the subaltern ranks especially, from the unequal numbers of
captains, &c. that some of the regiments have so employed.

I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

Cheltenham, Dec. 6, 1826. An East-India Field-Officer*

BRUCE’S " TRAVELS.”

In our last number (vol. xxii. p. 655) the writer of an article entitled “ Stric-

tures on the * Travels’ of Bruce,” censured that traveller unjustly for translating

the Arabic word hakim by physician, or philosopher, alleging that it signified a

chief, master, or superior person* Undoubtedly such is the sense of the word

hakim9 ; but is the common title of Mahommedan practitioners

in medicine throughout the east. The passage escaped our notice when we
read the article in manuscript, or we should have noted the oversight.

—

Editor,
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SMUGGLING FROM INDIA.
7'u the Editor ofthe Asiatic Journal.

Sir : Now that the prohibitory system is done away with, and silks and

crapes admitted on a duty, there will be less inducement for smuggling from

India, which, no doubt, was carried on to a great extent during the last

twenty years. As many of our fair country-women in India are yet ignorant

of this fact, I wish to convey to them a few words of advice, through your

wid ely-circulated miscellany, in order to save them an infinite deal of trouble,

pain, and loss. Many persons have condemned, for years past, the harsh and

unjust, nay tyrannical proceedings under our custom laws, and which fell

peculiarly heavy on our fellow-countrymen in India : we all know that, after a

lapse of fifteen or twenty years, when an officer or civilian returns from India,

how desirous he is to convey some small token, the produce of the country,

as a mark of his affection to some sister, friend, or mother ; and the tokens

themselves being of too little consequence and value to be entered in the ship’s

papers, were sure to be seized, if found by some voracious shark, in the shape

of a custom-house officer, on their persons or in their boxes ; no regard being

had to the tears and intreaties of the ladies ; and I really think some one

interested ought to step forward^ and by a proper representation to the Lords

of the Treasury, secure an order that no passenger should be molested for

having in possession any token or trinket, or presents, not exceeding the value

of £10 or £20, whether coming from the East or West-Indies, Africa or

America. I was an eye-witness to a fact which will scarcely be credited : a

few years ago, a distinguished civilian, a baronet, who had filled one of the

highest situations abroad under Government, was coming home after an

absence of some thirty or forty years; in the Channel he hired a pilot schooner

for thirty guineas, the captain of which agreed to land him and family on any

part of the English coast, and advised him and his lady to bring all their

valuable articles with them, that they might be safely landed ; he went into

Portsmouth, and before he would allow one of them to land, which they

might have done at four in the morning, unknown, he sent for two custom-

house officers, who searched, and took every thing valuable from them, besides

grossly insulting them. I wish I knew the name of the rascal that thus sold

the party to the Philistines, I would give it as a warning to others. This

notice, however, I hope will prove a lesson to future voyagers; to whom I

would say, bring nothing from India, for every article can now be purchased

in London the same as in Calcutta, and with very little difference in price

:

Chins! crapes are here so common as to be unfashionable; and silk bandannoes

are as numerous as cabbages in market-gardens ; but if you do bring any pre-

sents, let them all be put into a box, entered on the ship’s papers, and the

regular duty paid. Few would judge six rupees duty, on a piece of crape

that cost twenty, exorbitant to secure it from molestation, and the fear of

being seized ; for my part, and I am an old stager, Mr. Editor, I bring nothing

from India but my clothes, and a few cheroots, whenever I can happen to

evade the grasp of the cormorants, which is but seldom.

8th December 1826. I am, yours, &c. Marcus.
*** We must, remind our correspondent of a homely saying, which Implies that fair

play is due to all. An evasion of duty imposed by law, however trifling, is a fraud,
Wrnch the officers of customs are expressly appointed to prevent. The levying duty
‘tipon small articles is vexatious, but there is no remedy : the projeet of exempting
articles of small value from duty would lead to great abuses, if the discretion of rating
their value were vested in the preventive officers, which would be the only means of
obviating the evil complained oU*—‘Editor.
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HISTORY OF THE KURTAKUL, OR ANCIENT HINDU PRINCES
OF MADURA.

[Concluded from last vol., page 670.]

This occurrence having excited commotion in the Ramnad country, and

renewed the system of pillage on the road to Rameswarara, those who tra-

velled thither made loud complaints, and claimed restitution of their property.

They, moreover, demanded the enlargement and reinstatement of the Setu-

pati. Whereupon Trimalla Nayaca ordered him into his presence, expostu-

lated with him on his conduct, advisinghim to pursue a course consistent with

his duty as tributary
; and having received assurances from the Setupati of

fidelity and obedience, dismissed him with marks of favour, and permitted

him to return to Ramnad.
Sadakay Tewen Setupati dying a few years after, without issue, was suc-

ceeded by his son-in-law, Raghunatha Tewen Setupati, who, being bold and
enterprizing, extended his authority as far as Pattacottah (in Tanjore) and
Manarcoil, and became the dread of all the polygars. The Mysoreans having

at this period invaded Madura, and occupied a great portion of it, Trimalla

Nayaca, in apprehension for his life, wrote to Raghunatha Tewen Setupati for

immediate aid ; whereupon he marched at the head of G0,000 men, attacked

the Mysoreans, and drove them out of Madura. He pursued them vigorously

to the ghauts, and when the country was clear of them, he left some of his

troops in the fortresses with those of Trimalla Nayaca, whom he visited at

Madura.

Trimalla Nayaca was so highly pleased with the services rendered by the

Setupati, that, after commending him in public, and loading him with valu-

able presents, giving him his own palankeen, elephants, camels, and horses,

with several trophies, he conferred upon him the denomination of Trimalla

Setupati, after his own name, declared that he would henceforth esteem him
as his own son, dispensed with tribute from him, and granted to him and his

heirs for ever, free of tribute, the whole of the possessions he held. Trimalla

Setupati returned home in triumph, and built the present fort and palaces.

Trimalla Nayaca reigned for forty years, till the year 1584 (era of Saliva-

liana, A.D. 1G61), and was succeeded by his son Mutu Virapa Ndyaca, who
reigned ten years, and in 1594 (A.D. 1671) was succeeded by his son Choka-

natha Nayaca, whose reign lasted for sixteen years.

This prince, having taken a fancy to a boy of the Mahomedan race, named
Rustum Khan, gave him a good education, and when he was qualified,

appointed him his minister. The relatives and friends of this person having

by his means filled many important stations, they gradually, in conjunction

with him, usurped the entire management of the state. They secured the

persons of those in charge of the fort, and Rustum Khan found no difficulty

in confining the prince to his palace, and assuming the whole authority of the

state.

Socanatha Nayaca found means to apply for aid to the then Setupati (named

Ketuwan Setupati), who marched from Ramnad against the usurper with

SO,000 men, and having surprised him and his adherents, he beheaded them,

and sent the head of Rustum Khan to the prince. He then expelled the Ma-
homedan chiefs and their people from the different towns and fortresses, .of

Madura. Socanatha Nayaca conferred upon the Setupati marks of distinction

in testimony of his approbation.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 133. C Socanatha
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S6c&n&tha Nayaca died in 1610 (A.D. 1687% and was succeeded by his son

Rangan Crfehna Mutu Vfrapa Nayaca, who reigned seven years; he was suc-

ceeded in l«fl7 (A.D. 1694) by his son Vidyaranga Sdcanatha Nayaca, then an
infant three months old, during whose minority his grandmother, Mangaijia,

widow of Socanatha Nayaca, was appointed queen-regent of the country.

During her reign she constructed several temples, agrars, and cshetrams,

and governed so prudently, that she afforded general satisfaction to the people.

It is related that, upon one occasion, as she was chewing betel, she inadver-

tently received the betel with her left hand i manifesting great sorrow at the

deed, and anxious to secure herself from the evils attending it, she ordered

avenues to be made from Casi (Benares) to Cape Comorin, and along the road

to Ram6swaram ; and she, moreover, built additional cshetrams and proper

places for the accommodation of travellers, winch were supplied with all neces-

sary articles for their use and consumption. In short, her generosity and

charity ginned her the esteem and admiration of all her subjects, as well as of

foreign princes, and she became famous throughout Hindustan. She died

(A.D. 1712), after a glorious reign of eighteen years.

Her grandson, Vidyaranga Socanatha Nayaca, then mounted the throne ; he

reigned for nineteen years, and dying (A.D. 1731) without issue, Bungaru

Trimalla Nayaca, son of Cumara Trimalla Nayaca, claimed the succession as

next heir. But the widow of Vidyaranga StScanatha Nayaca having adopted

the son of Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca, she insisted upon his right to succeed.

His father, however, disputed his title to precede him , and accordingly

assumed the government : but the whole treasure was deposited in the palace,

which was in the possession of the widow-queen.

This lady complained to Chanda Saheb* of the unjust act of Bungaru Tri-

malla Nayaca; who, hearing of this complaint, applied to the Nawab Safdar

Ali Khan to support him ; whereupon Chanda Saheb ami the Nawab marched

with 10,000 horse, and encamped on the plains of Trichinopoly.

Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca visited the Nawab, and having represented his

right to the government, his highness summoned all the principal inhabitants,

and after proper inquiry into the validity of his pretensions, pronounced in his

favour. He was consequently declared by the Nawab successor to the

government, and was desired to continue to the Rani, her brothers and depen-

dents, the daily allowance they enjoyed during the life of Vidyaranga Soca-

natha Nayaca. It was further provided, that she should retain all her own
property, but deliver up to the prince all the property belonging to the state.

The Nawab then received from the Raja a promissory note for the payment of

thirty lacs of rupees, as a nuzr for confirming his installation, which he left;

Chanda Saheb to perform in the usual manner ; and his highness, having

directed Chanda Saheb to provide for the tranquillity of the province, returned

to Arcot.

After the departure of the Nawab, the Rani and her brothers offered a

handsome nuzr to Chanda Saheb to forward their objects, which he agreed to,

and thereupon procrastinated the installation of Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca, to

the great dissatisfaction of the latter.*

.The nuzr offered by the Rani to Chanda Saheb was 100 lacs of rupees ; and

as security for. the payment of it, she delivered to him all the jewels, elephants,

horses, &e. belonging to the state ; whereupon he entered the fort, and inti-

mated his intention of supporting the Rani’s claim. Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca,

alarmed,
* Known also by the name of lluacu Dost Khan.
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alarmed, led the fort of Trichinopoly, and proceeded to Madura, where he
administered the government of that province, as well as of Dindigul and Tin-

nevelly.

' Chanda Saheb appointed two brahmins, named Govinda Jyen and Rawa-
napa Jyen, as the ministers of the Rani, and despatched them with a force of

8,000 cavalry and a body of infantry, to demand the surrender of the forts of

Dindigul, Madura, and Palamcottah, with directions to commence hostilities in

case of refusal.

On arriving at Dindigul they summoned the garrison of that fort, and upon
the refusal of the commander to surrender, it was taken by assault* On their

march from thence to Madura they were met by the minister of Bungaru Tri-

rpalJa Nayaea, who had been detached with 2,000 horse and foot to oppose
them; but the Rani’s superior force routed these troops, who abandoned tlieir

commander and fled. This personage, being mounted on an elephant, was
surrounded by the Rani's troops ; he resisted them for some time with bow and
arrows from his haudah, but was at length killed. The Rani’s army then

advanced without opposition to Madura, which they found evacuated by Bun-
garu Trimalla Nayaea; whereupon the government of the country was assumed

in the name of the Rani. The ministers, having appointed proper persons to

manage public affairs, and made the necessary arrangements for the tranquillity

of the country, returned to Trichinopoly, and reported the result of their

expedition to Chanda Saheb.

By means of various intrigues, and by solemn promises of support, Chanda
Saheb so persuaded the Rani that he was entirely devoted to her interests,

that she took no precautions for her security. But soon after, Chanda Saheb

seduced the garrison of the fort, seized the city, and having secured the per-

sons of the Rani, her brothers, and principal adherents, removed them beyond

the precincts of Trichinopoly.

The submission of the rest of the kingdom soon followed that of the capital,

and Chanda Saheb became entire master of the southern countries. Soon after

(A.D. 1738); the death of the Rani took place.

Bungaru Trimalla Nayaea, upon the news of the defeat of liis army, the

death of his minister, and the advance of the Rani’s force, fled from Madura
into the Sivaganga country, and met with protection from its polygar, named
Wodeya Tewen, who settled him in a village called Velicourchy, paying him

every mark of respect. Bungaru Trimalla Nayaea thereupon represented his

case to the chief of the Malirattas at Sattara Poona.* Upon which an army

of not less than 60,000 Malirattas, under the ‘command of Puttay Sing and

Raghuji Bhonsla, entered the province of Trichinopoly, and encamped in sight

of the fort, closely investing the city. All supplies of provisions being cut ofl;

Chanda Saheb applied earnestly for aid to his brother Budda Saheb, who
advanced with a large convoy of provisions, escorted by a strong force. The
Mahrattas detached a larger force to intercept the convoy ; the escort defended

themselves with bravery until Budda Saheb fell, when a general rout took

place. The Mahrattas cut off Budda Saheb’s head and sent it to Chanda
Saheb, who, notwithstanding his brother’s defeat, continued to defend the fort

resolutely, till he could resist no longer, when he surrendered, and was taken

prisoner by the Mahrattas.f Puttay Sing and Raghuji Bhonsla appointed one

of

* The reader may here compare this history with those of Orrae and Wilks ; also with Capt. Grant
Duff's moTe recent history of the Mahrattas, vol. i, p. 506, and vol. ii, p. 2, ctseq.

f This event occurred in March, 1741.
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of their generals, named Moorari Rao, to take charge of the fort and rein-

state Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca, and to realize the promised nuzr of thirty lacs

of rupees. Leaving a strong force under his command, they returned to

Poona with their prisoners, whom they confined (as wras afterwards reported)

in a fort in the vicinity of Sattara, their metropolis.

Moorari Rao soon after invited Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca to accompany him

to Trichinopoly, for the purpose of being formally installed ; but they were

unable to proceed, owing to the confusion prevailing throughout the country in

consequence of the march of Nizam Husen Saheb (the Nawab of Golconda

and Hydrabad) with a very formidable force into the Carnatic.

The Nawab reached Trichinopoly soon after without experiencing any

resistance from the princes of the country through which he passed, and sent

a summons to Moorari Rao to surrender the city. Whereupon he evacuated

Trichinopoly, and soon after quitted the Carnatic with all his Mahrattas.

The Nawkb Nizdm Husen Saheb having taken possession of the kingdom

of Trichinopoly, Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca waited upon him, and represented

his case. The Nawdb having ascertained the justice of his pretensions, pro-

mised to reinstate him, provided he would give him a nuzr of thirty lacs of

rupees.

The Nayaca alleged his inability to comply with his desire immediately*

because Chanda Saheb and the Mahrattas had completely drained the kingdom

of all they could find valuable in it. But upon an agreement for the Iiquicla*-

tion of the nuzr in three years, the Nawab desired Anwar-ud-deen Khan
(then appointed Nawab of Arcot and its dependencies) to reinstate the Nayaca

in his kingdom, and to collect the nuzr.

The Nawab Nizam Husscn Saheb (Nizam ul Mulk) having adjusted the

affairs of this part of the Carnatic, returned to Golconda, leaving Anwar-ud-

deen Khan to administer the government of Arcot. Soon after, some of the

northern countries being in commotion, Anwar-ud-deen Khan marched thither,

accompanied by Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca, promising that as soon as he had

reduced the northern polygars to obedience, he would return to Trichinopoly

and reinstate him. But as the polygars were not to be easily subdued, he was

detained there longer than he expected; he therefore allowed Bungaru Tri-

malla Nayaca 100 pagodas per month, and his son Vidya Raghunatha Tri-

malla Nayaca 100 rupees, for their respective maintenance. The former fell

sick in camp, and died upon his removal to Arcot. His son having expressed

a wish to join the family in Sivaganga, for the purpose of performing the

obflequies to his deceased parent, the Nawab allowed him 10,000 rupees to

defray the expenses, and promised he should succeed to the principality on
his return to Trichinopoly. Vidya Raghunatha Trimalla Nayaca having joined

his mother and family at the village of Velicourchy, in Sivaganga, and per-

formed his father’s obsequies, married a bride chosen by the polygar of Siva-

ganga.

Whilst he was expecting the return of the Nawab Anwar-ud-deen Khan, a
report prevailed that Chanda Saheb, having obtained his freedom, had joined

Hddayet Moidln Khan* against the Nawab Anwar-ud-deen Khan, who was
killed in battle with them; that ChandA Saheb had not only obtained posses-

sion of the city and fort of Arcot, but had also become Nawkb of all the ter-

ritories under Anwar-ud-deen Khan, whose son, Mahomed Ally, had-made his

escape from the battle to Trichinopoly.

* Better known as Muzufilr Jung.

The
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The confusion which prevailed throughout the southern country, in conse-

quence of the revolution at Arcot and the design of Chanda Saheb of march-

ing, with a French auxiliary force, against Mahomed Ally, obliged Vidya

Cumara Mutu Trimalla Nayaca* to remain at Vellicourchy. Chanda Saheb
shortly after entered the territories of Trichinopoly with a strong force, accom-

panied by a detachment of French troops from Pondicherry, and besieged the

fort. He despatched a small army under Alum Khan to occupy Madura
and Tinnevelly, which was effected with little trouble. He left Nabcer Khan
at Tinnevelly, and Mundimeyah at Madura, to superintend those districts,

and returned to Chanda Saheb at Trichinopoly, where Alum Khan was shortly

after killed in battle. This was in the 1674th year of the era of Salivahana,

corresponding with A.D. 1751.

The superintendents of Madura and Tinnevelly were then directed by
Chanda Saheb to inquire after the dethroned king of Trichinopoly, and to

reinstate him at Madura. They accordingly went to Ramnad, and having

summoned Villaycn Shcrogar and Tandawaroyahpillay, the ministers of Ram-
nad and Sivaganga, to join them with their respective forces, escorted Vidya

Cumarft Mutu Trimalla Nayaca from Velicourchy to Madura, where lie was
formally installed as successor to the throne. This event took place in the

year 1674, or A.D. 1751. Nabcer Khan and Mundimeyah became his fouz-

dars. A person named Alagopah Moodely was appointed general ofthe Raja's

troops ; he was stationed at Tinnevelly, with the title of Halawah, which has

remained to his descendants until this day.

Mundimeyah being censured by his father-in-law for having rc-cstablished

the Raja in his government, which, he remarked, would for ever secure it to

his posterity, to his own prejudice, prevailed upon him to plot the subversion

of the Hindu authority. But the ministers of Ramnad and Sivaganga, aware

of this, expostulated with Mundimeyah, assuring him that they would unite

their endeavours to support the Raja, and counteract his treacherous design.

The two ministers, finding that Mundimeyah’s proceedings indicated a reso-

lution to usurp the government, marched with an army to Madura, and

encamping near the Tcppacolum, peremptorily required Mundimeyah to quit

the fort. Upon his refusal a battle ensued, in which the loss on both sides

was considerable. The Raja, afflicted at the misfortunes which had befallen

his father and himself, ascribed them to the influence ofa malignant star which

presided at their nativities
; and requesting the ministers to cease hostilities on

his behalf, he signified his readiness to quit Madura, which he immediately

did^and returned to Velicourchy. Here he remained, cherishing the hope

that fortune might, at some future period, prove favourable to himself or hitf

descendants, by causing some just personages, possessed of power, to come

from the north, who would doubtless, actuated by equitable and benevolent

motives, institute a strict inquiry into their ancient and hereditary rights, and

restore them to their kingdom ; an event which would establish their authority

for ever.

Such were the hopes indulged by this unfortunate prince, who died some

years afterwards, and was speedily followed by his only son, Viswanatha Na-

yaca; and whose grandsons, Bungaru Trimalla Nayaca and Vidya Cumara

Mutu Trimalla Nayaca, were living, at the time this history was written, in

the village before mentioned in Sivaganga.

* Here seems to be on error in the MS., whichJs continued to the end ; the name of this prince is

before written VidyA Raghundtha Trimalla Ndyaca.
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JOURNEY ACROSS THE ARRACAN MOUNTAINS.
Upon the cessation of hostilities in Ava, a party consisting of the 18th

regt. Madras N.I., fifty pioneers, and the elephants of the army, under the

command of Capt. Ross, was directed to move to Pakang Yeh, then cross

the Irrawuddy to Sembeghewn, and thence march over thc^Arracan moun-
tains to Aeng : at the same time the Burman authorities deputed the Thanduck-

Woon, named Moonza, or Maunzah (a chief of some rank who had cotai-

ihanded formerly the province of Thanduck), to accompany the detachment

as far as Aeng, and afford it every assistance in his power.

Particulars of this interesting journey, which occupied twelve days, have

appeared, from two sources, in the Calcutta Government Gazette

*

and the

Bengal Hurkaru . These two statements we have taken the pains to condense

and incorporate into one narrative.

The party reached Pakang Yeh from Yandaboo on the 13th March, after

a pleasant march of eight days, and encamped on the banks of the Irrawuddy,

there about 1,500 yards wide, the current not very rapid.-)- During the wet

season, the country on the other side of the river (which they crossed on the

14th) is completely inundated. The soil is rich and fertile, producing tobacco

in great perfection, Indian corn, and other productions, all the way from

hence to Sembeghewn, which is four miles inland. On the banks of the river

was a long straggling village, inhabited chiefly by those who had fled from their

habitations on the advance of the British army.

Sembeghewn was once an extensive and flourishing town, containing 3,000

inhabitants, but now not a single habitation existed ; the Burman army, when
retiring from Chalain Mew, after the fall of Melloon, having burned it to the

ground. The inhabitants had not yet commence^ re-building their huts ; here

and there some were prowling about among the embers of their houses, or

from the road-side, looking at the passage of the troops : and after they had

passed, three bullock-loads of rice were stolen ; a musket was also taken from

one of the sepoys, but no blood was spilt. The people in the neighbourhood

of Sembeghewn are notorious for robberies.

The country round Sembeghewn is an open uninterrupted plain, fertile and

highly cultivated, chiefly paddy-fields; in the immediate vicinity of the town
are beautiful gardens, and groves of plantain, mangoe, and other fruit trees.

The Chalain river, which during the rains is of considerable size, runs through

the town.

"The party arrived at Chalain Mew on the 16th. The road thither was ex-

cellent, having been made at a great expense by the orders of Menderagec Prah

;

it was lined at each side by a brick parapet wall, about three feet high, which de-

fended it from the inundations from the rice-fields with which the country was
laid out as far as the eye could reach, and which were irrigated from the Chalain

river. A bridge was thrown over every ravine. The country was beautiful,

and thickly interspersed with inhabited villages. Wells were in abundance

;

and sacred groves, kiouins,j; and pagodas, were seen all along the road.

The
* The valuable contributions to our stock of geographical knowledge furnished by this paper, and

which have laid the public in England as well as India under great obligations, make us rejoice- to And
It stated in an Indian paper, " from good authority," that “ the lately published order of the Hon.
Court of Directors, with regard to the editors and proprietors of newspapers, will not at all affect the
present able conductor of the Government Gazette."

t The account in the Hurkaru estimates the breadth of the river here at 1,150 yards, and describes
the current as strong.

$ Residences of the Poonghces, or,priest*.
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The suburbs of Chalain Mew, as well as the city itself, had fallen a prey to

the flames ; the only buildings saved from the conflagration were the kioums

and other edifices appropriated to the purposes of religion. This wanton act

is said to have been committed, without the knowledge of the chieftains, by

some of the disorganized bands of the Burman army. Round Chalain Mew
are the remains of a lofty brick wall, and in those places where it had fallen

to decay, a capital teak-wood stockade was erected at the commencement of

the war. The situation of the work is very strong, and on two sides com-

pletely defended by large jeels, whence, by cutting a small bund, sufficient

water might be procured to form a wet ditch round the fortifications. The
brick portion of the latter is well worthy of remark, offering a more perfect

specimen of ancient fortification in this country than any other of the

forts that have been passed. One part of the wall, which seemed to have

suffered less from the ravages of time, particularly attracted attention: its

outer height was fifty feet, and inside it rose about thirty feet above the

level of the town, and this must be about six feet below the original

elevation, the turrets which formerly adorned the summit having fallen

down. This great height of the brick-work was only between three or four

feet thick, supported by slight abutments every forty yards; and it seemed

quite extraordinary that so much of it still remained, in many places tottering

on its base. Near the summit of the walls were small apertures, intended to

receive the beams by which the platform was sustained, whence the defen-

ders fire; and, on inquiry, it appeared that these walls were long antecedent

to the use of fire-arms. The Thanduck Woon stated that Chalain Mew is

said to have been built 1,500 years ago, at the time Pagham Mew was the scat

of government, and that it used frequently to be honoured with the residence

of the sovereign.

Chalain Mew contained 10,000 inhabitants, and is the chief town of the

district of Chalain, which is in extent between 500 and GOO square miles, and

has a population of 200,000 souls. Sixty -four villages arc scattered over this

fertile tract, which furnished, during the war, 10,000 men as their quota to the

army, of whom only one-half returned. The district of Chalain is governed

by a Musghi. From Chalain Mew the road branches off to Talak, by which

it was originally intended a part of the detachment should proceed; but all

the accounts of this route were so very unsatisfactory, that it was deemed

proper to give up all idea of attempting it.

A footpath is said to have existed over the mountains to Talak, occasionally

frequented by a few itinerant merchant^, and that ponies and bullocks were the

only beasts of burden by which the road could be traversed. A great scarcity

of water exists for four inarches, so much so, that those who went that way
used always to carry a supply of water in bamboos ; the chance of finding

crevices in the rocks, or pools of water, being very precarious, and, if found,

would not prove sufficient for more than twenty or thirty men. The hills are

very steep, and although the road was naturally so very bad, the Burmahs, at

the time they expected an attack from us in that quarter, determined on

entirely destroying the medium of communication, and accordingly scarped

part of the road, in others felled trees across it, and so completely closed

the passage, that for more than two years not a single individual had passed

that way. The Talak road was not followed by either of the Burman armies

:

the Maha Bundoolah having marched by Acng, both in going to and returning

from. Arracan ; and the Arracan army, after its defeat, was so totally dispersed,

that
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that the men which composed it, striking into the mountains, followed no

regular track, but took their chance of going straight over the hills.

On the morning of the 17th the detachment left Chalain Mew, and, desert-

ing the high road to the right, struck off considerably to the southward, in

order to encamp in the vicinity of water, none being procurable on the main

route at this season, except by making very long marches. Several thickly

inhabited villages were seen on both sides of the road, and the division marched

through one of considerable size, called Pounglahang, situated at the foot of

a small range of hills, covered with jungle, and on the banks of a very exten-

sive jeel, formed by the inundation of the Irrawuddy. On the banks of this

jeel the party encamped, about two miles from the village. It was most

gratifying to remark the confidence exhibited by the villagers, so very different

from the conduct hitherto pursued by them since the arrival of the British

in Ava. No longer forsaking their houses, and flying with their families and

effects into the jungle, they quietly pursued their daily avocations, and only

noticed the approach of the troops by running to the road-side when they

passed, and gazing with astonishment at the first white faces they had ever

seen.

The difference of soil between the east and west banks of the Irrawuddy,

at this part of the country, is very surprising: the east, barren, arid, and

parched up, particularly in the neighbourhood of the Petroleum wells, pro-

duces not the slightest vegetation ; scarcely a blade of grass is to be met with ;

whilst the west is fertile, well watered, abounding with fine cattle and excellent

pasturage, and producing all the requisites of food. Sugar is extracted from,

the palmyra tree in considerable quantity, and saltpetre is also manufactured.

The road next day lay, for some miles, over an extensive plain laid out in

paddy-fields, and bearing the traces of being completely inundated during the

monsoon. The whole country between this and the Irrawuddy, at that season

of the year, is one continued sheet of water. The road winded along the banks

of the jeel, which the party crossed, about a furlong broad. After marching

eight miles, passing the pagoda of Minashatwah, and the village of Knuzce,

the Moh river occurs, a fine stream of water, fordable about knee-deep, and

forming the boundary between the districts of Chalain and Lchdinc. It

derives its source from the Arracan mountains, and even at this season pre-

sented sufficient water for small canoes, many of which were plying up and

down, mostly superintending the course of several rafts of bamboos, which

are cut in the mountains, and thence floated down to supply the inhabitants

of tjbe plains with materials for building houses. A large and populous village,

named Boonzong, stood on the bank of the river, and many others lower

down were discernible.

It being desirable to gain the foot of the hills as soon as possible, it became

necessary to make long marches, and this day the men advanced fifteen miles

and a half. The camp was pitched near a jeel at the town of Lehdine, or

Zchdine, chief of a small district of the same name, containing twenty-four

villages, and about 10,000 inhabitants: the town had been burned by some of

the predatory bands who had overrun this part of the kingdom.

On the 19th the party marched fourteen miles and a half, through a highly

cultivated country, embellished with groves of palmyra and other trees, and full

of populous villages; these obtained their water from a small stream con-

ducted by means of dams from the Mine river, and answering the twofold

purpose of supplying the wants of the inhabitants and irrigating the soil. At
the
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the village of Shoegiun were many Shams (a warlike race, their features more
prominent than the Burmese), who came out and offered toddy ; and here, for

the first time, some of the tribe of Kareans were encountered. The distances

on the road to-day were marked off at every dine by small upright posts*

surrounded by a railing; the distance between several amounted to two miles,

five furlongs ; but this varies considerably, as a coss* or dine, in the mountain
districts, was often under two miles, whilst in the plains it generally exceeded

three. It seems probable that the Burman distances are calculated rather by

the time it takes to traverse them than by any fixed rule. The detachment

halted at Kivensah, near the Mine river, a stream of considerable magnitude,,

and which bounds the Lehdinc district to the south ; and here, for the last

time* the party saw the plains of Ava. Before them lay wild jungle and
forests, and in the distance the blue summits of the lofty Arracan mountains

were indistinctly visible.

About two miles beyond Kivensah, after crossing the Mine river several-

times, the party reached (on the 20th) the lowest range of hills connected with

the Koona Pokoung range, and commenced ascending. In a little valley at

their foot, a post was stuck in the ground to denote to the pilgrims- and mer-

chants who formerly frequented this road, that a chokcy, or a watchonsc,

existed there, whence they would derive protection against the depredations

of the robbers who infested the mountains. The line of march here regained

the high road to Aeng, and several places were distinguishable where it had
been cut and levelled with no little trouble ; it was in capital repair, and at

certain distances were houses for the reception of pilgrims going to worship at

the famous Shoechatoh Pagoda. Many of these houses had been burned by

accidentally catching fire from the long grass which had lately been in flames :

the trees were scorched and deprived of their foliage; and the whole ap-

pearance of these hills was as dry and arid as could be. The jungle was

not thick, and consisted principally of the male bamboo, and a few other

stunted trees; several small ponds, one or two containing a little muddy
water, and the rest dry, were on the road-side, and near one of them the

Burmahs had formerly erected a small breastwork, the traces of which were

almost obliterated. Emerging from the jungle on the summit of a steep ghaut,,

the Shoechatoh was perceived at a mile distance, built on the peak of a very

high and steep hill. The pagoda and its kioutns(the latter gilt) had a magni-

ficent appearance, and seemed a delightful spot, when compared with the

bold, but arid scenery around. To the S. and W. was another range of hills.

At the foot of the hills near the camp, the Mine river wound in the most

circuitous manner, and enriched a little verdant space of ground, where a

village formerly stood, the only spot where any thing like vegetation could be

seen, and where the camp was, consequently, pitched. The Shoechatoh is

held in the greatest veneration by the Bhuddists, as containing the impressions

of Gaudma’s feet, one on.the summit, and the other at the base of the hill.

These are railed in, and covered over by splendidly carved and gilt temples,

and attended by Poonghis, who inhabit the kioums at the side of the hill.

Pilgrims from all parts of the empire flock here to offer up their prayers, and

as the party entered the valley, the repeated tolling of the bells indicated tliut

some suppliant was on the point of preferring his request to the deity. The
Burman government derives some profit from the Shoechatoh by exacting a tax

on the richer class of devotees, of from 'twenty to fifty, rupees, according to

their rank, and they arc then allowed to pray within the railing which .surrounds

the foot. No tax is levied on those suppliants who content themselves with

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 133. 1) grayers.
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prayers outside the railing, but none are allowed to enter the sacred precincts

without paying the fine. The unsettled state of the country of late has, of

course, prevented the pagoda’s being as much resorted to as formerly, and but

very few devotees are found there. The ascent to the temple is by means of a
flight of stone steps, 970 in number, and is covered from the weAther by a

wooden roof, or canopy, handsomely carved, and supported by numerous
pillars of teak.

The march of the 21st followed the course of the Mine river for several

miles, ascending almost imperceptibly the whole time, and after crossing a low
range of hills, led to a delightful valley, about a mile in width, watered by the

Mine river. On its banks were numerous habitations, occupied partly by the

Karcan tribe, employed in cultivating their paddy-fields. After passing the

villages of Siraoh and Chitalaing, they arrived at the large stockaded village

of Napeh Mew, the capital of the district, and the last Burman village

towards the mountains. It is very pretty and neat, though of but inconside-

rable size, and is situated on a rising ground. The district contains twenty-

four villages and 4,000 inhabitants. A few hamlets exist farther on, but are

inhabited by those Kareans who have placed themselves under the authority

of the Burman government.

The inhabitants of Doh, the place of encamping, at first were running oflj

but being re-assured, returned, and afforded a good opportunity of remarking

the difference between the Kareans and the Burmahs. They possessed a more
pleasing cast of features than the latter, and were much neater dressed than

any before seen.

The Kyoungs are a distinct race of people that inhabit the hills ; they acknow-
ledge the Burmese authority, but have a chief of their own sect ; they are not

of a fighting cast, as none of them were employed (hiring the war ; they do not

appear to have any particular form of religion, but worship the sun and moon
for affording them light ; their cattle, swine, and fowls, as the means of their

subsistence. Their women, when arrived to the age of forty, have their faces

tattooed, which gives them a most hideous appearance
; their dress is com-

monly black cloth, whilst that of the males is white
; their employment is

chiefly fishing in the mountain streams ;
the produce of their labour is laid

on a frame of bamboo, with large fires underneath, until completely dried,

when they are taken down to the vallies, and exchanged for rice, &c. &c.

Clearing the village of Doh on the 22d, the detachment followed the bed of

the Mine river, and entered a deep pass formed by the lofty mountains through

which this stream runs : rising almost perpendicular to a great height, they

completely hemmed in the line of march, and their summits and sides clothed

with trees, now of a verdant appearance, shielded it from the rays of the sun,

and rendered the road pleasant. Several Kareans were met, as the party was

on the march, laden with dried fish. With the exception of these straggling

individuals, not a soul was seen, nor the recent traces of any one, during ten

miles march through this dell. The party encamped at the first spot which

afforded sufficient width to pitch a tent, and were so fortunate as to procure

plenty of forage, although they had been led to expect they should find nothing

for the cattle but bamboo leaves ; so far from that being the case, the vegetation,

as they advanced, became more and more luxuriant ; the most delightful variety

of brilliant foliage hung over the stream, rills of water abounded in the mountains,

and large masses of rock, torn from their original site by the mountain torrents,

lay here and there in the bed of the river, and occasionally damming the stream,

cause^ it to rush down in waterfalls, giving to the whole scene one ofthe wildest
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and most romantic appearances imaginable. The road this day, though far from
good, being over the rocks and loose stones in the course of the stream, might,

in a short time, with but little trouble, be made passable for wheel-carriages

;

but during the rains, the force and depth of the torrents would prevent a pas-

sage being effected.

On the 23d, after winding through the bed of the Mine river for four miles,

the detachment arrived at the post of Kaong, where two or three good houses

remained, which had been occupied by a Bumian picquet. At this point the

river divides into two branches, and the road begins ascending the mountain :

the ascent for a mile is extremely abrupt, as it runs up a tongue of land pro-

ceeding from the main range, and which is so very steep on the sides, that the

road has necessarily been made almost straight up the hill. After ascending a

couple of miles, the road ran on the summit of the ridge, which was not more
than fifteen or twenty feet wide, and the declivity on each side exceedingly

abrupt; across this part of the road a small stockade had been erected, which

completely enfiladed the path for a considerable distance; this work was culled

Keonkrius, and was supplied with water from a stream at the bottom of the

valley; it may have contained about 100 men.

After marching four miles over a continued ascent, the party reached the

foot of the highest point of the mountains; and here the road, which for some
distance liad been as good as could be wished, became very abrupt and much
broken, the rain having forced away greut part of it. The men marched all

day, and were it not for the refreshing shade thrown by the lofty trees under

which they passed, would have suffered much from the heat and want of

water: as it was, they were much fatigued when they gained the summit of

the mountains, and halted in a small stockade called Nairiengain. The road

was gravelly, interspersed with sand and stones. The toil that had been

undergone was now amply repaid by the grand scene which opened to the

view. Below, in every direction, rose immense mountains, beautifully wooded

from the summit down to the very base, and giving rise to the Mine river on

the east, and Aeng river to the west, both of whose numerous sources could

be distinctly traced in the ravines falling from the mountains. This was exactly

the frontier line. On one side lay the British territory, and on the other the

dominions of the king of Ava, and had it not been that the weather was hazy,

the view, it was said, would have comprised the sea and the plains of the Irra-

waddy.

The water of Nairiengain was so difficult of access, that the cattle could

not approach it, but it was of good quality, and in quantity sufficient for con-

sumption. It is quite a mistaken idea that no water exists iu the mountains,

there being numerous springs in all the hills : but these rising about half-way

from the summit where the road runs, the difficulty of access to them is very

great. This might be obviated by cutting paths to and from them ; and digging

reservoirs of sufficient size to water the cattle, would always ensure a supply,

as the spring in a short time would replenish them.

The great range is called the Romah Pokoung Toung, and runs in a direction

about S. 20° W., falling to the east in a succession of parallel ranges, and on
the west more abruptly to the sea. The mountain on which Nairiengain is

situated is named Marang-mateng-toung. In early times the Kareans used to

prowl about this road in search of plunder, and attack and murder any

traveller they might chance to meet with ; but as their numbers were never

very great, the merchants who formerly passed this way united their forces,

and forming little caravans of from thirty to 300 men, placed themselves
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beyond the power of these savage marauders. A great trade was carried on,

before the war, between Arracan and Ava, in which it is said,40,000 people

were annually employed : the former country exported India and Euro-

pean manufactures, such as velvets, broad-cloths, piece-goods, silks and mus-

lins ; and betel-nuts, salt, and other articles, the produce of its own soil

;

receiving in return ivory, silver, copper. Palmyra sugar, tobacco, oil, and

lacquered boxes.

It was principally to further this intercousc that the late King of Ava,

Minderajee Prah, caused this superb road to be made : a work which reflects

the greatest credit, not only on the liberal mind of him who planned, but also

on those who carried it into execution. The labour bestowed upon it has been,

immense, as for nearly twenty miles the road is cut out of the hill-side, to

the width of between ten and twelve feet, and that with the most judicious

attention to the different falls of the ground : the remains of a parapet formed

of trunks of trees are visible in many places ; and it would be very advan-

tageous if something of the kind still existed, the precipices offthe road being

most terrific, and of such a depth, that if any animal lost his footing and fell

over, its loss would be inevitable. The Aeng road was first commenced in

1816, under the superintendance of the Thanduck Woon, and other chieftains

through whose territories it passed ; the whole plan, in the first instance;

having been laid out by the engineers of the King. During the first two years

only 500 workmen were employed, but then the road having been completed

nearly up to the summit of the mountain, 200 more were added, who finished

it as far as Shoechatoh, each man receiving seven rupees a month wages. But
what contributed more than any thing to the completion of the road, was a

most sensible rule enforced by the Burman government, by which, in lieu of

taxes on their merchandize, they obliged all the travellers to carry with them
working-tools, and repair those parts of the road which might require it, or

facilitate the access to the water. Thus constant use, instead of spoiling

the road, improved it ; and it is only owing to the stagnation of commerce
during the last two years, and the consequent encroachment and ravages of

the monsoon, that any part of the route was bad ; for as the communication is

closed between May and January, the havoc committed during that period

must be annually repaired.

The detachment was unable to leave Nairiengain till ten o’clock on the

24th, the road down the mountain having been completely blocked up by

large trees, felled across at every few yards. The descent, for six furlongs,

was exceedingly rapid, and led to a small open spot, used as a halting place by
travellers, and named Kouronkire. Here a fine stream of water issued from

the hill, and being dammed up, afforded great refreshment to the jaded cattle.

A little farther on was another small stockade, in a capital position, and

defended by an abbatis extending some distance down the road, which for two
miles more was much impeded by trees, and had it not been for the exertions

of the pioneers, would have retarded the advance considerably ; as it was, the

party did not arrive at Jooadah, or Wuddah, though a distance of only six

miles, until sunset. The latter part of the road was through a bamboo jungle,

and the screams of innumerable baboons were heard, and the recent tracks of

many wild elephants were visible.

On the 25th the division still continued descending the same tongue of land,

over ridges and rocks, and after marching eleven miles, arrived at Sarowah,

on the banks of the Aeng river : thence to Aeng, whither they marched on the

26th, was fifteen miles, the road occasionally crossing the Aeng river, and
4

eight
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eight other small streams, over which substantial wooden bridges had been
thrown, of sufficient breadth to admit any species of wheel-carriage: but time

had so much impaired the wood that they had all fallen to decay, whilst those

which age had spared, had been purposely destroyed by the Burmahs. Six

miles before entering Aeng, the road leaves the hills, and frou thence is

superb, being quite level, and about twenty feet wide.

The party inquired at Aeng the means by which the famous colossal figure

of Guadma, which was taken from the Arracanese, was conveyed across

those hills ; and learned, that forty years ago it was ordered to be sent up to

Ava, by Ingy Kodo, for which purpose the head was taken ofl^ and the body
divided above the navel ; three rafts were then constructed, on which those

diflerpnt parts were floated down the Sundcrbunds to Chandaway, from
whence, in the same manner, it was transported to Tongo Cyoung. At the

foot of the hills a road was cut to Padown, just below Prome ; the parts were
placed upon separate sledges, and dragged over the mountains by manual
strength to the banks of the Irrawuddy.

Aeng now contains but few inhabitants, but formerly it was of considerable

size, and was the emporium of all the trade between the two kingdoms. The
tide runs past the village, but at this season of the year there is not water

enough for boats of any size within six miles of the wharf.

The distance from Pakang Yeh to Sembcghewn is 155 miles 4 furlongs. It

is very satisfactory to observe, that although during the march from Scmbe-
ghewn the party averaged more than ten miles a day, and were much exposed

to the sun, they only lost one man by death ; and that when they entered

Aeng only three men were so unwell as to be carried in doolies. The loss

in cattle only amounted to a few bullocks, already jaded, when they started,

by the long march from Prome to Yandaboo : four elephants also were lost,

and one who was allowed by his mahout to stray away.

THE POET AND THE NIGHTINGALE.

A nightingale’s music was heard in a grove,

Where wandered a bard deeply dreaming of love

;

His thick-stirring fancies new vigour receive

From the air’s fragrant breath and the stillness of eve

:

Whilst sweetly the strain on his ear rose and fell,

lie pondered what meaning its language would tell.

Is it passion -born sorrow that prompts the soft tale.

And fain would o'er flint-hearted beauty prevail

;

Is itjoy too abundant, which borrows relief

From its foe, and appears with the emblems of grief ;

Is it distance, or presence, or favour, or scorn,

Or a smile killed by coldness, that dies when ’tis born,—

Which the minstrel describes in this eloquent strain ;

Or does dark-brooding jealousy, fond of its chain.

Court Even’s deep shadows to hear it complain ?

As he spake, the bird ceased ;
when a dryad drew near

To the dream-haunted poet, and whispered his ear

:

“ Learn, drivelling mortal, the slave of a pen,

That nightingales are not such blockheads as men

;

In love they ne'er whimper,, or bluster, or whine.

And vent not their pains in such jargon as thine.'*

E. R.
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THE CASE OF CAPTAIN McNAGHTEN.

The gentleman whose name is prefixed to this article, who has recently

arrived in England from India, chiefly with a view of defending his character

from certaiifcalleged slanders which have appeared against him in this country,

has just published a pamphlet,* for the purpose of refuting the offensive

statements in a contemporary periodical work, the vituperative misrepresenta-

tions in which, upon other subjects, we have been often called upon to expose.

We not only feel that sympathy for Capt. McNaghten, which every man of

sensibility must entertain towards a victim of calumny, and which would urge

us to aid his endeavours to redeem his character from undeserved obloquy

;

but we esteem it to be our special duty to open this journal to the exposure of

misrepresentations on Indian topics, because the indifference of the public

generally towards such topics renders it a matter ofgreat difficulty for those who
desire to correct misapprehension thereupon, to find an avenue to the public

ear through the medium of the diurnal prints. The statements in the pamphlet

now before us were transmitted from India for publication in a respectable

London newspaper, the editor of which declined inserting them, assigning as

one ground of bis refusal, the indifference of the public, generally, towards

the question.

Our readers will doubtless recollect that Capt. McNaghten, whilst editor of

a Bengal newspaper, had the misfortune to become embroiled in a dispute with

the editor of a rival paper. The consequences and final result of that dispute

must also be familiar to our readers. It is not our office now to examine into

this affair, or to censure or excuse the conduct of Capt. McNaghten. We
refer to the subject, first, because one of the alleged misrepresentations

in the Oriental Herald arose out of the occurrence ; and, secondly, because it

suggests the consideration that, as this gentleman was a sufferer through the

affair (having been deprived of a staff-appointment), he ought to experience

the forbearance, rather than the hostility, of public writers.

Capt. McNaghten observes that, whilst in India, he was most grossly and

groundlessly abused (in common with more important persons) in the Oriental

Herald,
and held up as all that was base and deliberately dishonourable, either

by the editor himself, or by false communications from anonymous correspon-

dents. At length, in one number of that work, the aspersions of his character

became so indelicate, that he could bear it in patience and silence no longer

;

and he returned home for the purpose of confuting and exposing the editor of

the Herald on the spot, “ and of exhibiting him to the public as a scandalous

assailer -of private reputations, and a malicious disseminator of the most

calumnious falsehoods.’* He accordingly pledges himself to expose him “ as

a causeless slanderer, and a willing and malignant propagator of falsehoods,

which he must have known to be false the instant he perused them.”

These are strong terms ; but they arc far from being the strongest in the

pamphlet. Capt. McNaghten accuses the editor of the Oriental Herald, by

name, of falsehood, indelicacy, and impudence ; of a vindictive and dastardly

manner ofhostility towards him ; of publishing allegations by mendacious corres-

pondents, and “ his equally mendacious self,” whilst “ in possession of proofs

that his accusations ore groundless, and under the conviction that time and

distance conspired to render him safe from retaliation and exposure;” and he

pronounces

Reply of Capt. McNaghtcqto the various Slanders of Mr. J. S. Buckingham, editor of the Oriental

Herald.
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pronounces one assertion, “
in the most unqualified terms, a falsehood”

Sic. &c.

Without deciding whether these terms are or are not merited, we think

Capt. McNaghten would have evinced better taste had he abstained from the

use of them. When a writer has been guilty of a malignant misrepresenta-

tion, with the view of gratifying personal resentment, the public desire only

the proof of the fact, and will spontaneously apply to the author of it the

epithet which he deserves.

Capt. McNaghten states that he became personally acquainted with the

editor of the Oriental Herald in 1819, and a “ tolerable degree of intimacy”

sprang up between them ; and he quotes several proofs of the good opinion

which the latter entertained of him. lie then cites the various derogatory and

insulting epithets heaped upon him by the same person, when in England, and

assigns, as the only motive for the change, a censure which appeared in his

paper (the Bengal Hurharu
)

“ of a most unjust and ungrateful attack,” in the

Oriental Herald, upon Lord Hastings, of whom he says the editor of that

work has been “ at one time the applauder, and at another the vilificr, just as

it suited his party purposes.”

Capt. McNaghten then refutes the charge of his being " an abject tool of

the Local Government,” and of “ turning against Lord Hastings merely to

please them.” He challenges a single proof of his servility to government

;

and indeed we must say that we always regarded the Hurkaru as what is

called, in popular phraseology, an opposition-paper. He observes :

Had Mr. Buckingham been possessed of the commonest liberality, he never wouldy

and had I been within ten, instead of ten thousand, miles of him, he had never dared

to have published the infamous communications he received from Calcutta ; because,

with regard to the former assertion, it is evident that the man must be quite devoid of

every feeling of justice, who will publish such slanders as those against an absent

person, while he is possessed of the means (in my case the Hurkaru files) of ascertain-

ing their incorrectness; and though he might hastily publish praises of any one, with-

out stopping to ascertain whether they might not have proceeded from a biassed pen,

yet when such strong and bitter attacks were received by him, as were all those which

had me for their object, common humanity should have made him pause, if neither tho

dictates of justice, nor the voice of former friendship, had had the power of arresting

him in the defamatory course which, with such maleficent haste, he pursued to ruin me.

Capt. McNaghten then recapitulates the particulars of the dispute to which

we referred in the outset, wherein he demonstrates the grossly partial man-

ner in which that affair was stated in the Oriental Herald (which, we observe,

has called forth the condemnation of almost every journal in Calcutta), with

the evident view of depreciating Capt. McNaghten; and he proceeds further

to shew that, in the work referred to, matters unconnected with the dispute

were raked up, in order still further to degrade him, which, he says, were

“ brought forward with diabolical malice, and proportionably distorted,” by

the editor of that work. *

To refute another allegation of the editor, or his correspondents, which

imputes to Capt. McNaghten a desire to supplant the editor of the John Bull,

and that failing to do so, he pursued him with hostility, abuse, ridicule, and

invective, to such a degree that that editor was obliged to order the Hurkaru

not to be sent to his house, lest his wife’s feelings should be lacerated he

enters upon an explanation of the circumstances which caused the dispute

between himself and the editor of the John Bull. He says the story about

Mrs. Greenlaw is absolutely false, and he describes the whole account, as a

compound
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compound of falsehood, malice, and misrepresentation. He adds in a note

:

When, upon the falsest representation ever made, he (the editor of the

Herald) presumed to say that I wounded the feelings of Mrs. Greenlaw, and

exulted in having done so, he ought to have borne in mind the infamous and

indecent manner in which he himself spoke of the lady of Mr. Secretary

Lushington, in a former number of his scandalous periodical.”

Capt. McNaghten next proceeds to vindicate himself from the accusation of

putting up with expressions unbecoming an officer, addressed to him in the

capacity of editor of a newspaper ; which he does by alleging that epithets

applied to a person in. his editorial capacity are not to be construed as applied

to him in his private character. He proposes to corroborate this argument by

adducing instances wherein the editor of the OHental Herald was concerned,

whilst editor of a newspaper at Calcutta ; and he certainly has accumulated a

sufficient number of instances in which that person, in his editorial capacity,

was assailed by epithets which no individual could submit to bear, without

incurring personal disgrace. Nay, he shews that in the disputes which pre-

vailed between that editor and some of his contemporaries in India, his name
was mentioned in connection with terms highly derogatory, but which Capt.

McNaghten says that editor, so personally named, did not resent. We must

admit, if such be the fact, that he was the last person who should advance

the charge before-mentioned. He concludes thus

:

The above are a very few of the personal insults offered to Mr. Buckingham, during

his warfare with the John Bull newspaper. I do not say they were cither true or

merited, nor the reverse ; that is nothing to the purpose ; I only ask whether the man
who submitted to such language has any right to taunt another with having overlooked

the words “ bravo," and “ bully," applied in a strictly editorial sense (as subsequently

affirmed by the editor of the Scotsman ), and at most conveying nothing similar to

charges of falsehood, low cunning, and servility, such as are contained in Uie above

inserted extracts.

The writer of the pamphlet then compares his own conduct with that of the

person who has assailed him : this is a part of his work which we must leave

our readers to peruse in the original, as well as other passages, which the

same motive induces us to abstain from copying.

In a postscript, Capt. McNaghten has published extracts from three Indian

papers, respecting the alleged slanders in the Oriental Herald; which papers,

he says, are M
all of political principles similar to those of the Herald', and

the editors are all gentlemen of the strictest integrity.” They form a body of

evidence in Capt. McNaghten’s favour which must weigh considerably with

the readers of his pamphlet.

It only remains for us to express our regret that any work connected with

India should ever have found its interest to consist in propagating misrepre-

sentations such as those which have appeared in the work referred to ; a work
which, Capt. McNaghten says, has scattered its venomous shafts, and “ pierced

the reputation of Sbme of the worthiest men in India.” It is true that he

observes, in his preface, that its editor (whose censure, he says, is more
desirable than his praise) is as fast falling in India as in England

;
yet it is

extremely to be regretted that the work should ever have met with the least

countenance, after its propensity to prey upon character was discovered to

say nothing of its grievous offences upon another head.
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THE GREAT BUDDHOO.

( Translated from the Dutch of Valenlgn.)

Thf. Singhalese speak much of the Prophet Buddhoo, who appeared in the

Island of Ceylon 622 years before Christ, and who introduced the Buddhist

religion among them*

The sangetaris, or priests, say that this holy man came from the east, and
that his footstep is as yet to be seen on the top of Adam’s Hill, or Devinagcric

Galle, where he gave them their laws engraved on tables of stone. It is said

that he was twelve feet high, but if we consider the calculation of their time,

no dependence can be placed on their story, and they often contradict each

other.

Thus, they say that, prior to the coming of Buddhoo into the world, he

lived in the fourth heaven, called Toesietlenom Devilokenaye, where he

reigned over a million of angels : seeing that the people then on earth were

living without laws or religion, and that they would all be lost, he pitied them,

resolved to save them, and therefore entered into the maternal womb of the

Empress Mahainaye Devi; which event took place on the day of the full moon
in July, 622 years before the birth of Christ. He was born in a most miracu-

lous manner at mid-day, on a Tuesday (being the day of the full moon which

happened in the month of May following), in the palace of the Emperor Soc-

doedenoe Rajoero, at Kicmboluat Pocrre, the capital of the kingdom of Madde
Mandalum. The Emperor was delighted at the birth of this child, and
ordered that he should be called Sidditure Cocmarea, which means “the
prince who can do every thing he wishes.” He performed many wonderful

things before the age of sixteen ; at that age he was married to the Princess

Jasoedera, who was born at the same time and hour as Buddhoo was. She
was the daughter of the King Andesah Rajoero, and the Queen Amoetanam
Bisso, who were equal in rank with the parents of Buddhoo ; he lived with

his wife Jasoedera for thirteen years, and had a son who was called Rahoele

Cocmarea. After the birth of this son he left his wdfe, and retired into the

woods, where he lived in great misery for six years. While he was in the

woods, a throne of diamonds and other precious stones descended from hea-

ven, in which he entered and returned from the woods, when he immediately

became a Buddhoo. In this throne he was protected by the three following

gods : Theacre Aremc, Wishnti, and Mahaswere, with swords in their hands.

The devils, on hearing of the birth and wonders of Buddhoo, feared that

he would drive them away from the world and destroy them; and they consulted

with their king, Wasse-Mantimande, how to dispute the laws and religion of

Buddhoo, which the people were fast following. Thereupon they all appeared

with arms, and fell upon Buddhoo in order to destroy him. But his strength

and power were far superior; at his command all the grass of the earth, the

branches and leaves of the trees turned into swords and other warlike instru-

ments ; and with great violence destroyed (or overcame) all the devils. After

this victory over them, he entitled himself, for a week, “ Guntuma Buddhoo,”

which means, “the conqueror of his enemies.” The next week after the

conquest there had been much rain, when the devils conspired again to disturb

Buddhoo ; and as they were approaching him, whilst seated under a large tree,

a snake came forward and sheltered him. with his head ; the devils, on seeing

this, were much terrified, and returned back quietly.

The third week after the first conquest, the devils appeared again, in the
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character of dancing girls, to endeavour by this means to captivate him i but

he immediately destroyed them all.

The fourth week he caused great honours to be paid to the tree under which

he was seated when the snake appeared and sheltered him.

The fifth week a throne of rubies descended from heaven, in which he

entered to receive a message that was; brought to him from heaven. :

The sixth week he came out of this throne and proceeded towards the tree

kirryupaloe; whilst seated under it, he perceived a great number of angels:

thereupon he immediately began to worship and praise God.

The seventh week he retired to the city called Sewefc Noere, where the
Emperor Coesele Maha Rajoero hod prepared a palace for him; this palace was
called Jattewarrene, to erect and prepare which the emperor spent all his for-

tune : this palace was built that Buddhoo might live in it, and receive the visits

of the emperors, kings, and princes that came to see him, and also to teach

them his doctrine. He had five apostles ; two of them were always standing

at his right side, two on the left, while the fifth served him ; besides these five

apostles he had 500 writers, through whom he proclaimed his doctrines through-

out that part of the world ; those that did not receive and believe it he des-

troyed. He also distributed many good books for the guidance of the people.

He was thus employed during forty-five years, till he arrived in the country of

Coeserane Noevere, where he lodged in the King’s garden ; a bed was prepared

for him here, and on this bed he expired, in the month, the day, and the hour
of his birth. Whilst his writers were lamenting his loss, his spirit .appeared

and addressed them in the following words :
“ Be by no means sorry, for the

hour ib come that I must leave this world ; but bur* my remains, and deposit

my bones in a grave, and preserve by all means my doctrine.” And he espe-

cially directed that they should preserve it, particularly at Ceylon, Siam, and

Arracan, as the generation of the Emperor Soedoudeno Rajoero would reign

in those places.

THE TAJE MAHAL.

a builder's power !

>n the Memphian sands,

smite the gazer’s eye

with which Nature stuns

The soul that contemplates her mightiest works,

—

Seem the rude labours of a barbarous age.

Compared with thee, thou brilliant gem of art

!

The fleepy whiteness of thy graceful spires.

To which the chisel’s nicest strokes have lent

A beauty delicate, inimitable, far

Overpassing' old, and mockipg modern skill

:

Like clusters of the purest pearls they seem.

Or hoary L&pi&nd’s frost-bespangled rocks,

Or dew-drops glittering in the morning ray.

Whilst cooling fountains shed their crystal stores.

And roses waft their sweets,—all is a dream,

A vision, a delusion.—Matchless work

!

Matchless example of

The ponderous masses <

Stupendous^ vast, that

With that mute wonder
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THE FUTURE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

2*o the Editor of the Asiatic Journal,

Sie : Taking a rather different view of the subject treated in an article

which appears in your last number (vol. xxii. p. 629) than the writer of that

article, I‘ am induced to address you for the purpose of submitting my own
opinions on the subject to the writer and to your readers in genera).

In the article to which I refer, entitled “ The Future Government of

India,” it is maintained that it would be dangerous to transfer the administra-

tion of aflairs in our Indian possessions from the Esst-India Company to the

Crown, chiefly, as I collect from the writer’s arguments, through the exorbitant

influence which the alteration would vest in the crown. The writer guards

himself, however, against the suspicion of appearing to maintain that the

Company should never be called upon to relinquish their political power, by

admitting that there may come a time when this power may be withdrawn

from them without danger ;
“ when all the objections to the free intercourse

between India and England will disappear; when the Hindus shall be entitled

to the exercise of a freer scope in political affairs, short of participation in the

legislative functions.”

This concession is, I apprehend, incompatible with the tenor of the writer’s

argument ; he is necessarily bound by it to maintain, that the political influence

possessed by the Indian Government can never be transferred to the crown with

safety: In other words, some body, the Company, or a board similar to that

projected' by Fox, must be interposed between the Government of India and

his Majesty’s ministers.

For my own part, I am so well prepared to coincide, with those who ap-

plaud the manner in which the East-India Company have directed the political

machine, that I should never desire to sec any other body substituted for them,

provided the writer’s argument be well founded, that the Indian patronage (or

such part of it as remains to the Company) could not be acquired by the

ministers of England without detriment to the constitution. But I am not

convinced of the justice of this argument; for I think that additional safe-

guards might be provided by the wisdom of our yet uncorrupted legislature, as

would meet the prospective evil, and if not obviate, would at least very much
limit, its injurious tendency. For example, the appointment of persons to

all posts in India might be made by act of Parliament to depend upon the

qualifications, well defined, of the parties, who might be required to undergo

previous instructions, of a given length, in preparatory studies, according to

the nature of their future employment, civil, judicial, ecclesiastical, military,

or naval. I think even such a regulation as this would divest the evil (for

such I admit it to be) of much of its threatening character ; for no man of

mere mercenary disposition, looking for place only as an object to yield him

emolument, would be inclined to devote himself to study and application,

which he might turn to account in his native land, without encountering

the risk which he must incur in the distant and unwholesome climate of

India. Those who consented to such previous toil would earn their ap-

pointment.

My unwillingness to believe that the existing mode of governing India is

the only one which can be adopted with advantage and security to both

countries, is rendered somewhat obstinate by the conviction that this mode is

E 2 productive
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productive ofinconveniences, not in the least attributable to the present govern-

ing authority, . but from the nature of the system and that alone. Confined

and manacled as the Company are, in many respects, they cannot possess that

free range which a governing power should possess in order to provide for the

good of its subjects. Even the restrictions on the expenditure of money is an

evil which the Company must often feel when they would confer some benefit

upon, the people under their sway.> It is admitted on all hands that a body

like the Company ought to be controlled by the crown in order to counteract

oppression, and prevent the mischiefs arising from maladministration, which

may proceed from incapacity as well as intention; but a controlling power

established to prevent evil, does not necessarily also possess the ability to

originate good.

In Mr. Auber’s lately published work, it is observed as follows

:

The distance of India, the nature of its governments, and the peculiarity of its

inhabitants, appear to demand the vigilance and control of a distinct and separate body,

responsible to the public for their conduct, directed and controlled by legislative pro-

visions, and subject on all political matters to the superintendence of the constitutional

executive power of the country.

The existing system has been significantly called “ a system of checks.” It is

certain that to none of the affairs of the country has more publicity been given than to

those relating to the East-India Company, and to the measures connected with the

government of the extensive empire committed to their change.

An objection to the Court of Directors being entrusted with the administration of

India has been urged, on the ground of their being directors of a commercial com-

.pany. Had not the affairs of India been confided to a body constituted as the Ea6t-

India Company is, possessing the joint character of sovereign and merchants, the

. British possessions in that quarter of the globe might have long ceased to occasion

discussion as to the best mode of administering them ; as nothing short of the funds

drawn from the commercial branch of their affairs could have enabled the Court of

Directors to meet demands consequent upon political measures which have been

deemed essential to the preservation of our interests in India.

All this is yery well ; I agree cordially with Mr. Auber in the latter part of

this quotation : but although the peculiar state and circumstances of British

India have been hitherto such as it would have been folly to adapt by violence

to any other system, so far as regards the security of our possession of it;

my doubt is this, namely, whether the anomalous administration of the East-

India Company, nominally supreme, but really subject to the control, as to

its acts, of the sovereign authority at home, will not be, in future, disadvan-

tageous to the country governed. I can readily imagine a multitude of in-

stances in which the present Indian Government would be incapacitated from

effecting great changes for the benefit of their subjects, and would rest con-

tented with working the machine of government as it exists, from want of those

.large powers which can be exclusively exerted by a royal hand. I doubt

whether the present form of government, whilst it maybe without the vices

and defects of another form, be not at the same time divested of the ability to

effect good, which would afford a sort of counterpoise to its inseparable conco-

mitants .of evil.

.
Let me repeat that it is upon the nature of the system alone I found my

hypothetical doubts of the policy of continuing the present mode of govern-

ing India. I should be otherwise one of the most strenuous advocates for its

continuance, and would be prepared to say, esto perpelw /

My
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My scruples as to the propriety of withdrawing the political functions alto-

gether’from the Company, are derived^rom a consideration which the writer in

your journal did not think fit to touch upon; to wit, the injustice of the act.

To say nothing of the prejudice which the Company’s commercial concerns

might sustain from the loss of the sovereign character, it would be a loss

which no pecuniary or other indemnity could compensate. Sovereignty is a

species of property which can be bartered for no equivalent. Its mere abstract

name, the very shadow of royalty, has in it such divinity, that millions would
offer to become purchasers of the unsubstantial object, were there any mart
in which it could be acquired.

The point of question, whether the Company would remain lords of India

after the cessation of the exclusive privileges granted by the Legislature, is a

very complicated and difficult one. There can be no doubt that for the first

century and a half of the existence of this corporation, their sovereign title to

the territorial acquisitions they had made in India was undisputed. It was not

until the year 17729 when the Company resolved to
“ stand forth as Dewan”

of the Bengal provinces (an office conferred upon them in perpetuity by a fir-

man from Delhi seven 3'cars before), and to employ their own servants in col-

lecting the revenues, that a dispute arose at home respecting their territorial

rights ; and from that period the statutes passed for continuing to the Company
their exclusive commercial privileges, have contained a clause reserving the

rights of the Crown, without prejudice to those of the Company. If this

clause be necessary to save the royal rights, it follows that the maxim put forth

at the period referred to, in opposition to the Company’s pretensions to

sovereignty, cannot be a fundamental principle of the constitution, namely,

that all conquests made by subjects necessarily belong to the Crown ; and then

it follows that the ancient possessions of the Company, at least, arc their’s in

indefeasable sovereignty. That the omnipotence of Parliament can demolish

their pretensions is indisputable ; but this is no proof that they are not well-

founded.

Perhaps a middle course may be discovered, whereby the ends of all may be

secured. The Crown may be admitted to a more direct authority in the

government of India than is now possessed, by which means all the advan-

tages in the sole power of the supreme authority to afford may be conferred

upon the natives of India ; and the Company may, at the same time, retain

their character of sovereign, and consequently much of their present political

influence, the loss of which the writer in your last journal conceives perhaps

with some justice) would be the prelude to a change in our representative

system.

I am, Sir, &c.

December 8th. A. B.

*** In t,lie article to which opr correspondent refers several inaccuracies, occur

(owing totliQ MS. not having been revised by the writer), which we are desired to cor-

rect ; viz. p. 629, line4,yi>r “possessions” read “empire;” p. 632, line 29, qfler

11 consistent” read “ even ;” p. 635, line 37, instead of “ an oppressive, and despotic

system of government” read “any modification of despotism.”
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THE PROGRESS OF INQUIRY INTO THE LEARNING OF INDIA.*

The ny&ya, or logic, of the Hindus, has been hitherto but little investigated

;

we have the translation of one elementary work, the S6tra$ of Gantaiha, in

the second edition' of Ward’s account of the Hindus; and the elements 6fthe

science have been veryrecently $et“forth in English by the Director of the

Royal Asiatic Society ; but we are stilt' merely upon the threshold 6F FheittVes-

tigation; and the" objects of long and laborious study amongst tlife Hindus

themselves, are considerably removed front the simple elements': cart easily

conceive that the knowlege is not worth the acquisition, but the history of

Hindu literature is incomplete whilst the subject is imperfectly explored, and

we cannbt institute that comparison bcwcen it and the philosophy of ancient

and modern Europe, which is requisite for an entire view of the progress of

hitman intellect.

Of the mimansas there are two systems: it is usually said that one is

applied to the explanation of the practical, and the other to the theoretical

part of the Vedas; the former advocating the importance of ceremonial rites',

and the latter discussing the great questions of matter and spirit, arid the

nature of God and man ; the latter is better known by the name v&lkiita ; with

therfeal character of the former, or purva mimansas, we do not pretend to be

acquainted : no account whatever of the system is to be found except in

Ward’s work, where a translation is given of the chief doctrines as found in

the Dherma Dipaka
,
and other elementary treatises. With the v^danta the

public should be "more familiar, as, besides the scattered notices to be found in

the Researches, and in the works of various intelligent travellers, different

sources of information have been laid befofe it. The work of Ward cforitt&ns

a list of eighty-eight books on the subject, and a translation of one of its

principal elementary treatises, the Vedanta Sara : the Prabodha Chanctrdddya,

a metaphysical drama, translated and published by the late Dr. Taylor, advo-

cates its tenets, and they are further illustrated by a tract published albng with

the drama, the Atma Bodha
, or Knowledge of Spirit. The principal tracts

published by Ramniohun Roy within the last ten or twelve years* have also

furnished ample illustration of this philosophy. The metaphysical*part Of the

Bhagavdt G\tdy
translated by Wilkins, in 1785, belongs to the yMkritb system

;

and in 1801 two thick quartos, entitled Theologia Indica, containing a Latin

translation, byAnquetil du Perron, of Dara Shekoh’s Persian version of the

Upanishads of the Vedas, the basis of the Vedanta philosophy. Was given to

the learned world. The senator (now Count) Lanjuinais gave a popular form

to the doctrine of the Upanishads, by publishing a summary in French about

1804. Is it credible that, in the teeth of this accumulated evidence, Mr. Mill

denies the existence of the Vedanta philosophy as a written system ? M The
Vedanta doctrine,” he observes, u which has caught the fancy of some of the

admirefs of Sanskrit, appears to be delivered vivd voce, and not in 'any other

mode: no fia4&ge from any Sanscrit work has been quoted for It.” What can

we think
{

afrkr thfs df this historian’s honesty or research ? His ignorance of
the existence of Sanskrit works treating of the Vedanta doctrine is Inexcusable,

if real; and if pretended, it is worse. 7

The last of the upkngas is law, and this, after grammar, is "the rhWttch of

Hindu literature that has been most successfully cultivated. The laudahle

desire of the British Government to discharge its duties to itsHincfu subjects

* has
* We extract this very able articlefrom the Quarterly Oriental MagaSUu of Calcutta.
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has aver disposed it to countenance the publication of legal authorities, both

in the original text and translations ; and the certainty of encouragement, the

chance of distinction, and the prospect of pecuniary gain, have stimulated the

industry of publishers and translators. In tiie original Sanscrit we have the

Menu SanhitUf the Mitakshard the Vyavahara section of the Viramitrodaya,
the Dayabhdgo of Jimutavahana, the works of Nanda Pundita and Devanda
Bhatta on Adoption, and that of Crlshna Terkalankara on the order of inheri-

tance. . The list, however, of useful works is still very far from complete.

Wewajit the original text of the eighteen inspired legislators which are perpe-

tually quoted in., the more modern works, and which we have no means of

verifying;; we want, also, the Pardsara Mddhaviya
,
the comment of Madhava,

the ablest scholar of modern times, on the text of the sage Parasara; we want,

likewise, the. Smriti Chandrikd

,

and the Saraswati Vilas, one or two of the

Mayukhas, the Vivdda Chintdmeni for Mithila, and the text of the Digest, and

two or three of Raghunandan’s Tatwas for Bengal. These works are essential

to complete a printed series, the only form in which authorities can be appeal-

ed to with . satisfaction, of the body of Hindu law, applicable to the greater

part, if not the whole of India.

In the shape of translation, we have the Institutes of Menu, by Sir Win.
Jones ; the Digest of Jagannat’ha, by Mr. Colebrooke; and the Dayqbhdga of

Jimjutavahana, and the section of the Mitakshard

,

on Inheritance, by the

same ; the work on Adoption, by Mr. Sutherland, and the. Dayakrama, by

Mr. Wynch : we have also an original work on Hindu law, as current in

Bengal, by. Sir F. Macnagh ten. There still remains, however, much to be

effected
jf

humbler talent would be usefully employed in translating the whole

of thq Vyavahara portion of the Mitakshard, the Pardsara Madhaviya, and the

Smriti Qhqndrikd . But there is a splendid task for loftier pretensions ; and he

would deserve well of British India who, possessing a competent knowledge

of general law, and having derived from the authorities we have named above

familiarity with the principles of the Hindu law, as maintained in different

provinces, as well as being conversant with the practice of the courts, should

take 3 comprehensive view of the whole, in spirit, as well as in letter, and if

not able to mould it into perfect consistency, should determine precisely in

what it differs from itself, or from other systems. It is much, to be regretted

that the late Mr. Ellis did not live to effect some undertaking of this nature,

to which the lectures he read before the Madras Society seem to have borne a

tendency : we are quite satisfied that he would have succeeded.

Those systems of metaphysics which impugn the authority of the Vedas are

excluded from the branches of true knowledge by the guide here followed by

Sir Wa*« Jones. The motive for their exclusion is obvious enough ; but as far

as the Sankbya and Patanjali schools are concerned, their interdiction is not

universally recognized, and they are most usually classed with the orthodox sys-

tems. Except the view ofthe principles taken by Mr. Colebrooke, and the trans-

lation of the Sdnkhya Sara, in Ward’s account of the Hjin.dus, we are without

any knowledge of their tendency and character. Of the six schools, considered

heterodox ps belonging to the followers of Budha, we fire yet utterly ignorant.

The view of Hindu learning taken by the tract translated,by Sir Wm. Jones,

is confined to that which is considered sacred, and excludes all that literature

which is most estimable in general opinion—the literature of poetry, and

fiction, and profane history. Of these we yet know but little. The sacred

poems, the Santayana and Mahdbhdrat, are not to be received as favourable,

specimens of Hindu fancy : imagination in. them is subservient to superstition

;

they
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they profess to record the actions of saints and gods, arid necessarily lose* in

marvellous and supernatural regard for the tamer probabilities of human life.

But reject the legends, and they .will be found to contain much beautiful

imagery, animated description, and tender and natural feeling : in fact, neither

of these works is yet well known, and nothing can be more unjust than the

pictures which have been given of them ; amongst other blemishes they have

been charged with “ metaphors perpetual, and these the most violent and

strained, often the most unnatural and ridiculous than which nothing can

be less true. It is not the genius of Sanscrit composition to delight in meta-

phor, and in this respect it furnishes a striking contrast to Arabic and Persian

poetry. Modern writers may be sometimes charged with this vice, as they

were taught to consider it a beauty by their Mohammedan masters; but the

farther we go back into antiquity the simpler the style becomes. We know
nothing in the literature of ancient or modern Europe which can be compared

to the Rdm&yana for the absence of metaphorical ornament, or for the naked

simplicity of its style. We are not sure whether the rash conceit of modern
criticism be not more fatal to truth than the credulity of ignorance.

The poetical compositions of the Hindus, which do not bear a sacred charac-

ter, are yet scarcely known to English literature. Notices of the most cele-

brated poems, and some interesting passages from them, are given by Mr.

Colebrooke in his Essay on Sanscrit and Prakrit prosody, in the tenth volume

of the Researches ; but it was no part of his plan to take any detailed view of

their merits, and wc have but two entire translations to which we can appeal.

These are the Songs of Jaya Leva, by Sir Wm. Jones, and the Cloud Mes-
senger, by Mr. Wilson ; the former exhibits great delicacy and tenderness of

passion ; the latter displays the same qualities combined with picturesque des-

cription; there is no abuse of metaphor nor turgidity of expression in either;

they both suffer much by translation in point of style ; the Songs of Jaya Leva
are written in every variety of the lighter kinds of verse, and are inconceivably

soft and melodious ; the style of the Cloud Messenger is more uniform and

stately, but is equally musical and polished.

Of the rhetoric of the Hindus wc yet know absolutely nothing ; and the

specimens of their drama have been calculated to excite rather than to gratify

curiosity. Even Mill, with all his prejudices against the Hindus, admits

Sacontdla to have many beautiful passages, and can contrive to say nothing

more harsh of it than that in whatever constitutes its beauty it is rivalled by

the song of Solomon. We do not admit the justice of the comparison,

though backed by Voltaire’s irreverent critique of the latter poem, but we do
not think it detracts from the worth of Sacontdla. Sacontdla, however, is a

mythological drama, founded on a marvellous and legendary tale : the story

is therefore to be judged with an allowance for Hindu belief, which the un-

initiated reader is not prepared to make, and in his eyes, therefore, the inci-

dents detract from the dramatic truth of the composition. The Hindu theatre,

however, is not confined to mythology for the plots of its pieces; and
although there is that bias towards them, which the close connexion of the

national creed and manners might lead us to expect, yet the dramas not
unfrequently diverge from this association, and borrow their action from mere
mortal life. Sacontdla, consequently, does not enable us to pronounce an
opinion upon the dramatic writings of the Hindus, and we must await that

further development of them which we have been for some time led to

expect. We understand that the secretary to the Asiatic Society has begun
to submit his translations Of select Hindu plays to the press.

Wc
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Mfe may take some credit to ourselves for having been the first to draw

attention to the fictions of the Hindus, and prove how mistaken was the

notion which restricted them to the apologues of the Ritopadesa. There is no

language in which they more abound than in Sanscrit, and few in which they

possess more merit. It is, however, to the history of fiction that they will

most usefully contribute, and they will go farther than any collections yet

known, to solve the problem which engaged the interest and research of Percy

and Warton, and other writers, as eminent for learning as taste. We observe

that the subject has found a place in a popular magazine at home,* and that not

only our stories, but our approximations, have been cited to shew that nullum

est jam dictum
,
quod non dictum sit prius.

Mr. Mill states :
“ it is acknowledged on all hands that no historical composi-

tion whatever appears to have existed in the literature of the Hindus.” This

position, it may be observed, is of great importance to his theory, as he draws

from it the inference “ that they had not reached that point of intellectual

maturity at which the record of the past, for the guidance of the future,

begins to be understood.” Unfortunately for his conclusion, his postulate is

not true. This acknowledgment he cites as being made on all hands, is not

so made, and he is obliged to qualify the text by a note, admitting that Sir

William Jones had observed it was much to be regretted that no Hindu nation

but the Cashmirians had left regular histories. To this Mr. Mill replies, “ what

he meant by excepting the Cashmirians we know not ; no history of them has

ever been seen.” By whom, we may ask ? By a Dr. Tennant, who states

that, although “ we have had recourse to the Sanscrit records at Benares for

several years, no history of the country has been found which is the composi-

tion of a native.” If, instead of wasting his time with Dr. Tennant, Mr. Mill

had looked into the ninth volume of the Asiatic Researches, he would have

found that the History of Cashmir had been seen ; that it was in Mr. Cole-

brooke’s possession ; that extracts from it were cited by that gentleman, and

that he had announced an intention of giving a detailed account of the work.

Again, in the tenth volume, he would have found that it was cited by Colonel

Wilford, with whose dissertations he professes to be familiar. So much for

the extent and accuracy of Mr. Mill’s researches. But, not only did the

Cashmirians possess a series of historical writings in Sanscrit, but they are far

from unfrequent in other parts of India. In the Dekhin, local histories or

cheritras are very common ; in the province of Orissa such records exist, and

are cited by Mr. Stirling in the volume of the Researches just published, who
remarks that “ Mr. Mill’s observation on Hindu history does not hold good

with regard to Orissa, for the Hindus of this province do possess accounts

which carry an appearance of truth, and which they themselves believe of

their more modern kings and their actions. It is true these records are not of

ancient date ; but they are still applicable as proofs of Mr. Mill’s utter uuac-

quaintance with the subject, for he is not satisfied with denying the existence

of historical records prior to the Mohammedan invasion

;

but adds, “ it is

perhaps still more remarkable, that since that period no historical work has

been produced by a Hindu to this the works cited by Mr. Stirling are an

unanswerable reply; besides which, we have now before us an Akbar Nama,
or history of the reign of that prince, in very classical Sanscrit. It is also

well known that many Hindus about the courts of Mohammedan princes

cultivated composition in Persian ; and we have likewise in our possession a
TarUchi Hind, and a Tdrikh i Cashmir, both by Hindu authors; whilst the

* See Asiat. Journ .. vol. xxl., p. lttfJ.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 133. F

Leb
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Leb al Tawarikh, a general and voluminous history of India, is the work of

Bindraban, the son of Raja Bhara Mai, names undeniably Hindu. In this

respect, therefore, as well as in regard to ancient histories, Mr. Mill has dis-

played a want of accuracy equalled only by his want of mistrust in himself,

and by the Imperfect diligence with which he had discharged the duties of a
critical historian.

We have dwelt, perhaps, longer on this subject than may be thought neces-

sary, but we have been happy to avail ourselves of the opportunity to offer

some view of what has been really done in Sanscrit literature. An opinion

generally prevails that we have penetrated into its inmost recesses, and are in

possession of all that is valuable. With respect to what is valuable or worth-

less, opinions will differ; those who have studied the subject will not be

inclined to under-rate their acquirements; and those who have not, will be
disposed to contemn attainments they have not acquired. The truth will

be probably, as usual, in the mean ; nothing is valueless that contributes to

illustrate the history of our species, although the absolute accession to actual

knowledge may be less than partial anticipation expected. We are not, how-
ever, discussing the quality of Hindu literature, but our competence to value

it ; and here, we do not hesitate to say, that we are not yet qualified to appre-

ciate it with justice. In fact very little has yet been done towards supplying

materials for an estimate : individuals have done much, but how few are the

labourers ! Jones, Wilkins, and Colebrooke, are the only extensive con-

tributors to Hindu literature, in whom we can confidently confide. Wilford,

with great learning and equal industry, was always in pursuit of a phantasm,

and for a time was shamefully misled. Ward had accumulated great, and,

upon the whole, very correct information; but his notions are not rarely

narrowed by his religious impressions, and his knowledge of India is very

much restricted to Bengal only. There are other labourers of considerable

estimation, but who prosecuted their Hindu studies only in specific directions

;

as Davis and Bentley in astronomy, Carey and Yates in grammar, and the

translators of the works on law named above: others again seem to have

shrunk from publication, and Hamilton, and Ellis, and Fell, have carried with

them to the grave attainments of the highest class. The active cultivators of

Hindu literature at present in the field are few indeed ; we are afraid we could

not point out above a solitary instance in India, and Mr. Colebrooke seems to

stand alone in England : we have therefore scarcely more than a dozen names,

in a literature of which Sir Win. Jones observes, “ wherever we direct our

attention to it, the notion of infinity presents itself we have indeed but

broke up the surface, followed a few straggling veins, and there is ample work
before us to penetrate to the centre of the mine. Hitherto, however, what
has been done has been done by Englishmen ; for Paolino was a very super-

ficial Sanscrit scholar, and Du Perron still less profound : in future they must
expect competitors. The pages of the Journal Asiatique indicate a number of

worthy rivals ; and Schlegel, in his proposed translation of the whole of the

Rdmayana, takes a bold and fearful flight. Our own translators flagged in the

second book ; it is perhaps now too late for them to redeem their credit, and

they must yield the palm to German perseverance. If, however, there be

any feeling of national pride amongst us, it is to be most fervently hoped

that neither the encouragement of Government, nor the energies of indi-

viduals, will be wanting to maintain that place in the cultivation of Sanscrit

literature which Great Britain has assumed, and which, it is to be hoped, she

will always continue to preserve, in every liberal aim of intellectual ambition.
4

[To be concluded next month,]
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MESSRS. SAY AND SISMONDI.

Amongst the modern writers who have attacked the existing system of

government established in British India are two French economists, M. J. B.

Say and M. I. C. L. S. de Sismondi. These gentlemen have published essays

upon India, in a periodical work of Paris not remarkable for its accuracy on
English topics, wherein they have committed the most egregious errors, partly

occasioned by an unfortunate selection of authorities for the supply of data,

and partly by precipitate reasoning upon principles, which more mature
reflection and better information would have taught them to be inapplicable to

the subject.

M. Say we believe to have been altogether misled, except in one remarkable

particular (where he adds an assumed sum of twenty-five millions to the

Indian debt, instead of deducting it, for the purpose of showing the real con-

dition of our finances in India); but M. Sismondi’s mistakes proceed, in our

opinion, from an eager appetite for notoriety, which prompts him to write

upon almost every subject, without deeming it necessary to waste much time

in study and reflection : hence he is superficial, confident, and liable to be-

come the easy victim of any misstatement which flatters his prejudices. Besides

his dissertations upon Indian affairs, which amply confirm our remarks, he has,

since his visit to this country, published treatises upon other subjects

—

for example, the corn question and the commercial distress of England

—

which discover very erroneous and hasty views, as well as a confident tone of

argument, which is too often the concomitant of superficial knowledge.

His hypotheses on the last-mentioned subject, the commercial crisis of Eng-

land, have called forth the strictures of M. Say himself, in an article which

has appeared in a French periodical work. It is useful for those who, in this

country, place reliance upon the theories of these writers, to find that they

disagree, toto ccelo, with each other; and that the principles which they res-

pectively layHown as immutably applicable to the science of political economy
are so totally contradictory, that no confidence can safely be placed in those

of either : at any rate, both cannot be right, and both may possibly be wrong.

The following is a translation of M. Say’s remarks ; the subject, is one

which cannot fail to be interesting to every English reader:

“M. de Sismondi has announced a new edition of his “New Principles of

Political Economy,” in which he attacks more violently than ever * the learned

of the present day who profess in so brilliant a manner the economical

sciences.’ We wait the appearance of the work to pass a judgment upon it;

and we shall congratulate ourselves if M. de Sismondi shall be found to have

multiplied therein those observations, pregnant with sense and refinement,

which he scattered so plentifully throughout his first edition. But in the

mean time we may be allowed to offer some remarks upon the pretended new
principles promised in his article. Such discussions as these cannot beindifle-

rent to the public, for they concern its interests.

“ M. de Sismondi has visited England. He was struck with the commercial

distress of that country. Its artizans
* perish by famine the Irish support

themselves * only upon potatoes;’ their clothing is ' merely rags :’ and M. de

Sismondi lays all this to the account of the system which cries up production.

Let us understand each other : M. de Sismondi surely possesses more sense

than to pretend, that the more we augment provisions the less we have to eat;

that the more raiment we make the less clothes we have ; or that it is jnore

F £ difficult
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difficult to purchase these articles, when, by the progress of industry, we have

succeeded in fixing them at a lower price. But he thinks that more is produced

than can be consumed ; and that those who wish to become consumers do not

gain sufficient for that purpose. I have honestly endeavoured to reduce his

complaints to their simplest expression. Let us now examine how far they

are well founded, and whether the modern system of political economy ought

to be answerable for them.
* There is an excess of production in England, says M. de Sismondi; but

has he formed a sufficiently clear idea of what is understood by the term pro-

duction ? If it means the making of more hats than there arc heads, his argu-

ment would have some force : but a man who writes upon political economy
cannot be ignorant that production is only that which reimburses advances

made. The manufacturer who expends to the value of twenty-five shillings in

order to create a value of twenty shillings, does not produce—he destroys.

True production yields value ; an article cannot possess value unless it be hi

demand by a consumer; and the latter would not bear the expense of it unless

he wished to consume it. True production, therefore, is followed by con-

sumption. u Well, well, M. de Sismondi will say, if there have not been too

many productions, too much merchandize has been fabricated ; and * it is your

theories which have encouraged the producers to occasion this glut, the existing

cause of the distress in the civilized world.’

“ M. de Sismondi does us (the modern political economists) too much honour.

Not a single speculator in England ever concerned himself abont our labours

when he projected a company, or extended his commercial transactions. All

have been equally actuated by a desire to get money ; and if they had consulted

our work, they would have there seen that the only true industry is that, the

produce of which is worth the expense which it has occasioned ; moreover,

that it is impossible to have too much of such industry, whatever M. de Si&-

mondi may say upon the subject, since the undertaker derives thence a profit,

and the labourers their wages. So far from our theories having been the cause

of the glut referred to, it is ow'ing to their not being adopted thdl the glut has

taken place, and that the artizans have been plunged into misery. Why then

take part against political economy ? But a few years ago, there was a come-

dian at Paris who wished to place the end of his cane upon the safety-valve of

a steam-machine. A philosopher said to him, ‘ you will occasion the vessel to

explode.* The actor paid no regard to this caution ; and he was killed. Was
philosophy to blame for this ?

“•I am inclined to think that M.de Sismondi labours under much misapprehen-

sion with regard to the end of political economy. He wishes that it shbuld con-

trol the very nature of things ; but things will not submit to our government

;

all our ambition, it appears to me, ought to be confined to the well observing

and well understanding them, and to classing them well, if we are able to do

so. Herein the true science consists. It gives no other advice, than showing

mankind the good or evil consequences of what they do : and what more solid

counsel can be given them ? At the period we have now reached, it can no

longer be said that
* the increase of wealth adjusts itself to the increase of the

population;* * that the distribution of wealth is made in a certain ratio, and

that consumption increases with population.’* The distribution of wealth, as

well as consumption and population, proceeds in spite of us and bur books.

It would sometimes be very desirable that the wealth produced should distri-

bute
* Some of theluminous maxims of M. de Sismondi.
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bute itself otherwise than it does ; but our wishes arc not consulted. It is the

antecedent actions of mankind which produce certain fruits, and not our

wishes or our exhortations.

“ Far from weakening the natural laws of political economy discovered by
good writers, the late commercial crisis has amply confirmed them. It is

explained upon the principles of Ricardo on money ; the only part, probably,

of the science upon which he has imparted to us any new and important truths.

The spirit of speculation was excited in an extravagant manner by the banks

which, throughout Eugland, enjoyed the privilege of issuing notes payable to

the bearer. Every man who wished to project a scheme, or who, dreaming of

a fortune, wished to embark in a project already formed, had only to manu-
facture 'bills of exchange, which one or other of the numerous banks in

England would discount. These banks gave in return (after deducting the

discount) their own notes, payable to the bearer, which circulated like money.

Hence projects could be undertaken without capital ; and the bankers them-

selves could make advances to schemers without possessing any more capital

than they. What was the consequence ? The abundance of the instrument of

circulation (money and bank-notes) caused its value to decline in relation to

bullion ; and from the instant that a piece of gold was no longer worth so much
as the same weight of bullion, holders flocked to the bankers to change notes

into gold coin, and the gold coin into bullion. As fast as the Bank caused

sovereigns to be coined, they were melted down. I saw myself, at the Bank

of England, cases filled with ingots of gold which had been imported at great

loss, and which were of little service for the relief of commerce, and for the

prevention of the crisis. The Government, at its own expense, converted

these ingots into coin, which was melted down as soon as issued.

“ The sequel of all this necessarily was, that the bankers, obliged to pay

their notes, and being unable to re-issue them, were incapacitated from dis-

counting fresh bills, which the projectors offered them, in order to raise the

necessary funds to redeem those already discounted. The latter, forced to

meet their engagements, and possessing no real capital, found themselves

insolvent, after having converted every thing into money, and selling at a

reduced price whatever merchantable commodities they had.*

“All the schemes which had been commenced were now at a stand; goods

were sold far below prime cost; the manufacturers who had carried on

business in the most prudent manner, were disabled from continuing their con-

cerns; hence the mass of starving artizans; hence the proposal made by

Government to reduce the duty upon the importation of corn ; hence the

complaints of the large landed proprietors, who cannot sustain the competition

of foreign corn by reason of the taxes by which they are themselves pressed

down.
“ I may now be allowed to ask M. de Sismondi whether there be any thing in

all this which weakens the principles established by good writers. Is it not

obvious, on the contrary, that these principles, which are but the simple expo-

sition of the nature of things, will suggest useful precautions against the

recurrence of the same misfortunes? Is he justified in saying, to us,
1 Behold

the result of your theories, in the very place where they have been put into

practice ?’ Is there any necessity, as he pretends, (
to seek some new explana-

tions of phenomena, so strange to the laws which we fancied we had esta-

Wished?*

* “ Some merchants. In order to avoid, or rather retard their ruin, even purchased goods upon credit,

and sold them at half-price for ready money."
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blished ?’ Doubtless there are few subjects upon 1which people have wandered
so much as political economy ; every one thinks he can write upon this topic

without having fully studied it : one writer was about to publish a pamphlet
recently,' in which this commercial crisis was attributed to the Congress of

Panama, which assembled a year afterwards :

—

Chacun d ce metier.

Pent perdre imjmniment de Vencre et du papier.

“ The picture drawn by M. de Sismondi of the situation of England, that

rich country, in which the great majority of the natives are exposed to the

severest privations, is full of truth. The deplorable prejudices of the English

relative to entails, and the law of primogeniture, are, in part, the cause of

this evil ; but we may reproach the good-natured writer whom I am obliged to

combat, with being completely mistaken regarding many other causes equally

powerful ; with intermeddling with the questions respecting capital and income,

without having perhaps sufficiently studied the functions of the one and the

source of the other. He pretends that, embarrassed in deciding * what is capi-

tal and what is income, we have found it easier to retrench the latter altoge-

ther in our calculations.’ May I not justly reproach him with having for-

gotten, that in my Traite d'Economic Politique, I have devoted a quarter of a

volume to the definition of the functions of capital, and a quarter of another

volume to trace the source of our incomes, as well as the causes which aug^-

ment or diminish them ? When he shall have demonstrated that I am deceived

upon all these points, and that such things happen not in the manner I have

described, I shall then receive with gratitude the new truths which he shall

substitute for my errors.”

It is obvious that, when two writers upon a given subject, with views

and principles so diametrically opposed, arrive at the same conclusion (as

these two writers have done regarding India), there is reason to suspect some
fallacy in their arguments.

EDUCATION OF CADETS.
To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Str : In your last volume, p. 508, an intelligent correspondent is impressed

with the indispensable necessity of giving a certain degree of military education

to cadets of infantry and cavalry. He appears sensible that, independent of

the fairness and justice of so desirable a measure, in reference to three

branches of the service receiving the benefits of early culture, the prosperity

and welfare of India must depend materially on imparting useful knowledge to

those who at future periods will command armies in India. The pressure on
the revenue, occasioned by the late war, has unavoidably prevented the Court
of Directors from carrying into execution a plan that experiences general

approbation, as certainly second in importance to no other public proceeding.

Your correspondent recommends that these cadets should be educated at

Sandhurst, if parents or relatives will bear the expense. This few would do

;

and giving rank to the fortunate few who might be educated there, would give

rise to jealousies, and disadvantageous consequences in future life, without

adequate benefit to the service in India. The education given at Marlow,

formerly, was not found to be precisely that best calculated for India; and

under this impression, and from the suggestions ofexperienced officers, joined
4 to
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to my own observations in all parts of India, I sketched in former letters the
description of military and scientific instruction absolutely necessary. It con-

sists with the dignity of the East-India Company to have an establishment of

their own for the essential purpose in view, and that ought to be near to, but
distinct from, Addiscombe, in order that the cadets of infantry, cavalry,

artillery, and engineers, might occasionally meet on one field of exercise with

great benefit to general progress. At other times, the four lines would
carry on their studies without intermixing. It is thought that two years and a

half, from the age of fourteen to sixteen and a half, would suffice for acquiring

all that has been stated requisite : the cadet might then be permitted to remain

six months at home, to see a little of men and manners, and of his native coun-

try. This practical intercourse would be useful, and exclude a remark sometimes

made 2—Bceotum in crasso jurares acre natum . I have known. Sir, many
excellent men in India, who have feelingly lamented the want of a due degree

of early education : they attempted study at too late a period, when no stable

superstructure could be formed in the mind for want of foundation to sus-

tain it. Such characters were numerous ; and when they attained to com-

mand, no detriment arose where they had the good sense to be guided by able

men on their staff. In early life, we resist the intrusion of thought that a more
advanced age will force into the human mind. Waller has quaintly, but

beautifully, expressed this reflection on defects rendered more impressive by

time:

The soul’s dark cottage, battered and decayed.

Lets in new light through chinks that time has made.

Let but the poor cadet receive the quantum of professional education

imperiously demanded even by the public interest, and he will be spared the

physical and moral pain of otherwise unavoidable reflection, independent of

concomitant injury arising to the service. It is to be recollected, that the

education alluded to will not cost to the parents more than they now lay out

in giving more imperfect provincial instruction ; and every year lost in delaying

what is prevalent in the King’s service, cannot but be highly detrimental to

the best interests of the East-India Company.
Your’s, &c.

Summerlands, Exeter,
John Macdonald.

December 4th

,

1826.

P. S. At page 660 of your last volume, end of the first paragraph, east

[no doubt a mistake of mine] should have been printed west. Philosophers, in

their closets, place magnetic poles where navigators find none. Halley puts a

pole in Baffin’s Bay, and another near Spitsbergen. Euler situates one near

to where Captain Parry wintered in 1S19. Churchman places a magnetic pole

on the west coast of America. Krufft situates one on the east coast of Green-

land. Lately, Professor Hansteen puts down a couple of poles to the west

of the real one discovered by Captain Parry. If five of these mere creatures

of imagination existed, the west variation could not be even one-half of what

is found. These facts occasioned the conclusion drawn at the end of the

paragraph where east should have been west*
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CONSUMPTION OF OPIUM IN CHINA.

The following curious particulars respecting the trade and consumption of

opium in China are given in the Singapore Chronicle of June 8.

STATEMENT RELATIVE TO THE CONSUMPTION OF OPIUM
IN CHINA.
Season 1821-22.

The quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold this season was 2,910

chests, at an average of Drs. 2,075 per chest, the highest sale being made at

Drs. 2,500, and the lowest at Drs. 1,650 per chest Drs. 6,038,250

The quantity of Malwa opium sold was 1,718 chests, at an average of

Drs. 1,325 per chest; the highest price being Drs. 1,600, and the lowest

Drs. 1,050 a chest........ 2,276,350

Amount of sales for the season Drs. 8,314,600

Season 1822-23.

Die quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold this season was 1,822 chests,

at an average of Drs. 2,315 per chest; the highest sales being made at

Drs. 2,550, and the lowest at Drs. 2,080 per chest 2,828,930

The quantity of Malwa opium sold was 4,000 chests, at an average of

Drs. 1,290 per chest ; the highest sales being at Drs. 1,500, and the lowest

at Drs. 1,080 per chest Drs. 5,160,000

Amount of sales for the season Drs. 7,988,930

Season 1 823-24.

The quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold this season was 2,910

chests, at an average of Drs. 1,600 per chest ; the highest sales being at

Drs. 2,100, and the lowest at Drs. 1,100 per chest 4,656,000

The quantity of Malwa opium sold was 4,172 chests, at an overage of

Drs. 925 per chest, the highest sales being at Drs. 1 ,050, and the lowest at

Drs. 800 per chest 3,859,100

Amount of sales for the season Drs. 8,515,100

Season 1824-25.

The quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold this season was 2,655

chests, at an average of Drs. 1,175 per chest; the highest sales being at

Drs. 1,450, and the lowest at Drs. 900 per chest 3,119,625

The quantity of Malwa opium sold was 6,000 chests, at an average of

Drs. 750 per chest; the highest sales being at Drs. 950, and the lowest at

Drs. 550 per chest 4,500,000

Amount of sales for the season Drs. 7,619,625

Season 1825-26.

The quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold this season was 3,442

chests, at on average of Drs. 975 per chest
; the highest sales being at

Drs. 1,150, and the lowest, at Drs. 800 per chest 3,355,950
The quantity of Malwa opium sold was 6,276 chests, at an average of

Drs. 705 per chest ; the highest sales being Drs. 850, and the lowest

Drs. 560 per chest .' 4,403,430

Amount of sales for the season Drs. 7,759,380

RECAP1TI7LA-
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RECAPITULATION.

Consumption of
Patna and Benares

Opium.

Value of Patna
and Benares.
In Sp. Dollars.

Consumption 1

of Malwa 1

Opium.

Value of
Malwa Opium,
In Sp. Dollars.

1821-22

1822-

23

1823-

24

1824-

25

1825-

26

2,910
1,822
2,910
2,655
3,442

6,038,250
2,828,930
4,656,000
3,119,625
3,355,950

1,718
;

4.000
4,172
6.000
6,276

2,276,350
5.160.000
3,8.59, 100
4.500.000
4,403,430

Total for)
fiveyearsj’** 13,739 19,998,755 22,166 20,198,880

Average annual consumption of Maliva opium being in five years Chests 4,433

Ditto ditto of Patna and Benares ditto 2,747

Annual average value of consumption of Patna and Benares opium,

during five years Sp. Drs. 3,999,751

Ditto ditto of Malwa, for ditto 4,039,77

6

Total amount value Sp. Drs. 8,039,527

The first important fact which appears to be established by this statement is,

that the sum expended by the Chinese in the consumption of opium within the

period to which it refers, has been limited to about eight millions of dollars

annually. And it seems as extraordinary as a matter of fact, as in unison with

other points of character exhibited by this people, that during the space of

five years, the aggregate amount of dollars laid out in this article has varied

little more than five per cent, any one year, whether compared with the highest

or lowest total amount of consumption.

The next important feature is the immense increase of consumption in point

of quantity, which has been more than doubled during the same period, and

that nearly the whole of this increase has been in the Malwa opium, which

has risen from 1,718 to 6,276 chests. The decided preference for this descrip-

tion ofopium maybe accounted for (independently of its having always rated at

a lower price) by the circumstance of its yielding a greater quantity of pure

opium than can be extracted from an equal quantity of Patna or Benares.

According to the estimate of the Chinese dealers at this place, Malwa opium
yields 14*20, and Patna or Benares only 9*20 of pure opium. If this analysis

be correct, there appears to be a substantial and permanent caiise of preference

which the one description possesses over the others.

It may be interesting to follow up the deductions which are to be drawn from

the statement which we have given, and to endeavour to trace them in their

application to the present state of the China market.

On the 1st of April last the stock of Malwa opium in China was...Chests 966
Estimated amount of this year’s supply of the Company’s Malwa 3,800

Dumaun, or smuggled opium, chiefly from the Portuguese settlements 1,600

Total supply for this season Chests 6,366

The consumption of last year has been shewn to have been 6,276 chests of

Malwa; but as the price of this description of opium has this season advanced

more than either Patna or Benares, we may rather infer a reduced consump-

tion! which we shall estimate in round numbers at 6,000 chests, and at the

price of Drs. 900 per chest.

AsiaticJourn. Voi. XXIII. No. 133. G • * The
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The largest amount of sales effected in China within the last five years, and
we might with equal safety add, ever effected, appears, on reference to the

preceding statement, to be to the value of Drs. 8,515,100; from which amount,
if the value of Malwa opium at an estimate be deducted, we shall have the

following result :

—

Value of the greatest consumption Drs. 8,515,100

Estimate of consumption of Malwa this season .5,400,000

There will remain a sum of Sp. Drs. 3,115,000 to be invested in Patna and
Benares.

At the date of our last advices from China, the price of Patna was quoted

at Drs. 1,050 per chest, with a confident expectation of its rising higher ; but

assuming the rate of this quotation for this year, the quantity which can be

purchased by the above balance of Drs. 3,1 15,000 will be 2,966 chests.

The stock of this description in China at the 1st of April last, the

same date at which we have taken the stock of Malwa, was ... Chests 1,645

Amount of the Company’s sales for this season at Cal-
cutta Chests |

3,800

Deduct for the consumption of the Archipelago 1,000

2,800

Total supply for China Chests 4,445

Making an excess of nearly 1,500 chests, which will remain on hand at the

end of this season.

The scope of our observations we would incline to limit to a general result

unfavourable to the expectations pretty confidently entertained of a rise in the

price of opium in China, rather than to a decided opinion in favour of one

description of opium, or further than may be established by the facts which

we have adduced ; and what we are most anxious to have noticed, is the

almost unavoidable certainty of such an issue, unless the means of the con-

sumers shall be increased beyond the experience of the last five years. Such

of our readers as take an interest in the question, are much more able than we
are to judge how far this is likely to occur, and what weight ought to be

allowed to the extended range which the consumption has taken, and the

consequent increased taste which has been created for this noxious drug.

With any other people but the Chinese, and any other article but opium,

the conclusions to be drawn from such a state of circumstances would be of

easy calculation.

EPIGRAM.
IIoAA* 8^6/ t kxXx.

He who talks much, so says the ancient rule.

Must often babble like an empty fool.

—

I speak but little,” shallow Bufo cries

:

In that, no doubt, the world would call him wise.
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FIRST VISIT TO INDIA BY THE PORTUGUESE.
Puachas, in the second book of his

M Pifgrimcs” has given a curious

account of the first visit of the Portuguese to India in the fifteenth century,

under Vasco di Gama.
The immediate impulse given to the Portuguese to venture upon this difficult

and dangerous expedition was the celebrated bull of Pope Alexander VI., in

1493, which contained the extraordinary grant of an immense portion of the

world to the Catholic king, in the following comprehensive form of words,
which is worthy of insertion, as a proof of the impudent pretensions submitted
to by Europe in those days :

Et, ut tanti negotii provinci.un Apostolic® grades largitate donati, liberius etaudacius

assumatis, motu proprio, non ad vestram vcl alterius pro vobis super hoc nobis oblat®

petitionis instantiam, sed dc nostra mera libcralitate, et ex certa scientist, ac de Aposto-
lic® potestatis plenitudinc, omnes insulas et terras firinas inventas et inveniendas,

detcctas et detegendas, versus Occidentem et Meridiem, fabricando et construendo

unam lineam a Polo Arctico, scilicet Septcntrione, ad Poium Antarcticum, scilicet

Meridiem, sive terra; firm® et insul® invent® et iuveniend® sint, versus Indiana, aut

versus aliam quameunque partem, qu® linca distet a qualibet insularum qu® vulgariter

nuncupantur de los Azores el Cabo Verde,
centum leucis, versus Occidentem et Meridiem.

Itaque omnes insul® et terr® firm® reperl® et reperiend®, detect® ct detegend®, a

pr®fata linea versus Occidentem ct Meridiem, qu® per alium regem aut principem

Christianum non fuerint actualiter possess® usque ad diem Nativitatis Domini nostri

Jesu Christi proxime pr®tcritum, a quo incipit annus pr®sens 1493, quando fuerunt

per nuncios et capitancos vestros invent® aliqu® pr®dictarum insularum, auctoritate

Oinnipolcntis Dei nobis in beato Petro concessa, ac Vicariatus Jesu Christi, quA

fungimur in terris, cum omnibus illarura dominiis, civitatibus, castris, locis, et villis,

juribusque et jurisdictionibus ac pertinentiis universis, vobis, h®redibusque et succesori-

bus vestris (Castell® ct Legionis regibus) in perpetuum tenore pr®sentium donamus,

concedimus et assignamus.

The limitation which this instrument placed upon the discoveries of the

Portuguese, modified as it was by subsequent arrangements, forced the mari-

time expeditions of that nation to the eastward. John, King of Portugal,

accordingly prepared a fleet for prosecuting discovery beyond the Cape of

Good Hope, on the African coast. But his death, in October 1495, put a

temporary stop to the project.

His successor, Emanuel, adopted the same views as his predecessor; but

the Portuguese having, in their preceding voyages to the Cape, encountered

severe storms on their approach to that promontory (whence it derived

its first name of Cabo Tonnentoso), the mariners conceived there was no

doubling it, and some years elapsed before a fleet could be fitted out for that

object. At length, in 1497, Vasco di Gama, who was superior to such preju-

dices, left Portugal with three ships and a victualler, having on board 160

men, bound for the countries beyond the Cape. He sailed on the 9th July,

with 44
letters to the Indiah kings,” directing his course eastward ; and after

meeting with dreadful tempests, which made the crews importune him to

return, he doubled the formidable promontory on the 20th November. His

resolute determination to proceed was the occasion of a mutiny in his fleet,

the crews of which conspired his death ;
“ but ” (to use the quaint language of

Purchas), “ by his brother Paul’s relation -forewarned, he forearmed himself

with vigilant circumspection, and laying the masters in the bolts, became

master himself.”

G 2 Ha
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He aailed along the eastern coast of Africa, close to the land, which

appeared foil of cattle, the inhabitants negroes, who w uttered their speech out

of the throat, as it were sobbing.” On the 8th December a storm drove them

away from the land, which they regained sight of on the 10th January 1498,

and had some communication with the natives, who told them,
u
in ill Arabic,”

that in a country not far from hence, ships like theirs used to come.

On the 1st March they fell in with seven small vessels, which approached

the admiral, and saluted him with a loud cry in Arabic, accompanied with

music. The men had garments of silk, with linen turbans wrought with gold,

and falchions girded on their sides. They came on board the admiral’s vessel,

and informed him that the name of their island was Mosambique, which was

subject to the King of Quiloa, and traded with Arabia, India, and other parts

of the world.

Purchas states as follows :
—“ It is remarkable that these Moors used both

compass and sea-cards, or plates
;
quadrants also, wherewith they observed

the heights of places, the sun’s declination and distance from the line ;
and

were furnished with divers maritime mysteries, not much short of the Portu-

guese. They mistook the Christians for Mahometans of Barbary, and there-

fore used them so kindly.” «

Upon discovering that they were Christians, the natives devised sundry acts

of treachery ; and a pilot, sent by the governor, at the request of Gama, to carry

them to Calicut, decoyed them to Moinbaza (Momhas), where the Portuguese

narrowly escaped destruction from the perfidy of the natives. From hence

they sailed to Melinda, where they arrived on Easter-day. In this place the

houses were of hewn stone, well built and stately ; the country fruitful ; the

people black, with curled hair, naked from the navel upwards, clothed

below with silks to the middle of the leg. Here they met with some w Chris-

tians of India ” (Armenians ?), who testified great joy at the sight of the

Portuguese, gave them instructions for .their voyage, and provided them
with an Indian for a master, or pilot. They left this place April 22d, and on
the 19th May came in sight of land, the mountains near Calicut, before

which city they anchored on the same day.

Gama set on shore one of the criminals, of whom he took several from Portu-

gal, whose lives had been forfeited, but who were pardoned on condition that

they went upon these desperate adventures ; he was almost pressed to death

through the curiosity of the natives, who flocked in multitudes to see a man
so uncouthly habited ; and at length two merchants of Tunis saw him, and
knowing the Spaniards, one of them asked him in Spanish from what part of
Spain he came. The man replied that he was a Portuguese ; the merchant
Invited him home, and after entertaining him, accompanied him on board
Gama’s ship, and told Gama that the king of Calicut (whose customs formed his

chief revenue) would be glad of their visit. Gama, therefore, sent two of his

company with this merchant, whose name was Monzaida, to inform the King
that their sovereign, “ moved by his worthy fame, had sent one of his captains

thither to establish mutual love and amity.” The King received' them
graciously, and recommended the admiral to bring the fleet to Pandarane
(Paniani?), where he resided, because the road of Calicut was dangerous
during that season, and sent a pilot to conduct them. Soon after the King
sent ^an officer or magistrate, called a catval (cutwal), to attend Vasco di

Gasna into his presence in a respectful manner.
They no sooner landed than they were each placed in a litter (palankeen)^

many soldiers, called nairos (Nairs), attending them on foot; and thus they
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were conveyed to a sumptuous temple, esteemed of great sanctity, which Gama
at first supposed, from the structure, images, and other signs, and from having

heard of Christians in these parts, to be a Christian temple. At the door

four men met them, naked to the navel, covered thence to the knees with silk,

having three threads (the Brahminical cord) from the right shoulder crossed to

the left side, who sprinkled holy water upon them, and gave them sweet

powders. The walls of the temple had many figures painted on them. In the

midst was a round high chapel
, with a narrow brazen door, having many steps

to it ; within was an image which the darkness would not allow them to dis-

tinguish, and which they were not suffered to approach, as none but the

priests were allowed to enter; the latter advancing towards the image, with

their finger pointing to it, twice called out “ Maria /” (Mahadeo ?) whereat the

catval and his attendants fell flat upon the ground, but presently arose and said

their prayers. The Portuguese thinking this to be some service of the Virgin,

performed their worship in their accustomed manner. Thence they passed to

another temple, equally magnificent ; and from thence to the King’s palace, trum-

pets and pipes sounding all the while. The throng was so great, that had not

the guard, or nairos, made way with their swords, the procession could not have

passed. At the gate they were met by certain nobles, called Caimaes (Swamis ?);

and when they approached the apartment in which the King was, an aged man,

clad in* silk from the shoulders to the ancles, came forth and embraced Gama :

this was the chief of the Brahmins. The others entered first, and this Brahmin
followed, holding Gama by the hand. The apartment was a large hall, with

many benches, arranged one above another, in the form of a theatre. The
floor was covered with silk ; the walls were hung with curtains of silk em-
broidered with gold. The King lay on a rich bed (or couch); he had a tire (or

head-dress) set with precious stones, and wrought with gold. His dress was of

silk, with many gold clasps on his breast. Jewels of great value hung from

his ears ; and his fingers and toes were adorned with rings and gems. In

person he was tall, comely, and majestic. Gama saluted him according to the

custom of the country, and was placed on a sent near him ; the other Portu-

guese were also seated. After water being brought to wash and cool their hands,

and divers fruits had been set before them, the King inquired of Gama the

object of his visit ; he answered that it was not the custom of his country to

discourse of these subjects in a public and promiscuous assembly, but to com-
municate with the King or his ministers in private; whereupon the King

removed into a handsomer apartment, and there Gama announced to him

that his master. King Emanuel, having heard of the renowned greatness of

the King of Calicut, and of the rarities of India, out of desire of league and

friendship had sent him to commence an intercourse, whence honour and

profit might accrue to both parties, and had given him letters of credence.

The King received the communication courteously, and promised to acknow-

ledge the King of Portugal as his brother ; he then gave orders to the catval

to conduct Gama to the house appointed for his residence. Gama described

the city as large, the houses not joining each other, but separated by orchards

and gardens ; they were meanly built, the King’s alone being permitted to be

constructed of stone. It is added that this king was chief of all the neighr

bouriog princes in wealth and power.

After three days, Gama delivered the letter to the King, accompanied by a
present : which the King seemed dissatisfied with ; but it was explained to him
that as the navigation was uncertain, they were ill provided, and moreover

that no present was equal to the friendship of such a prince as the King of

Portugal,
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Portugal, from whom if profit was expected
, it was to be gained by hips

annually trading thither with merchandize* Gama requested that the King’s

letter might not be interpreted by Saracens (Mahometans), as he had intima-

tion from Monzaida that they were hostile to him. The letter was'accordingly

translated by Monzaida himself, who was admonished by the King of the

necessity of vigilance against the frauds of the Saracens. These Moors,

plotting the ruin of the Portuguese, bribed the courtiers, and proclaimed

Gama to be a pirate and a spy, in the character of a merchant. They were

actuated in this, partly out of hatred to the Christian name, and partly

through fear of losing their trade, by the intrusion of the Portuguese. The
King, wearied by their importunities, fearing the loss of their customs, and
intimidated by the example of the Moors and negroes in Africa, conquered by
the Spaniards, and adverting to the beggary displayed in the contemptible

present from the King of Portugal, and the poor merchandize brought by the

ships ; threatened also with the departure of the Moors to some other prince,

and the removal of their trade, to his grievous injury ; at length yielded, and
sent the catval to persuade Gama, with professions of friendship, to bring his

ships nearer, and deliver up his sails for security. Gama, who had written to

his brother on board, that if he saw .him long detained, he should sail

homewards, after much contention agreed to send his merchandize on shore,

with men to sell it ; and thereupon he was dismissed to his ship. Gama, being

dissatisfied with the catval’s conduct, complained to the King; who gave him
fair words, but directed his goods to be sunt to Calicut, pretending there was
a better market for them there.

Gama did not object : he sent every day two or three persons to observe the

city, which gave no offence. He asked permission of the King to leave a
factor at Calicut; this proposal was displeasing to the King, who returned an
angry answer, and ordered two of Gama’s men to be placed in custody, and
the goods to be seized. Gama, not being able to recover his men by intreaty,

attacked the next ship which arrived, and took out six of the principal men,
and then put out farther to sea. The King sent to him, expressing his sur-

prise that he should seize his servants, as he had detained the Portuguese only

till he had written a letter to King Emanuel. Accordingly, next day, he sent

them back with letters, but withheld the goods “ for their factor, if he would
send any, to dispose of.” But Gama now declined leaving a factor, and told

the King that he should keep the men till he had his goods again. The next

day Monzaida came on board, and informed them he had been in danger of
his life for their sake ; he begged them to carry him to Portugal, which they

agreed to. The King, subsequently, sent the goods in seven boats; but Gama
refused to receive them, saying he would carry the Malabars to Portugal to

testify how injuriously the King of Calicut had treated him ; and he forthwith

drove the boats away with his cannon.

Gama afterwards wrote a letter to the King, “ with good words,” from ano-
ther port on the coast. He thence went to Anchediva. From this place he
proceeded homewards, touching at Magadoxo, on the African coast, and at

Melinda; and on the 27th Februry 1499, he arrived at Zanzibar. After
refreshing at this island, the fleet doubled the Cape ofGood Hope on the 27th
April ; aud after being dispersed in a storm, arrived at Lisbon with the loss of
165 men out of 160, and one of the vessels, which Gama burnt as not being

sea-worthy, and having too few mariners to man the whole. The vessels

reached Iutibon at different periods in the year 1499.

*v Such mJs the unpromising and ominous commencement of the intercourse

between
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between India and tbe maritime people of modern Europe. The first indivi-

dual of the first discoverers ofthis new route who set foot on the shore of India

was a criminal ; and the love and amity promised on one side, and accepted on
the other, ended in fraud, treachery, and violence; although both parties

were doubtless sincere in their conviction that a friendly commercial inter-

course would serve their mutual interests.

GREEK AFFAIRS.

The triumph which has been afforded to foreigners by the conduct of the
“ Friends of Greece ” in this country is complete. It is impossible to read the

contrast exhibited in the following extract from a review of Count Palma’s

pamphlet, which has appeared in a Parisian journal, without being constrained

to acknowledge, mortifying as it is to do so, that the reproach it implies against

this country is just :

—

u When Frenchmen consider what has been done for Greece by the different

nations of Christendom, they ought to exult at beholding their native country

holding so high a rank amongst the most generous. It was France that first

claimed the protection of Europe in favour of our brethren in the East ; it

wasFrance that aided them in their early triumphs, and that still, even in their

reverses, manifests most interest and most sympathy for them. Germany has

had its subscriptions for the Greeks ; Prussia gave concerts for their benefit

;

the Netherlands and Switzerland have added their gifts to those of other

nations ; but the services of France have been the most numerous, the most
universal, the most popular. Every class joined in the work of benevolence.

Illustrious citizens, occupying the first ranks of society, have sanctioned, by
the authority of their name, the insurrection of Greece ; our orators have

afforded her the aid of their eloquence ; our poets have electrified the soul in

singing the exploits or depicting the misfortunes of her heroic soldiers; and
our painters have either exhibited or sold their pictures for the benefit of the

holy cause ; to serve which even French ladies, doing violence to their timidity

and modesty, have gone about seeking aid, in the palace of the rich and in the

hovel of the artizan. Certain English capitalists lent their money to Greece

;

thousands of Frenchmen gave her theirs. Cochrane receives 935,000 francs

to go and fight for her ; Fabvier serves her for three years without any remu-

neration whatsoever. Finally, when the capture of Missolonghi seemed to

have extinguished all the zeal of the London merchants, it redoubled the fer-

vour and the enthusiasm of the Philhellenics of Paris. At the former place,

the departure of the chief and the vessels which might have saved Greece was

stopped; at the latter, on the contrary, the philanthropic contributions towards

her deliverance were redoubled.

“ The pamphlet before us, which has given rise to the preceding reflections,

is as degrading to the Greek Committee ofLondon, as it is honourable to that of

Paris. By thelatter every effort is made to wrest the Morea from the sword of

the Musulman ; the former, on the contrary, seconds, in a marvellous manner;

by delays and dilapidations, the projects of Ibrahim Pacha. The contractor

of the loan of 1825, the engineer entrusted with the construction of the

steam-engines, the Philhellenics who directed the disposal of the funds, seem

all to have united for the ruin of Greece.”
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THE HINDU* DRAMA.

TitBscanCy and imperfect knowledge we possess respecting the dramatic

compositions of the Hindus, which is fatal to an exact acquaintance with"the

ancient manners of that very peculiar people, has been often lamented^ ’Uttt

till now no Sanscrit scholar has thought it an object worthy Of hisf teghfU'tb

exhibit in an European dress a regular series of, or selection from

tic pieces extant in the original language of Hindustan. The v«^jgi§iw

specimens hitherto translated have been calculated to excite, rather than dja#,

the curiosity of Europe. i r

This much-wished for event has, however, at length taken place, and , the

person who has undertaken the office of translation is in every respect so

admirably; qualified for it, that we can hardly now regret the : delay whi$h
has ;occurred, . but for which, some less able instrument might have: been
employed. We refer to a work which has recently appeared at^Icutta,
entitled <f Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus,” by H. H^Witaon,
Esq,, Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Calcutta. This gentleman 'js; not

only an excellent Sanscrit scholar, but is deeply imbued with a tasteforthe

drama. v • n ..

We have been disappointed in our endeavours to procure a copy Ofeimtirst

number of this work, which contains an ancient Sanscrit play/ entitled

“ Mrichchakati” or “ The Toy-Cart,” translated into English, partly in blank

verse, and partly in colloquiffi prose. Judging, however, that our European
* readers must be most anxious for an early account of this literary curiosity,

we have had recourse to the very copious details and extracts which appaortn

the different journals of Calcutta.* v
. u/ j.,

According to the translator, the “ Mrichchakati” was written in thcsepgnd

century of the Christian era, although tradition assigns to it a dptOj;ft6ar]y

300 years earlier* He argues that it must have been composed prhwrlQjthe

date of the Puranas from the fact that ona of the characters, Samst’hhti&fce,

U pedantic personage, affecting to be deeply versed in literature, quptea^rg-

quently from the Rkmayana and Maliabharata,
but never once

Puraua legends ; whence Mr. Wilson fairly infers that they were not then ; in

existence. The antiquity of the drama is also shewn, the translator::Obr

serves, from the fact of its containing a panegyric on a person, pn account of

his voluntary cremation at an advanced age : an act prohibited in the kafdi or

present period, of the world, and which therefore would scarcely Jiavtitbeen

praised as it. is in “ The Toy Cart,” and by a Brahmin. But the most upe^ui-

vocal mark of its antiquity, he says, is the accuracy with which,Buddha
observances are adverted to, and the flourishing state in which the sect n&des-

ci?h£d»t Mr. Wilson, indeed, considers the
“ Mrichchakati” as theonJylSiHfc-

pci^t which the Buddha doctrines appear without disguise*, or-Atr*r

The author of the play was Sudraka, a monarch celebj^&ted j r>JftndufH&fe*

tfigy? 1 or preface to the drama, the following partiq^ara^^giyen
af.^pe^onage, apparently by some Hindu critic or biograph*m i nit

, ath«b^tttva po©t whose gait was that of an elephant, whose eyes’ resemblSd49^S of
tbeo6a£era <<Jr©ek partridge) whose countenance was like the full mooO/snd
aft^quelyr-pwwn, amiable manners, and .profound veracity of the;

andlMstiaguiabed by the appellation Sudra (tthe additional tyfr&k Me
was wall varsed4udhe Rig and S&ma V4dm, in mathematical sci^q^^ if*. tfc* .elegant

' • ...
•

- iff,
* Especially the India Gatettc and the John Bull,
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arts, and the management of elephants. By the aid of Siva he enjoyed eyes uninvaded

by darkness, and beheld his son seated on the throne : after performing the exalted

Aswam&lha (sacrifice of a horse, one of the most solemn Hindu rites), having attained

the age of an hundred years and ten days, he entered the fatal fire. Valiant was lie in

war, and ready to encounter with his single arm the elephant of his adversary.; yet he

was void of wrath ; eminent amongst those skilled in the V6dos, and affluent in piety :

such a prince was Sudraka.”

The title of the piece refers to some incident which is explained in the

work itself, where every obscurity in the text or the allusions is cleared up by

copious notes, evincing the learning, diligence, and research of the translator.

The play is distributed into ten acts, subdivided into scenes. The theatrical

machinery of the period when it was written, the translator professes not to

be able to explain ; such as the entrance and departure of the actors, the

change of Scenes, See. He conjectures that the moving of scenes was not

attempted ; that a description was given, and the rest left to the fancy of the

spectafjorar He observes, however, that “ in the spacious hall in which the

piece was acted, one part of the stage was in all likelihood supposed to repre-

sent the exterior, and the other the interior of the dwelling.** He adds, in

another note, that perhaps the scenes might have consisted of curtains

arranged after a certain manner.

The sflbject is thus briefly adverted to at the opening :

—

M In Avanti (the modern Ougein) lived a young Brahman of distinguished

rank, but of exceeding poverty; his name was Charudatta. Of the many
excellencies of Charudatta, a courtezan, Vasautasena by name, became ena-

moured, and the story of their loves is the subject of King Sudraka’s drama,*

which will exhibit the infamy of wickedness, the villany of law, the efficacy

of virtue, and the triumph of faithful love.”

Such is the simple report of the Hindu commentator ; the plot, however,

is rather complicated, and managed in a very artful though natural manner.

Charudatta, a brahman of rank, and famed for his generosity and goodness

whilst iii prosperity, falls into poverty ; but is still faithfully attended by his

friend Maitrcya, a brahman, the Gracioso of the piece, a character com-
pounded of shrewdness, simplicity, and affection. Charudatta is beloved

by Vasantaseria, a fair courtezan, who is plagued with the odious addresses of

Samst*hanaka, the brother-in-law of the Rajah, an ignorant and pedantic, yet

amusing coxcomb, though cruel.

Subordinate to these are many other characters.

Ttfe business of the plot begins with the pursuit of Vasantasena by her

vehement admirer Samst’hanaka. £&e escapes the abhorred assiduity of her

admirer, and in the obscurity of evening takes refuge in Charudatta’s cottage.

A recognition takes place between the lovers, which ends in Vasantasena’s

leaving hpr. jewels in trust with Charudatta, upon the pica that she does not

wu^ to have them about 'her person at such a late hour; but really to serve

as ia*pretext for further intercourse with her lover.

Poor Maitreya appears to consider Vasantasena’s jewels as fair prize ; but

for this he is duly rebuked by his virtuous friend ; at length the hour of repose

arrives, and after the golden casket has-been delivered over in charge to Mai-

treya, he anct Charudatta fall sound asleep. In the mean time, Servillaka, a

dissipated. But ftot unkind-hearted brali rhan (reduced by his necessities, and

his desire to obtain wealth that may procure him favour in the eyes of Mada-
nikay the attendant elairfe of Vasantasena), breaks into the house, without

being Aware that itwfcs Chkrudatta’s, and escapes with the casket.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 133. H Charud&tta
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Charudatta is in great confusion on awakiag* and faints on discovering the
loss of the casket. The following dialogue then- takes placet-^

Maitre$a, -Revive, revive, sir ; though the thief has stolen the deposit; whf should

he sO'Sertottsly affect you ?

Char. Alas ! my friend, who will believe it stolen ?

A general ordeal awaits me. In this world

Cold poverty is doomed to wake suspicion
;

Alas, till now, my fortune only felt

The enmity of fate, but now its venom
Sheds a foul blight upon my dearer fame.

Mai. I tell you what, I will maintain that the casket was never entrusted tb iis.

Who gave it, pray ; who took it ; where are your witnesses ?

Char, Think you I can sanction thus a falsity ?

No, no ; I will beg alms, and so obtain

The value of the pledge, and quit its owner,

Bnt cannot condescend to shame my soul

By utterance of a He.

Charudatta’s wife getting intimation of his misfortune, sends him a String of

jewels, her own exclusive property. He reluctantly avails himself of tHib

unlooked-for gift, and thus addresses his friend :

—

Maitreya, hie thee to Vasantasena,

Tell her the casket, heedlessly impledged.

Was lost by me at play, but in its stead

I do beseech her to accept these jewels.

a Servillaka, who, as we have seen, got possession of Vasantasena’s jewef-

casket, proceeded without delay to offer it m a love-gift to Madanika. Vasan-

tasena listens at the window above, and observing her attendant in conversation

with a man, exclaims:

—

They appear to understand each other. He woos her probably to be his companion ;

well, he it so ; never be genuine affection thwarted !

. ,

jv Oj

Servillaka shews his mistress the casket of jewels which he took for tj|e

purpose of purchasing her freedom ; but upon her questioning him somewhaf
closely respecting the mode in which he obtained possession of it, he replies

:

I was informed then, that near the bazar resided the chief of his tribe, one Charur

datta.

[ Vasantasena and Madanika both faint

.

ServUlaka . Madanika, revive
;
what ails the wench ?

Her limbs are all unstrung, her looks are wild.

Why girl, is this your love ? is then so terrible

The thought to share your destiny with mine ?

Mad. Avoid me, wretch !—yet stay,—I dread to ask was no one hurt or. mur-
dered in that mansion ?

Ser, I touch not one who trembles or who sleeps :

Unharmed by me were all in that abode.

Mad. In truth ?

Ser. In very truth.

Vas. (Above) Do I yet live?

Mad. This Is indeed a blessing.

His mistress, after some persuasion, prevails upon SwvHlaka to deliver up

the casket to Vasantasena, who, having' listened to the conversion between

the lovers, wife therefore awfire how Servillkka came by the' ftt^re-

senting it to the lady he states

The
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The respected Charudatta informs you, that a? fats house is very insecure, lie is

apprehensive this casket may be lost, and therefore begs you will take it back again.

Vasantasena behaves very generously on the occasion, and presents her

handmaid to Servillaka. They quit her presence : but immediately afterwards

Servillaka learns that his own friend Aryaka, a cowherd, had become an

object of jealousy to Palaka, King of Ujayin, in consequence of a prophecy

which foretold that Aryaka should ascend the throne.

Maitreya, who had been despatched with the jewels by Charudatta, reaches

the splendid mansion of Vasantasena, and is ushered in with much pomp.
He presents the jewels, but Vasantasena observes with a smile:

—

How is this? do drops of nectar fall from the mango- tree, after it has sited its blos-

soms ? My good friend, tell that sad gambler, Charudatta, I shall call upon him in

the evening.

Mai, {Apart,) So, so—she intends to get more out of him, I suppose.—{Aloud.,) I

shall so inform him, madam.—{Apart,) I wish he was rid of this precious acquaint-

ance. [Exit,

The weather is rather unfavourable, and Maitreya, in reporting his visit to

Charudatta, calculates that nothing but avarice could cause a visit from Vasan-

tasena at such a time.

Mai. Now I hope you are satisfied ; to come out in such weather ! you can have no

doubt what brings her.

Char. I do not feel quite confident.

Mai, Depend upon it I am right
; the casket was worth more than the necklace, and

she comes for the difference.

.
Vasantasena pays her visit, and as she is about to depart, a carriage sent by

Samst’hanaka for a different purpose arrives at the postern door. Thinking it

was the one intended for herself, she enters it, and is thus carried to the

garden of Samst’hanaka, just as Aryaka arrives, and throws himself upon the

protection of tharudutta. Vasantasena reaches at the garden, where she is

met by Samst’hanaka, who, incensed at her scornful treatment of him, solicits

tils vita, or parasite, to murder her ; but not succeeding, addresses Sthavaraka,

his servant, to the same effect.

The sentiments expressed in this scene render it a very striking and effective

one.
*

Sams. {Aside) The wrath that her disdainful treatment justly kindled is now more

violent than ever:—to be spurned ! I am resolved, she dies.

—

{Aloud.) Master, if you

have any relish for a mantle, with a broad border and a hundred tassels; or any curio-

sity to taste a bit of delicate flesh, now is your time.

Vita . What mean you ?

Sams. Will you oblige me

?

1

Vit'. In' ally thing notunreasonable.

Sams, There is no more flavour of unreasonableness than of she-devils In it.

Vit, Well, speak on.

Sams, Put Vasantasena to death.

Vit, {Stopping his ears,)

Murder a young and unoffending female,

Of courteous manners, and unrivalled beauty,

The pride of all Ujayin ? Where shnll I find,

f;r w ;'"* vBeUeveyou, a fit raft to waft my soul,

r^iSsfe o’qr the river of futurity? ; ... .
.

.

n(Sa^m. I^wiil have one made foryou.—Come, come, what have you to fear? in

this lowly place, who shall see you ?

Vit, All nature : the surrounding realms of space,

H 2 a The
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The genii of these groves, the moot), the tun.

The winds,., the. vault of heaven, the finorset earth,

Hell's awful ruler, and the conscious noiil s

These all bear witness. to the good or ill

That men perform, and these will see the deed.*

Sams. Throw a cloth over her, then, end hide her.

Fit. Fool, you are crazed.

Sams. You are an old good-for-nothing dastardly jackall :—very well# I shall find

some one else. Sthavaraka shall do it.— Here, Sthavaraka, my lad* 1 will give you

gold.

Stha. Thank your honour, I will take it.

Sams. You shall have a gold seat.

Stha . I will sit upon it.

Sams

.

You shall have every dainty dish from my table.

Stha. I will eat it, never fear me.

Sams . You shall be head over all my slaves.

Stha. I shall be a very great man.

Sams. But attend to what I order.

Stfia. Depend upon me, in every thing, that may be done.

Sams. It may be done well enough.

Stha. Say on, sir.

Sams, Kill this Vasantasena.

Stha. Excuse me. Sir, I brought her here.

Sams. Why, you villain, am I not your master?

Stha. You are, sir; my body is yours, but notmy innocence. I dare not obey you.

Sams. Of whom are you, my servant, to be afraid ?

Stha. Futurity.

Sams. And who is Mr. Futurity, pray ?

Stha. The requiter of our good and evil deeds*

Samst’hanaka, finding no one inclined to undertake the horrible deed, per-

petrates the crime himself. His attendants being sent out of the way, he
strangles Vasantasena. Anxious to remove the imputation of the crime from

himself, he fixes the guilt of it on Charudatta. The latter is tried accordingly

in open court for the murder; and partly from suspicious circumstances that

make against him, and partly, from his indignant feelings on the occasion pre-

venting his condescending to make a detailed defence, he is found guilty and
condemned to death.

Just as he is led away to execution, Vasantasena, who had been merely in

a swoon, breaks in, and her beloved Charadutta’s life is thus saved from an
ignomihious doom. The termination is made more happy and triumphant by
the dethronement of King Palaka by Aryaka, the consequent degradation of

Samst’hanaka, and the restoration of Charadatta to his full rank and honours.

This sketch, imperfect as it is, of the plot, shews that it affords abundant
opportunity for the display of poetical pathos and picturesque scenes. We
subjoin some passages of the dialogue from the very copious extracts before

us*

In the following passage, Vasantasena and the attendant, or vita, vie with

each otheftfift givingappeticel description of the rainy season; This passage,

which is much longer than it appears here, wiU give a very favourable idea of
~:„7

ib urffy- jyke po invading prince, wholiolda bis court

a, city of bis bumbled foe.

• This passage Is, in fact, from Menu, with a Blight deviation only In the order.
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Yon mighty cloud, advancing with the wind,

With store of arrowy shower, with thundering drums.
And blazing streamers, marches to assail,

In his own heavens, the monarch of the night.

Viis. Nay, nay, not so, I rather read it thus s

The clouds that, like unwieldy elephants,

Roll their inflated masses grumbling on,
: * Or whiten with the migratory troop

Of hovering cranes, teach anguish to the bosom.
The stork*s shrill cry sounds like the plaintive tabor

To her, who, while she wanders o’er its parchment.

Is lost in musings of her lord’s return ;

And every tone that hails the rainy season,

» Falls on her heart, like brine upon a wound.
Vit. Behold, where yonder ponderous cloud assumes

The stature of the elephant—the storks

Entwine a fillet for his front, and waves

The lightning, like a chouri, o’er his head.

Vas. Observe, my friend, the day is swallowed up
By these deep shades, dark as the dripping leaf

Of the tam&la tree, and like an elephant

That cowering shuns the battle’s arrowy sleet,

So shrinks the scattering ant-hill from the shower.

The fickle lightning darts such brilliant rays

As gleam from golden lamps, in temples hung—
Whilst, like the consort of an humble lord.

The timid moonlight peeps amidst the clouds.

Vit

.

There, like a string of elephants, the clouds.

In regular file by lightning-fillets bound,

Move slowly at their potent God's commands.

The heavens let down a silver chain to earth ;

The earth, that shines with buds and sheds sweet odours,

Is pierced with showers, like diamond- shafted darts

Launched trom the rolling mass of deepest blue.

Which heaves before the breeze, and foams with flame :

Like ocean's dark waves by the tempest driven.

And tossing high their flashing surge to shore,

Vas. The stars are all extinct, as fades the memory
Of kindness in a bad man’s heart. The heavens

Are shorn of all their radiance, as the wife

Her glory loses in her husband's absence.

In sooth I think the firmament dissolves

:

Melted by Indra’s scorching bolt it falls

In unexhausted torrents—now the cloud

Ascends—now stoops—now roars aloud in thunder*

—

Now sheds its streams—now frowns with deeper gloom.

Full of fantastic change, like one new raised

By fortune s fickle favours.

.Xh*.effects of an elephant’s breaking loose are thus ludicrously 4 -

Your ladyship’s fierce elephant k’huntamoraka killed his ke/ep|r»
g
aj|y^

;
b|^e

7
his

chain ; he then scoured off along the high road, making a terrible confusion. The

people shouted and screamed “ carry ofT the children, get up tbe ttees, climb the walls,

the elephant is coming !” Away went girdles and anklets, and diamonds

wcAfe4cattering about in all directions ; there he was plunging about in Ujayin, and

tearing every thing to pieces with his trunk, his feet, and his tuSks, as It the city had
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been a large tank full of lotus flowers. All Ujayln, in a panic, like a boat ill-laden,

was heaped on one spot.

The following sarcastic remark is from Maitreya

Now to me there, are two tilings at which I cannot chuse but laugh ; a woman reading

Sanscrit^ and a man singing a song : the woman snuffles like a young cow when, the

rope is first passed through her nostrils, and the man wheezes like an old pundit, who

has been repeating his bead-roll till the flowers of his chaplet are as dry as his throat

:

to my seeming it is vastly ridiculous.

As well as the following joke on a fat woman
A very portly dame indeed ! how did she contrive to get in here? oh, I suppose site

was first set up, as they do an unweildy Mahadeva, and then the walls Were built

round her.

Poverty is thus illustrated

How can that man be said to live, who lives

A pauper—and whose gratitude and wrath

Are barren both ! The bird whose wings are clipped,

The leafless tree—the dessicated pool—
The desolate mansion, and the toothless snake,

Are all meet emblems of the hapless wretch,

Whose festive hours no fond associates grace,

Whose brightest moments yield no fruit to others.

Charudatto, upon entering a court of justice, expresses himself thus :

—

The prospect is but little pleasing;

The court looks like a sea—its councillors

Are deep engulphed in thought; its* tossing waves

Are wrangling advocates ; its brood of monsters

Are these wild animals, death's ministers

;

Attorneys skim, Kkc wily snakes, the surface;

Spies are the shell-fish cowering midst its* weeds; '
-

And vile informers, like the hovering curlew,

Hang fluttering o'er, then pounce upon their prey :

The bench, that should be justice, is unsafe,

Rough, rude, and broken by oppression's storms.

When his friend is accused of murder, Maitreya bursts out into the follow-

ing indignant appeal to the court :

—

How, sirs! what is all this ? Can he who has beautified our city with its chief orna-

ments; who has filled Ujayin with gardens, and gates, and convents, and temples, and

wells and fountains—can he, for the object of a few beggarly ornaments, have done

such.an iniquitous act?

—

{In Anger.) And you, you reprobate, you king's brother-in-

law, Samst'hanaka, you, who stop at nothing, and are a stuffed vessel of every thing

offensive to mankind, you monkey, tricked out with golden toys, say again before 'me,

that my friend, who never plucked a flower roughly in his life, who never pulled more
than one at a time, ,#nd always left the young buds untouched, say that he has been

gtyilty ofra crime, detestable in both worlds, and I will break thy head into a thousand

p^BCa.vvtth.dda stafi*; as knotty and crooked as thy own heart.

The followingdissuasive from suicide is remarkable in a Hindu >
JdMthllihfiD Bb^ ^nxydear friend, that I intend to survive you.

' ' CKar^iMy good Maitreya, the vital spark owes not

-

Obedience to our mortal will : beware
HowyoUpresume to cast that life away.

«It Id notlhuie to give or to abandon.

- Short ^sd^t^ and detached sentiments show but imperfectly the*quality 1 of
thepiece. We Subjoin the scene Where Serviltaka purloins the casket

Scene
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.. t , „• .djwfc—Chabuoatta’s House. (Inside and outside.)

Charudatta and Maitreya asleep

.

Enter Servuxaka (outside.)

Creeping along the ground like a snake, crawling out of his old skin, I effect with

sleight and strength a passage for my cowering frame. (Looking up.) The sovereign

of the slcies is in his decline : *tis well : night, like a tender mother, shrouds, with her

protecting darkness, those of her children whose prowess assails the dwellings of man-
kind, and shrinks from an encounter with the servants of the king. I have made a

breach in the garden-wall, and have got into the midst of the garden. Now fo* the

house. Men call this practice infamous, whose chief success is gained from the sleep

of others, and whose- booty is won by craft. If not heroism, it is at least indepen-

dence, and preferable to the homage paid by slaves. As to nocturnal attacks, did not

Aswatth&ma long ago overpower in a night-onset his slumbering foes ? Where shall J,

make the breach ; what part is softened by recent damp; where is it likely tbat no
noise will be made by the falling fragments ; where is an opening, sccusidem artenb

most practicable ; in what part of the wall are the bricks old, and corroded by saline

exudations ; where can I penetrate without encountering women
; and where am I

likely to light upon my booty ? (Feels the wall.) The ground here is softened by con-

tinual sprinkling with water and exposure to the sun, and is crusted with salt. Here
is a rat-hole. The prize is sure : this is the first omen of success, the sons of Skanda
have laid down. Let me sec ; how shall I proceed ? The god of the golden spear

teaches four modes of breaching a house : picking out burnt bricks, cutting through

unbaked ones, throwing water on a mud wall, and boring through one of wood. This

wall is of baked bricks; they must be picked out : but I must give them ft sample of

my skill. Shall the breach be the lotus-blossom, the full sun, or the new moon, the

lake, the swastika, or the water-jar ? it must he something to astonish the.natives
; the

water-jar looks best in a brick wall ; that shall be the shape. In other walls that I

have breached by night, the neighbours have had occasion both to censure and approve

my talents. Reverence to the prince K4rtikeya, the giver of all good ! reverence to

the God of the Golden Spear ! to Brahmaoya, the celestial champion of the celestials ;

the Son of Fire ! Reverence to Yogach£rya, whose chief scholar I am, and by whom,
well-pleased, was the magic unguent conferred upen me, anointed with which no eye

beholds, nor weapon harms me ! Shame on me ! I have forgotten ray measuring-

line ;
never mind,'my brahminical thread will answer the purpose : this thread is a most

useful appendage to a brahman, especially one of my complexion ; it serves to measure

the depth and height of walls, and to withdraw ornaments from their position; it op?ns

a latch in a door as well as a key, and is an excellent ligature for the bite of a snake ;

let us take measure, and go to work ; so, so (extracting the bricks)

}

one brick along

remains—ha ! hang it ! I am bitten by a snake
! (

ties the finger with the cord) *tis well

again ; I must get on. (Looks in.) How! a lamp ! alight! the golden ray stream-

ing through the opening in the wall shows, amidst the exterior darkness, like the' yellow

streak of pure metal on the touchstone. The breach is perfect : now to enter. There

is no one. Reverence to Kdrtikeya ! (Enters.) Here are two men asleep; let’ me set

the outer door open to get off easily if there should be occasion : how it credks! It Is

stiff with age; a little water will be of use. (Sprinkles the door and sets It opkn.) 8b

far so well : now, are these true sleepers, or only counterfeits ? (He tfies thefnj) „ Tftey

are sound ; the breathing is regular and not fluttered ; the eye is fast aridfirmly shut;

the body is all relaxed ; the joints are loose ; and the limbs protrude beyond thelimits

of the bed : if shamming sleep, they will not bear the gleam of the lamp upontbeir

faces*
(Passes the lamp over their faces.) All is safe. What lurewe •

tabor, a lute, pipes—and here are books : why, sounds ! have lgot rnto the house of

a dancer or a poet ? I took it for the dwelling of some man of consequents^ or I should

have left it alone. Is this poverty, or only the shew of poverty ? fear of thieves, or

dread of the king ? Are the effects hid under ground ? Whatever, ia tinder ground

is, ipy property. Let us scatter the seed, whose sowing leaves nothing undisoepsilrie^

( Throws about seeds.) The man is.an absolute pauper, and so I leave him. (Going.)
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Mai. {Dreaming.) Master, they are breaking into the house ; I see the thief! Here,

here, do you take care of the go)4 cadtefr. v j

Sar. How! does he perceive me ?' docs he mock me with his poverty? he dies.

(Approaching.) Haply he dreams. (I^ookingat Mnitrcya.) Eli, sure enough; there is

in the light of the lamp something like a casket, wrapped up in a ragged bathing-

gown s that must be mine. No, no, it is cruel to ruin a worthy man, so miserably

reduced already. I will even let it alone.

Mai. (Dreaming.) My friend, if you do not take the casket, may you incur the gtiilt

of disappointing a cow, and of deceiving a brahman !

Sar. These invocations arc irresistible ;
take it I must. SofUy, the light will betray

me ; I have the fire-flapping insect to put it out. I must cast it into the lamp. ( Takes

out the insect.) 'Place and time requiring, let this insect fly. It hovers round the

Wick with the wind of its wings ; the flame is extinguished. Shame on this total darjcf

ness! or rather shame on the darkness with which I have obscured the lustre of my
race ! How well it suits, that Sarvillaka, a brahman, the son of a brahman, learned

in the four Vddas, and above receiving donations from others, should now be engaged

in such unworthy courses ! and why ? For the sake of a harlot; for the sake of Madi-

nik&. Ah, well, I must even go on, and acknowledge the courtesy of this brahman.

Jfai. (Halfawake.) Eh, my good friend, how cold your hand is

!

Sar. Blockhead ! I had forgotten
; I have chilled my hand by the water I touched j

I vfvill put it to my side. (Chafes his left hand on his side, and takes the casket with it.)

Mai. (Still only half awake.) Have you got it?

Sar. The civility of this brahman is exceeding y— I have it.

MaL Now, like a pedlar that has sold all hit wares, I shall go soundly to sleep,

(iSleepsi) .<*
Sar. Sleep, illustrious brahman ; may you sleep a hundred years ! Fie or this love,

for whose d&tr sake I thus bring trouble on a brahman’s dwelling ! nay, rather call

down shame upon myself, and fie, and fie upon this unmanning poverty, that urges

me to deeds which I must needs condemn ! Now to Vasantasen£, to redeem my
beloved MadanikA with this night's booty. I hear footsteps; should it be the watch?

what then? shall I stand here, like a post? no; let Servillaka be his own protection.

Am I not a cat in climbing, a deer in running, a snake in twisting, a hawk in darting

upon the prey, a dog in baying man, whether asleep or awake? in assuming various

forms, am I not Mky& herself, and Saraswati in the gift of tongues? A lamp in thd

night, a mule in a defile, a horse by land, a boat by water, a snake in motion, add a

rock in stability? In hovering about, I compete with the king of birds; and in ati

eye to the ground, I am keener than the hare. Am I not like a wolf in seizing, and
like a lion in strength ? \

A remarkable fact, and which affords a very powerful argument for the anti-

quity of this dramatic piece, is the simple and inartificial character of its

style and the absence of that extravagant and bombastic embellishment which;

Europeans are apt to imagine belongs to Sanscrit composition. There is no

turgidity in any part of it ; and a reader (says one of our informants) who sits

down In expectation of meeting oriental bombast and inflation, will be agreed

ably'Surprised by the absence of both, and charmed by the sustained Mid easy

bf tlifc dialogue. The same writer states that the piece possessor

gffrefi ftftefSStfj thdfitb person Who reads on till Vasantasena, the heroine^ borne#

upiShTWf cart lay down the book until he has read it out. He Wdds i^
* fti'jas it raised, and we see the Hindus as they are,brMMS$
ai thfeyWeVbV we behold them in their domestic and unsophisticated sta£#7

aiftd'thb'ifffpresW&i produced is highly favourable to them. Indeed, foFbWf

own'b^ri, we Confess that the general tone and inferences of this dretajabavfc-

riised the Hindus in our estimation.**
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moat be so veil known, that a review of the present work, which is but an
eMarged and improved edition of that very valuable publication, is scarcely

ltfcteftssfcry to afford the profession in India a knowledge of its character and
^dntfents. The general reader may, however, be ignorant that it is one of the

thdifc Useful books of reference in this branch of science ; from which circum-

stance, as well as from the number of curious and interesting facts it contains,

the te Materia Indica” deserves a place in the library of every oriental -scholar.

*3fhe object of Dr. Ainslie, in his first work, was to furnish a correct list of

the difierpnt articles employed by the natives of Iiindoostan in their arts,

manufactures, and medicines. In the present edition he has altered the. arrange-

ment, and divided the work into distinct parts ; .the first comprehends such of

•oar drugs as are found in the East, with some account of their uses, and of

several^articles of diet fit for the sick and delicate, supplying kind of com-
bining link betwixt the materia medica of Europe and that of Asia;” the:other

part contains a description of those medicines which are almost exclusively

employed by the Hindoos and other oriental nations, with an account of articles

Used intheir Arts and manufactures; and of avast variety ofvegetables used

ilf them for food.

Dr. Ainslie's knowledge of the oriental tongues has enabled him to obtain all

{lie information which the native medical writers and practitioners couldcom-

municate; as well as to rectify many errors, and clear up many obscurities,

arising from want of that knowledge in preceding authorities.

f. ^fie . science of medicine is, comparatively speaking, in a degraded statin

the East; amongst the Hindoos, medicine, in common with all the arts and
sciences, is treated of in their sacred writings: “a circumstance,” a*Df

.

Ainslie observes, “ which has been hitherto an insurmountable obstacle to

improvement.” As to surgery, the practice of dissection and examination of

the dead subject is contrary to the tenets of the brahminical system, so tji$t

conjecture is their chief guide to a knowledge of anatomy.

Their preparations and chemical operations are awkward to us, pwix^

tor
their utter ignorance of chemistry: the methods by which they obtain the

agents known in Europe are original, and often very singular. For exempt
the Tamool vytians, or physicians, procure muriatic grid in

UMmaer : to eight pollums of common salt and six pollute nf;ftjwn#t^|.^|^

end poupded together, add eight pollums of cdddlay ppplipnop

UquQr\yrung from cloths spread over Bengal gram, or rfeer,

gt^fingr .and exposed to night-dew); distil the ingredients.

t^^upatic.acid is disengaged and condensed in the receipt 9$
efej^ng^eaful is.AOt, however, unlike that in qp.jp
tp. ^lauher’s discovery of a better mode of dUlUlatiopw * ,

•- r i .
Jr>idH a fit

Dr. Ainslie has given a good account of the croton seeds, which are new .

introduced into European practice with great success as a powerful cathartic.

Asiatic Journ . You XXIII. No. 133. I • He
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He subjoins an account received by him recently from India of the farther uses

of this valuable d$ig. ' THife ’sfeeda have prdved, by experiment at Madras, to

be in a singular manner emmenagogue ; and in fifteen cases of obstructio men-

jiwn tbey had the desired effect of bringing on the catamenia. The expressed

oil of the seeds is considered a valuable external application in rheuimafic

affections* This oil is likely to prove a medicine of great value, he says, in

apoplexy, convulsions, and mania, but great caution is requisite in exhibiting

it; doses of one or two minims have excited the most frightful hypercatharsis.

Dr. Ainslie has shown that the native doctors of Lower India often, con-

found dragon’s-blood (the juice of the calamus draco) with kino, asserting the
former to be an astringent, which it is not, though kino is. The two articles

are often confounded in commerce. .

There is a strange confusion amongst medical and scientific writers with res-

pect to the tree which produces these two articles, so distinctly dissimilar in

properties, uses, and external appearance. The plant whence kino is obtained

is asserted in the Remains of Mungo Park, and proved by a specimen
sent home, to be the pterocarpus draco, which grows in Africa, South America,
ahd Java. The kino usually met with comes from New South Wales, where
(under the name of red gum) it is obtained by means of incisions in the euca-

lyptus resinifera. Genuine kino. Dr. Ainslie says, is but partially known in

India. . \-. •

It is an opprobrium to science that the exact origin of many drugs very

commonly met with is not yet ascertained. The galangals, bdellium, myrrh,

gamboge* are all extremely common ; but the plants which produce them are

not yet accurately ascertained.

The want of correct information regarding the names and characters ?of
drugs has produced some ludicrous absurdities in our custom statutes. For
example, the article described by Dr. Airislie under the title of Sweet "Flag

(the acorus calamus) was rated in the schedule of custom-duties under- two
denominations, acorus and calamus aromaticus, and was subject to different

duties

:

namely, if entered as aco.rusy a duty of about 7d. per lb. was levied

upon it; if as calamus aromaticus, it paid a duty of about 9d. per lb. -The

framers of the last customs’ act have had the sense to put an end to this

absurdity by expunging the latter term altogether.

• Dr. Ainslie mentions a singular fact respecting this root: “It is a very

favourite medicine of the Indian practitioners, and is reckoned so valuable in

the indigestions, stomach-aches, and bowel-affections of children, that there

is a penalty incurred by any druggist v ho will not open his door in the middle

of the night and sell it if demanded.”
" The descriptions which Dr. Ainslie gives of the various articles, thbugh

necessarily brief, are often amusing to the general reader, being occasionally

precededby historical notices, which furnish particulars respecting their,disce-
u
viiyi their early uses, and their imaginary virtues in the opinion of our anees-

ffifaf-yWiihay instance the articles “ Sugar ” (I, 407), “ Tea ” (I, 434); and
(t, 473). From the latter we extract the following as a specimen:*—

The, Hindoos never touch wine, except when it is prescribed to them medicinally.

The Persians consider it as a most valuable stomachic and cordial, and place what they

eall l&^wc 1
m

shdrab meyivaha, which signifies all kinds of fruit wines, amongst

fthefr adviyahheezeh.

are much drank by such European inhabitants in India as can afford them,

/gild are certainly more conducive to health than arrack, which, in former years, was

%ut too liberally indulged in. Those chiefly brought to table are sherry, Madeira, port,

claret.
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cktttr ftfid Cape Madeira. The first has a decree of bitterness In it, and agrees better

with delicate ^roacbstkan,Madeira, ^bMi is of jdl, wines, in n»y opinion, thd most

liable tp produce acidity in the first passages : a factso well established, that of late

years it is [has been] little drank [drunk] by the dyspeptic in India. Port, in that

country, is apt to bind, and should be taken with caution. Where there is either gene-

inflammation, as in simple fever, ardent fever; or organic inflammation, as in Hepa-

titis, dsc., wine is a poison. In cases of pure languor and debility, in India, the

safest and most certain cordial is claret, which is at once antiseptic, gently, stimulating,

and aperient. It has appeared to me particularly indicated for such as arc convalescent

from typhus fever, in a great degree owing, perhaps, to its powerful anti-putrescent

quality ; and to prove how much nature herself seems to be in unison with this opiuion,

I may state that I knew an instance of a delicate lady, who, for several days together^

after recovering from a nervous fever, took, while at dinner, and after it, a whole bottle

of placet, without feeling in the slightest degree inebriated.

The Persians, by Sir John Malcolm’s account, claim to themselves the discovery of

wine, which, they say, jwas first made by the famous Jemsheed, one of the ancient

kings of Persia; it has hence been called, in that country, zdher~ekhoos7i, or delightful

poison.

Dr. Ainslie is entitled to the thanks of the East-India Company for his

liberal recommendation of their staple commodity, tea, which he thinks not

only not prejudicial to the human constitution, but possessed of positive

virtues; indeed, he goes beyond ordinary bounds in its praise: “To the se-

dentary, and literary, tea is certainly a great blessing, as it enlivens without

heating; nay, I should almost be inclined to go a little further, and partly

ascribe to its prudent use some of that brilliancy of imagination and fineness

of fancy, which so peculiarly distinguish the poets and novel-writers of our

happy, country, where so much is drank.”

* The second volume of this work contains an account of the medicines used

in the East (which are thus kept apart from the drugs produced in India, and

known in European practice, contained in the first volume); this part of the

work » preceded by short but sensible preliminary observations upon the arts

and sciences of the Hindoos ; in the course of which Dr. Ainslie repels a rude

attack of M. Sonnerat, upon the medical practitioners of India, who, so far

from being “ pretenders to some knowledge of medicine, and who had been

washermen, weavers, or blacksmiths,” as stated by the French traveller, our

author says, are often doctors by descent, and are, generally speaking,

acquainted with all the learning of the Hindoos.

We do not pretend (for the reason before stated) to give a detailed review of

this work : we recommend it, however, as a valuable accession to science, and

think it highly creditable to the research of the author.

We cannot quit the work without noticing the numerous typographical

errors which it contains : proper names, for example, are disfigured strangely

;

Dr. Leyden’s name is written Leydon and Leydan ;
the Abbe Rochon is also

called Rochan and Rohan, not in a single instance, but repeatedly.. We have

.Ithumpbius, Colebroke, Fleeming, &c. &c. Such errors are sopistpnes una-

voidable, in spite of the greatest care ; but when so numerous, it proves negli-

gence somewhere.
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Proceedings op wife royM Asiatic society of
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

yEe&mber&i 18£0s—A general meeting of the Society was held- this day at

^ o’etock j'Atidtew Macklew, Esq. (Member of Council) in the cbair^ ' v

f

The following donations were presented

From Sir A. Johnston, Vice-President, two collections of dried plants ; ttn ftilgfet

meter ; a chabuk ; and a coxar rope for catching elephants.

Prom Capt. Melville Grindlay, Part II. of his work on the Scenery, 4c. of Western

India.

From Lient. Col. C. J. Doyle, a sacred fish from Lake Manasarbvanu The natives,

itis said, believe that a fish of this kind will protect the possessor of it from all etil lit

this life, and secure ter him eternal felicity in the next.

JFVoih John Fleming, Esq., the Oriental Miscellany.

From Mr. W, Huttmann (Assist. Sec. R. A.S»), several Chinese curiosities.

;The Rev. Geo. Keylock Rusden and Major John Smith, Madras N. C., we9r0.‘

elected members of this Society.

Two papers by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, the first being an account of «»

Jaih inscription (the remarks upon which, by Mr. Colebrooke, were read af
the last meeting); and the second, an account of the Srawacs, or Jains, in]

die province of South Bihar, were read.

December 16.—-The general meeting was held this day, at the usual hour ;

Andrew Macklew, Esq. took the chair.
.

The following donations were presented :<r-

From the Astronomical Society of London, Fart II. of Vol. II. of their TVansac-
'

.. X
From W. Evans, Esq., R.N., through Dr, Lyall, specimens of the following

minerals from New South Wales : iron-stone^2), carbonate of lime, granite, and
•Hex.

From Professor C. I. C. Reuvens, of Leyden, his Verhandeling over drie Jav-

aansche Beelden, with plates.

From Lieut. Col. J. Monckton Coombs, Die Principles of Harrison’s Time-?

Keepers (printed, with plates) ; and an Account of the Observatory erected at Madras,

by tlie late W. Petrie, Esq., MS.
JVom Lieut. Col. T. F. De Havilland, No. I. of a work now publishing by him,

entitled Delineations and Descriptions of Public Edifices in and near Madras, Ac.

' The following foreign ambassadors were elected Foreign Members of the

Society, viz. Prince Paul Esterhazy; Count Munster; Count St. Martin

d’Aglie ; Marquis Palmella j Baron de Cetto ; Count Mandelsldh
;
M. de

Falck ; and also the following foreign professors : Professor G. H. Bernstein ;

Professor E. Rask ; Professor Frsehn ; and M. J. De Scherer.

- The reading of Mr. Colebrooke*s Fourth Essay on the Philosophy of the

Hindus was commenced.
This papier forms the fourth of the valuable series of essays upon this sub?

JgJl jp^ ]wbich the two first have already been given to the public in the first

pftt e&the Society’s Transactions ; and the third will appear in the concluding

jmfeofcthevxMume, which it is expected will be published early in the ehSqitijg

paper is devoted to a consideration of the heterodox doctrines

ofejurit ovcBuooka ; and of various other sects of inferior note,
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A meeting, of the Society was beld on
Wednesday the 5th July, the Hon. J. H.
Harington Esq., the president of the

Society* in the chair.

C. K. Robins, Esq., and Capt.Franklin
were elected members.
’ Amongst the presents made to the mu-
seum and library on this occasion, were
a-statute of Santtnath, the sixteenth Jina

Of: Jaina pontiff of the present era, pre-

sented by G. Wellesley, Esq. The ele-

ments of Hindu law, presented by the

author. Sir Thomas Strange, and vari-

ous drawings of Bauddha shrines and
tuples in Nepal, of an interesting cha-
racter, by— Hodgson, Esq.

The drawings of the Bauddha temples
have been selected from several hundreds
spattered through the valley of Nepal, and
afford specimens of every variety of form :

SOmO are exclusively Buddhist, whilst

others are partially or entirely Brahmani-
ca4, hOC adopted by the Buddhists, and
consecrated to their inferior deities. The
drawings are the work of a native artist,

or chitrakar, one of a numerous and
respectable ,

class. The artists of Nepal
commence their education at ten years of
age, and hence acquire great manual dex-
terity; which is displayed in the minute-
ness and fidelity of their drawings. Their
apparatus is of the simplest kind; for

oiijAines slightly shaded, a piece ofcharcoal,
an iron style, and one small brush made
of goat's hair, are all the implements em-
ployed, with which the artist seats himself

ODt s the ground, and without any support
for his paper executes his drawings. The
colours )ie uses are brilliant and durable

;

but as the study of natural tints is no part

of the artist's training, it may be easily

conceived that this is a branch of the art

m Which he does not particularly excel.
f

1

At this meeting various valuable papers

were, laid, on the table, consisting of re-

ports presented to Government which were
transferred to the Society, in conformity
to a resolution of Government to make
over to the Asiatic Society, for publication,

all documents of a description calculated

tbe foot of ihagreafc mmiotafrviiwetv end
which, as it possesses none of the characters:

of a secondary rock, must be regarded
either as transition or primary. The posi-

tion of this gypsum seems, therefore* de-
cisive of its claim to be regarded as a. pri-
mitive rock, as one description of it is

entitled by Werner, although doubted or
denied by some of the principal writers of
bis school. Tlie most extensive deposit of
the Himalayan gypsum occurs in the bed
of a stream, whieh leaves the hills imme<*.
diately below the village of Nagul in. the
Dehra Doon. ft is of 'the Variety called
foliated granular; of* snow white colour,

of a lustre a little superior t<>-tbaV of
white marble, and scarcely, if pt all,

translucent t the specific gravity is 2*24.

A second deposit is; about two miles up
the bed of another stream wliich faUs into
the valley ; and a third is on the ascent^

from the village of Rajpur, immediately
below the hamlet of Juree Panee. . In all

these localities the rock ip which it i#.im-
bedded developes, on fracture^ . a strong
odour of sulphuretted hydrogen'.

A second paper, by Capt. Herbert, con-
tains notices of various metallic products
of the Himalaya range : amongst these is.

magnetic iron-sand, disseminated very
abundantly in mica slate. The grains are
highly sensible to the magnet, and are
readily separated after pounding from the
matrix : their specific gravity is 4*81.

This ore is smelted, and yields iron of a
very superior quality. In the districts of
Borela, Myyar, and Bhutnor, are lead
mines, which have been long worked by
the natives r the ore is in all three pieces

a steel grey granular galena, having a spe-
cific gravity of 7*2. It is said that latterly

these mines have been less productive than
they formerly were, but this is possibly
owing to the superficies of the veins bring
exhausted, and the absence of adequate
means to penetrate further into the rock. .

An extract from the journal of Lieut;
Trant, in his march across the Youmah
mountains, which separate Ava from Ar-
racan, describing the Kicaan or~ Kiayn
tribes by whom the mountains are inhabitedk

to illustrate the geography, statistics, or
history of ttidia, and which are wholly of
i flteraiy or scientific character. The pa-

Mti,presented on this occasion were the
*

'

" A notice of the occurrence of gypsum
in the Indo-Gangetic tract of the Hima-

m ii 7i ’ vrT

These people, upon the skirts of the moun-
tains, are subject to Burman ; but in the

less accessible districts have preserved their

independence. According ft> tbelr dwn
traditions they are the abongfoatipha*
bitants of the Burma country, and were
expelled by the present race, whoW4

SSSmittei}, is found in the clay slate for-

mation, which constitutes the northern

boundary of the rallies that stretch along

in their habits and appearimee fronttie
Burmese, being inferior in. form andJW
ture to their neighbours. Theybave no
chief, but in disputes amongst tbem^lves
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appeal to.a priest, who is reputed to,be a
descendant frptn the supreme pontiffYba
Is termed Passine, and acts as prophet,

physician, and legislator. They have no
’ written records, and a very rude form of
fhitfi ^ thefr chief s homage being addressed

foapartiChlartree, tinder which, at stated

periods, * thfey assemble and sacrifice cattle,

on whom they subsequently feast. An-
other object of adoration is the aerolite,

Air which, after a thunderstorm, they

make diligent search, and which, when
fOutid, they deliver to the priest, by whom
it is preserved as an infallible remedy for

evfery disease. Amongst tbeir peculiar no-
tions Is that of estimating merit by animal
appetite, and he is the man of most virtue

who Is the amplest feeder, and drinks to

most excess. As connected with the an-
cient history of these regions, the moun-
tain tribes are objects of considerable in-

terest.

A paper on the geography and popula-
tion of Asam, by Capt. Neufville, brings

the progress of inquiry in that direction

tip to a certain point, and comprehends
valuable accessions to our knowledge of
the country. The course of the Brahma-
putra is described to a considerable dis-

tance east from Seddeea: it lias not yet

been followed to its source. The greater

size ofthe northern branch, theDibong, and
many peculiar circumstances relating to its

course and passage, give this stream the

strongest interest as connecting it with the

northern origin of the Brahmaputra. The
jpviper branch of the latter, or Lohit, is

said to arise within the hills from the

Jfrahmu Kund, and if this be correct, it

(ftlUWt have any relation to the Sanpo, or

river of Tibet ; but the Dihong is said to

come from a large river that runs at the

back of the hills, called the Sri Loliit, in

which, therefore, we have an approxima-
tion to the site of Sanpo of the Jesuits*

charts* This river is said to rise from an
Kipper and inaccessible Brahma Kund. A
circumstance that confirms its connexion

with the Dibong is the sudden enlargement
of the latter about half a century ago,

when the whole country was inundated,

end vast numbers of people and cattle

swept away. The flood continued for about

fifteen , days, .during which time various
agricultural and household implements,

jflephent trappings, and numerous articles

lejipDglng to. a race far advanced in civi-

were washed down : these were
referrefiij to^the : Kooltabs, or Kulitas, a

and independent nation, said to

the mountains bordering

i.tbe districts of the Grand

districts of

4A4^rilu^i.keen. some years
,
past

vrnfctf&i Ifcwn ttb* original possessors by
fierfwan^bariwiious trtbes, amongst whom
the ^Knhphos, who occupy the eastern

trapts, are the most conspicuous. Accord-
ing tOjtheir own traditions they descended,
from heaven hut fhe plain truth seems to,

be that^ about four or five centuries agq,
they migrated, from a mountainous, region
on the borders of China, gradually ad
vanced to the mountains skirting Asam,
and within the last forty years established

themselves, on the low lands which they,

at present occupy. They have, little sy*:

tem of law or government, except being
divided into tribes under different petty
chiefs or gaums, equal in rank and au.-r

thority. Their religion is that of Buddha,
but intermixed with a variety of auper7
stitious practices, the relics, probably, of
their original creed. They offer a sort of
worship to the spirits of those who die in
battle, and to the elements and clouds.
The Sinhplios confine themselves chiefly to

the practice of arms, and leave domestic
occupations and the cultivation of the soil

to their Asamese slaves, of whom they
annually captured great numbers, to the
gradual depopulation of the country. It

is no unimportant consequence of British

supremacy in Asam, that the natives are

henceforth protected against all such ag-
gression.

—

[Cal. Gov. Gaz. ' *

ROYAL SOCIETY OF LITERATURF.

The Society held its first meeting f6r

the geason on the 15th Nov. ; there was 1

a
very full attendance.

An ingenious paper was read, eomi-

munfcated by Sir W. Ouseley. This paper
consists of two parts ;

the former part

being a discussion relating to several fti-

bulotts anecdotes respecting Alexander the

Great, commonly considered as of eastern

origin, but assigned by the present writer

chiefly to Julius Valerius, author of the

Res Gestee Alexandri Magni, who is placed
by the editor of that work, Signor Angelo
Mai, in the third or fourth century of the

Christian era. In the second part. Sir W.
Ouseley reclaims, in favour of the orien-

tal writers, a variety of popular fictions,

such as Pope’s January and May, Bocca-
cio's fourth story in the Decameron, Par-
nell’s Hermit, the story of Santon Barslsa,

several of the tales in the Gesta Romano

•

ram, the story of Whittington and his Cat,

the induction to Shakespeare’s “ Taming
of the Shrew1,” &c., the praise of invent-

ing which has been long usurped by Eu-
ropeans.

The first fasciculus of hieroglyphics,

prepared under the Society’s anspices* to

facilitate the interpretation of these mystic
symbols, was announced as ready for dis-

tribution : it is spendidly lithographed. .

ERAS AMONGST THX MAH'RATtAS,

There are at present.. lew
the Mahratta cwntry berideathjkp^
pis, 1M, the Shotivaban; 2d,, tfie
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or Arabic year; 8d, the Fusslee fear;
and 4th» the' Raj-Abishik, or from the

date of Sevajee*6 ascending the throne.

The era of Shalivahan commences with

the accession of that prince to power in

the year 77-78 of the Christian era. The
Sborsun (generally written Shuhoorsnn by
Mahometans) was introduced in the Mirg
(Oir husbandman’s year of the Hindoos) In

the year of the Hejira 745, which corres-

ponds with 'A. D. 1344-45. The Fusslee

era commenced to the north of the Ner-
buddah in the reign of Akbcr, and was
introduced into the Deccan by his grand-
son, Shah Jehan, in the year of the Hejira

1047, or A.D. 1637-38. The Soorsun and
Fusslee are merely solar years, setting out
with the date of the year of the Hejira

when they commenced, but without mak-
ing allowance, in future reckoning, for the

difference between the solar and lunar

years ; by which means they differ rather

more than three years every century.—*

[Duff's Hist, of the Mahrattos,

BORNEO ORE OF ANTIMONY.

This mineral is brought from two places

in the island of Borneo; Sadang, and
Sarawah, where it is found accumulated
in large masses, or rather mountains, from
which it is quarried, and not dug out of

. mines as in Europe. These are situated

near the rivers, and are easily accessible by
large boats, which carry the ore to the sea.

From this it will appear that the supply of

antimony from Borneo will only be limited

by the demand ; and as long as the price

continues so high in England, the quantity

required for this market will be considera-

ble. We may add that we regard this as

pne of the most valuable discoveries which
British energy and enterprizc in this part

of the world have ever brought into opera-

tion.—L&ing. Chron. 9 July 6.

Another number of this paper states that

the Bornean traders were so well satisfied

with the prices they obtained last season,

that they have imported considerable quan-
tities into Singapore; one prahu alone

brought 1,000 peculs, which they offered

at a dollar and a half per pecul (about

1Jd per lb.), which is one-half less than

the price of last year.

THE GANGES.

So much is this river reverenced among
,the Hindoos, that many Brahmins will

<tAot'-look upon it, nor throw saliva into it,

attar wash themselves nor their clothes in its

waters. In one of their books, among
many other fbrma of praise to be offered

to Gaiiga, is the following:—“ O God-
dess L tbeui$l, that lodges in the bollow

of a tree Vm thy banks is exalted beyond*

tt&AureyWhile ffie eraperbr, whose palace

ft' fki* frdm thee, iftbnrfi he may possess a

MftlMof stately elephants, and may have

the wives qf millions of conquered ene-
thies to serve him, Is nothing.”

RUSSIAN VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.

Another Russian voyage of discovery is

now in progress. The ships of war. Mailer
and Seniavin, commanded by > Captains
Stanjikowich and Litke, are under orders
to survey the coasts belonging to Russia
iu the North Pacific : the former taking
the north-west of America and the Aleu-
tian islands ; and the latter the eastern
coast of Asia, Bearing’s Straits, &c, The
coast of Kamschalka, the Caroline islands,
the sea of Otschosk, &c. &c. are all to be
examined by the expedition, for the com-
pletion of which four years are allotted.

ON THE ORGAN OF BRNENOI.ENCE IN
ANIMALS.

Dr. Paterson, of Calcutta, in a phre-
nological essay “ on the Organ of Bene-
volence,” has the following remarks in
regard to the animal kingdom:—
“ In the lower animals this feeling is

manifested in very different degrees. Some
species are very naturally good-tempered,
others extremely wicked and ferocious.
The chamois has not near such a peaceable
disposition as the goat and sheep; the
tiger is more cruel than the lion ; the
hyaena than the wolf ; the wolf than the
dog; the Angora cat is better natured than
the* common cat.

“In the race of apes, what mischievous
creatures the baboons are, and what a soft,

ness of character has the orang-outang^'
’

“ With birds we still are sensible of a
like difference. The guinea-fowl is much
more mischievous than the common fowl
of our poultry yards. There are species
of paroquets who cannot leave off a na-
tural habit of biting every one who ap-
proaches them ; there are other paroquets
who arc delighted in caressing and in being
caressed. In the horse the organ of be^
nevolence is situated in the middle of his
forehead. When this region is hollow or
flat, we then predicate of a horse that he
is vicious, not safe, and disposed to bite.

Good-tempered docile horses have this re-
gion full. Gall says he has made a tbbii

sand observations on this subject, and neVer
found one exception.

“ At Berlin, Drs< Spursheivtf and Gall
distinguished, out Of forty ’cowsVthiafc Were
kept in the stables of the minister of 'Mate
there, the most wicked'bf them alii**: « j 1

”

“ The Marquis of Botegellh prifttffftfl

to Dr.Gall the head bf a tambW6lf^1wbteb,
from its youngest years, J»0dtaemdistin-

guished for its good-nature. At thS' rtt»cU

ment that it was putto^denth^teilcftfecTthe
hand of its master to hnplorb his^pity,

and the head of this wolf WSS rtiHsrhi

this region than tlie generalHy df Whites’

heads; -

« If
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44 Jf you compare the head of the Gui-
nea-pig with the head of the mischievous
hamster, you will find the latter is de-
prived of much brain in this part. Again,
the brown bear has the head much more
elevated than the white bear, which is ex-

cessively ferocious and savage. Amongst
the pigeons the most wicked, columba ni-

cobatica, has the head at this region flatter

than other species of pigeons.
44 Moreover, crocodiles, fishes of prey,

as the pike and shark ; the eagle, the hawk,
the chamois, have this region either plain

or depressed : the sheep and the goat, on
the contrary, have it full and prominent;
and the same law prevails throughout nil

animal nature.*’—[Bengal Weekly Mess,

TIN MINES OP JOHORE.

Some members of the Singapore <( Yacht
Club ” made an excursion, in June last,

to Johore. On ascending the river, they

discovered an ancient toinb of one of the

Malay rajahs, formed by piling up large

flat stones and Ailing up the centre with
earth. Two stones were standing erect

about a foot apart, three feet high, of the

same form, very handsomely carved, and
in a good state of preservation : they are

of hard sandstone. They afterwards landed
at the Village of Gongong, to visit the tin

mines formerly worked by the Chinese
under the sultan." The hill from whence
the ore was taken is about 200 feet in

circumference, and 600 feet from the river

side. The ore lies about twelve feet under
the surface, in a stratum of coarse quarry
sand mixed with white clay, and about a
foot deep, under which is a bed of rolled

pieces of quartz and beautifully white in-

durated clay, of different sizes, from a few
ounces to several pounds in weight ; some
pieces of the clay, when broken, showed
traces of iron about the centre, but the out-

side remained colourless. Above the coarse

sand is a bed of fine white clay, about six

feet thick ; above it a yellowish clay, and
on the surface a thin layer of vegetable

mould, in which grows fern, coarse grass,

and some stinted shrubs. There is another

mine said to be of the same description,

- the ore of which appeared to be in small
quantities; the natives said they could
only earn six fanams a day by washing the

sand and collecting the ore, but the work
has hitherto been carried on on a very

confined scale, and a further trial might
- bring a richer bed to light ; this might
cheaply and easily be effected by boring in

different places. The ore is in the form
of very fine sand, the same as it occurs in

tberich mines of Bangka ; the clay appears

wdl suited for the finer kinds of pottery.

COMKBBCB or THB BUSMAN EMPIRE.

The natural products of the Burman
empire which are articles of exportation,

or likely to become so, are the following

:

rice, "gram, cotton, indigo^ cardamoms,
black* pepper, aloes, sugar, saltpetre, salt,

teak timber, sticklac, fcut’h, or terra ja-
ponica, areca nuts, darnmer, fustic, sapaa
wood, earth oil, honey, bees'-wax, ivory,

rubies, and sapphires. The mineral pro-
ducts are iron, copper, lead, gold, silver,

antimony, white statuary marble, lime-
stone, and coal.

The teak forests are described by persons
who have visited them to be of the most
extensive description, and fully equal to

any possible demand, for a period beyond
computation. The sugar is manufactured
by Chinese, and is white, and of good
quality : the exportation of it was pro-
hibited ; but if this were not the case, and
encouragement were given to the manu-
facture, it might be carried to a great ex-
tent. The price of the clayed sugar at

Ava was thirty to thirty-six rupees the 100
vis, or 365 lbs. avoirdupois.

The lower part of tile Burman territory,

the districts of Sarwah and Sarawadi
especially, is considered as particularly

adapted to the cultivation of indigo : the
plant grows wild, and is also cultivated

by the natives for domestic use ; more than
one factory was about to be established by
Europeans when the war broke out.

The principal articles of import by sea
into the Burman dominions, are Bengal,
Madras, and British piece-goods, British

woollens, iron, wrought and unwrought,
copper for sheathing, lead, quicksilver,

borax, sulphur, saltpetre, gunpowder, fire-

arms, sugar, arrack, rum, and a little

opium, earthen-ware, Chinese and Eng-
lish glass-ware, cocoa-nut and betel-nut.

The trade in British piece-goods has, of
late years, much increased, whilst that of
Madras piece-goods has proportionately di-

minished.
On the northern frontier of the Burman

dominions an active trade is carried on
witli China and other eastern states ; the
chief emporium is at a place called Ban-
mo, on the Chinese frontier, and at Midai,
four or five miles to the northward of
Amerapura. Maliommedan and Burman
merchants of Ava go to Banmo to meet
the Chinese, part of whom, not unusually
four or five thousand, come down to Mi-
dai. The Chinese import copper, orpi-
ment, quicksilver, Vermillion, iron pans,
silver, good rhubarb, tea, fine honey, raw
silk, spirits, hams, musk, verdigris, dry
and a few fresh fruits, with dogs and phea-
sents : the Chinese travel on small horses

and mules, and are said to be two months
on the road.

The tea brought by the Chinese is black,
and made up in round cakes or balls :

some of it is of very fine flavour, and it

is all of a very different description from
any that is sold in the market of Canton

;

the better qualities are well adapted fpr

Europe

;
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Europe; the retail price is but one tikal,

little more than a rupee, for one vis, or

nearly four pounds. This tea is used by
all who can afford it; but a cheaper
tort, said to be the produce of some part

of the Burman territory, is an article of
great and general demand. It is eaten
after meals with garlic and sesamum oil,

and it is customary to offer it to guests ami
strangers as a token of welcome.
The returns of the trade with the Chinese

are chiefly cotton, ivory, and bees* - wax,
with a small quantity of British woollens,
chiefly broad-cloth and carpets. The quan-
tity of cotton is annually very considera-
ble,' it is estimated at not less than 70,()00

bales of 300 lbs. each ; the greater part

of it is cleaned. The Ava cotton of the

lower provinces is of short staple; but
that of the upper long, aiid of a fine tex-

ture. The cotton of Pegu, it is said, is

sent to Chittagong and Dacca, and is the

material of the fine Dacca muslins.

Another line of traffic is that with the

country of the Shans, or, as it is term-
ed by Europeans, the kingdom of Lao.
The Shan traders repair annually, in the
dry season, to the Burmnn country, bring-
ing with them sticklac, bees’-wax, a yellow

tlye wood, various drugs and gums, raw
silk, lacquered ware, ready-made jackets

stuffed with cotton, onions, garlic, tur-

meric, and a coarse sugar in cakes. The
chief returns are dry fish, nappi, and salt.

The chief fair at which the Slians attend
is at Plek, six or eight miles south of
Ava, on a small river which falls into the

Irrawuddy under the walls of the capital :

there are several small fairs along the east

tank of the Irrawuddy, and one more
considerable is annually held at the Dagon
Pagodn, near Rangoon.—

[

Cal. Gov. Gn~. t

July 3.

THE TALLIPOT TREK.

A leaf of this extraordinary tree has

lately been brought over from the island of
Ceylon, of which place it is a native, and is

now in the possession of the Ilcv. Richard
Fletcher, of Hampstead. The leaf is in

& good state of preservation ; it measures
fully eleven feet in height, sixteen feet

across its widest spread, and from thirty-

eight to forty feet in circumference. If

expanded as a canopy, it is sufficient to de-

fend h dinner party of six from the rays of
the; sun, and in Ceylon is carried about
by the natives for that purpose.

r-tj: THit BRFJAFOOR GUM.

This great cannon is called Mullik-i-

Mydan, or “ Sovereign of the plain but
the natives of Becjapoor insist on calling

if‘M661k4-Mydan, or “ lion of the plain.”

Its muzzle is 4 ft. 8 in. in diameter ; the

calibre 2 ft. 4 in. It was cast at Ahmednug-
gtir, A. D. 1549, by a native of Constant!

-

Jhlatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 1 33.

nople, named Iloosein-klian. Aurungzcbe
put an inscription upon it to commemorate
the conquest of Beejapoor in 1685, which
has led to the mistake of supposing it to

have been cast at that time. It is alike

curious from its dimensions and its history.

The Bombay Government in 1823 was
particularly desirous of sending it to the

King of England, and an engineer ivas

sent to examine it for the purpose ; but
the present state of the roads renders the

difficulty of transporting such a large

mass of metal to the coast almost insupera-
ble.

—

[Duff's Hist, of Mahrattas.

FOLLY OF IDOLATRY.

Terah, the father of Abraham, says
tradition, was not only an idolator but
manufacturer of idols, which he used to

expose for public sale. Being obliged to

go out one day upon particular business, he
desired Abraham to superintend for him :

Abraham obeyed reluctantly. “ What is

the price of that god ?” asked an old man
who had just entered theplace of sale, point-

ing to an idol towhich betook a fancy. “ Old
man,” said Abraham, “ may I permitted
to ask thine age ?”--“ Three-score years,”

replied the age-stricken idolater. “ Three-
score years !” exclaimed Abraham, “ and
then thou wouldst worship a thing that

has been fashioned by the hands of my
father’s slaves within the last twenty-
four hours ! Strange that a man of sixty

should be willing to bow down bis grey
head to a creature of a day!” The mail
was overwhelmed with shame, and went
away. After this there came a sedate and
grave matron, carrying in her hand a large

dish with flour. “ Here,” said she, “have
I brought an offering to the gods* place

it before them, Abraham, and bid them
be propitious to me. 1’—M Place it before

them thyself, foolish -woman,’ * said Abra-
ham, “ thou w'ilt soon see how greedily

they will devour it.” She did so. In the

mean time Abraham took a hammer, broke
the idols in pieces, all excepting the largcsl,

in whose hands he placed the instrument

of destruction. Terah returned, and with
the utmost surprise and consternation, be-

held the havoc amongst his favourite gods.
“ What is all this, Abraham ? what pro.-

fane wretch lias dared to use our gods in

this manner?” exclaimed the infatuated

and indignant Terah. “Why should I con-
ceal any thing from my father?” replied

the pious son. “ During thine absence
there came a woman with yonder offerings

for the gods; she placed it before them.
The younger gods wbo, as well may be
supposed, tad not tasted food for a long
time, greedily stretched forth their hands
and began to eat before the old god had
given them permission. Enraged at their

boldness, he rose, took the hammer, and
punished them for their want of respect

!”

—[Medra&h Tiereshith Habrih, %

K
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GOVERNMENT AND GENERAL
ORDERS.

Fort St. George, 13th June 182<>.

The Hon. the Governor In Council is pleased to
publish to the army the following letter from Brig.
Gen. Cotton, on his retiring from the command of
the Madras division of troops in Ava.

To David Hill, Esq., chief secretary to the Go.
vernment at Fort St. George.

Sir: The command of the Madras troom In
Ava, which I had the honour to hold during
the greater part of the war, having terminated by
the ratification of peace between the British Go-
vernment and the King of Ava, it is impossible for
me to take a final leave of the distinguished body
with whom 1 have been associated without ex-
pressing to His Exc. the lion, the Governor in
Council my sense of the seal, gallantry, and disci-
pline which the troops from Fort St. George have
displayed throughout a lung course of arduous
service.

2. It is not within the confined limits of a re-
port possible to do justice to individual merit;
but tne exemplary conduct of every officer and
soldier who has been employed, whether of il.M.’s
regiments or of the H.C.’s European and native
troops, has been so conspicuous as to preclude the
necessity of selection, and to deserve that I should
solicit to place my grateful acknowledgment of
their services upon the records of government.

3. The fatigues of the various campaigns, and
their uncommon privations, have been cheerfully
shared by all indiscriminately; but the patient en-
durance by the native regiments of the vicissitudes
of so novel a service, waving the prejudices of
caste, and the customs by which they have been
influenced by ages, are beyond the measured terms
of praise, and evince how well they have deserved
the truly paternal care and indulgence of an en-
lightened Government, which have been extended
with equal liberality to the European and the na-
tive soldier.

4 The support which I have universally derived
from Lieut. Cols. Armstrong, C.B., Brodie, Pep-
er, Godwin, and Parlby, has been only equalled

y the gallantry with which they have lea their
brigades whenever opposed to the enemy, and I

hope I may be permitted to pay the tribute of
regret for tne loss of Lieut. Col. Com. Nlacdowall,
Lleut.Col. Conry, and the remaining brave officers
and men who have fallen in the execution of their
duty.

5. I have had repeatedly occasion to bring to .the
favourable notice of the Hon. the Governor in
Council the zeal and ability with which their re-

spective departments have been conducted by
Capt. Ilitchins, dep. adj. gen., and Capt. Steel,
dep. quart, mast. gen. ; and I beg to repeat that
they have always deserved my confidence.

6. The indefatigable exertions which have been
exemplified by Superintend. Surg. Dr. Heward,
and the subordinate medical officers; the regu-
larity which has been preserved In the hospitals,
and the professional skill which has been evinced,
call for my best acknowledgments.

7. The Madras commissariat under Capt. Tul-
loch, assist, comm is gen., has been remarked for
its efficiency in all emergencies; and 1 mention
him to Government as an able and zealous officer.

8. To Major Stock* and subsequently to Capt.
Tod, paymasters, I am indebted for the attention
and regularity with which the duties of the pay de-
partments have been carried on.

9. Lieut.Col. Hopkinson, commanding the artil-

lery, and Lieut. Underwood, commanding engi-
neer, having been always employed with the officer
commanding the combined forces, the acknow-
ledgment of their valuable sendees rests with
higher authority.

10. Having gone through the pleasing duty of
expressing my sentiments of the gallantry and
meritorious exertions of the Madras division of
troops, I beg respectfully to offer my sincere
thanks to the Hon. the Governor in Council for
the proud distinction of having been entrusted to
sojpiportant a command; and to assure Ills Exc.

that the height of my ambition will be to find my*
self placed, upon any future occasion, in a post so
flattering and so honourable.

I have, dec.

W. COTTON, Brig. Gen.
Calcutta. May 29th, 1026.

The Governor in Council deems It proper to re-
peat in G. O. the acknowledgments of Brig. Gen.
Cotton's distinguished services in Ava, which have
already been often conveyed to that officer. To
zeal, judgment, and gallantry, and to the most
active ami unremitting attention to all the duties
of his arduous and Important command. Brig.
Gen. Cotton has united, in a remarkable degree,
the faculty of carrying other men's minds along
with him, and has thus brought the division under
his orders to act with one heart and hand. The
Governor in Council is persuaded that the senti-
ments expressed in the foregoing letter will lx* pe-
culiarly gratifying to every individual, both of the
staff and in the line who served in that division.
The troops of this presidency who were engaged

in foreign service against the dominions of the
King of Ava have already been honoured by the
approbation of the Governor* General in Council,
and, although this Government is sensible that its

praise cannot add any weight to that distinction,

yet it is a grateful duty which it gladly discharges
to follow tne example of the Supreme Government
in acknowledging tlie admirable military spirit dis-

played throughout the service in Ava and Arracan
by every officer, non-commissioned officer, and
private, of H.M.’sandthe H.C.’s troops, European
and native.

Tlx* expedition to Ava has been distinguished
from every former expedition sent from India, by
its duration, hy its great privations, by difficulties

of every kind arising from the climate and the na-
ture of the country, by its constant harassing
duties, and by its frequent conflicts with the ene-
my. The European troops, in meeting and over-
coming all these obstacles, have nobly sustained
the character of the British army. The native
troops have proved themselves worthy of fighting
In the same ranks with European soldiers.

In many former instances tlie native troops of
this presidency have cheerfully gone on foreign
service; but in none has the spirit of enterprise
been so high, and tlie devotion to the service so
universal, as in the late war. No less than seven-
teen regiments (the 1st, 3d, 7th, 9th, 10th, 12th,

llith, 10th, 22d, 20th, 28th, 30th, 32d, 34tli, 30th,
38tli, 43d), besides the head-quarters and two
squadrons of the 1st I.t. Cav., detachment of Go-
lundauze and of gun-laacars, the head-quarters
and four companies of the 33th N.I., and the
headquarters and seven companies of the 1st bat.

pioneers, actually proceeded to Ava and Arracan.
Two regiments more (the 24th and 31st), and the
remainder of the 35th were in readiness to follow.
The orders for foreign service were received by all

of them with enthusiasm : whole regiments em-
barked without the deficiency of a man; and re-

peated instances occurred of extraordinary forced
marches of parties absent from the head-quarters
of a regiment about to embark, in order that they
might not be; left behind. Conduct so honourable
to the native army, so gratifying to the govern-
ment, does not cease to be of use with the occasion
which called It forth ; its influence will reach to
future times, and it will long be regarded, both in
India and in Europe, as a memorable example for
imitation to the sepoys, and for emulation to the
successors of those European officers who have
made them what they are.

It is directed that th’s general order be trans-
lated and carefully explained to the native officers,

non-commissioned officers, and sepoys, of every
native regiment in the service.

By order of the Hon. the Governor in Council.
D. HILL, Chief Secretary.

Sir: Permit me, for the Information of MaJ.
Gen. Nicolls, commanding the second division of
the army, to give you a detail of the operations of
the column which he did me the honour to place
me at the head of on the morning of the 18th Inst.,

for the assault of Bhurtpore, by the re-entering
angle
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angle formed by the long projecting gorge leading
to the great bastion that was breached.
My column consisted of a company of pioneers

with scallng-b dders, under Capt. Anderson, two
companies of the H.CYs 1st European regt., un-
der Capt. Orchard, one company of the 35th regt.

N.T., under Capt. Mercer, and one company of the
37th N.I., commanded by Capt. Herring.
So soon as it came to my turn (by the advance of

H.M.’s 5f)th regt.) to quit the trenches, I moved
short to the right and up the ditch to reach the
point I was to attack. I suffered nothing till I

reached the breach ; but we now found ourselves
exposed to a flanking fire from a bastion to our
right : there was no time for hesitation, the word
was given to advance, and 1, Capt. Orchard and the
men near scrambled up on our hands and feet, not
delaying ourselves for the ladders, which however
were there, and Capt. Anderson lost five men kill-

ed and wounded in placing them.
Having mounted the breach, our descent into

the body of the place was quick and rapid : we
now found ourselves along with the column of
H.M.’s 50th regt.; as the column I commanded
had a different purpose assigned it, 1 was anxious
to prevent their intermixing, and in this I was
greatly assisted by Capt. Orchard, and litre the
men of my party, who in the hurry of the storm
had followed the 59th regt. instead of me, joined
again.
The 59th passed on along the ramparts to the

left; my object was to find the gate leading to
Oopaul Ohur, under the wall of which I pushed
along, driving the enemy before me, and much
annoyed from the wall of Gopaul Ghur, whence,
besides the usual missiles, we w'ere assailed with
bags and pots of powder and lighted matches at-

tached.
At one time I made a demonstration of storming

this wall, as no gate was to be seen on this fare;
but a party of the enemy shewing themselves close

to us below, we charged on them, following them
through the streets, and never giving them time
to rally.

As thev retreated to the left, we soon found our-
selves again under the ramparts of the town, and
here we came upon an enormous mass of the ene-
my descending from them, retiring, I presume,
from before li.M ’s 59th regt.; this was close to
the Muttra gate. The enemy were so numerous
that they actually jammed m mnssr, in the
street, under the ramparts leading past it ; we were
some minutes in destroying them. Just then see-

ing the enemy forcing into the town from the
aiitfridr, by the wicket of the Muttra Gate, which
aloue was open, and thinking we had enough on
our hands, with some difficulty and assistance I

passed the heap of slain which choked up the
street, made my way to the wicket, cut down the
men who were entering, shut it, and ran to the
top of the Tamparts that we might the more easily

destroy those that were shut out.
While In this act Col. Baddely came up, wish-

ing to have the gate opened, I informed him from
the ramparts what we were doing. I am ignorant
when it was opened, for I now pressed on along
the ramparts, accompanied by my brave associates,

driving the enemy before us all the way, and
taking bastion after bastion.

The seventh bastion counting from the Muttra
Gate is connected, like others, by a neck or long
gorge fifty-five yards in length ;the enemy had turn-
ed a 0-p' under down this, and from it we had twro
discharges before wefcould carry the bastion ; on
the second discharge we rushed in, and Lieut. Ma-
ginnts, of the 1st Eyujopean regt., closed with a Go-
lundauze who was gaging down, sword In hand,
and destroyed him, aSwcd by one of our native
officers and my staff; Lieut. Kelly killed also an-

other with his own hand. Those who did not es-

cape by the embrazures, to which a Tope was at-

tached, were shot or bayoneted. In the next
bastion to this I left Capt. Herring with his com-
pany, as I understood that the Maj. Gen. wished
that occasionally parties should be left in them.
From this there was no opposition, great bodies

of the enemy flying by Hie (Jttabund Gate, by
the Neemdar Gate, over the walls, or dispersing
in the town.

I now collected my party, as their ammunition
was almost entirely expended ; but seeing a body
of the enemy’s horse close assembled, as if not
knowing which way to turn themselves, under
Kurram Khan’s bastion, I quickly moved thi-

ther and opened a fire on them ; but perceiving a
party of the lrith Lancers drawing near, ceased
firing and cheered them on: the whole of the
horsemen were made prisoners.
By the Maj. Gen.’s command 1 left sixty Euro-

peans in this* bastion with an officer, made over
the remainder to Lieut. Col. Cartwright, on the
ramparts, and the other companies to their respec-
tive officers, and so ended my commard.
Where all deserved praise it is difficult to par-

ticularize any; but the Europeans being ever
under my own eye, I can bear witness to their

great gallantry ami good conduct ; the sepoys too
did their duty. Of the officers 1 may distinguish

Capt. Orchard, Lieut. Maginnis, and Lieut. Kelly,
as being more immediately with me, their duty
leading them to the head of the column; but to
Capt. Anderson, of the pioneers, Capt. Herring
of the 37th, Capt Mercer, of the 35th, and Lieuts.

Matthie and Jnrden, of the 1st European regt., my
warmest thanks are due for the devotion ahd wil-

lingness with which they performed their respec-
tive duties.

1 am happy to say I lost no officer; the loss of
the men, however, 1 am grieved has been rather
heavy, it amounts to thirty-six killed and wound-
ed; of these, twenty-six are Europeans and pio-
neers, the remainder sepoys.

I have to entreat the forgiveness of Maj. Gen.
Nicolls for not sending this report sooner; but
from the dispersed state of the army, it is only
four days since I saw the division orders Issued on
the occasion of the assault, and it has taken me
that period to collect the casualty returns. I am
satisfied the Maj. Gen. will be pleased to know
what actually the column performed which, with
so much honour to me, he placed under my com-
mand ; and I hope it is a pardonable effort, even
at this late period, which I owed to thebravemen
under me.

I have, Arc.

T. WILSON, Lieut. Col.

Camp, Bhurtpore, Jan. 31st 1826.

Adjutant-General’s Office.

Sir : I have the honour, by directions of the
Commander-in-chief, to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of 31st ult., transmitting a state-

ment of the service performed by the column you
placed under the command of Lieut. Col. Thomas
W'ilson on the morning of the 18th ult., and in

reply, to request that you will acquaint Lieut. Col.
W’ilson that the service performed by the troops
under his command is highly creditable to them,
and that the share which he himself and his co-
lumn had in the achievements of that day, is

justly appreciated by llis Exc.
1 have, fee.

W. L. WATSON, Adj. Gen.
(A true copy.)

D. D. ANDERSON, Assist. Adj.Gen.

To Maj. Gen. Nicolls, C.B., commanding 2d in-

fantry division. Camp.
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EAST-INDIA COLLEGE AT HAILEYBURY.

General Examination, December 1826.

On Tuesday, the 5th Dec., a Deputa-
tion of the Court of Directors proceeded
to the East- India College at Haileybury,
for the purpose of receiving the Report
of the College Council of the result of
the General Examination of the Students.

The Deputation, upon their arrival at

the College, proceeded to the Principal’s

Dodge, where they were received by him
and all the Professors, and the Oriental
Visitor.

At half-past twelve o’clock the Deputa-
tion attended at a confirmation of several of
the Students at the Chapel, held by the

Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London,
Visitor of the College.
At the conclusion of that rite, the De-

putation, accompanied by the Right Rev.
Prelate, the Principal, and other Mem-
bers of the College Council, &c. Ac. Ac.
proceeded to the Hall, where the follow-

ing proceedings took place :
—

The list of the Students who had gained

prizes, and other honourable distinctions,

was read.

Mr. Philip Francis delivered an English

essay on “ The immediate and subsequent

effect of the taking of Constantinople by the

Turks':
9

The Students read and translated in the

several Oriental languages.

The Chairman then delivered the Prizes

of Medals and Books according to the fol-

lowing list

:

Report of Students who obtained Medals
,

Prizes, and other honourable Distinctions,

at the Public Examination , December

1826.
Fourth Term.

Patrick Scott, medal in classics, medal
in law, and medal in Sanscrit.

Robert Grote, medal in Persian, prize

in Hindustani, prize in Bengali, prize in

Arabic, and highly distinguished in other

departments.

William Bracken, medal in mathema-
tics, medal in political economy, and
highly distinguished in other departments.

Third Term.

Robert J. M. Muspratt, prize in law,

prize in Sanscrit, prize in Persian, prize

in Arabic, and highly distinguished in

other departments.

Eyles Irwin, prize in political econo-
my, and prize in Bengali.

John Hugh Bainbridge, prize in clas-

sics, and highly distinguished in other
departments.

Charles Allen, prize in mathematics,
and with great credit in other depart-

ments.

Mathew McMahon, prize in Hindustani,
and with great credit in other departments.

Second Term.

Wm. Arthur Inglis, prize in mathe-
matics, prize in Sanscrit, and with great
credit in other departments.

Samuel S. Brown, prize in Persian,

prize in Hindustani, prize in Arabic,
and highly distinguished in other depart-
ments.

Neil Benjamin Edmonstone, prize in

Persian, and prize in Hindustani.

Alexander Frederick Donnelly, prize in

law, and highly distinguished in other de-
partments.

Win. James Henry Money, prize in

history, and highly distinguished in other
departments.

John Muir, prize in classics, and highly
distinguished in other departments.

Edmund Smith, prize in Bengali, and
highly distinguished in other departments.

Philip Francis, prize for the English
essay, and highly distinguished ; also

prize in Persian writing and in drawing.

John Thornton, prize for an English
essay, and highly distinguished in other
departments.

First Term.

Wm. Francis Thompson, prize in clas-

sics, and highly distinguished in other de-
partments.

George Sparks, prize in Sanscrit, prize

in English composition, and highly dis-

tinguished in other departments.

John Gordon, prize in Hindustani, and
highly distinguished in other departments.

Duncan McLeod, prize in mathema-
tics.

Donald McLeod, prize in Bengali, and
with great credit in other departments.

John F. Bishop, prize in Persian.

The following Students, though they

did
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1st Term. — Duncan McLeod,— McKenzie.

3d Class.

did not obtain prizes, were highly distin-
guished in the examination :

—

4th Term. Mr. Mytton,— Udney,— Martin.
3d Term. — Cornish,— Todd,

— Smyth,
— James,— Lean,— Timins,

2d Term. — Fraser,

— Fopham, and prize in

drawing,— Wilmot.
1st Term. — Mackenzie.

And the following passed with great
credit:

4th Term. Mr. T. C. Scott,— Woodcock,
— Deane.

3d Term. — Bruce,
— Harvey.

2d Term. — Colvin,— Ewart,— Renny,
— Quintin,— Lumsden,— Carnegie.

1st Term. — J. Law,— Ilallett, prize in Sanscrit

writing.— Tyler,— Trench, prize in drawing.

The rank of the Students leaving the

College was then read, it being previously

announced that the certificates of the Col-
lege Council were granted, with reference

not only to industry and proficiency, hut
also to conduct ; and that this latter con-

sideration has always a decided effect in

settling the order of rank.

Rank of Studentsfinally leaving College, as

settled by the College Council.

Bengal.

1st Class.

4th Term. Mr. Grote,
— Bracken.

2d Term. — Money.
1st Term. —

.
Francis.

2d Class.

4th Term. — Mytton,— Martin,
— T. C. Scott,— Woodcock,— A. Udney,

Sd Term. — Allen.
— McMahon,— James,— Bruce.

2d Term. Mr. Quintin.

4th Term. — Deane,— Buller.

3d Term. — Cunliffe.

Madras.

1st Class.

2d Term. Mr. Inglis.

2d Class.

3d Term. — Smyth.

3d Class.

4th Term. — Dowdeswell.

Bombay.

1st Class.

4th Term. Mr. P. Scott.

3d Term. — Muspratt.

2d Class.

3d Term. — Bainbridge.

3d Class.

4tli Term. — Stracey.

It was then announced, that such rank
would take effect only in the event
of the Students proceeding to India within
three months after they are so ranked ; and
“ Should any Student delay so to pro-
ceed, he shall only take rank among the
Students classed at the last Examination
previous to his departure for India, whether
that Examination may have been held by
the College Council or the London Board
of Examining, and shall be placed at the

end of that class in which rank was ori-

ginally assigned to him."

It was also announced that the next
Term would commence on Friday the 19th

January, and that the Students were re-

quired to return to the College within the

first four days of it, unless a statutable

reason, satisfactory to the College Council,

could be assigned for the delay; otherwise,

the Term would be forfeited.

The lion. Chairman (Sir G. A. Robin-
son) then addressed the Students, expres-

sing his gratification at the highly favour-

able result of the Examination, as well

as at the creditable and decorous de-

meanour of the general body of the Stu-

dents; and the business of the day con-
cluded.

Wednesday the IOfA, and Wednesday the

17th January, are the days appointed for

receiving Petitions at the India House, for

.
candidates for admission into the College

y

for the Term which will commence on Fri-

day,
the 19th January•
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EAST-INDIA MILITARY COLLEGE.

On Friday the 15th December, the half-

yearly public examination of the gentle-

men cadets educated at this institution,

took place.

His Grace the Duke of Wellington,
accompanied by Major- General Lord Fitz-

roy Somerset, arrived at the college at

11 o'clock, and was received with the

usual military honours by the company of
gentlemen cadets drawn lip under arms in

front of the college. On alighting from
his carriage, His Grace inspected the com-
pany, after which, having lodged arms,
they were marched into the great hall, and
the examination immediately commenced
in presence of his Grace, the hon. the

Chairman and members of the Court of
Directors, and an assemblage of distin-

guished visitors.

The first class, consisting of thirty-two

students, were examined in mathematics,
fortification, and the oriental languages ;

in all which they acquitted themselves
with great credit. The various specimens
of well-executed fortification plans, mili-

tary surveys, and different styles of civil

drawing, which were exhibited on this

occasion, were very much commended.
Previous to quitting the hall his Grace
was pleased to express his satisfaction

with the appearance and performance of
the gentlemen cadets ; he adverted in short

but very impressive terms to his own mili-

tary career in India, and to the interest

be felt in the welfare of the East-India
Company; and retired, leaving all con-
nected with the institution deeply im-
pressed with the distinguished honour
conferred upon it by his visit.

At the conclusion of the examination
the prizes were distributed ; after which the

hon. Chairman (Sir George Iiobinson,

Bart.) addressed the students in very kind
terms, expressing bis approbation of their

general diligence in study, and their

marked good conduct and gentlemanly
behaviour. It was then announced that

the following gentlemen were recommend-
ed for engineer service, viz.

1. Mr.Thomas Louis,

2. — William Baker,
9* — Charles Guthrie,

4. — Henry Lake,
5. — Henry Berthon,
6. — Frederick Ditmas,
7. — Hugh Fraser,

:

8. -— William Garrard,

9. —1 Robert Napier,

10. — Henry Giberne,

and that the following gentlemen, who

were conspicuous in progress and talent,

should be allowed to return for another

term as candidates also for the engineer

service, viz .

1. Mr. James Wells Robertson,
2. —- James Cruickshank,
3. — Thomas Smythe,
*1. — John Glassford,

5. —. Robert Henderson,
(>. — John Fraser,

7. — George Casement,
8. — John Anderson.

Distribution of Prizes at the Public Kxa-

•itiination ,
viz.

First Class,

Mr. Thomas Louis, second prize in

mathematics
; first prize in fortification ;

first prize in military drawing; second
prize in civil drawing ; first prize in clas-

sics ; first prize in Hindustani
;
prize for

Persian writing; anti first prize (a sword)
for gtmeral good conduct.

Mr. William Baker, first prize in ma-
thematics

; second prize in classics and in

Hindustani.

Mr. Charles Guthrie, second prize for

good conduct.

Mr. II. Berthon, second prize in forti-

fication.

Mr. H. Lake, first prize in French.

Mr. R. Henderson, second ditto.

Mr. James Brind, first prize in civil

drawing ; second prize in military draw-
ing.

Second Class.

Mr. R. Master, prize in mathematics

;

prize in classics ; and prize for good con-
duct.

Mr. R. Forster, prize in fortification.

Mr. G. Mann, prize in civil drawing.

Mr. B. Bailey, prize in French and in

Hindustani.

Third Class.

Mr. M. Birdwood, prize in mathema-
tics ; and prize in civil drawing.
Mr. J. Moore, prize in fortification

;

prize in classics ; and prize for good con-
duct.

Mr. S. Turnbull, prize in French.
The hon. Choirman and visitors now

repaired to the parade, where the gentle-

men cadets were reviewed in the usual
manner.
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COLLEGE OF FORT ST. GEORGE.

Examination, June 1826'.

The Hon. the Governor in Council has

tfiuch satisfaction in publishing the fol-

lowing extracts from the Hoard's report of

of Superintendence for the college of Fort

St. George, dated 4th July, and from the

orders of Government in reply to it.

Extract from the college report.

2d. “ Our classification of the students

is ns follows:—

Admission. Names.

Mahkatta.
Sept. 1824 H. V. Conolly .

Sept. 1824 R
Aug. 1825 E.

Jan. 1826’ K.
!

Aug. 1825 A.
July 1824 II.

Oct. 182.5 R.

Increased
Allowances.

Tamil.
Class.

Gardner ...

11. Thomas ... l

<

T. Porter ...j,

*2d Class.
j

Maitland
F. Dumorgue;.
11. Sheridan...'.

( Nov.

i Aug.

$ Nov.

I Dec.
..Oct.

..Jau.

. Oct.

. . Dec.

..Dec.

1824
1 82.5

1824
182.5

182.5

1826'

1825
1824
1825

Teloogoo.
1st Class.

A. Maitland....Aug.1825^

Sept. 1823
Nov. 182.5

Aug. 1825,
Feb. 1825
Apr. 1825,
Nov. 1825
Oct. 1825

?j(I Class.

Oct. 1823 W.E. Underwood]

IIlNDOOSTANEE.
1st Class.

Sept. 1824; H. V. Conolly..

Sept.
1824J

R. Gardner

Jan. 1828 R. T. Porter

2ri Class.

E. P. Thompson!
W. C. Ogilvie ...I

E. IS. Thomas ...

A. Mel lor

W. Douglas
H. C. Montgomery - •

W. A. Morehead]

..June 1824

5
Nov. 1824

l Aug. 1825
l Nov. 1824

I Dec. 1825
,..Jan. 1826'

J

*2<l Class.

Nov. 1 825 H. C. Montgomery • •!.,. Dec. 1 825
July 1824jH. F. Dumergue 1... Dec. 1824
Apr. 1825,W. Douglas '...June 1825
Feb. 1825 A. Mcllor I...May 1825

Sept. 1823; E. P. Thompson 1

.,.June 1824
Oct. 18231W.E. Underwood ...June 1824

.Oct. 1825

..June

..Dec.

..Oct.

..May

..June

..Dec.

..Dec.

1 824
1825
1825
1825
1825
1825
1125

3d Class.

W. A. Morehead
11. B. Sheridan...

Oct. 1825
Oct. 182.5

Qjy hjjataca*

Nov. 1825[W. C. Ogilvie ...[...Dec. 1825

3d. “ Several weeks previously to the

examination, Mr. Conolly met with a

...Dec. 1825

...Dec. 1825

serious accident, which materially inter-

rupted his studies, and was the occasion
of his being examined under great disad-

vantage ; the result has nevertheless been
highly satisfactory.

4th. “ In Mahratta, Mr. Conolly has
attained a very high degree of proficiency :

lie is well acquainted with the idiom of the
language, and witn the principles of its

construction, and possesses a very exten-
sive knowledge of words, which he used
with readiness, and applies with judgment
and discrimination. Mr. Conolly *s trans-

lation of a difficult Mahratta paper was
remarkable for its fidelity ; the meaning,
not only of every sentence, but of every
word of the original, with one single ex-
ception, being fully expressed. Mr. Co-
nolly was equally successful in translating

from English into Mahratta. In conver-
sation he expresses himself with correct-

ness and propriety, and with a good pro-
nunciation. He is also acquainted with
the style of familiar and official letters.

5fh. “ Mr. Conolly's proficiency in Ilin-

doostanee is equal to that which lie has at-

tained in Mahratta ; he executed transla-

tions of the most difficult exercises, both
into and from the language, in a manner
the most creditable. He converses on
various subjects with fluency and propriety,

and explained with ease an original urzec

w ritten in an obscure style.

6tli. “ Mr. Conolly has already obtained

the highest allowances of the institution ;

and, as he is fully qualified for the trans-

action of public business in two languages,

we recommend that lie may now be em-
ployed on the active duties of the public

service. We beg leave further to state our
opinion, that bis acquirements in Mahratta
and Ilindooslanee arc of so high an order

as to entitle him to the honorary reward of

3,500 rupees ;
and we have much pleasure

in recommending that this distinction may
accordingly be conferred upon him.

7th. *• The Tamil paper given to Mr.
Gardner was of the same difficulty as those

usually selected for students of advanced

attainments, and was translated with great

correctness. His translation from English

intoTamil was also well rendered. He read

a cutchcry paper with tolerable facility,

and conversed in such a manner as to shew
that he had a great knowledge of words.

Mr. Gardner's acquaintance with Ilindoo-

stanee is also extensive ; he read, and witfi

few exceptions explained correctly, the

urzee presented to Mr. Conolly ; but bis

pronunciation is defective, and he still

wants practice in the colloquial use of
that tongue. We consider his proficiency

in these two languages to be such as to

qualify
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qualify him for the discharge of public
business, and we accordingly recommend
that he be employed in the public service.

He has already obtained the highest col-

lege allowances.

8th. “ Mr. Porter was admitted into the

college on the 31st of January last, when
he obtained his first increase of allowances
for his knowledgcof Hindoostanee, which
he has continued to study with success.

HU acquirements in that language are

equal to Mr. Gardner’s ; for, though he
has not so extensive a knowledge of words,
his exercises display greater familiarity

with its idiom. In Tamil ho chose for

translation a more easy paper than that

given to Mr. Gardner and Mr. Thomas,
who in that language rank above him, but
it was rendered into English in such a

manners to prove his having a considera-

ble knowledge of words, and great skill

in the construction of sentences. His
translation into Tamil exhibits an excel,

lent knowledge of the idiom of the lan-

guage, and he speaks in a manner very

creditable to him considering the short

period of his study. The rapid progress

made by Mr. Porter in Tamil, which he has
studied for little more than four months,
together with his successful prosecution of
the study of Hindoostanee, leads us to

hope that he will at the next general exa-
mination hold a distinguished place in

our report. At present we consider him,
by bis superior attainments in two lan-

guages, to have established his title to the

highest college allowances, which we ac-
cordingly recommend may be granted to

him.
9th. “ Air. Thomas performed the same

exercises in Tamil as those given to Mr.
Gardner, and his knowledge of this lan-

guage is nearly equal to that gentleman’s.
He spoke with considerable fluency and
with a good pronunciation. A compari-
son of Mr. Thomas’s present exercises with
those executed at his last examination ex-
hibits great progress in Tamil. Mr. Tho-
mas’s examination in Teloogoo was also

satisfactory, considering his short period
of study,

10th. (* Mr. Maitland is the only stu-

dent whose acquirements in Teloogoo en-
title him to rank in the first class. His
translation of a difficult Teloogoo paper
is well executed, and his translation into

Teloogoo is also a creditable performance.
He speaks this language with considerable
ease, and read and explained part of a
Teloogoo urzec with correctness. Mr.
Maitland translated into English the same
Tamil paper as that given to Mr. Porter,

and rendered it extremely well.

lltb: “ The progress made by Mr.
Thomas ami Mr. Maitland in Tamil and
Teloogoo is .so highly satisfactory, that we
have reason to believe they will soon esta-

blish their claim to the highest allowances

granted to successful exertion at the insti-

tution.

12th. “ Mr. Dumergue’s translation of
the Tamil paper executed by Mr. Gardner
and Mr. Thomas shews that lie has dili-

gently applied to the study of the lan-

guage; but his translation from English
was not equally successful. Mr. Dumer-
gue read a cutcherry paper, and acquitted

himself tolerably in the colloquial part of
the examination. Mr. Dumergue’s exer-

cise from Hindoostanee is not free from
error, but his translation into that lan-

guage is intelligible ; we are of opinion
that lie should cultivate the colloquial use

of that tongue.
13th. “ Mr. Thompson has made some

progress in Teloogoo since his last exami-
nation, and his Hindoostanee exercises

are tolerably executed, evincing a gram-
matical knowledge of the language. He
explained with success some parts of an
official Hindoostanee paper, but his collo-

quial use of the language is limited.

14th. “ Although Air. Montgomery has
been only seven months attached to the

College, he has, in Hindoostanee, placed

himself above many of his seniors, and
the attention to study which he has evinced,

holds out the prospect of future excellence.

His advancement in Teloogoo is satisfac-

tory
; he has a good knowledge of its

grammar, and with some aid translates

easy Teloogoo papers.

loth. “ Air. Ogilvie received for trans-

lation an easier Teloogoo paper than that

given to Air. Alellor and Air. Douglas,
who are ranked below him ; but his trans-

lation, notwithstanding this, has more
merit than those executed by them, be-

cause it is very nearly correct. He speaks
the language tolerably, considering the

short period that he has studied ; lie did
not, however, attempt any translation

from English into Teloogoo. Air. Ogilvie
has only recently commenced the study of
Carnataca, in which his progress is satis-

factory .

16th. “ Mr. Alellor translated from Te-
loogoo the same paper as Air. Maitland,
but his translation is defective and con-
tains errors ; his translation into that lan-

guage is tolerably executed ;
he read, and

with great difficulty explained, some por-
tions only of a Teloogoo urzee, but liis

colloquial use of the language is confined.

This gentleman lias also made some pro-
gress in Hindoostanee.

17th. “ Mr. Douglas translated from
Teloogoo the same paper as Air. Mellor,
but his translation is also defective, and in

some passages erroneous. He understands
imperfectly what is addressed to him, and
has great difficulty in making himself
understood. In Hindoostanee, nearly the
same remarks apply to Mr. Douglas as to

Mr. Dumergue.
18th. “ We consider it due to Air. Du-

mergue,
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inergue, Mr. Mel lor, and Mr. Douglas to

state that their studies have been much
interrupted by illness.

19th. “ In Teloogoo, Mr. Moreliead

evinced a good knowledge of the gram-
mar and general structure of that language,
from which, with aid, lie can translate easy

tales. He has only recently commenced
the study of Hindoostanec, and his pro-

gress in it is yet inconsiderable.

20th. “ Mr. Underwood's knowledge,
either of the written or colloquial use of
Teloogoo, is still imperfect ; but in Ilin-

doostance he expresses himself intelligibly

on -common subjects, and comprehends
what is said. His study of that language
does not appear to have been systematic,

and his exercises evince a defective know-
ledge of its idiom.

21st. “ Mr. Sheridan, with some assis-

tance, translated a Tamil story into Eng-
lish pretty correctly. He has only lately

directed his attention to the study of Ilin-

doostanee, and his progress in it is incon-

siderable."

Extract from the Orders of Government.

2. “ The Hon. the Governor in Coun-
cil has observed, with much satisfaction,

that the general result of the examination

lately held at the College is highly credit-

able to the students attached to that insti-

tution, and is pleased, agreeably to your
recommendation, to confer on Mr. Co-
nolly the honorary reward of 3,500 ru-

pees for his proficiency in the Mahratta
and Hindoosumcc languages, and on Mr.
Porter the highest rate of College allow-

anccs from the fourth instant.

3. “ Mr. Conolly and Mr. Gardner will

be permitted to enter on the duties of the

public service."

(True extracts.)

II. Chamikr,
Acting Sec. to Gov.

On Saturday, the 8th July, the Hon.
the Governor visited the College. He
was received in the usual form by the

Board of Superintendence, and conducted

to the hall, where he thus addressed the

students who were assembled on the occa-

sion.
“ Gentlemen : No act of government,

I believe, lias ever had a more beneficial

influence on the service than the establish-

ing of the College. For, by rendering

the knowledge of the country languages

general among the civil servants, it has

made them much fitter than they were

when this knowledge was more limited, to

discharge the duties of the various offices

to which they must necessarily be called

in the course of their service.

“ In former times, the junior civil ser-

vants, on their first arrival in India, were
usually sent to some one of the public

Asiatic Jottrn. Vol. XX III. No. 133.

offices, where they seldom afterwards had
an opportunity of gaining a competent

knowledge of any of the country lan-

guages'. There were, indeed, some dis-

tinguished exceptions; but they were too

few to obviate the inconvenience which was
experienced in the provinces, from the

want of men qualified to hold direct com-
munication with the people in their own
language.
“Government, with a view to remove

this evil, resolved to forego the benefit of
the early employment of the younger civil

servants, and to place them in the Col-

lege, in order that by learning the lan-

guages, they might afterwards become
more efficient servants of the state.

** The views of Government, however,

cannot be accomplished, unless your pro-

ficiency oil leaving college be such* as, by
qualifying you for immediate employment,
shall compensate for the time you have

spent here ; but I am confident you will

not disappoint the public expectation, and
that you will by your fitness for public

business, derived from your knowledge of
the languages, amply make up for the

time you have given to the College.

“ Your studies, though intended solely

for public objects, are likewise calculated

to benefit yourselves no less than the pub-
lic service ;

because, while they qualify

you for office, they at the same time faci-

litate your promotion. They will also

bring advantages of another kind ;
for by

enabling you to converse with the natives

on every subject which may attract your
attention, connected with themselves or

their country, they will open to you new
sources of information and of rational

amusement.
“ The late examination, though it has

not given so many students to the public

service as some former examinations, has,

on the whole, maintained the character of

the College. Mr. Gardner has already

obtained the highest rate of college allow-

ances, and has now by his proficiency in

Tamil and Ilindoostanee, qualified himself

to enter upon the active duties of the

service ; and Mr. Conolly’s attainments in

Mahratta and Ilindoostanee are of so high

an order as to have entitled him to the

honorary reward. Ilis example, I hope,

will be successfully followed by many of

you, when you have been longer in the

College.
" 1 trust that you will at all times keep

in mind that it is chiefly by the conduct of

the civil servants, distributed over thp

country as judges, collectors, and magis-

trates, that the national character must be

upheld; that this sacred duty must one

day devolve upon you, and that your fit-

ness to discharge it in a suitable manner
must in a great measure depend upon
your knowledge of the people and df their

language.** •»
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Calcutta.

GOVERNMENT GENERAL
ORDERS.

DESERTION FUND.

Fort William , June 23, 1826.— The
Right Hon. the Governor General in

Council Is pleased to direct, that all ar-

rears of pay due on the abstracts compa-
nies to deserters at the time of desertion,
shall, on being realized, be retained with
regiments in the manner of a general
fund, which is to be appropriated towards
the payment of all rewards claimable for

the apprehension of deserters from the

regiment. Should any surplus remain on
the 1st of January of each succeeding
year, it is to be remitted to the paymaster
of the district, who will credit Govern-
ment with the amount.

PUNISHMENT OF DESERTERS.

Head-Quarters, Calcutta, June 30, 1826.
—The following letter is published in
General Orders for the information and
guidance of all concerned

Horse Guards, Jan. 2.5, 1826.
Gen. Lord Combermere, G. C.B., &c. &c.
My Lord : it having been decided by

his Majesty*s government that the lloyal

African Colonial Corps shall not receive

any more deserters or culprits, but shall,

hereafter, be recruited on the west coast of
Africa, it becomes impossible to carry
into effect the provisions of the 6th section

of the Mutiny Act, there being no corps

now to which soldiers adjudged to general
cervicc can be attached.

It is expedient, therefore, that courts-

martial should in future abstain from
awarding sentences of “ general service,**

and confine themselves to the other modes
of punishment recognized in the army

;

and with this view I am to signify the

Commander-in-chiefs desire, that you
will direct the attention of the members
of every general court-martial assembled
under your orders to the purport of this

letter.

I have the honour to be, &c.
Ii. Torrens. Adj. Gen.

SUPERINTENDING SURGEONS.

. Fort William, July 14, 1826.—The
'Bight Hon. the Governor General in

Council is pleased to abolish the appoint-

ment of deputy superintending surgeon,

end to authorize an addition of three su-

perintending surgeons to the medical esta-

blishment of this presidency, pending the

nleasure of the Hon. the Court of Direc-
*

The superintendents here sanctioned

are to be stationed respectively, as their

head -quarters, at Agra, Allahabad, and
Barrackpore.

Ilis Exc. the Commander-in-chief is

requested to issue such instructions for

distributing the stations within the medical
circles of Cawnpore and Meerut as will

equalize the duties of the four superinten-

dents, and also give directions for reliev-

ing, by the presidency superintending
surgeon, the third member of the Medical
Board from such duties of superintendence
as interfere with his higher functions.

These arrangements in the medical
department, are to have effect from the

1st proximo.

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.
Political Department.

June 9. Mr. R. Hunter, senior commissioner in
Arracan.

Mr. C. Paton, junior ditto in Arracan.

Capt. R. H. Phillips, 49th N.I., assistant to
commissioners in Arracan.

July 7- Lieut. Chas. Chester, 23dN.I., assistant

to emvoy to Court of Ava.

21. Mr. W. A. Edmonstone, assistant to political

agent and superintendent of Ajmere.

Territorial Department.

June 8. Mr. T. Richardson, deputy salt agent
and collector of land revenue and customs of Chit-
tagong.

29. Mr. H. Newnham, 2d member of Board of
Revenue in western provinces.

Mr. M. Moore, collector of land revenue and
customs at Furruckabad.

Mr. D. Scott, junior, collector of Burdwan.
Mr. W. H. Valpy, collector of northern division

of Bundlecund.
Mr. Fraser, secretary to the Board of Revenue

in western provinces.

Mr. J. Davidson, sub-secretary to ditto.

Mr. A. F. Lind, collector of Futtehpore.

Sir J. B. Stonehouse, Bart., collector of Raje-
shahye.

Mr. J. P. Ward, collector of Bhaugulpore.
Mr. C. Pattenson, superintendent of salt golahs

at Sulkea.

Mr. R. W. Maxwell, collector of Jessore, de-
puty salt agent, and superintendent of south-
eastern chokies.

Mr. S. G. Palmer, 2d assistant to Board of Cus-
toms. salt and opium.
Mr. W. Dent, joint magistrate, and deputy col-

lector at Balasore.

Mr. J. H. Patton, assistant to salt agent In
southern division of Cuttack.

July 20. Mr. R. Torrens, assistant to collector
and salt agent of 24-Pergunnahs.

Judicial Department.

July & Mr. C.J.Middleton, judge and magistrate
of Furruckabad.
Mr. Abercrombie Dick, ditto ditto of Midna-

pore.

Mr. Wm. Crawford, assistant to magistrate and
to collector of Seharuapure.

General Department.

July 13. The Rev. R. Ewing, district chaplain
at Dum Dum.
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MILITARY APPOINTMENTS,
PROMOTIONS, Ac.

Fort William, June 9, 1826.—Lieut. Col. Com.
J. R. Lumley, to be designated brigadier whilst
commanding Meywar field force.

June 16.—Capt. Colvin, of engineers, to officiate

as superintendent of canals In Dehly territory dur-
ing absence of Capt. Tickell on furlough.

A**i*t.aurg*. appointed. R. N. Bumard to civil

station of Benares, v. Watson prom. R. Rankine
to ditto of Sarun.v. Smith1>rom. J. M ‘Oaveston
to ditto of Meerut, v. Leslie prom. H. Guthrie
to ditto of Allahabad, v. Corbyn prom. M. Nes-
bet to ditto of Shahjehanpore, v. llalcy prom.
J. Ronald to be attached to Board of Revenue in
Central Provinces.

Head-Quarter*, June 9, 1826.—Capt.Leadbeater,
63d N.I., to be 2d in command of Sirmoor Bat.

June 10.—

3

d L.C. Lieut. J. Christie to be adj.,

v. Drummond who has resigned adjutancy.
June 12.—Maj. Cen. Shuldham to command

Cawnpore division of army.
Brig. Gen. Knox to command div. of army em-

ployed on Sirhlnd frontier.

Maj. Gen. Nicolls to be relieved from command
of Agra div. on 1st July, when the command will
devolve upon Brigadier Burnet.

Brigadier J. W. Adams to command eastern
frontier.

Capt. and Dcp. Assist. Ad}. Gen. Shuldham re-
moved from eastern div., and app. to Sirhind div.
of army ; and Capt. and Brig. \l,<j. Fell removed
from Sirhind frontier to eastern frontier.

The designation of Capt. Anderson, now dep.
assist, adj. gen. of Agra div., and of Capt. Fitz-
gerald, now deputy ditto of western div., to be
changed to that of maj. of brigade.—Capt. Ander-
son posted to Muttra and Agra frontier, and Capt.
Fitzgerald to Kajpootana field force.

Fort William , June 16.—Lieut. Col. Com. J. J.
Alldin, 48th N.I., transf. to Invalid estab., and
app. regulating officer of invalid Tannahs at Bhau-
gu Ipore and Tirhoot.

June 23—Com. T. H. Pearson, H. M.’s 11th
Drags., to be an extra aide-de-camp on Gov. Ge-
neral’s staff.

Capt. J. Davies, 3d extra N.I., to officiate as
fort adj. of Fort William during absence of Capt.
Broughton.
Surg. J. N. Rind transf. to Inv. estab.

Injitntry. Lieut. Col. E. Cartwright to be lieut.

col.com., v. AUdln transf. to Inv. estab. Maj. R.
C. Andre to lie lieut. col., v. Cartwright, both
dated 16th June.

7th N.I. Cant. W. R. C. Costly to be maj.,
Brev. Capt. and Lieut. S. Walker to be capt. of a
comp., and Ens. H. J. M ‘George to be lieut., from
16th June, in sue. to Andree proin.

59th N.I. Lieut. J. E. Watson to be capt. of a
comp., and Ens. II. C. Gilmore to be lieut., from
10th June, v. Fitzgerald dec.

Assistsurg. J. Jeffreys to have med. charge of
civil station of Funuckabad, v. Taylor; and
Asslstsurg. W. Taylor to have charge of med d4-
p6t at Cawnpore, v. Jeffreys.

Head-Quarter*, June 13.—Assistsurg. J. Brown
to afford med. aid to troops at Lohargong.

Lieut Bamfleld, 66th N.I., to act as adj. to
Mhalrwarrah Local Bat as a temp, arrangement

Fort William , June 30—

4

6th N.I. Lieut. J.
Jones to be Capt. of a comp., and Ens. W. II. W.
Midford to be lieut., from 20th April, in sue. to
Barnett dec.

Assistsurg. H. S. Mercer to be surg., v. Rind
Ihvallded.

Lieut. R. W. Wilson, 66th N.I., to be capt. by
Urtvet, from 16th June.

Lieut. W. Brownlow, 46th N.T., to be an aide-

de-camp on Gov. General’s staff, v. Clayton.

Head-Quartere, June 22.—Lieut. P. C. Ander-
son, 64th N.I., app. to corps of pioneers.

June 23.—Assistsurg. BowTan and Offic. Assist
surg. Duncan to do duty with 2d Europ. regt. at
Chcduba.

Fort William, July 7.—4th Artrd N.I. Ens. St*
G. D. Showers to be lieut., v. Campbell dec.

Assistsurg. Temple to have med. charge of salt
agency at Jessore, v. Ronald.

IleadQuarter*, June 30—Capt II. A. Newton,
66th N.I., to do duty with Kemaoon Local Bat.

Ensign* appointed to do duty. T. Bennett with
57th N.I. at Dlnapore; C. Brown with 63d do. at
BaTelly ; G. W. Stokes and J. R. Flower with 67th
do. at Dinapore; W. Lamb with 51st do. at Jub-
bulpore ; J. II. Le Feuvre with 26th do. at Cawn-
pore.

July 3.—Superintend. Surg. J. Browne re-ap-
pointed to Sirhind frontier div. of army.

Assistsurg. J. A. Lawrle to have med. charge of
3d or Blair’s Local Horse.

Fort William , July l A.—Army Commisaarlat De-
partment. Capt. W. W. (ittirdner, supermini., to
be a sub-assist, com. gen., and Lieut. B. W. Eb-
hart, 10th N.I., to be a supernum. sub-assist, com.
gen., in sue. to Chester, app. assist, to envoy to
Ava.

Cavalry. Maj. T. Shubrick tobe lieut. col. from
26tli June, v. Gall dec.

l.vf L.C. Capt. W. Rattle to be mai., Lieut H.
L. Worrall to be capt. of a troop, arm Corn. S. B.
Goad to be lieut., from 26th June, in sue. to Shu-
brick prom.

Head-Quarter*, July 6.—Assist. Carr to do duty
with II. M.’s 47th regt.

July 7—Removal* in Artillery. lst-Lieut. P. B.
Rurlton from 3d comp. 4th bat. to 4th comp. 5th
bat. lst-Lieut. J. II. M‘ Donald from 5th comp.
5th bat. to 3d comp. 4th bat Lieut. J. D. Crom-
melin from 2d comp. 2d bat. to 1st coinp. 2d bat.
Lieut. A. Campbell from 3d comp. 2d bat. to 2d
Comp. 2d bat. Lieut. G. Twemlow from 1st comp.
2d bat. to 3d comp. 2d bat. 2d- Lieut. H. Sturrock
from 15th comp. 6th bat. to 1st comp. 2d bat.

Posting* and Removal* in Infantry. Lieut. Col.
Com. W. Croxton from 34th to 3d N.I. : Lieut
Col. Com. W. Logie from 3d to 34th N.I. ; Lieut
Col. Com. E. Cartwright (new prom.) to 1st Eu-
rop. regt. Maj. Gen. J. Cuningham from 1st
Europ. regt. to 48th N.I. Lieut. Col. E. Simons
from 5th extra to 48th N.I. Lieut. Col. J. Pester
from 48th N.I. to 1st Europ. regt Lieut Col. C.
Peach from 7th N.I. to 5th extra regt. Lieut.
Col. R. C. Andree (new prom.) to 7th N.I.

July 8.

—

Comet* and F.naign* (recently prom.)
appointed to do duty. Cornet Tweedle with 8th
L.C. at Kurnal. J. S. G. Ryley, W. J. J. Fane,
and W. B. Keily, with 1st do., Benares. H.
Voules and J. Hamilton with »th do., Cawnpore.
—Ensigns A. Methven. 41st N.I., Muttra. W.
Mitchell, 42d do., Barrackporc. A. Maedougall,
and P. J. Chicne, 42d do., Cawnpore. T. D.
Martin, E. C. F. Beaumont, and J. G. A. Rice,
4th extra N.I., Mirzapore. J. T. Fergusson, 3d
N.I., Lucknow ; W. Mayhew, H. H. Lloyd, and
J. Cooper, 49th do.. Benares. E. Ironside and W.
Dunlop, 62U do., Benares. H. C. Reynolds* 4th
extra N.I., Mirzapore. M. J. Laurence, E. E.
Davis, G. Borraidaile, and G. Cecil, 46th do.,
Dinapore. P. Abbott and H. H. Say, fi/th do.,
Dinapore. J. Ainslie, J. Lock, and C. Clark, 6U1
extra N. I., Dinapore. K. Ilumc, 16th N.I., Bar-
rackpore. E. F. Smith, 28th N.I.

Fort William, July 21.—7th N.I. Lieut. W*
Buttanshaw to lie capt. of a comp,, v. Costley

K
rom. Ens. T. It. Dalrymple to be lieut., v. Wai-
er dec., with rank from 16th June, v. Buttan-

shaw prom—(The prom, of Brev. Capt. and Lieut.
S. Walker on 23d June Is cancelled.)

- Assist.surg. J. Hurdle to have med. charge of
Oudeypore Residency.

Mr. H. Donaldson admitted an assiat.sutg. and
app. to do duty with 7th N.I. at Berhampcfce.

HeadrQuarters, July 14* — Ens. F. CooBney
L 2 Oetely
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(lately tried by court-martial) posted as Junior
Ena. to 28th N.L, at Cawnpore.
July 20.—Surg. J. Evans posted to 49th N.I.

Tort William, July 21 Auist.surg. E. W. W.
Raleigh, directed to accompany the Governor-gene-
ral to the Upper Provinces.

July 26.

—

Cadet» admitted. Messrs. T. N. Yule,
T. M*Mahon* R. E. Jones, E. Marriott, and C.
C. Dunbar, to inf., and prom, to ensigns.

Ens. R. S. T. Cunyngham, 25th N.I., permitted
to resign service of Hon. Comp.
July 2J.—Acting Superintend. Surge, to be Super-

intend. Surge. J. Ridges (deed from 21st Jan.
1826, v. Ogllvy app. member of med. board. R.
JLimond, from 22d Jan., in sue. to Robinson on
furl, to Europe. J. Langstaff, from 24th Jan., in
sue. to M'Dowall ditto.

FURLOUGHS.
To Europe June 16. Lieut. G. W. Bonham,

25th N.I., on private affairs,—July 13. Lieut. H.
T. Whelar, 45th N.I., for health July 14. Lieut.
W. Hope, 57th N.I., for health.—Lieut. A. C.
Scott, 2d extra N.I., for health.—21. Lieut. H.
M. Lawrence, of artil., for health.— Lieut. J.
Robertson, 2d extra N.I., for health.—26. lst-

Lieut. J. H. Middleton, of artil., for health.

To Singapore.—July 26. Capt. G. M. Cooke,
maj. of brig, at Bcrhampore, for six months, for
health.

To New South Wales.—June 15. Cant. G. Oli-
phant, 22d N.L, for twelve months, for health.

—

16. Lieut. F. C. Robb, 22d N.L, for eighteen
months, for health.

ms majesty’s forces.
To Europe.—June 12. Brev. Capt. Hamilton,

16th Lancers, for purpose of excli. on h. p.—Col.
Macbean, 54th F. f for health.—23. Capt. Eden and
Ens. Curties, 6th F., on private affairs.—Lieut.
Layard, 14th F., for health—30. Lieut. Martin,
6th F., on private affairs.—July 15. Ens. Hayes,
13th F., for health.—July 17. Maj. Smith, 11th
L. Dr., on private affairs (via Calcutta)—Capt.
Tronson, 13th F., for health.—Lieut. Bcdinficld,
41st F., for health.

To China.—June 30. Lieut. Urmston, 38th F.,
for six months, on private affairs.—July 15. Capt.
Taylor, 13th Drags., for six months, for health.

To Bombay.—July 7. Lieut. Wainwright, 4/th
F., for six months, on private affairs.

LAW.
SUPREME COURT, JtlflC 15, 1826.

Jas. Minchin, Esq. was sworn in pro-
thonotary and clerk of the crown,
Hie grand jury for the sessions were

chosen this day, and were charged by the

Hon. Sir John Franks. The learned judge
adverted to three cases of assault which,
lie thought, would require the serious at-

tention of die gentlemen of the jury ; they
concerned the subjects of the Emperor of
Ch[na. In some of those cases, words
were used which indicated the existence
of a party spirit among that class of so-
ciety, and a desire to criminate each other.

It was impossible they could persist long
in maintaining such a feeling, and the
jury ought not to find a true hill unless
they were convinced, after the most pa-
tient and scrutinizing inquiry, of the truth

of the several charges.

July 10.

Amongst the prisoners brought up for

sentence at the general gaol delivery this

day was Rammohun Sircar, who was
mme addressed by the Chief Justice

:

“ Rammohun Sircar: you have been
found guilty of a conspiracy of a most
malicious and audacious nature ;

you en-
tered into that conspiracy with die object

to oppress a private individual. As a
means of effecting that object, it was ne-
cessary that you or one of you should
commit perjury before one of the judges
of tliis court, and pollute the sanctuary of
justice. If there was any case which could
excite the indignation of die judges, it is

your’s ; but the court at present only no-
tice that which interferes with the public
safety : and, though they think that your
punishment will he very inadequate to

such a serious offence, yet, if they find

that such ofTences arc repeated, they will

certainly lie obliged to inflict some severer
punishment. The sentence on you is, that

you he imprisoned one year in the com-
mon gaol of Calcutta, and that you pay
a fine of one thousand rupees to the king,
and that you be imprisoned until such fine

be paid.”

After liis Lordship had passed sentence
upon tliis man, lie observed that, in con-
sequence of the many gross perjuries

which had of late been committed for

the purpose of procuring capiases, the

court found itself called upon to make an
order, that whenever a party came in to

swear to an affidavit for such a process,

the attorney whom he employs should
accompany him, and make a certificate

that he has made inquiries, and has sa-

tisfied himself that the demand is just and
legal. They had such an order in con-
templation, and unless some valid objec-

tion was shewn against it, they should
probably establish it on the last day of
term.

[The Gov. Gaz. of July 20, contains

the following paragraph in respect to the

intimation at the close : on Monday
last, we learn, it was made a rule of
the Supreme Court, that no writ of capias

should be henceforth issued, unless a cer-

tificate was tendered by one of the attor-

neys, stating that lie had made personal
inquiries into the case, and believed tho

debt to he a just one, and that the attor-

ney of the plaintiff should attend person-
ally to answer any questions put to him
for the satisfaction of the court.]

July 1 9.

Baboo Goopeennuth v. Charles Maclean
Vratt. This was an action on a bill of
exchange, drawn by the defendant and
his partner on Messrs. Palmer and Co.
and indorsed to the plaintiff. The bill

had been protested for non-acceptance.

The'defence set up was, that the defen-

dant was not a British subject, and con-
sequently not subject to the jurisdiction

of the court. The plaintiff proved, how-
ever, that written applications had been
made in February 1825 to Government,
through the head of the judicial depart-

ment
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ment, by thfr defendant, who had repre-

sented himself as an- Englishman born

;

and on the other hand there were his own
verbal declarations to two different wit-
nesses that he was an American citizen,

and these witnesses also expressed their

own belief that he was an American ; that

belief however was chiefly founded on his

own declarations, and on his associating

with Americans.
The Chief Justice ruled, that the juris-

diction was sufficiently proved on two
grounds 1st. That though any admis-
sion of a party was evidence against him-
self, yet it was clear that his own decla-

rations could not be made evidence for

himself.-—2d. That upon grounds of
public policy, a person should not be al-

lowed to set up his own fraud and false-

hood as a defence. It was clear that he
had been permitted to go up the country
on his own representation that he was a
subject of Great Britain, and he should
.not be permitted now to deny the fact he
had then asserted, for the purpose of de-
feating a clear claim. It was not besides

a light matter, for if this person were now
permitted to prove himself an American
citizen, he would not be subject to the

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, as the

law now stood, since he was not a resi-

dent of Calcutta, and it might be a mat-
ter of doubt whether he would be subject

to the jurisdiction of the Mofussil Courts.*

and thus the most serious inconveniences
might arise, and it was no doubt a sense

of this that made the government of this

country cautious how they admitted fo-

reigners up the country.

The Bengal Hurkaru has the following

remarks on this trial. “ The course of
defence in this case, we may be permitted

to observe, was much more according to

to law than morality. It is not often

that we see, even in courts of juitice, a

man relying, as a defence, upon the proof
that he has asserted a deliberate untruth,

and we briefly report the case for the pub-
lic information, and not without the hope
that it may attract that notice in the pro-

per quarter to which it seems richly en-
titled. We are no friends to narrow sys-

tems of exclusion; but, with regard to

foreigners, some restriction is clearly ne-

cessary, and the government of the coun-
try cannot well be too cautious in admit-
ting men who, while they receive here all

the protection, and enjoy all, nay more
than all, the privileges which Britons en-
joy, are as it would*seem a kind of whole-
sale outlaws, with unlimited power to

commit unpunishable mischief, unpunish-
able at least except by transmission.'*

MISCELLANEOUS.
extracts from native papers.

The Put\jab .—Maharaja Runjit Sinh

left Lahore on the 14tli of April, and
proceeded to Amritser ; he remained there
until the 19th, when liis tents were car-

ried to Pind Pindareb, where the vakeel
of the hakem of Pind arrived with suit-

able presents.* The agent at Ludhiana
had paid a visit to the residence of the
ex-King of Cabul, Shall Shujah-ul-
Mulk .—[jami Jehan Nutria*

On the 26th April, Maharaja Runjit
Sinh marched from Amritser, and had
his tents pitched at the garden of Raghu-
nath Sinh, ten coss from that city ; here
he received an envoy from Yar Moham-
med Khan, wlio had a private audience,
the subject of which is supposed to have
been the insurrection of the Chief of Der-
reh Kbybcr. The vakeel of Sirpureh
brought word, that the Prince Gorakh
Sinh, having reached the district of Kho-
shab, and put to death about fifty or sixty

persons, bad levied on the district of Gon-
di about forty lacs of rupees in money
and effects: the zemindars of the parts

adjacent had come in and paid their dues.
—

-
[Ibid*

Maharaja Runjit Sinh was at Dina
Nagar on the 3d of May. On the 1st,

letters from Peshawer were received,

which stated Lai Mohammed Khan had
sent word to Yar Mohammed Khan, hs-
kem of Peshawer, that Purdil Khan had
collected a force in Kandahar, and was
levying contributions

; bis objects were to

send an army against Dost Mohammed
Khan whilst he himselfmarched to Cabul.
The Maharaja, having held a council, gave
orders that preparations should be every
where made for war.

—

[Ibid.

Maharaja llunjit Sinh continued at Di-
nanagar to the 10th of May. On the 5th
the envoys of Yar Mohammed Khan,
ruler of Peshawer, reported that the

Prince Gorakh Sinh was in the mountains
of Kashmir, aud marching upon Cabul

;

they also stated that an action had taken
place between the troops of Purdil Khan
and the chiefs in the service of Dost Mo-
hammed Khan, and that the people of
Cabul were in the interest of the latter.

On the 7th, advices were received from
the governor of Kashmir, stating that he
had placed people in charge of the house
of the late Mr. Moorcroft. An applica-

tion had been received from Dost Mo-
hammed Khan for reinforcements, in con-
sequence of his being attacked in Cabul
by Purdil Khan.— [ibid.

On the 20th May, the Maharaja march-
ed from Lahore ten coss, and pitched his

tents at the foot of the mountain Koxidi.

The French officers reported, upon the

authority of mercantile letters, that in the

direction of Cabul some encounters had
taken place between the Uzbeks and the

Kandaharis. On the 27th, letters were
received from the Prince Ayub and the

chief of Bhawalpur, and the vakeel of

t the
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the Sindh chief stated that Shuja ul Mulk
had quitted his master's districts for those

of the Maharaja. On the 29th the army
marched Sixteen coss. Orders were des-

patched Oti the 10th to tlie governors of

Bdwel Find! and Atek to* provide sup-
plies.— [Ibid.

Yar Mohammed Khan is said to have
sent off troops to protect the districts

threatened by
#
the forces of Maharaja Run-

jit Sinh. Dost Mohammed Khan, before

marching from Cabul to his aid, had sent

his despatches to the other brother Purdil
Khan, with whom he hod been previously
engaged in hostilities.

On the 6th June the Maharaja advanced
eight coss from Amritser, and in the even-
ing alighted in the Ram Bagli. From the
1st to the 5th he was occupied in trans-

acting business with his chiefs
;
the troops

of the district of Derbend had moved to-

wards Peshawcr; a battalion, under Hi-
jun Sinh, was ordered to Akc. On the

7th, the agent of Khoshal Sinh reported
that Yar Mohammed Khan having sum-
moned Hakem Fund Dadar Klmn to his

presence, he had answered, that lie was
master of what was proper to be sent to

the Serkar, on which a force had been
sent from Peshawer against him ; orders

were accordingly given that a letter should
be sent to him to desire him to be of good
courage, and to remain in his post, and
call for such reinforcements as he might
require from the governor of Atek.

—

[Ibid.

Runjit Sinh was at Amritser on the 14tli

of June ; advices from the chief of Sindh
were communicated by liis envoy, that the

army was stationed in the districts of Fesh-
awer. Tlie purveyors were directed, after

carefully supplying the troops, to dispose

of the surplus daily in the bazar. Infor-

mation was received from the governor of
Khatrabad, that the people of Baluzian
Gerh were prepared to point out where
some treasure was hidden, but that he
could not dig it up without orders; he was
desired, in reply, to await the arrival of
Siwai Sinh, the brother of tlie governor
of Atek. The envoy of Yar Mahommed
Khan, the ruler of Peshawer, produced
a letter to his address from his master, re-

quiring to know why he had received no
reply to his former address to the Maharaja.
His Highness replied, that as his master
had been so far misled by his advisers as

to collect forces and make preparations for

war, it was unnecessary to send him any
reply. On the 12th June Nunhal Sinh,

the son of Prince Gorakh Sinh, was pre-

sented with complimentary gifts, and the

French officers submitted two thousand
Hints for sale by a merchant. The envoy
of the chief of Robtas Gerh took leave,

and besides an honorary dress for himself,

received an £ngli*h-tnade writing-desk

IbTSit' master.
* On the 14th, alms were

distributed on occasion of the approach
of the Dasahara.—{Ibid.

Our extracts from the native papers

leave no doubt that the Punjab is again
the scene of military operations, and that

Runjit Sinh has resumed his purpose of
attempting to extend his dominions at the

expense of the Afghans : the distracted

state of that country is highly favourable

to his views. The rival kings, Malimood
and Shuja, are equally fugitives ; the for-

mer, with his son Kamran, being in in-

considerable force at Herat, and the latter

living privately within the British terri-

tory, or at least till lately. The country
is divided between the sons of Fateh Kban,
who are always at variance with each

other, and who have no hereditary nor
personal claim to the allegiance of the

Afghan tribes. At tlie same time reli-

gious differences, and a spirit of indepen-
dence, are likely to animate the Afghans
against the Sikhs, and may supply the

place of a legitimate and consolidated go-
vernment. Possibly Shuja’s recent depar-
ture from Ludhiana, if correctly reported,

may have been the work of Runjit Sinh,

whose policy it obviously is to offer to tho

Afghans a king whom they have obeyed,
and to whom they were as much attached

as their capricious and lawless character

permitted them to be to any ruler. For
reinstating him in part of his possessions,

the eastern portion, or Peshawer, ami its

dependencies, may be the price, and they
will be more easily purchased, we should
think, in this manner than by a hostile

collision with the whole body of the Af-
ghans.

—

[Cal. Gov. Gaz. July 3.

Scindia s Territories.—On the30th March
Ramzan Khan arrived from llydrabad,
and on the next day had the honour of
performing before the Maharaja, he and
liis assistants singing Hindi songs, suited

to the Iloli, the composition of Nawab
Foulad Jung Behadur ;

also some qua-
trains, written by liaja Chundoo Lai I,

and various Dekhini airs. The Maharaja
was much pleased, and, presenting him
with 200 rupees and a shawl, offered to

retain him: but Ramzan Khan respectfully

declined it, being only on leave of absence
for a year on a pilgrimage to the shrines

of Ajmeer. On the 4th April advices

were received of an action between a body,

of the Maharaja's troops and the followers

of a refractory Talookdar near Oujcin.—
[Jami Jeltan Numa.
On the 4th of May, a messenger ar-

rived from Jikem Sahib, stating that Mo-
hen Sinh Subahdar, with two hundred of
his men, having advanced to assault the

fort of Aleng, the zemindars of that place

came to his encounter, and an engager
ment ensued, in wbiqh twenty* wore killed

and wounded ; amongst the. latter was
Mohan
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Mohen Sinh himself. The zomindars of
the surrounding country were flocking to

the assistance of the besieged; a battalion

with guns was accordingly ordered off

against the place. On the 9th advices

were received from Mohen Sinh, stating

that he had occupied Sinhari, after killing

eighty of the insurgents and putLing the

rest to flight.—[Ibid.

Hydrabad,'*—Many houses have been
injured in this city by an earthquake. A
disciple of the Nawab having paid a visit

of compliment to Raja Chundoo Lull,

was presented with valuable gifts; the

Raja also distributed property to the value

of about 25,000 rupees in alms to the
indigent.

—

[Ibid.

Bkaralpur.—The chief people have ad-
dressed, through the llani, a petition to

the Resident to be allowed to repair their

houses which were injured in the late

siege, no order to that effect having yet

been issued.

—

[ibid.

TAVOY.

We have seen letters from Tavoy of the

10th May. They speak of our officers

being on the whole well pleased with the

place, and having plenty of rain every day.

The commissioner, Mr. Maingy, is spo-
ken of in high terms for his attention and
civility. The natives at Tavoy will not

believe that we have beaten the Burmese

;

they say we have been driven from Ava,
and consider our countrymen at Tavoy
regular victims, and many of them are

removing their families to Pinang. Seve-
ral plots among the Burmese at Tavoy
had been discovered, and our troops were
busy building a small brick fort.

—

[Cal.

John Bully June 30.

Penang papers mention, as a proof of
the value of the settlement at Tavoy, that

the Carnatic was loading there for Pinang
with upwards of 5,000 bags of rice.—
[Cal. Gov. Gax.July 17.

WEATHER IN THE MOFUSSIL.

We bear of nothing from the Mofussi.1,

but the deluges of rain that have fallen in

Jessoreand other districts, and the rapidly

rising state of the rivers. Letters from
Qawnpore and that part of India pour out
their complaints against the drought and
the hot winds that have again set in ; and
speak of the season in that part of India

as most unseasonable.

—

[Ibid. July 12.

BERAMTORE COLLEGE.

The sixth report of this institution con-
tains the following passage

“

The com-
mittee would embrace this early opportu-
nity of stating, that they contemplate the

creation of a body of native fellows and
tutors from among the Christian students

of tbe collage, who will he required to

reside in its immediate vicinity, end will

undertake the tuition of the students in
the various branches of study. Of these,

three or four will superintend the Sungs-
krita studies of the youth, and gradually
supersede the necessity of employing any
instructors for this purpose beside those
trained up in the college itself. Two of
the fellows, one junior and one senior,

will be attached to the department of che-
mistry

; two to that of general history

;

two to that of divinity ; while others will

occupy other departments of literature and
science. In this manner the committee
propose to create eight senior and ten
junior fellows and tutors

; and. to allow to

the former about thirty, to the latter about
twenty rupees monthly, together with the
occupation ofa house and divers privileges ;

the advantages of this arrangement are
obvious. Unless the college be able to

retain within its establishment a portion
of that talent which it may produce, the
professors will he perpetually fettered with
the labour of giving elementary instruc-

tion to every fresh succession of students.

From this labour the fellows will relieve

them ; and, as their attention will be
directed almost exclusively to that parti-

cular branch of study with which their

fellowship is associated, it may be hoped
that, in a series of years, their proficiency
will qualify them to supply pro tempore
the place of any professor, who may be
removed by death or constrained to travel

for his health. This body of learned fel-

lows will serve to strengthen the college,

while the prospect of rising to this dignity
will act as a stimulus to the zeal and in-

dustry of the students in no ordinary de-
gree. If the emoluments of these situa-

tions be inferior to those which men thus
qualified may reasonably expect to enjoy
in secular situations, it may still be hoped
that many will prefer a life of literary lei-

sure and retirement, to the temptations of
ambition and the accumulation of wealth ;

and that not a few will acquire such col-

legiate habits as to be satisfied with an
honourable residence to the end of life in

an academy, with which their feelings and
affections will have become identified.

“ It is highly desirable, however, that
these fellowships, so important to the
permanent utility of the college, should
be independent of the fluctuation of sub-
scriptions. The committee hope to be
able to assist in the endowment of a cer-

tain number of them, when the heavy ex-

pense of completing tbe buildings shall

cease to press on their private funds ; and
they would respectfully solicit the aid of
gentlemen, both in India and Europe,
towards the accomplishment of the design*.

The late excellent Mr. Grant, one of the
directors of the Hon.East-India Company,
having bequeathed to them, as the Seram-
pore missionaries, 2,000 rupees, they have
determined to devote this sum to th? foun-

dation
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dation of a fellowship, to be denominated
* The Grant Divinity Fellowship.’ This
sum will be permitted at present to accu-

mulate at interest, and, with the aid of a

donation from themselves, will in about
ten years be equal to the perpetual main,
tenance of one individual.”

COLLEGE OP FORT WILLIAM.

We understand that the annual dispu-

tations of the college of Fort William will

not take place this year : there is less oc-

casion for this ceremony now than for-

merly, when the writers who were quali-

fied left college only upon the anniversary

of the examination. The examinations
are now held whenever a candidate pre-

sents himself, and the young men who
undergo the ordeal successfully, quit the

college at all seasons of the year. They
are for the most part, therefore, absent

from the presidency when the disputa-

tions and distribution of prizes should
take place.

—

[Cat. Gov. Gaz. July 27.

BURMESE WAR.

We understand that a work is in course
of preparation which, we have no doubt,
will be highly acceptable to the public,

and particularly to such officers as have
taken a part in the late campaigns. A
collection of documents, official or demi-
official, illustrative of the Burman war,
preceded by a brief summary of eveuts,

and comprehending, as an appendix, a
selection of interesting papers hitherto un-
published. The work will form a quarto
volume, and will be published by sub-
scription. The novelty as well as the in-

trinsic interest of the incidents of the war,

and the accumulation of statistical andjgeo-

graphical details with regard to the entire

seat of it, from Assam to Tavai, will

give to this compilation a value of a diver,

sifted description, aild it may be expected
to be as serviceable to science as to history.

—[lbul.

BANKRUPT LAWS.

A question of very great importance
has been receiving notice from several of
our cotemporaries, viz. whether the bank-
rupt laws of England extend to British

India. It does seem very singular to us
that, at this time of day, even the shadow
of a doubt should hang over this subject.

In the very great number of Europeans
who have suffered in the most severe and
cruel manner under the operation of the

law at it affects debtor and creditor in

this country, some one would surely have

been found to try a point in which so

xnany haye so near an interest; and we
can only account for the absence of every

thing like ajudicial decision on the point,

to unanimity of legal opinion as to the

banlgrupt laws not applying* to British

India. Legal opinion, worthy of the
greatest respect, is now however referred
to, as finding the bankrupt laws to extend
and apply to India ; and as our own is

grounded solely on the absence of any
attempt to establish their operation, when
surely all will admit their necessity, if

they can be extended, with a regard to
vested interest and rights, we should be
much pleased to see the grounds more at

large on which it is now contended that
it is at least a doubtful point, whether
these laws embrace British India or
not. Our cotemporaries have mooted the
question—certainly highly important ; but
they have done nothing more.

—

[Cat. John
Bull, June 19.

DURBAR.

A durbar was held by the Right Hon.
the Governor General on the 19th May ;

on this occasion the following persons re-

ceived honorary dresses

:

Moulavce Mohummud Khullil-Ood-
Deen Khan, on the occasion of his ap-
pointment as vakeel of his majesty the
King of Oude.

Rajah Shib Chunder Raee, on the oc-
casion of bis receiving the titles of rajah

and buhadur.
Rajah Nursing Chunder Raee, on the

same occasion as the preceding.
Roy Girdharee Loll, on the occasion

of the marriage of his highness the Nuw-
wab Nazim.

Mirza Mohummud Kaumil Khan, on
the same occasion as the preceding.

Kriparam Pundit, on liis appointment
as vakeel of the Nuwwab Fyze Mohum-
inud Khan.
Deby Pershaud Tewary, on his first

introduction. — [Cal. Gov. Gax., May 22.

THE INDIANA.

Wc arc glad to hear that Government
has awarded Captain Walker, of the Mac-
queen , and the officers and men of tha
Macqueen

,

and the other ships—the Ber-
wickshire and Thames—one-third of the
value of the government property saved
on the Indiana , as a mark of the sense
entertained of their zealous exertions on
that occasion.

—

[Cal. John Bull, July 11.

CHOWRINGHEK THEATRE.

On Friday evening the comedy of
“ The Way to Get Married ” was per-
formed at the Chowringliee Theatre ; the
house was respectably filled. The Go-
vernor-General was not present, his health
not permitting him to venture to the
theatre; the Commander-in-chief was
amongst the audience.
The comic characters of the play were

very ably and amusingly represented;
Tangent was elegant and spirited through-
out ; and his scene in the prison* where he

is
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Is embarrassed between the double appli-

cation of his pocket-handkerchief to dry
his tears and hide his fetters, very divert-

ingly managed. The testiness of Caustic,

and his fluctuation between resentment at

his nephew's extravagancies, and the feel-

ings of his natural allection, were forcibly

given ; we look upon the part as one of
this amateur's happiest efforts.

Dasha! 1 introduced a new member of
the corps dramatique, who is no inconsi-

derable addition to its strength ; the fe-

licity with which be assumed the cool
effrontery and vulgar gentility of the
character, evinced theatrical powers of
a more than ordinary cast. Toby Allspice
was as amusing as usual, particularly in

die first scene with Dashall, and in exhi-

biting the effects of the ‘ little bottle.'

The other characters of the piece were all

very respectably sustained—we must not
omit to specify the Shopman, who made
the most of his part, and extracted humour
out of very unpromising materials. From
the inefficiency of the female characters

much could not be expected from their

representatives, and it is sufficient to say
that they did full justice to the author.

—

\_Cal. Gov. Gaz., June 26.
On the J 3th July, a meeting of the pro-

prietors of this theatre was held at the
Town-hall, Mr. Richardson in the chair

;

w hen a report of the committee of ma-
nagement was submitted, of which the
following are extracts :

—
“ The total receipts of the year, exclu-

sive of money drawn upon account, amount
to 8,442 rupees, the total expenses to

8,5356. 9
;
leaving a balance therefore in

favour of the year of 85. 13. 4. On the
other hand, we have the interest account
with Alexander and Co., at 8 per cent.,

amounting to 881. 2. 10, and the net ex-
pense of the year to the proprietors is

therefore 795. 5. G, making the debt due
by the house 10,122, which, as an interval
of two years has elapsed without a cull

upon the proprietors, it may be now as
well to discharge.
“ Resides tbc debts due to the theatre

for admission, of which an inconsiderable
portion will be realized, there is a consi-
derable suin still due upon tbc contribu-
tions of 1824, of 3,700 rupees. The ma-
nagers have made several attempts to pro-
cure payment of such of these as offered a
prospect of recovery, but without success;
and it now remains writh the proprietors to

determine how those shares arc to be dis-

posed of; a list of the defaulters is sub-
mitted. The most regular course will be
to sell them for as much beyond the
amount of the contribution, with interest,

as they w ill realize ; the surplus being car-
ried to the credit of the proprietors in
arrears* As far as the amount of the con-
tribution and interest on it extend the
theatre shopld become the purchaser, and

Asiatic Juurn. Vol. XXI 11. No. 133.

cancel the shares, by wiiich the value of the

remaining shares will be enhanced."
Upon the report being read, the follow-

ing resolutions were adopted by the meet-
ing ;

That the debt due by the theatre,

amounting to 10,122 rupees, be forthwith

discharged.

That, although it appears that there arc

expected assets to the extent of about 5,000
rupees, yet, as the recovery is remote, and
in the course of a short time tbc amount
may be required for unavoidable expenses
connected with the repairs of the theatre,

Sec., it is not desirable to consider the

above sum as a deduction from the net
amount of the debt to be discharged by the

preceding resolution.

That, to meet the amount of the debt,

10,150 rupees shall be levied from the

proprietors, in the proportion of 100 ru-

pees for each single share, and 50 rupees
for each share more than one.

That notice shall be given to tbc pro-
prietors who are or who may be in arrears,

or to their representatives, agents, and as-

signs, agreeably to the 1 53th clause of the

original agreement; and in failure of their

discharging the arrears on the contribution

of 1824, and the contribution now voted,

their shares be sold by auction, the pro-

ceeds to be carried to the credit of the

house, as far as the amount of the contri-

bution and charges, and any surplus to be
paid to the defaulters or tlieir estates.

That the present arrangement with Mr.
Linton be continued for the ensuing year,

subject to the following modification.

The free admission of the proprietors

shall be relinquished for two performances,
at such seasons as Mr. Linton may select

in the course of the year, on condition of
his paying to the proprietors the annual
sum of 1 ,600 rupees.

That Mr. W. Prinsep he requested to

take t lie entire management of the pecu-
niary interests of the theatre up to the pre-

sent date.

That the thanks of the proprietors be
presented to the amateurs who have kindly
lent tlieir aid to the theatre duving the past

year.

That the thanks of the proprietors be
presented to the managers of the past year.

That the managers be re-elected.

That thcthanUs of the meeting be voted

to Mr. Richardson, for his able conduct
in the chair.

1.0 SS OF THE “ EAST INHIAN."
We are sorry to have to announce the to-

tal loss of the transport ship East-Indian,
Captain Peter Roy, on the morning of the

2,6th inst., on Saugor Sand. This vessel,

wc understand, left Masulipatam on the

1 1th, and, after a very boisterous passage,

took a pilot on board on the tail of the

western reef. It was blowing at the time
M a fresh
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a fresh breeze from the eastward, wlifch

increased on the following day to a gale,

occasioning the ship to drive with a whole
chain cable veered out. The pilot, after

being induced by the appearance of the

weather to slip and put to sea, again made
Point Palmiras, and crossed the eastern

reef, at about half past three on the 25th,

bringing up shortly before sunset in six

fathoms water abreast of the spit-buoy
with fifty fathoms of chain. In about
two hours Ihe chain unfortunately parted
close to the anchor, and the pilot was un-
der the necessity of bringing up with a
coir-cable and the last anchor on board.
This too parting almost immediately, the
only alternative left was to endeavour to

beat against a Hood-tide, but in the at-

tempt the ship struck twice on the middle
gronnd, before the pilot could get her into
six fathom water, where however she re-

mained during that night. On the 26th
the ship again struck on the Saugor Sand,
and continued driving until ten p. m.,
at which time no probability existed of her
being saved, the rudder having been knock-
ed to pieces, and other severe damage sus-
tained. The long boat and cutter were
accordingly hauled out, the captain taking
charge of the former, and Mr. Warner of
the latter. No land was at that time
visible from the ship, but Edmonstone’s
Island was shortly afterwards descried,

and the captain succeeded in landing all

the people in his boat in safety, not how-
ever without having encountered some
dreadful breakers, in which tlie cutter, we
lament to state, was swamped. Of those
in her, only Mr. Warner and the poop
tindal were saved, after having been in

the water upwards of an hour. The ship
is now stationary within a mile of the

island, with all sail set, and her poop just

discernible above water. Captain Roy
proposes to remain on the island for two
or three days, with a view to save what he
can from the wreck for the benefit of those

concerned.—[Co/. John Bull, July 29.

EDUCATION OP CADF.T9.

The Calculta Government Gazette con-
tains the following observations upon the

debate at the East-India House on the
25th January last

:

The mistakes and misrepresentations
which occur at home on subjects connect-
ed with this country, would be highly
amusing, if they were not calculated to do
mischief and to mislead the public mind
from a just appreciation of the merits of

any case in which India is concerned,
particularly as they are apt to pass without
contradiction or comment. The debate at

the India House, on the education of ca-

dets, furnishes ample illustration of this

assertion, fend stateniefits were advanced
by almost every speaker that evinced great

want of acquaintance with the real state

of thirigs in this country. It must be
confessed that Mr.Hume was pre-eminent
in inaccuracy, and we cannot avoid no-
ticing one of his misprisions, as it was so
deliberately and palpably made.

Colonel Lushingtoqp in reply to the
necessity of a cadet's acquiring Hindoo-
stance before joining his regiment, states

that this by no means existed, as there

was not a single corps in the service in

which there were not native sepoys well
acquainted with the English language,
and capable of giving instruction in their

own. He also observes, that he considers

there never was a period when know-
ledge of the native languages was more
generally diffused, particularly among the

junior branches of the army. To this Mr.
Hume replies, that such might be the case

with regHrd to the officers of the Bengal
establishment, between whom and the

officers of the other presidencies there

was a great difference as to the know-
ledge of the native language ; in this

respect the officers of the Bengal es-

tablishment had the superiority. Instead
of this, however, if Colonel Eushington’s
statement require no qualification, the

very reverse is the case, and the Mar/ras
officers must claim the superiority. There
can be no question as to the establishment

to which the gallant officer’s remarks
apply, for Mr. Hume himself, so long in

the Bengal army, ought to have known
that the Bt*ngal sepoys have never acquir-
ed, ami arc never likely to acquire, a fami-
liar knowledge of the English language.
It is only in the Madras army that this

qualification is to be found : and Mr.
Hume’s admission of its effects, as it re-

spects the army of Bengal, is therefore

altogether a mistake.

In like manner, Colonel Eushington’s
expression, “ not a single corps in the
service,” was evidently calculated to mis-
lead the Court of Proprietors, most of
whom look upon the Indian army as one,
and arc not aware of the characteristic

peculiarities of the forces of the different

presidencies. His remark can apply only
to the Madras army, in which, too, so far

from contributing to promote the study of
native languages, it rather tends to beget
a notion—a very mistaken one it is true—
that the study is the less essential. Such
an impression is counteracted perhaps by
the active interest taken in the subject by
the local government, by the half-yearly

reports sent in by the officers commanding
corps, reporting the proficiency of indivi-

dual officers in the Hindoostanee and other
native languages, and by the itogulution

which directs, that no officer shall hold
any staff situation in liis corps without
undergoing an examination, before three

competent persons, as to liis familiarity

with the language of the country. These
of course arc strong inducements to study.
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and may have promoted that extensive
cultivation of it which Colonel Lushing-
ton describes. We quite agree with him
however as to the efficacy of a regulation,

formerly in force, encouraging proficiency

by a pecuniary ranuneration : for, as he
observes, liowevCT fond military men may
be of glory, they are not, on that account,
to look to glory as their only reward.

Mr. Randle Jackson seems to have
formed an amusing idea of the office of
interpreter in the Bengal army, when he
supposed that he was to be liable to be
employed on all occasions of communica-
tion between the officers of a corps and
the natives; this duty would he rather
embarrassing, and would require at least

as many interpreters as officers.

As to Mr. Hume*s discovery, that the
late war look place because the magistrate
could not speak Burmese, it has the merit
of novelty at least to recommend it.

ACCIDENT.

A distressing accident happened a few
evenings ago, which shews the necessity

of taking every possible precaution with
vicious horses, especially in taking them
along public roads.

An animal of this kind, in going along
the Ballygunge road, threw and killed

his rider, and rushed furiously against a
buggy that was proceeding in the path,

in which sat a lady and a gentleman. In
the most ferocious manner the brute laid

hold of the buggy horse by the lip, and
tore, bit, and luccrated him in the most
dreadful manner, until he succeeded in
driving the buggy and the horse into a
tank close by. The lady and gentleman
were precipitated into the tank before they
could possibly extricate themselves, and
were for sonic minutes in a most alarming
state, especially the lady, who became in-

sensible. The infuriated horse followed
the animal that drew the buggy into the

water, and killed him. Fortunately some
natives, who witnessed the dreadful situa-

tion of the lady and the gentleman (who
were beyond their depth in the tank), by
their prompt and humane efforts succeed-
ed in saving them. The lady has been
seriously indisposed ever since the acci-

dent.— [Ind. Gaz June 26.

BEKOALKK GRAMMAR.
A grammar of the Bengalee language

has just been published by Kammohun
Roy. It is a work that indicates much
philological acuteness and philosophical

research; end is, so far as we can com-
prehend, every way -highly creditable to

the celebrated and worthy author.

—

[Ibid.

TREASURE AT BIIU11TFORE.

The following is an extract of a letter

ftam Mr. Morris, « native of Aylesbury,

staff serjeant in the horse artillery, to a
friend in that town, dated Meerut, May
1, 1826:—“ The 14th Regiment found
an immense treasure, and helped them-
selves to as many gold moirs (a coin worth
about sixteen rupees) as they could carry

;

and several that I know have diamonds of
great val uc. *** ***** got five diamonds,
and one of them of great value ; but, I
am sorry to say, he has fooled the whole
of them away. The large one he sold
the other day for 300 rupees, which was
worth some thousands or pounds, and I
do not believe that he has a farthing of the
money left. I told him all I could to

make him keep them, but it was of no
use—he would not take my advice ; lie is

too fond of the bottle. He was one of
the men who got into the place where the

money was found. The way they disco-

vered it was as follows :—a shot or shell

had penetrated the wall of the building
where this treasure was found, and the
men began to make the hole larger with
their bayonets until a man could get in ;

they then discovered the gold moirs in

large boxes, and they commenced helping
themselves, and began by putting the gold
into the flap of their trowsers by handfuls,
hut as fast as they put it ill it ran out at

the bottom of the legs ! I often laugh at

the idea of the thing. Artillery and ca-

valry stand but a poor chance of getting

any thing at the storming of a town ; in-

fantry arc the only men likely to get any
thing.

—

[Herts Mercury.

ARRIVAL or TREASURE AT CALCUTTA.

Yesterday evening Captain Guy, of
the II. C.’s marine, reached town from
Chittagong, which place he left in a pin-

nace on the 2d instant, with five lacs and
a halfof specie on board (packed in chests),

for the use of the Supreme Government.
The treasure was safely landed in course
of yesterday.

—

[tnd. Gaz., June 17.

We have to report the arrival of the En-
terprise with 5,15,000 rupees, from Akyab
the 22d instant.

—

[Cul. John hull, June 26.

Treasure to the amount, as stated to us,

of seventy lacs of rupees, arrived at Cal-
cutta from Bhurtpore on Sunday, after-

noon, under a strong escort, and was land-
ed on Monday morning.

Fifty lacs from Lucknow arc also, wo
understand, daily expected. This supply,

in addition to the ten lacs which have
arrived from Chittagong and Arracan, and
the twenty-five that may be daily expected
from Rangoon, must effectually relieve the

money market, already indeed . in a re-

cruiting state.—*L /tod., July 3.

TOUR OP THE GOVEXitOR-dEWERAL.

We hear preparations are making Oti a

grand scale for his Lordship’s tour ; and
several of the public departments# with

M2 * their
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their heads, are to accompany the Governor
General. We have not learned whether his

Lordship's tour has in view any great poli-

tical ends, or is merely one of
1

those visita-

tions of the Upper Provinces, which almost
every Governor General during his admi-
nistration is expected to undertake.—[CW.
John Bully July 17.

The Right lion, the Governor General
left the presidency on Saturday, for Bar-
rackpore, whence he will proceed, it is

expected, on Wednesday morning. We
understand that his Lordship purposes re-

turning to the presidency at the end of the

next rains, and will at the latest he here
about October or November.—[Cal. Gov.
Gaz.y July 31.

CATASTROPHIC ON TIIE RIVER.
To the Editor of the India Gazette.

Allahubady 25th Jane 1826.— ]VIr. Edi-
tor : The following is an account of a
melancholy catastrophe, which I beg leave

to make you acquainted with.
“ On the 7th instant, the 1st company of

European Invalids left Chunar, pursuant
to a general order, directing it to proceed
to Allahabad to be permanently stationed
at that place.
“ The company arrived at a place called

Juesey, within sight of its destination, on
the forenoon of the 22d, without any thing
particular happening to it, and in conse-
quence of the high winds were obliged to

put to for tliat night and most part of the
next day. About five o’clock on the even-
ing of the 23d, the wind falling a little,

the boats ventured to put out with a view
of gaining the fort; but liad scarcely

hoisted sail when a strong squall arose,

which tossed them about with such vio-

lence that we expected every moment they
would have been driven to the bottom.
The men on board the several boats imme-
diately commenced pulling down the sails,

but so awkwardly were they set up, it took
nearly ten minutes before they could effect

their purpose.
“ The winds continued to blow with in-

creased violence, and although the most
of the boats were fortunate enough in

getting their sails down, yet they were in

as much danger as ever. Several of them
took in a great quantity of water over the
gunnels, so that we dreaded being swamp-
ed every moment. The stoutest hearts on
board the fleet became now appalled, and
those who could not swim and such as

were disabled looked upon death as their

certain fate. Every one crowded upon
the top of the choppers, which increased

the danger, as the boats thereby became
top-heavy,and consequently more liable to

to upset.
y ,

“ We had only been out about ten mi-
nutes, when ohe of the boats filled full of
water and immediately after sunk, leaving

onlyMhe thatched covering,' or chopper,

afloat, on which a few poor souls were*,
seen to hold fast: this was an awful
moment; the sight of the wreck struck
terror to the heart of every one present.

The circumstances of the family that was
on the wreck made thj^, sight peculiarly

distressing. Walker was so far reduced by
sickness that he was unable to hold him-
self on ; he was supported by his poor
wife, who had an infant hanging at her
breast ; while two children more, one a
beautiful boy of about eleven years of age,
and the other a little girl of about three,

were clinging to her clothes, with the wa-
ters breaking over them every moment,
and they descending at the rate of more
than three miles an hour with the current.

It was impossible to aiford the unfortu-
nate su Hirers the smallest relief ; several

Europeans and natives ran down the bank
after them, while the rest of the boats en-
deavoured to reach the nearest land. Hap-
pily they all succeeded iti gaining the

shore, some on one side and some on the

other, having their rudders broke, sails cut
away, and such like damages.
“ Next morning the Europeans returned

who followed the wreck, and brought us
the melancholy news of the death of the
whole family. They follotved along the

shore until ten o’clock, eagerly watching
for an opportunity for relieving the poor
souls, when the chopper was carried to-

wards the oil* shore by a strong current,

which from the darkness of the night
caused them to lose sight of it. The
woman and children were heard to scream
violently; hut all in a moment the cry
ceased, and no more was cither heard or :

seen of the sufferers. We arrived the next
day at the fort, and, thank God, are now
out of danger.”

—

\_Ind. Gaz.

OPIUM SALE.

At the sale of the Hon. Company’s
Malwa opium, which took place on the

15th July, at the Exchange Rooms, l,5CO
chests were disposed of; the average price

wfas Its. 1,41 8, the highest being 1,515,
the lowest 1,35.5.

INDIGO CROP.

A correspondent in the John Bull, dat-
ing from near Comcrcolly, July 5, says

:

—“ It will be useful to speculators in
indigo, both in this country and England,
to learn in time the almost total failure of
the indigo crop in Bengal. A great por-
tion of the plant that had survived the.

drought has now been swept away by the
flood, and the rain, which we needed so

much a short time since, is falling in suck
quantities, as to render the little plant re.

maining almost unlit for the purpose of
manufacturing. In general, thg factories

commanding the range of the river from
Baugwungolali to Dacca, had a fair pros-

pect
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peet of doing well. They cannot now be
expected to produce one-half of what the

owners a month ago anticipated. The
prospect of the planters on the Mainban -

gall and Jcllinghy, always bad, arc just in

statu quo. All cir<^instances considered,

the produce of the present cannot excedc a

third part of the quantity manufactured
last season. It is very well known that

the land cultivated for indigo in Ben-
gal this year falls short by upwards of a
third of last year, on account of the high
price of seed and want of rain, and no per-

son acquainted with the facts will accuse

me of exceeding, when 1 state that more
than one-lialf of the crop has been destroy-

ed one way or other by the unpropilious-

ncss of the scasan.

The prospects of the indigo planters in

Bengal continues gloomy and unpromis-
ing. The accounts from the upper pro-

vinces arc more favourable, much rain has

fallen about Mir/apore, but not enough
to injure the crop.—

[

Cal. John Hull, July
22.

The following comparative statement of
indigo, made last year in the different

districts with what is expected this, may
be relied on as correct as far as at present
can be ascertained :

—
1025. 1H2G.

Maunds. Maunils.

Bengal Proper 80,000 ... ‘28,000

Tirhoot and neigh-
bouring districts . . .29,000 ... 1 8,000

Benares and ditto ...12,000 ... 18,000
Oudo 22,000 .. 28,000

Mds. 148,000 Mds. 82,000

11hid., July 26.

LOSS OF THE ** BOMBAY MERCHANT.”

We regret to notice the loss, in the Ben-
gal river, of the brig Bombay Merchant,
Capt. Hughes. It appears by recent ac-

counts from Calcutta, that 85 persons

perished on this melancholy occasion—27
only having been saved.

—

[Mad. Gov . Gaz.

SHIPPING.
Arrivalx in the River.

June 23. EarlofBnlearms, Cameron, and George
the Fourth , Harrow, both from London.—25. Can-
dry, Noyes, from N. S. Wales.—2(i. Prince of
Wale*, Dare, from Bombay and Madras.—27* Sir
David Scott, McTaggart, from London.—28. Sher-
burne, White, from tne Mauritius.—30. Georgiatut.
Haylet t, from London and Madras

—

July 5. Duly
Melville, Clifford, from London.—12. Circassian ,

Douthwaite, from London.—14. Clydesdale, Hose,
from London and Madras, and North Briton, Rich-
mond, from Liverpool.—27- Dunira , Hamilton,
from London.—20. Euphrates, Scott, from Lon-
don.

Dejxtrturcs front Calcutta .

June 14. Mediterranean, Stephen, for Ceylon.
—24. Princess Charlotte , M'Keau, for Liverpool.
—July 12. William Young, Morrison, for Liver-
pool.

.

BIRTHS* MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.

nuiTijs.

May 23. At Dlnapore, the lady of Lieut. Alex.
Murray, H.M.’s 5{>th regt, of a daughter.

28. At Agra, the lady of P. Cortland t Antler
son, (Hth regt., of a son.

31. At Hareilly, the lady of Lieut. W. Beckett,
8th N.I., of a (laughter.
June 1. At Agra, the lady of H. C. Burnet,

Esq., of a son.
2. At Goruckpore, the lady of R. W. Bird, Esq.,

of a daughter.
7. At ('awnpore, the lady of the late Dr. H.

Smith, M.D., of twins, a boy and girl, the latter
since dead.

8. At Benares, the lady of Capt. R. Home, of
a son.

!». At Tipperah, the lady of G. P. Thompson,
Esq., of a son.

1 1. At Lucknow, the lady of ('apt. J. Smallpage,
major of Brigade, of a daughter.

1
15. At Burrisol, the lady of James Shaw, Esq.,

civil service, of a son.
22. The Indy of Alex. Colvyn, Esq., of a son.
23. At Chowringhee, the lady of Capt. II. B.

Henderson, of a daughter.
25. At UalitMore, the lady of W. Blunt, Esq., of

a son.
27. The lady of L. Clarke, Esq., barrister at

law, of a son.
28. The lady of Capt. G. M. Grevllle, lfith or

Queen's Lancers, of a son.— The lady of ('apt. 1). Kitchener, of a son.— Tiie lady of Capt. Maddock, secretary to the
Clothing Board, of a son.— Tne lady of Lieut. Col. D. Bryant, judge
advocate general, of a son.

:HJ. On board his pinnace, near Pcerpainty, the
lady of Capt. Reynolds, 83d regt., of a son.— At Agra, tne lady of Lieut. Col. John Dela-
main, 58tli N.I., of a son.
July 1. At Sylhet, the lady of E. J. Smith, Esq.,

civil service, of a son.— The lady of the Rev. A. F. La Croix, of A,

daughter.— At Sulkca, Mrs. J. Mackey, of a son.
3. The lady of Quart. Mast, llailes, of Il.M.’s

47th regt. of a daughter.
5. At Dacca, the lady of Lane Magniac, Esq,,

civil service, of a daughter.— At Almorah, the lady of Capt. J. 8. Jones,
5th N.I., of adaughter.

li. At Lucknow, the lady of Mordaunt Ricketts,
Esq., of a sun.

7. At Dacca, the lady of Capt. Shuldham, dop.
assist, adj. gen., of a daughter.— At ALli|Kxrr, the wile of Mr. J. Burrridge, H.
(Vs Bengal marine, of a son.— At Lollgunge, Singhea, the lady of II. Fitz-
gerald, Esq., of a daughter.

8. At Mullye, in Tirhoot, the lady of W.
Hawes, Esq., of a son.— The lady of E. Hickman, Esq., assist.surg.,

of a daughter.
J). Mrs. T. 1*. Whittenberry, of adaughter.
11. At Dacca, the lady of G. G. Wiguclin,

Esq., of a daughter.— The lady of Mr. J. Cox, of a son.
12. Mrs. J0I111 Moore, of a son.
— At Barrackpore, the wife of Mr. A. Marr,

gardener to the Governor General, of a son.

14. The lady of M. Petrie, Esn., of a son.
15. At Allipore, the lady of C. 11. Barwell, Esq.

,

of a son.
18. Mrs. David Staig, of a son.
21. The lady of R. Fleming, Esq., of a son.
22. Mrs. M. Sirct, of a scm.
23. At Chittagong, Mrs. J. C. Fink, of a daugh-

ter.

24. The lady of E. S. Ellis, Esq., of adaughter.
— The wife of Mr. T. Harfoot; of adaughter.
— At Seram iK>re, Mrs. G. Surita, of a sou.

.

27. The wife of Mr. C. Boyce, lI.C.’s marine,
of a daughter.

28. The lady of Mnj. Streatfield, H.M.’s 87th
regt., of adaughter.

The lady of J. Drew, Esq., civil service, of
adaughter.

lately. In Fort William, the lady of Dr, Mouat,
M.D., of a daughter.

MAllUIAjlKK.
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May 29. At Kumaul,Mr. J, Higgins, ofthe 12th
division of public Works, to Matilda Foylett,
daughter of Mr. M. F. Wren* riding master* 7th

"& 1

At Kumaul* Lieut. Nlcholl, Bengal Horse
Artillery* to Ann* youngest daughter of J. Satter-
thwalte, Esq., late of Woodslde, Devon.
June 10. At St. John's Cathedral, Dr. H. H.

Miller, to Margaret, second daughter of Mr. M.
Lyons.

15. F. W. Hands* Esq., of the 3ftth Madras
regt.* and under the Resident at Nagpore, to Miss
Agnes Leech.

20.

At the Cathedral, Mr. John Browne, of the
Military Board Oitice* to Catherine, daughter of
the late Lieut. Paterson, ll.C.'s service.

26. At the Cathedral, Capt. Gillespie, aide-de-
camp to the Right Hon. the Governor General* to
Miss Casement.— At Chandcmagore. L. Clieron, Esq., to Ma-
demoiselle Amenaide D'Embrun D’Arbelles.— At Futteghur, E. Dudman, Ksq., agent to
Messrs. Mercer and Co., Chipramow Factory, to
Louisa Elizabeth* eldest daughter of the lute C.
Tetley* Esq., indigo planter.

27. At St. John’s Cathedral, Mr. John Stark, of
the General Post-Oilice* to Miss E. Mackintosh.
July 1. At Meerut, J. Jeffreys, Esq., of the

H.C.'s Meilical establishment, to Ellen, second
daughter of J. Dougan, Esq., of London.

3.

At the Cathedral, If. Stainforth, Esq., of
the civil service, to Isabella, daughter of Lieut.
Col. Fraser, formerly of the Bengal Cavalry.

10. At St. John’s Cathedral, Capt. G. H. Nash,
of the G2d N.I., to Mary Anne, daughter of Maj.
Costley, commanding Calcutta native militia.

. — Mr. A. Pratt, to Mrs. A. Desmond, widow.
12. Francis William, youngest son of Dr. Du-

rand, Dean of Guernsey, to Elizabeth Theresa,
fifth daughter of J. A. Savi, Esq., of Moisgunge,
Kishnoghur.

13. At the Delhi Residency, T. T. Metcalfe,
Esq., of the civil service, to Miss Browne, eldest
daughter of J. Browne, Esq., superintending sur-
geon.

14. At SL John’s Cathedral* Mr. Rabchohn, to
Miss Sarah Ruff*.

1«. At the Cathedral, the Rev. J. C. Proby, II.

C. Chaplain, to Lydia Martyn, fifth daughter of
the late Rev. D. Brown, senior chaplain of Cal-
cutta.

2ft. At St. John’s Cathedral* J. T. Field, Esq.,
to Miss Arabella Nash.

DEATHS.
May 15. At Agra. Eliza Marla Louisa, infant

daughter of Maj. Brown, 1st Europ. regt.
21. At Cawnporc, Charlotte Matilda, infant

daughter of Mr. C. Jones.
3. At Delhi, Richard Wells, Esq., of the civil

service, aged 25.

a Bridget Maria* wife of Mr. J. A. Sandon, II.

C.'s marine.— At Bauleah, George Robert Bohen, son of
R. B. Bcmcy* Esq., of the civil service* aged 14
months.— At Patna, Mr. J. F. Le Vasche.

9. At Goruckporc, Jane Penelope, infant daugh-
ter of II. M. Bird, Esq.— At Patna, of the cholera, Peter, eldest son
of Mr. J. Elly.

10. At Lucknow, the Infant daughter of-Lieut.
Col. 11. Bowen* Uth regt.

11. At Coolbarriah Factory, John Henry, in-
fant son of J. H. Savi, Esq.— At Patna, of the cholera, Mrs. R. Rcbeiro,
mother of Mrs. J. Elly.

13. At Allpore, Sarah, wife of Mr. Bowser*
head master Lower Orphan School, aged 25.

14. In Fort William, Elia Mary, daughter of
Lieut. G.H- Co*, aged 10 months.— At Patna* George, youngest son of Mr. J.
Radcllffe..

20. John Mackean. Esq.* of the firm of Messrs.
Boyd* Beeby* and Co.* aged 27.
22. Cecilia, youngest daughter of Lewis Betts*

Esq., aged 8 months.
25. William Augustus* son of Mr. F. Rodrigues.
26. Of fever* at Kumaul* Lieut. Col. Gall* 8th

Bengal L.C.— Mr. J. F. Rodrigues, son of Mr. A. Rodri-
gues* assistant at the General Post-Office.

26. Marla, third daughter of Mr. W. Stftftttt. of
the Political Department, aged 19.— Miss M. A. Debrctt, aged 33.

27* At Sulkea* Mr. G. Fairweather* ship-builder*
aged 28.

28. At Allahabad, Emma, infant daughter of F.
Corbyn, B.M.S.

22.

At Behar, Gya* Charles, infant son of Mr.
J. Valleutce.— At Sulkea, Master John Tomkyhs.

30. Matilda Caroline* Infant daughter of Mr. J.
F. Swaiue.— Master R. Baine.
July 3. Capt. R. S. Fielder* of the country ser-

vice, aged 34.
4. Mrs. Mary Carraplet, an Armenian lady*

aged 57.
5. At Benares, Henry Cox. Infant son of John

Row, Esq., assistant surgeon.
<5. At iSulkca, the daughter of Mr. G. Chicnc,

ship-builder, aged 3 years.
7. Mrs. C. L. Savage, aged 40.
ft. Anne, diiughter of the late Capt. James Hill*

of the country service, aged 2 years.— At Hoolunsheher* E. Bradford* Esq.* of the
civil service* aged 25.

11.

Mary, infant daughter of the Rev. James
Hill, of the Union Chapel.

14. At Ilowrah, John Mackenzie, son of the
late Capt. T. Ross, of the country service, aged. 17.

1G. Of the Arracan fever, Mr. J. Pereira, aged
26.

18- At Dacca, D. Elias, Esq., merchant, aged 65.

20. T. Askcn, Esq., merchant and agent, aged 52.— Mrs. Louisa Harding, relict of tnelate T. B.
Harding, Esq.

21. At Chittagong, of consumption, Capt. James
Purvis, aged 34.— At Rampore Bowleah, Alex. Falconer, Esq.,
of Bdnaberry.

21. At Berhampore, G. Richardson, Esq., of
the civil service, commercial resident at Rungporc.

24. At Chandcmagore, Mrs. J. L. Vaughan, wife
of C. M. Vaughan, Esq.

29. R. Haley, Esq., owner of the ship Arethusa*
aged 54.

Lately. On the river Hooghly, on his way to the
presidency, Mr. W. Forth.— Drowned at sea, whilst proceeding to Arra-
can, Lieut. M. Richardson, 2d Gren. Bat.

ifHaHtm
GOVERNMENT GENERAL

ORDERS.
OFFICERS* HOUSE-RENT.

Fort St. George, Mai/ 12, 1826.—Re-
ferring to the General Orders of the 13th

May 1 825, by which officers drawing tra-

velling or full batta on account of tempo-
rary detached duty were exempted from
tiie forfeit of house-rent, the hon. the

Governor in Council desires it may be un-
derstood, that such exemption is only
considered applicable when the officers

are to return to the stations from which
they may be detached, as in such cases

it is supposed they remain subject to

the expense of house-rent; but when
drawing batta on account of removal to

another corps or station, or when proceed-

ing to the field, or to a field station, house
rent is to cease from the date of their de-
parture, and to recommence on their arri-

val at the new station to which they may be
removed.

king's tat*

Fort St, George, June 2, 1826.—The
hon. the Governor in Council deems it

expedient
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expeMDt to direct, that the practice of
charging King’s pay in advance to the

24th of the month shall be discontinued,

and that all regiments of his Majesty’s

service shall in future draw pay (subsis-

tence) for all ranks, in advance for the

entire month, as prescribed for the Com-
pany's army, which will place the two
services precisely on the same footing in

regard to periodical payments.
The military auditor general is accord-

ingly directed to issue the requisite sub-
sidiary instructions for giving effect to

this regulation, and the musters of his

Majesty’s troops will in future take place

on the 1st, in place of 24th of each month.

NEW' DOOLY CORPS.

Fort St. George, June 16, 1R26.
—

'Hie

lion, the Governor in Council has been
pleased to resolve, that the enlistment of
recruits for the Dooly corps shall cease, and
that another corps, the strength of which
will be determined hereafter, shall be gra-

dually formed under the regulations issued

this day to the army.

officers’ allowances.

Fort St. George, July 21, 1826.—The
lion, the Governor in Council considering
it improper that any * officer serving regi-

rnentally should, under any circumstan-
ces, be entitled to higher personal allow-
ances (on account of regimental duties)

than those which ate attached to the com-
mand of his corps; it is directed, that

when an adjutant, or quarter-master, may
become senior officer, and entitled to the

command allowance, he shall tempo-
rarily transfer his regimental staff duties

to the next senior or other officer who may
he regimental ly present with the corps
at the same station; but, if it should
happen that no other officer is available,

the personal staff allowances are not to he
drawn in addition to the command allow-

ances by the same ollicer ; he is however
permitted, in such cases, to receive the

office allowance of his staff appointment,
in order to defray the charges of writers

and stationery incidental to the vacant
staff office.

CIVII# APPOINTMENTS.
June 1. Capt. II. Darkness, 25th N.I., secretary

to Committee of Public Instruction.

29. Sir James Home, Dart., head assistant to

accountant general.

Mr. W. A. Neave, head assistant to principal

collector and magistrate in northern division of
Arcot.

July ft. Mr. G. A. Smith, head assistant to col-

lector and magistrate of Rajahmundry.
Mr. E. B. Glass, assistant to collector and magis-

trate of Masulipatam.
20. Mr. II. V. Conolly, assistant to principal

collector and magistrate of Bellary.

Mr.. R. Gardner, assistant to principal collector

and magistrate of Tanjore.

Mr. W. F. Underwood, assistant' to collector

and magistrate of Guntoor.

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS,
PROMOTIONS, &c.

Fort St. George, May 0, 1826.

—

Infantry. Sen.
Maj. A. Balmain, from 7th N.I. to be llcut. col.,
v. Nixon, dec.; date 11th April.

7th N.I. Sen. Capt. G. Spinks to be maj.; Sen.
Lieut. (Brev. Capt.) B. R. Hitchins to be capt.,
and Sen. Ens. D. Scotland to be lieut., in sue. to
Balmain prom. ; date 11th April.

1ftt N.J. Sen. Ens. J. R. Graham to be lieut., v.
Babington, dec.; date 3d April.

May 16.—Cornet J. G. Ogilvie, H. M.’s 13th
Drags., to be an extra aid-de-camp to Hon. the
Governor.

Assist.surg. W. Browne, acting gar. assist, surg.
of Fort St. GeoTgc also attached to Gen. Hosp.
at Presidency.

IIpart-Quaytree. May 3, 1020.—Ens. J. St. V. M.
Cameron removed from 1st Europ. Regt. to 8th
N.I.

May 17—Capt. A. Dervlllc, 31storT.L.I. posted
to Ritie Corps.

Lieut. T. E. Geils removed from 2d to 1st brig.
Horse Artil., and Lieut. J. Maitland from 1st to
2d brig, ditto.

Lieut. G. J. Richardson, 31st or T.L.I., to re-
join 2d bat. Pioneers, to which he stands appol ilcd.

I.ieut. \V. II. Budd removed from 1st to 2d bat.
Pioneers.

Ens. E. J. Gascoigne removed from 2d to 1st bat.
Pioneers.

May If).—Assist.surg. J. G. Coleman posted to
1st Brigade Horse Art)!., and will join B. troop at
Jaulnah, v. Alexander.
May 20. Comet* (recentlyprom.) jwxteil to Regt#.

H. F. Lord tooth L.C. ; W. R. Strange to 2d do.

;

J. Whistler to 8th do. ; I I. Fraser to 4th do. J.
K. Macdonald to 5th do. P. T. Cherry to 6th do.

Ensigns (recently prom.) posted to Regt*. J.
N ixon to 7th N.I. ; G. G. MacDoncll to 27th do.

;

B. M. Giraud to 22d do. ; W. T. Furlonge to 34th
C. L.I.; T.W. Jones to 1 1 th N.I. ; T. Stacpoole to
4()th do. ; J. S. Mathews to 2d Eur. Kegt. ; H. C.
Barrow to 28th N.I. ; J. II. Kennedy to 4/th do. ;

S. Marshall to 1st Eur. Regt.; W. K. Babington
to 3»th N.I. ; 8. Talman to 1st do. ; W. H. Welch
to 26th do. ; C. T. Ilill to 2f>th do. ; C. S. Bablng-
tou to 15th do.; A. Wallace to 38th do., J. A.
Stoddart to 5th do. ; T. M. Christie to 18th do.

;

I). Bay ley to 43d do.; F. Knyvett to 31st T.L.I.

;

II. 8. O. Smith to 42d N.I. ; C. Davie to 7th do.;
E. Ussher to l/th do. ; T. P. Walsh to 16th do.

;

C. II. Frith to 21st do.; J. Millar to 27th do.; C.
Mackenzie to 48th do. ; A. C. Wight to 8th do.

;

J. A. Church to 20th do. ; F. Russell to 22d do. ;

F. R. Trewinan to 13th do. ; A. Brooks to 14th
do.; W. Pennefather to 46th do.; D. MacD.
Maclcod to 50th do. ; G. Broaclfoot to 34th or
C.L.I. ; F. B. Macleod to 12th N.I.; W. O. Pel-
lowe to 10th do. ; W. II. Yarde to 11th do. ; C. W.
Burdett 40th do. ; J. Bower to 44th do. ; II. Har-
riott to 2d Eur. Regt. ; J. A. Macartney to 35th
N.I. ; A. Barker to 25th do.

May 22.—2d-Lieut. W. Ward removed from 3d
bat. to 1st brigade of Iiolrsc Artillery.

Ens. E. Ussher removed from l?th to 49th N.I,

Fort St. George, May 16.—AsslstAurg. J. R.
Alexander to aflord medical aid to collectorate of
Coimbatore on Neilgherry Hills, v. Coleman.
May 19.—Capt. L. MeDowall, 23d or W. L. I.»

to be' paymast, in Malabar and Canara, v, Spinks
prom.

Lieut. F. W. Hands, 3Rth N.I., permitted again
to place his services at disposal of resident at Nag-
pore.

Lieut. H. E. Kenny. 10th N.I., rc-admltted on
estab., from 10th Feu. last.

May 23 Lieut. D. Flyter, 41st N.I., to be adi.

to Seringapatam Local Batt., v. Mitchell resigned.

Jth N.I. Sen. Ens. H. C. Gosling to be lieut* in

sue. to Balmain prom. ; date 11th April*

40f/i N.I. Sen. Ens. R. B. Dickinson to be lieut.,

v. Bennet, dec. ; date 7th May.
May 30 1st N.I. Lieut. J. Bisset to be adj., v.

Babington, dec. •«
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Jtoie 2.-‘-Capt. H. Cl Cdttoh, of Engineers, to
act; m superintend. engineer in. Malabar and Caqa-

- ta,-and a* bfvfl englneerlti western division.

Lieut. A. T. Cotton, of Engineers, to act as civil

•nglneer in centre division.

Lieut. Col. F. P. Stewart, 4fith N.I., tobepay-
'master n£ stipends at Vellore, v. AndrewB proceed-
ed to Europe.
June (i.—Assist.surg. J. Dalmahoy to be assist,

assay master, v. Hyne, dec.

Asslst.surg. J. Brown to afford medical aid to
residency or Travancore, v. Dalmahoy.

Head-Quarters, June 2.—Lieut. Col. A. Bal-
main, (recently prom.) posted to 1st N.I., v.

Nixon, dec.

Lieut (Bier, Capt) J* Thutttar to> be'Ofc
Sen. Era. A. It. Horne to be limits, Jir»

Steuart prom. ; date 17th April* ' .

Assfet*suig. C* Jameson permitted to remain
attached to service of his Highness the Niasxn. •

Memorandum. The following officers are lnti-

tled to shares of off-reckonings in consequence of
the death of Maj. Gen. Hewitt.

—

Infant*;/. Col. It.

Soot, a half share from gen. treasury from 17th
April 1(12(5; Lieut. Cols. Com. C. Deacon and J.

Welsh, each a lialf-share from off reckoning fund
from same date.

Sen. Assist.surg. C. Desormeaux prom.tofbnk
of surg., v. Peyton ret.; date 17th June. -•

Assist.surg. T. Bond app. to siHah of Chicacole,
v. Desormeaux prom. Assist.snrg. C. Price to act
at Chicacole during absence of Assiat.surg. Bond.
June no.—(’apt. J. Kitson, 23d L.Inf., to be

assist, adj. gen. to light field div. of Hyderabad
subsid. force, v. Bradford. *. r

Fort St. George, June 13—Lieut. T. B. Forster,
8th N.T., to be mil. secretary to Ills Exc. the
Commander-in-chief, v. Cosby, dec.

Capt. G. Norman, i)th N.I., to resume his .app.

of Persian interpreter to officer commanding Hy-
derabad subsid. force.

June 1(5.—Surg. W. Peyton, first member of
Medical Board, permitted to resign the Hon.
Company’s service. In compliance with his re-
quest.

June 20.—Medical Board. SuTg. C. Stirling, 2d
member, to be first member, v. Peyton resigned.
Surg. W. Prichard, third member, to be second
member, v. Stirling. Surg. S. Howard to be third
member, v. Prichard.

Hth jf.l. Lieut. T. D. Rlppon to be adj., v.Bird
drc. r

Lieut. C. W. Nepean, 7th N.I., to resume du-
ties of cantonment adj. at Wallajahabad.

17th N.l. Sen. Maj. M. Cubbon, from 10th N.I,,
to l>e licut. col. from Kith Apr., in sue. to Stewart
prom.
U\th N.T. Sen. Capt. J. Anderson to be maj.,

and Sen. Lieut. 1<\ B. White to lie capt., in sue. to
Cubbou prom. ; date 17th April.

nth N.I. Sen. Ens. W. Tudor to be lieut., v.
Bird dec. ; date loth June.

Lieut. W. Watkins, 315th N.I., prom, to rank of
brev. capt., from 2/th June.

Capt. W. J. Bradford, 35th N.L, to be aid-de-
camp to His Exc. the Commander-in-chief, v.

Forster.

Capt. H. White, 7th N.I., to resume his situa-
tion of dep. assist, quart, mast gen. in centre divi-

sion ofarmy.
Capt. G. Jones, 32d N.I., to resume his app. of

major of brigade in northern div. of army.
3f5(/* N.I. Sen. Ens. W. II. Simpson to be lieut.,

v. Hart, dec.; date 1st May.
Mr. P. T. Cherry admitted to cav., and prom,

to comet—Messrs. C. H. Frith, J. A. Macartney,
A. Barker, H. Harriott, and J. Bower admitted to
Inf., and prom, to ensigns.

Mr. W. G. Maxwell admitted an assist.surg.,

ajid app. to do duty under gar. surg. at Fort St.
George.

Head-Quarters, June 19.—1st-Lieut. J. T. Ash-
ton removed from 1st to 3d bat. artil., and 1st-

Lieut H. Newman from 3d to 1 st bat. ditto.

Asalst.surgs. D. Archer and D. Vertue permitted
to place their services at disposal of Resident Of
Hyderabad.
July 4—Capt. H. P. Keighly, 3d. L.C.. to be

judge auv. gen. of army, from 1st July, v. Nixon
dec. ; and to continue to act as assist- adj. geh. of
army until further orders.

(’apt. J. 11. Godfrey, 1st N.I., to be dep. assist,
qu. roast. gen. in ceded districts, v. Jackson d«V:

ltitfi N.l. Lieut. S. A. Grant to be adj., v. While
prom.
Acting Superintend. Surg. 8. Dyer to be a super-

intend. surg., in sue. to Howard, to complete
estutv Superintend. Surg. M'Cabe to continueto
act in presidency division. Superintend- Surg-
Dyer, to continue to act in centre division during
absence of Superintend. Surg. M'Cabe.

1 1th N.I. Sen. Ens. II. T. Coxe to be lieut., v..

R. D. Napier ret.; date 31 Aug. 1(524.

14th N.I. Sen. Ens. H. Walker to be lieut*, v.
Jackson dec.

June 22.—Lieut. Col. C. Hopkinson, 2d bat. ar-
til., to command artillery with Hyderabad subsid.
force.

Removals and Postings in Artillery. C’apt. T. T.
Paske from 2d to 1st Horse Brigade; (’apt. J. N.
Abdy from 3d to 2d bat. ; Capt. 1). H. Mackenzie
from 1st to 2d bat. ; Capt. E. Bond from 2d to 3d
bat. ; Cant. J. Dickinson from 2d to 1 st bat.

;

(.’apt. R. S. Seton from 1st to 2d Horse Brigade;
Lieut. G. W. Y. Simpson, and Lieut. D. A. Camp-
bell to 2d bat.

AssisLsurg. D. B. Birch directed to join 3d or
Palamcottan Light Inf.

Cornet F. F. French (recently prom.) appointed
to do duty with 3d L. C. at Arcot.

' Ensigns (recently prom.) appointed to do duty.

D, Birley with Kwh N.L; J. H. Robley with Kith
do. ; W. Buckley with 18th do. ; J. W. Nixon with
10th do.; G. A. TuIIoch with 33d do. ; II. Wilson

< with >Kfth do*';. J. Y. Wilkinson with loth do. ; C.
A*. Butler with 18th do. ; P. Penny with 10th do.

;

.
T. J .'Ryves With 18th do.; W.Fyfcand H. O. Mar-
shali wftfe ®Jth do.

Head-Quarters , June 24.—Lieut. R. Lambert
posted to ICtli N.l., in which regt. he will rank be-
tween Lieuts. O. V. Sturt and E. lVppercorne.
June 28.—Ens. A. Barker removed from 25th N.

1., to 2d Europ. Regt.

June 80.

—

Cornets and Knsigm (recently prOm.)
appointed to do dut;/. Cornets J. M. McDonald
and ('. Ferrers with 3d L.C.—Ensigns II. J. Wii-
lim with Kith N.I. ; N. Spence with loth^dn. ;

E. L. Durant with Kith do. ; W. H. Plgott with
loth do. ; J. Wright with Kith do.; B. Pogson with
lHih do. ; J. M. Madden witli 10th do. ; 11. R. Ilar-
dis with llith do. ; W. N. Fortesquc with 10th
do. ; J. Cannan with Kith do.; J. S. Green well with
Kith do.; A. B. Johnstone with Kith do.; H. A.
Kennedy with 3d or P.L.I. ; H. Pritchard wl(5h
Kith N.I.

July 4.-—Ens. W. K. Babington removed from
39th to 17th N.l.

,
July 5.—Lieut. G. II. Milnes, 31st or Trichino-

poly L.I., app. to 2d bat. pioneers, v. Ciendon.
Sur^r. c, Desormeaux (late prom.) posted to

Sort St George* June 27« Lieut. A. Mackworth,

aHfisar*
H" Exc-

1

'fnfrmbyl Seri, fcfext. Col. T. Stewart, 32dN.T.,
tobelieufc v. Hewitt dec. ; Sen. Maj.
G. M* StoW, to 17th N.L, to be lieut.col., in
sue. to Stew|^t proiqv ; bpth dated 17th April.

17*ft Sett^cl|pt* 6. Ogllvie to be maj. ; Sen.

July 8 .—Capt. T. T. Paske removed froth*Ht
horse brigade to 1 st bat. artil., and Capt. J'Dfqkife-
son from latter to former.

Fort St.George, July 7*—Capt, R. L. HMbipobg,
5th L.C., to be a dep. judge adv. gen., v, Kpigbfy.

Licut. C. G. Ottley, 39th N.L, to be\adi to, 3d
extra N.L, v. jlamond. permitted to r«^ui^ t()

—Alet
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^ Jiti Sm. Kns.T. Dale to be lieut., v. dea-
den dec. ; date 27th June.

Messrs. M. B. Pollock and J. Mack admitted on
estab. as assist, surgeons, and app. to do duty under
gar. suns, at Pootiamallee and Fort St. George re-
spectively.

Lieut. P. A. Reynolds, S8th N.I., permitted again
to place bis services at disposal of resident at Hy-
derabad, with a view to his resumption of his app.
in serviceof H. H. the Nizam.
July 11.—33d N.L Sen. Ens. H. P. Clay to be

lieut. in sue. to Lambert rem. to 16th N.I. ; date
26th June.
July 14.—Lieut. G. A. Underwood, of engineers,

to be 1st assist, to chief engineer, from date of
Lieut. Lake’s departure for Penang.

Lieut. G. A. Underwood, of engineers, to act as
civil engineer in southern division.

Capt.J. J. Underwood to resume his situation of
superintend, engineer in southern division.

Capt. Purton.and Capt. Drewry, of engineers,
relieved from their superintendence over Lieut. VV.
G. Nugent, acting superintend, engineers m My-
sore, and Lieut. C. E. Faher ditto at Jaulnah, and
those officers will conduct the duties of their re-
spective situations on their own responsibility.

2d Europ. Regt. Sen. Lieut. J. E. Puget to be
capt., and >en. Ens. K. T. Weibank to be lieut.,
v. Brown dec. ; date 7th July.

July 18.—43rf N.L Son. Lieut. T. M. Claridge to
be capt., and Sen. Ens. G. Grantham to be lieut.,

v. Crowe dec. ; date 10th July.

Mr. W. Poole admitted as an assist, sure., and
app. to do duty under surg. of 3d bat. artil.

July 21—Lieut.W.Shairp, ttth L.C., transferred
to Invalid estab.

• 28th N.L Sen. Ens. II. T. Yarde to be lieut., v.
Currie dec. ; date 21st June.

Head-Quarters, July 26. — Ensigns (recently
pram.) appointed to do duty. J. E. Hughes, T.
W. Cooke, W. G. Yarde, J. Martyr, A. R. Rose,
R. Taylor, and J. E. Glynn, with 7th N.L ; J.
Wilkinson, T. M'Goun, T. II. Mull and T. L.
Place with 16th do. ; C. H. Warren and F. Hamil-
ton with a'kl do.

Surg. T. Owen removed from 2d to lath N.L,
and Surg. R. Nelson from latter to former; Assist,
surg. J. Trail removed from 2d to 15th ditto.

July 28.

—

Asslst.surg. T. Bond removed from
34th or Chicacole L.I., and posted to 1st Europ.
regt.

July 31—Ens: J.W. Nixon, removed from doing
duty with 10th N.L, to do duty with 27th.

Aug. 1.—Ens. J. Millar removed from 2/th to
43d N.I., and will rank next below Ens. D. Bay ley.

Aug. 3.

—

Removals in Artillery. Lieut. Col. C.
Ilnukinson from 2d to 4th bat. Lieut.CoJ.S.Cleve-
land from 4th to 2d bat. Capt. J. Ketrhen from
4th to 2d bat. Capt. T. T. Paske from 1st to 4th
bat. Capt. J. N. Abrty from 2d to 1st bat. Capt.
T. H. J. Hockley from 1st to 2d bat. Capt. F.
Bond from 3d to 1st bat. Capt. F. Blundell from
2d to 3d bat. Lieut. J. C. M‘Nair from lot to 2d
bat

Capt. J. Ketchen, of 2d bat artil., to command
artil. with Hyderabad subsld. force.

FURLOUGHS.
To Europe.—May 16. Capt. R. J. Marr, 2d Nat.

Vet. Bat., for health.—June 2. Lieut. Col. A. An-
drews, 45th N.L, for health.—13. Lieut. M. Beau-
champ, 2d N.l.» for health.—23. L eut. H. Goold,
98th N.I.—30. Capt. G. Story, 37th N.L, for health
(via Calcutta).—Lieut. P. Chambers, 1st Europ.
Regt., for health.—Ens. W. S. Mitchell, 22d N.L,
forhealth —July 7. Capt. W. H. Rowley, 11th N.
L—Lieut. M. Stephenson, 36th N.I., for health.
—Lieut. G. Hamond, 50th N.I., for health.—11.

A. Reid, 6tK N.I., for health.— Lieut. W. H.
Trollope, 42d N.L, for one year (via Bombay)

—

9& Lieut. F. W. Hofftnan, 10th N.I., for health.

3b Calcutta.—July 21. Lieut. G. M. Floyer, 2d
L.C., for six months.

3b Bombay.—July 18. Capt. J. Luard, 16th N.
I., for six months, for health.
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3b Sac.—MaytS& Capt.W, J. Bradford, assist
adj. gen. to light field dlv. Hyderabad subsld. force,
for nine months, for health (eventually to Cape of
Good Hope).—July 7* Capt. J. Gorton, 5th L.C.,
for six months, for health.—18* Capt. R. J. H.
Vivian, 18th N.I., ditto, ditto.

To Penang.—Capt. J. K. Clubley, fid LC., for ~

six months, for health.

Cancelled.—Lieut. O. St. John, 31st N. I., to sea.—Lieut E. J. Dusantoy, 49th N.I., to Europe.

LAW.
Supreme Court, April 17.

The sessions commenced this day; Mr.
Justice Comyn delivered an elaborate
charge to the grand jury, who, after hav-
ing gone through the business before them,
made a presentment to the court consisting
of the following heads ;

—

1. They presented certain brick-kilns,

lately established near the Spur Tank, as

a nuisance.

2. That the crime of burglary had very
much increased at Madras lately; thatmany
cases, within their personal knowledge,
had not been brought before them for in-

vestigation, and consequently they feared

the offenders had escaped the police and
justice

;
and they alluded to a very daring

case which occurred at a house occupied
by Captain Keighly, near the Spur Tank,
where the robbers compelled the inhabi-
tant to flee from his house and to take
shelter under a neighbour’s roof.

3. They presented the danger and im-
propriety of foot-passengers, palankeens,

&c. keeping in the middle of the roads,

and expressed their hope that this would
be remedied.

4. They next presented what is in all

countries a popular grievance, namely,
the expense of law proceedings.

Lastly, they presented die great extent

to which the crime of perjury had arisen,

and the evil consequences thereof ; and as

the best remedy they could suggest of
putting a stop to it, they expressed their

anxious hope that the very excellent charge
delivered to them by Mr. Justice Comyn
might be published.

[The Madras Courier has tlie following

remarks upon the last head :
—“ Perhaps

we shall not be considered very presump-
tuous in stating that, according to our
view of things, the grand jury have been
a little officious, and have rather outstep-

ped their office, in presenting the whole
body of lawyers as excessive in their

charges; at all events, if such is part of
their duty, they ought to have gone far-

ther and have stated that die servants of
the Honourable Company, the houses of
agency and shopkeepers, in fact all Eu-
ropeans in India, were extravagantly paid

;

for we will venture to affirm, that in pro-

portion to labour performed, the gentle-

men of the law are not half so well paid

as agents and those in the public service

;

but we will not be invidious ; all wetaay
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it, let the gmn4 Jvrjreqrapafp law expen-
ses with the salariesof all public servants
in £ndi»^and with the profits of houses of
ag^ttidy or Of shopkeepers ,

and they will
find,tney liiaye pot increased in nearly so
great a degree as others. To remedy the
evil, we:

advise all men to be honest and
plain dealing and to pay their debts with-
out being litigious, which will be the surest
way of knocking up the trade complained
of.”]

MISCELLANEOUS.
FURKNOLOaiCAL LECTURE.

Or. Paterson delivered a lecture at this

presidency, April 18, on the science of
phrenology, which was attended by many
of the first characters in the settlement,

with no inconsiderable number of the fair

sex.

The professor, after some introductory
remarks upon the foundation of the science
and its origin (namely the discovery by
l>r. Gall, whilst a schoolboy, of the rela-

tion between the memory of words and
the development of that portion of the

brain subjacent to the eye), proceeded to
general and individual demonstrations.

The heads (busts) of Shakespeare and
Joseph Hume, M. P., were then mea-
sured, demonstrated, and compared, and
the great development of the organ of
ideality in the former, and its smallness
in the latter, shewn as proving that the cha-
racters of these individuals corresponded
with their organization.

The head (skull) of a Burmese, the late

sanguinary governor of Assam, and the

head (skull) of a Hindoo were measured,
compared, and demonstrated; the skull

of the latter was extremely small in all its

parts and proportions ; having, when com-
pared with the former, a larger proportion

of the intellectual and less of the animal
regions ; but varying from negation and
imbecility to on irregular elliptic sphere,

expressive of mental activity.

The skull of the Burman was consider-

ed as possessing much development in

the animal region ; the phrenological de-
.ductions of character, which have been
made from such organization, again being
Justified and borne out by the national as

..well os the individual character of the

sanguinary monster whose skull was ex-
tJpbitecL

.
The skull of the passive Hindoo was

. demonstrated, as being an approximation
to the animal organization of the herbi-

vorous tribe of animals.

Th .l^ of Dr. Dodd and
jin Airy'* were next compared, measur-

.

*i
?

A Native of Bury St. Edmond**, Suffolk, who,
Pocently. been chosen to fill

the chair of the Great Newton, at Cambridge.—
Edm

ed; and ^demonstrated
§
in the bust of M#*

Airy, a great mathematician and profound
lover of truth, the organ of conscientious-

ness forms a striking feature, being re-

markably developed at the upper or ra-

ther lateral and back part ot the head,

or in the posterior part of the intellec-

tual region ; whereas, in the bust of. t^e
unfortunate Dr. Dodd, it seepas to bfs

quite wanting ; the bead at that .part

sloping off so much that even to an un-
initiated eye and an ignorant manipulator
it would give the impression of a some- .

thing wanting.
The phrenological method of valuing a

head was then shewn, and the head (bust)
of the llev. Mr. Martin demonstrated ; in

,

this gentleman and in his bust the organ
of acquisitiveness is much developed. He
was remarkable for a peculiar care of his

property ; a few years before his death
lie became insane, and the hallucina-

tion consisted in the reverse of his for-

mer propensity, or a marked disposition

to squander away his property. After
death his brain was examined, and the
organ of acquisitiveness found to be the
seat of organic disease ; the brain was
examined by the celebrated surgeon, Mr,
Chevalier, at that time an antiphrenolo-

gist, hut since then a convert to its doc-
trines and science.

The heads of the brule creation were
next past in review ; the organization of
several, as the dog, the fox, the ape, were
noticed, and the superior magnitude and
additional portion of the cerebral organ
in man pointed out.

The learned professor then proceeded
to the more immediate, or first object of
phrenology, requiring the student's atten-

tion
; namely, organology, or the site,

magnitude, and functions of the different

organs.

The professor, in speaking of the organ
of adhesiveness, characterized it as the
organ of attachment, and attempted to

shew that the female of man is destined
by this organization not to be a mere slave,

and that if this organ were cultivated

women might become intelligent compa-
nions, but that at adult age woman is

rarely capable of supporting permanent
friendship /

PORT OF TEI.MCIIF.RKY.

The following notice is important to
traders:-—

Public Dejwrtment.—Notice is hereby
given, that the Honourable the Court of
Directors of the East- India Company, in
virtue of the power vested in them, by the
act of the 4th of Geo. IV., cap. 80, soc,

8, have been pleased to declare that the
port of Tellichcriy, in, the provippq pf
Malabar, shall be considered, for j^e
purposes of the said act of parliament

only.
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only/ oneofibe principal settlements

of *be said Company.
H. Chamier, Act. Sec. to GovU

Fort St. George, SOtli June 182C.

' THEATRICATS.

We are extremely happy to understand
that the revival of amateur theatricals at

the presidency is again in contemplation.
Often as we have been disappointed in our
anticipations on this subject, we cannot
but consider them very likely to be rea-

lized on the present occasion. The gene-
ral wish of the society of Madras is de-
cidedly favourable to the measure con-
templated ; and the circumstance of seve-
ral up-country amateurs being now at

Madras holds out a prospect of the at-

tempt being made with considerable suc-
cess.

We understand the principal obstacle

to the speedy realization of the wishes of
the amateurs is found in the present dilapi-

dated state of our Madras Drury : but
when we recollect the many pleasant
evenings we have passed in it, wc sin-

cerely hope that fine building will neither

he suffered to decay nor be devoted perma-
nently to meaner purposes than those for

which it was originally intended and for

which it is so admirably adapted. We
beg to suggest to the lovers of the drama
that a meeting be immediately convened
to consider of the most feasible plan for

reviving the theatre at Madras.— [Mu.t.

Cmr.f JiprU 2.5.

BISHOP HEBEr’s MONUMENT.

'Die total amount of subscript ions, on
July 27, was Rupees 28,946'. 8. 8.

BISHOP HEBEr’s LETTER TO THE HEAD OP
TIIK SYRIAN CHURCH OF MAI.AUAR.

The Missionary Register, last month,
contains a letter addressed by the late

Bishop to Mar Athanasius, metropolitan
of the Syrian church, dated in December
182.5, of which the following is an ex-
tract “ Moreover, I beseech thee, bro-
ther, to beware of the emissaries of the

Bishop of Rome, whose hands have been
dipped in the blood of the saints, from
whose tyranny our Church in England
hath been long freed by the blessing of
God, and we hope to continue in that

freedom for ever : of whom are they of
Goa, Cranganor, and Verapoli

; who have,

in time past, done the Indian Church
much evil. I pray that those of thy

Churches in Malabar who are yet subject

to these men, may arouse themselves and
be delivered from their hands. Howbeit,
the*Ldfd deaireth not the death of a sinner,

but his
4

mercies are over all His works,
and He fe found of them that sought Him
n6L’*

jtnu - :j.
‘

... ?

SHfPPING;
ArtivaU.

June 19.. CasUeHeentiy, Drummond, frow Lob- •

dan.—24> Marquess of Huntty, Fraser, from Lon-,
don.—July 2. Ann, Worthington, from the Mau-'
ritius.—12. General Phlmer, Tniscott,
don.—13. Euphrates, Scott, from London.—22.
II. M. S. Vulugc, Dundas, from London. — 23.
Juliana, Innes, from London.—30. Venus, Hogue, *

from London.

Departures.
June 22. Genrgiana, Haylett, for {Calcutta.—30.

Clydesdale

,

Hose, for <Calcutta.— July 5. Ann,

.

Worthington, for Rangoon.—& Circassian, Douth-
waite, for Calcutta.—19. Euphrates, Scott, for
( 'alcutta— 27- Juliana

,

Innes, for Calcutta.—30.
General Palmer, Truscott, for London.

—

Aug. 4.
Castle Huntly, Drummond, for Penang and
China.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND •

DEATHS.
BIRTHS.

June 9. At Kamptee, the lady of Capt. Hunter,
dep. adj. gen. of the Nagpore Suhsid. Force, of a
daughter.

10. At Holarum, Hydrraliad, the lady of R. R.
Rickets, Esq., 4Hth N.I., of a son.

12. At Secunderabad, the lady of Lieut. G. W,
Thompson, lI.M.’s .TOth rent., of a son.

13. The lady of Capt. W. Stratum, assist, qu.
mast. gen. of the army, of a son, still-born.

17. Sirs. W. W. Wilkins, of a daughter.
lit. At the presidency, the lady of John Dent,

Esq., of the civil service, of a son.
2.1. At Uclgaum, the lady of Capt. Poulton, 5th

N.I., of a son.
24. At Tranquebar, the lady of Capt. J. Smith*

4th N.V.B., of a son.— At Tellicherry, the lady of F. Lascelles, Esq.,
of a daughter.

25. At Jaulnali, the lady of G. Sandys, Esq.,
Gth cavalry, of a son.

2(5. At Kamptee, Elisabeth, the wife of First
Dresser Henry Eason, horse brigade, of a daughter.

27- At Auiungabad, the lady of D. S« Young,
Esq., Madras Medical Establishment, of a son.

29. At Cottayam, Airs. Fenn, of a son.
July 2. Mrs. .1. Bacon, of a son.
4. At Woodville, on the Neilgherry Hills, the

lady of J. C. Morris, Esq., of the civil service, of
a son.

it. At Hellary, the wife of Mr. David Ross, reve-
nue surveyor, of a daughter.

{). The wife of Mr. J. S. Harvey, of aeon.
11. At St. Thomas’s Mount, the lady of F. Gifl-

hain. Esq., of a daughter.
13. At Tranquebar, the lady of Capt. G. Hut-

chison, Trirhlnopoly light infantry, or a son.
14. At Palamcottah, Mrs. Hhemus. of a sou.— M rs. Thomas Barker, of a daughter.
21. At Trichinopoly, Mrs. E. G. Albany, of a

daughter.
22. The wife of Mr. J. E. Childs, of a son.
23. The wife of Mr. John Nagle, first dresser,

of a son.
24. The lady of G. E. Russell, Esq., of a son.

.

25. The lady of II. Byrne, Esq., of a son.
— The lady of J. Aratlioon, Esq., of a daugh-

ter. , .

2». In Fort St. George, the lady of LleuL'ahd
Adj. Naylor, 89th regt., of a daughter. ' -

'

Aug. 2. At Arcot, the lady of Capt. Ptuton,
engineers, of a daughter.

. .— At Iiellary, Mrs. C. Sharlleb, of a daughter.
d. At Chlttoor, the lady of W. Haringtdn* Rsq.,

of the civil service, of a son.
7. At Kilpauk, Mrs. C. P. Gordon,' of a daugh-

ter. .

MARferA&KS.

May 20. At SecunderabMl,- Jkmea B'enwelf, ksq.,
46th Madras Infc, to Margaret, ekiett rfaufchtrrof
Col. Limond, Madras artillery.

June 17* At Vellore, Lieu!., Col. G, Maunsell
to Charlotte Barclay, third daughter of the late
J. D. White, Esq., of tft* Medical BoanK off this
establishment.

N 2 98
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Hwry Lea,

COle-

* Church, >
Lk?uL P. , J.

ry, to Charlotte Ward,
e- fatte n. H. Mdrphett*^ „ __ fOrphett,

qi, 6f Ma&nir, tai the county of Cork.— At Trlchlnopoly, Cant. E. A. M'Curdy to
Eliza, second daughter of MaJ. (Sen. H. Hall,
commanding the southern division of the army.

8. At the Black-Town Chapel, Mr. W. Kelly to
Charlotte, daughter of the late Mr. ( 7. L. Battle.

10.. At Sfe Thom4, Lieut. J. Campbell, 33d N.I.,
to Barbara Adair, fourth daughter of the Rev. A.
Laurie, D.D., minister of the parish of Loudon,
ASl

AtSt.Thomdf Lieut W. S. Mitchell, 22d
N.L, son of the late Dr. Mitchell, A.M., and
H. P., naturalist and botauist of this establish-
ment, to Eliza, daughter of the late G. Barnes,
Esq., ofArmagh, Ireland.

18. At Cuddalore, Lieut. Col. J. S. Fraser, to
Miss Henrietta Stevenson.

20. At St. George's Church, Lieut. Prendergnst,
H.M.’s 09th regt. and his HR.N. service, to Miss
Maria Arata, daughter of the late Major Arata,
H.M.*s Royal Rangers.
29. At Vepery, Mr. R. Green, Medical Depart-

ment, to Miss F. Dashwood, eldest daughter of
the late Capt. R. Dashwood, H.M.’s 09th foot.

31. At Tranquekwr, Miss Augusta Marla, eldest
daughter of the late Capt. F. Wickede, of the
Danish service, to Capt. F, Plowden, 20th N. I.— At Black Town, Mr. John Picllow to Au-
rora, eldest daughter of Mr. John Cabau, senior.

Aug-. 2. At Trlchlnopoly, Lieut. C. H. Grume,
3th L.C., to Sarah, second daughter of the late
Lieut. Col. R. Brice, Madras establishment.

7. At St. George’s Church, Capt. F. F. Whin-
* •

- gade, to Elizabeth, youngest
Onnidale,Campbell, Esq., of

yates, horse brigad
daughter of J. Can
Argyleshire.

Lately. At St. George's Church, Miss Read,
daughter of Lieut. Col. Read, dep. quart, mast,
geo.* to H.M.’s forces in India, to Major Perry,
31st N. regt.

DEATHS.
April *20. At Nundy cantonment, Amherst,

Lieut. G. Hart, 38th N.I.
May 4. At Trlchlnopoly, Robert Septimus, in-

fant son of John Bird, Esq.
June 1$. Capt. Phillips Cosby, military secre-

tary to his Exc. the Commander-ln-ehief, aged 27-
14. Camp at Jaulnah, Lieut, and Adj. R. J.

Bird, 8th N.I., of cholera.
—- George William Frederick, second son of

,
Capt- Moberly, dep.sec.mil. board.

To. At Belgaum, the infant son of Capt. J. Wal-
lace, 48th regt. N. I., post-master,Dooab field force.

18. Laura, the eldest daughter of T. V. Ston-
house. Esq., in her sixth year.

23. John Party, only son of T. V. Stonhouse,
Esq., in his fifth year.

^28. At Belgaum, Lieut. T. Clendon, 41st regt.

— Of the liver complaint, Mr. C. Clayton,
examiner in the military board office.

Julj/3. At Bolamm, near Hyderabad, of the
spasmodic cholera, Sophia, second daughter of
Mr. Sub-assist. Surg. T. Peacock.

4. At Khanapoor, near Hyderabad, of cholera,
Maryanne and Harriet, and at Secunderabad, on
the morning of the 5th, of the same disease, Eli-
zabeth, an lnfknt, daughters of Mr. Charles

. Browne* quartermaster of H.H. the Nizam’s en-
gineers.

0.2 At BoJaniBO, at the house of Dr. McJkle,
Capt. P. Browne, 2d Madras Europ. regt., and

spaymasters? Hyderabad sub&id. force.
12. The wifeof Mr. Martin, jeweller.
;13k At Fullest, alter. a lingering illness, Louisa

Ann, fifth daughter of R. W, Meppen, Esq.,
master attendant at that station.— At Vepery, KbW Town, after child-birth,

, relict of the
' fci ILC.'s service, on

„ Jtfe Ftas. Rencontre (father
of MTs. ’lfiairtcnVof apoplexy,* an old resident of
thaepfawe*

Mrs. T. Dayjds«n> ,““ tPiuavi

m At Royepeetahi fcunfcei wilb 8f Cite tiyt,

ISSTiSffTfl&Bt
near London, aged 21.
2a Of consumption, Mr. Lewis Moodwna

aged 23*
21. William Richard, son of the Rev. T. Spring,

chaplain of this establishment.— At Secunderabad, Mrs. Mary Bergip, agediy.
25. At Amee, Lieut* Col. Swayne, commanding

Amee, aged 41.
. Lieut. Col. H. H. Pepper, in the'48d pear«f
his age. Whilst exercising the arduous command
of the force In? Pegu, he contracted the diittufe
which has terminated an honourable and uninter-
rupted career of twenty-seven years' service* ... ,

330tttfrlff*

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS*^
PROMOTIONS, Ac.

Bombay Castle, July 1, 1820.—2d L.C. Lieut. D-
Cunningham to be capt. on new estab. : date 1st

May 1H24. Corn. W. J. Ottley to be lleut., V.
Torin dec. ; date 2d Feb. 1820.

July 4.—lutA N.I. Lieut. C. Cathcart to be capt.,
and Ens. E. Maish to be lieut., in 6uc. to Palin
dec.; date 30th June 1026.

July 6.—Capt. G. Graham, H.M.'s 2d or Queers
II. Regt.. to be aide-de-camp to Hon* the Gover-
nor, from 1st May, v. Gillespie app. to staff* pf
Governor-general.

12th N.I. Lieut. R. M. Hughes, interp. and
qu. mast., to be adj., v. Reed prom., relinquish-
ing bis present app. ; date 16th May.
July 12.—Capt. A. W. Pringle, dep. qu. mtfst.

gen. at Poonah, to be assist, sec. to Military
Board, v. Palin dec.
July 18.—Lieut. A. Johnson, 18th N.L, and 2d

Assist, to Auditor Gen., to be Sec. to Military

Fund.
July 20.—Lieut. Marsh, 10th N.I., to be Assist.

Superintendent of Bazars to Poonah Div. of ariny.

FURLOUGHS.
To Ettrojie.—July 8. Lieut. F. B. B. Keene, 8th

N.I., for health—14. Maj. J. Elder, 1st Europ.
R

alth
f°T health*—Assist. Surg. J. P. Amot, for

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAHABULESIIWUU HILLS.

The Bombay Gazette contains a commu-
nication respecting the qualities of the

climate in these hills, which the writer

recommends as a retreat for invalids. We
extract the following passages : “ The
situation is almost equidistant from Ma-
har and Sattara, and forming a table-land

of nearly 5,000 feet, it gives rise to the

different branches of the Krishna river,

and is therefore the most elevated point of
the Ghauts in these parts. The breadth

of this table-land, from where the rood
beginning at the ghaut leads from the val-

ley of Sattara until it again descend* on
the opposite side into the Konkun, is about
eight miles. The distance from Mahar to

the hills is little more than thirty miles, or
three easy stages,

( >

“ I have seen the Madras reporti OP^die

Nilgherry mountains, of which ilfe fcllftillte

is colder than that of Mababufcshwyr,
and the elevation greater, I rfhOultfthftllc

,
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by8,900 feet* but, if permUtedto insti-

tute a dompartaoii and to speak theoreti-

tally, ‘ I should prefer that of the latter,

osit is more temperate, and therefore bet

ter. suited to restore lost energy to invalids,

debilitated from the effect of heat, and who
require air immediate change.
i <rTliose who have enjoyed the usual cold
breather of the Deccan, during December
jgtid January, will be able to form a much
bettor general idea of the Mahabuleshwur
climate; ftoifl March to June, than could
be possibly conveyed to them by any more
minute or laboured description. The
minimum of Fahrenheit’s thermometer is,

sometimes, at night 64°
;
a range of tern.

peva£ure,which is only four degrees less

than the maximum heat, in May, on the

Neilgherry hills. Though the average heat

at Mahabuleshwur, a little after noon, is

. 80°, in a house, or twelve degrees greater

than the extreme beat of the Neilgherries,

the temperature of the former, when there

are clouds, does not exceed 70° ; the aver-

age variation, during the day is about 1 2°

of Fahrenheit. The maximum, in tents,

for this month was sometimes above 80°
;

but this increase of heat seldom exceeded
two hours' duration, and was not at any
time oppressive nor exhausting. When the

wind blows from the eastward the heat is

greatest, and at such times the air is very

dry. Iui general, however, it blows from
the west, or north-west, bearing along oc-

casionally, after sunset, white clouds which
render the atmosphere damp and chilly.

These fleecy masses of snow-like vapour,

collecting over the deep ravines, liang on
the brows of the mountain summits, until

the succeeding morning sun have acquired

sufficient power to dissolve them ; they are

thus dissipated for a time, only again to

reassemble when he shall have withdrawn
his influence at his setting.

“ The soil of the hills is a red iron clay,

which does not appear to communicate
any chalybeate properties to the water of
the place. The water, which is soft, and
contains little or no gypsum, is found a
few feet below the soil, where there are

hollows and ravines.

“ The only inhabitants here are a few

poor villagers, who smelt iron, and the

Dunger tribe, or cowherds, who live in

small huts, and pasture their cattle during

the rains. These people report favourably

of the healthiness of the climate, even at

that season when fevers are usually pre-

sent in other hilly situations.”

NAUTCH.

On Saturday last, Deo Si Soonderjee

entertained a numberof his European, civil

and military, friends at a nautch and sup-

per at Sunkerset’s garden house. The
guests who attended on this occasion, re-

ceived the most polite"and hospitable atten-

tion from the generous host. The garden
was splendidly i

1 1umihatfcd"j * , fcbptfer was
served up in tbe, European style, wuh all
the appropriate accompaniment

; and the
party retired highly pleased with, the/tmat
that had been* provided for them.—(\Bom.
Cour., May 20.

BOMBAY ORIENTAL CLUB.

An attempt is making at Bombay to
establish there an institution simitar to tire

Oriental Club in London. It is intended
for the accommodation of persons arriving
from out-stations, on leave, duty, or sick-
ness.

SHIPPING,
Arrival*.

July 8. Diadem, Cotgrave, from London.—12.
Columbine

,

Tuit, from London.

Departure*.

July 17. Milford, Jackson, and Caledonia, John-
ston, both for China.—29. Norfolk, Onelg* for
China.—31. Mary Ann, M‘Donald, for London.

BIRTHS AND DEATHS.
BIRTHS.

June 27* At Aurungabad, the lady of D. S.
Young, Esq., Madras Medical Establishment, ofa
son.
July 3. The lady of Lieut. Billamore, assist,

revenue surveyor, of a son.
11. At Mhnw, the lady of Lieut. S. AthllJ,

H.t Vs engineers, of a son and heir.
14. At Surat, the lady of W. A. Jones, Esq.,

civil service, of a daughter.
10. At Ilingolie, the lady of Capt. C. St. J.

Grant, Nizam’s cavalry, of a daughter.

deaths.
June 20. At Surat, Katharine, wife of Alex.

Bell, Esq., civil service.
29. At his house at Mazagon, of epidemic cho-

lera, Capt. T. Palin, assist, sec. to Military Board,
aged 41.

July 2. At Surat, Alex. Btilkley, infant soli of
Alex. Bell, Esq., civil service.

0. At Aurungabad, Dr. C. C. Cheyne, of hia
Highness the Nizam’s medical establishment.

13. At Kaira, James Home Brutton, youngest
son of Maj. Browne, 4th L. Drags., aged four years.

14. Of cholera, at Colabah, James Travers, son
of J. Morley, Esq., aged six months.

27. Anne, wife of Maj. Gen. Wilson, aged 32.

ttrglon.

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.

June 24. W. J. Lushlngton to be assist, to col-
lector of Chiluw and Putlam.

C. R. Buller, Esq,, to be assist, to agent of Gov.
for province of Seven Kories.

30. C. R. Buller, Esq., to be haslet, to revenue
commissioners in Kandyan provinces. -

July 8. R. Wells* Esq., wbean extra'assist, in
Chief-Secretary's Office. *

•
:

r

; '
1 r u: '=

ELEPHANTjmobTllNd; : '

Extract ofa note from a sporting, friend

on his way to tbeKandy rades,— could
not resist a report, of some tuskers1 and
waited here to-day. \Ve started late^went

across
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i£s*fr*,Py«F* fg* inhravpry
law tuy-d jp tfp*V JUhgJe, B-r—, S- ,

an# agjf, ware soon atwork:; I floored

fixffc inducting agood tusker, B —
five, and S— one.

I was token by surprise and had only
time to fire a shot into an elephant’s head*
when he was on me, and knocked your
double rifle outof my hand: I fell, but my
friend was satisfied with pushing me out of
the way with his foot or his trunk, I know
not which ; I was not hurt, but be dashed
the gun against me and broke the left

cock off. There was one tusker with the
largest tusks I have ever seen

; I had two
wild shots at him and floored him with his

tusks deep in the ground, but he was only
stunned and got off. The tusker I bagged
is about the size of the one you killed

close to the same spot.**— [Ceylon Gaz.,

July 22.

DIHTHS.

May 1 3. At Ratticotta, Jaffna, the wife of the
Rev. II. V. Meigs, American missionary, of a son.
24. At Kandy, the lady of I.ieut. Oldersliaw,

Royal Engineers, of a daughter.
June 1 1. At Colombo, the lady of (’apt. Bray-

brooke, assist, commissary, of a (laugh,er.
July 23. The lady of Lieut. Deacon, staff-officer

at Gallc, of a daughter.

MAURIAGES.
June 26. At Malwane, in the Hina Corle, Don

Abraham W ijeyesinhe Jayewardene, Modliar, of
theChllaw Cutcherry, to Miss Rc»sa Maria Perera.

Lately. At Kaits, R. Atherton, Esq., superin-
tendent of the Government stud, and sitting magis-
trate of Delft island, to Eleanor Toler, fourth
daughter of the late G. Burleigh, Esq., surg.,
hair-pay 2d Ceylon regt., and sitting magistrate of
Kaits.

DEATHS.

July I. At Colombo, Justlr.us Adrianus Loos,
ehlest son of Mr. P. A. Loos, deputy registrar,

aged 20.
!i. At Colomljo, John, eldest son of Major Fra-

ser, aged 1 year.

IPettattg.

LAW.

The first session of oyer and terminer
for the present year was opened on the 1 st

May, by the Hon. the Governor and
Members of Council, with the usual cere-

monies.
Previous to the grand jury being dis-

charged, after finding several bills of in.

dictment, the foreman made a present-

ment to the court of the serious injury
arising to the lives, property, and morals
ofthe community from the want of strong
ahd efficient gaols to confine persons un-
der judicial sentences frorp other parts of
India :

:

aftd 'also
ffrom the present system

of permitting those persons to be em-
ployed1 itf prtVhte service or public work
of a description which admits of their

being in a great measur#< at large in
the night-time and the hours when ,they
are not kept at labour;

IugaU Manid, a Malay, who hadJung
been the head of a gang of robbers* and
the terror of the opposite shore, was con-
victed of burglary, and executed on the
20th May.

DEATHS.

b
May 6. The lady of Lieut. C. Fowle, 65th rtgt.

June 19. Mr. J. E. M‘Intyre.

Singapore.
TRADING JUKES.

A few of the Siam and Cochin-Ching -

traders have sailed for their respective

countries, and all the junks in the har-

bour are making active preparations for

tlicir departure. The whole of these ves.-.

scIs, immediately after their arrival at this.,

port, are covered with a roof of attops Qtl

thatch, in which state they continue until,

about the middle of May, when tbempn-.*
soon having set in, in the China sea they
prepare for their homeward voyage. Purg-
ing this long interval the greater portion
of the crew of each vessel live on shore,

and the unoccupied parts of the sea-beach,

in the vicinity of the town, present a btfSy

and active scene ; these men being here em-
ployed in preparing agar-agar, mangrove
bark, and tire-wood for their return •car-

goes. Large quantities of the tw o last may
now he seen piled up along the beach. Pro-
curing new masts and rudders also occupies
a great deal of time and labour. Before the
cession of the sovereignty of the island to

the East-India Company, thcTuimmgung
possessed a monopoly of cutting down
trees for inasts, &c. and lie accordingly
charged 500 dollars for each main-mast,
and 1(K) dollars for a rudder. The crews
of the junks themselves now procure the

trees from the forest, and fashion them
rudely into masts, rudders, and anchors,
the whole of which each junk must have
new, the old ones being almost unvaria-
bly unfit for further service. On the re-
turn of the junks to China they exchange
these again for old ones, making a large
profit by the transaction. A mast For a
junk of 500 tons is worth, in China, about
2,000 dollars, and the operation of chang-
ing masts in Singapore is therefore consi-
dered a matter of some importance. . Pnj
board of several of the junks we observe
that (he stepping of a new main-mast ip

celebrated by firing guns
?
anA^urning^

crackers, and, as on board of ah Euri^pefm^
vessel, a glass or cup of Satpsod dV an1^jt

'

is quaffed greedily after the job to— [Sing. Chron . , June 8. '

r[
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MISSION *0 StJLM. '

Hie ship Hunter he* returned From
Siam. She left Bankok about the middle
of May, at which time die mission brig,

Ouardum, was receiving on board the pre-

sents from the court and preparing for

departure. Capt. Burney expected to

leave about the end of June, so that he
may be expected to arrive here very short-

ly. We are not aware of the result of
Capt-JIurney’s negotiations, but report

says that they have entirely failed, the Sia-

mese court having peremptorily refused
to agree to the restoration of the King of
Kedah, and from the accounts from Trin-
ganu of the arrival there of a deputation
from Siam, it would appear that they have
no intention of relinquishing their right

of interference in the affairs of the Ma-
layan states. We hope that the envoy has
found this jealous and overbearing people
less impracticable on the subject of com-
merce, which is of more importance to

the interests of our country. The minis-
ters however seem to be aware, that by
the free admission of foreigners into Siam,
the enslaved people would soon learn the

benefits of liberty, and the present abomi-
nable system of tyranny would be in dan-
ger, and from this arises their jealousy of
Europeans.

—

[ibul., July 6.

BIRTH.
March 26. The lady of W. P. Paton, Esq., of a

daughter.

DEATH.
June 24k Robert Thomas Farquhar, third son of

Capt. Davis, garrison-staff, aged fifteen mouths.

ittnlarca.
MARRIAGE.

June 10. Capt. R. J. Cuthbertson, master-atten-
dant, to Miss C. M. J. Bone.

DEATH.
March 23. A. C. Maclean, Esq.

The Dutch accounts from Java, which
are to the 8th of September, wear a melan-
choly aspect. The measures taken to sup-
press the rebellion, which were at first

successful, have been suspended. Two
Javanese princes, who had taken part with
the Dutch, had been captured by the re-

bels, and many of those who had sub-
mitted had resumed hostilities; and as

the insurrection prevailed over such an
iiipnense tract of country. General De
Kock hail resolved to confine himself to

its most important points, till the arrival

of reinforcements from the Netherlands.
However, as two strong detachments were
a^bsdy arrived in the Straits of Sunda,
abd were daily expected, hope had not
dfeierted the Government ; particularly as

on jhe 28th of July, and the 4th and 11th
of’’August, some advantages were gained

at Katjebbw, Botolj'hnd Kalidjetikin ; at

the last of which places a handful of Eu-
ropeans, under Maj. Sollewyn, had re-

pulsed a very Considerable arfny,' with but
little loss on their side ;

but as the neces-

sity of a powerful government Was felt at

Djocjocarta, they had restored the old
sultan, dethroned by the English in 1812,
to direct the affairs of the government for

and with his young great-grandson.
In Celebes affairs seemed to have taken

a favourable turn, through the increasing

influence of the ally of the Dutch, Chroe
Lombo.

Urreia.
PROGRESS or THE WAR.

Russian papers contain accounts from
the scene of hostilities witli Persia. The
Shah had, at Agar, an interview with his

son, Abbas Meerza, and, it is said, bit-

terly reproached him as the cause of the
war, threatening to deprive him of the
succession, and to put out his eyes ; but,
at his son’s earnest entreaties, he gave him
fresh troops. The Shah then went to Ta-
breez, from whence he has since gone to
Dermarkand. Abbas Meerza, notwith-
standing the difficulty of finding provi-
sions in Karabagh, keeps his position on
the Araxes. Gen. Paskewitsch’s corps
was between the Araxes and the Akh-
Uglan, on the little river Tscheraken.
The Persians, under Sheikh Ali Meer-

za, have evacuated Shirwan. The former
Khan of Shirwan, Shamakha Mustapba,
who was left in command, bearing of
Gen. Krabbe’s advance from Kuba to

Starnja, followed Ali Meerza, pursued by
the Russians.

Gen. Yermaloft' had advanced from
Kakctia, to Haldan, in the province of
Tsclickin.

Some overland despatches have reached

the East- India House, containing an
account of the battle of the 25th or 26'tli

September, which was stated, from Rus-
sian papers, in our last number. The
details in these despatches differ materially

from the latter; although both concur jn
the fact that the Persians were severely

worsted. It is lamentable that the names
of places are so disfigured in the Russian
papers, or in the translations which ap*
pear in ours.

These despatches are dated Tabreex,
Oct. 15, and state that a division- of the
Persian army, detached by liis Highness
the Prince Royal, under die command of
his eldest son, Mahomed Meerza, and liis

uncle, Ameer Klian, was defeated with
severe loss on the 26th Sept., ncarthe
village of Shamkhar, five fursukfia north-
west of Georgia.

: t

The battle was fought on the l>anks of
the Yezan, a second stream of wlflcli

divided
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divided the rogtending angles. The Rus-
sian force £ tfraidri&i t6 aMi»id,0<k>io-
fantry and 3,000 cavalry with a propor-
tionate number of guns ; that of the Per-
sians to 5,000 infantry and 5,000 irregular

horse* witbsixJield pieces.

After some ,hard fighting the Persists
were compelled to retire in the utmost
confusion ; and it Js supposed that nearly

the whole of the infantiy were either killed

or taken prisoners.

Three field-pieces fell into die hands
of the Russians, and Ameer Khan was
killed by a Cossack when in the act of
rallying his troops. The young prince,

Mahomed Meerza, was taken prisoner by
a Cossark, but was afterwards rescued,
and borne $way in triumph by one of his

Surdars.

BRITISH EMBASSY.

Private letters from Shiraz, dated 7th

of June, mention the arrival there of Col.

Macdonald and suite, where he awaits his

mehmandcr, Mirza Abul Cassini (a man
of the highest rank) to conduct the mission
on its journey. Col. Macdonald had been
received with the same honours, and treated

with the same respect and distinction, as

marked 'the progress of Sir Gore Ouseley
and Sir John Malcolm. All the diffi-

culties anticipated had disappeared, and
the most sanguine hopes were entertained,

from the good disposition shewn towards
our ambassador by the Persian court, that

the object of the mission would be com-
pletely successful, and that our interests in

Persia would be again placed on the foot-

ing they stood with that state a few years
back.— [Mad. Gov. Gaz., Aug. 3.

ftutftralia.
VIW SOUTH WALKS.

Chamber of Commerce.—An institution

of tills "nature has been formed at Sydney,
which has already commenced its func-

tions; a room has been opened where
newspapers will be filed, and a book of
arrivals and departures kept : insurances

on colonial vessels will also he effected

there. The matters which will be first

lodked to are the rates of wharfage and
jtostfege, the duties on home distillation

- ttHd foreign tobacco, port charges on co-

*1oida^JWaft, !u
ttlte* of ' commission and

i,#irehd©4fe <

font,' establishment of ballast

<tihfr ffffifteritten, Utid a cheap and easy sys-

SftSHbf tfifc^UtWeaifcittttfon.

The Currency.—The cdftftftlssary has

*^yrtd,fiO>fc»d*,ddH‘ars' tn payment. Paper
ftillftfe ate'h^Wh^gettittg into circulation ;

•mMRMtall dttlllHfetes/ft UfeaVed,wiU
Aitfristerling chin. The

bank
1we%eetoretirftle& by*a ; Wahi OPEngravers
to, execute the plates for ndteft'^ The
Chamber of Commerce recommend the

—Ansiralia.—Postscript . [Jan.

trading community to keep all accounts in

BtafoS sterling xdokey. i atid they declare

their determination to consider the Spanish
dollar simply as bullion. The change in

the currency had made an alteration in the

prices of flour*

Arrival* of Ships at Sydney. . ' lr
-

June 23. Providence

,

Waochope, from "W D.
Land.—July 4. Governor Phillips, fromBepgal,*fidl
Madras.—8. John Barry. Roche, front London.—
19. Prince Regent, Salmon, ftomNOrthCOalfrbf
Australia.—20. John, Griffin, from V. D. Landf—
24 Fairfield, Work, from) dittos—25. Henry, Bun-
neyVTrom ditto.—26. Lord Rodney, Kinnear, from
M‘Quarry Island.—27* Indian, Swann, from Lon-
don (crew mutinous).

van diemen’s land.
Arrivals of SMpeat Hobart Town* --

. t\

JuneS. Cyprus, Todd, from the Mauritius.—
26. Fairfield, Work, from Loudon, —30.; Cape
Packet, Kellie, from N. S. Wales.—July ?. Ilenxy,
Bunney, from London.

BIRTH AND DEATHS.
BTitTH. 1

July 13. At Sydney, Mrs. Broartbcnt, ofa daugh-
ter.

deaths.
Jmip 29. At’Sydney, Serjeant John HoldWortj a

veteran pensioner, aged 61. He had been thij$y-
four years in the King’s service.
Jaiy 9. Mr Stephen Milton.— Miss Jones.
15. Mrs. Maria Wells,
17* At Paramatta. Mrs. Reynolds.'

gafcja-ija..

POSTSCRIPT. - v v.ri

Tiif. latest accounts direef frOm India
are as follows:—Calcutta, to"the 3lkt
July, Madras to the 15th Atrgcrst,'1add

Bombay to the 29th July. AH WRs qtiibt

at Rangoon up to July 2d ; the iristamieht

was in progirss of payment, at -this rrite

of about, a lac a day ; the Burtfiese :
atfk-

peafing desirous to protract the departure
of the British, through fear of thcPegtieffc.

Dr. Price had reached Ava, and Mr.
Crawfurd was anxiously expected there.

A person lately arrived from that City tit

Calcutta, states that the Burmese Govern-
ment were imposing fines upon all pferSotts

who had been upon friendly terffis witHbtir
troops

; and, in some cases; deprived thfim

of noses and cars. Emigration ftmttTtifh-

goon continued. The Burmese fidefc^
settlements of Mergui, Tavai, Martaban,
and particularly Amherst Town, whidHi
rapidly filling with Inhabitants. The #oops
there enjoy excellent health. At GhedMMk,
on the contrary, the sickness Is r%6:

great,

thalt the removal of the trdftpS'tHtf'

tefoplafed. * * * ^

: The Hon. JetFery Arnhem, 01drift’tfh

Of the Governor General .-diefi’ltt BtufiUK-
pore on the fid Atlgtrtt;

iiess, in the MtoySst of Ms»*gW* «****'

An Amariban payer or'WOV. fifi^ cdti-

tahid the cOOttftfts
?tp

to mmAi-
tt continued. ;i36rd ^AfiihamW
out on tils tour.
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DEBATE AT THE EAST-lNDlA llbusE.

East-India House, Dec. 13, 1826*

A Special General* Court of Proprietors

of- Bast- India Stock was this clay held at

ttaft Company's House, in Lcadenhall-
street, for the purpose of laying before the
^proprietors papers received from India re-

specting Uie late war with Ava, aud the

'operations against Bliurtpore, and resolu-

tions of thanks adopted by the Court of
Directors.

RUMOURED REGAL OF EARL AMHERST.

The minutes of the last court having
been read.

The Chairman (Sir G. A. Robinson)
was about to proceed with the ordinary
business of the day, when
The hon. Col. L. Stank

o

rose and said,

that previously to entering on tlic discus-
sion for which they were specially assem-
bled, he wished to put a question to the
Kan. Chairman. He understood it to have
been officially stated by Capt. Amherst,
that Lord Amherst had been recalled. lie
now asked whether there was any truth in

that report, and whether the Marquess of
'Buckingham was not going out as Gover-
nor-general of British India?
Th* Chairman—“ In repiy to the ques-

tion of the hon. proprietor I have only to

say, that there is no foundation whatever
for the statement of Lord Amherst being
recalled; and that, of course, constitutes

an answer to the hon. proprietor's other
question.

The Chairman then stated, that certain

papers which had been presented to Parlia-

ment, were now laid before the proprie-

tors, in conformity with the Bye-law,
sec. 4, cap. 1.

The papers were, an account of warrants
lor granting pensions, allowances, or gra-
tuities, to the Company’s servants since

the. last general court, and an account of
superannuations granted to the Company's
servants since the last general court, under
tfee act of the £3d of Geo. III. cap. 1 55,
sec.,93.

Mr. Hume requested that the last do-
cument might be read.

It was read accordingly, and contained

^be tMipes pf Charles Stewart, length of
service twenty years, age sixty-two years,

situptipti, late prpfessor of Oriental iitera-

.fcwe'rj* 4he East-India College, salary

j^ilPLperyear |
allowance which the di-

rectors ace empowered to make, two-thirds

tlie income; sum granted for super-

per annum. .And, of
GreepwalLers, ..length of service

tjOWf-ODa JMHtra, ..age sikty-two years,

. Asiatic Joum. Vox.. XXIlI. No. 133.

situation, late extra clerk, salary £182 a

year
;
allowance which the Directors are

empowered to make, two-thirds of the in-

come ; sum granted £100 per annum.
In answer to a question from Mr. A

Jackson ,

The Chairman stated, that the course

taken witli respect to these superannua-
tions, allowances, and compensations, was
perfectly in accordance with the act of the

53d of his Majesty.
Mr. Hume inquired, whether if a person

employed as a messenger, or extra clerk,

for a very limited period, became incapa-

ble of doing his duty, he would have a
claim to superannuation; because, if this

were so, there would be no end to grants

of that description.

The Chairman answered, that the act

specified the time during which an indi-

vidual should be attached to the establish-

ment, before he could claim any provision

from the Company.
Mr. Hume begged to ask, whether Col.

Stewart received this £450 per year in

addition to his half pay, as an officer in

the Company's service, or whether the one
merged in the other?

Tlie Chairman said, lie believed that

Mr. Stewart’s pay, as a retired officer, was
quite independent of the other grant.

Dr. Gilchrist was glad a grant was made
to Col. Stewart, for undoubtedly he had a
right to it, his services being such as no
man could dispute; but he wished to

know whether that gentleman had a right

to his half pay, independently of this £450
a year.

The Chairman—“ I have no doubt that

he has.**

The Chairman—11 I am to acquaint the

court, that the Court of Directors came to

a resolution, on the 15th ult., to take up
the ship Mangles, by private contract, ac-

cording to Uie provisions of the 58th
Geo. HI. cap. 33.
The resolution was Uien read; it stated,

that it was necessary to take up a vessel to

carry out to India 250 or 300 recruits,

and that Uie ship Mangles, of 594 tons,

had been selected for that purpose^ at

£$. 7s. per ton ; and in every other respect

on the same terms as had been,granted^fpr
several ships taken up, for > Bengal during
Uie last season.

The Chairman--** 1 to acquaint, the

court, that the papera -relative ..to the sei-

zure of certain pepperspfi the prenw»* of
Mr. Addinell, in 1921, are.snow , laid,be-
fore the court* pursuant to thereto!alien
of the general court, qf the 27th pf Sap-
teinber last. .

O thIxks
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THINKS TO LORD AMHERST, &C.

The Chairman-T-'' Gentlemen, the pre-
sent court is specially summoned for the

purpose of laying before the proprietors

papers received iVom India, respecting the

late war with Ava, and the operations

fgainst Bburtpore, which have been open
at the Easi-India House for the inspection

of the proprietors since the 29th ult. The
resolutions relative to the war with Ava
shall now be read to you, after which I

shall proceed to submit those resolutions
to the consideration of the court.

Dr. Gilchrist inquired, whether official

papers, written in the Oriental languages,
printed and circulated in India, and sent
home to the Court of Directors, were ac-
companied with an English translation ?

The Chairman—“ I believe I had best

refer the hon. proprietor for an answer to

the commissioners, because the papers
come home to them.”

Dr: Gilchrist—“ Do you mean the Board
of Control ?**

The Chairman— “ No ; the Carnatic
commissioners. ”

Dr. Gilchrist—“ I am not speaking of
papers sent home to them ; I ask, do the
official papers generally come to this house
translated or not?”
The Chairman—“ I do not know whe-

ther this question is, or is not, meant to

refer to Capt. McMichael.”
Dr. Gilchrist—“ That will depend upon

the answer I may receive ; I do not know
what I may do when I get the information
I require.”

The Chairman—

“

I am not aware what
papers the hon. proprietor means.”

Dr. Gilchrist—** I allude to all official

India papers coming here in die original

languages.”
The Chairman—** We know nothing of

such papers.”

Dr.Gilchrist—ft Nor of copies of them ?”

The Chairman—“ I have recently re-

ceived a letter from the prime minister of

the King of Persia : It was accompanied
by a translation.”

Mr. Hume believed that his hon. friend

alluded to the correspondence between
different native courts and the British go-
vernment, which was carried on in the

languages peculiar to the different states

;

and ' his question was. Whether the ori-

gihat documents (or copies of them) in

native languages were or were not sent

fcOMfeCobe translated here; or, whether
tba>’C6ifrpany simply received English
translations fVotn government abroad ?

'•‘Tlrt’dltoihnfcn*-*** We certainly receive

titiasldtftins, and not the originals, of pa-
pert nftitotdeacripden.^

‘Said; the hon. Chairman
wahiplaki'Wtii satfefttetery, and in conse-

cjdc^ce of it he wOiild go a little farther.

Thejr were fc^d that translations alone of

- Thanks to Lord Amherst, $c. [Jan.

official documents were received in Eng-
land. He would ask then, how it bad
happened that Muhratta papers were sent
to this country in the original language,
and that an individual was specially em-
ployed to translatealiens. This he consi-

dered a very objectionable plan, because,
when the labours of the Tlinjorc commis-
sioners, whose duty it was to examine those

Mahratta papers, came to a close, some
difficulty might arise as to certain expres-
sions or phrases in the language, which
might tend to protract their proceedings.
He defied any person to get such a trans-

lation of those papers here, as would be
free from this objection ; a man might say,
“ here is a phrase I do not understand, and
you must go to India to have it explain-
ed,” and then came all the delay and ex-
pense attending such a course. Now, if

the papers were translated in India, and
sent home to England, the chunce of so

much delay and expense would be avoided.

The Chairman said, he was desirous to

afford the hon. prop, all the- information
in his power, on any question he might
think fit to put, and he begged leave to

state to him the distinction which existed

between the papers submitted to the com-
missioners for adjusting the Carnatic or
Tanjore claims, and those which ordinari-

ly came to that house. The business of the

commissioners here, was to investigate

the validity of those claims, and he thought
that to enable them to perform their duty
properly, it was absolutely necessary to

transmit the original papers for their in-

spection. Such a course was adopted, with
respect to these papers that was to say,

the commissioners abroad transmitted the

original documents to the commissioners
here ; and the latter required a person who
could translate them, in order that they
might look into the validity and consistency

of those instruments ; and on that ground
he thought it became necessary to have a
Mahratta translator.

Dr. Gilchrist said, he was sorry to differ

in opinion from the hon. Chairman, and
as one question had been answered, he
hoped the hon. Chairman would allow him
to ask another Suppose the papers came
home, not in the Mahratta tongue, but in
some of the native languages which pre-
vailed on the coast, what was then to be
done ? Were they to have another inter-

preter ?—He supposed so ; for if they had
one interpreter for the Mahratta in that
house, by the same rule they might be
called upon to employ interpreters for all

the languages of India.

The Chairman.—“ I must leave it to the
commissioners to determine in what man-
ner they are to arrive at the necessary
information.”

Capt. Maxfield wisbUl to ask a single
question. In a late publication ha had'seth

it stated that the commissioners could pdt
procure
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procure an answer on * particular point

from India. He should like to know
whether they had yet got that answer, or
were they likely to get it?

The Chairtnan said, die knew nothing of
the circumstance ; and, as to publications

which sent forth facts similar to those

which the hon. prop, had stated, they never
fell into his hands, or if they did, he never
attended to them.

Mr. Hume inquired whether it came
within the knowledge of the Chairman
that the commission here was not able to

get the necessary information. The pro-
perty, as well as the time of the claimants,

was interested on this point ; and there-

fore the question was not of so little im-
portance as the hon. Chairman might
imagine—a speedy settlement of those
claims was much to be desired, and there-

fore he was desirous to learn whether the

hon. Chairman, in his official situation,

had heard of the fact that had been men-
tioned ?—-lie did not ask this question for

the satisfaction of his hon. friend, but
because he felt it to be necessary that the

public should know the truth. If such a
circumstance had not occurred, the asser-

tion or publication ought to be contra-
dicted.

The Chairman said, lie was"not aware of
any such circumstance, and if it had oc-
curred, it should he recollected that this

was a parliamentary commission, and par-
liament must correct the evil. The Court
of Directors had no power over that

commission, but if any thing with respect

to it were wrong he should be very glad to

see it rectified.— (Hear ! )

Mr. Hume was about to speak, when
Mr. Bight/ rose to order ; ho would be

extremely sorry to interpose any obstacle

which would prevent any just inquiry in

that court, but he thought on this occasion,

the court had borne long enough with the

subject which had been incidentally start-

ed— they had dispensed for a considerable

time with the question, which they were
summoned to discuss, and he hoped they
would now go on with it.

Here the conversation ended and the

question of “ thanks to Earl Amherst,”
was proceeded in.

The clerk read the following resolu-

tions.

: “Resolved: That the thanks of this

“ court be given to the Right Hon. Earl
** Amherst, Governor-general, for his ac-
“ live, strenuous, and persevering exertions
“ in conducting to a successful issue the
** lata war with the Government of Ava,
“ which was provoked by the unjust ag-
“

,
gression of the enemy, prosecuted amid

“ circumstances of very unusual difficulty,

“ and terminated* so as to uphold the

‘^character of .the Company's Govern-
^ mant, to maintain tile British ascendant
** in India, and to impress the bordering

“ states with just notions of the national

“ power and resourtesi ”

“ Resolved unanimously. - That the
*! thanks of this court be given to Major-
“ General Sir Thomas Munro, Baronet,
“ K.C.I)., for the alacrity, seal, perse-
“ verence, and forecast which he no signally
“ manifested throughout the whole course
u of the late war, in contributing all the
“ available military and territoiial re-
“ sources of the Madras Government,
“ towards bringing it to a successful ter-

“ inination.*'

“ Resolved unanimously. That the
“ thanks of this court be given to Major-
“ genera] Sir Archibald Campbell, K.C.B.
“ for the skill, gallantry, and perse-
“ verence so conspicuously displayed by
“ him, in conducting the operations of
“ the forces, throughout the late arduous
“ war, and which enabled him to sur-
“ mount difficulties of no ordinary eba-
“ racter

;
as well as for his judgment and

“ forbearance in availing himself of every
“ opening for negotiations which finally
“ led to the happy termination of hostili-

“ ties.

“ Resolved unanimously. That die
“ thanks of this court be given to the
“ Brigadiers- General, Brigadiers, field,
“ and other officers of his Majesty*s and
“ the Company’s forces, both European
“ and native, for their gallant and meri-
“ torious conduct in the field, throughout
“ the late operations against the state of
“ Ava.

“ Resolved unanimously. That this

“ court doth acknowledge and highly ap-
** plaud the zeal, discipline and bravery,
“ together with the patient endurance of
“ fatigue, privation and sickness, displayed
•* by the non-commissioned officers and
“ privates, both European and native,
** employed against the Burmese, and that
“ the thanks of the court be signified to
“ them by the officers of their respective
“ corps.
“ Resolved unanimously. That the

(( thanks of this court be given to Com-
“ modorc Sir Jame3 Brisbane, C.B.,
“ and to the captains and officers of his
“ Majesty's and the Company's ships,
“ who co-operated with the army in the
“ Burmese war, for theircordial,zealous,
“ and most useful exertions;, and. to the
“ crew9 of his Majesty's and tho Compa,-
“ ny's ships and boats employed in that
“ service, for their spirited > and intrepid
“ conduct on all occasions * apd . that the
“ commander of bis M*tf**iy dupe on
“ tlie Indian station, berequestecftQ.com-
“ municate the thanks of this court to the
“ officers and men under his command,
The Chairman said that in execution of

the intention which he had already expres-
sed, he would now propose "thatthispourt
do approve of the resolution which had just
been read, with reference to Earl AmhAst.**
0 2 .In
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IWtHfc ItiMteftcirtflte'Dcpttfy CMirmni'
E. Bar#, ‘>Efcq;‘<siN*«^ awmotfon.

Tbewrttitte having tee* again read, '

'HSU1Ckd&mtht rbseand said, that this*

motiOfi;Wife'famed'IW the* afrttfOlis e*pe«
tatiori thfetift ^Would ineetwkh the itnaitf-

moUS cot&urrehefe of that court; ; It was
impfc&ribld for him to anticipate any ob-'
jectiOh to thepropoaition now laid before
tl^pcopriefors* sihee it must be admitted'
on alt hands -that fhh termination of the
war*with AtU had Certainty been effected
in tir manner highly advantageous to the 1

interests of the Company, and the success
with-which it Nad* been conducted to its

end, very fairly entitled the individual
wbb had the chief 1 management of the'

contest to the Cordial thanks of that eourt,
not anticipating any objection that could'
be 1 Uftide

T fOthe motion, he should reserve’

himself td : answer any observation that
might chance to be made on it in” the
coiWfce ofthedayV

J^r:uGUthHi,t. *~It 'appeared that this
resdfntldn hadnot passed unanimously in

1

the* COnrt Of'Directors, and that being the
casev he thbUght it but fair that the pro-
prietors Who sat irt that court, blight also

be Supposed tb entertain a difference of

In jostle*to the noWelcrd, semegentle^
mari'Shottid havebeen 'jWepared tip declare

the grounds -on which a question of so
much importance, and which rtllghipro-

duce eoofteqoencea of such infinite* mo^
mentnto drift courttry awd to India, was to
be decided. ; He was one whw'Ufribni
tunately could not concur in the*fullesttent5

of the resolution now proposed' »Ifthen? 1

were any tiling more important - then
another to a public man Wieldkig - tho "

sword, and enjoying those powers width
might Impart happineSs to mitMowS, OT : '

which might, on the other hand, ’SffiMtIhb

'

destruction, not only of these immediately'
under him, but of all neighbouring com**
munities, it was that his motives ’ Should
be property known and appreciated' Whtlr '

war was carried on, it was 1 a most inti-

portant question for the'court to consider*''

bow H had originated. In a catto where- :

tlie honour and interests of millions wfcrb*

concerned, he did think they should
very cautious bow far they accorded theirV
sanction to a war without, in'- the first*

place, having the fullest informatiowUpon
the subject. The proprietors WWe relied’

on to thank Lord Amherst for bringing*Scm-

a successful issue the war in whieh thb'
opinion #n it as ' well as the gentlemen
behind the bat. ' He hoped if -any gentle-
men rose in that court to state his senti-

merits *in opposition io the* resolution, he’

wodfti notbe cofifttder^d (which had been
so^tbh^the>caseWith himself) as acting
irregiilafty; orHcoding Irt a questionable
shdpe-Ufifbtc the court. —
1HC CAaihH+riiaul, ‘nothing had fallen

frdth' him 'that tended to produce the effect

to ’Width 'the fiOtf. ' proprietor seemed to
alhkde^'bmtbe contrary, he invited every
gehtlCtftftrt in the1 court to state his senti-

mCtitiddly4 n)l he said was that he could
nO€‘ hfiV/aeff anticipate any olijectiou to

thb '! rCsOlrttion he did not speak for

otRCra,;"''-
rMt. ITurnc said, that when his learned

frffcnd had had a little more experience
in the prdcCedings of that court, he would
fiild that rto:difficulty was ever interposed-

to
1

? prevent jt gentleman from fairly ex -

pfbSftlrtg firr scrttirticntS; He (Mr. Hume)’um iW av ^kA^cr df the court for a
dC l.itmbbO? ’6f years, and he

J
fh,I hfctiCe and' fairness, that

iv’C^mloiw' wfere not ’always in

“‘With the' sehtitnects of the
Km^afri^s'-fopnd genflemerr
a.^^^ebtidrt-tb hlaobserva-

j*s fiStetitlbn originally

WP ftMtbe“fcbUrtift this stage’

pmVm hV candidly con-
Ui indivi-

,ndr -iriAotif the bar,
“*

^10 support the
ibW^tinlfer ^Consideration,

m flfW'ftkhMtea m’dbty toatatetbe
foUffllatioh ii>dn #hfch his Opinion retted.

company had unfortunately been engaged 1 >

for the last three years. Before hecouM1 j

concur in any approbation ofLordAnit'' 1

herst, as the principal mover, arid be bt-(

‘

lieved the author and originalon'bf that

'

war, lie would put a case^—4ie 'WobiiVask' r

whether, if Lord Amherst had set fire tto*

his own house, and by that intentional

and wilful act had not only destroyed MW*
own property, but also the property of life

neighbours placed under his cborge-^wbe- *

ther, if, by that premeditated, rash, ’wad -

liasty act, property to the extent of Mine'
'

three, four, or five millions were de-
stroyed, they would, because Lord Am^
herst (behaving commenced the mischief)'

had exerted himself to put an end to ity

think him, therefore, worthy of approba-
tion. Suppose, along with this loss of
property, if, of the individuals employed'
to put out this fire, to the amount of
twenty-five or thirty thousand men, some
were starved, some died of 'disease, tftd

some were put to death ; suppose that the
inhabitants generally were exposed to Hr*

mine, to the sword, and to pestilence^

all arising from this wilful' conflagration?

of Lord Amherst, he would ask whether,
under such circumstances, any man would* *

be ready to come to a’ vote of apprortaV
because, after having set his house :0n>flnevr "

the noble lord had’ need aft^the^tneMW'dt^
his discretion and contvbapd for^«feepti*--?» :

pose of extinguishing *lt? - HeWould*a*kV^
if the property were insured 'in s^bMidoiri
insurance offlre> would ^be noble fovd>v«^»

ceim oquittal, thank^ ai»d>i«ippvoba«iMt('

fromthatoficeforhksxertfoU^sn puttings ‘

out the fire,' without entering Into timyN

consideration
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conshterotfon of the. causes and origin of
thewCflogram? . The case he had put
wash not st all, at variance with Die facts ,

connoted with the resolution then before
them,. ,> He? demanded of the gentlemen
about him, .whether, without due informs-.

tion,i ; without inquiry, without having an
opportunity of estimating the conduct of.

the- noble .lord in commencing, this fire, or
(asihelwould' now call it) this war, they
werQiready to thanks him for his exertions

in Magiog it to an end? lie would
admit, tor argument soke, that the noble
lordfiJiad <brought it to an advantageous
and*beneficial;conclusion, or, as the reso-

lution had it,ttoa* 4 successful issue,*' he
coitffcased that, as regarded the conduct of
thettfoops, aadihe individuals employed
by the noble lord in the execution of the

duties imposed on them in the course of
the. war, bn >believed there could not be
found one man in that court or elsewhere
whowould refuse to them that meed of
approbation and. applause, which devoted
heroism jand > continued perseverance in

thorperformance of the duties allotted to

thqm-.ao justly merited. Therefore, in

theobservations be was about to make, he
wished to draw, a distinct line between the

soldierwho were called upon to carry

certain, .orders into effect, and the noble
lordrWitlt vyiiom the war originated, and
by whom it- .was directed. (Hear, hear I)

Inukinglandr they were unfortunately ig-

norant ufaiany transactions which took
place . in India, in which hundreds, nay,
thoueaYMla, rof dives were sacrificed on
either bide.

Jdttolutmns had. passed that court
whiter the. transactions which gave birth

to ithem were very imperfectly understood.

Hft :was'Surev -in saying this, he did not
mean to - upbraid the proprietors for any
vatttfthep-had come to; they should only
judge of.any proceeding as it was placed
before them ; and they were seldom in the

situation ' of • having such information as

would enable them to come to a calm and
diapasutonate decision. In this state of ig-

norance they were kept designedly by tnc
government abroad, and.no less designedly
bythe government at home. This rendered
it-difficult for any hon. proprietor of that

courtto give a correct and candid opinion ;

he did not, therefore, complain of any
opinions, delivered here; they were, he
bgtieredfcvin most instances given .under
the iimpression that the individuals were
atfing'tjrightfy and-properly, because they

wenfcaeiiug itft striot consistency with the

MMmltQn:kid<befbre them ; but looking
at tbn courtrfo apolitical, or in any other

must contend that they, the

proprietors, dki not do tbeir duty in

agroriag to> vote [bn any subject without

full information* No man should give
hi*-vote in. that court except as he would
givirliis'venlkt In a jury-box, where he

~Thanks to lord Amherst, $c. 101

was> on bis oath. Nowhe .asked them
. individually to put tbit question to theuv-
sclves, f^Woftld,; I,, if placed in- a jury-

•box to •. give my decision on the veriest
trifle, he warranted in forming an opinion
on the subject without due information 2”

If they did this, he. would then : have no.

hesitation to stand by tlie : verdict which
they gave. He could not agree, to the
resolution ; and he called upon the court
to adopt his opinion if be adduced ergia- :

ments sufficiently strong in. support.of.it.
He thought that the question of peace and
war was a question of such momentous
import, that they ought to be very cau<-
tious how they applauded the origin of
hostilities or their progress. . They ought,
not to approve of war, however success-
fully carried on, unless they , were satis-

fied that it was undertaken in their own
defence—was strictly just, and absolutely
necessary. {Henr i) If he could con-
vince himself for one moment fhat the
late war could not be. avoided, and that it

was just and necessacy, be .wpuld ba the
last man to object to it., He: therefore
wished gentlemen to inquire, before they
declared their approbation of Lord Am-
herst's conduct, whether the war which ha
began was just and necessary, or such as
should he prosecuted by any Christian?

people. He would at once pronounce hie
opinion on that point ; lie did so with great
diffidence, but his own candid and dispas-
sionate opinion was, that there were-no
grounds before that court, or- before the
country, to warrant him in believing that
this w ar was inevitable, or just, . or pro-
voked in any degree by. those who were
the objects of it, and who were so severely
punished for the conduct imputed, to
them. In his mind, there was nothing
before the court, or before the public, -to

enable them to come to a decision as to
the origin of this war: but to make up
for this want of official information,,Jin
had gleaned something from the work of
an hon. baronet (Sir J. Malcolm) who
was now in court, and wrho had detailed
the proceedings with the Burmese prior

to the breaking out of the war. If any
gentleman looked to Sir J.. Malcplrfs
statements upon this subject, brief a*
they were, though they included a period
from 1795 to 1B£1 (at which period the
hon. baronet's

.
account . closed),, ,and ifc

after having, ejpgnnqd tWm^QWCver
favourably be might ^avc at fost thought
of the warrt-hedid pot come to a dUferept

.

conclusion, tbepbe (Mr, Hume) wee
very much mistaken. ..-.He cpnpmded that

the. conduct nf! the gpverqmfiP* fcowl
Ambent^ m,waging w die. Bwv.
mepp ab, the two Hi ia, tha«menpev
he did, was contrary to the statute lpw f J

of
this reeim, end at variance wid* foe

feelmge and principles ofa ,Christian com*-

muuity. They had had, within, i* very
short
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abort. tim% an exemplification by a very
high authority of what ought to bo the
lam of nations in such a case as that of
tba j Burmese. < No later limn last night
Use British senate was called on to sanction
his Majesty’s ministers in sending a body
of . British troops to Portugal, for no other

reason, than because a party of Portu-
guese rebels, who had been received on
the Spanish frontier* Imd re-entered Por-
tugal, carrying with them devastation and
ruin. Their conduct was, he admitted,
attended with all the circumstances which
usually accompanied an invading foe.

What was the argument founded on this

event? Spain was not accused of having
fomented this invasion, though it was
thought she might have been privy to, or

connived at it. The movement of the

Portuguese was, however, declared to be
a hostile aggression, and under our
treaties was considered as affording

grounds sufficient for our interference,

which might perhaps ultimately lead to a
war with Spain. ' If this one transaction

—

this march of the Portuguese insurgents

(for it did not appear that any inroad
was made by the Spaniards themselves)

were considered a sufficient cause for this,

or any other government to commence hos-

tilities*—ifitweredeemed tobe ajustground
of war—then he asked the court to slate

wbattheir'opinion was as to the unprovoked
warfare which the British government had
carried on against the Burmese. In order
that they might understand the subject

thoroughly, he would point out to them
what had been the proceedings of the Bri-

tish government towards the Burmese for

the last thirty years. Their conduct was
•one, he must say, of continued inroad and
aggression ; he said this advisedly, be-

cause by. the doctrine which he had quoted
as having been used in the House of Com-
mons, it was laid down that if one coun-
try.gave refugtf to the subjects of another,

and those subjects thought proper to in-

vade their native land, then if they were
not.prevented doing so by the state which
bad succoured them, that state must be
considered as guilty as the actively offend-

ing parties. He had much reason to

complain, after the readiness which had
bean expressed to produce all the docu-
ments relative to the proceedings of the
Burmese before the year 1823, when he
found that every document on that subject

had been witheld. Those papers which
detailed thecause ofthe heart-burnings and
disputesthat had arisen between the Bur-
naese-and the British government hadbeen
cautiously kept back. Were they there

when .tbtf/parties. in power, were garbling

andwithelding.evidence, blindly tp support
avote af thanles applauding the individual
whor carried om the war, and .declaring it

to: be sjwtttontpt tendered necessary by
provocation on the part of the Burmese?

He liad an account from a correspondent,
which he believed perfectly correct, de-
scribing the state of- affairs between the

Burmese and the British government for

several years, but knowing the weight and
importance attached to the opinion of
the hon. baronet, (Sir J. Malcolm), he
would waive the information he had re-

ceived, and confine himself solely to the

lion, baronet's statement. If there were
any gentleman present who would attend
to this detail, and would allow it to in-

fluence his judgment and decision, he was
confident that that individual must agree
with him, that they were at the present
moment in a state of comparative igno-
rance, and therefore not prepared tot give
their approval to a war carried on under
such miserable and lamentable circum-
stances. It apppeared that in the time of
Lord Teignmouth, a Burmese force fol-

lowed some refugees into the British ter-

ratories,—
Mr. Rigby rose to order. He sub-

mitted to the consideration of the lion,

prop., as well as to that of the Court, bow
far the hon. prop, was in order upon this

part of the question. They were now
considering a vote of thanks to Lord Am-
herst for his conduct, in conducting and
concluding the war, and the hon. propt
instead of confining himself to that ques-
tion, had referred to a publication of Sir

John Malcolm, detailing circumstances
wliich began in 1795, and ended in 1821.
The circumstances to which the hon. prop,
was about to call their attention, had oc-
curred long before Lord Amherst went
out to India, and therefore could not pro-
perly be introduced here.

Mr. R. Jackson contended, that his. bon.
friend was perfectly in order—they bad
been invited to a full discussion of this

question, and his hon. friend whose oppo-
sition to the resolution was founded on the
supposition that the war was unjust, was
only quoting matter to shew that it was as
he liad described it. He entreated the
hon. gentleman that he would not call any
of his brother proprietors to order,, unless
he was so palpably out of order as to ren-
der it necessary. It would put an end to
discussion altogether, if those who were
conversant with Indian affairs, were to.be
called to order whenever they made a re-
ference to the page of history. *.

Mr. Rigby said, this was a discussion*re-
live to the conduct of Lord Amherst, and
the hon. prop. (Mr. Hume) was going hack,

to matters that the noble lord had nothing
to do with. It might be very pretty and
very amusing to have that history reads but
it was very unjust on a question involving
Lord Amherst’s character, to mix hire up
with matters that had occurred twenty
years before he went out to ledge* «><

Mr. Hume,continued. „ .He.onlyjneant
to offer one observation on the gross irre-

gularity
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gularity of the hon. proprietor’s conduct,

and the ignorance which he had displayed

of the Indian government-*- he ought to

have known that the Governor-general

never dies. (Hear ! ) The acts of differ-

ent Governors-general flowed from one
to the other in one continued stream ; the

interruption of the hon. prop, only proved
ids ignorance—-his want of knowledge of
the general question. He objected to the

conduct of Lord Amherst as Governor-
general of India,, and he introduced those

early proceedings, because if anything
wrong had been done by those whom Lord
Amherst succeeded, he ought to have rec-

tified it. it appeared thut the first official

bickering between the two parties, the

British government and the Burmese, oc-

curred in 1797 and 1798, and arose out of
the following circumstances :— Owing, he
would admit, to the cruelties of the Bur-
mese government in Arracan, large parties

of Mughs fled to Chittagong, having
crossed the river Naaf, which was the

boundary line between the territory of
Arracan and our settlement. The India
Company, or their agents, gave shelter to

these fugitives, whether wisely or unwisely
he would not say, neither did the hon.
baronet give any opinion on that point

;

but such were the facts, and on these every
person could decide for himself. He
must, however, be allowed to say, that

when twenty -five, thirty, or forty thousand
individuals dreading famine and death,

claimed a shelter, that no British officer

could or ought to refuse whatever pro-

tection he could afford to persons so

situated. The proverbial humanity of
Englishmen, no matter in what part of the

globe (however their feelings of policy

might be opposed to such a measure),
would not allow them to refuse an appeal

made under such melnnclioly circum-
stances. The individuals who had thus
fled from Arracan were received ; and a
public officer, Major Cox, was sent down
in 1799, to provide for their settlement;

it was a matter of great notoriety at the

time, and on his (Mr. Hume's) arrival in

India, lie recollected hearing of it, Major
Cox was armed with the authority of the

Governor-general, and he acted according
to the instructions he had received. He
located 13,000 lor 14,000 on the waste
lands of Chittagong, whilst 13,000 or

14,000 others found shelter amongst the

neighbouring Ryots. Those Mughs
were thus placed in a situation similar to

that of the Portuguese refugees in Spain,

They settled in Chittagong, under the pro-

tection of the Company—-they afterwards

did, from time to time, enter the territory

Of Arracan in large bodies, and they laid

waste the country with Are and sword.
This Was carried on to such an extent, that

these refugees at length formed an army
Of ' between 10,000 and 20,000 men;
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10,000 of whom made an irruption into
the Burmese territory ; and when they re-
treated, 4,000 Burmese troops were sent
In pursuit of them, who crossed the fron-
tier into the Company's dominions. Pru-
dence and good sense were on this occa-
sion displayed by the then Governor-
general. There was, unquestionably, a
violation of the Company's territory, but
still the Governor-general did not imme*
diately declare war against the Burmese,
as Lord Amherst had done. He (the
Governor-general) considered the matter
thus : “ Have not those peopla great
cause of complaint ? Have not the indi-
viduals living under our protection enter-
ed the Burmese territory ? And is it not
fair to put the aggression of the one against
the incursion of the other ?’

' The Bur*
mese established themselves in a stockade,
and it was well known that the troops sent
from Calcutta to dislodge them, were re-

pulsed and driven back. Some time af-

terwards, the Burmese thought fit to give
up their stockade and retreat; they left a
letter behind them, which Sir J. Malcolm
quoted, in which they said, “ no cause of
discontent whatever exists between the
Burmese and the Company, except what
arises from the conduct of the refugee
Mughs, who are settled under the British

government; that is the only cause of
displeasure that exists.** They also said

in their emphatic language—'M If you con-
tinue to protect them, there will be con-
stant disputes, you will strain until you
break the cord of friendship. Either**

(said the writer of the letter) tf drive the
Mughs from this district, or prevent them
from devastating the Burmese territory, as
they have done.*’ Now, if it could be
proved, that, from 1799, up to the period
of 1821, there was one continued series of
aggression carried on by the Mughs, alias

the British government, (for those people
were living under our protection), against
the Burmese—if it were shewn, that con-
tinual acts of burning and destroying were
perpetrated in the Burmese territory by
those refugees—then he would ask, could
any honest man put his hand on his heart

and say, whether the irritation so kept up
and so produced, was not sufficient to

rouse the feelings of those who were thus
injured? He would demand; whether
the Burmese, thus provoked—thus stung
to madness, were not justified in the war?
Were they not called upon, in conformity
with the law of nations, and with a duo
regard to their own honour, and to the

justice of the case, to act as th&f bad-done ?

After the settlement established on the

Naaf, by Major Cox, in 1 799, a mission

was sent to Ava by the Marquis Wellesley,

ip consequence of the Burmese having
dispatched a mission to Calcutta, corn*

plaining of these aggressions. The Mar-
quis Wellesley, with that potiteste and

.fingsse
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Jlneue, which political motives sometimes
rendered accessary, eodesVonred tb pacify

tlm J3arme*eeour£, ‘He declared, thatall

tMsthmd been ^one by the ArraCan refu-

(pti; was contraryto the wish ofthe British

gsurerptaen^ snd infbrmed the Burmese
authorities that they might return, as every

feiiigahouldbe rectified, and such aggres-

sion* should not occur in future. This
was extremely proper ; but scarcely had
the Burmese mission got back, when a
fresh incursion of the Mughs took place.

This occurred in the very same year in

which the mission had been sent to Cal-
cutta. Mr. Pechell sent to the gover-
ment the letters he received from the Bur-
mese authorities, complaining of this new
Outrage. In those letters the Burmese
government said “ if you persist 'in such
proceedings, hostilities are inevitable with
the British. Afterwards (in the year

1002), Col. Symes was sent to Ava, and
the principal object of his mission was, to

explain away, or to fritter down, the com-
plaints made with respect to those incur-

sions on the Burmese territory. This pro-

ceeding answered to a certain degree,

until renewed incursions took place. In
1009, Capt. Campbell was sent to Ava,
and the whole of his business was to con-
ciliate the Burmese government, on the

eubject ofthose manifold aggressions. In
1011, the evil consequences of the pro-
tection which the British government were
giving to those marauders, became more
apparent; so much so, that an en-

terprising individual, a chief well known
in that part of the world, contrary

to the orders of the government of Cal-
cutta, aasembled the refugees in large

bandstand laid, waste the Burmese terri-

tory, carrying devastation and ruin when-
ever he went. To mark the opinion and
feelingof the government there, and of the

Court here, he begged leave to state tills

feet, that when a demand was formally

made to the British government to deliver

up to the Burmese.all the marauders that

opuld be found inarm6, the deputy gover-
nor evaded the demand as well as he
could ; that individual acted upon the

ground of humanity, well knowing that

death, and that, too, of the cruelest de-

scription, would certainly be the fate of
those, for the giving up of whom a demand
bljd been.made. Such, however, was the

frequencyand audacity.ofthese incursions,

that at length an order was issued by the

^British government declaring that every
one ofthm ,gefugees taken in the act of
making an inruption into the Burmese ter-

r&fories,, should?be given up. A despatch

tfaa.tant out by the. Court of Directors, in

1015, in which,they stated their wish that,

fajtfiail of giving up. the, refugees in the

mannav beforq^in^fon^ their leader (the

chieftain forwhom he had before adverted,

IGfegfunring} should be placed in the

—Thank* to Lord Amherst, fyc.
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hands of the Burmese government ; they

advised *tfria cohrse, because they, fctiiw

that all his partisans Would be put to

death when taken, and they instattOetf a
case where 250 of those marauders s nad
been massacred. They desired the goV^iPn-

ment to keep the Chief a close pnt$er
somewhere; but that if they 1coW!)iot
avoid it they should give him up, in order
to prevent war. The chief dfedjilst before

that time, and of course retidera ahy far-

ther proceeding, with respect '!o hith;
1 Un-

necessary. He! now would Instance a
circumstance, which lie would ventiitf$

Jto

say was no where to be paralleled itt'the

annals of British India : the goveriitnSnt

at Calcutta became at length so seiisibltPof

the danger and injustice of those mahtuld-
ing practices, that it was agreed that foe

Burmese troops should enter the British

territory, and in conjunction with our own
troops should go in pursuit of the aggres-
sors ; now, when the East-India Com-
pany allowed a Burmese force to go into

the British territories, and to join with the
British soldiers in pursuing the Mughs,
could there be any doubt but that there

was mush cause of provocation given to

the Burmese—provocation, productive of
tlmt ill-will which had long been accumu-
lating, and which finally led to (he eVerits

that had since happened. Diere were
many gentlemen in that court who well
knew liow tender a point it was to cress

the Company's territory; the British go-
vernment would not allow a strange or
hostile foot to cross it, except under the
most extraordinary circumstances. If,

then, they allowed the Burmese tfoops’to

come into their territory for the purpose
of punishing those marauders, that cir-

cumstance alone must carry conviction to
every mind, that the injuries sustained by
the Burmese were such that they could
not be atoned for in any other way but by
making a signal example of the aggressors.

On the 19th May 1815, their executive
body, the Court of Directors; approved
of the conduct of the Bengal government
in permitting the Burmese troops to enter

the British territory, for the purpose of
punishing, or attempting to punish, those

invaders ; they, being British subjects,

located at Chittagong, and receiving assis-

tance and protection from the Company.
When the Court' of Directors Setae to
that resolution and approved of such \n

proceeding, it could only be grounded- on
the fact, that great and glaring cause Of
offence had been given to the BiartaeS£;

he therefore contended that stich a sfetis

of provocations ought to remove tbe hos-
tility in the mind of every man dn*fefit

court who might previously have Xup*
posed that the hostile conduct of tbe Bur-
mese government was unprovoked and
gratuitous. On the 4th November 1021,
the Court of Directors cam# toi restfftr-

• - *• 'lion
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—r<f That tjap incorrigible conduct. of

.

.tlw? Mqghs
.
wa/» such m induced; tin*m to

mjirijye.jpf the determination to .which the
BriUfiii |jQVQrumcnt had opine; that every
.ope of tlic. marauders who might chance
jtp he taJk.cn should be delivered over to the
Burmese authorities, to he put to death."

... .J?pr his pwn part, he would rather have
removed every Mugh forty or fifty miles
from the frontier, to a distance which

.
Vouljl, prevent them from entering the

, Burmese territories, instead of deliver-
ing over - to torture and to death indivi-

duals vyfye had beeu protected by tlie Bri-
tish. government. He held this proceed -

ing;up. as a stigma on . their government
here, and their government abroad; and
if publicity were given to this circum-
stance, it was easy to conceive what

,
the. feelings of tlie British public must
be. The energies of England had long
been devoted to tlie cause of humanity

—

she bad long exerted her best efforts to do
,away with the system of slavery ; but
when, in compliance with that warmth
of philanthropic feeling which was uni-

. versally diffused, she was attempting to

• remove that odious system, wliat answer
could be given, if it were said—“ You arc
now complaining of trifling injuries sus-

tained by slaves; but I will shew you
where your government lias given over to

torture and to death, hundreds and thou-
sands of individuals, your own subjects."

» From. that time, November J 821, irritation

increased from year to year between the
•Company's subjects and the Burmese

;

and could it be said, after what he had
stated; that no provocation had been given
to the latter ; that sufficient had not been
done to induce them to come and drive us
from tlie frontier, if they could effect that

object? Were they prepared to come to

such a conclusion alter the long conti-

nued aggressions against tlie Burmese, and
the various ineffectual representations

. they had made to our government ? Could
jt be said that they commenced unprovoked
hostilities? Did they nqt, on the con-
trary, act justly and fairly? He thought
that they did ; the laws of war and of na-

tions .were opposed to the system which
the British government, had pursued. He
had hitherto spoke of the acts of former
governments ; he had named no Governor-
gencral. The question was: Did Lord
vAnoherst and his council do their best to

.place, themselves in such a situation with

tha Burmese, as to deserve peace at their

bands ? .. He .thought not ; they hurried

tChWaniooprecipitatcly. Did Lord Minto,
jjwbcii.sucbvinrottda were made onnhe Bri-

tish territory, declare war immediately?

Xtf4 Lord Hastings precipitately rush into

•bqStiUuesi. No. These- noblemen acted

writht moRe-i .prudence ; and he was coir-

i4m**M Ltod Minto were alive, be
would, if asked tlie question, be ready to

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 1SU.

my, *f We deplane) tlie r.scte lei • the re-

fugees, and wc cntinotdeny iliafcthffyavrere

the causes of great 'irritation- -to- tfete ^Bur-
mese. Wo threatened, the latter witbhos-
tilities ; but, conscious that they; hail a
just, cause of complaint, wc foh thit it

would only be «riclding tigtiryto -Injustice ;

i f we, whose . subjects •mete * the aggres-

sors; declined to wage war! against*them."
Sucli was the state in which the -British

territories and tlie Burmese.gevertoufent
stood, witli regard to each other, -dp to

this time. He should now; lib thought,
remove all doubts, . if any ' such ' .rtid

existed, by reading au extract from that

excellent work to which he had before
alluded, he meant Sir John. Malcolm's
book on Indian Policy. He trusted tlie

court would pay particular attention to liis

observations ; for when he quoted from
that publication, be could not beaccuded
of drawing lii»arguments from any partial

source, as lie believed that no-one would
venture to deny that the ; conclusions
to which the writer of thht Imok came,
were drawn- from fads-* alone. 'At
page 595 were tlie following remarks :*

—

“ From the day that the Mugh emi-
grants were permitted to colonise so near
the frontier, the natural passions and pa-
triotic resentments of that tribe', our feel-

ings of humanity, and the principles of
our internal rule, came in violent collision

with the arrogant pretensions, the offended
pride, and the indignant jealousy of the

Burmese government ; and these conflict-

ing causes soon created aggressions and
retaliations, which it was easy to foresee

might sooner or later terminate iir Wrir.

These reasonable grounds, which the Bur-
mese had for discontent, had certainly not
increased during the administration *'t>f

Lord Hastings." The court (said MT.
Hume) would be pleased to remark, ' thht

the gal hint officer said, that the ‘^reasona-
ble grounds which the Burmese Imd *•for

discontent had not increased.** The gal-

lant officer in this admission, ft would fife

seen, allowed what no man in his sorties

would attempt to deny, that the Briti&i

government had given sufficient cause' to

engender the provocation vffiifch, in tfie

end, led to the insolence attd tlireafetiihgs

of the Burmese government. He fancied
he had now brought tirfe cotrrt'f^tfff'fb^pcjr

situation for forming a judgment ’bh/tftk

important point,- thejustice 6r4Wjhstictfl$€
the war hung emirely otl the ttorttfCtiTMa

or i ncorrectness of that Watfctiftefi i;
1 "’FTh

therefore besought the Cburt t& cfliH’ISr

further documents and w
fn iotij

'

to use their own eyes and ears fft

ing into the truth of the* hratttfrt fo fifth

he had called theiftitfehtioth'; Sliotlfd 'Uib

statements he had made'torfi 'bttt tdr W-
accurate, hfewduld- theh CbhsCiitr

the gallant oflfcef; whc^boc)J^ki!Hitil^ra
him ; and he would blame his correspond*
F • ent,
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•nt, who yrs# an eye^wit^^ss of the whole
treosaftfyn*

.
If,, however, they should

prpye to bofounded in truth, he asked, in
whatj situation would hon. proprietors be
placed, if thus instructed, they affirmed
that the.Burmese bad no reasonable ground
for complaint, no cause for irritation, and
that they began a war which, on their (the

Company's) part, was totally unprovoked ?

He bad laid before them a continued se-

ries of provocations and outrages perpe-
trated by our people towards the Burmese,
.and he would .contend, that it was the
height of impolicy and rashness in Lord
Amherst to imbrue his hands in the blood
of that people, after having excited, by
our own acts, those feelings of hostility

and resentment, which were now put forth

in justification of the war. Another reason
for his dissenting from the vote of thanks,
was founded on an act of parliament ; lie

alluded tQ an act which, he regretted, had
not been long ago removed from the sta-

tute book, as its provisions had been re-

peatedly violated by the Indian govern-
ment. He had on two previous occasions
brought the subject of these violations be-
fore the court ; aud on both occasions was
he.jnet with protestations, that the British

government had not voluntarily interfered

with the native powers, but bad done no
more than stood upon its own defence.

Now those who know the frivolous pre-
texts on which states in the neighbourhood
of our territories had been invaded, could
not but loath to hear such cant and hypo-
crisy made use of to defend such aggres-
sions. Much more honest and manly
.would it be to say, at once, “ this is a bad
act, this is an act of aggression, but the

upholding of British ascendancy in India
calls for its adoption.” A declaration of
this sort might, to be sure, expose their

cloven foot; they would then stand in the
open and undisguised position of the con-
querors of India, and they would no longer
feel it necessary to shrink from the justifi-

(Cation of the policy they had perseveringly

pursued. They had repeatedly disap-

proved of the attacks which their servants

had made on the native sovereigns of In-
dia, but had they ever objected to the keep-
ing possession of the territories thus pro-

cured? (Heart) It would be better if

their words and actions agreed. Let them
not attempt to claim a character for im-
partiality, whilst they were oppressing and
gulping down by wholesale every native

power#' Let them not prate about for-

bearanoe, whilstthey were retaining every
conquest which had been thrown into their

hands i hy the fortune of years (Hear t)

If It ^weve congenial to the character of
thoBrltitb power in India, if its mainte-
nance ^and security depended on the point

of obtaining the sovereignty of the whole
of India, let them at ones avow it, and say
openly, “ the British arms must be para*

mount every where, and we will piinish

every attempt to lessen opr power as trea-

son against our authority.'* Let them de-

clare, in language like this, that such was
their determination, and they might be
assured that such a declaration would do
more to raise their character for honour
and integrity, than the falsehood and hy-

pocrisy they had iudulged in hitherto. lie

said, boldly and at once, that every man
who gave his assent to the votes pi Oposed
this day, if lie did not violate his own con-
science, violated at least an act of parlia-

ment. He would quote this act, because
many people thought there was much vir-

tue in an act of parliament. His own
opinion on the subject was, that acts of par-

liament, generally speaking, only pressed

hard upon the weak, while they let the

strong go free.—[The hon. proprietor then

read sec. 34 of the act 24th Geo. III.,

cap. 25.]—Now if he were to refer to the

history of India, and to consider every

war which we had undertaken, he did not

hesitate to state that we had neglected the
“ honour and policy” of the nation, and
had no other object in view but our own
aggrandizement. The act explicitly set

forth, “ that it shall not be lawful for the

Governor-general in council of Fort Wil-
liam, without the express authority and
concurrence of the Court of Directors, or

of the Secret Committee, cither to declare

or commence hostilities, or to enter into

any treaty for making war against any of
the native princes or states in India, or

any treaty guaranteeing the dominions of
such princes or states, except where hosti-

lities should have been commenced, or

preparations actually made for the attack

of the British nation in India, or of some
of the states and princes, whose dominions
it shall be engaged, by subsisting treaties,

to defend.” It appeared from this, that

there were only two cases in which the

Governor-general was authorized, upon
his own responsibility, to commence hpsti*

lilies against the native powers in India :

where the natiye powers had commenced
hostilities against us, or our allies* and
where it was notorious that they were pre-

paring themselves for such hostilities. He
contended that the Burmese war did not
come under the principle of either of these

cases
;
and that, therefore, Lord Amherst

was not authorized in commencing that

war, without the authority of the Court of
Directors, or of the Secret Committee.
He would ask, whether preceding Gover-
nors-general had acted as Lord Amherst
bad done ? It must be evident to every
one who considered the distance of .India

from this country, and the lpng period
which must necessarily elapse in making
and returning communications

.
.between

them, that the Attacks of the natiye princes

must be repelled by injfysint hostilities,

without waiting for authority from the

home
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ljopie government. The net of parliament
to which he had referred made an excep-
tion. for such cases. He however main-
tained, that in all cases where circum-
stances would allow of reference being
made to the home government, the Go-
yernor-general was bound to make it, and
not to commence hostilities until lie had
obtained the sanction of the Court of Di-

- lectors, or of the Secret Committee, autho-
rised by the Board of Control. How did
Lord Hastings act with respect to the war
against the Pindarrees? Did he rashly

and inconsiderately enter upon that war ;

or did he not, on the contrary, apply to

the home government for instructions, as
to how he was to act ? Every proprietor

present would recollect, that Lord Hast-
ings wrote to the Court of Directors, de-
scribing the atrocities which the Pindarrees
had committed, and were committing

; and
asked, whether they would allow him to

make war upon them, for the purpose of
putting them down. The Court of Direc-
tors gave their unanimous approval to the

application of his lordship. The conduct
of Lord Hastings was wise and discreet

:

he was aware, that the circumstances of
the case did not require him to have im-
mediate recourse to arms, and lie therefore

resolved to pursue the path chalked out for

him by the act of parliament, and to refer

the question of peace or war to the deci-

sion of the Court of Directors. Lord
Amherst, however, who unfortunately was
not gifted with the prudence and judg-
ment which had distinguished his prede-

cessor, resolved, in a case which might
have been referred to the home govern-
ment, with as little injury to the Com-

.
pany's interests as was experienced in the

case of the war with the Pindarrees, to

which he had just alluded, to declare war
at once against the Burmese ;

towards
whom, even if they had been the aggres-

sors, which he denied, the Governor-gene-
ral ought to have exhibited the same for-

bearance as had been shown by Lord
Muito, Lord Hastings, and his other pre-

decessors. The conduct of Lord Amherst,
.then, in departing from the line of policy

which had been pursued for so many years

by our Governors-general in India, ought
to be visited with the condemnation of

that court, and of every person anxious for

the security of the British power in India.

He would now, for argument's sake, sup-

pose that the war was to the full as just

and as much called for, as its supporters

were desirous of maintaining ; and in

this ease they must recollect there was
another point for their consideration,

rtjfrxiely the manner in which Lord Am-
fterst .had conducted it. Now he had no
hesitation in affirming, that, from the be-

riming to the end of the business, his

Twdship adopted a line of conduct opposed
to ilic statute law of tliwlatid, as well as to

every principle of sound policy. Lord
Hastings had pointed out for his successor
the policy he' ought to' have followed.
But it unfortunately happened, that the

value of that great man's services were not
appreciated until the lamentable deficiency

of Lord Amherst was discovered. Lord
Amherst chose to follow a different policy ;

and now they were called together to

thank him for it. He could not, for two
or three reasons, give his consent to any
such vote. First, because of the weakness
of his administration

; and because (lie re-

solution said, that his lordship deserved
their thanks “ for carying on a just war to

a favourable conclusion." Now suppos-
ing the war to have been commenced on
just grounds, he maintained, that Lord
Amherst deserved anything but thanks for

the manner in which he had prosecuted
it. When war had been carried into an
enemy's country, it bad often been the fate

of the invaders to be ill provided with the
necessary resources to ensure success, and
in such a case the blame of failure must
rest upon those who sent out such an ill-

provided expedition
;
and not upon those

who arc appointed to command it. It

would he well, if, on future occasions, an
enemy's territory should not he invaded
without more consideration being display-

ed for the wants and comforts of the army
than that which Lord Amherst shewed in

sending the tremendous power he did into

the Burmese empire. If the war were
unjust in its origin, there was reason
enough on that point for his objecting to

the vote; but if it were a just warfare,

then the heedless way in which it was pro-
secuted, was sufficient to ensure Ills con-
tempt and condemnation. He repeated,

that Lord Amherst had lavished, with a
prodigality unparalled in our history, the
blood and bravery of British subjects.

Was he (Mr. Hume) asked how he sup-
ported this assertion, he would tell them
in a few words. The war against the Bur-
mese was declared, and their territories

invaded, in the month of March, 1824.
At a time, when the monsoon was coming
on, and when it was impracticable to

carry war into the heart of the Burmese
empire, without such a waste of men and
money as the occasion neither called for

nor justified. Lord Amherst sent a force

to Rangoon, the progress of which involv-

ed such a loss of blood and of treasure, as

was never seen before, nor, be hoped,
would ever be again seeh A force was
employed, which was admitted on *11

hands to have been as fine a one as ever

went from the confines of
!

India. Now
what was the course this armament pur-
sued ? It was ordered to remain encamp-
ed in the place where it first landecU-in

an island,—-which the planners of the ex-

pedition did not know to be an island,

until the force was about to leave*it in

1* o . order
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ordier 46 Hta&ftdr :ttp 'ftieehemy*s country, judgment was them displayed; by hislord’*

an igm>r4nco in ship, that Capt. NotonV detachment a€

the'tffttbfOte 6f the expedition, the equal Rnmoo—a party composed of asdwve
of WAb only to he found in that of soldiers as fever carried arms, was cot off*

the platfnete df thc Watdimm expedition. almost to a man,- by an overwhelming
ThO army thus cooped up, found it im- force. He had been assured by one oftbe
possible to prosecute their operations any officers who had escaped from the

further during that season; and thus re- slaughter, that the supply of ammunition
tr.ahked a 1 prey to privation and disease, at to the troops was so scanty, that they were
a lime when they should have been en- compelled to husband it with the greatest

gaged in active exertions. They were care. They, however, maintained the po>-

c<impelled to wait there tilt the return of sition they had taken, because they never
cold weather, in order to ensure the considered it possible that government
chance of success m tire business in which intended that its support should depend
they Were embarked. Now' if any one upon them alone. They were daily look-
s’lould approve of the entering upon this rug out for supplies and reinforcements*
war by Lord Amherst, surely they could and It was not till the last cartouch
not bnt condemn the commencing it in was used, that the conviction flashed

the manner lie had described, and at the upon their mind, that they were utterly

season which was selected by his lordship, abandoned to the rage of the enemy.
They w'ould reply, he was confident, in The fate of this detachment reflected

the negative. He maintained the fact, disgrace on Lord Amherst; and until the
that the death of every man who fell a circumstances under which it originated

victim to disease in' the ill-planned expo- should be explained, he would not consent
cl ition to Rangoon, was to be laid at the to the proposed resolution. He had still

door of those who advised that movement, a further cause of complaint against his

From the experience he hud had in being lordship. He could not concur in the
attached to a body of troops which suffer- panegyric which bad that day been passed
cd fti the severest manner from the cli- upon him, when he contemplated the
mate, he could say, that the soldier who manner in which he had treated one of tho
would face, without hesitation, the bay- finest corps, 1,000 strong, that Bengal
onet and the cannon, lost his energy and ever possessed. He well recollected, that,

efficiency when lie saw debility and sick- at the commencement of the Burmese
ness surrounding him on every side. war, the terror inspired by those people
When the monsoon was over, our troops, was very great ; and that, on the Clritta-

instead of being flushed with health, and gong frontier, which was the destination

anXlouB to meet the enemy, were much of this corps—it was believed that the
dispfrited. But he must do justice to the people made use of certain incantation*

gallantry of these troops; they were al- which rendered them invincible. How
wrijrs ready to turn out and face the foe could lie then agree to a vote of thanks to
whenever he presented himself in the field. Lord Amherst when he was informed that •

But at the close of the monsoon, there was his lordship had driven to mutiny a corps
hardly a sttigfe detachment fit to take the placed under his eye at Barrackpore, which
fiekl in Ihc whole army. It would l>e had not lost five men by desertion ? He
idle to deny, that if* they bad had a dis- had driven them to mutiny by refusing to

ciplfned adversary to contend with, the listen to their complaints, and to order
conflict would have terminated in results them the supplies without which they coiildi

Which every one of them would have had not set out to Chittagong? How conId
reason to deplore. Good fortune, rather he (Mr. Hume) agree to such a proposi-

tion good management, had favoured tion when he was also told that his lord-
them ; and that circumstance of itself was ship allowed 500 of these men to be mowed
sufficient for his witholding his con- down by artillery, and to be sniped by our
currence to the vote of thanks to Lord infantry, because they had declared their

AtriherSf, who had left the honour and resolution not to do that, which they could
safety of the British empire in India so not, in fact do, without the assistance they
maeh to' chance. HO had another point required ? He had, on more than one oc-
to tiVge dh the rtdtice of the court in con- casion, stated his opinion that this affair at

sid£rfng whether a Vote of thanks ought to Barrackpore was one of the most revolting-

he* adjudged' to Lord Amherst for his massacres that ever was perpetrated in tho
mode df conducting the Burmese War. British dominions, and that opinion yet
HS VtoOld plit It to Any member, who was remained unchanged. He asked again,
ineffh^d to ifpp'rbVk* of such a vote, whether could the origin, progress, and Actual’ll '

any* dfhtfV' Warn 'but Lord Amherst would suit of that transaction be stated?; He
hate; Toft1

'Ufe frontier on the Nnnf river, had heard that the report of tl»e Court of
gtths and it very small Inquiry appointed to examine into the

force OrhOrseV atfif*<^wtfpqucntly open to affair, had been communicated to the
tlie attack of^tlfe wftfilearmy of Arracan ? Court of Directors; If each' were their

i>uch
c
u feuiviffAtdA want of foresight and case, they had kept to entirely froin the :

public
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puhiic oye, aodhad contrived* by so doing,
to frender themselves parties in the iniquity

of > tbeMransaetion. They miibt know
where the limit lay -and, whether it was
with the Governor-general, or the Com-
mander-in-chief of the forces, or any
other person, it became them to disclose

it, rand to let the blame fall where it was
due,* - At the present moment, wanting
full- and precise information on this sub-

ject he would be sorry to say, that the

person most in fault was Lord Amherst

;

imt with respect to one part of the melan-
choly transaction he (Mr. Hume) would
be able to show, beyond all question, that

Lord Amherst was highly blaraeable. He
must, however, again repeat that he was
not in a situation to give an opinion as to

whether there were not persons who were
even more entitled to blame than his lord-

ship. He had before, in reference to this

subject, accused Lord Amherst of having

acted with cruelty and precipitation. He
Mr. Hume) had been blamed for having

one so, and lie had heard it asserted, more
audibly than in a whisper, that he should

have directed his indignation against the

Commander-in-chief instead of the Go-
vernor-general, were they prepared to

approve of his causing to be mowed down,
with artillery, one of the finest regiments

in Indian without knowing more respect-

ing the circumstances which led to such a

terrible catastrophe. Until tliat was done
he must blame Lord Amherst, the Com-
mander.in»chief, and above all, the Court

of .;Directors who had suppressed infor-

mation,' which, on every principle of jus-

tice aad policy, ought to have been laid

before ’ the proprietors : he introduced

this subject into the present discussion

because, in his opinion, it formed part of

Lord Amherst’s conduct in the manage-
ment of the war. The regiment, in ques-

tion, was ordered to march to the Chitta-

gong frontier, to act against the Burmese;

but, for the causes before mentioned, they

refused to obey this order. If it were

necessary, he could prove that the 13th

regiment mutinied at Midnapore from

similar causes ; and the vaccillation exhi-

bited by the government, on that occasion,

served to encourage the mutineers at Bar-

rackpore. Suppose, that, for the sake of

argument, he were to admit that Lord

Amherst did not, in any way, interfere to

bring about the dreadful massacre at Bar-

rackpore; he mu6t nevertheless condemn

him for having afterwards sanctioned that

proceeding. After the mutiny was sup-

pressed* a document was published, which

ought; in bis. opinion, to determine the

court as to- the manner in which they

should deal with the motion before them.

It .was dated Fort William, and, therefore

Lord Amherst mustbe deemed responsible

for it.; In order to make this document

intelligible, it was necessary to state that

not one of the native otficers joined in the

mutiny ; but when General llalzel charged

them, on their allegiance, to the company,
to fall out of the ranks, they immediately

complied; and joined the English troops,

thus proving their attachment to the

country and their title to the character, of

loyal men. If it were proper to punish

men for misconduct, it was equally right

to reward them for good conduct. It

might, therefore, have naturally been ex-

pected that Lord Amherst would have

bestowed some mark of approbation on the

native officers, who had done every thing

in their power to suppress the mutiny ;

and failing in that object, had quttted the

ranks of their comrades and rallied round
the Company’s troops. But this had not

only not been done, but a general order had
been issued, in which tliu affair at Barrack-

pore was denominated a disgraceful muti-

ny, and the officers were dismissed from
the service on the supposition that that

affair could not have taken place without

the consent and concurrence of those offi-

cers. The lion. prop, then read the order

alluded to
:

(for which see Asiat. Journ
vol. xix., p. 467.) He thought that the

issuing of such a general order was more
likely to retard bringing any future muti-

ny to a close, than any thing that could

have been devised. If this act stood alone

he thought no body of men could come to

the conclusion that Lord Amherst had

acted with wisdom and justice. He would
now draw his facts from a source which

could not be accounted partial, to prove

how the Indian Government strove to keep

all information upon this subject from

getting abroad. A letter was written to

every editor of a newspaper, in India,

commanding him not to publish any in-

formation relative to this transaction, which

might be received by him, whether it was

good or bad. lie had in his possession a

letter from an editor of one of the Indian

journals, stating that he had received a
communication of the description, to which

he (Mr. Ilume) had alluded, from the

Persian secretary to Government, and
commanding him not to take any notice

of having received it in his journal, on
pain of the highest displeasure of Govern-

ment. He thought, therefore, that the

court had a right to expect, under those

circumstances, that the result of the in-

quiry, which was instituted upon that

melancholy affair, by >the officers on the

spot, should be laid before it» in. order. :to

come to a decision as to the .party that was
to blame. He could hot, in the absence <

of all information, he expected ,to approve

of Lord Amherst fpr
;
act which. «was

enough to shake the qbediencei.of ;
every

native regiment in the British, aervicq, He
did not think that the danger vvhich might

have resulted from tliat act,, arose: so touch

from the execution, by military law,*of
,500
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400 U*4*vidysJvas from the circumstance,

gfc^aidtfnnf. the British army was

mtPv.Ae territory of an enemy,

flf Wbjw^squrqea the English were al-

most , ignorant, and when there were be-

aidesr serious, grounds for apprehension

from the eastern and western sides of the

Peninsula of India. Those . calamitous

results,, which one might naturally have
expected to follow this military execution,

-did not ensue; but he believed it would
require kindness and regard to be shewn
for many years towards the native troops,

before their feelings of resentment could
be softened. Those vindictive feelings had
not been diminished by the punishment
inflicted by Lord Amherst on those of the

mutineers, whose sentence was commuted
from hanging to hard labour on the high
roads. Such a punishment was considered
more disgraceful and cruel than death it-

self by JBratnins, and men of honourable
feeling. The Court of Directors were en-
titled to the approbation of that court for

ordering that punishment to be remitted,

and be supposed that order had been given,

because, upon a review of the whole case,

it appeared only due to the sufferers, fie
was perfectly aware that it required the

strong arm of power to suppress a mutiny
when it was once commenced; but he
thought that even then, power ought to

be tempered by mercy ; and that those pos-
sessing power should never forget their

duty as men and Christians. He would
read to the court a letter on this subject

from the lion. Capt. Amherst, to an offi-

-cer of the Bengal service: It stated as

follows:—“ Public rumour will have pro-
bably conveyed, ere this reaches you, the

account of the Governor-general's recal.

As he wishes the grounds which have in-

duced the authorities at home to adopt this

;tneasure, to be.made as public as possible,

.that all may have an opportunity of judging
jof its justice, I send you the particulars

4>f the case.** He would now direct the

.earnest attention of the court to one pas-
sage in this letter. It had been stated by
Lord . Amherst and liis friends, as one
reason for limiting the liberty of the press

in India, that there was no public in that

country, capable of properly considering
«cts of state. Lord Amherst had repeat-

edly objected to allow the press to become
.umpire in any ease where others were con-
cerned ;..but as spun as his own conduct
-yvfp flamed, be- desired, that “ all may
have an opportunity of judging of its jus-

tice,** even those whom he had before
glared as incapable of forming any judg-
ment^: Jfe {Mr, could not let

.{tipit.opportunity pass of making those ob-

aervaUous-f>n the press. He was glad lie

had caught obe of . its.enemies on the slip.
'

If. inconsistencies a man
naigni.qp guilty of, if he should ever devi-

ate from the path of principle
;
and that

tbeOnly way foesespe falling into ineon -

gruities, was by adhering strictly to the
dictates of reason. The letter , theii vyeht
on to state:—“The first observation is,

the delay which occurred in sending lidme
the report of the Cpurt of

.
Inquiry, on. the

causes, which led to the mutiny at Barrack-
poor ; the second is, tliat tlip evils diirclosed

before that court, were not immediately
redressed ; the third , that the government
omitted to comment on the report when
forwarding it home. The answer to the
first is, that the report was so voluminous,
that much time necessarily elapsed, before
it could be perused by the members of go-
vernment, attending at the same time to the
routine of their official duties. The late Mr.
Adam was also, at that time, shortly expect-
ed in Calcutta, and the Governor-general
was anxious, naturally, toobtain the opinion
of so experienced a man upon such an
important question. The answer to die
second is, that if the court had delayed
their precipitate judgment about a fort-

night, they would have found, that not
only all evils were redressed, but that ad-
ditional pay and comforts were granted
to the troops in Arracan.” Now, be
asked the court, whedier they were not of
opinion, that by attending, in the first

instance, to the complaint of the troops,

that their former comforts and con-
veniences when taking the field against
their enemy had been denied iliem, had
been attended to and redressed, whether
they did not think that all the mischief of
that lamentable affair might, have been
avoided: and, if so, must not very great
blame rest in some quarter, which ought
to be fully known? The letter proceeded :

“ As to the third complaint, it is an-
swered, that all comment was omitted,
because none was required, the case being
as clear as possible, and requiring no ex-
traordinary intellect** (that, said Mr.
Hume, was truly a fine compliment to

to the Court of Directors) <( to determine
who were to blame and who were not.

It was omitted out of delicacy to Sir E.
Paget, .who, as a member of the govern-
ment, must have passed a censure on him-
self and on those immediately responsible

to him.’* An awkward secret was thus
divulged, namely, the intimation that the

report censured Sir E. Paget and those

that acted under his orders. If that gal-
lant officer had any regard for his charac-
ter, which this letter had a tendency to

implicate, he must either Bit downwitp
the stigma upon him, or call for the docu-
ment referred to. If Lord Amher^t wfW
innocent, he (Mr, Hume)

. had donVjum
great injustice. The blame, bo now be-
lieved, attached to other quarter^; aqd he
called for documents in order to judge
whether he was correct. His bbjeqtwas,
not to condemn Lord Ambers^, but to

cause the production of' further papers.

lie
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He believed it would not be denied that it

was the paramount duty of an executive
government to see that ample means were
provided for the sustenance of troops
despatched on foreign service. It might
be remembered, that when a late change
took place in the commissariat depart,
ment, the reason assigned was the neces-
sity of supplying the troops with greater
rapidity and certainty. Now the facts

which had come to his knowledge induced
him to assert, that the Bengal army never
left Its cantonments on its own soil worse
provided thaii it did in the last war. This
ivas the Sole cause of a great deal of the
disease and disappointment which that
army experienced. lie did not complain
so much of the troops in Arracan dying
of disease, as of their dying through the
neglect of the Indian government in fur-

nishing supplies. The outcry raised in

India against this disgraceful and un-
necessary want of supplies was the cause,
lie believed, of an inquiry being insti-

tuted into the matter. So great was the
want of necessaries, as to cause disease

and death in every rank, until, at one
time, no more than 180 men fit for mili-

tary duty could be found in the whole
army. Had the Burmese possessed any
ordinary portion of enterprise, and had
they at the same time but known the fact

of our soldiers perishing from disease, they
Would have cut off the whole army to a
man, without any possibility of escape.

Lord Amherst was at the head of the go-
vernment, and he ought to have had the

precaution to take measures, not odly for

the military support of the soldiers, but
for their actual sustenance ; and, in jus-

tice to those soldiers, who shewed in that

campaign as much bravery as had ever

been shewn before by any set of men, a
full and impartial imjuiry was necessary.

Having now stated what he considered

the conduct of Lord Amherst to have
been, he begged to shew the difference

between his proceedings and those of Sir

T. Monro. He had heard accounts so

honourable to that officer's kindness and
humanity, and so strongly proving the

attention, regard, and foresight with which
he provided for the wants of the troops,

that he should feel himself guilty of injus-

tice to that officer if he did not mention
his peculiar worth to the court. He ( Mr.
Hume) only wished that Sir T. Monro
liad been at the head of the government
\vlien these unfortunate dissentions first

began. How different would have been
tVie course ha would have followed ! He
"wopld have preserved, for the necessities

o
r

f
t
the' counttrv, thousands of gallant men,

who had fallen victims to disease and
'wgnt; Rapine, which necessarily attended

a state of hostility, would either

haye been entirely prevented by unbroken
^eacet or greatly diminished under his

personal influence. He made these ob-
servations, becouse he wished that the
Court of Directors would not allow any
motive of private friendship or interest,

or any solicitation of official persons, to

induce them to send out an individual to

India as Governor of that empire, whom
they believed in their hearts to be Unable
to discharge the duties of so high a sta-

tion. He understood that the Directors
were not all agreed as to the propriety and
expediency of Lord Amherst’s being
sent to India ; and, for all the evils that
had followed the appointment of that
noble lord, the Court of Directors had to
answer in the sight of God and mail.
But if the Court of Directors elected
persons to fill high situations to which
they were not equal, then the blame did
not rest entirely with them. The pro-
prietors individually shared the odium
with the Directors. He exhorted them,
therefore, in future to correct the errors

into which they had fallen. He repeated,

that we were not in a condition to award
approbation to Lord Amherst. He was
not speaking of him in his capacity as a
private gentleman. In private life, he
had heard, he was a respected and a re-

spectable character. He (Mr. Hume)
was perfectly convinced in his own mind,
that the world had sustained more mischief
from imbecility and ignorance than from
direct roguery. (Hear, hear!) He was
not prepared to give the vote required of
him, and his reasons for this inability he
had explained to the court. He would
therefore move as an amendment, that all

the words in the original resolution after

the word “ that** be expunged, and the
following inserted in their place:
“ That this court cannot agree to vote

thanks to Lord Amherst, the Governor-
general in India, for his conduct in the
war witli the Burmese, as the details of
the causes and progress of that war have
not been laid before this court, to enable it

to form a calm and deliberate opinion on
such an important subject, particularly asF

the legislature has, in the 24th Geo. III.
cap. 25 and subsequent acts, declared,

that * to pursue schemes of conquest and
extension of dominion in India, are mea-
sures repugnant to the wish, the honour,
and policy of this nation ; and that it

shall not be lawful for the Governor-gene-
ral and Council of Port-William, without
the express consent and authority of the
Court of Directors, either to declare war
or commence hostilities, exceptwhen hos-
tilities have actually commenced, or pre-

parations actually made for the com-
mencement of hostilities against the Bri-

tish nation In India,* of Which this court

has no satisfactory account, and as Lord
Amherst did declare war and invade the
territory of the Burmese government,
contrary to the law of the land and wjth-
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out the previous sanction of the Court of
Directors, this court cannot approve of his

conduct.’'
Mr. Hume again rose for the purpose

of stating, once for all, in order that it

might not be supposed he wished to im-
ply censure in the amendment ; that his

desire was the suspension of all judgment
in the business until further information

was afforded.

Sir John Malcolm said, that he had
come to the discussion of the question

before the court with feelings of the
utmost impartiality, for he had not had
time to peruse the volumipous documents
placed before the court. There were, it

must be allowed, many points in the
speech of the lion, member for Aber-
deen, in the justice of which every one
must concur ; but there were ulso several

which he, for one, could not but condemn.
As the hon. member had so frequently al-

luded to his (Sir J.'s) recent publication,

lie felt himself imperatively called upon to

declare his own views and his own state-

ments ; and, in so doing, he would shew
how different they were from those which
the hon. member had thought proper to

attribute to him. The impressions his

mind had received, he bad deliberately

stated and presented to the public eye

;

and sure he was, if his recollection of the

terms in which he had stated them served
him in the least, that they were far from
warranting the inferences the hon. mem-
ber had drawn from them. lie did not
intend to blame the lion, member for

drawing these conclusions ; but, on the
contrary, he ought rather to return him
his cordial thanks for the generous way
in which he had treated what he (Sir

J. M.) had written. His (Sir J. M.’s)
attention in writing that work had been
solely directed to facts, and he begged to

be allowed to say, in his own justication,

that he pretended to nothing further than
to make a faithful record of those facts.

He would, in the first place, dispose of

the circumstances which related to the
settling of the Mugh emigrants on the
Chittagong frontier. This course com-
mon fairness to Lord Amherst dictated

;

and he must say, that the faults com-
mitted in locating them there, if faults

they could be called, were certainly those
of humanity ; and errors of that descrip-

tion, as the hon. member had justly ob-
served, they were always inclined to par-
don. He (Sir J. M.) might be wrong in

his view of tliat subject, but he could not
certainly approve of the policy which di-

rected the locating of those emigrants so
near that particular frontier; he be-
lieved they had, after finding a refuge in

our dominions, been guilty of very great

atrocities. The Company had settled

them on a spot where it was considered
thgy would become more humane and

civilized ; but instead of cultivating the
arts of peace, they had perpetrated the
most unjustifiable aggressions on the inha-
bitants of the Burmese territories. The
Company had, to be sure, endeavoured
to punish and repress these excesses

;

but this could not be effectually done,
owing to the nature of the country they
inhabited, which was a complete jungle
from one end to the other. The Burmese
were not, however, the only people on
whom the Mughs committed atrocities

;

the inhabitants of Chittagong came in also

for their share. The emigrants thus be-
came not subjects of but rebels to the
Company. The incessant repetition of
these outrages induced -the Company ut
length to form a boundary alliance with
the Burmese government, which enabled
us to introduce Burmese troops to put
them down. It was impossible to deny
that success did not follow this measure

;

that the Mugh emigrants did not still

continue their aggressions on the Bur-
mese ; or that the Burmese authorities

did not complain of them, and tliut re-

peatedly, to the British government. But
could the Compuny, when they knew the
horrible cruelty which had been exer-
cised by the Burmese on these poor emi-
grants; could they, he asked, abandon
them to the disposal of that government ?

A sense of what was due to justice in-

duced the Company to endeavour to
repress the horrible outrages and aggres-
sions perpetrated by the emigrants, and a
sense of what was due to humanity for-

bade fliem to give up the aggressors to
the Burmese. The original sin rested
with those who had compelled the Mughs
to emigrate in a body of 50,(>00 men, with
a resolution not to return again to their

own country. The language in which
they had couched their appeal to the pro-
tection of the British government was too
extraordinary to he ever forgotten ; it ran
thus :

—“ Return to Arracan we cannot;
if you choose to slaughter us here, we arc
ready to die ; but if by force you drive us
away, we will go and dwell in the jungles
of the great mountains, and will seek in

them that shelter which they afford to the
lion and the tiger.*

1
If language such as

this could have been forgotten, and the
direful occasion which gave rise to it, the
Company would soon have found that all

the petty rajahs on our eastern frontier,

who were neither inclined to make nor
capable of milking encroachments on the
Burmese, would have been swept away
by the power of that ambitious people;
who were as vain of their own strength
as they were ignorant of the duties of
civilization. It was the opinion of Lord
Minto, than whom a more moderate man
never existed, that a war with the Bur-
mese was an event to be expected before
long, when the trifling importance which

that
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that people attached to the preservation
df friendly relations with this country was
considered. He would not now enume-
rate the Various acts of atrocity which
Were committed by the Burmese on the
one hand and by the Mugh emigrants on
the other; but he would declare this
(paradoxical as it might appear), that in
our efforts to quell these excesses, we hail
not been so cruel as we ought to have
befefh (Hear, heart) This assertion he
deliberately made

; he was not for treating
men with any excess of humanity who,
fbr a trifling and transitory advantage,
made no scruple of bathing their hands in
the blood of their fellow-creatures. This
opinion had been held by many eminent
statesmen. The Company had, however,
pursued a different plan ; they had been
Indulgent, when they ought to have acted
with severity ; and could the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. Hume), he asked, be surprised
that under such circumstances there should
be, on the part of the Burmese, a growing
spirit of aggression ?

Mr. Hume observed, that he had not
charged the Burmese government with
any such spirit.

Sir John Malcolm contended that such
a spirit did exist, ami that he was ready
to prove it.

Mr. Hume “ Well, then, if you say so,

all I know is, that your book says dif-

ferently.”

Sir John Malcolm, in continuation,
contended that this spirit of aggression,

the part of the Burmese government,
was observable in ull its acts ; its conduct
grew more arrogant, its letters more in-

sulting. Wc were threatened by its mi-
nisters, and intrigued against by its agents.

They scarcely deigned to disguise their

intention of exciting the Mahratta states

to revolt against uif; and this attempt
was only frustrated by not permitting
their ambassadors to advance, as they
desired, to Benares. They must all be
aware that it was not practicable, in every
quarrel, to look back to the original

causes of it; and he (Sir J. M.) was
decidedly of opinion that Lord Amherst,
to whom the vote of thanks was thistiay

proposed, was only to be considered re-

sponsible for the state in which he found
the quarrel between the British and Bur-
mese governments, and not. for the causes

which led to the differences. Ilis idea

of the case was, that Lord Amherst was
hound to consider the differences no fur-

ther than they affected the general in-

terests of the state with the administra-

tion of which he was charged. The hon.

member for Aberdeen had contended that

it would have been more proper in the

Indian government to limit their opera-

tions to a boundary warfare. Now, from
the experience he (Sir J. M.) had had
of that description of warfare, he could

Asiatic Journal, Vol. XX III. No. 133.

safely declare, that it was not for th^ in-

terest of the British government to enter
upon such a course. The Bfitisti' ‘go-

vernment must not only speak, but
act ; it must look at once through
every question, and say to its oppo-
nents, “ if you do not desist from your
present offensive conduct, I will adopt
such and such measures.**

—

(Heart)

—

And those measures it must always be
prepared to followup. (Hear, heart)
Now when Lord Amherst arrived in

India, it was necessary he should proceed
on the policy he found in operation, and
to follow up, by war, the declarations
which had been made against the Bur-
mese. He (Sir J. MJ entirely con-
curred in the opinion of that excellent
man, Lord Minto, that sooner or later a
war must have taken place with the Bur-
mese

; and if it had not been entered up-
on two years ago, it must have occurred
before the next four years had drawn to
a close. ( Cheers.) That arrogant [>co-

ple had never had an opportunity of mea-
suring their strength with ours; and*
despising the native powers, whom we
had subjected to our authority, lmd form-
ed a false estimate both of their own
strength und of ours. 1 1 consequently be-
came necessary to inspire them at the
same time with a sense of their own
weakness, and of our strength. The war
itself, he must b^g to remind the hon.
member, bore not the slightest analogy
to that against the Pindarries, who were
nothing but a crew of migratory ruffians

and freebooters. The Burmese, on the

contrary, formed a regular state. He
was ready to admit, that both Lord Min-
to and Lord Hastings had evaded, by
every means in their power, a war with the
Burmese ;

and that very circumstance,
perhaps, it was that rendered a war on the
late dissensions breaking out inevitable*.

With regard to the idea of limiting the
war to the mere local defence of harriers,

he had but one word to say. Of all the
species of Indian warfare with which he
was acquainted, he could affirm, that

none was so expensive as that of frontier

warfare ;
and none so unlikely to raise

the fame and military character of Great
Britain. It would always be liis firm

conviction, that when Lord Amherst had
once commenced the war, he acted right-

ly in prosecuting it as he did. The hon.
member had asked whether any prudent'

officer would have sent troops to Ran-
goon during the continuance of the mon-
soon. He was not bound to tell tlie hon.
member what would have been the
course lie (Sir J. M.) would have pur-
sued, had he been charged with the con-
duct of the expedition. But he would
tell the hon. member that, with the scan-
ty details he possessed, he should not
have ventured to describe that measure
Q .as
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as impolitic and improper. His (Sir J.
M.*s) experience assured him, tbut the
determination of officers was often regu-
lated on the spot by a thousand circum-
stances, which people at a distunce could
not understand. It was not for him
(Sir J. M.) to say what information the

government might have possessed which
it might be considered prudent to withold
from the public eye. He could not tell

but that the rivers might iiave been
deemed practicable for a coup de main on
the principal towns of the Burmese em-
pire. He could not say, that, before the
commencement of the war, he might not
have considered the full of Rangoon as

likely to put ail end to the contest ; and
that expectation might have deceived him
as it had dune others. The lion, member
had thought proper to allude to the
blunders connected with the expedition
to Walchercn ; und, if such errors could
take place with regard to un island so
near liorne, should it be wondered at,

that similar errors should take place in

Indian warfare ? Allowing that our ex-
pectations of advantage from the capture
of Rangoon had been disappointed, was
that cause enough to make us disapprove
ofevery measure which followed it ? We
had knowu several great men, whose
images stood in tliat court, to fail in

their first enterprise, and yet afterwards
to be crowned with success ; and was
such failure ever remembered as a blot

upon their characters ? Certainly not

;

and in coinmou fairness, he asked the

hon. member to extend to Lord Amherst
that indulgence which he would not
think of witholding from any other officer.

From all that the lion, member had said

on the subject, he (Sir. J. M.) was not
confident enough to say, that the mon-
soon was not the most proper season for

commencing operations at Rangoon ; for

it might be clearly seen, tliat if time had
been lost during tbe fine weather, instead

of during the foul, his lordship would
have been tauntingly asked, why he had
not sent the troops to Rangoon during
the foul weather, in order to take advan-
tage of the fair weather when it arrived.

In the course of his speech the hon.
member had more than once complained
of the scantiness of information contained
in the thirteen folio volumes which had
been prepared for the use of the court,

and had repeatedly declared, that this

want ofinformation was his reason for de-
ferring his judgment, and not concurring

in the present vote. It would have been
as well had the hon. member suspended
his condemnation, as well as his approba-
tion j for ifno sufficient grounds had been
offered for applauding Lord Amherst,
neither was there sufficient grounds for

condemning him. In some points, in-

deed, the hon* member's speech had re-

minded him of what was called in their

common country Gibbet justice ; by
which a man was hanged first, and tried

afterwards. (Laughter,

J

He was ex-
tremely sorry that the lion, member had
touched upon the subject of Barrack-
pore. Tlie freedom of discussion, which
no man valued more highly than he ( Sir J.

M.) did, would not permit him to call

the hon. member to order; but his

hon. friend, if he would allow him to use
that title, he must say, had wandered
completely out of the record in intro-

ducing that subject. His lion, friend

was in doubt whether the blame of the
measure was to he attached to Lord
Amherst, to his council, or to the Com-
mander-in-chief. As a military man, he
(Sir J. jVI.) could say, that the Governor-
gcncml could have no different course to
adopt towards a regiment under his eye,
than towards one a thousand miles from
him ; and, with respect to Sir E. Paget,
God forbid, that, on the mere unsupport-
ed assertion of a private letter, the court
should come to any conclusion detri-

mental to his character. Let the cir-

cumstances in which that officer was
placed he taken into consideration. Any
one who had been among a mutinous
soldiery—who knew what danger there
was in an improper speech, or even in a
look, or gesture,—who was aware of the
necessity which existed for a prompt and
vigorous line of conduct, would be slow
in condemning what, under such circum*
stances, an officer of his character had
done. In speaking of the general order
which had been issued after the mutiny
was put down, he thought his hon. friend

had assumed as facts certain circum-
stances which were not supported by any
evidence, which he (SirJ. M.) had yet
seen. He hud asserted tliat the native
officers were loyal to a man, and had
shown their allegiance to the Company
by rallying round their European officers

when called upon to do so. lie (Sir J.
M.) would be inclined to give the
government of India credit for acting, at
least, with common prudence ; and,
therefore, he was willing to conclude
that certain facts had been brought to its

knowledge, which had not, as yet, pub-
licly transpired; and, while he must
concur in the determination of his hon.
friend to call for further information, he
still must maintain that he had no right
to demand the publication of the secret
papers of government. A publication of
those papers might be productive of the
very worst consequences. Let them sup-
pose a case ; say the mutiny of a regiment.
Let it be supposed tliat the mutiny had
been quelled; and tliat a committee of
officers had been appointed to examine
into its causes and progress. Let it be
further supposed, that this committee had

discovered
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discovered thfrt the same mutinous spirit,

which prompted the first regiment, was
widely spread through the whole of the
army. Now if, under such circumstances,
it appeared dangerous to encourage the spi-

ritof mutiny, by promulgating its existence
at large, would his lion, friend usk for the
publication of the report made by the ex-
amining officers? But the case he (Sir

J. M.) had supposed was not a mere
ideal case. It had been his fortune to be
one of the committee appointed to ex-
amine into the mutiny at Vellore. He
had been selected along with another
officer to draw up its report. Now wliut
was tlic advice they forwarded to the
government? They said, “ stop your
commission instantly—inquire no further

—you are sitting upon a barrel of gun-
powder—and you will be safer in remain-
ing as you are, than if you persist in

publishing what will spread far and wide
the disloyalty of your army.” The ad-
vice thus given the government adopted ;

being convinced, that if once an official

declaration of defection was promulgated,
the spirit would be greatly increased ; and
if this reasoning were applied to the case
alluded to by the hon. member, might it

not offer a justification of the witholding,
for the present, the report of the com-
missioners of inquiry? With regard to

the violation of the act of parliament
expressly made for the purpose of pre-
venting the Indian government from in-

dulging in schemes of conquest, his (Sir

J. M.*s) opinions were but too well
known ; and he might be pardoned, if he
merely said one word upon that subject.

Lord Amherst found this war forced up-
on him by a concurrence of circumstances,

over which lie had no control ; in the

same way that former wars had been
forced upon his predecessors. He had
now only to thank the proprietors for the

patient hearing they had afforded him,
and to say, tliut he held an opinion in

diametrical opposition to that avowed by
the hon. member for Aberdeen. That
hon. member had called upon the court

to suspend its approbation from Lord
Amherst until all the proprietors, both
individually ami collectively, had been
put in possession of the required informa-

tion. Now he (Sir J. M.) would yield

to none in his love of free discussion, but
he must be pardoned for saying, that, on
the present occasion, he considered his

hon. friend’s opposition as carried a little

into the extreme. Ilis hon. friend was
averse from placing any confidence in

the Court of Directors, but he (Sir J.

M. ) followed a different course. Where
his information was incomplete, he shouid

think himself irrational if he did not place

some confidence in the directors whom
he had himself assisted in appointing.-

He should, therefore, on the grounds he

had stated, give his entire concurrence to
the proposed resolutions.

Dr. Gilchrist; would state to the court
what was his honest conviction on the

question before them. There was a
“ tide in the affairs of men,” which might
lead to ruin as well as to fortune, lie
thought that at the present day men
were hurried along by such a dangerous
current as this ; we were borne away by
the thirst of conquest, which urged us to

undertakings extremely injurious to our
honour ami our interests as a nation.

This inordinate desire to extend our
territorial possessions, led us to resort to
means for the expansion of our empire in

India which were frequently unjustifiable,

while the additions of territory thus ac-
quired, were not only unprofitable but
injurious. This desire of territorial ac-

quisition might be carried entirely too
far, and it was carried too far at the pre-

sent day. We were now striving to ex-

tend our advances in the East and the
West. On the subject of the resolution

before the court they were without suffi-

cient information, and he contended that

it woidd be an act of injustice to the
noble lord if they were to pass that vote

without being sufficiently informed of all

the details. With that immense jungle,

that wilderness of papers which the di-

rectors had submitted for the inspection

of the proprietors, he would have nothing
to do ; he had made an attempt to wade
through part of them, but without effect

;

the task was beyond bis patience, and he
had given it up. He hail looked into two
or three maps before he was able to find

out this little island of Sliapooree, and
when he did discover it, from the best

judgment he could form, it was not in

our territories. We had taken possession

of the island, and in the attempt a na-
tive seaman in our service was shot ; and
for this, forsooth, we must go to war!
Was there not a much more simple and
effectual course open to us? why not
have sent up a sloop of war to Rangoon
to expostulate with the Burman govern-
ment? It would have answered ourpurpose
just as well as nil immediate declaration

of war. He was sorry to perceive that
amongst the great body of the proprie-
tors there was such a total indifference on
this important subject, and that so few
were present when tlic conduct of their

government was to be examined. The
quarrel was, it appeared, commenced for

an invasion of our territories by the Bur-
mese, but on looking over the papers, he
saw something like a reprimand to the
officer of that district for not being aware
of the exact line of boundary. He had
l>efore adverted to the impolicy of extend-
ing our territories ;

if they looked back to
history they would find this remark con-
firmed by the fate of every nation wh>ch

Q, 2 #had
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hod made its possessions too unwieldy
for government. Our Indian territories

wore already more than sufficiently ex-
tended, and though he concurred in a
good deal of what had been said as to
the necessity of taking decisive measures
to check the insolence of the Burmese,
yet he could not bring himself to think
that Lord Amherst was justified in pro-
ceeding to immediate war. But he sup-
posed those who defended the war would
appeal in its justification to the success
which attended our arms. He admitted
that we had been successful, but though
we might have gained in our purses by
the war, he feared it would bo found that
it was a gain which we should hereafter
have to regret. In the other resolutions
which it was intended to submit to the
court he fully concurred ; lie thought the
officers and men who served in the army
against the Burmese were entitled to great
credit for the brave manner in which they
had conducted themselves. With respect

to the soldiers, he meant particularly the
native troops, he thought they deserved
every thing which could be suid of them,
but it would have been more prudent in

that court to award them solid pudding
Instead of empty praise. He should like

to hear that along with this vote of thanks
which they were about to receive in their

respective regiments, it was the intention

of the court that in future their individual

comforts would be more studied by go-
vernment than they had been hitherto

:

oUr native troops deserved this from us
and policy demanded it, if they would
wish to prevent the recurrence of such
events as they had to* lament at Barrack-
pore. (Hear/) In the resolution before

the court there was an objectionable omis-
sion, no mention was made of “ thanks
to fortune,'* to which we owed so much.
He thought that wc had great good luck
in the progress and termination of a war
into which we had so rashly entered. It

, was an old adage that the devil always
took care of his own, and if ever he did
so, he certainly took care of the Company
in the last war. (Laughter and disappro-
bation.) Again he begged to ask, whe-
ther before they came to such a decision,

members of the court had read the im-
mense mass of papers which the directors

had provided ? and if any had, lie begged
t6 ask how many of them understood
them ? Abstracts of the whole ought to
have been made, and then gentlemen
would have been able to become acquaint'
ed with their import. (Disapprobation .

)

'But as it Was, they were called upon to

4ec?Me without knowing the real merits of

the question before them. He must now
c&tt thfe attention of the court to another
subject, ft was the risk which honest and
honourable men ran by a candid avowal of

opinions th that court, if those opi-

Thanks to Lord Amherttyfyc* [Jaw/

nions happened to be opposed to the
ruling powers. He held in his hand a
libel which had been issued against him-
self from the government press of Cal-

cutta. (Laughter.) In that paper he
had been described as a fellow who did

not understand any of the languages he
affected to teach, or who could not teach
them in a way that others might under-
stand. For the falsehood of this charge he
appealed to those who knew him, to those
whom he had instructed ; he would refer

to the Lascars in this country ; let any
one ask them whether or not lie under-
stood their language. Was lie, he would
ask, to lose his literary reputation which
had cost him a whole life to establish ?

was lie to he deprived of his literary pro-
perty which it had cost him j£10,000 to
create V was he to be branded and held up
to the public as an ignorant fellow, be-
cause he had come boldly forward to do
his duty as a proprietor? A man must
have a moral courage superior to the
ferocity of the lion or the tiger to do his

duty fairly under such circumstances ; the
gazette, speaking of proceedings in that

court, observed that they were moved by
Hume and seconded by Gilchrist, and
then away went an attack upon him and
his hooks ; would to God that he had~a
seat inside that bar, (Laughter,) and then
not a word would be said against any of

his remarks ; but as it was he would not
be deterred by any thing that could be
said, he would brave all, and now say
that he coukl not conscientiously give his

vote for a motion of thanks to Lord Am-
herst.

Col. Stanhope and Mr. R. Jackson rose

to address the court at the same time

;

neither seemed willing to give way, and
the cries of “ chair " became very general
through the court.

Mr. R. Jachson said he would not give

way, as lie hud first caught the Chair-
man's eye.

The Chairman said, that Mr. Jackson
had before risen to address the court but
had given way, he now considered there-

fore, that that gentleman had precedence.
Col. Stanhope hoped that fair play

would be given to gentlemen at both sides,

with great deference to the chair, he
thought that whether Mr. Jackson had
risen first on a former occasion was of no
consequence, the question was whether
he rose first on the present.

Mr. S. Dixon paid a tribute to the
fairness displayed by the chair in questions
of precedence.

Col. Stanhope then gave way, and
Mr. R. Jackson proceeded to address

the court. He trusted that having given
way on two occasions before, after having
caught the chairman's attention, he should
not be considered too particular in assert-

ing his claim to precedence. • The ques-
tion
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tion before the court was, in his opinion,
one of the utmost importance. It was
one by the improper decision of which
the honour of that court and the interests
of the proprietors at large might be com-
promised. The Court of Directors had
called upon the proprietors for an opinion
on the course which they had taken with
respect to the conduct of Lord Amherst,
and in order to enable them to form that
opinion, they bad ^iven them access to a
voluminous collection of documents on
the subject. In December last a motion
had been made for the recal of Lord
Amherst from the government of India.
He, Mr. Jackson, had opposed it, though
lie had the highest respect for the diame-
ters of the gentlemen by whom it was
moved, and seconded. He thought at
that time, and he thought so still, that it

would have been most unfair, most un-
just, to come to a conclusion which
would blast the public character of an
individual of high rank, without having
the fullest information on the subject to
which the motion referred ; with a view
of procuring that information he had
moved, by way of amendment, for^all the
papers not of a secret nature connected
with the origin and progress of the Bur-
mese war. That motion hud been resist-

ed by the chairman on grounds of which
be (Mr. Jackson) did not complain. It

was stated that twenty-one out of the
twenty-four directors were as ignorant of
the merits of that great question, on
which thousands of lives depended, and
respecting which thousands of lives had
been already sacrificed, as any proprietor

in that court. He was aware that by
their oath the secret committee of the
directors^to whom these despatches were
addressed, were bound not to disclose any
thing which came to their knowledge in

that capacity, until authorized by the

board of control. This was regulated
by an act of parliament and he therefore

could not complain of being individually

kept in ignorance of that, from the know-
ledge of which twenty-one of the direc-

tors were excluded equally with himself.

But he did complain of the board of

control, and he thought thut hoard
worthy of blame for not giving to the

whole body of the directors an opportu-

nity of being officially acquainted with
the details which had been made known
to the House of Commons, which had
been published in the news-papers, and
yet, as far as respected the East-Indiu
Company, the party chiefly interested in

them, had been absurdly confined to their

secret committee. Perhaps there might
have been a wish somewhere to show,
with reference to future measures, by
how few persons the affairs of British

India might be managed. (Dear, hear,

hear/) He would not, however, press

this point, on which much might be said,

but return to the subject before the court.
They had now got the papers before them.
The indulgence of the directors had
opened them to the inspection of every
member, and be thought that each indi-

vidual was bound to avail himself of the
means thus afforded, in order to come to

a right judgment on the question which
they were called upon to decide. He
could not agree with the learned gentle-
man (Dr. Gilchrist) in calling them a
jungle and a wilderness of documents.
They were, he admitted, voluminous, but
he thought they might be studied with ad-
vantage ; and without saying that he had
gone through the whole, he had endea-
voured to make himself master of the
general import of their contents. Ho
concurred with the hon. member (Mr.
Hume) that those who supported the
affirmative of the resolution before the
court were bound to shew that the Bur-
mese war was just and necessary

; that it

had been wisely planned, ably conducted,
and that it had been brought to a termina-
tion highly advantageous to the interests

of the company. These propositions, he
conceived, might be proved by the papers
before them ; and he, though a very hum-
ble individual, would endeavour, before
he concluded, to satisfy the court that the
war had been just and necessary, nay, in-

evitable; that it had been wisely planned,
ably conducted, and that its termination
bad been productive of considerable ad-
vantage to the interests of the company.
With respect to the island of Shapooree,
the disputed right to which had been the

ostensible cause of the war, he should say
that, whether it was great or small, cul-

tivated or barren, made no difference in
the question ;

the company liad only the

alternative of laying themselves at the

feet of an arrogant conqueror, already

puffed up with pride from his achieve-

ments over several of the native powers,
or to assert their right by force of arms to

that small island. That the company did
possess the right to the island of Shapooree,
lie thought the papers on the table afforded

the most conclusive evidence. It appeared
that it was on one side separated from our
territory by a small stream, sometimes
even fordable, while on the other was a
deep river, which was the admitted boun-
dary between the two states of the British

and the Arracnnese. The House of Com-
mons had called for documents shewing
the company's right to this island, and the

Court of Directors had sent out an order

to tlie authorities in India for the whole
details connected with the company’s
right to Shapooree. The result of tills

order was a transmission by Lord Am-
herst of one of the ablest papers which
it had fallen to his (Mr. Jackson’s) lot to

peruse in the whole collection.. It was a
document
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document which would well repay the

trouble of diose who considered it with
attention* From this account it appeared
that the company was in the exercise of
their authority on the island so far back as

the year 1790. That it was measured by
the company’s orders in 1801, again in

1809, and again in 181.5, and that it had
been let out on lease by the company’s
agents. Hut he had higher authority,

namely, that of the adversary himself!

The government of Arracan proved his

case. They said that Shapooree was an
appendage to the four great cities of
Bengal—Calcutta, Moorsliedahad, Dacca,
and the chief town of Chittagong. These,
they said, belonged once to the Rajah of
Arracan, and that Shapooree was con-
sidered as an appendage to those cities,

and consequently, accoiding to their own
shewing, that island belonged to the com-
pany as coeval w'ith our possession of
Bengal. Then, if these facts could not

be disputed, was it surprising that British

vigilance should have been awakened, and
British power exerted for the protection

and preservation of what was clearly Bri-

tish territory? But the fact was, that

the possession of this island was only a

pretext for attacking the company, and of
drawing them into a war. The first ship

of ours that anchored near the island after

the Burmese claim was.asserted, was fired

upon and one of the crew shot dead. It

had been said that after such an act of ag-
gression we should have remonstrated.
We had done so, and we had received a
most insulting and evasive answer. YY

T
e

then sent a small number of men, who
took possession, from which they were
dislodged by a force of a thousand strong

sent against them by the Burmese. They
subsequently withdrew their force, and
our men who bad succeeded them were
afterwards withdrawn in consequence of
the sickness which prevailed. By the

letter of the 22d of October 1823, from
the Rajah of Arracan, written by order
of the king in answer to our remon-
strance, we were told “ That the stock-

ade on Shapooree had been destroyed by
order of his Burmese majesty ; that if wc
reconstructed it, he would cause to be
taken by force of arms the cities of Dacca
and Moorshedabad,” adding verbally to

our messenger, “ That if we attempted to

retake the island, he would invade Ben-
gal by Assam and Goalpore, whither
3,000 men had just gone, and Chittagong
by the mountains; and that the King of
Ava bad armies ready for the invasion of
the . British dominions at every point.”

And in fact 5,000 men were sent into

our dominions, and by them one of our
outposts at Rangoon, was surprised and
cut off! Now, surely this upon every
principle was to all intents a ’declaration of
w*jj and the government of the country,

thus invaded, was called upon to repel the

aggression. Here was an island, shown
to be in the possession of the Company, in

the year 1790, admitted by our enemies,
themselves, to be an appendage to the four
great cities of Bengal our undisputed right

and long possession. And yet, when the

Company asserted its title to the spot in
question, it was met by the Burman king
with hostile menace, and an invading
army, part of a much greater force already
collected by his principal general Bun-
doolah. Was it possible for any person to
consider those circumstances, and deny the
justice and the necessity of a war, thus un-
dertaken for the maintenance of the Com-
pany's territorial rights ? But it was said

that the previous conduct of the Company
to the Burmese, in the reception and pro-
tection given by the Company to the Mughs,
was sufficient to justify this aggression.

He denied the fact. The cause of irrita-

tion alluded to, had subsided three years
before the commencement of the dispute
about Shapooree. But suppose this irrita-

tion had continued to that time—suppose
that like a smothered volcano it had re-

mained ready to explode under their feet,

when least expected, what difference did
that make in the case ! YY

r
ere they to con-

demn and consign to perpetual disgrace
the man who had by a prompt and decisive

exercise of power, prevented the explosion,

and thereby saved the Company’s territo-

ries from all the horrors of a sudden and
successful invasion ? What would have
been the consequence if those decisive

measures had not been adopted? Our
territories would have been invaded with
an iuimtnce and overwhelming force. The
Chittagong district, and other parts of our
dominions would have been overrun, and
subjected to the atrocities, by which those
devils, in human form, had desolated all

the countries subdued by tlieir arms.
The cruelties perpetrated in Assam,
Cassay, Cnchar and other places to which
these barbarians had been led by their

insatiable thirst of conquest, afforded
dreadful specimens of what must have fol-

lowed in the Company’s territory, had not
their invasion been diverted. It had been
asserted on the part of the Burmese, that

the British government had favoured or
connived at the aggressions committed
upon them by the previously expelled
Mughs. For this there was no foundation.
The magistrate of Chittagong had done all

in his power to prevent them from attack-

ing the Burmese, and it hod been shown
by his hon. friend himself that some of
the Company's troops had accompanied the
Burman army for the purpose of driving
the Mughs from their offensive positions,

did this conduct bear the hon. member
out in his charge of connivance, he (Mr.
Jackson) thought it ought to be received

as affording farther evidence of the pad-
lie
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lie disposition of our Indian government,
and of its.anxiety to avoid any provocation,
which might tend to hostility. It was
true we had given up to the Burmans,
certain individuals of the Mugh nation
whom they had demanded. He had looked
into this point, and it appeared that the
Burmese, irritated against some of these re-

fugees, had entered our territory in a hostile

manner, and demand that those persons
should he given up. To this demand, tiic In-
dian government answered that they should
not even treat with them until they had de-
parted from the British territory, They

• withdrew their forces and retired. An in-
quiry being set on foot into the cause of that

cuinplaint, it was discovered that three
men who had been most notorious robbers,
were guilty of aggressions on the Bur-
mese, and these men were given up. Now
whether this liad been effectual in prevent-
ing war or not, it shows that the ludian
government was entitled to great praise for

its moderation, which ought to have pro-
duced a consequence different from that of
invading armies ; lie thought the facts which
he had adduced quite sufficient to justify the

conclusion that the war was just and inevi-

table. He now came to the next point,

whether the war had been conducted in

such a manner, as to entitle the noble
lord at the head of the government to the

thanks of that court. On this point the

decision of the Court of Directors had
been confirmed by his Majesty’s Govern-
ment, in the promotion of the noble lord,

to an advanced rank in the peerage; they

had even coupled his new title, with that

of Arracan, the name of one of the

places which he had conquered. With such
testimonies in favour of the noble lord’s

plan for the war, it might seem presump-
tuous in him who could not be supposed
to be skilled in such subjects, to say that

he differed in one point from the noble

lord’s plan. Invested, however, by the le-

gislature, with deliberative rights in that

^’ourt, and called upon for his opinion, he
was bound to give it according to the

best of his judgement; he thought that

considering the relative situations of the

enemy's possessions and usurpations, he
would have made the war as much as possi-

ble a maritime war. He thought that by
such a direction of our energies, we should

have saved several millions of money and
many thousand lives, he felt satisfied in

this opinion from the papers themselves,

and particularly to the noble lord's minute,

in. which he so justly described the incal-

culable value of the enemy’s principal

sea-port of Rangoon, to hold which was
to padlock his empire! “ It has,” says

his lordship, “ already been avowed by
government, and is universally admitted,

that the only effectual means of humbling
the pride of the Burmese nation, and
inspiring them with just notions of the
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superi or strength of the power they have
so grossly insulted, will be to seize and
occupy their principal sea-ports, und more
especially Rangoon . As far as climate
is concerned, we have every reason to

believe that Rangoon is at all times more
healthy than any part of Bengal.” To
this place, he confessed, he thought we
should have addressed our first and almost
exclusive attention, except as to those
other maritime stations which he should
hereafter notice ; he had a right to reason
from what had actually happened, and
either the capture of Rangoon, which
was to the Burmese territories as Ports-
mouth is to England, had not pro-
duced the mighty consequences which the
Bengal government ascribed to it, and
which he sincerely believed to be true, or
its capacity for producing such consequen-
ces rendered unnecessary the attempt to
pass an army through the Silhet frontier

towards Monypoore, us well as the at-

tempt to pass another army through Ar-
racan, and over its lofty hills into the
Burmese territory, both passages having
been found impracticable ! But he bow-
ed to higher authority, and assuming the
plan thus sanctioned by his majesty's
government and the Court of Directors
to have been the wisest, he would inquire

in the next place had that plan been
wisely conducted? To determine this

point, they should refer to the state of
affairs at that period. The considerable

territory of Assam, which lies to the
north east of Bengal, was then so far

overrun by the Burmese, as to induce
their continual threats of invasion, and
the capture of our cities of Dacca and
Moorshcdebad. Cahar, an independent
state under our protection, hut so iden-

tified with our important eastern frontier

of Silliet, that they must stand or tall

together, was already invaded ; and
Cassay, so contigious to our dominions,
that it was through Cassay that Cahar,
lie believed, had been invaded, had sub-
mitted to its ruthless conqueror, whose
sovereign hud fled for refuge to the British

dominions, and a nominee of the king of

Ava placed on the throne at Mony-
poore ; thus in great force at every point

that could annoy us, they might well

threaten to invade the Chittagong district,

our principal possession on the eastern

coast of the bay of Bengal, attack those
cities in Bengal, which they pretended to

be theirs in consequence of tlie subju-
gation of Arracan, and break way to-

wards Calcutta ! for which, as afterwards

appeared, tiiey had prepared a large army-

in Arracan two months before the time
lie was speaking of! In this predica-

ment, what was the conduct of the Ben-
gal government ? They made strong and :

successful diversions in Assam, Cahar,

and Cassay; which encouraged those
states
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states to strike ftp freedom, and mate-
rially contributed to the final success of
the war $ but above all, and in his hum-
ble opinion best of all, they sent a power-
ful naval and military force against Ran-
goon, u their principal sea-port,-—the

second town in their empire.” There
was no alternative ; hostilities had in fact

begun, Shapooree, upon which they had,

in impudent defiance, planted the royal

standard of Ava, was a mere pretence

!

The Burmese had far different, and
higher objects in view, and those, in the
opinion of our authorities at Chittagong,

of so practicable a nature, as to induce
them to implore reinforcements from Cal-

cutta, to save them from the peril

which seemed to await them ! that which
did save them, as he should shortly shew,
was the taking of Rangoon. The occu-
pation of that important place, had been
made by some lion, members a ground of

censure against the noble lord, in con-
sequence of his having sent the troops
thither so near the rainy or sickly season.

He would contend, that to the possession
of that important post, was owing the
delivery of a great portion of Bengal from
actual invasion, and the speedier termi-
nation of the war ; accompanied, as that
undertaking was, by our conquest of the
island of Cheduba with little loss, by
means of which we had it always in our
power to keep the enemy in check on
those parts of this coast, where his force

was likely to be strongest, as in respect

of the British possessions. Gentlemen
had been pleased to deride the threats

of the enemy as bombastic!—their lan-

guage it was true had been lofty, and ar-

rogant in the extreme, but their threats

had not been empty ones ! Before our
expedition reached Rangoon, the Bur-
mese had poured five thousand men into

the British territories! They had de-
stroyed our detachment at Ramoo, where
they fortified themselves, being then, he
believed, within fifty or sixty miles of
Chittagong, evidently waiting for a larger

army of fifteen thousand men, known to
have been assembled at Arracan for that
purpose, under their great General Bun-
doolah, and with which they threatened
Calcutta itself ! This threat the learned
doctor laughed at in scorn, but what
thought the people of Calcutta them-
selves ? Their alarm was not very short
of what prevailed in London in the
year 1745, when the pretender had
approached within 130 or 140 miles
miles of the capital. The inhabitants
of Calcutta, like sensible men, reasoned
upon the degree of military strength which
interposed between themselves and the
invader, and their wonder was, that he
did not immediately follow up his success
at Ramoo. This they imputed to his ig-

nonuice of their defenceless etate. He
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should show it to have proceeded from a
very different cause, namely, the fall of

Rangoon ; and nothing was more clear

than, that had we not occupied that place

as we did, and when we did, we should

not have been able to defeat the laige ar-

mies that were afterwards brought against

us, and finally avenge invasion and insult.

From these facts he ventured to conclude,

that there was nothing in the papers be-

fore tliem, as to the plan of the war, which
could justly disentitle the noble lord to

the thanks of that court. Taking this for

granted, the next question was, had the

war been prosecuted with wisdom, and
necessary vigour? On this subject he
knew that he had to combat with strong

feelings. In the progress of the cam-
paign, many of those who heard him had
to deplore the loss of some near relation

or friend, who had perished on the un-
healthy soil of Rangoon and Arracan,

which latter might be called the charnel-

house of the British force ; but however
strong their feelings might be on that

point, lie trusted that the proprietors

would divest themselves of the prejudices

to which suffering naturally gave rise.

He luul no connection or acquaintance
with Lord Amherst, to whom he had not
the honour of being known ; he had no
feeling of private friendship to consult

;

he judged only from the papers before

him. The main question was, ought Lord
Amherst to have dispatched troops to

Rangoon so near the approach of the

rainy season ? In considering, they should
bear in mind the situation in which Chit-

tagong, and several other places, he might
say the whole of that part of Bengal,
stood with respect to the enemy. Had
we not made the unexpected diversion

towards Rangoon, little doubt existed

but that the enemy would have possessed
himself of the chief cities of Eastern
Bengal, and ravaged our territories ; but,

by the seizure of Rangoon, the enemy
had been completely foiled and counter-
acted, lie being obliged to return from our
and our allies’ territories, for the protec-
tion of his own. Let the court contem-
plate for a moment the consequences
which followed our possession of Ran-
goon. When the force at Ramoo were
preparing to inarch on Chittagong, a re-

port reached their camp of our expedition
against Rangoon. The next account was,
and it speedily followed, that we had
taken this, the second town in their em-
pire. Forthwith, the troops were with-
drawn from the British territories ; Assam
was opened to our forces; Cassay re-

volted, and replaced its legitimate sove-
reign upon the throne ; and the 10,000
Burmese, which had invaded Cahar, our
confederated frontier, were hastily with-
drawn by this haughty monarch, to meet
dangers nearer to his home. He wanted

them
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them to form that army, which, a* soon
as the season admitted of action, was as-
sembled for the purpose of driving us
from Rangoon. Let him that was dis-
posed to think lightly of our success in
that quarter, in justice recollect, that this
place, which required an army of 50,(MX)
men, for the vain attempt of our dislodg-
ment, was taken by us by surprise, and
without the loss of a man. It was true,
that great had been the subsequent loss of
human life. The authorities in India
had, throughout these papers, fairly ad-
mitted the extent, and feelingly deplored
it. It was, indeed, a painful subject to
touch upon, but it must be looked in the
face, and like other subjects, be dispas-
sionately met. The gallant general ( Sir

J. Malcolm) had candidly acknowledged,
that if himselfhad been in Lord Amherst’s
situatioTi, he was by no means prepared
to say that he would not have faced even
the rainy season for such a stake as the
immediate possession of Rangoon, Rut
suppose that Lord Amherst had deferred
the expedition against Rangoon until the
following season, let the court weigh the
consequence of such delay. The forces,

naval and military, which were to rendez-
vous at the Andamams, and which arrived
from Madras and Bombay, so equipped
and with such expedition, as shewed those
governments to he in the highest order of
administration, might not have be^n able
to rendezvous so punctually another sea-

son. In the mean time, the Burmese
would have continued their desolating
marches into Cahar, Cassay, and As-
sam, and until that period. The 15,000
men, waiting at Arracan to join those
at Ranioo, would have penetrated
into Bengal. Rangoon would have been
fortified and defended by thousands of

troops ; and though ultimately taken,
perhaps after a great sacrifice of life on our
side, the season might be too far advanced
for us to proceed towards Ava ; and a
long period of inactivity and an additional

campaign must have been the conse-
quence. All this had been averted by the

unexpected seizure of Rangoon ; melan-
choly and dear, lie admitted, was the pur-

chase. But might not still many more
troops have fallen, had the war been pro-

tracted ; and might it not at last have
ended in discomfiture, from an enemy so

much better prepared ? Ought they not
injustice also to deduct from this cata-

logue of woe, the numbers which must
have heen sacrificed in the defence of

Bengal, had not its invasion heen given

up? He presumed that no man would
contend that we ought quietly to have
yielded up those rich countries to the con-

queror, and thousands of our subjects,

European and native, to Burmese mer-
cy 1 Let the Governor in Council speak
as to the probable cost of their defence,

Jtsialic Journ. Voi.. XX III. No. 13d.

who say in a letter, to which be had be-
fore alluded, “ We could not have de-
fended Chittagong, Tipperuh, and Silhet,

during the approaching hot weather and
the rains, by any amount of force which
we could have ventured to station in their

noxious and pestilential jungles.” The
sickness, however, which had proved
so fatal, they were assured from the came
high authority, aftermuch inquiry, and after

the experience of another season, was ca-
sual and not local ; they state that the same
epidemic prevailed that season in Cal*
cutta to a serious degree, and in the fol-

lowing season in Upper India. If this be
so, the character given as to the general
health of Rangoon might be strictly true.

In the instance in question, the sickness,

whether casual or local, had been aggra-
vated by the want of fresh provisions.

In general, the inhabitants of conquered
towns were willing to return after the
panic had subsided ; but in this case, the
whole population had fled, terror-stricken,

and nothing could induce them to bring
in the produce of their country. Lament-
ing, as he did, these disastrous losses, he
must still contend, that the government
of Bengal had no alternative but to lay

the Company at the feet of an insolent

barbarian, or to encounter, as they had
done, the only means of his humiliation.

The next campaign the same want of pro-
per food was not felt by the troops ; a
constant communication was kept open
by a vast number of boats, no less than
1,600 of which were in continual passage
between Rangoon and Prome, and six

months rations in advance were always in

depot. Yet the man to whose vigilance

and foresight these arrangements were
owing was now to be condemned, and even
disgraced, by the rejection of the vote
before the court. Besides the possession

of Rangoon, the Company’s troops took
several places on the coast, and established

a line of maritime communication in those

seas which, if rightly applied, must give

to the Company a powerful command of

the trade of Eastern India. These ad-
vantages were achieved by men who
were said to be lying down sick and inac-

tive during two whole seasons. The Com-
pany’s troops also took and destroyed,

during this period, several important
stockades, and struck such terror into

tho enemy by repeated displays of valour^

that that enemy was afraid to look at them
with a less force than 50,000 men, with
which he endeavoured to regain Rangoon*
They did, however, look at them with that

force, and were beaten. A second action

was fought with no better success, in

which they lost their general, Bundoolah^
After this they assembledan army of60,000
foot and 3,000 horse in the neighbour-

hood of Prome. The Company’s troops

attacked au.d defeated that force, and
R strifek
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struck terror and dismay into the Golden
Foot itself. Recourse was now had to
treaty, but it was clear that was only to
gain- time. In the despatches to the
Indian government at that period, it was
stated, that the Burmese though defeated
in all their attempts, were wholly unsub-
dued in spirit, and still strong in power.
It was not until they were again beaten,
that the signature of the Barman king
was put to a treaty, conceding every
thing which we had at first required, but
one, and - sorry he (Mr. Jackson) was
that even that one should have been
given up—he alluded to the possession of

Rangoon. He had now endeavoured to

shew that the war was a just one, that it

was necessary, and that it had been con-
ducted with talent. Of the skill and
ability with which it had been carried on,

the success attending it afforded abund-
ant proof. In ordinary life, the success
of any measure was generally received as

a proof of the skill employed in its pro-

secution. Why should not the same
test he applied in the case of the noble
lord ? He had succeeded, and against

whom ? Against a prince whose power
was dreaded in India,—whose arms had
struck terror into all the nations sur-

rounding his own, each of which lie had in

turn subjugated ; who had ambassadors
at the courts of the native princes, and
who took rank among the profound in-

triguers of the cast. This prince, whose
fierceness and thirst of blood, and habits

of rapine, liad rendered him the scourge
of every nation through which liis armies
passed, had, or affected to have, a
contempt of British power, so much so,

that he threatened to pursue our forces

to Calcutta ; and calculating on his

means of effecting that purpose, lie hud
claimed the chief provinces of Bengal as

his own. These dispositions would have
made a prince with a much smaller force,

extremely formidable. But when it was
considered that to these he added a skill

in military tactics, which according to the
generous confession of our officers, was
almost equal to European, and that he
could bring an army of one hundred
thousand men into the field, a correct

notion may lie formed of the valour and
skill by which he was opposed and de-
feated. After the court had seriously

weighed these matters, unless they could
come to the conclusion that all our suc-

cess was the result of chance—that we
had taken the enemy's most important
forts by chance—that we had beaten one
hundred thousand men by chance

—

they must* he thought, infer as in all

other cases, that success in these great

measures, was the result of skill, and if

so let him ask how in common justice

could they refuse to pass the vote
now proposed to them by the Court
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of Directors?—/' Cheers.

J

— This brought
him to the last point taken by his hon.
friend, namely, whether the result of
the war was likely to prove beneficial

to the interests of the East- India Com-
pany ; whether the advantages to be de-
rived from it, afforded a fair equivalent,

or more than an equivalent, for the loss

of blood and treasure sustained in their

acquisition ; in short, whether we had too
dearly purchased the safety of our more
eastern dominions, from daring and bar-

barous incursions ? It had been said by
Mr. Findall, in his minute, that peace
with the Burnian king would not last

longer than his majesty might feel it his

interest to observe it. Be it so ; let them
then examine, if the keeping military pos-
session of the places surrendered to our
arms, would secure us against further ag-
gression? It would be recollected, that

our district of Chittagong, situated on the
upper part of the eastern coast of the Bay
of Bengal, extended southward down that

coast till where the Arraenn dominions
commenced, winch also continued the
line of coast, till taken up by the Peguese,
whose authority continued along the same
coast to its extreme point of Cape Nigris

:

the whole of this long line of coast, ex-
tending from Amean to the eml of the
eastern side of the Bay, had been surren-

dered to us. Between this entire line

and the Burnian empire, run a continuous
chain of mountains, said to be impassuble
to an army, and these would now become
the Burmese boundary. If it should be
said, that the sickly season would prevent
us from maintaining these advantages, he
would remind the court, that the treaty

gave them also the islands of llaniree and
Chcduba, from which they could observe
the coast in question ; the latter of which
islands, however easily obtained by us,

was said, by the Governor in council, to

be capable of withstanding the strength
of the whole Burmese empire. Assam,
Cassay, and Cahar, were restored to free-

dom ; and while we could maintain the
formidable positions which lie had men-
tioned, it was thought unlikely that they
would be again invaded. We had besides

ceded to us the ports of Tavai and Mer-
gui, on the Siam coast, which completed
a line of maritime stations in the eastern
seas, including Malacca, for which we
had wisely given Sumatra in exchange, and
our rising favourite settlement of Singa-
pore, which must eventually let us in

to that trade in those seas, which we had
so long coveted. Besides these advan-
tages, the Company had obtained a con-
siderable sum of money, as a part of our
indemnification for the expenses of the
war. Of the application of that sum lie

would not speak, because he was ad-
dressing himself to men who had well
considered the immense sacrifices which

bad
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had been made by their brave troops dur-
ing the war, and wlio, he was sure, must
have anticipated him in every generous
wish towards them. He did not covet
that sum for their own coffers—a higher
and a nobler use, he thought, might be
made of it ; to themselves it would be
but little, to those to whom he alluded it

would be much. Was it in the least dis-

paraging to their brave army, or incon-
sistent with their gallant bearing, if, after

two years of suffering and privations, of
no ordinary description, they had indulged
m the soldiers* sanguine calculations, of

what might fall to their share as lawful

prize of war? Could he then give a
higher instance of honourable obedience
to military discipline, or did military his-

tory afford a brighter, than that of an
army, flushed with such hopes, and big

with such expectations, should, when
within a few short marches, when almost
within sight of that city, which had so
long fllled their imaginations, whose tem-
ples were said to be filled with golden
images, and their palaces with golden or-

naments, halt at the word of their com-
mander, and sacrifice, without a murmur,
all other feelings to their renown as a mi-
litary body? No trace was to be found
throughout the papers, of the slightest

expression of discontent ;
they confided

in their illustrious general—they knew
his affection for his army ; hut they knew
also the state interests with which he was
entrusted, and his determination to con-
sult them ; they knew that in his hands
their honour was safe, and were equally

confident that their personal interests

would ever find feeling and considerate

guardians in the Directors of the East-
India Company. It was not among the

least brilliant traits of Sir Archibald Camp-
bell’s own career, that he had the forti-

tude to circumscribe his military glory,

and to become a pacificator, when the

almost certainty of unconditional conquest
was within his reach. Hut the merits of

their army needed no advocacy from him
in that court, but. he had been unable to

resist the impulse of paying the humble
tribute of his applause to men who had
so eminently united bravery with disci-

pline. (Hear, hear, heart) Ilis lion,

friend, who had moved the amendment,
had objected to the present vote, because
there was not sufficient information on
the subject before the court. On a former
occasion lie (Mr. Jackson) had thought,

that before the court agreed to pnss a

censure on Lord Amherst, they ought to

have full information on the whole details

of the war. Since then, the papers con-
veying that information liad been laid be-

fore the proprietors. Those papers com-
prised several fofio volumes, yet his hon.

friend complained of not having sufficient

information. (Hear! and latujhter.) It

was well remarked by the lion, and gal-

lant general opposite (Sir J. Malcolm),
that if there were no evidence, there

could be no ground for founding a vote,

disapproving of the conduct of Lord Am-
herst in the affair of Barrackpore. Here
then was the inconsistency of his hon.
friend (Mr. Hume) : he refused his assent

to a vote of thanks where every informa-
tion was open to him ; and lie wished to

pass a censure on a subject, where he
possessed no document to guidqjiis judg-
ment, for not one had been laid before
them respecting the meeting at Barrack-
poor. It was stated by the gallant gene-
ral (Sir J. Malcolm), that it was not
necessary, in the course of military pro-
ceedings, that Lord Amherst should have
been informed of the conduct pursued
towards the mutineers, and his lord-

ship’s being near the scene of those
transactions made no difference. Whe-
ther he were near or far off, it was
more than probable that Sir E. Paget
would have adopted the same course

;

and in his (Mr. Jackson’s) opinion, de-
rived from correspondence with Calcutta,

the course which that gallant officer did
adopt was one of fatal necessity 1

(Hear,

hear r
) Now lie would say, that if any

gentleman declined to vote affirmatively

on the question before the court, respect-

ing which he had all necessary informa-
tion, but, won by the speech of his lion,

friend, should vole negatively on account
of the affair at Barrackpore, regarding
which he had no information, such a pro-
prietor would he dealing most unjustly by
Lord Amherst, who had not yet been
heard upon that subject. (Cheers.) Another
objection against I.ord Amherst, and one
upon which his hon. friend grounded his

amendment, was that he had violated a

law of his country, by engaging inn war
without the previous instructions of the

Court of Directors, and that for the pur-
pose of extending the Company’s terri-

tories. He would admit that a law ex-
isted, by which Covernnrs-gencral were
prohibited from making war or from ex-
tending the British possessions in India
without orders from home. And yet

these things were done year after year,

and their Governors had been upheld by
the state, and rewarded for so doing—and
why ? Because year after year had com-
pelled us to the alternative of so doing, or
submitting our nocks to the yoke of
haughty and sanguinary rival sovereign;*.

But the clause of the statute contained an
exception, which Lord Amherst’s cane
was precisely within ; that exception ran
as follow s ; viz. “ Except where hostili-

ties had actually been commenced, or
preparations actually made for the com-
mencement of hostilities against the Bri-
tish nation in India, or against soiuc of
the princes or stutes dependent thcreim.”

It 2 'ITicrc
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There was scarcely a member of this ex -

ceptive clause which did not apply to the

Burmese war; it was enough, however,
to stfrte, that when onr messenger re-

polhed to Artecen to presort! our remon-
strrtnca against the seizure of Shapooree
he obtained information that an army of
15,00(1' ;irten was then preparing for the

invasion of Bengal ; and long before a
despatch could have reached this country,

and an answer have been obtained, 5,000
men were actually at Ramoo ! Aggres-
sions of tne grossest kind had been com-
mitted against the British territories

!

Lord Amherst had successfully repelled

those aggressions ! In so doing lie had
vindicated the honour of the British

name ! He had defended the best in-

terests of his employers, and effectually

humbled the pride of nn arrogant, daring,

and ambitious enemy ! (Cheers.) View-
ing the whole of these circumstances, ho
would give his vote for the motion ; and
never in his life did he give a vote
more cordially or more conscientiously.

(Cheers.)
Col. 1m. Stanhope said, that as his hon.

friend (Mr. Hume) had keen obliged to

leave the court to attend to his duties

elsewhere, and as he had requested him
to reply on his behalf to such objections

as might be made to his arguments, he
begged to make a few remarks on what
had fallen from some hon. members who
had preceded him.
A Projirietor here observed that this

course would be quite irregular. The
gallant colonel might address the court on
bis own belmlf, but he conceived it would
be wholly out of order to allow him to

reply on the part of an absent member.
The Chairman said that there was no

precedent that he was aware of for allow-

ing any proprietor to speak by deputy,

and it would he it very bad one to esta-

blish. Besides, the reply, as from the

mover of the amendment, would suppose
the closing of the debate. But there

were, he supposed, several members who
were yet anxious to deliver their opinions,

(Hear, hear /)
Col. Stanhojw contended that he had a

right to reply, on the part of his absent
friend, to any remarks which had been
made on his speech.

Mr. S. Dixon said that the gallant colonel

WO^ld be irregular in giving the reply on
the part of another, but he might make
Any vetliark as his own speech.

Col. Stanhope then proceeded. He
WOUld first reply to some of the observa-

tions made by the gallant general (Sir J.

Malcolm). That gallant officer had said

that W0 bad it not in our power to prevent

the aggressions of the Mughs, but that

thiB BttftMM* had.

Sir J. Malcolm denied that he had made
us^of any such observation.

-Thank* to Lord Amherst, $e. [Jan.

Co],Stanhope proceeded* The gallantge-
neral had said that bis hon.. friend (Mr.
Hume)had attributed thewar to the protec-
tion ofthe refhgee Mughs; What his hon.
friend bad said was, that we might have
protected the Mughs, but that we should
not have gone to war for such trifling ag-
gressions as those of the Burmese. Jthad
been said that Lord Minto had pursued a
similar course. He denied that assertion.

The policy of Lord Minto, as well as
Lord Hastings, had been not to inix in
the concerns of those powers. The gal-

lant general had declared that he would
not assert that the rainy season might not
be a proper time for the commencement of
operations at Rangoon. What ! the rainy
season a proper one for sending troops to
that unhealthy climate ? Surely the gal-
lant general must have taken leave of bis.

usual good sense when he made the as-

sertion. (Hear, hear /) The gallant
officer had contended that there was evi-

dence on which thanks to Lord Amherst,
might be founded, as to the origin and
progress of the Burmese war, but that

there was none on which be could
be condemned with respect to the af-

fair of Barrack pore. But why had
they ao information on that subject?
It might be very true that particular

circumstances might require great promp-
titude of exertion, but then after months
and months had passed away, was
it unseasonable to demand that some in-

formation should be given on a subject of
so much importance to the service in
India ? The gallant officer recommended
secrecy with respect to these proceedings,
and be instanced the case in which be,

having been engaged in a commission of
inquiry after the mutiny at Vellore, had
recommended secrecy, and a discontinu-
ance of further proceedings to the Com-
pany. He (Col. Stanhope) had no doubt
of the fact, yet he remembered that not-
withstanding his love for secrecy, he had
written a pamphlet, and a very good one
too, on that subject. Having thus an-
swered the gallant officer’s facts, he would
now come to some of the statements made
by the learned gentleman, and he regretted

that hon. gentlemen in discussing a ques-
tion of this importance, should make long
speeches enough to set one to sleep, instead

of adhering to facts. The learned gentle-
man had told them, that according to the
law of nations, the island of Shapooreo
being our territory, we were justified in
going to war for its invasion. He would
tell the learned gentleman that if thq

Company went to war as some people
went to law—for trifles, they would never,

cease to be engaged in hostilities.—

(Laughter .
)—The learned gentleman had

told them of the preparations that had been
made to invade Bengal, and to take post
session of Calcutta. The idea was abao*

lutcly
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lutely ridiculous, anti none but a lawyer
would have thought of it. (Laughter.)
He had said the -Burmese army was ready
to move on Calcutta, which it might reach
in fourteen days. The distance was only
sbven hundred miles, and the learned
gentleman must have-supposed that, to get

over it in that time, the troops would move
as rapidly as his own tongue. (Laughter.)
lie must say, without meaning any per-

sonal offence to the learned gentleman,
that to talk of the Burmese seizing the

four cities of Bengal, and coming up to

Calcutta, was quite absurd and ridiculous.

Having replied to the learned gentleman’s
facts, he would now go over the whole
campaign. (Laughter.) He freely ad-
mitted, that in the progress of that cam-
paign, great praise was due to the army,
not less for the patience with which they

endured the diseases to which they were
exposed in the swamps, than for their

bravery in the field. (Hear, hear I

)

But
from this praise he most certainly would ex-

cept the Governor-general. It appeared to

him, that the court never seemed disposed
to offer a vote of thanks to their govern-
ment, except when it did something very

absurd. To talk of a vote of thanks to

Lord Amherst for commencing and carry-

ing on die Burmese war, reminded him of
what had been once said of the Walchercn
expedition—that it had been wisely plan-

ned, and ably conducted. (Hear, hear / )
This war of Lord Amherst hud cost the

Company ten millions of money, which
was as much, or more, than had been ex-
pended in the two campaigns conducted
by the Duke of Marlborough. As to the

cause of the war itself, he contended that

that which had been shown, would not
justify it. Ileal danger to the Company’s
possessions could alone sanction the policy

of a war—not such danger as the learned

gentleman apprehended in the invasion of

Calcutta, but danger from the aggression

of a force calculated to disturb the peace
of our territories. As to the attack on
our subjects in the island of Shapoorcc, a

few men would have been suflicient to re-

press it. But a mere incursion beyond
our frontier-line could not be prevented,

as we could not in such an extensive fron-

tier keep up a police or military force

sufficient for that purpose. But after all,

the main question was, as to whether it

was politic to attempt the conquest of the

Birman empire, and to detach from it

Pegu, Arracan, and Assam. One ob-

servation here naturally suggested itself;

it was, that Governors-general of India,

and their ministers, had, ui all times, a

direct interest in carrying on a war.

(Cries of “ No, no.”) He maintained,

they had. A thousand circumstances

contributed to make a war profitable to

persons high in office in India. He would
even add, that the bon. gentlemen within

•Thanks to Lord Amherst, <$•<?. 125

the bar (the Directors)' bad also a direct

interest in a war, as it always increased

their patronage ; but the great body of tin)

proprietors had no such interest* What-
ever sum might be spent in a war, the
amount of their dividends was in general
the same ; but, nevertheless, they should
be cautious of giving their approbation to
military excursions not called for by ab-
solute necessity. But when wars were
commenced, it was the duty of that court
to withhold their approval of them, unless
they were carried on with ability* Now
looking at the different places in which
the Company’s troops were engaged, he
did not conceive that any merit was duo
to the Governor-general, on account of
the manner in which they were provided.
From one place they were obliged to re-
treat through a want of provisions ; from
another, through want of other necessary
supplies. As to Rangoon, if it were
found necessary to make a diversion in
that quarter, lie would have bad no ob-
jection that Lord Amherst should have
been sent thither—but whatever might
have been the importance of the possession

of Rangoon, surely troops ought not to
have been sent there in the rainy season.

He was astonished to hear any man of ex-
perience defend such a course.

Sir John Malcolm in explanation ob-
served, that what he hud said was, that in-

dependently of the contest arising from
the disputed possession of Shapoorcc, such
was the disposition of the Burmese, that

sooner or later a war must ensue. As to

not possessing information, all he had
said was, that not having read all of the
documents before the court, he was disposed
to confide in the recommendation of the
Directors, who had full information on the

subject, and upon their proposal he fully

concurred in the vote of thanks.

Col. Stanhope said, that “ sooner or later”

w ere sweeping terms, which might embrace
any period, how'cvcr distant.

Sir John Sewell said that the vote now
submitted to the court not having come
recommended by the unanimous vote of
the directors, he could not help inferring

that the want of that unanimity arose

from a doubt as to the justice of the war.
Upon that point be too had liis doubts;
or rather he might say, that he had no
doubt that the war was commenced with,
out necessity. His learned friend (Mr,
R. Jackson) had told them that he read
through the thirteen folio volumes of
papers oil tin's subject.

Mr. R. Jackson*—“ I did not say I read
the whole of the thirteen volumes; 1 only
said that I endeavoured to make myself
acquainted with the general subject of
their contents.”

Sir J. Sewell continued.—-He had 4®*

voted all the hours of one day. And was
not able to get through the content^ of

one
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otie volutne ; 'life was not therefore asham-
ed to say, that hie' was not acquainted with
the Contents of the whole thirteen. How.
ever, he believed that he did know enougli
to justify him, and that the court knew
enough to justify them, in refusing a vote
of thanks to the Governor-general of
India, on this occasion.

—

(Heart) The
first point to be taken into consideration

was, the justice of the war. Upon this

subject there were two letters of the Go-
vernor-general, die first dated the 21st

of November 1823, and the second dated
the 2d of November 1825. In this second
letter the Governor-general made a great
parade of the intentions of the Burmese
to carry on a war within the British terri-

tories, as if he sought a justification of his

measures from that cause. But in the first

letter, the only causes mentioned were,
first, the molestation of the elephant
hunters, and next, the dispute about the

little island of Shapooree. His learned

friend (Mr. Jackson) had said that this

island had been proved indisputably to

belong to the Company. He concurred
with him in believing, that if that fact

could be clearly established, we would
be justified in asserting, by force of
arms, our right to its possession. He
agreed, that if we expected to he attacked,

we wrere not bound to wait until the attack

was actually made. 'Hie same principle

applied to nations. According to national

law, the evident intention of immediate
attack on one side, was sufficient to justify

aggression on the other, even before the

attack was actually commenced. Now
let the court inquire into what was the

state of the case, with respect to the island

of Shapooree. It was said to he contiguous
to our territories, separated from if. on one
side by a narrow stream, while the river

divided it on the other from that of the

Burmese. There was, it appeared, water
at both sides, as of course there must, as

it was art island; hut the difference be-

tween our side and that of the Burmese
was, that at the former the water was
fordable, but at the latter it was not, and
the deep water was alleged to he the

territorial boundary between the two states.

In a dispute of that kind he thought it

would not have been very difficult to ap-
point Commissioners of inquiry at both
side*; with the power to decide. That at

leirtt ought tb have been attempted, before
the Company was involved in a war. It

was, he supposed, assumed, that because
the' i*hiiii[d

! happened to be within the
British boundary line, that therefore the
p6&&&ibn r necessarily rested in us. This
hte' 'tHotf|*ht

>

was assuming too much. It

wda'IfOgging the whole question at once,

irtofey Well known that territorial pos-

sessiOtis belonging to one power, might be
situate' Within Hie dominion's', though not
subject (O the jurisdiction of another, and

-Thanks to Lord Amherst, [Jak.

this was seen every day. Mere juxta po-
sition, then, did not constitute a right to

possession. What other claim had the

Company alleged? This island was said

to have been in our possession since 1790;
we bud had it measured, and had granted a
lease of it. The lease it appeared had
been granted in 1801—no very remote
antiquity for the claim of ancient- title.

He believed that our possession of Chitta-

gong itself, would be found to he within

the memory of man. As our sovereignty
over the island of Shapooree was of so re-

cent a date, it was to he expected that a
lease of it would particularly set forth its

situation and boundary. On looking over
the lease, however, lie found that it was
not a specific lease of that island, but
that it had been let along wiih a piece of
adjacent land ; that it had been nominally
included in the lease, without any consi-

deration having been given for it. It was
added, that it was measured by order of
the Indian government, in 1801, with a
view to the collection of revenue; but he
had seen a statement in which it was
positively asserted, that the person by whom
the measurement was said to have been
made had never set a rod on the island.

With respect to the lease, it was clear, that

the island could not have been let with
a view to cultivation, as it appeared that

the only use made of it, was the driving

over on if, from the main land, a few ani-

mals, for the purpose of the rank forage

which it afforded. The Mnghs were in the
habit of driving over their buffaloes to pas-

ture there in the day, hut. they never re-

mained on the island during the night,

either from a fear of disease, or from dread
of being attacked by the Burmese. If

the latter cause prevented them, it would
afford a tolerably fair presumption, that

the Burmese had never quietly acquiesced

in our possession of the island, or in the

use and occupation of it by the JMughs.
From the papers before the court he fouml,
that in 1822 the Bmrne*e had built two or

three houses on the island, which the Bri-
tish force got orders to destroy, and they

were accordingly pulled down. This af-

forded an additional proof, that our title

was not an undisputed one up to that pe-
riod. In the year 1813, it appeared that

there were individuals of the Mugh nation

on the* island; and when questioned as to

the right they had to he there, they an-
swered, that their fathers had obtained a
lease of it from one of the Company’s offi-

cers, in the year 1790. Now, if this were
a fact, nothing could be more easily proved,.

If a grant had been made, it might have
been very easily shewn by the records of
the transaction, and the date would have
been put, beyond a doubt. But, would it

not seem somewhat strange, that if a lease

were granted in 1790, under which parti?*

claimed in 1813, that a new lease should
have
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have been
.
granted in J801 ? If this were

so, it would prove that the public business

in the district of Chittagong must have
been conducted in a very careless and slo-

venly manner. From what he had already
said, he thought it was quite conclusive,

that the Burmese had never admitted the

right to the island to have belonged to the

Company ; for, if they had thought so, it

was natural to suppose that they would
not have erected buildings on it. lie
thought it was also very sufficiently proved
by the papers, that at first the Governor-
general, Lord Amherst, did not believe

that the island constituted an indefeasible

portion of British territory. If we pos-

sessed an indefeasible right to it, the prin-

ciple of the law of nations would be equally
applicable, whether the island comprised
one thousand acres, or only one

;
for, if a

nation tamely yielded to unjust aggression

one acre of its lawful possessions, it would
well deserve to lose the whole. However
small or insignificant the island of Slia-

poorec might be, if it constituted an inde-
feasible portion of the British territory, it

was as much ours as Dover Castle or the

Isle of Wight, and we were equally bound
to defend it. But what said the Governor-
general, and what was his opinion, as to

tins indefeasible right? Why, he at first

proposed that the dispute about the pos-

session should be referred to two persons,

one to bo appointed by each power. But
why should Lord Amherst have adopted
this course; why submit it to arbitration?

If he thought that the island was an inde-

feasible portion of territory, he had no
right to submit the claim of a foreign

power respecting it to arbitration. 1 le was
bound by his oath, he was hound by his

regard for the honour of the British flag,

to resist with i inmediate and open force

such a claim, if it were asserted by arms.

To talk then of arbitration, in this case,

was a dereliction of duty, unless indeed
the noble lord had a doubt as to our right

of possession ; and if lie did entertain such
doubt, he ought not to have involved the

Company in a war, upon a point which
might have been settled in an amicable
manner. But in the same letter in which
this opinion of Lord Amherst was re-

corded, he found, that at the very time he
was offering the subject to arbitration of

two persons, lie had given private instruc-

tions to the magistrate at Chittugong not

to allow the place to be given up. This

shewed that he was not sincere at bottom
in proposing the arbitration, a conduct
wholly unworthy an officer of his high

station—thus to promise, what it clearly

was not his intention to fulfil. (Hear,
hear !) Such conduct, if there were no-

thing else to be objected to the noble lord,

was in his opinion quite sufficient to war-

rant lion, gentlemen in withholding their

ussent to me vote of thanks to his lordship.

lie did hope that that, court would not
suffer it to he entered amongst its records*

and to go forth to the world, that it had.

sanctioned by a vote of thanks speh shuf-
fling policy as that of the noble lord to-

wards the Burmese, in the early stage of
this affair ; policy which, when exposed to

the world, would no doubt lessen that

character for sincerity and good faith,

which the British name had hitherto

borne.
( Hear, hear/) But it seemed to

have been set up as a kind of justification

of his lordship's course, that this little

island of Sliapoorcc was neutral ground—
that it was a kind of “ no man's land,'*

not belonging to the Burmese, or to the
British, but frequently used in common
by both. This was a mode of defence of
which those who adopted it ought to be
ashamed—hut such as it was, he would
examine how far it went. It appeared by
the papers, that Mr. Lee Warner stated

in 1821 that this island was what was
denominated a chur, which meant a piece

of neutral ground. Was it not somewhat
singular that that should have been des-

cribed us neutral ground in 1821, which
it was said had been claimed by the Com-
pany as far back as tlie year 1790—which
had been measured and let out on lease by
the Company?

Dr. Gilchrist, here observed that the

word chur literally meant an island

!

(//i?ar, hear, hear!)

Sir Sewell said, perhaps it might be
so, but as he hacl read the papers, it ap-

peared to him that neutral ground was
meant : however, he would not positively

say, as he had read over the papers in haste

and might have been mistaken. In this

declaration of war, lie (Sir J. Sewell)

would contend that the noble lord had di-

rectly violated an act of parliament for

regulating the conduct of Govcrnors-ge-

ncral of India. lie contended, that the

noble lord acted in direct hostility to the

spirit of that act—for even admitting the

shooting of a seaman belonging to us to

have been an act of aggression which
would justify a war, still there was suf-

ficient time between that period and the

actual declaration of war to have commu-
nicated with the Board of Control, and
got its advice as to the course it might be
advisable to adopt. It was well known
that for a long time before the breakiqg

out of hostilities, there existed i ftereunces

with the Burmese, as to the possession of

the island of Shapooree.
The Chairman .—Lord Amherst/w®8 rot

in India at the period of those differenew*

Sir J. Sewell continued.—-That might
be so, but when he went out, he, must
have heard something of those <H$pvtes«,

and should have made .representations: on*

the subject to the government here, before

he proceeded to a declaration of open, war,,

The great diilerence in tlie tone of the
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MWe lord’i two letters to which k# had
bffora alluded, shewed, that at first therem not that cause of hc^Hitv, the exis-

tence of which the noble lord was in his

second letter so anxious to impress ou the

Court of Directors. It was stated in one
of the papers before the court, that Cap-
tain Pcchcll had had some negotiations

with the Burmese, and he (Sir J. Sewell)
would like to know what was the nature
of those negotiations, and whether they
referred to the particular matters on which
the war had afterwards been declared.

Taking the whole of the circumstances
into consideration ; seeing, thut the right

to the island of Shapooree was not indis-

putably proved to be vested in the Com-
pany, and upon the establishment of such
proof the whole question of the justice of
the war turned ; he could not conscien-
tiously vote for thanks being given to the

noble lord, when those who brought for-

ward that motion, had failed to prove the

justice pr necessity of the proceedings on
which it was founded.
Mr. 12. Jackson, in explanation, begged

to say, that the argument of the Company's
light to the possession of Shapooree was
taken from the admission of the Burmese
themselves. They had admitted that Sha-
pooree was always considered an appen-
dage to the four great cities of Bengal,
and those places having been ceded by the
Rajah of Arracan, it followed that the

Company, to whom the cession was made,
had the same right to the island, as was
admitted to have been vested in the Kajah.

Mr. Trant said, that the learned judge
(Sir J. Sewell) ivas mistaken in supposing
that the word chur meant a neutral ground ;

it meant a bank of sand, which had become
an island. The learned gent, had asked,
when the case of this island was made the

subject of discussion in 1809, it was not
then proved that the Company's title was
dear, and how had it happened that if it

was let out on lease by the Company at

one period, it should have so soon after

been again let out ? Now he begged to

answer, that the Company’s title was not
disputed at that time . As to the second
question, he would say, that the parties

to whom the first lease had been given, not
ithmking the place worth the trouble of
Ctlltlyatiun, neglected it, and it then be-

CiM. occupied by persons who had no
ng|n|0 it. The Company therefore sought

its possession, and sent a party
sepdji&fhither ; these were attacked, and

killed, by the Burmese« Hete wad bloodshed, and some
Company's servants put to death,

the Company bound, under such
^i^il^iitiifices, to assert its honour, and
^resefit the tnsult offered ? In fact, it was

to decline coining to hostilities,

tfhiess the Company were prepared to

yl^ld sill Bengal ; for the king of Burmah

demanded the whole of Bengalis Ids, and
the island of Shapooree as a part of it. Such
was the insolence of the Burmese, that if

Lord Amherst wasto blame for any thing,

it was for being too gentle towards them
in the first instance. If they bad not been
resisted on that occasion, it would soon
have been necessary to do so on some other
point ; for it evidently was their intention
to pick a quarrel with us. He had read
all the papers, and he thought they fully

bore out the motion before the court.-—

(Hcart hear /)
Sir John Sewell, in explanation, said that

it was in 1813 that two men were on the
island of Shapooree, which they claimed in

right of a lease made to their fathers by an
agent of the Company in 1790. It was,
he repeated, strange that if such a lease

had been made at that period, no better

evidence could have been given than the

evidence of those two men.
Mr. Rigby thought that the course pur-

sued by the lion, gentlemen who opposed
the motion of thanks before the court, was
extremely singular. It was strange they
should seek to attack the character of Lord
Amherst, who now occupied so large a
space in the eye of Kurope, and upon such
grounds as they had chosen. Some of
those charges rested upon direct miscon-
struction, and others upon arguments and
assumptions of facts wholly groundless,
lie did expect that if the noble lord were
to he opposed in that court, something
more substantial than any thing he had yet

heard would have been urged against him ;

instead of which he had heard nothing that

could warrant any honourable person in
withholding his assent to the motion be-
fore them. He had read the papers, and
he thought that they fully justified the

statement made by the hon. chairman, and
the resolution submitted. Could it be
denied that the blood of the native subjects

of the Company had been shed—that the
Company’s property had been attacked and
their territory invaded ? Yet after this,

w hich w'ould have justified an immediate
recourse to hostilities, the noble lord pre-
ferred to arrange the affair, if possible, ill

an amicable manner. It would be seen In
his letter, that at first a kind of reprimand
was sent to the officer of the district, for

having made too much of the affair. What
was bis next course? He named several

officers. Captains Canning, Scott, and
others (some of whom had keen on mis-
sions to Ava, and all of them men of con-
siderable skill and experience), as commis-
sioners, to settle the matter, if practicable,

by arbitration. What was the result? So
far from coming to any terms of agree-
ment, the Burmese government threatened
that they would take possession of Dacca,
and the other chief places of Bengal ; that

they would pursue the British as far as

Calcutta, and that after this they would
march
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WMefivi^nglMd. (Laughter.) Tliepe
'were the very words used in the paper be-
fore tke court . It was clear,* as has been
•aid, that they could not know the power
of the Company, which they affected so
much to despise, and tliat it was necessary
to teach tliem what the strength of that

Company was. The nobte lord had done
so; he had successfully repulsed those
arrogant invaders,, defeated them on their

own territories, and compelled them to sue
for peace. And yet after this, they were
told by an lion, member (Mr. Hume) that

the noble lord deserved as little credit for

putting an end to that war as that man
should, who had scattered firebrands
about, and afterwards assisted in extin-

guishing the conflagration ! From all that

lio had seen of the papers, and he had
gone through a groat portion of them, with
considerable attention, it appeared to him
to be clearly established, that the noble
lord had throughout conducted himself as

a wise and able statesman, acting with the
most cautious prudence before hostilities

had commenced,' but with promptitude
'and decision after they were unavoidable.
(Hear, hear!) An lion, proprietor had
regretted the absence of Sir Thomas Mon-
ro on the present occasion. If he joined
in that regret, he must at the same time
congratulate the court at the presence of
another officer (Sir J. Malcolm,) who
was a host in himself, and whose observa-
tions on the question before them were
most important. He trusted that the
court would strip this question of the

casuistry in which some of the proprietors

had attempted to involve it
;
and that if

there should not he an unanimous vote,

their decision would shew that the great
majority of the proprietors liad viewed it

in its proper light. He would not waste
the time of the court by entering at any
length into another ground of attack

which had been made on Lord Amherst,
namely, that lie was a man wholly unfit

for the high office, which he held.. The
court, on a former occasion, had, he
conceived, come to a very proper judg-
ment on tliat subject ; and the successful

^Career of the noble lord since then fully

attested the wisdom of that decision.

(Hear, hear /)
Mr. S. Dixon said, tliat in the experi-

ence of a long life, he had never wit-

nessed an afternoon so improperly spent

in special pleading, as that of which they

were now nearly at the conclusion. The
question before the court was, whether

thanks should be given to Lord Amherst ?

That nobleman had gone out to India in

1823, and yet hon. gentlemen, in review-

ing his conduct since then, bad felt it ne-

cessary to go into matters which had oc-

curred in India years ago, and with which

the government of Lord Amherst had
nothing to do. (Hear, hear/) One gen

-
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tlem&nhadtold them a veryjongstory about,

a lease of this island of Shapoorce whicji

had been given to two Mughs (Laughter),
but he forgot to say (and it was rather

surprising, since he was so very minute
in other particulars) whether it was f&r

seven, fourteen, or twenty-one years,

(Hear, hear/) or to tell them whether
the Mughs, if they got a lease could read

it. (Hear, hear !) But in sober serious-

ness, all this talk about this little island

or sandbank was quite beside the question,

which really was, could Lord Aitilierst,

circumstanced as India was when he went
out, have avoided going to war ? It was
well known that, long before then, the
name of the Burmese had spread terror

among several of the native powers of
India. Their ambitious desire to en-
croach on our territories was also well

known ; and there w as no doubt, if we
had given way to those encroaoliments, it

would have been generally believed in

India that we had done so, not from any
sense of the justice of the Burman cause*,

but from a fear of their arms. (Hear, hear!)

The Burmese had arrived at that pitch of
arrogance, that either we must have put
them down, or they would have inevitably

invaded our territories. (Hear, hear/)
From all he liad heard and read, it was
his firm conviction that the war on the

part of the Company had been unavoid-
able

; that it had been conducted with
great skill, and brought to a successful

conclusion : and in tliat conviction he
would give his hearty assent to the vote of
thanks. [Hear, hear/)
•Sir Charles Forbes said, it would have

been his anxious wish that the present

vote should pass with unanimity ;
yet he

felt himself, though with regret, bound
to oppose it. lie had done every thing in

his power to make himself acquainted
with the subject, and from all the informa-
tion ho derived from the papers laid Qtt

the table, and from other sources, he felt

himself hound to withhold his approbation,

from the conduct of Lord Amherst In

commencing the Burmese war, and on
other points connected with his adminis-
tration. He was not aware of any circum-
stance which could induce him to thiqk
that that war had been just, necessaryaqd
unavoidable. If the Burmese wergyjAe
wild barbarians which they bad l^ejCcfe”

scribed to be, their petty ii^pyiiiq^s

were not worthy of our. gqUqe,
.

Qt

1 exist that kind of notice which
5wq bad

taken, nor bad they ever deserved the im-
portance which the Indian goveragUtiipt

attached to them. If a gentieipaji,

met by a blackguard and insuUedhf. h**11

in the street, ould it be thought, • t^t_bo
asserted his honour properly byjen^ing
into a ruffian contest with him on ''tips

.spot? Undoubtedly be would not. Jfs
did not mean to say that a man should.

S # not
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iflRPPwe , forcje; bgr force, but having
qiprUgcl sufficient force to repel the insult,

th^coptest . ought not to have been carried

4lfj$Iier, The hon. Chairman had cx-
m$gsed a hope, that the resolution should
be passed unanimously. But he appeared
tp put out of his view that this same re-

solution had not passed with unanimity
among the Directors themselves. If the

Court of Directors could not bring
themselves to an unanimous vote, it

was too much to expect such unanimity
from the Court of Proprietors, where
the same information was not possessed,

where not two men had been able to go
through the documents presented to their

inspection. lie much regretted that the

information which had been a&ked on this

subject last year, and which was now in

the possession of the court, had not been
printed ; the expense, no doubt, might have
been considerable, but the advantage
would have been more than commensurate.
He knew, however, that those papers re-

lating to the Burmese war could not be
long kept from the view of the public.

They must be laid before the House of
Commons, and he was convinced that no
minister would rise and move a vote of
thanks to Lord Amherst and his army,
without first moving that those papers bo
printed. He regretted much that such an
important event as the mutiny at Barrack-
pore, and the proceedings consequent on it,

should be buried in oblivion without any
inquiry being instituted. That was not
the way to conciliate our Indian native

subjects. Suppose such a circumstance
as a mutiny amongst our troops occurred

in this country, and that that mutiny was
resisted with immediate force, and that 500
of our fellow subjects fell by the bullets of
their white comrades, what would be said

in the House of Commons, if when an in-

quiry was demanded, it should be met by
observations of this kind-—114 For God’s
sake, do not look at the cast—dti not in-

quire farther or you may discover that the

unfortunate men were driven to the course

they had taken.”—There was he believed

no instance of a mutiny in this country,

which, had not been provoked by some sort

.
of ill-treatment, to the redress of which,

"/thlMt mutiny ultimately led, {Hear!) Let

fjbfrcourt see how the case stood with res-

jwu& to th* regiments which had mutinied
l&jj^rrackpore. It was truly said, that they

^Aod ingrched a thousand miles in order to

W^ctnharked for Rangoon, and in the

srfepU of that march not a single instance

(^/d^rtioQ took place. But then they

|)Ad(£tSl*fbed with all the comforts usually

'Mowed to soldiers on inarch in India, that

VNWritihjf} sufficient number of coolies and
bullocks to carry their baggage. When
qrdfted ,to march from Barrackpore, the

•atne accommodations were- not afforded.

,
Cbolies and cattle were not supplied, and

—
!Phanks to Lord Amherst

,
JJast.

the men had no prospect but oTsubmitting
to carry thejr own cooking utensils, which
among men of high caste was always con-
sidered a disgrace. Government would
not furnish them with bullocks, but it al-

lowed them a certain sum to supply them-
selves, and such was the scarcity of cattle

in the market, that the sum was found in-

sufficient. They could not get the cuttle

and they refused to march. lie entreated

the court not to sanction principles, which
would declare that they did not dispense
even banded justice towards their subjects.

The cheapest way to govern our Indian
subjects would be to establish an empire
in their hearts, and raise them from their

present state of degradation \ for the more
they were elevated towards onr level, the
more ready would be tlieir obedience to

that government, the benefits of which they

had begun to enjoy. {Hear!) lie would
most cordially assent to votes of tlmnks re-

cognising the skill and ability of our offi-

cers, and the bravery and admirable disci-

pline of our troops. Upon this subject he
could not avoid making one remark on
what had fallen from an hon. gent, who
had proceeded him. That learned gent.

( Mr. R. Jackson) had said that lie would give
the money which we had acquired by the

war to the troops. I le
(
Sir C. Forbes) would

also consent, whether it was half a crore

or a crore of rupees that should be shared
amongst the troops, but not for the reasons

assigned by that learned gent.,—not be-
cause they had not disobeyed the orders of
tlieir officers and marched back to plunder
the temples of Ava. lie could scarcely

believe bis cars when he heard the learned
gent, urge as a reason for rewarding the
troops that they had not turned traitors.

With respect to the officers, he was sorry

to find that while Lord Amherst and others

had been selected for honours and rewards,
the name of Sir Archibald Campbell, who
commanded the army sent against the

Burmese, had been passed over. He did
not mean to dispute hisMajesty’s right to ex-
ercise his’prerogative in conferring honours;
but he did hope that those meritorious indi-

viduals whose conduct had already entitled

them to distinction, would not be ultimately
forgotten. On the subject of Lord Ant.*
herst's promotion in the peerage, he must
regret the extremely bad taste of his friends

in this country who had advised the con-
nection of his new title (Earl Amherst of
Arracan) with the name of a place which
had become the charnel-liouse of his coun-
trymen. He really was astonished when
he had read that title in the gazette.

Dr. Gilchrist complained that it was bard
upon individuals to have want of intelli-

gence and understanding attributed to
them, because they were not able to. com -

prebend the vast mass of papers which had
been submitted to their inspection.: (Cries

of ** Spoke, spoke t"

)

The learned gentle-
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man than proceeded to restate some of his
remarks on that point, amidst con-

shdefuble interruption.

‘A Proprietor remarked, this is not
jilanation hilt argument.
The Chairman. “ I much doubt whether

it is either, (Hear, hear!) it certainly is

but of* order.**

Dr. Gilchrist begged that the Chairman
would repeat his decision if he had given

any, as to whether he was out of order,

for he had not heard him.
The Chairman said, that if no other

proprietor chose to address the court, he
would now put the question.

Col. Slarihope suggested, that as the
court was then so thin, and as there were,
he believed, twelve of the directors absent
(and from their absence on this occasion
it was fair to infer their hostility to the
motion before the court) it would lie

better to defer the further consideration of
this question till to-morrow. (Cries of
“ Go on ! ** “go on /** and “ question.!'*)

The amendment was now put from the
chair and negatived by a considerable
majority.

The original resol utinn was again read.

On its being put from the chair,

Mr. PtUtison said, “ from the observa-
tions of the gallant Colonel and other hon.
members, there seems tome to be an iinpres-

sion that the vote of thanks to Lord Am-
herst was not carried in the Court of Di-
rectors by any large majority. In order to

correct such a mistake, I beg to assure

the court that the majority in favour of the

motion now before them, was, among the

directors, very considerable.'*

The question was again put from the

chair, when
Col. Stanhope proposed to move an a-

mendment.
The Chairman. “ The court must be

aware that I cannot now receive any mo-
tion by way of amendment which would
lmve the effect of displacing any part of the

resolution in my hand, and substituting

other und contradictory words, for by the

decision which the court has just come to, it

lias affirmed, * that the original motion
ahull stand part of the question.* The
court may negative the whole if it thinks

proper when put as the main question, but
any amendment that is proposed, must he
by way of addition to but not subversive of
what the Court have recently determined
shall be the main. question.**

Col. Slanhofte then moved the following

by way of addition to the original motion.
Resolved.—“ That the thanks of this

meeting are due to Dord Amherst for

having terminated the Burmese war, a

Weir Wantonly entered into, and contrary

to an nfct of parliament, by which alt

augmentation of territory, and every act

Ofwttr 1 wgainst an Indian prince, except
for kelf-deftnce, in the case of actual

— Thanks to Lord Amherst
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hostilities, is declared to be contrary to

the interests, and injurious to the honour
of the British nation, a war which had
been ill-planried and supported, and
which, by extending our frontier and
connexions, had added to our danger ;

which would increase the burdens of the

people of India, and thereby injure their

agriculture, their commerce, and their

resources I and which must ultimately

hurt the trade and swell the national debt
of Great Britain.**

The Chairman added, that this was A
repetition of the original amendment on
which the court had already decided.

Mr. Vatlisnn. “ The addition now pro-
posed would make a direct contradiction

to the motion which the court had decided
should stand part of the question. To
cement the two in one resolution would
be about as consistent as to say that it is

dark because the sun shines. {IJcar^

hear !) The addition would have the

effect of thanking Lord Amherst in one
part of tlie resolution, and condemning
him in another. In my opinion it ought
not for a moment to be listened to.**

Mr. lVigrnm. “ I think if the gallant

Colonel will consider for a moment, he
will perceive that what he now proposes
is not, properly speaking, an addition to

the resolution before the court, but a new
motion, and that to adopt the second would
be a decided contradiction to the first. I

hope, therefore, the gallant Colonel will

see the propriety of withdrawing it.**

After some further discussion, it ap-
pearing to be the opinion of the court

that the amendment should not be put.

The Chairman declined to receive it,

and put the original motion, which was
carried in the affirmative with only five

dissentient votes.

The resolutions of thanks to Sir Thos.
Munro, Sir A. Campbell and the other

officers of the army engaged in the Bur-
mese war. were then put seriatim and
carried unanimously.
On the vote of thanks to the non-

commissioned officers and privates of tlie

army.
Col. J.ushington said, “ Whatever dif-

ference of opinion may exist as to tlie

policy of the war, there can be none as

regards the conduct of tlie officers and
troops engaged in it. Their gal lanltyattd

ardour on every occasion when tliey came
in contact with the enemy however great

the disparity in number, their zeal and
devorion to the service in a distanV' uiY-

healthy and difficult country, tbeir^un-
wearied perseverance under severe priva-

tions ; their patient endurance -of sicktifess*

and the cheerfulness and alacrity with
which tho most fatiguing duties were
performed, offered abundant cause * fori

admiration, while the benefits that haver

been derived to the national interesta^by

S 2 ’ thdfr
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nsi» entitle them to the

^fftwfth no cbmfaoh 'feelings of pride

and satisfaction that 1 ask the indulgence
of the court while I read a short para-

graph frOni the governor-general's orders

or tho 1 1th April last,

•* * To the native troops of the hon.

East-India Company, who have so often

successfully emulated their European
comrades in arms, the highest meed of
approbation and applause is not more
cheerfully accorded than it has been hono-
rably won. The Madras sepoy regiments
destined for the expedition to Ava, obey-
ed with admirable alacrity and zeal the

call for their services in a foreign land
involving them in many heavy sacrifices

and privations. This devotion to their

government reflects the highest credit on
the character of the Coast army, not more
honorable to themselves than it is doubt-
less gratifying to the government of Fort
St. George, as affording an unequivocal
proof of the sentiments of gratitude and
attachment with which that army acknow-
ledges the paternal anxiety and care that

ever watches over and consults its best

interests and welfare. The detachment of
the Bengal native troops employed in Ava,
consisting of a portion of the governor-
generafs body guard, commanded by
Capt. Sncyd, and detachments of native

artillery, have been animated throughout
by the noblest spirit of gallantry and zeal,

the former more especially are, in a pecu-
liar degree, entitled to the warmest thanks
of the Supreme Government for their vo-
luntary offer of service beyond sea, and
for their distinguished conduct in the

field, under their native as well as Euro-
pean officers.*

M It will, I ain certain, he as gratifying

to this court to hear, as it is to me to assert

it, without fear of contradiction, that the

flt-TiVtion of the Madras army to the public
service has never shone more conspicuously
than during the Burmese war. Every
branch of the Service vied with each other

in enthusiasm and zeal. Every successive

rCgunept that was ordered for embarkation
^snswred it as the highest honour that

C&iifd have been conferred upon them, to

selected for foreign service, not a dis-

voice was heard, all were eager to

s fame and add to the good name of
their Corns, and no regret was felt but by
IKroe Wntr, from age or infirmity, were
iricapabljs of proceeding.
i:

*‘ JAV'ifliffstrait/ve of this high military

jilSfi t[a&p quite confident the court will

_.r iiie
' trrtsphfesing too much on

ttfiijtfon',' t>y relating two- most in-

IhW'fdcidert^, aWhrig4t many others,

icfi oc^urfed 'during the embarkation of
They Were comm uni

-

ay, the gjiJJutafit-gene-

itnif, to k particular*
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friend' in this country, Unit I

better than relate them tn his own WOrdk. >

14 * One morning I went to the beach t*v

see a regiment embark, a sepoy eame up td>

me with two children in his arms, he study
* Conway Saheb, I am a Volunteer ahd
ready to go into the boat, but what w'to*
become of these children; their mother
died last night of cholera, and there is no
one to protect and take care of them ; I
give them to* you, and will go and do
my duty.' I took the boys, sent for the
adjutant of the veteran battalion, and de-

sired him to bring me a good man of the

same caste in whom he could confide, and
to him I made over the children,- with ft

promise of reward if he did his duty by
them. The gallant father died at Kan*
goon, government have pensioned the

boys, 1 am their guardian, and faithfully

will I perform the trust.'

“ The other incident is as follow's.

“ 1 An old Subidar of cavalry had four

sons embarked with one troop, and he,

liis wife, and all the family came down to

the beach to see them into the boats, the

venerable white-headed father salam’d to

Sir Thomas Munro, and bid him see his

boys depart, they were all five handsome
Mussulmen, and it was a sight fit for a
Homan father to witness, when the boa*

pushed off, the high bearing and pride

witli which these gallant fellows salaih'd

to the governor, to their father, and to the

mother’s hackery. Sir Thomas Munro
was much struck witli the groupe, and
often asks me if the Subidar’s four sons

are well.'
“ From the commencement of the war

to its termination the Madras establishment

furnished the head-quarters, two squa-

drons of native cavalry, and eighteen regi-

ments of native infantry, which, with
detachments of artillery and pioneers, and
including volunteers and recruits sent from
time to time to complete, amounted to

20,000 native troops, and such is the con-
fidence of the men in the government, and
in their officers, that they will now em-
bark on any service without asking a ques-

tion, or making any sort of stipulation.

It should be recollected also, that this*

excessive drain of troops for foreign ser-

vice, necessarily entailed very severe du-
ties upon those regiments that remained aff

home, which (ami I speak from good au-
thority) have for nearly two years beef)

doing double and quadruple duty.
“ It may perhaps be asked, at all events

it is useful to know, from whCticcf 'half

arisen this confidence? By what means
has such a revolution been accomplished
as to make the embarkation of sepoV rej^i*

ments on foreign service ntow n hnattcr 4f
course wheneter required, which WatrfbWt

merly attended' with much Uftrfetyy'dotiltat

foT success afid delicate matfnrienfefttl

The cause is id be finind 2t»thi ttgbli&totlfil
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tha£ bay* been from time to time framed
for tbe native army on the coast establish-

ment, snd which regulations are strictly

adhered to and enforced, both by the gp-
verrtment and the officers; it arises, as

meat justly expressed by the governor-ge-
neral’s Older * from the sentiments of
gratitude and attachment with which the

coast army acknowledges the paternal

anxiety and care that ever watches over
and consults its best interests and wel-
fare.*

“ It will not be thought altogether an
unfit opportunity briefly to advert to some
of those regulations which have had so be-
neficial an effect on the minds of the na-
tive soldiery. First, the permission to the

sepoy to have a portion of his pay paid to his

family for their support during his absence
in the field ; secondly, the certainty the sepoy
possesses of procuring his wheat, flour,] or
rice, wheu on flcld service, at a fixed daily

quantity and rate, however high the price

may be in the bazar ; thirdly, a pension
for life, after a certain period of service,

or in the event of losing a limb in

action. The same pension to the nearest

heir, if killed in action, and a variety of
other privileges and advantages it is un-
necessary to lake up the time of the court
in detailing, but which all tend to the
conclusion, that in no service in the world
is more consideration, more kindness,

more liberality shewn to the soldier than
by^the British government in India, ami
most undoubtedly infinitely more than
was ever evinced by any of the native or

European governments that have had
military or political sway in that country.
“ It will appear almost, presumptuous

in me to make any observation on the con-
duct of Sir Thomas Munro, the governor
of Madras ; I am well aware that iny

humble tribute of applause can add no-
thing to liis well established character,

still I cannot refrain from expressing my
admiration of the wisdom and talent he
has evinced during the arduous contest in

which we have been engaged, and more
particularly of the admirable forecast and
sagacity which made him consider the

armistice and first treaty with the Burmese
as insincere and hollow on their part, and
as the signal for renewed exertions rather

than relaxation on his own.
41 During the whole progress of the war,

tbo most strenuous exertions were made
by the Madras government to furnish men,
money, and supplies, neither was any
thing forgotton or refused that could add
to the comfort and efficiency of the officers

•n4 men ; in fact, it was only necessary to

shew that the service, health, or comfort

the mep would be benefitted by any
measure, to obtain a willing compliance,

4ftrile£lie government-general order, dated

Qcorge. 24th January 1826, and
very short, 1 wilt take the
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liberty of reading, was eminently calcu-
lated to keep alive the spirit that existed,

and to convince the native troops that the
government duly appreciated their ser-

vices.*
44 * To mark the sense which the govern-

ment entertains of the cheerful alacrity and
high military spirit with which the native

troops of tills presidency have proceeded to

Ava and Arrucan, and the patienceWith
which they have borne the privations and
hardships they have been subjected to, and
also w'ith a view of enabling them to pro-
vide for the expense of bringing back their

families to the head -quarters of their re-
spective corps, the governor-in-council is

pleased to direct that three months batta
shall be paid to all native troops and mili-

tary followers, on tlieir return from fo-
reign service in Arracan and Ava.*

“ This was true policy not lost upon the
grateful hearts and willing hands of all.

44 The successful termination of the war
is greatly to be rejoiced at, and the lesson

that has been taught his golden-footed
majesty must induce him to preserve the

'

friendly relations at present existing be-
tween the tw’o governments, and w’liich it

is so much the interest of botli should re-

main undisturbed.”
* Sir Cm Forbes said, that in expressing
his entire concurrence in the motion before

the court, and giving bis full assent to*

what had been said of the care, dili-

gence and alacrity with which the officers

of the Madras government had attended
to the comforts of the troops ; he begged
to be understood as making a vast dis-

tinction between that government and the

government of Bengal in that respect,

lie repeated, however, that he had no ol>.

jeetion whatever to concur in what had
been said with respect to the Madras go-
vernment.

The Chairman observed, that tlio ques-
tion then before the court, referred solely

to tlie non-commissioned officers and pri-

vates who served in the late army, and
some of the observations of the lion, baro-

net, as well as those of the gallant officer

w ho preceded him, were rather a digres-

sion from the strict question before them.
The question was now put, and carried

unanimously.
The next resolution w'as a vote of thanks

to Commodore Sir J. Brisbane, and hit
officers and men.
On this motion being put from the

chair,

Mr. S. Dixon wished, for the sake ofIn-
formation, to know why separate votes of
thanks had been passed to the officers and
troops in the army, end why Commodore
Brisbane and his officers and men .serving

in the ships engaged in the Burnfese war
should be included in one vote?

The Chairman.— In tin's vote, tbp pre-

cedent of the vote of thanks passed Ip the

admfral
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admiral, the officers, ahd crews who
in .taking the Mauritius lias been

fqi|owed. (Hear* heart)

+
x£pU$({inho}>e asked why. the officers and

nuRi.jn .both .services should not receive

thff thanks of the. court in the same man-
war,? -.! .

,The Chairman assured the court, that

tjiere existed no disposition on the part of
the Court .of Directors, to make any in-

vidious distinction between the officers of

either service. In proposing those votes

o.f thanks, they had studiously followed
former precedents.

Mr. Ji. Jackson observed that Captain
Chads, a most active and intelligent naval

officer, had been employed in the negoci-

ajtion of the treaty of Ava, and yet lie had
not heard his name mentioned in the vote

;

but if the usual forms permitted, he would
be glad to see that justice done to him.
The Chairman again repeated, that the

course at present pursued liad been adopt-

ed with every attention to the precedents

of former votes, and without a wish to

overlook the merits of any party.

After an observation from Col. Stan-

hope , and another from Sir C. Earbes.
The Chairman said, that in the course

followed on the present occasion, it was
die wish of the directors to place all par-

ties in the same honourable situation.

—

iHeavy hear !)
The resolution was then put and carried

unanimously.

THANKS TO THE AAMY OF BHURTPOHE.

The Chairman.—“ The court will now
hear read the proceedings of the Court of
Directors with respect to the army engag-
ed in the capture of Bhurtpore.**

Several Proprietors here observed, that

at that late hour (nearly seven o’clock) it

would be much better that any farther

proceedings should be deferred to a future
day.
The Chairman said, that as the resolu-

tions comprised votes of thanks, to which
no opposition was expected, it might he as
well to pass them on the same day on
which they had concurred in passing simi-
lar votes to the officers and men enguged
in the Burmese war; but if it was the wish
of the proprietors, he could have no objec-
tibri to. its being deferred to another day.
JPtjji wpiild, if it met the wishes of the court,
n^ihejio-morrow for the consideration of
ttye'otner votes,

' A' Proprietor here observed that to-mor-
row would be a day of sale.

'“^Hie
1

Chairman said that there could be
d’B ftbi&cdgn Jo any day.

.
The only ques-

tfiitf wjis, whether a long Belay between
the' v&tOs, 'as they were ofthe same tenden

-

c^'ifilgiit nof be viewq4 with unpleasant
feelings,in other quarters, and against any
stijdfi' feelings the court would be most

anxious to guard. He would, if the court
wjshed it, prefer to go cm at the present

moment. (Cries of “go on /” “go on /**

Col. Stanhojye trusted that the. court
would not proceed to the discussion of this

important subject in so thin an attendance
of its members. There were several mem-
bers absent, who would, he was sure, be
anxious to take a part in that discussion,

and he was confident that it was quite a
mistake to suppose that the motion would
be suffered to pass without observation.

The Chairman observed that it was not
his fault if the attendance of members was
very thin. lie had, however, no wish to

press the discussion at that moment, unless
it appeared that the sense of the court was
for it. lie had as little wish to urge the

subject, in the absence of members, who
if present might wish to take n part in

the discussion. His only motive for wish-
ing to press it now, arose from a delicacy

of feeling towards the distinguished in-

dividuals who were the objects of the
vote.

After some observations from Dr. Gil-

christ and Sir C. l'orbcs,

The Chairman mentioned Tuesday next.

—This was agreed to ;
and the court wras

accordingly adjourned to Tuesday, the
19th instant.

East-India House, Dec, 19.

A Special Court of Proprietors was this

day held pursuant to Adjournment, for tliu

purpose of taking into consideration cer-
tain papers, relative to the operations
carried on against Bhurtpore, and the re-
solutions which the Court of Directors
had founded thereon.

The Chairman (Sir G. A. Robinson)
having taken the chair.

Col. E. Stanhope, previously to tlio

question being discussed, asked why Sir

1Cdward Paget was not included in the
vote of thanks passed in the last general
court ?

The Chairman answered, that the situa-

tion in which Sir Kdward Paget had been
placed, was such as to preclude thanks
from being voted to him on account of the
Burmese war. The votes, however, with
respect to that war, had been finally dis-

posed of, at the last special court.

Mr. Hume understood the present to be 1

nothing more than an adjourned meeting*
of the last court.** *

The Chairman—“I conceive that tho
question of the thanks to those connected*,

with the Burmese war, was finally deckled-
at the last court. . »*

Dr. Gilchrist thought that the question:*

relative to Sir E. Paget, had -not been!;
settled ; that gallant officer, so fitr, he be**
licvcd, from concurring iu the Burmese*;,
war, was opposed .to ft, lie (Dr^ Gil-
christ) therefore felt more strongly/ forti-u

• • .^ifiod
•
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fled In Ills opposition to tlu» thanks given

to Lord Amherst, when they found the

commander' in-chief adverse to the war,
which the noble lord had commenced.

Col. Li Stanhope said, that Lord Am-
herst endeavoured to cast odium on the

commander- in-chiefj for his conduct at

Barrackpore. He wished to know, whe-
ther the Court of Directors coincided in

Lord Amherst’s view of the case, and
whether it was on that account they refused

to propose thanks to Sir Edward Paget ?

To this question no answer was re-

turned.
The Chairman. “ 1 am to acquaint the

court, that it is met by adjournment, for

the purpose of taking into consideration

certain papers received from India, rela-

tive to the operations against Bbuitpore,
together witli the resolutions adopted by
the Court of Directors upon the subject

;

which papers and resolutions were laid be-

fore the General Court on the 13th inst.

Those resolutions shall now he read.”

i\lr. Hume said, it was of great im-
portance to the public, that the question

respecting Sir Edward Paget should be

answered. That court alone was not to

form an opinion on the extensive contest

which had been lately carried on in India,

with such a waste of blood and treasure.

The public would, undoubtedly, arrive at

their own conclusions on the subject, and
therefore it was a matter of extraordinary

necessity, that the question put to the hon.

chairman, which respected an officer who
stood as high as any officer in the service,

as a soldier and a gentleman, should be
promptly answered. It was most extraor-

dinary to refuse thanks to Sir Edward
Paget, who was commander-in-chief when
the Burmese war broke out; who conti-

nued in that situation during the greater

part of the time in which that war was
carried on

;
and who must, consequently,

have had under his eye all the military ar-

rangements connected with that contest.

Did it appear that he objected to the w ar, or

that lie agreed to it ;
or, was there any

tiling in the way in which the war was car-

ried on, that had created disapprobation ?

Some answer on these points was neces-

sary to satisfy various higli-minded indi-

viduals connected with that gallant officer.

He did not hesitate to stiy, that those who
voted at the last court might have been
influenced in tlioir opinion, by the way in

which Sir Edward Paget had been treated,

and he thought that the Court of Proprie-

tors ought not to allow the present < eva-

sion to pass by, without demanding expla-

nation on this poipt. If Sir Edward Paget
had done wrong, let him be openly cen-

sured
;
but, if he deserved applause, let

him -not be passed over in silence.

?Fhe Chairman said, he did' not see the

leastground for supposing that any slur

was .thrown on the gallant officer in ques-

tion, by the proceedings either of that

Court, or of the Court of Directors. He
knew rio ihstahee within his recollection,

where thanks were voted to the commander-
in-chief, unless he himself had been ac-

tively employed in warfare. Thanks wete
not given to the commander-in-chief, un-
less he happened to be in the personal
command of the army engaged in the
field.

Mr. Hume said, that thanks had been
proposed to the Marquis of Hastings some
years ago, simply because he was com-
mander-in-chief, and not as a statesman,
or as Governor-general. That illustrious

nobleman was not actively engaged in the
war, and this he conceived to be a case
directly in point.

Col. L. Stanhope said, that another case
in point was afforded by the thanks given
by the House of Commons to H. R. II.

the Duke of York, as commander-in-chief,
for bis excellent government of the army.
The Chairman said, the Court «>f Direc-

tors had no intention to vote thanks to Sir

Edward Paget; but, at the same time, he
must be allowed to say, that in not doing
so, they did not mean to cast the least dis-

approbation on any part of that gallant

officer’s conduct. The reason that they
did not thank him was, simply, because
there was no special ground for such a
proceeding.

Dr. Gilchrist said, that it did not appear
to him that the conduct and character of

the gallant commander in question had
been treated as they deserved. He under-
stood, the other clay, that the minority by
whom the vote of thanks to Lord Amherst
was opposed in the Court of Directors,

was very small. lie wished to know who
the gentlemen constituting it were? It

was very hard on the proprietors, that they

were obliged to come forward, and openly
state their opinions and sentiments, while

the directors concealed their names.
Mr. It. Jackson would mention a single

fact, for the purpose of shewing the exer-

tions which Lord Amherst had made, to

proceed successfully with the war. Sir A.
Campbell had impressed on the Governor
and Council of Bengal the necessity of
providing such large supplies, as would
enable them to prosecute hostilities with

effect
;
he despaired of success, unless he

could carry on, to the fullest extent, the

plan which he himself, Sir Edward Paget,

and Lord Amherst, had laid down. Such
was Lord Amherst’s coincidence in the
propriety of this representation, that soon
afterwards no less than HiOO boats were in

activity between Rangoon and Prome, and
six monihs rations were provided for the

army. This was done on the representa-

tion of Sir A. Campbell, which was sup-
ported and approved by Lord Amherst
himself. The leurned proprietor (Dr. Gil-

christ) had spoken of the votes of theVi-
re'.tors
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rectors Imiftg bcfefi given hi secret : there

was nothing of blame in that; and the

learned proprietor ought to know, that the

constitutional practice of the Court of Di-
rectors was to vote by ballot.

•i'-Cdl. L. Stanhope begged leave to move,
*' That the thanks of this Court are due to

Lieut. -gen. Sir E. Paget, for hisjudgment
in opposing the Burmese war, and for his

able conduct in afterwards promoting the

warlike measures conducive to the success-

ful issue of the contest.**

The Chairman said, he was in possession

of the court, and it was contrary to all re-

gular and established form to interrupt

their proceedings by a premature motion
of tbis kind. The lion, chairman then
directed the resolutions which had been
agreed to by the Court of Directors to be
read ; and said, he should afterwards put
each motion seriatim , and propose the

concurrence of the Court of Proprietors

therein. They were then read, as fol-

low
44 Resolved, That the thanks of this

41 court be given to the Governor-general
41 in council, for his forbearance in not re-
41 sorting to measures of coercion against
“ the usurper of Bhurtpore, as long as
4t hopes could reasonably be entertained
4t of accomplishing, by means of negotia-
44 tion, the restoration to power of the lew

“ gitimate Rajah
;
and for his decision, in

* the failure of negotiations, to effect the
** reduction of that important fortress by
44 force.**

44 Resolved unanimously, That the
44 thanks of this court be given to General
44 Lord Viscount Combermore, G.C.B.,
44 Commander-in-chief in India, for the
44 judgment and skill with which he
44 planned the siege of Bhurtpore, the
44 operations of which, conducted by his
44 Excellency in person, ended In the
44 capture, by storm, of that fortress, be-
44 fore deemed impregnable by the natives,
44 an achievement whereby the reputation
44 and influence of the British Power in
“ India have been not only confirmed,
44 but most materially augmented,’*

44 Resolved, unanimously. That the
44 thanks of this court be given to Majors-
44 general Thomas Reynel, C. B., and
4% Jasper Nicolls, who commanded the

* 44 first and second divisions, for the emi-
94 cent services which they rendered
44

•during the siege, and for the excellent
dispositions which they made, and per-

44 socially directed, for the assault of
44 Bhurtpore.’*

'•4* Resolved, unanimously, That the
*4 thanks of tbis court be given to the

* Brigadiere-general, Brigadiers-fleld, and
44 other officers of His Majesty's and
44 the Company’s forces, who served
* under General Lord Combermere, at
* the siege of Bhurtpore, for their gallant
* and meritorious exertions.*'

44 Resolved unanimously, That this
“ court doth acknowledge and- highly
“ approve the disciplined steadiness and
44 valour displayed by the non-commis-
*< sioned officers and private soldiers, both
44 European and native, employed in the
44 siege of Bhurtpore, and that the thanks
44 of this court he signified to them by the
“ commanders of their respective corps.'*

The question having been put, on the
first resolution,

Mr. Hume rose, and said, that as the
resolution was worded, it would appear
that the forbearance in question was llie

act of the Governor-general himself. It

was known to every person connected
with India, that though the Governor-
general acted in council with thu com-
mander-in-chief and other persons, yet he
had it in his power, if he pleased, to su-
persede the opinion of those individuals,

and to act for himself ; he taking the

responsibility for ariy orders lie might
think proper to give. Now it seemed to

him that Lord Amherst’s forbearance, as

spoken of in the resolution, meant that he
alone gave the order by which the pro-
ceedings of Sir D. Ochterlony were sus-

pended, and that the subsequent pro-

ceedings were also instituted by his di-

rection. lie therefore begged leave to

know in what way lie was to understand
the first resolution?

The Chairman answered, that the word-
ing of the resolution was in conformity
with the general practice of the Court of
Directors. When they spoke of the Go-
vernor-general in Council, they always
spoke of him in the singular number. If,

however, the hon. proprietor wished to

know whether, in this particular act of
forbearance, the Governor-general acted

on his own opinion alone, as he had power
to do under the act of parliament, he
could assure the hon. proprietor that his

lordship's conduct, in that instance, was
quite in accordance with the opinions of
his council.

Mr. Hume was induced to ask, in con-
sequence of the way in which the resolu-

tion was framed, whether it was intended
to cast a reflection on the other members
of the government. If this were an act

of the whole government, was it fit that

the entire credit should have been given
to Lord Amherst, and thereby to cast a
reflection on the rest of the council ? Did
those gentlemen approve of suspending
the proceedings which had been com*
menced by Sir D. Ochterlony? The
resolution attributed the act of the Go-
vernor-general in Council, and by that

1

means referred it to him alone.

The Chairman said, the act of parlia-

ment spoke of the Governor-general in

Council; there was no part of fthatnet

which mentioned the GovernoiygenefiV
and Council. The Court of Directors,

therefore,
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tbfrefor&f had only, used the language of
tlfeact. of r parliament, in designating the
G^emor.*general as they had done.

Mr. Hume.— 1 say that if the whole
Council concurred in the act, the proper
way..; tq mention it would he to state
€t tJteir forbearance/' and not “/its for-

bearance.’'

The Chairman—My opinion is op-
posed, to that of t lie lion, proprietor. I

submit that the statement is perfeclly

correct, and that ” his forbearance,” and
not

.

“ their forbearance,” is the proper
expression,

\ Mr. JIumc said, he had been informed
tliat Uie motion was for a vote of appro-
bation to the Governor-general in Coun-
cil. Now lie understood that the whole
council dissented from his lordship on
this occasion ; and that he alone look on
himself to suspend the proceedings of Sir

David Ocliterlony, contrary to the opinion
of the other members of the government.
If iliis were the case, he wished the vote

of thanks to he given to the Governor-
general alone. This should be a single
vote, and not one coupling Lord Am-
herst and his council together. lie should
be glad to know what was the intention
of the hon. gentlemen within tile bar ?

Sir ,/j’in Scwvf‘1 observed, it was the

mere act of the “ Governor-general,”
and not of his “ Council,” that suspended
the proceedings of Sir David Ocliterlony.
Oil tlio 6th of August, lie found that Sir

Edward Paget, Mr. Feudal I, and Mr.
liarington, all members of council, gave
very strong reasons for bringing the
nfFairs of Bhurtpore to a close. The
Governor-general not having seen the

minutes of the other members of council,
was still in contradiction to the opinions
of Sir l). Ocliterlony in favour of delay;
and it was not until Sir Charles Metcalfe
pressed on him the necessity of active pro-
ceedings, that he consented to adopt a dif-

ferent course of conduct. Lord Amherst
ought to have known better ; he ought to

have felt that there was a just, reasonable,

and necessary cause, which called on the

British government to interfere. His ob-
jection to the thanks of the court being
given to Lord Amherst was, that the war
hpd been delayed when it should have
been prosecuted

;
(Hear/) and why ? Be-

cause Lord Amherst did not know what
he ought to have known a month after lie

Imd been placed in the office of Governor-
general.

. Dr. Gilchrist hoped the court would
permit him to read pm of a letter from
tine deceased officer. Sir David Ocliterlony.

The learned gentleman, after paying a

tribute to the gallant- officer, for his ski IF

in the field and the,cabinet, for his know-
ledge.of the languages of I nd in , and the
policy>pf the native princes, read the fol-

1owing letter, from Major-general Sir

r Asiatic Journal, Vor. XXIII. No. 133.

David <)chterlpnyr Bart.,, G, C*B., re-
sident in Malwa, *nd B^ypootana, , to
Mr. .Secretary Swintoi)

;

" Muttra, 25th April, 1825.
“ Sir,— After an interval of five days,

and destroying, as I am told, many rough
drafts of letters I have, at length, re-

ceived the accompanying from Bhurtpore,
which though they state that a confidential

person, with full powers, will be sent,

omits to mention the name of the person
and the probable time of his arrival.

“ As many letters have been received
from various quarters, which explicitly

announce the instructions I have received
by express, I feel it useless to struggle
longer against events ; I shall therefore
transmit a Persian letter of the tenor
mentioned in the accompanying copy ofthe
original draft. Ill transmitting this docu-
ment, T beg leave respect fully to ofFer

my resignation to his Lordship in Coun-
cil, as however sorry I may be that my
measures have rot been honoured with the

approbation of his Lordship in Council,

I should be guilty of falsehood if I ac-

knowledged any conviction of their in-

correctness or impropriety, thinking, as I

did, that every moment's delay, was sub-
mission to disgrace, and feeling, as I do,

(hat a few days delay in the arrival of your
express would have brought matters to an
amicable and honourable conclusion.

(Signed) “ D. Ochtehixiny.”
Was it probable, lie would ask, that Sir

D. Ocliterlony did not feel a full convic-

tion of the necessity of striking a decisive

blow, when ho expressed himself thus?
Would he have hazarded his high reputa-
tion by attempting to do that which was
impracticable? Lord Amherst and Sir

A. Campbell had prosecuted the Burmese
war, it. was said, with a boldness and energy
that did them great honour. And here

was an old and faithful officer who wish-
ed to follow that example, hut who was
chocked in his career by the Governor-
general : that noble lord put an ex-
tinguisher on the proceedings of Sir D.
Ocliterlony. He said to that gallant

officer. “ No sir, you shall not perforin

this sei vice, sonic more favoured officer,

—some gentlemen selected from the king’s
service, shall carry the honours away from
you.” This was so inconsistent an act,’

that, lie should not agree to the vote of
thanks now proposed to his lordship.

Before the court came to a vote this day,
he hoped they would consider the situation

in which they were placed, as “ the East
India Company,” when they saw their old
servant superseded, and the king’s officers

employed. God forbid, that he should be
supposed to cast any blame on his majes-

ty's forces. They had acted nobly on ma-
ny occasions, but lie could not without
feelings of deep regret, see any slight

offered to those who had spent their he: t

T days
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in the Company's service. There
was a' miserable attempt In one of those

letierstodetract from the merits of Sir D.
Odhierlqht ; it wris there insinuated, that

SirDaVid was In bis dotage,—that ap.

paired to be very unlikely, and to prove

that the assertion was a calumny, he would
r^ad Lord Amherst's own statement of

the energy of mind which was displayed

by Sir David Ocliterlony, in preparing a

military force to invest Bhurtpore. He
Could not indeed find out what reason the

writers of that letter could have had in thus

traducing a veteran who had grown grey
in the Company's service. In a letter, ad-
dressed by the Governor general to the

Court of Directors, dated the 1st of Octo-
ber, 1825, his lordship thus expressed
himself.

“ The correspondence cited in the mar-
gin, shows the magnitude of the military

preparations set on foot by the resident, in

contemplation ofhis proceeding against the

renowned fortress of Bhurtpore ; and we
are happy to acknowledge, that the rapidi-

ty with which a very considerable and
well-appointed force, and a most powerful

battering train were assembled ready for

service at Muttra ; reflects, in a military

point ofview, the highest credit on the energy,

zeal, and exertions both of Major Gen. Sir

David Ochlerlony, and of Major Gen . Rey-
71 ell, and Sir G. Martindcll, commanding
the Meerut and Cawnpore divisions."

Here were three officers, w ho, but for

the interposition of Lord Amherst, would
have gained immortal honour by taking

the fortress of Bhurtpore—a maiden for-

tress* which never had been taken ; and
surely, when the rights of an infant rajah

were to be protected by the Company

—

when the cousin of that rajah had set him-

self up as entitled to the gaddec—and
when, perhaps, he meditated the destruc-

tion of the real heir, it w as high time that

some individual in the Company’s service

—•some person conversant in the transac-

,
tions of the native princes, should be se-

lected to settle an affair of so much im-

portance. No human beiqg better under

stood those transactions, than the old and
honourable officer who had taken the mat-

ter in hand, and who had been so unac-

countably set aside by Lord Amherst,

pisease, aided by the painful feeling, the

Corroding sensation, that men, not possess-

ing half his knowledge, were preferred to

hifQ, burst the strings of Sir D. Ochter-

lony’s heart ; or, in other words, the con-

duct of the Governor-general (in council,

ifthey pleased) hastened that meritorious

officer's dissolution.

Mr. Hume said, that the court would do
well to take a more extended view of this

question than the hon. proprietor had yet

done. His hop; friend (Dr. Gilchrist)

had spoken very justly of the officers in the

Company's service'; and lie (Mr. Hume)

must observe, that lie entertained a portion
of that feeling and opinion, which was
very generally entertained, with respect to
the treatment of the Company's officers.

It was well known, that many of their

best, most experienced, and most deserv-
ing officers, were not treated in the man-
ner which their situation deserved. He
bad seen a great many letters coming
from individuals, who were not disposed
to find fault—written by men who stood
high both in the civil and military depart-
ments, men who had deeply at heart the
interest of the service to which they be-
longed, as well as the general prosperity

of the Company, and from those letters

he could confidently state, that reflections

had been understood to have beet) thrown
on those individuals by the conduct and
orders of Sir Edward Paget and Lord
Amherst. He spoke of them together;

because their orders were so mixed up,
that it was impossible to know by whom
they were issued, or with whom they had
originated. The history of the gallant

officer, Sir D. Octerlony, which w-as

brought forward in the discussion this day,
was truly lamentable. Sir I). Ochterlotiy
had signalized himself on many occasions ;

and, after twenty years of arduous service,

he had received in that court as unanimous
a vote of thanks as any man ever received

within those walls. (JIvar!) He had al-

so received the thanks of the House of
Commons, and his majesty had honoured
him by an augmentation of his armorial
bearings. (Hear !) He therefore would
contend, that the unworthy treatment he
had received, from that upstart man of the
day, Lord Amherst, deserved the severest

censure. Lord Amherst was ignorant of
the affairs of India, and, when he was no
longer able to answer the arguments of
Sir D. Ocliterlony, contained in that offi-

cer’s letters, bis lordship endeavoured to

shew to the Court of Directors, that Sir

David had passed his meridian—that he
was absolutely in his dotage—and that his

conduct and language were not to be
borne. His letter, he thought, shewed as
much energy and talent ; and the pro-

ceedings he adopted were distinguished by
as much judgment and vigour, as could
have been manifested by any individual

placed in the same situation. (Hear!)
It was very easy, when there was a lack of
arguments to adopt a system of abuse.—
(Hear !)—And such was the course pur-
sued by Lord Amherst. Is was not dif-

ficult for a Governor-general, in his cor-
respondence relative to the proceedings of
officers, to give what colouring he pleased
to acts of which he disapproved ; but, when
he ultimately found he was wrong, and the

officers were right, he ought to liavc the
honour and manliness to state the fact.

This, however, had not been ddrie in the
case of Sir D. Ocliterlony. Hte was of

opinion.
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opinion, that the whole of this part of tiie

correspondence was an underhand attempt
to call into question Sir IX OchterIony’s ca-
pability to carry on the important measure
which he had devised, relative to Bhurt-
pore. No set of men were ever placed
in a situation more extraordinary than the
proprietors were, in consequence of the

vote of thanks to Lord Amherst that had
been recently passed. They had been
called on to approve of his lordship's con-
duct, for one of the most precipitate pro-
ceedings that could be imagined—for hur-
rying the Company into a war, without
deliberate consideration—without having
the opinion of any servant of long standing
and experience. They had, however, ap-
proved of Lord Amherst's policy ; but lie

thanked Cod that he had not concurred in

that approval. And what were they now
called on to do ? Why they were asked
to thank the noble lord, not for his promp-
titude, but for his delay. [Hear/) The
very opposite quality to that for which he
had already received their approbation.
(Hear/) Yes, his lordship was now to he
thanked for delaying the proceedings of
one of the ablest officers in India; and
that, too, in the face of the fact that the
whole of Lord Amhersts* council were in

favour of Sir D. Ochtcrlony’s opinion.
He thought it was preposterous to thank
the Governor-general for his forbearance,

instead of condemning him for his delay,

lly such a proceeding, they would, in fact,

throw a slur on the conduct and measures
of Sir IX Ocliterlony. He now wished
the court to inquire what those measures
were, and under what circumstance they

were proposed. At the time alluded to,

Sir D. Ocliterlony was political resident

at Mahvn and Itajpootana ; and he would
presently request, that the instruction

under which he acted, should he read to

the court; because, on the instructions

which he received must, in a great mea-
sure, depend, the vote which they ought
to pass, either for or against the conduct
of that ofliccr. He held it to be an un-
doubted fact, that, in the situation in

which Sir D. Ocliterlony w'as then placed,

be did no more than he had previously

done on twenty different occasions. He
then held a situation, in which he had act-

ed for upwards of twenty years. In 1803,
he had been appointed resident at Rajpoo-
tana by the late Lord Lake ;

and, from
the time lie was placed in that important

district, he had constant transactions with

rajahs, and natives of high rank. Some
or those transactions it was almost impos-
sible to unravel—they were nearly inex-

tricable—and Sir D. Ocliterlony could
npyer have managed them, if he had not a

more intimate knowledge of die habits,

manners, and language of the natives, thun

the mtyority of those by whom India was
governed). Before, then, they approved
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of Lord Amherst's “ forbearance," they
ought to know what powers Sir D. Och'
terlony acted under. It would be well to

consider whether be had not, on other oc-
casions, ordered officers and troops to

march, in virtue of the authority vested, in

him, for the purpose of carrying into effect

measures devised by him for supporting the

political influence of the Company. It

was naturally asked of him, how did the
Company stand with respect to Bhurtporc,
at the time that Sir D. Ocliterlony assem-
bled forces for the purpose of taking that

fortress? It was a very simple question,
and deserved an explicit answer, as the
British government was complained of for

interfering with the internal affairs of other
states. It appeared, by the papers on their

table, that, in 1803, a treaty, offensive

and defensive was concluded with the then
rajah of Bhurlpore. Hostilities however,
occurred afterwards. But, in 1805, after

our unfortunate repulse before the fortress

of Bhurtpore, another treaty was con-
cluded between the British government
and the rajah. lie did not know whether
any treaty, subsequent to that, was in ex-
istence. By that treaty, however, they
were bound to consider the rajah as an
independent prince ; to afford him assis-

tance, in case of his being attacked ;
and

to guarantee to him the possession of the

rank and situation in which he then stood,

lie, therefore, contended that if they were
thus situated, l>y any act of the British

government, through the medium of Sir

D. Ocliterlony, or any other person, they
ought to consider themselves as bound to

keep up the succession to the rajahsliip in

the regular line : and the conduct of Sir

D. Ocliterlony, ill endeavouring to secure
the regular succession, so far from war-
ranting blame, deserved, in his opinion,

the thanks and approbation of the govern-
ment. The government had, however,
acted very ungratefully towards Sir IX
Ocliterlony. Troun 1803 to 1824, that

gallant officer was their political agent at

Rajpootana
;
and he had shewn talents of

the first ordorjn forwarding the proceed-
ings in the w* against the Goorkahs. No
man ever received more approbation, and
no man ever deserved it more, than Sir D.
Ocliterlony did, for his conduct during
the whole of that contest. He had heard
military men say, when misfortunes over-

took the Company's troops, on that occa-
sion, that his skill had retrieved the ill

success of others, and his gallant conduct
had prevented any disgrace from tarnish-

ing the Company’s arms, though their

troops had received a check. Therefore

they ought to be.vory careful how, by any
resolution they , might pass, they cast a
stigma on his character—which he conceiv-

ed the present resolution would unques-
tionably do. And why did they, act thus?

Because Sir IX Ochtcflony, by virtue of
T 2 Mie
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the authority vested in him, did, in 1823,
direct troops to assemble to aid the politi-

cal views which he entertained with respect

to BhurtpOre. He regretted, from his

heart, to retul the letters' of the liengal

government in 1824, declaring their igno-
rance of the situation in which they stood,

with reference to Bhurtpore. They culled

for more information, and declared, that

Sir X>. Ochterlony had not alforded them
any satisfactory statemcnf on the subject.

This circumstmce reflected more disgrace

on the Bengal government than he had
words^to express. lie, therefore, demand-
ed on what grounds Sir 1). Ochterlony
acted—-and whether his proceedings went
to impugn the orders he had received as

political resident at Kajpootnnn ? Sir D.
Ochterlony, in 1824 , foreseeing, and no
man possessed greater foresight, or knew
better how to act under such circumstances,

the probable chance of a disputed succes-

sion to the rnjahship on the death of Hol-
der Singh, the then sick and aged rajah

of Bhurtporc, thought it would be advisa-

ble to secure the interests of the lawful
claimant to the rujuhship by giving him
such support as would prevent a disputed
succession from taking place. On the de-
mise of the Rajah, however, such a succes-

sion did occur, and he would state to the

court how. lie (Mr. Hume) thought
that the British government was bound, if

not by actual treaty, at least by an under,
standing, which prevailed in other cases,

to prevent any interloper from becoming
Rajah of Bhurtpore. He could, he be-
lieved, open the door of twenty cases where
the British government had interfered,

without having half the reason which
could be pleaded f«»r such interference in

this instance. Bidder Singh, the then
rajah, was sick, am! he wished to settle the

question of succession. Some difference

had occurred between the Company’s po-
litical agent at Delhi and him ; but it was
made lip. The natives were apprised of
the circumstance, that the preceding dis-

agreement was forgotten; and they weie
informed that the Rajah ^<1 the British

government were on friem*ar.d amicable
terms: The treaty, which at a former
period had been concluded with the Mar-
quis of Hastings, did not appear to be
made matter of public entry, at least no

the Governor general said; but the seiics

of letters which had passed between Sir

D. Ochterlony and the Marquis of Has-
tings shewed that they concurred in opi-

nion as to what should be done with re-

spect to Bhurtpore. The Rajah wished his

son, Bulwunt Singh, to have the peaceable

succession to the dignity which he then
held ,

and with that view he applied to

the British government for a killaut, or

dress of investiture, to the- Company.
This was granted, and the lillaut was
given by Sir 1), Ochterlony ; the British

government Urns recognising the youth aa
tlie son and heir of the Rajah, and shew-
ing their friendship to the latter by con-
curring in this measure. This he Under-
stood to have taken place about twenty
days before the death of the Rajah* Buider
Singh

; but whatever time did elapse -be-

tween tliis transaction and the death of the
Rajah, Sir 1>. Ochterlony considered, that

by this act of the British government, by
the payment of the expense of the new in-

vestiture for tlie Rajuh’s s°n, «nd from
other circumstances, that it was an ap-
proved measure ; the object of that mea-
sure being to recognize the present Rajah
ns heir at law and successor to his father.

The Company did so acknowledge him,
when on the 8th of February following,

the death of the Rajah left the young man
in possession of the dignity which had
been held by his father. Was this more
than the British government had done on
ail occasions? Here, then, they lmd the

fact, that the resident of the Company, n
man of great experience, who had filled

that situation for twenty years, had, with
the concurrence of the British govern-
ment, bound that government to sec that

Bulwunt Singh succeeded liis father, on
the death of the latter. It was perfectly

evident, that Sir D. Ochterlony acted on
this occasion conformably with the custom
which prevailed in every oilier case of the
same nature. This step was clearly taken
to prevent the breaking out of a war on
account of a disputed succession, in the
very heart of our territories, which, when
once begun, it was impossible for any
mail to Miy where it would end. Blmrt-
pore being surrounded by the Company’s
territory, it became a matter of very con-
siderable importance to keep it free from
disturbance. Sir I>. Ochterlony had it in

view to avoid the renewal of a circum-
stance of which every man must be aware,
on reference to what had occurred in

1804-3. He mentioned the circumstance,
without meaning to cast any reflection on
the memory of Lord Lake; but it was
notorious, that in the course of the war
v ideo was then carried on, 13imrtpore was
the only place that had stopped his career,

ami gave a check to the Company's arms.
Such was the effect produced on public
opinion l>y the leverse which the Com-
pany’s troops thou suffered, that it became
an object with the British government, to

prevent a renewal of the contest at Bhurt-
pore, unless it was earned on in Much a
manner as to insure the surrender of that

fortre. s. lie was therefore satisfied that

the conduct of tlie Marquis of Hastings
and of Sir 1). Ochterlony was expressly

directed to the prevention of hostilities

;

they felt that if they could, as had been
done in other cases, bring tlie minor with-

in the scope of British influence, they
might, i>y degiecs, amalgamate that terri-

tory
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tory with the territories of the Company,
and thus remove the reproach which our
failure before Bhurtpore had laid us open
to. The correspondence between the
Marquis of Hastings and Sir D. Ochter-
lony clearly proved that they were united
in opinion as to the line of conduct that

ought to lie pursued with respect to Dlmrt-
pore ; and, looking to that correspondence,

ho thought it was too much to he called

on to pi arse Lord Amherst for opposing
that course of policy which Sir 1). Ochter-
lony was prepared to follow, when the
moment had arrived which would have
enabled him to carry into elfect the wishes
of the preceding Governor-general. 1'ur

liis own part, he would rather pass a vote
of direct censure on the noble lord j that

would be the best mode of proceeding,
instead of agreeing to this absurd motion
of thanks. The nolde loid deserved cen-
sure, not praise, for the part he took, con-
trary to the opinion of Sir D. Ochterlony
and of his council. He saw no reason to

thank Lord Amherst for his subsequent
conduct ; what luid been effected was not
owing to him, but to the gallantry of our
troops. When Lord Amherst could no
longer oppose the opinion of his council,

he took those measures which Sir D. Och-
terlony had formerly advised ; his lordship

lind done every thing to thwart his council,

and now, forsooth, they were required to

thank him for his “ forbearance.” Sir

1). Oclitcrlony, in March 18‘25, commu-
nicated to the eovernment the fact, that on
the death of the Rajah, ail attempt had
been made by Durjur.t Sal, a cousin of
the new Rajah, to got possession of Bhurt-
pore; that the citadel had been attacked

and captured
; and that the usurper had

seized upon the young Rajah, and made
himself master of all the property in the

fdrtress
;

contrary to our arrangement,
which went to secure the rights of the son
of Bidder Singh, and contrary to the

expressed wish and policy of the British

government. The consequence was, that

Sir 1). Oclitcrlony assembled a body of
troops, for the purpose of expelling the

usurper. Was there, he asked, a may in

that court, with any experience of Indian

a flairs, who could believe, that Sir 1>.

Ochterlony, aided by that force, which
was admitted by the government itself to

be so highly respectable, would not, had
he been allowed to proceed, have effected

the object he had in view ? Ilis success

’was certain, when it was recollected that

the authority of the usurper had scarcely

been assumed, and when it was known
that a difference of opinion existed amongst
the troops in Bhurtpore, part of whom
were in favour of while another portion 'of

them declared against the usurper. Under
these circumstances, he was bound to say,

that tlicro was not a man whom he had
met with in this country, or who had com-

municated with him from India, who was
not of opinion that, if Sir D. Ochterlony
had been allowed to move down to Bhm t-

pore with his troops, ho would (certainly

have carried that fortress. It then came
to be considered in what situation they
lmd been placed by this “ forbearance*

k

of
Lord Amherst. The Court of Directors

called it “ forbearance ;** but it appeared
to him to be pusillanimity, arising from a
want of knowledge of the manner in

which the affairs of the native courts were
carried on, and the way in which dis-

turbances arising in those courts c#tild be
most effectually quelled. lie scarcely

knew what epithet to apply, to mark with
sufficient force the ignorance with which
Lord Amherst had acted, and the arro-

gance he had manifested, in opposing his

opinion to that of Sir D. Ochterlony and
of his own council ; because it was only
l>y consulting the opinions of men who
had been long on the spot, that he could
hope to arrive at a just judgment; and
yet Lord Amherst chose to reject Mich
opinions, and to act entirely on his own
responsibility. Sir I). Ochterlony ’s con-
fidence of success was quite clear from
liis letter of the 25th of April, in which
he observed that, had the orders of the

government arrived a few days later, mat-
ters would have been brought “ to an
amicable and honourable conclusion.”

lie did not mean to say that Sir D. Och-
tcrlony might not have been .mistaken,

(/f.w /) but he thought that his conduct,

looking to the opinions of the natives, and
marking the usual course of Indian
policy, was right, and that the proceed-
ings of Lord Amherst were wrong. lie

haled vaccil kiting measures-. If a govern-

ment hud a particular object in view, let

them manfully declare it, and endeavour
to effect it in the most prompt manner.
The Governor-general, in his despatch,

stating his reasons for disapproving of the

proceedings of Sir D. Ochterlony, used

the following expressions :
—“ Nothing,

in our opinion, but a case
,
of the must

ir.dispensal)Ie#mergency, could have jus-

tified our ordering into the field the small

force which we had at that time disposable

in upper India, and the engaging in fresh

hostilities, the duration and extent of
which it was impossible to calculate with

any certainty, when the season of the hot

winds had actually commenced. We
could not view the occurrences at Bh.urt-

pore as constituting any such emergency

;

vor iccrc we prepared to admit that tve were

bound by any engagements, express or im-

plied, to support the accession of the rightful

heir to the Bhurtpore raj by our immediate

resort to arms, at all hazards, and without

any reference to time> circumstances,

and considerations of general expediency*'

This was a pretty statement. Why, good
God ! they all knew that our conduct with

respect
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respect to the native powers of India de-
pended, in most instances, on engage-
ments not half so strong as those by which
we were bound to the lawful Rajah of
Bhurtpore ! Why, therefore, should Lord
Amherst have indulged in insinuations of
this kind, implying, as they did, a censure
on the proceedings of an old and expe-
rienced commander ? His lordship went
on to say, in a similar strain, ft< Besides,

Sir D. OchterJony has evidently acted

upon the most imperfect and unsatisfac-

tory information regarding the real facts

of the case.** Why, so far from this

being correct, he (Mr. Ilume) would un-
dertake to say that, if there were any man
in India in perfect possession of the ne-

cessary information, that man was Sir D.
Ochterlony, who had been on the spot for

twenty years. Ilis lordship proceeded to

say, “ No call had been made by him (Sir

D. Ochterlony) on Durjunt Sal, for an
explanation of his views and conduct;
and we were consequently wholly ignorant
both as to what plea he might have to

offer in justification of the apparent vio-

lence of his proceedings, and likewise

what object he professed in exciting dis-

turbances.** Now, he would ask, was it

fair to assert that Sir 1). Ochterlony did

not make a call for explanation on Dur-
junt Sul? He did make that call ; but he
well knew' that if lie made it without having
an imposing force at hand it would be use-

less. But, suppose Lord Amherst and
the Indian government had been unani-
mous in proceeding to hostilities, would
it not have been their duty, in the first

place, to allow a trial of negotiation,

backed by the force which Sir D. Ochter-
lony had assembled, evidently for the

purpose of giving weight to any proposi-

tion which he or the government might
make? If that plan were adopted, the

British would have had an opportunity of
withdrawing from the contest (their de-

mands being conceded) with much more

t
honour and credit than they aftewnrds

could do, considering the situation in

which they were placed. Sir D. Ochter-
lony could not tell wliat tlie government
thought respecting the motives of his con-
duct ; but it certainly was the most unfair

thing that could be conceived, to say that

be did not understand his own plans, or
know what he was about when he inarched

bia troops towards Bhurtpore, stating that

he would, thus supported, go there and
iiegociate, if* he were allowed so to do by
the government. On that ground he (Mr.
Hume) contended that Sir D. Ochterlony
had been most injuriously treated ; and
the character of that gallant officer would
necessarily suffer if the proprietors agreed
to the vote which, they were now called on
to give. If the whole of the Bhurtpore
business could have been peaceably settled

(as he believed ft could) by Sir D. Och-

terlony, he, for one, could not agree to

a vote of thanks to tlie Governor-general,
because, instead of supporting the de-
cisive and energetic measures which Sir

I). Ochterlony had set on foot in defence
of the British faith, honour, and charac-
ter, he thought fit to countermand them,
lie did not know the exact loss that at-

tended the subjection of Bhurtpore; but,

bad Sir D. Ochterlony ’s plans been car-

ried into effect, it might have been avoided.
When Sir D. Ochterlony ordered those

troops to march, the fortress was in a de-
fenceless state. The ramparts were out
of repair, there was no water in the ditch,

and the force within the walls were
divided in opinion ; a part of them
being attached to the young heir, and
the remainder favourable to the usurp-
er’s authority. If, at that moment.
Sir D. Ochterlony had appeared before

the place, it must undoubtedly have fallen,

with not one-tentli of the trouble which
afterwards occurred In its investment.

Were they not also to consider the great

expense which was occasioned by this pro-
crastinating policy ? Durjunt Sal, with
his usurped power, and having possession

of a strong hold, could muster about him
all the disaffected troops in the country ;

and, therefore, it was impossible to retake

the fortress, and to do justice to Bplwunt-
Singli, without using absolute force. The
despatch to which he had before referred,

stated, however, that Sir D. Ochterlony
had no right to act as he had done ; though
the result proved that his view of tlie po-
licy that ought to have been adopted, was
perfectly correct. He (Mr. Ilume) w?as

extremely sorry, when Durjunt Sal wras

called on for an explanation, that some
words of course— “ that he did not mean
to usurp the Uajarsltip,*’—should have im-
posed on the Governor-general. A few
days, however, had only elapsed, when
that which Sir D. Ochterlony had anti-

cipated, came to pass. The usurper, after

endeavouring to throw' blame ou Ram
lluttun, the uncle of the ytfung Rajah,
who had fallen in the contest, addressed a
letter to tlie Governor-general, to which
lie signed his name, as Rajah, and claimed
the whole power and authority connected
with that situation. This was only a few
days after the Governor-general, in con-
sequence of Durjunt SaPs representations,

had actually accorded him his confidence.

At the time that he made those false repre-

sentations, the usurper was laying his plan
to seize on the government, and to possess

himself of the treasure in the fort. If
Lord Amherst had permitted Sir D. Och-
terlony to proceed, 50 lacs of rupees would
have been rescued from the gripe of tlie

usurper. Sir D. Ochterlony said, “ I
deem it wise to secure the friendship of
this state, by guarding the regular suc-
cession of the Rajah ; because, the trea-

' sure
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sure in the fortress is immense; and if it

gets into unfriendly hands, it never can
he used in any other way but in hostilities

against us. Therefore, I think it pru-
dent, and politic, and wise, to secure a
good understanding with the lawful
prince.” Sir D. Ochtcrlony's prudence
told him, that, if the Company had the

Jlajilh under their protection, they would
probably receive some of this treasure,

with which they might pay their debt, or
which they might expend for some other
useful purpose. Sir I). Ochterlony knew
well, involved in war as the Company
were, in another quarter, that energy and
decision should be manifested ; and this

he distinctly stated in his letter of the

25th of April, 1825, in which he tendered
his resignation to the Governor-general.
He there says, “ I considered that every
moment's delay was submission to dis-

grace ; and I feel that a few days delay
in the arrival of your express would have
brought matters to an amicable and ho-
nourable conclusion.” Sir David Och-
terlony observed elsewhere, “ that the

course proposed by the Governor-general,
could not be followed without placing in

peril the best interests of the Company.”
He, therefore, for one, would not agree to

an approval of the conduct of Lord Am-
herst ; opposed, as it was, to the safe and
long-tried experience of Sir 1). Ochter-
lony. YVbat that gallant officer had fore-

told actually happened
;
and six months

after his energetic measures had been de-

feated, the government was obliged to

carry into effect that which be had ad-
vised. lie (Mr. Ilume) contended, that

nothing had occurred of a novel character,

but that the self-same causes for warfare
existed for months before. lie would
wish to know, then, what new circum-
stances induced the Governor-general to

change the opiuion lie expressed to Sir C.
Metcalfe, on the lGtli of September;
when he observed that “the Company bad
no right to interfere in the disputes

going on at Bhurtpore.” Had the rival

bands ravaged the country, or become in

any other way offensive or dangerous to

Us, we should have bad a new ground
for our interference. But he had looked
in vain for any such fact. "We must then

come to this important conclusion, that

Lord Amherst, having countermanded
the wise measures adopted by Sir D. Och-
terlony for settling the disputes at Bhurt-
pore without bloodshed, did, after allow-

ing six months of preparation to the

usurper, without any change of circum-
stances, think fit to direct measures for

reducing the fortress. He now directed

Sir C. Metcalfe to support the rightful

prince, though he had before said that he
did not know who was tlic rightful

prince. He further directed that

the usurper should be expelled, and

a regency appointed during the mi-
nority of the young prince. All this was
in opposition to his former declared opi-
sion, and yet he (Mr. Hume) could dis-

cover no ground for the change in his sen-
timents. The conduct of his Lordship
certainly justified the assertions, that he
blew hot and cold with the same mouth.
He did not mean to pronounce one word
of censure on the Tnanner in which the
operations were conducted at Bhurtporo.
In the subsequent votes, to the officers and
troops, ho fully concurred ; and ho wil-
lingly gave them his humble praise for
their conduct in the difficult situation in
which they were placed by the imprudence,
the ignorance, the vacillation (he knew not
what to call it) of Lord Amherst. If any
proprietor thought proper to move a vote of
censure on Lord Amherst, he would certain-

ly join him. No man present,would, he was
certain, wish to cast any stigma on the
memory of that gallant officer, (Sir D.Och-
terlony) after he had read to them a gene-
ral order published at his death by the
same Lord Amherst, who wrote to the

Court of Directors impugning his talents

and his abilities for his situation. [Mr.
Hume then read a general order, of July
28th, for which see Asial. ,/burn .» vol. xxi.

p. 225.]
This was the way in which Lord Am-

herst spoke of the man whom he had em-
ployed every means to lessen in the opinion
of the Court of Directors. The treatment

which that gallant officer received led to

his death, lie died broken-hearted; not
only though the disgrace which he con-
ceived had been inflicted on himself; but
also because he anticipated the most la-

mentable consequences to the interests of

the Company from the system which the

Governor-general was pursuing. The
Court of Directors should consider that

the friends of Sir D. Ochterlony were not
present to repel the charge which this re-

solution brings against him ; for the vote

of thanks to Lord Amherst was virtually

a vote of censure upon Sir D. Ochterlony,

on the grounds which he (Mr. Ilume) had
stated he should give his unqualified oppo-
sition to the motion, and he hoped the

court would support him.
Dr. Gilchrist observed that he would give

liis hon. friend an opportunity of redeem-
ing his pledge of supporting a motion for

a vote of censure on Lord Amherst. He
would move a vote of censure on liis Lord-
ship, because he once belonged to the Ben-
gal Army, on a distinguished member
of which Lord Amherst had cast such
obloquy. He felt conscious, that he was
acting uprightly, and as a friend to the

Company. Had Lord Amherst deferred

for six months his invasion of the Burmese
territory, it would have been more im-
portant to the interests of the Company
than the short delay which he said ought

to
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to Have been . made by Sir D. Ochterlony.
He ('Dr. Gilchrist) now stood up to

defend tlie reputation of a brother officer

of tlie Bengal Army. It should not go
forth to the world, that, because tliat brave

officer was 110 more, and had no longer

any favours to bestow, no one would rise

up to defend his character, and move a

vote of . censure on Lord Amherst for his

conduct respecting Bhurtpore. He (Dr.
Gilchrist) Imd read all the papers, and tlie

more he read, tlie more lie felt convinced
that if there were cause to censure Lord
Amherst for his conduct respecting the

Burmese war, there is twenty times more
reason to condemn the measures he pur.
sued with regard to Bhurtporc. Sir I).

Ochterlouy would have taken the fortress

by a coup de main. This might have been
productive of mischief had lie not suc-
ceeded ; but it appeared that his failure

was impossible. A doctrine had been
broached in that court which he was sorry

to.hcar; namely, that 14 We should render
slavish submission to the executive power.”
A11 lion. prop, had stated that lie would
support the opinion of the executive, be-
cause they must be better acquainted than
lie was with the facts ofany case. lie

( l)r.

Gilchrist) would not pin his faith to the

sieve of any man. In his opinion, the

resolution would cast a stain on the

memory of a brave and gallant officer.

Would to heaven that he were now living

that honours might be conferred on him !

It had long been the opinion of the officers

of the Company, that they were thrown
into the background by the king's offi-

cers, who, they thought, deprived them
of honours-which they ought to enjoy. To
entertain such feelings was unjust towards
the king's officers, and must be prejudicial

to the interests of the Company. There
were not less than 2,000 proprietors, anti

yet liqw few were present to consider this

great question by which they were to raise

one man to the skies, and to bury another
•brave officer beneath a load of obloquy !

On examining the list of proprietors who
had perused the papers with tlie view of
making themselves acquainted with the

question under discussion, he (Dr. Gil-

christ) found only seven names inscribed

aa having done so. Here was a proof of
the supincncss of the proprietors. If men
in power .were not watched and checked,
they- were sure to do wrong. lie hoped
to see in that court a greater degree of
spirit and manliness than had prevailed for

many years past. They were approaching
aj:ri*is which must decide the fate of the

Company.. If Lord Amherst had erred in

the nipans he adopted to bring about even
a successful issue, a vote of thanks ought
not tp.Jie passed to him. He would ena-

ble his lion, friend to redeem hjs pledge by
moving a vote of censure on Lord Am-
ber^ for his conduct.respecting Bhurtporc.

Thanks to the Army of Bhurtpore. [Jan.

Tlie Chairman remarked, that, as Jthis

was an amendment to the original mo-
tion, it wus necessary to reduce it to writ-
ing.

Dr. Gilchrist then wrote the following
amendment :

—
“ That this court, on mature considera-

tion of the papers submitted to it, is. of
opinion, tliat the conduct of the govertior-

geueral in council, in his forbearance to

proceed against the usurper of Bhurtporc,
at the time tliat Sir David Ochterlouy
ordered troops to assemble, deserves our
decided disapprobation and censure,"

Mr. Hume seconded the amendment.
Gcu. Thornton said, he was quite t:s

unwilling as the learned Doctor to sup-
port the executive body when he thought
they were in the wrong. It had been his

misfortune to differ very frequently from
the Court of Directors, and it always gave
him much concern to do so; but lie now
had considerable pleasure in stating, that

lie agreed with them as to the propriety of
thanking Lord Amherst, in one instance,

for his forbearance, and, in the otlier, for

the spirit and activity he displayed in

maintaining the war. lie (Gen. T.)
had attentively listened to both debates,

and lie thought the speech delivered on a
former day, by the hon. member for Aber-
deen, decidedly proved that the measures
adopted by Lord Amherst against the
Burmese were indispensably necessary*

It was clear that the Burmese were contin-

ually making aggressions and committing
cruelties, to which it was requisite to put
a stop. The forbearance of former go-
vernments had not produced the desired

effect, and humanity demanded tlie adop-
tion of decisive measures. It liad been
said, that the war was undertaken at an
improper time; but a gallant officer (Sir

J. Malcolm) whose bonk had been quoted,
slated, that lie did not know that the time
selected was an improper one. lie (Gen.
T.) was therefore justified in supposing
that the war was undertaken at a proper
moment. The gallant officer made a
speech which met the approval of the court
in general, and which shewed Lord Am-
heists* conduct to have been perfectly cor-

rect. No man could estimate more highly

than lie did the talents of die late Sir D.Och-
terlony. He deserved all the praise that

could be given to him, but it was not to

J:e expected that he or any other man
should be always in the right. It ap-
peared that he was hasty in his proceedings
respecting Bhurtporc. lie (General T.)
gave credit to Lord Amherst for main-
taining forbearance as long as possible.

When compelled to resort to force, lie

sent forth an army In a proper maimer
and their exertions had been crowned with
such signal success as they ought all to

rejoice at. For his conduct on both oc-
casions Lord Amherst was entitled to the

thanks
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thanks of the Company, and such being
his sentiments, he felt himself bound to

vote against the amendment and for the
original question*

Mr. Mills had anticipated a less pro-
tracted discussion on the question before
the court, when heconsidered the apparent
merits of that question as well as contem-
plated the glorious situation of affairs in

India at the present moment. It was the
opinion of the hon* member who had
opened the debate (Mr. Hume) that where
argument was wanting, abuse could easily

be supplied. He (Mr. M.) considered
that the present case offered an illustra-

tion of that remark, for from the begin-
ing to the end of Lord Amherst* s career
there had been no lack of abuse, indeed it

had been most liberally bestowed on bis

lordship by individuals in that court. The
great fault of Lord Amherst appeared to

be that of having done more than was
expected of him. Some hon. gentlemen
seemed to regret very much that their

melancholy predictions had not been ful-

filled, and to have been woefully disap-

pointed thas all their anticipations of
defeat and disgrace had been thwarted by
victory and glory. It was at least to be
expected that those gentlemen who had in

the absence of all proof and without
giving Lord Amherst time for a reply,

denounced him as incapable of managing
the affairs intrusted to him, would have
seized the present opportunity of recant-

ing their error and of adding their testi-

mony in favour of his lordship’s merits.

The line of conduct they had adopted
was, however, very different, and they
seemed to have formed a determination
to pursue his lordship with a malignity
for which he (Mr. M.) was quite at a loss

to account. The question before the

court, inasmuch as it related to Lord
Amherst’s merits, had not as yet been
touched upon. That nobleman bad, by
the judicious policy he had pursued,
raised the -glory of the British arms in

India, and placed its character in the

most illustrious situation. The fall of
Bhurtpore had had the result of placing

the British Indian empire on a more
secure basis than any event that had
occurred for a great number of years.

This opinion was founded on good
grounds, on the authority of individuals

who had the best means of forming a
judgment on the subject from their in-

timate acquaintance with the country.

He sincerely hoped the hon. gent, who
had opened the debate that day, and who
seemed to him to botray a most unjust

and ungenerous feeling towards Lord
Amherst, would remain in court until the

close of the discussion, in order that he
might see with liis own eyes what im-
pression tlie attack he had made on Lord
Amherst would produce on the court.

Asiatic Journ. Vox.. XXIII. No. 1 33.
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Lord Amherst had been honoured by his

sovereign with a proud mark of distinc-

tion, In parliament ministers bad given
notice of proposing a vote of thanks to

him, already that court had awarded to

him a vote of thanks for his conduct
relative to the Burmese war by a trium-
phant majority, and he (Mr. M.) trusted

that its decision on the present occasion

would he no less favorable to the cha-
racter of his lordship. (Cries of hear /)

Sir C. Forbes was glad to find that

silence had at length been broken on the
other side of the bar. Both on the present
occasion, and at the last court, the hon.
chairman had proposed a vote of thanks
without condescending to state any
grounds for that proceeding. Both tlie

questions, should, in his opinion, have
been preceded by a motion to print

the papers, and by so doing time would
have been given to every proprietor to

come to an honest and conscientious

opinion on the point at issue. Not one
hundred t!i part of the members of the

court could possibly have made themselves

acquainted with the subject they had come
to decide upon. Nothing he had heard
that day could incline him to vote in

favour of the original question. lie could
have wished the present motion had not

been introduced in the regular routine

manner adopted on similar occasions. He
imagined they had reversed the style of
introducing such subjects in that court.

The court was called upon to approve a
vote of thanks, without being informed
of the grounds and reasons of such a
measure. In the olden time (and it would
be well for them if they would revert to

the process of former days), when -a vote

of thanks was presented for die approba-

tion of the court, it was always preceded

by a variety of details, which lie (Sir C.

Forbes) thought were very much wanting
on the present occasion. And more par-

ticularly was this practice observed, in

cases in which the Court of Director! bad
not concurred in opinion. He considered

that those gentlemen behind the bar, who
had not concurred with their colleagues

in their view of this question, were in

duty bound to stand up and acquaint the

court with their reasons for non-concur-

rence. An lion, director had told him
that on a former occasion the vote of

thanks to Lord Amherst was carried by a
large majority. Ho considered- that the

court ought to be informed of the nature

of the majority alluded to by the lion,

director. By obtaining such informa-

tion they might be enabled to judge
whether the question had been carried by
a majority of hands or a majority of brains.

{Hear, hear J) He had heard that the

hon. director he had before alluded to.

was one of those who formed the small

.

majority oil the question. If such Were

U the
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the fat, ’he trusted that hon. director

would rite end tell them, in that manly
manner which always distinguished him,
the reasons for not concurring in the vote.

He also hoped that those hon. directors

whovoted in opposition to him, would
likewise rise and explain the grounds of
their assent. He observed, on looking

behind the bar, that there were not above
one third of the directors there. At the

discussion of the former question, only
twelve of those gentlemen were present,

and not one of them held up his hand,
either for or against the motion. He gave
the hon. director who had just sat down,
great credit for the straight-forward way
in which he expressed his sentiments in

favour of Lord Amherst. He (Sir C.
Forbes) believed that the sentiments he
(Mr. M.) expressed, were those he lmd
entertained from the commencement of
Lord Amherst’s administration ; and he
trusted that hon. director would give equal

credit to those who differed from him in

opinion. (Hear/) The hon. director had
spoken of malignity being exhibited

against Lord Amherst. He (Sir C. Forbes)

would in kindness, attribute that expres-

sion to the circumstance of that hon . di-

rector’s being unaccustomed to address

the court (this being his maiden speech).

He would, in charity, believe that he
was hurried into saying what lie was not

warranted in doing. (Hear!) He (Sir

C. Forbes) could for bis own part, con-
scientiously disclaim any personal feeling

of resentment. He never had any ac-

quaintance with him. His lordship bore
the character in private, of an honourable
naan ; and he firmly believed that a more
amiable man did not exist. If he (Sir

C. Forbes) was not mistaken, it was in

contemplation, about this time last year,

to recal his lordship, and send out the

Duke of Buckingham in bis stead. (Hear/)
If he had fallen into a mis-statement on
thia head, he trusted the hon. chairman
would set him right. On a former occa-

sion, a proprietor put the same question

to the chair, and had he added%n s to the

word, and 9aid chairs, perhaps he might
have obtained an answer different from
what he then received. The fact was,

however, he believed, perfectly noto-

rious. The fact of the Duke of Buck-
ingham^ having been proposed to suc-

ceed to theGovemor-generalship of India,

ml u well known as that the sun
wti in the heavens. He asked then,

what : bad operated so great a change in

opinion with regard to Lord Amherst?
The ' Wav bad doubtless terminated suc-

cessfully, ' aiid - the > British arms had been
crowned Wilh brilliant; success. Granted.

No’-crnm could fa] greater happiness than

he did at the success of the war. He
thought theywetefullywarranted on that

,jcoro, in not recalling Lord Amherst.

So far he would go. After sucli glorious

events, he should be sorry to hear of Lord
Amherst's recall. He did not, however;
believe that peace was firmly established %

indeed he should not be surprised, if at

the moment he was speaking, the war
was renewed. Rangoon, since the Com-
pany's forces had taken possession of it,

had been deserted by nearly all its Inha-
bitants. In that quarter, ho was in-

formed, a mail might ride for miles with-
out meeting a single soul. It was not
his desire to urge the recall of Lord
Amherst. lie regretted that in the sub-
sequent clauses of the motion, a sufficient

degree of notice had not been bestowed
on the Company's officers, as well
military as marine. He regretted that

those individuals who ought to have
stood forward in support of the Company's
officers had not on this occasion done so.

Certain lie was, that the Company’s offi-

cers were entitled to praise. He knew
that Commodore Haynes, of the Bombay
Marine, had particularly distinguished

himself, and was allowed on all hands to
have exerted himself gallantly and use-
fully. He knew him to be as brave an
officer as ever trod the decks of a ship, and
was only one of the numerous instances to

lie met with in the Bombay Marine, of
officers who would do credit to the navy
of his majesty, or any other in the world.
He repeated his congratulations to Lord
Amherst, on the score of the successful

termination of the late attack on Bhr.rt-

porc. He had been informed, that it was
in contemplation to confiscate all the trea-

sure and jewels of the Rajah. He hoped
lie might have been misinformed in this

particular, and should rejoice to hear it

disavowed froo^ behind the bar. He re-

regretted that ronduct of a like character

had been so frequently exhibited in India.

The Company, in almost every case, in

which it had interfered between the na-
tive powers, had eaten the oyster them-
selves, and left the shell alone to the other
parties. His idea of the matter was, that

they were not warranted in destroying the
fortress of Bhurtpore, and had no claim
upon any property found there. Hie same
game was played upon the Rajah of
Umcrapoorah, seizing upon all his orna-
ments and the stores he had purchased at

Madras, and which he was thus obliged to

pay for twice over. Before he sat down,
he could not avoid noticing, that in the
votes of thanks, no notice is taken of the

Bombay government, although it hid
taken a part in the very great exertidnS

made during the late war. What reason
could there be for omitting all mention 'of

the Bombay government. He had spent
some of the happiest days of his life in’ that

presidency, and therefore did ndt like ia
see its merits slighted. He again repeat-

ed, he bore no hostility4o Lord Amherst

;

but
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butifuo reason* were offered to induce
litm- to change his opinion, his deter-

mination was not to support the vote of
thanks.
Mr. Mills rose and begged to say, that

nothing was further from his intention,

than to impute improper or malignant mo-
tives to any one.

The Chairman trusted, that as there

were some points in the speech of the hon.

baronet which might seem to call for a re-

ply from him, lie should be allowed to

trespass for a short time on the attention of
• the court. It was always with reluctance

that he interposed himself to the interrup-

tion of any proprietor wishing to deliver

bis sentiments, and he would not, he could
assure them, take up much of their time,

for there was nothing in the world he had
a greater dislike to than the sound of his

own voice ; and he wished that feeling was
more prevalent in the court. The hon.

baronet had charged cither himself or the

late chairman, with having made a mis-
statement concerning a certain report—
which report the hon. baronet considered

os founded on the most unquestionable
authority. lie felt himself, then, under
the necessity of denying in tola the fact.

The hon. baronet had said, that he had
heard from authority, which was not to be

doubted, that the recall of Lord Amherst
liad been proposed by the Board of Con-
trol, and that it had been determined to

appoint the Duke of Buckingham in his

stead.

Sir C. Forbes in explanation said, that

bis statement was, that the recall of Lord
Amherst, and the appointment of the

Duke of Buckingham in liis stead, had
been about a year ago proposed to one of

the chairmen.
The Chairman .

—

c<If tlw hon. baronet

intended to comprehend him (the Chair-

man) in his statement, he must deny that

any such proposition was ever made to

him. Indeed, be was not aware that any
authority existed for such an arrangement,

except in a paragraph or two in the newspa-
pers ; and, perhaps, the inclination of the

noble duke who had been alluded to.

{Laughter.

)

This he was confident of,

that no proposition of the nature described

by the hon. baronet bad been made to the

chairman of the Company by any autho-

rity that could have the slightest right to

interfere on the subject. The hon. baro-

net had spoken about the omission of

thanks to the Bombay government. He
(the Chairman) did not know that that go-

vernment had done any thing with regard

tQ.theJate events In India, to call for such

distinction. It had (lone nothing beyond
obeying the orders of the supreme govern-

ment, to the contribution of a part

qftb?;. force serving at Bombay, to co-

opojate in the
t

war. Tim hon. baronet

could pot IpU to remember, that in all the
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instances in which the Bombay govern-
ment had been before distinctly thanked, it

had furnished and equipped a large pro-
portion of troops acting separately under
their orders, and had directly taken part in
the operations of the war. The wars, against
Tippoo Sultan, and against the Pindarries,

were instances of this. On those occa-
sions, the Bombay government stood in a
more prominent situation than it appeared
to have done in the last war : and it sure-
ly was not reprehensible in the originators

of this question, seeing the difficulty of
carrying a vote of thanks at all in this

court, to limit themselves to those cases
only in which they were pre-eminently
due. It was not his wish to undervalue
the exertions of the Bombay government,
but he must own, he did not think them
entitled to expect a vote of thanks on
the present occasion. As he had, he
hoped, given a satisfactory reply to the ob-
servations of the hon. baronet, perhaps, it

would be permitted him to offer a few re-

marks in justification of the course he had
adopled in bringing forward the present
motion. He concurred in the opinion
expressed by the lion, member for Aber-
deen of the necessity there existed for

commencing hostilities against the autho-
rities at Bluirtpore. But the point on
which they dillcred was as to time. The
Company w ere bound by the previous acts

of the representations of the Bengal go-
vernment, to maintain the succession of the
legitimate Rajah. Acts, be it observed,
however, never officially communicated to

that government. lie could not but re-

gret, however, that the hon. member, in

order to impugn Lord Amherst's cha-
racter and conduct, should have brought
into invidious comparison, the services and
superior intelligence of as gallant an offi-

cer as ever served under the Company's
standard .—(Hear !J

— 'Hie hon. member
had spoken likewise of the injustice done
to that gallant officer by the government
of Bengal. (Hear !

)

Now, no one could
be more ready than he (the Chairman) to
bear tcstinftmy to the justice of the hou.
member's commendations on that distin-

guished officer in the field, but it was not,

therefore, his opinion, that every act of
that gallant individual in his counsels de-
manded the unqualified support -and blind
confidence of the government. He (the
Chairman) did not, therefore, think that

Sir David Ochterlony was to be exempted
from that control which is lodged in the

bands of the Governor-general, and which
it is not only proper for him to exercise, but
which he is bound to execute, under no
trifling degree of responsibility, as this

day’s debate exemplified- Though the
Chairman was willing to admit -diet a
large discretionary power of employing
the military forces, when a necessity

, arose,

should be lodged in persons exercising

U 2 the
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the functions of political agents, yet he
could, not go the length of allowing that

such individuals were justified in taking
on thexnselves, without any coinmunica-
tion, with tl»e supreme government, and
wholly unsanctioned by its authority, to

calV together tho wholearmy of the Upper
Provinces, and march it against the

strongest fortress in the country, and one
too, where the Company's forces had un-
fortunately received a repulse in a former
attack. Such a course as he had describ-
ed, was undoubtedly contemplated by Sir

D. Ocliterlouy ; and the Bengal govern-
ment could deserve no greater praise in
his judgment, than for the prompt and
decided manner in which it put a stop to

such proceedings on the part of the gal-
lant officer. The course that government
adopted, was wise and prudent. His (the

Chairman's) opinion on the subject was,

that had Sir D. Ochterlony proceeded to

Bhurtpore, though merely for the purpose
of opening a negotiation, the insufficient

force he would have taken with him,
would never have had the effect of prow
ducing such a panic in the mind of the
usurper, as to lead to his resignation of his

usurped power? neither would the pos-
session of the fortress, whether obtained
by negociation or by treachery, have pro-
duced the same effect on the Indian
population as its acquisition by force.

But from the measures adopted by the
supreme government, the most satisfactory

results were experienced. The fall of
Bhurtpore, effected by the employment of
adequate means, was a fortunate event, in-

asmuch as it had taught the natives the

hopelessness of contending against the
British power, and had dispelled the idea
generally entertained among them, of the

impregnability of that fortress, and had
proved that no rampart they could raise

would stand before tlic Company's forces.

He had a word more to say, respecting the

time the expedition proceeded against

"Bhurtpore. Had the attempt been made
at the period contemplated by Sir D. Oeli-

terlony, I have the authority 0t the Com-
mander-in-chief, from the inadequacy of
the means at his command, to pronounce
that it would have been physically imprac-
ticable to reduce the fortress; and when
to this is added the season of the year,

which would certainly have introduced in-

calculable sickness amongst the European
portion of the army, the judgment and
prudence- which dictated forbearance, is I

conceive, incontrovertible. It lias also

been' stated, in support of Sir D. Ochter-
lony plan, that the fortress might have
been'taken by surprise. When the fact is

that wiih a greatly increased force and the

exertions of the ablest engineers, six weeks
were consumed in taking tile place, he
asked, Was H probable o coup do main
would, in the first instance, have accom-

plished tho point ? He had never- heard
of a scheme more improbable than that of
Sir D. Ochterlony*s. He asked* . what
would have been the probable consequences
of a failure in such an undertaking—

a

second failure, it mu9tbe recollected. Ho
would not hesitate to say, that an insurrec-

tion throughout the whole of that part of
the country would have been the con-
sequence ; and lie challenged any man,
acquainted with the feverish and festered

state of the native mind, to deny the pro-

bability of such a disaster shaking to its

very foundation the British power in

India. Under the circumstances he re-

ferred to, he felt himself bound to con-
cur in the proposed vote of thanks to

Lord Amherst and the Indian government,
convinced that in so doing lie best dis-

charged his duty to the Company and to

his country. (Bear, hear /)
Col. L. StanhojH? observed, that tlic gal-

lant general (Thornton) had said that hu-
manity called for the prosecution of the

Burmese war; but he (Col. S.) would
say, that such humanity would lead to the
extinction *of the human race. An hon.
Director (Mr. Mills) had braved the hon.
member for Aberdeen, by advising hitn to
stay and see the result of the discussion ;

but let that lion, director exchange patron-

age with his hon. friend (Mr. Ilumc), and
then how would the discussion terminate ?

That hon. director had thought fit to

accuse of malignant feelings all those who
disapproved of Lord Amherst's conduct.

Such an imputation lie begged leave to

disclaim. In private life, he believed it

more honourable and amiable man than
Lord Amherst did not exist ; he could not

agree with the lion. hart. (Sir C. Forbes)

in his opiniomj-espccting the dismantling
of Bhurtpore/which he (Col. S.) thought
to be a good military measure. They had
been told by the Chairman, that it was im-
possible to take Bhurtpore by surprise

;

but it must be borne in mind that at the

time Sir D. Ochterlony wished to advance
against that fortress, there were contained

in it two parties opposed to cacli other, one
of which would certainly have sided with
the Company's forces, and in all proba-

bility would have put the place into their

hands. It could excite no surprise that

the thanks of this court should be
awarded to Lord Amherst, when they re-

collected that the thanks of the House of
Commons were obtained for the Walcheren
expedition ; and when history told them
that some of the greatest monsters that

ever breathed had been praised and deified

by the Roman senate and people. His
(Col. S*&) opinion was that Lord Amherst,
instead of thanks, deserved impeachment
on account of the Burmese War, and
marked censure for his delay with respect

to Bhurtpore. While Lord Amherst's
tardy measures before Bhurtpore, were in-

viting
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viting every state in India to arms. Sir D.
Ocliterlony was ready to do what the
Duke of Wellington or any other brave
and skilful commander would have done
in his place; namely, to march up his

troops and at once attack the enemy in

support of the rightful heir of the deceased

llajah. (Hear /) And yet such a bold and
decisive step was by my Lord Amherst
disapproved of as rash and precipitate.

Rash and precipitate! Could any more
contemptuous expressions be used, if his

Lordship had been speaking of the con-
duct of a boy of seven years of age ? And
yet this was the language applied to an
old, a veteran soldier who had so much
distinguished himself in India ; but neither

liis grey hairs nor his heroic deeds in our
service could protect him from such taunt-

ing expressions as these. (Hear/) That
court was composed of gentlemen,—of
men who loved honour—and their motto
therefore ought to be dc mortuis nil nisi

bonum. He called upon them, therefore,

not to pass an implied censure upon the

dead in this instance by their un -cal led

for, their undeserved praise, of Lord Am-
herst, who had described Sir D. Ochter-
lony's conduct, as rash and precipitate.

It was idle to say that the force upon that

occasion was insufficient to attack Bhurt-
pore in the manner proposed by Sir D.
Ochterlony ; when Lord Amherst himself,

in his dispatches, acknowledged that force

to be ample. He had heard of Lord
Amherst sitting in council and taking ad-

vice according to precedent, as to the mode
of conducting the war. But he would
ask, was Lord Amherst, who had failed in

his diplomacy with the Burmese, was
Lord Amherst, who had established the

censorship of the press in India, (an act

for which alone he deserved universal cen-

sure) was he to deside how such a place as

Bhurtporc should be attacked, or was he
to act upon the advice and counsel of the

saintly Mr. Ilarington, with his bihle, his

beads, and his Koran,—and the sagacious

Mr. Fendall whose name was only asso-

ciated with pens, ink and paper? Were
such men as these, placed at the distance of
1000 miles from the spot, better able to

advise Lord Amherst as to the mode of

attacking Bhurtpore tlmn Sir D. Ochter-

lony, as famous for his general diplomacy,

as for his defence of Delhi and his exer-

tions in the Pindarrcc war ? ( Hear ! ) It

was much more fit that they should employ
themselves in raising monuments to the

memory of those brave fellows, who per-

ished in the swamps of Arracan and Ran-
goon, than tlmt they should bestow their

time in praise of Lord Amherst. What-
ever might be said to the contrary, that

praise did not come from the heads or the

hearts of those who proposed it; and he
was quite sure, that its being bestowed on
Lord Amherst, would not be received with
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satisfaction in India. It would not be re-
ceived with satisfaction by the civil depart-
ment ; and lie felt convinced, that it would
give no satisfaction either to his Majesty’s
troops, or to the India army, (between
whom he assured the court there'existed
none of that nonsensical rivalry which had
been talked of) but least of all would it

give satisfaction to our ill-treated native
troops. Under all the circumstances of
the case, he thought a vote of censure more
called for, than a vote of thanks to Iris

Lordship.
Capt. Mnxfleld observed that the argu-

ment had gone back again to the Burmese
war; and he had pledged himself, when the
conduct of Lord Amherst came again un-
der discussion, to raise his feeble voice,
and endeavour to do his Lordship that
justice which he deserved. No member
of that court could accuse him (Capt.
Max field) of ever having pinned his faith

to the sleeve of another man’s argument;
unless when he found he could do so, with
a clear and unfettered conscience. The
Burmese war bad been at first partially

unpopular not only in that court but in
India also. That war, however, was not
commenced by the desire of Lord Amherst
himself, but by the advice of his council.

He would be able to shew, that his Lord,
ship was actually driven to a declaration of
war. The commerce of India w'as at a
stand, anti that branch was for war: the
shipping interests were for war upon the
same grounds. The Company’s Treasury
overflowed, the interest of money was very
low', and war, it w'as thought, would give
it a fillip. The Company’s civil servants

had no objection whatever to a war, and
it was in fact almost declared before his

Lordship arrived in India ; so that unless
his Lordship read all the papers upon his

voyage out, it was impossible that he could
turn round on his advisers and say, ** You
are all mistaken in your opinions, and I

am determined not to go to war.” Lord
Amherst, not being able to do this, was
obliged to coincide with the general opi-

nion, and war was declared. There was,

perhaps, no service less interested oil the

subject of a war than our marine, though
perhaps none more competent to give an
opinion on it9 propriety. He remem-
bered that, in 18 IS, when a cause of war
was given! a single twenty-gun vessel,

bearing the Company’s colours, was sent

to demand satisfaction. That vessel was
so badly provided, tlmt had she been at-

tacked, the Company must have been
disgraced by licr capture ;

yet so much
afraid were the Burmese- that their town
would be burned by this single ship, that

they catne at once to terms, aud war was
avoided. It might be said that a naval

force could have been sent to inHict

punishment at Rangoon ; but they had no
adequate naval force, and they never

would,
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would, until
.
government gave them one.

TJie w^iy then, having been necessary,

ilie manner in which it was conducted,

and the ftappy conclusion to which it was
brought, were such as to entitle Lord
Amherst to the thanks of that

.
court.

Much pains had been taken to impute
blame to.Lord Amherst for having com*
meneed war at such a season. Now
lie (Capt. Max field) thought that, if war
must be commenced in that quarter, that

was the most proper season for doing it, as,

at the beginning of the monsoons, the

most proper winds prevailed for conduct-
ing the flat vessels used on such occasions.

So much for the Burmese war. He now
came to the attack bn Bhurtpore, which,
it was agreed on all hands, was necessary

;

the only difference being as to whether we
ought to have commenced that attack a
little sooner. It should be remembered,
however, that we had our hands full at that

time, and that wc ought not to be too

precipitate. It should be remembered too,

that we liad attacked that fortress in 1 804
with as brave an army as we ever had in

India, and that we were three or four
times defeated. Lord Amherst, with
this experience before him, felt it right

to put an end to one war before he com-
menced another. The defeat sustained by
the brave and gallant General Lake w*as a
severe lesson, by which Lord Amherst
was bound to profit, and to act with cau-
tion and circumspection in his attack on
Bhurtpore. No man would feel more
sorry than himself that any censure, either

direct or indirect, should be cast upon the

memory of the late gallant Sir D. Och-
terlony, and he was sure nothing of the

kind was intended. It should be recol-

lected that, although Sir David was at

the head of the troops at that time, yet,

as the responsibility of any failure, in the

event of an attack, would attach to Lord
Amherst, he was hound to pause and
take advice before he hazarded such a
step. Sir C. Metcalfe (than whom no
military man was more competent to

advise Lord Amherst as to the mode of
conducting the war) recommended that

negociations should precede force; and
Lord Amherst wasjustified in acting upon
that advice. Lord Amherst had received
a lesson in the Burmese war; and he
(Capt. Maxfield) would have thought it

very wrong, if his lordship had plunged
j;t once into the attack upon Bhurtpore.
He fully acquitted his lordship of having
entered into either war with any other

tffipri the most upright and honourable in-

tentions ; and therefore lie should give

his flftQst decided support to any motion

pf.th^pks proposed to him by that court.

%’3ir
!

John Jewell

^

observed that much
praise.

.

had jbeen
.

given to Lord Amherst
for, lVijs fbrhearanbe in delaying the attack

upon' Bhurtpore from April until Sep-

tember. Now, if this were a justifiable

and necessary war, then Jet. them inquire
what cause there was for commencing it

in September, which excuse did, not
equally exist in r the previous April ? It

had been said that the season was the
great objection against beginning in
April ; but it had been shewn that the

season was not the occasion of the delay,

and therefore they must look to other
causes. It was clear, from the corre-
spondence of Lord Amherst upon this

subject, that the delay arose from the fact

that his lordship had not made up his mind
as to whether he would interfere with the
internal concerns of Bhurtpore, or . who
should succcd the late liajah. It had been
stated that Lord Amherst had not arrived
in India until after the offence com-
plained of was given. Lord Amherst
arrived in India in 1823, and the cause
of action did not arrive until the spring of
1825; so that his lordship must have
made himself master of the policies of
the territories around him, and all the

facts connected with them. He could
not pretend to say whether his lordship

had employed himself in forming liis

mind upon those subjects, hut any man
w ho was a candidate for the government
of India was a very unfit person to fill

that office, w ho did not, by reading and
inquiry, make himself master of the his-

tory of India, its policy, alliances, and con-
nections, and also of the policy and connec-
tions of the different states with which our
territory was surrounded. The learned
gentleman then proceeded to give a history

ofthe circumstances which led to our hav-
ing espoused/the cause of the young Rajali.

He then contended that it was the duty
of Lord Amherst to have taken immedi-
ate steps to check the rebellion ; and that

had he done so before the usurper had
time to strengthen his authority, he must
have reduced him at once to a sense of
duty. The precedent established of al-

lowing a usurpation of the pow’er of our
friend and ally, was calculated to produce
the most dangerous consequences in the

native Indian courts. Under those cir-

cumstances, though, he would not go so
far as to assent to a vote of censure on- the
Governor-general, for his tardy measures
on that occasion—because the knowledge
of such a vote in India, might weaken our
authority there, still lie considered' him-
self justified in voting against the .motion
for thanks, and the more especially as

sufficient time had not been allowed to

the proprietors to - make themselves ac-

quainted with the whole of the papers,
t

Sir J, Malcolm said he was too. much
associated with persons .and eyepts

.
jthnt

had been alluded to in the course of tlps

debate, to remain silent. He shopld not,

however, after what ba4 been.said both
sides of the question, before the court,

dwell
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d well upon details. If he did, he could
expose some errors for he could speak
from personal acquaintance with men and
transactions of which others hnd only
notes. For instance, he could satisfy a
learned proprietor, that when he spoke of
Rnnjeet Singh, he meant Rhundeer
Singh—that he mistook grandfathers for
fathers and so forth. With such points,

however, he (Sir J. Malcolm) would not
trouble the court, but limit himself to a
consideration, whether Lord Amherst and
hio government merited their thanks for the
measures which they had adopted towards
Bhurtpore. An lion, proprietor had by
an allusion to the operations against that

celebrated fortress, in the year 1 80.5, rccal -

led feelings to hismind, which would induce
tho court to pardon a short digression.

The late Lord Lake said, Sir J. Mal-
colm, stood too high to require his

praise, no commander ever lived more in

the hearts of his troops, or was more en-
titled to do so from his qualities, and above
all, his humanity and courage. That
nobleman had been compelled, not only
to attack Bhurtpore with inadequate means
for a regular siege, but to persevere at

great hazard, and sacrifice of life, in

efforts for its reduction. Ilis failure was
memorable, but was to be ascribed to

causes that neither reflected upon the me-
mory of the commander, nor the reputa-
tion of his gallant troops, The hero who
had taken by a coup de main , the strong

fortress of Alighur (a splendid atcli ieve-

ment) who had won the battles of Delhi,

and Laswarri, and had taken Agra and
Deeg, was not likely with such an army
as he commanded to anticipate insurmoun-
table obstacles at Bhurtpore, the strength

of which was then but superficially known,
and circumstances of the moment probably
compelled him to the attempt he made.
Runject Singh, the prince of Bhurtpore,
bad acted with marked treachery to the

English government—he had violated the

treaty into which he had entered. His re-

lation to the government of Holkar, while

it in some measure accounted for this

conduct, rendered it more necessary to

punish it, Bhurtpore was not to be con-
sidered as a common fortress of a petty

chief. One of its former princes, Sooruj

Mul, had, after the famous and disastrous

battle of Pamput, granted a protection to

the Marhatta fugitives, which raised his

reputation and that of his descendants.

TheSe had become particularly connected
with the family of Ilolkar, and Jeswent
Row, with his collected army was en-

camped under the walls of this city. Not
to have attacked' it under such circum-
stances would have been to abandon the

impressions made by an almost unparal-

leled tide of sticcess. He (Sir J. Malcolm)
wodld tiot dwell upon the failure of four

successive attacks and the great loss we
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had sustained—-more peresvermg valour,
was never displayed, and though we did
not then reduce this fortress, almost all

the results that could have been produced
by that success, were the reward of our
great efforts, in the attack combined with
the actual operations carried on at the
same period against Holkar. That chief
was forced to fly Hindustan, deserted by
the great body of his followers, while his

ally, the prince of Bhurtpore, dreading
another attack, sued for forgiveness, which
was granted on his paying a large sum of
money, and promising future allegiance.

Such (said Sir J. Malcolm) is a short
account of our former failure, but though
that had no immediate had local effects it

made impressions over all India ; the na-
ture and extent of which proved be}’ond
any event he (Sir J. Malcolm) had ever
known, the character of our power in that
country. The belief of that having been
successfully resisted, dwelt even in the in-

sane mind, and he hail known several

persons who had lost their reason rave
about Bhurtpore, and come to him with
plans for its reduction. These facts es-

tablished that an extraordinary importance
belonged to all proceedings connected with
Bhurtpore, such required the utmost cau-
tion and consideration. Here he (Sir J,
Malcolm) must express his astonishment
at the scope and spirit of one of tlie prin-
cipal arguments which had been made by
those who spoke against the motion. They
tried to convince the judgment, or at least

interest the feelings of the court, by as-

suming that a vote of thanks to Lord
Amherst, would condemn to obloquy the
memory of Sir D. Ochterlony, in direct

opposition to whose advice the Governor-
general had acted. What were the facts ?

Sir D. Ochterlony who had succeeded him
(Sir J. Malcolm) in office, when he left

India
;
had conceived that it was necessary

to act against a chief who had usurped the
powe r, if not the name of prince of Bhurt-
porc. Satisfied with the correctness of his

own judgment, and acting with that zeal

and activity by which be had ever been
distinguished, he, in anticipation of the
approbation of government, assembled a
considerable body of troops, and a great

train of artillery. This was done with
extraordinary celerity, and without refer-

ence to Calcutta. The reason was he had
to run a race against time-rfor the season

of the hot winds was at hand, and that of
the monsoon not far distant. lie did nbt

blame him (Sir D. Ochterlony) for taking

such responsibility upon himself. He (Sir

.1. Malcolm) probably would have done
the. same in his situation. Local officers

in high trust, naturally took' a warm and
anxious personal interest in the afthirs

committed to their charge. They would
nbt be fit for their situations if they did

not, and it was to he expected that men or
ardent
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uspasiKeww.
w w peptj free' front local Feeling, and jn-

flu^iced ap it must lie by xhafay circum-

stances connected with the general in-

terestfpt the empire, must often lead to a

different view from that of their agent. It

was so in the present case, and who could

pfpnounce against the caution of govern-
njent,. when the capture of Bhurtporo,
after a siege of six .weeks by a force far

superior in. numbers and equipment to

tliat assembled by Sir D. Ocliterlony, gave
evidence of its strength being beyond
wliat any * one had calculated. But (said

Sir J. Malcolm with great warmth) “am
I, to be told, because I think that the

government acted with that combined cau-
tion and energy which is described in the

proposed vote of thanks, that I condemn
to obloquy the memory of my lamented
friend, Sir D. Ocliterlony ? I would join,

spell are my fcelingsrtowards him, in no
vote that could have that effect. I knew
him. intimately for twenty years, and
valued no man higher. Well has that

valuable officer merited all the praises

which have been bestowed upon him this

day. Ills fame is associated with that of
liis country in India. He has died at the

ago of sixty-eight, in the active perfor-

mance of his duty, after fifty years of
honourable service, and left a name that,

will be revered as long as the army exists

tp which lie belonged. But we are

told our vote, .if in favour of Lord Ain-
lierst, will tarnish an hitherto unsullied

reputation, t believe the exact contrary—
I think that it will add to his reputation,

ax it,will prove that to his latest breath he
retained, that bold and aspiring spirit upon
which it is grounded, This (said) Sir J.

Malcolm, is. tpy .opinion, and if it be my
l6jt to dll like him, a soldiers' grave at such
an advanced age, I ask no prouder record
upon my iopibr .than .that in the last act of

my *l*f<^ the 4vdcnt courage of the sqldicr,
‘ —

* over the cold calculations of the
'-—A 1-A * - ft.* 1 '*. •- ;

'
' ti

triuinp , . t „ ,r f
r ._ 7

_ - I;

ptditiciap, and, led
'

f
xufc Ip ,my desire for

" ioq to jQv^rippk ibany obstacles toauction 1

**®*fcj i.

Uieil* mctu : one Uia< y&fttur&

rlt/ieiV suj>e r Iors. sqcti a measure, wlthdpt 66lfecdh& $vefy
means that should yendtr syCce^j ^ ntRr
certain as lt was porfsiBfe torehaef if in
cases of stidi a natur^’ (?/£qr, hear f)

With such sentintenfe,'
1

(cdhclupe4 $ir J.
Malcolm) and froiri believing (hat the re-

duction of Bhurtporc^ ibas added iiriore

than any other event could, to the pros-
pect of continued peace, lie gave this Vote
his entire approbation. V' 1

Mr. Trant was anxious to say a few
words in answer to what had fallen from
an lion, director (Mr. Mills) in an early
part of the discussion. That hon. gentle-
man had called upon those members of
the court who had upon the last occasion
voted against the motion of thanks' t&
Lord Amherst to come forward on the

present occasion and ‘make the amende
honorable. He (Mr. Trant) had, upon a
former occasion, expressed fn that cbiirt

an opinion favourable to Lord Amhersts
commencement of the Burmese war ; hut
he bad not sufficient information of ell Its

details to enable him to give a decisive vote

on that occasion. When he was last in

that court, he remained to a late* liour

anxious to learn whether any ju^t cause
had been assigned for this war; and he
did this because lie did not wish to express
opinions which could injure any man, and
because lie did not fear either to declare
or retract his opinions when lie felt it liis

conscientious duty to do so. lie did* say
upon a former occasion that Tndfia wM in

a'stnte which could give satisfaction to no
man who had the interests of that territory

at heart. Since that court was held he
had applied himself most diligently to

the papers, and had read every syllable of
three folio volumes out of the thirteen

which have been submitted by the Court
of Directors for tlicir information. From
the additional information he had received
he felt that the vote of thanks to Lord
Amherst was dictated by truth, reason,
and justice. The hon. member for Aber-
deen hod stated that inspite of the advice
of his council, Lord Amherst had opposed
the recommendation of Sir D. Ochterlohy,
who advised the immediate attack upon
Bhurtporo. He (Mr. Trant) 'did ' hot
think this quite right; hut, afraid- of
trusting his own recollection,, lie, retired

ipto the next room, and brought with Hitfi

into court the opinions of Mr, HaHtig-
ton, Mr. Fendall, and SirChartes Met-
calfe, who, in conju nction. with/ his loVa-

ship, stated that they vfrere yet ifn^i^jidrC'd

as to the

;

t
fgnhl

\
decision

'

Bhurtppre, and that rniicfi
^

1 «*n» ft

[
i^prd Amheret, rcT

*jig' apcl conduct, he
r‘«n.d weighs with a

MJp aft pC^soinai fame,

WbSWpfj-W® bearings of

WOTS?4 ,*
most every

rasSraents

of )»OstUitic’s with; al-

rulia—and ho govern-

ilie inquiries wjilch wCre making
i

i>\!

pr Pchterlony., *rTluV dTsprttcii vv’hp sfi

liv Lord A mnorsi Sir PrtWiii.'aVifl

Uf vcmerlony,.VAlus c

by Lord Ambers^, $ir

Charles Metcalfe, ahet;^..- n
Show that Jio ditferehce existed between

Lord
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Lo*d Amherst and hit council. Ho trad
lij&j.iBjeii an officer not longreturnedfrom
thatQuarter. Who declared that we had not a
mail too asuch employed in the taking of
Bburtpore; and so anxious was Sir Charles
Metcalfe upon the subject, tliat he had
been heard to say he would give his right
arm for die possession or the place.'

(Hear, hear /

)

Under all these circum-
stances he felt called upon to support the
resolutions, and if other lion, members
would only peruse the papers as he had
done, he should feel surprised if they did
not come to the same conclusion. (Dear,
heart)

Mr, Twining observed, it was not often
that the court was called upon to give its

decisions upon two such grave and serious
questions as those that had recently come
before them. If the question for the con-
sideration of the court at that moment
was, who was the fittest man to fill the
situation of Governor-general of India,
there might well be, without any offence

to Lord Amherst or any other gentleman,
a great diversity of opinion, and the more
so when they bore in mind the brilliant

succession of governors-general lately en-
gaged in their service. But they were
now judging of Lord Amherst's conduct.
Shortly after his arrival in India the
Burmese war commenced, and then his

lordship was accused of being too precipi-

tate, tliat war he brought to asuccessful con-
clusion ; in the attack upon Bhurtpore he
was accused of being too tardy, but who
would venture to say that his lordship had
not, in both cases, acted with the greatest

deliberation and wisdom, when they found
that he brought both to a glorious termina-
tion? (Hear, hear I) When he considered
the very delicate and important situation

in which the governor-general was placed
j

that even though he was surrounded and
fortified by an experienced council, still

he was obliged to Kook to the parent coun-
try for approbation, and often for instruc-

tion, it was not to be wondered at, that

he ‘should weigh bis every act with the

inpst attentive consideration. There was
jane point upon which lie was anxious to

say a few words $ he meant the allusion to

the case of the' late Sir D. Ocbterlony ; he
wa& quite sure there was but ono opinion

entertained in that court as to the merits

and services of that gallant and much la-

mented officer. (Hear, hear!) It was
mycji to be lamented, that the last hours

of a man, so illustrious and so brave,

should have been clouded by vexation and
disappointment. (Hear, hear!) It was a
proud gratification, however, to his friends

to linpw, that as no one dated to reprba&h

bis' character while alive, ao no eh* date

to drat an Imputation on his mtemoryttt

death. (Hear, hear !} However gnat the

clfiaift^i’ ef any military’ than command-
ing in India, stilt,' as the responsibility

Astatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 133.

tested upon the governor-general there
could bo little transfer that he should paqfe
before be entered upon any ehterpme so
serious and important, as any of those Hi
which Lord Amherst had recently been
engaged. The victory at Bhurtpore had!

been mainly achieved by the personal exer-
tions of Lord Combermere. It was diffi-

cult, upon such occasions, to obtain una-
nimity upon a vote of thanks of this

description, but it was painful to consider
what the effect produced in India would
be if a vote of censure were passed against
the noble lord, whose conduct it was
meant to approve of by the vote proposed
to the court. As to Lord Amherst liitn-

self, he (Mr. Twining) had not the honour
of his acquaintance, hut he knew enough
of his lordship to be able to state, that no
was one of the most amiable and generourf
of men in private life ; that he felt most
acutely the slightest attack upon h!s

honour, and might therefore be supposed
to say, with the poet
“ Honour ! 'tis a derivative from me W

mine.
And that alone I plead for.’*

Mr. Paltison. The subject of the
Burman war having been again brought
under discussion, an hon. baronet
outside the bar (Sir C. Forbes) bad called
upon the directors to get up an answer for
the course they had taken upon that ques-
tion. He assured that hon. baronet, that

he (Mr. Pattison) had given a most con-
sciencious vote in favour of Lord Amherst
for liis conduct in the Burmese War, and
he was, from equally consciencious mo-
tives, doubly anxious, if possible, to vote
in favour of his lordship's conduct in
directing the attack on Bhurtpore,
the taking of which was of such vital

importance to the interests of the Company.
(Hear, hear !) Hie court had been"

amused that day by a long speech from
the hon. member for Aberdeen, through
the whole of which there rah one prevail^

ing monosyllable, and that was the mono*
syllable if. The hem. gentleman had qua-
lified every assertion which he made witftf

the small but important word if. (A laugh,).

There was no doubt but we could live

amicably in India, and avoid all necessity

of going to war, if we could do as we
pleased without it. Let that hon. gentle-

man, however, consider for a moment
what bad been said by the gallant officer

on the other side (Sir-J. Msicoln) relative

to the strength and importance of Bhuvt*
pore. It would have been highly !m*
proper to attempt storming * that fbrtf

hitherto considered impregnable, with §
minor force. Lord Ambmt bad t
*hd serious duty to p&form, irtf weighing
which was the most propdrcbtnse ; and hi
thought it a greatt proof Of ‘his 16rdridp*i

skill and ability, tb*, engsgWas !!ieNW
in the war with Ava; he had themagb*-
X *nimity,
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dimity to order the fortress of Bhurtpore
labeit)Tastid ihlbivibaaatoslce attacked.

Ilk 'lofflgbkip^ : adopting this course,

iiibew'di thatthe cdet^ge which he possessed

r.mks ithferidnlmge of the lion. *A -* gentle

-

anuv ^eiking of Lord Amherst, said,

dibtJus/ lordskip?had never shewn the least

«symptom of a tyrant^like disposition, and
;;that'be'had never seen a man of more gen-
» tie and amiable manners. He (Mr. Pat-
tison) Was therefore justified in stating,

that that noble lord possessed not the fero-

city of the tiger, but what was much better,

'the true courage and generous feeling of
the British lion. Lord Amherst could
not<aee the legitimate and helpless heir of
tho deceased Rajah attacked and about to

'be dethroned without interposing for his

protection. Lord Amherst was accused
of having been slow in commencing that

interference; but why was he slow? It

%ns because ho felt that it was a step

'that required to be judiciously weighed.
It was the characteristic of true
courage not to rush headlong into dan-
ger, but to weigh coolly what ought to

be done ; and, having once made up one’s
mind -to go on in an open and munly, but
at the same time, bold and determined
manner. Suppose Lord Amherst had iil-

loWed Sir D.Ochterlony to make a sudden
attack upon Bhurtpore, and that that

attack had failed, what would have been
the consequence ? He would here borrow
one of the bon. gentleman’s ifs—and ask,

if that attack had been made and had
failed, what then would be the ruin and
destruction which must have been
brought upon the whole government
of .India? (JWear, hear/) Had such
* disastrous event taken place, it

would have required the whole energies
of the • empire to restore peace and tran-
quillity to our possessions in India.

—

hear!) Instead of this, how.
j*ver, it had been the good fortune of Lord
^jdabevst, to control the destinies of India
byrsubduing our greatest enemies, and
impelling them to give us satisfaction

for the pest, and security for the future.

It was much to. the credit of Lord Am-
herst, that he had by the skill and pru-
dence of bis plans, possessed himself of a
fbrtress which bad baffled every effort of
that LnraVe and enterprising genera), Lord
Lake* (Hear^ heart) When he consi-
dered that ithose important services had
been pandered to the Company by Lord
Aibherat^iit was matter of wonder to him,
tbat fuiy honv proprietor should rise and
mode a voteof censure against him in that

oowk V* It 'was hardly to be expected that

tbefo iwotUd’ -befiraKiiimity upon almost
aapovotO' that;might be•proposed ; -hut he
tsuftsMtl, ttathi wal not prepared to ex*
pec< sai^aed;of>cettiure upon Lord Am*

v mritssfrohftah$«qua*t*r. He* did not ex-
jpect, that the hon. proprietor by whom

ny

that vote of censure was proposed, would
turnaround and alter- hit opinion*

would indeed be a turn about xnpnr thi||

ever bad been heard of before. (Bfcar;

'With a Laugh.) A vote of censureupon
a nobleman like Lord Amherst! and for

what? Because he l»ml atchievod two
victories, and taken possession of a for-

tress hitherto deemed imprugnable !
—

(Hear, hear!) He would not detain the

court by any further observations, nor
should he have trespassed upon them at

all, were it not that he felt called upon by
what had fallen from the hon. baronet, to

make a few observations. :

Dr. Gilchrist rose amid loud cries of
44 spoke, spoke** to say a few -words Ih

answer to what had been statod by an boh.
director (Mr. Mills.)

The Chairman said, that the hon. di-

rector had distinctly disclaimed any per-

sonal allusions on the observations lie had
made.
The amendment Was put and negatived,

there being only three hands held up for

it.

The original question was then put and
carried by a very large majority.

On the motion of thanks to Lord Com*
bermere;

Mr. Hume said, in answer to the con-
tradiction he had been charged with, he
begged to state, that he held in his hand
a minute signed by Mr. l<*endall, Mr.
Haringlon, and Sir Edward Paget, in

which they protested against the war.

He would read to the court the note of
the Governor-general, dated the (fith of
August, which would shew the view which
his lordship took of this matter. Here
the lion, member read an extract from
Lord Amherst’s letter in order to shew
that he (Mr. Hume) was borne out in his

statement relative to his lordship's opinion
of our interference in the internal concerns
of Bhurtpore. He ( Mr. Hume) had not
altered his opinion upon that subject. An
hon. director (Mr. Patteson) was mis-
taken in supposing that all his (Mr.
Hume's) statements turned upon an •‘if.**

He said, he would take the opinion of Sir

D. Ochterlony against that of Lord Am-
herst, as to the attack on Bhurtpore. lie
regretted that such bombast and fulsome
compliment had been made use of in'be-
stowing praise on Lord Amherst, for Con-
duct which was calculated to draw down
upon him the severest censure* lie ‘as-

sured the court, that he ! should havetaltten

that praise to be meant as the keenest cen-
sure iu disguise, had it come froth arty

other gentleman than' the hon. director
(Mr. Paulson) whose Conduct WaS ^so
Open end straight forward upori *lI”otttt-
stons. TJiat lioh. gienttemari, ih beStdW-
ingpraise upon Lord Amherst, had talk-
ed of " liony* M tigers,1'* audoff4 lien's

courage,” and 44 lion's heart ’ and other
phrases.
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ptrose^which they were In the habit of
fg^feetiiigiatheir despatches from Indin,

ttn£\which' vfirerie bestowed as appellations
upon individuals not to denote their
courage, but. their rank and station. On
this ground it waif, that he should have
supposed censure, and not praise, was
meant by the use of such terms, had they
come from any other than the hon. director.

( Hear t) < As to the other hon. director,

( Mr.Mill*)if he had not been in tlie court
before* he (Mr. Hume) could excuse the
observations winch he had made. But if

he had been in the court before, then there
would be no excuse for tlie language
which lie had used in speaking of wliat
had fallen from him. He (Mr. Hume)
had never said one word against tlie pri-

vate character of Lord Amherst. lie
would ask whether any lion, member had
a light to accuse him of having made dole-
ful prophecies, and of being displeased at
their non-fulfilment? It was impossi-
ble that he could utter any prophecy with
respect to Bhiirtporc ; and if the hon.
member alluded to what he said of the
war with the Burmese, he now repeated,
that that war had brought disgrace upon
our arms— that it was fraught with every
evil—-that it was attended with great ex-
pense, and that lie, (Mr. Iliiine) for one,
would willingly have consented to with-
draw, upon any terms, from a contest so
rashly and unnecessarily entered into.

—

One word more as to wliat had fallen

from an hon. director (Mr. Mills) and
he should have done. lie appealed to

those around him, whether any obser-

vations which he had made, deserved
to trove the terms “ unjust’* or “ ungene-
rous” applied to them? If he was unjust
it was liecause he had the courage to ex-
press his opinions openly and fearlessly.

But he threw back the terms upon the

lion, director by whom they had been used.

The term unjust, was not
.
applicable to

tlie discussion of the conduct of a public

uutn. If such a feeling were to be enter-

tained, it would be impossible to enter

into the merits of the conduct of any
servant of the company. lie said then,

that it was neither “just” nor “generous”
op.,the part of tlie Iiou. director, to apply
those epithets to the observations made by
hiin. In coming to discussions in that

court, .they ought to act with calmness
aipd with temper,, and while they honestly

diffi^rcdi.n opinion upon certain points,

they should.take care not to. leave room
for,, observations, which could only haye

tiif c eflfectr of lessening their credit and
diameter elsewhere. (l&ar

f hear /) Wbat-
evip’ .irjighA. fog his opinion, ; with respect

ta.thejpapperia which the:
warbad been

conducted, t be.fdt that *the officers .and
men, engaged |n it* . were* entitled : to many
thanks

, for * the, boldness with .which they

entered into it, and for the manner in
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which it mas. terminated, at a>peridd(>f
unequalled dariger and ilifficiiltjfr*F(£lldrv

hear/) But he hoped thfct tliejivodkl
receive something more substantial'/than

thanks. He trusted that the ’taityionrtcr-

ling which We were SQ irccCivc*; wouldtbe
divided amongst ‘ the troops'j and

;
erven

that sum would be insufficient to make bp
the losses they sustained during, the Idte

war. (Hear, hear/) But he hoped; at

the same time, that they would not wite
upon the property of . the rightful sovereign,
we went to support. If they did thfcn

they would bring disgrace upon the cha-
racter of the company. Let that prince
pay an adequate proportion of the expense
of the war, but let it never be said thlt
the East- India Company rewarded tk«jr
troops by the confiscation of tho property
of their friend and ally. *-.

Mr. Mills rose to explain. He sard
that he had already disclaimed, in .the

most unqualified manner, any imputntrdn
of personal motives to hon. members.
One part of his own observations, liow*
ever, lie must with some qualification,

repeat. The hon. proprietor who last

addressed the court, had charged Lard
Amherst with the grossest ignorance;
this lie did when the noble lord had nc>

opportunity of defending himself, and
therefore, lie (Mr* Mills) considered such
conduct both unjust and ungenerous- to
the noble lord. I n saying this, lie felt

that he was not guilty of more, or indeed
of so much personality as the lion, pro-
prietor himself.

Dr. Gilchrist rose amidst cries of ques*-

tion” and “ spoke,” to reply to the re-

marks of an hon. director (Mr. Mills),

but was called to order by tlie chairmao.
The resolution of thanks to Lord Corti>

bermere, for the judgment and. skill tvitift

which he planned, and personal lyujPlUVts
ducted life successful attack otvBhurtpos%
a fortress hitherto considered impregnable
in India, was then put and carried unanb-
moiisly. sio'j

The next resolution was aivoteof thankfe

to Major Generals Sir Tlioina* • Heynell
and Jasper JN icoils. *

Dr. Gilchrist said it was singular, after

the time given to the inhabitants of Bhurt>
pore to .prepare for their defence, 4hat i they
did not make a more formidable resistance

But the fact was* an old prbpheCy opera*
ted in our favours That propliecy

tliat Bhurtpore Could; never he Makati.ftnl|l

oil- the- water : in the ditol^ ^aaiMmUoncd
tip by annlligator (land'laHghter)., jftwr

the nativespronouneed tilenamjl of.ien)
Cpmbcrniere Caumrmeerr dvtfithoto driv
language was- ‘ aUigatQ^u/andftheyt COqsia
dered hi* lordship; turnuajgi soff

a f«lfi Iment of the- prophecy (haighter^rMf

The- resolution wtw putn and, Harried

unanimously.
The next resolution was a vote of thanlea

X 2 to
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M fc* brigade ml
t&m *&&**{ 'fflr Ofeir gallant sfcrvicssin

t&fr f Bhurtpore, • It was carried

inJlnlriwHislyi 1
*i

•

^rthresolutlon wms M theft this
'

-•tfjtf* deekhcknoWIedge and highly *p-
prove of ths steadiness, discipline and
rafou* displayed bythe British end native

Mope and that they were entitled to its

ftattis*'” It was put and carried unani-
mously.
04 the question that the court doad-

J6lirn» ;

Sir Charter Forbes expressed a hope
that the next occasion of their being
called together m that court, would be
In order to take into consideration the
propriety of paying some public mark of
inspect to the memory of tiiat great and
-good mkn the Marquis of Hastings, who
had recently departed this life {Hear,
Hear /) He was sure such a proposition,

Coming from the Court of Directors,

would be cordially received, and unani-
mously approved of by the proprietors at

large {Hear /). He trusted also, that he
was not going too far in expressing a hope
that before another year passed over, he
should see the statue of that noble Marquis,
pS an acknowledgment by the Company,
of his great merits, and most able and
Important services. {Hear, hear!)

Adjourned.

JEast India House, Dec. 20.

A quarterly general Court of Proprie-
tors of East-India stock, was this day
held, pursuant to the charter, at the Com-
pany's bouse In Leadenhall-street.

The Chairman (Sir G. A. RobinsonJ,
acquainted the court, that a statement of

tfaft Expense incurred on account of the
'JUgbkient of Royal East-India Volunteers,

jRMr lha last year, and an estimate of the
mmehse for the year ensuing, were laid

hmrethe proprietors. The expense last

hear, was j£4304*, 16s. Id. ; the estimate

Kbrthe ensulag year was £304,7.

Mri Hume, W I beg to know the num-
ber ofmen ofwhich the corps consists, and
the particular items that form the ex-
.penser*

The Chatr/nan—?* The fullcomplement
of men is,Tbelieve, 800-**

-'Mr• Hume—“ What does the expense
4onsklt Of? Is it for arms, clothing, and

Itednsists of a variety
*f ’ Wtothiiig, artMi ammunU

pftbefteid ia which th*

nmutathd^tbat it wasap-
di-

vidend *«i<1tfi*bompeny** capital Stock,
ibffttte fcatfyear; cdtamencii# on ; the 5th

pf Jrtydaaty aadeiidingroh'tlPfithia#Ja-
mier?fiexft. He^^ jmbt%Ar’tttat^^di-
vidend o#5£ per cent* Uhould be 4v6m&&
m the eipltelateein in

a resolution of the Court < oJ> Directors,

whfeh wm agr^taun^ • '

.ssnra^^^brmif^j

The CkairmMtt stated, that at the lest

general court a proprietor (iCspt- -Max-
field) had given notice ofa motion relative

to certain clauses of the 68th ofGeo* III

;

and the court were bow ready to enter-

tain It. i : J -li.-.vA*

Capt. Maxfold wished to know- whe-
ther the directors were now sending out
young men to the Bombay marine ft—
Knowing the situation in which that edrps
had been placed for a long time pastjh#
believed it would be letter to get ridof it

altogether, rather than preserve it, in > its

present state. To this subject he meant
to allude largely, in the Course of his ob-
servations on the 58th of Geo. Ill- . •

The Chairman said, that, as the Hon.
Proprietor intended hereafter to speak on
the subject at length, there was no need
to introduce it now.

Mr. Wiyram rose to a point of order.

The hon. proprietor had an undoubted
right to ask questions at the general

court ; but he would put to him whether
the practice which had recently prevailed

of asking a great variety of questions at

the commencement of the day, did not
retard the business of the court?—
(Hear !)—In his opinion, it was a very
inconvenient course, unless the questions
put referred to the matter immediate!^be-
fore the court. As the hon. proprietor

liad declared his intention to adveit tothe
subject in the speech lie was about' to
make, surely that was sufficient. The
hon. proprietor had better reserve^ liis

questions until the regular business ofthe
day was concluded.

General Thornton said, that if the ex-
isting custom were objected to, and anew
regulation adopted, the proprietorswould
not be able to get an answer to ariy ques-
tion ; and thus they would be precluded
from receiving that information which
ought to be given to them. Surely the
best time for asking questions was before

the business of the day began. If thq re-

gular business went on first, a question
would not be heard, and would remain
unanswered. He thought, therefore^ &hey
ought to proceed in theway towhibkthey
had been accustomed; and which,*he be-
lieved, was approved of bythe proprietors
at large; » .>h : 'm. / .'suit

. Capt. MmfiM begged leave forgive
notice, as Happfcfcred fie was dbtdfborder
^tasking qmrnmm before the* buriness
begBti, that<be woulddsk queatioiwwlien
tho ordinary buriness of foodiqrwns
dosed- ,»«.

Capt.



0* Uu? &ui Pm fy&m, m
. kGepbdMW < observed, the, subject bo wm
nowabert toktiv&Jorvm^ bp meanttie
cooperation*,w^aviow to tlieir repeal,
ofcorteiu eUHiwe pfthe act of the 40th
CceosfA 5 III, deeply effected the shipping
interestMthi* leoNririiyv and the commer-
cial prosperity of the East- India com-
pany. Urid^f that actj Uhey were obliged
to take «f> shipsoCacertain size, and for

a eertaia .period, whether they wanted
them or not? and they were compelled,
ifclieu ©f any of those vessels that might
be burned oc k>st* to cause others of the
same description to be built. By this

fteoviam a>very great benefit was confer-
red on the ship owners. The question was
whether itwas desirous that such a state

pfthings should be continued ? A system
Df:this sort, while it was beneficial was
injurious to the Company, who wore
compelled to engageone particular class of

vessel^ and competition was prevented.
Boi much had tins class of ships become a
matter of monopoly, that the interests of
the Company were groatly impaired by it.

At the same time he concluded tliat, at

the time the legislature passed this act,

they took it for granted tliat the execu-
tive body looked so sharply to the interest

of the Company, as not to allow any ob-
jectionable clause to pass unnoticed.

—

The legislature, under this impression,

were indifferent as to the mode in which
those clauses were modelled. In other
words,* they felt that it was the affair of

the -executive body to point out any inju-

rious.enactment, and not their’s . There-
fore, when he found clauses authorising

the appropriation of sums of money for

indemnifying ship-owners, lie looked to

the directors and called on them to check
the system. They all knew that it was
Uecessaxy to take up ships for six voyages,

whether they were really wanted for tliat

timeor not, and the owners must be paid

for tliat time. If they were lost, other
•shipswere tobe built—and this was stated

to.be done as an indemnity to the owners.
But ships of this kind ought to be, and
fee believed were, usually insured, and
therefore, when they happened to be de-
stroyed, the loss was proportionahly de-

creased. Considering that circumstance,
lie thought it very unfair that the Com*
pony, should be compelled to take up a
»hip of thesame rate, in lieu of that which
;was lost, whether they required it or not.

'Thisprovision went to confine the trade

Ito China to ships of a certain class, and
to*exclude l&-2pths ofthe shipping of the

?poqt>«f London from a participation in

that trade, which had the effect of keep-
; singupahh freight fnani&eHy to the injury

' infthe.Compaay.L Thu boiu proprietor

"dhe* pDOceededtospeakefthpCompany’s
' wasimariaq. Thedutioaimposed^ tlieir

vqsneLt>0f war wiereomifelydtatiiiQt from
those performed Ijy ships employed-in the

syrsnatlka
eent >ut to their navy, uw^llmwmlKr,
in the nemespray a*. puttoyy’oflifsw* were
sent out to the army. Tbey behlnqeiP-
missions, and worn pravented^om trad-

ioginany.way,; rTbe Bombay mmue
bpdytrrbut.y^t

they had been trepfisd'without deliflacyor
feeling. The recordsof that hop^e*iproy-
ed that they were ready 4o ?stand by She
Company under all circumstances* and .in
all perils, Whea the?Company's <army
was mutinous, that marine did not follow
the example. They remained faithful to
their duty, in spite of every difficulty*?

—

One great difference between their.com-
mercial and military navy was this. In
tlie former, individuals npturally lookedto
the owners for promotion, and generally
received it. In tlie latter, promotion de-
pended on tlie Company—and : the prayer
and entreaties of tlie military marine, had
been studiously disregarded. While he
was on this point, he begged leave to no-
tice a circumstance which had lately oc-
curred in India. The hon. proprietor
then adverted to certain proceedings, in

which a Capt. Betham, and the marine
board at Calcutta; were concerned. The
latter, he observed, had ordered an indivi-

dual connected with the military marine
to be tried for a breach of duty, and they
had placed on the Court of Inquiry, con-
trary to every objection, a captain in tlie

merchants 1

service,and consequentlywith-
out that knowledge which every member
of the court ought to possess.

.
By this

act tlie military character of the court was
destroyed. Now, he asked, was the. ma-
rine board borne out in this proceeding by
tlie order of 1806? It was not necessary
for him to inquire, whetheramarine board,
appointed by the government of ,Calcutta
was a legal body or not; but. certainly
the placing of a captain in the merchants

1

service on tlie Court of Inquiry, rendered
its proceedings worth nothing, and,fihfriu-
diyidual aggrieved might bring his action
against every one of the parties. If

.
this

were the. only instance he could, find of
irregularity,and oppression,. iie

;should ob-
serve a profound silence. But this, .was
only one out of a thousand—and i^ said

.as little, for the marine hoerd of Calcutta
as it did for the. government* > Hq know
not whoriifir rinsmei^Uovriat Calcutta
was establishedJq. consequence pfany or-
der; but he was convinced, that ^uch
.UMsphief to the cpmpapy’s. jpjteresitsmight
be 1 , traced, to fc ; hTbe^milMlHE ,

np"*
bad loug heeaaf
neglect, to unmerj^ and
shameful persecution. Those benefits

which other hrattHrev of the Company's
service Qi^yed,; were; A^hxltir^ed to

4h*uv*fc they. ougffitto^vcd)ee(bit» the
. arinnaptotofjnel!ieepe»iillfc»i^i -That
body, bo) unworthily: trtotftfl, baditteen

constantly
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cortstaritty iterated to the Interest of the
Corfipany,thdii£h their urgent representa-
tions were coiiMtiintly disregarded. But

let the stricken deer go weep. ’
* Now,

to return to the subject of his motion.—
If they were not obliged to take up ships

of12JX) toins, for six voyages, if they were
permitted to employ good British sliips of
500 tons burden, it would at once open
the door to competition, would cause the
employment of thousands of tons of the
shipping of this country, and would give
a fillip to the commerce of Great Britain
which was now in a languishing state.—
Such a measure would, lie thought, if it

emanated from that court, add strength
and force to the Company’s claim for the
renewal of their ^harter. It would also,

he thought, be well, if they removed all

useless finery from the equipment of their
ships. They ought to be so fitted out as
to bring home tea, which formed their
great monopoly, in as cheap a way as pos-
sible. If they adopted the measures to
which he had alluded, it would remove the
prejudice that existed against them "for

keeping up the rate of freight. He could
introduce an argument to shew, that the
best interests of England must be raised
by the adoption of this course ; and that
the Company would he enabled to crush
any enemy that dared to compete with
them. The lion, proprietor concluded
by moving the following resolutions :

—

44
First, that with a view to better enable

this Company to defray the heavy ex-
penses of the late war in India, as well as
to place our affairs on the most favourable
footing, at the close of our charter, it be-
comes desirable to economise in every
way in which it can be effected without
impairing the efficiency of those branches
of the Service on which the safety of In-
dia depends.*'

44 Second, to effect which, this court re-

commend to the Court of Directors, to

take the necessary measures to obtain a
repeal or amendment of such part of the
Act of the 58th of Geo. Ill, which com-
pels us to engage ships for six voyages
whether required or not, in lieu of such
as may be burnt or lost.**

44 Third, to amend the Act so as to enable
•the Company to permit the shipping gene-
rally of this country to participate in the
advantages derivablefrom our constant de-
mahd for tonnage, as well as to avail our-
selves x>f those advantages which compe-
tition bn so' extensive a scale would offer,

by'rendering all good British built ships

o?hbt fess than 500 tons burthen, eligible

for bur trade' wfch China, and to be en-
gaged for siji&te; voyages' only.

”

The £hti\Wndn Safa, he never felt more
surbrte&f iff hte ftlfe jthdn he did at the va-
rious which Were contained
in the^picech

5

or8he* lion, proprietor.—
It \fBs s6 ex^^ and he

had mixed up in it so many different sub-
jects, that it was quite impossible to. fol-

low the hon. proprietor’s remarks* The
hon. proprietor had spoken in one place
of the degradation of the marine service,

and lie hud made various other observa-
tions, which seemed to have so little re-

ference to the motion, that he (the Cliair-

man) hardly knew what to say in answer
to such an heterogeneous mass of obser-
vations. lie would, however, oiler a few
words on the resolutions proposed by the
hon. proprietor. The first resolution

he thought contained that kind of truism
which no one could deny, and no person
would attempt to dispute— it declared,
“ that, the better to enable the Comimny
to defray the expense incurred by tlie late

war in India, as well as to place our affairs

on a more stable footing, it becomes desi-

rable to economize in every way in which
that object can be effected, without im-
pairing the efficiency of any branch of the
Company’s service.” Now, the necessity
of economising, be could assure the lion,

proprietor, was felt by the Court of Di-
rectors, ami was strictly acted on by them.
Then came the second resolution, point-
ing out the way in which the hon. pro-
prietor thought tlie system of economy
might be extended ; and it set forth,

‘‘that, to effect this object, the Court re-

commend the Court of Directors to ob-
tain a repeal or amendment of such part
of the Act of the 58th Geo. 3, as renders
cd it imperative on the Company to take
up ships of 1200 tons for six voyages,
whether they were wanted or not.”

—

The view which he (the Chairman) took
of that clause of the act of parliament was
very different from that of the hon. pro-
prietor. Going back to a distant period,

when the whole of their shipping system
underwent a modification, it would ha
found, that it was considered by the
court at that time as the most eligible

plan, that, whenever ships were required
for the China trade, vessels of a cerlaiu

size and description peculiarly calculated
for that trade, should alone be employed.
It was required, that those sliips should

.

be taken up for six voyages. The object
of which necessarily was, to obtain tlie.

cheapest rate of freight ; an effect that
would be produced by the security which
the owners had that the Company should .

employ their vessels a long time; and*
looking to the length of time occupied by
the voyage, the period for which the ye$t ..

sels were taken up, was iu those days
considered as something like the natural,

life of a ship. The Horn Proprietor in
recommending economy by taking up vefcn

sels for a short time, seemed to ov^riook
the fact, that a more cheap rate of freight
was obtained when a vessel .was * taken
up for six voyages certain, than could he
procured, if the contract were for a shorter

period.
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period. Qut of tliiB system arose a fur-

ther obligation on the Court of Directors
to provide for. such of those vessels as

might be lost. If any of those ships, hap-
pened, in the course of a voyage to be lost

or destroyed by any accident, it was direct-

ed, to make some compensation for the
loss which the owners had suffered, they
should have a certain preference in build-

ing another ship in the room of that

which was so destroyed. But still there

appeared ns much pains to be taken as

could possibly be expected, to keep up
the principle both of economy and of

coinpetition ; and in order to prevent
unreasonable rates of freight being de-
manded by the owners, it was directed,

that the ship intended to replace that

which was lost, should he built at the

lowest rate of freight tendered for the

building of the ship last contracted for,

before the contract for the new vessel

was entered into. Now lie was not
aware of any mode by which they could
provide better for insuring economy on
that head; the act being so framed, it

would, he thought, he improper to apply

for its repeal. It would, indeed, he an
act of injustice ; because, with respect to

those persons who were at present under
contract or engagement to the Company,
the repeal of the act would have the

effect of an cx pout facto law ; and on
that ground alone he would oppose any
such proposition. With respect to the

last resolution, -which called on the court

to pray for an amendment of the act of

parliament, so as to enable the Company
to permit generally the shipping of the

country to participate in the China trade,

as well as to avail themselves of competi-

tion on a large scale, by allowing ships

of 500 tons burthen to be employed in

that trade ; he could not consent to it.

The engagements at present existing be-

tween the Company and those owners
who had entered into contracts with

them, they could not with justice abro-

gate. Whatever ships were now in

existence in the China trade, which had

performed six voyages, were employed
from year to year at a freight agreed upon

l»y tender, upon public advertisement.

In providing for any deficiency, the lowest

tender was always preferred, and there-

fore it could not be said that there was

no opening for competition amongst the

shipping interest of the country ;
besides,

there were other reasons for which he

felt it would be highly inexpedient, in the

existing state of things, to go to parlia-

ment for any alteration of the act ; and
entertaining that view of the case, the

horn prop, must excuse him for meeting

his proposition with a negative.

Mp. Hume said, ifhe understood the posi-

tion of the hon. prop, lightly, it was this,

that ships ofsmaller dimensions than 1,000

150

tons mightbe usefullyemployed in the Chi-
na trade. Days and weeks had been wasted
in that court in discussing the subject.

The proposition made by lum and others,

when it was under consideration, was to

place the China trade, with respect to its

shipping, on the same footing ds the trade

to India, and to allow ships of500 tons to

proceed to China as they did to India.

The lion, mover had hinted at the pro-

priety of dismantling. In some degree,

the Company’s ships ; then the question

came, whether ships so far dismantled,

would be sufficiently cheap to come in

competition with the merchant-traders.

Now, in his opinion, those vessels might
bring tea home from China without hav-
ing thirty guns on board, just as well as

other ships brought silks home from In-
dia. Vessels did now come from that

country with valuable cargoes at <£11.,

.£12., or £ 1 3. per ton, while the Com-
pany were paying £22. or jC2.3. per ton.

The subject was a very important one;
but as the motion was now worded, it

was extremely difficult to come to a de-

cision on it. If the Company could

save the difference of freight between £15.
and £25. or £12. and £22. per ton, they
ought to do so ; unless some question of

policy, with respect to India, interfered

;

for the whole depended on that. If a
motion on that particular point were
brought forward, and the motion of the

lion. prop, were withdrawn, he was sure

that every one of the proprietors would
be ready to join in the discussion. There
was one part of the hon. prop.’s speech
which he, in common with the lion,

chairman, did not know how to meet. If

tlie hon. prop, brought charges relative

to the Bombay marine, and could prove
that it was a degraded and unworthy ser-

vice, it was proper that those charges

should be investigated. Tlie lion. prop,

had described the marine establishment

ns having long suffered neglect, degrada-

tion, and contempt.
Capt. Maxfidd.

—“ I said persecu-

tion.”

Mr. Hume understood the hon. prop,

to have spoken of degradation ; and he
submitted, that charges of a nature so

very serious should not be incidentally

introduced to the notice of the court.

(Heart hear!) If the hon. prop, could

substantiate those charges, lie (Mr.

Hume) would be most happy to support

him in any measure that would bring the

whole subject to a clear discussion, in

order to remove such abuses if they

existed, or if they did not. exist, to pre-

vent such charges from being made in.

future. As to the case of Capt. Betham,
he was not prepared tP argue it, not hav-

ing the resolution of .1805-0 before him;
he thought, however, that .tlie fleers of

the Company’s regular flfttpa should sot
' be
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be left in each * situation as to be obliged

toappeal to a court of law to know what
their rights were* In his opinion, it

would be better ifthe hon. prop, this day
gave notice that he would bring the ques-

tion of the Bombay marine before the

court hereafter. He understood, that on
a former occasion the then chairman had
said it was intended to keep up and im-
prove the marine establishment ; if that

were the case, he thought no time ought
to be lost in inquiring into its present

situation. Having thus stated his opi-

nion, he would suggest that by with-
drawing the present motion and propos-
ing another of a more simple nature, the
hon. prop, would be better able to attain

his object.

The Chairman said he thought that a
more satisfactory proof could not be ad-
duced, to shew that the company’s ma-
rine establishment was not the kind of
service which the hon. proprietor had
described, than the presence of that hon.
proprietor in the general court. He
would maintain, that the service alluded

to, was neither degraded nor neglected.

He was disposed entirely to concur in

what was stated by his predecessor in

that chair; namely, that it was in the
anxious contemplation of the Court of
Directors to improve the situation of the
marine service ; and measures were now
in progress to effect that object ; which
measures, he hoped, would afford general
satisfaction in every respect. But he
certainly did not think that the introduc-

tion of this question, and the discussion

of it in that court, would tend to remove
the difficulties which opposed chemselve9
to the views of the executive body in

another quarter. At the same time,

when he spoke of difficulties in another
quarter, he should he guilty of injustice

if he did not declare, that a more anxious
desire to meet their wishes could not be
imagined, than existed in the mind of the

respectable nobleman who was at the

head of that department of his majesty’s
government, in which this subject must
be considered. The time was not far

distant, lie „was sure, when the valuable

corps that had been alluded to, would be
placed on a footing extremely desirable

in every point of view. With respect

to the China trade, and the class of ships
employed in it, he would briefly state

some additional reasons, situated as the
company were with respect to that trade,

for approving of the presentsystem in pre#

forence to thatJrecommended by the hon.
proprietor. It must be in the reoak
lection of every gentleman, 'that during
the discussion relative to the renewal of

the existing charter, one of the strongest

arguments used by those who supported
that renewal, was the benefit fehich the
eoqntry derived from the class ed ships

employed by the Company in the China
trade. They were so fitted for war, as
well as for commence, that they prevented
the necessity for, and the expense that
must attend, furnishing a convoy. How,
if they had a class of ships of only 500
tons burden, it would be impossible for

them, in time of war, to sail to or from
China without an adequate naval force
for their protection, which would create

a very heavy expense ; and it was one of
the arguments used in favour of the larger

class of ships, that that expense was
thereby saved. A remarkable instance

had occurred to shew the propriety of
adopting this description of vessels. They
all must recollect that 20 of the Com-
pany’s ships, containing property to the
amount of more than as many millions,

had been safely brought home m the face

of an enemy,—in the face of a strong
French naval force,—which had inter-

cepted tliat fleet,—by Commodore Sir

Nathaniel Dance. (Hear, hear!) He
thought the advantages that were derived
from this class of shipping, in that single

case, were almost sufficient to put aside
the question of difference of freight, as
compared with vessels which could not
have defended the property which they
contained of such immense value. As he
said before, he much questioned the expe-
diency of going to parliament with any
view to the alteration of this law ; gen-
tlemen must feel that it certainly was not
prudent to moot questions in parliament,
that were calculated to elicit various opi-
nions, as to the renewal of the Company's
charter ; that was a question which, when
the proper time came, he hoped they
would be able to meet successfully; but
certainly it was not expedient to force it

prematurely into discussion. On these
grounds it was that he would join the hon.
member for Aberdeen, in requesting the
hon. proprietor to withdraw the present
motion. Whether the hon. proprietor
was so inclined he did not know. If he
were not, then lie (the Chairman) had
but one course to pursue, and that was to
meet it with a negative.

Mr. Twining said, he had, on a*former
occasion, taken the liberty of stating tliat,

from the observations of many years, he
considered the manner in which the
cargoes from China were brought fo this
eountry was a most essential point. They
had uniformly found that those cargoes
arrived in a far better condition than when
they were brought home in smaller ves-
sels ; and a moderate saving to the Com

-

pany was thereby effected. He believed
that some importance was, by the Chi-
nese government, attached to the cha-
racter of the Company, on account of the
fine class of ships they employed in the
China trade. He therefore hoped that
no hasty change would be made which

might
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might liaVe the effect of destroying a class tion, and the protection of the .morals of
of aMpfe which was honourable and bene- the young men employed on board the
ficjal to the company. the Company’s ships : and if the worthy

^
X)f.GilchrjM was particularly pleased proprietor were on boardonc ofthe ships

with the pbffehatipns of flic Chairman, he would find, under the regulation which
on thie 'rehiarks made by his hon.' friend, would now be read td the court, that
Eight or ten years ago a proposition was every care had been taken by the Court
brought forward in that court with respect of Directors to remove any ground ofcom-
t6 tliteir mercantile navy, on which lie plaint that, might have previously ex-
could "Wish to receive some information, isted.

It had been made a matter of complaint,
by certain gentlemen in that court, who
hdd sons and other relatives in the mer-
cantile navy, that there was not sufficient

attention paid on board those ships to the
morals religion, and instruction of the
young midshipmen. The Court of Di-
rectors, at that time, promised that
something should be done to remedy
the evil,—that regular schools ofmorality,

religion, and practical information should
be established on board.—Now if they
iiad been dilatory on this point, then the
court had a right, to entertain a little sus-

picion that promises corning from profes-
sors were not always performed. A very'

extraordinary instance had happened late-

ly in the case of the Marquis of Hastings.

He believed there had, in that case, been
a great want of subordination, which pro-
ved the necessity of establishing such in-

stitutions as he had adverted to. Per-
haps the circumstances to which he had
alluded, had arisen in consequence of the
Court of Directors not having done what
they had promised. In the case of that

vessel two officers had been put under
arrest, and the captain had disappeared
under extraordinary circumstances ; and
he gathered from the public papers that

fire was placed on board of that ship in

tfiich a manner as to endanger her being
blown lip. He heard, that, even in their

regular ships, no attempt was made to

give the young midshipmen an education,

either with respect to morals, religion, or

that information which they ought to pos-

sess.—In his opinion, if the Bombay ma-
rine had been promptly employed, at an
early period, the Burmese war might
have been prevented. He thought that

the Bombay marine had been neglected ;

apd lie was happy to find that ah amelio-

retiOh of that service was contemplated,

ltd trusted that that desirable change
SVbUld not be procrastinated. With re-

fcfedt td the motion before the court, he
agreed with bis hoit. friend (Mr. Hume)
6n tlie’ propriety Of withdrawing it, in

ordef that the subject might be brought
forward; ip a tangible shape at some fu-

tiife dUy,' whefi the directors might be
jtte^airtfd td meet it. /

' '

Chairman begged teavfc to state to

ffte epUrtj
4

that there had been nd neglect

of !
the recommendation;which the Court

of hrredtors hUd received from the Court

of Proprietors on the subject of the edu-
. Asiatic Journal, Voi.. XXIIT. No, 13".

The following resolution of the’ Court
of Directors, of the 5th December, 1821,
which had been submitted to the Court
of Proprietors, on the 20th ofMarch 1822,
was then read :

Resolved,

—

44 That adverting to the
very curly age at which midshipmen are
permitted to enter into the service in the
Company’s own ships

; the limited edu-
cation, as well moral as nautical which
they can have attained at that time

;

their exposed situation from associations

which the performance of their duty must
frequently occasion ; and the important
trusts which the service opens to them
in future life :—The commander (inde-

pcndantly of the necessary attentions to

religous duties which the regulations en-
join) be required to give his best assist-

ance towards carrying into effect a system
of education for the midshipmen in his

ship:— and for that purpose to make
such arrangements as will afford all prac-

ticable opportunities of improvement
among those young persons, not only in

their professional pursuits, but in their ge-
neral education.— That the coimnandicr
shall for this purpose avail himself of the ad
of all or any of the officers on board, and
shall, on the conclusion ofeach voyage, re-

port to the Committee of Shipping the
names of such officers as shall by their en-
deavours have best promoted the objects of

the committee.— That all the midship-
men who are not particularly engaged on
the iluty of the ship, do every morning after

breakfast assemble in the cuddy or sonic

other convenient place which the corn.-

lmindor may appoint, and there be in-

structed in navigation, &c. until nooq.— That each midshipman do \vork liis

day’s work, and keep a journal in which
he is to enter the full work of each day

;

and that such journal be sent to the Ship-
ping Office at

,
the conclusion of each

voyage, for the purpose of being laid be-
fore the committee for their instruction.

That one watch of midshipmen do take
observations for the latitude r.t noon ’every
day, and thut evciy other ^favourable op-
portunity be embraced f0 make them skil-

ful in taking lunar observation^1

,
as well

•as finding the Tntihjde and’ tiifcc* by the

state/’ : •
*

;

*

‘The tliairtjmn "stlld, he'ribw 'Wilted most
(ttstrqctiy that ' eVcry tliitf

d

5
liljfd'USM done

in conformity Wit
n‘

' tl
i -Of

all the arguments that coidd be adduced
Y against
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against the employment of a smaller class

of ships in the China trade, the circum-
stance which the hon. proprietor had men-
tioned relative to the Marquis of Hastings,

was perhaps the strongest, as she was a

private ship. This was a most unfortu-

nate instance to adduce, for it made di-

rectly against the proposition of the hon.

mover.
Dr. Gilchrist said, that when he was

in search of truth, it was of very little

consequence to him whether he wounded
friend or foe. Truth was his object, and
he would elicit it by every means in his

power. He, however, bad understood
from fViends of liis, that in the regular
ships little attention was paid to the edu-
cation of the young men. A school

looked very well upon paper, but the

question was, whether the system was
carried into effect? He bad long since

thought that the young midshipmen should
have occidental and oriental instruction ;

and that they should also pursue their

nautical studies at the same time. But
the people laughed at him, at that period,

when he argued that instruction in differ-

ent branches of learning, as well as in

morality and religion, should he extended
to the young men. The regulation which
had been rend was very good ; but who,
he asked, were the persons directed to

see it carried into execution ?

Mr. Trant bore testimony to the ex-
cellent conduct of the captain with whom
he returned to this country. On board his

ship the utmost attention was given to the

improvement of the young men in every
respect.

Capt. Maxflcld , in reply, said, the hon.

Chairman had bewailed the utter impossi-
bility offollowing him through the various

arguments he had made use of. Now-
the Act of the 58th of Geo. 1 1 1. embraced
so many matters, that he felt himself jus-

tified in wandering a little. His hon.

friend (Mr. Hume) had noticed what, the

rate of freight paid was, and what it

ought to be, and lie was ready to put
the issue of the case on that point. He
contended that the Company might have
ships at £14 per ton instead of £22, if

they would employ ships of 500 tons bur-
then instead of those of 1,200. The ob-
jection to the former class of ships appear-
ed to arise from a preference given to size,

without any reason being given to esta-

blish the pre-eminence of those large ves-

sels. If they wished to come to a proper
test, they would go to commercial men,
and they would find that none of them
paid so high for their freights as the Com-
pany did. Now, if those individuals got
their goods properly, conveyed in those

smaller vessels, and at a lower rate of
freight, why. should not the Company?
IfJt were said that this system had con-
tinued fbr roag^jrears, he would answer

that that was no reason for letting it

always rest in the same state. The situa-
tion of the Company’s affairs was now
very different from what it was in the
early part of their history ; formerly those
large ships might have been necessary,
but the circumstances of the present day
and of that period were as distinct and
different as the antipodes. They had not
then a navy to cover the ocean. But their
continuing to keep a number of guns on
hoard was preposterous, because there
were not men enough to work them.
IIow could 30 guns he fought by 50 or
100 men ? With respect to Commodore
Dance, no man was more ready than he
was to afford him applause and approba-
tion for his conduct

;
but he must say

that the appearance of the ships which
Commodore Dance commanded did as
much in producing the result that had
been alluded to, as the skill and bravery
of the commander. They might, out of
the saving which would unquestionably
arise by employing smaller vessels, make
good the loss of the whole of the fleet to
which allusion had been made, if it had
been taken. What he said was, “ Insure
your shipping nnd cargo at Lloyd’s, and
then you might sit down in perfect secu-
rity.” He never thought of dismissing
the ships at present in their service;
hut he wished them to get rid of the
system. The hon. Chairman had ob-
served, tlmt as the act was in existence, it

would be highly inexpedient to apply for
any alteration or amendment of it. If
this were so, then no act of parliament
could he improved ; and an act, when
once passed, must go on to eternity.

The hon. Chairman had also staled that
the system of competition was allowed,
and that peculiar advantages were derived
from it. lie knew that, hut it was not so
extensive a competition ns lie wished for,
nor could it he so while they confined
themselves to ships of 1,200 tons burthen.
1 lie hon. Chairman had likewise noticed
what ho (Capt. Maxfield) had said W'itli

reference to the Bombay marine, a subject
which lie conceived ought to be brought
forward specifically, though the present
was not, perhaps, the most convenient
moment. The hon. Chairman said that
the executive body were directing their
earnest attention to the improvement of
that service. He had heard the same
thing for the last twenty-five years : and
yet every despatch that went out brought
something to depress and dispirit the na-
val officers. While certain orders which
the court had sent out in 1806, with res-
pect to the marine service, remained un-
repealed in that house

;
he would ask what

ground there wa9 to suppose, that his Ma-
jesty’s ministers would consent to any im-
provement in the situation of those who
were attached to that service. His Ma-

jesty’s
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jesty's ministers would smile if under such
circumstances King's commissions were
required, and the case which he had re-
ferred to, the Court of Inquiry nt Calcutta,
fully bore him out in these sentiments.
He did not say that the Bombay marine
was unworthy of support, but that it

was neglected, persecuted and degraded.
These were the facts, and after such treat-

ment the more gentlemen chose to applaud
that service, the deeper was the injury, the
greater the insult. The circumstance of
himself being respectable or otherwise had
nothing to do with the point in question.
It was true he was a member of the Court
of Proprietors. He could tell the court
that it did not arise from his situation in

the marine service, and surely his appear-
ing in that court ought not to he made the
subject of remark, or attack.

Mr. 2'wining—“I beg the lion, proprie-
tor's pardon, but I think lie has misunder-
stood the lion. Chairman."

Capt.Ma.rfield—“I must, I think, under-
stand the lion. Chairman’s observation only
in this way, that having the means of ap-
pearing here it is imputed to me as a fault

that I have noticed the Bombay marine."
The Chairman —To that I say “No.*

1

Capt. Maxfield—If the Bombay marine
possessed any such advantages, as enabled
those who arc attached to it to return to

this country without losing their intellect

or their voice, it was not, perhaps, much
owing to the Court of Directors

;
hut the

fact was, that an individual in that service

possessed very few advantages. His means
were so limi:ed, his efforts so discouraged,
he felt himself so mortified, that if pain-
ful rcilections did not break up his con-
stitution, the treatment he received was
sure to lessen him in his own estimation.
He might devote himself to the Company's
service at the “cannon's mouth," hut still

there was little chance of his benefiting by
his bravery. lie knew no reason for con
tinuing that marked line of distinction

which was resorted to with respect to this

corps. When they served with his Ma-
jesty's forces, they were precluded from
sharing prize or pension

; they were
placed on a different footing from any
other body of men. He would now say a
word or two with respect to economy in

their affairs. Economy was studied in

their military arrangements, and he wished
to know why the same principle was not
equally applicable to the civil and com-
mercial department ? It was not by with-

holding from the vessels a sufficient quan-
tity of powder nnd shot, that the true spirit

of economy was shewn. He recollected

a ship being sent out as convoy without
enough of ammunition to fire a dozen
salutes. That ship was, however, sent out
as a nominal convoy, that was the very
worst species of economy ; but when they

recollected that during the war the Com-

pany engaged merchant ships at ,£44 and
£46 per ton, while in their yards uien-of-

war were building at £‘M 10s. per ton,

frigates at £'26 per ton, and sloops at £24
per ton. It was easy to see what an im-
mense sa\ ing might then have been effected

with proper management, at that time too,

it should be remembered, when they were
engaging vessels on these extravagant
terms, then ships were sailing from In-
dia with only one third freight. An in-

stance had occurred where the Bombay
government had in their possession a large

quantity of cotton
; now was it not to be

supposed, if they had any true idea of
economy, that directions would be given
to send that cotton to China for sale in-

stead of sending specie from this country
for the Chinese market. This, however,
was not done ; the cotton was disposed of
at Bombay; and the commanders carried it

to China in the Company's ships, and sold it

at the profit which ought to have been se-

cured for the Company. If lie were as indif-

ferent to the interests of the Company as

their government appeared to he, lie would
view with great pleasure the conduct
pursued on these points, because, not-

withstanding any majorities in that court,

those circumstances tended to open the

eves of the public, who would draw very

different inferences from those which were
arrived at here.

The motion was then negatived.

QUALIFICATIONS OF MILITARY AND
MFDICAL OFFICEHS.

Mr. Hume said, he did not anticipate

any objection to his motion. lie wished
to obtain copies of the orders issued by
the government in India respecting the

qualifications necessary for officers holding
the situation of interpreters to regiments

and to courts- martial, and also of the

orders sent out on that subject to the

several presidencies by the Court of Di-
rectors, It had been said some time ago
that so much attention was paid to the

regulations on this point* in India, that

little care or attention was necessary re-

specting it at homo. That was the very

thing he was anxious to have explained.

He knew that orders had been issued by
the Governor-general in 1819* directing

that no officer should be permitted to hold

the situation of interpreter until properly

qualified by a competent knowledge of
the Hiiuloostaiiee language. Ho also

found that other orders were issued in

Calcutta by the Commander-in-chief in

1823, by which it was declared, that no
officer should be allowed to hold the situ-

ation of interpreter to regiments or courts-

martial unless he had received instruction

and was properly qualified in that lan-

guage. He was allowed two years to

qualify, and if at the end of that tinw he
had not perfected himselfjyn the language
Y 2 so
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so as to be able to act, some other per-

son was appointed in his place. These
were regulations which, if strictly adhered
to, would be productive of much benefit

to the service, but he was given to under-
stand that notwithstanding their existence,

many officers had been allowed to hold

the situation of interpreters who had not
a sufficient knowledge of the language
and who had not passed any examination
in that respect, and that in ninny cases

no examination whatever was deemed ne-

cessary. It was on this account he was
anxious to learn the nature of the regula-
tions in the several presidencies, and
whether they were the same in each, and
he hoped the Court of Directors would
have no objection that this information
should be laid before the proprietors. If

it should be found that the regulations on
this matter were not the same in the dif-

ferent presidencies, lie trusted that some
general regulations would bo made which
should be equally applicable to all. He
also wished to know, as experiments had
been made in India with those regula-
tions, how far they had been successful

and how many examinations had taken
place of military ami medical officers

since those orders had been issued. lie
w'as particularly desirous of information
as to the medical officers, under the new
regulations, and to know how far the

experiment was successful with respect

to them, because formerly it was necessary
that all medical officers should qualify be-
fore they went out, but now that practice had
been discontinued. It was of very great

importance to the service, that medical offi-

cers should be qualified as soon as possi-

ble by a knowledge of the language of
the country, for it was impossible for a

medical officer to perform his duty effici-

ently in India, without a competent
knowledge of the native language. lie

understood, that in Bombay it was a re-

gulation that no medical officer could be
appointed to a regiment or other situation

cdnncctcd with the native troops, until lie

was properly instructed in the language of
the country ;

and that such qualification

was to be ascertained in all cases by ex-
amination before the appointment could
take place. He should now move for
(( Copies of any orders issued by the

Governor-general, or Commander-in-chief
in each of the Presidencies, as to the
regulations to be observed in the appoint-
ment of officers as interpreters to courts-

martial, and to native regiments also

the orders issued by the Court of Directors
to the several Presidencies on the same
subject :—also to ail account of the num-
ber of officers who had passed examina-
tions in each Presidency, previously to

their appointment as interpreters : dis-

tinguishing the name of each officer; the

date and placg;of his examination, and
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the regiment to which he was appoint-
ed.”

The lion, proprietor moved for similar

returns with respect to the regulations for

the examination and appointment of me-
dical officers in India.

Dr. Gilchrist seconded the motion.
The Chairman said, that as the papers

called for were for the purpose of infor-

mation upon a subject which might fairly

come under their cognizance, he could
have no objection to their being laid be-
fore the court.

The motion was then put and agreed to.

ATTENDANCE OF THE DIRECTORS.

Dr. Gilchrist said he wished to put a
question to the lion. Chairman, which he
hoped there would be no objection to an-
swer. He thought it important that those

who were not behind the curtain, should
have some intimation as to how the busi-

ness of the Company was done by those

within the bar. As a member of the

Company, he was entitled to this infor-

mation. I le was a partner in the Com-
pany, and he could assure them that he
would not be a mere sleeping partner in

the concern. — (A laugh.

)

— But that

while lie lived and was able to attend in

his place. Sit* would, from time to time
put question after question, in order to

elicit such information as, in his opinion,

it might be of advantage to the interests

of the proprietors to possess. He under-
stood there was a roll kept of the attend-

ance of every director at the several meet-
ings of that body, and that it could be
easily known by reference to that roll,

how many directors attended on any par-
ticular occasion. There were two courts,

lately held, at which it was understood,
the directors were not at all unanimous on
the subject of a vote of thanks to Lord
Amherst. Now he should like to be in-

formed of the number of directors who
attended at each court, because he had
heard it from one of themselves in that

court, that the motion of thanks had been
carried (among the directors) by an over-
whelming majority. It might be so ; but
they had no such overwhelming majority
in that court (the Court of Proprie-
tors.) — Pei haps the whole number of
directors in attendance did not exceed
thirteen, which were necessary to consti-

tute a legal court lie hoped, therefore,

the Chairman would have no objection to
give him the Information required.

Mr. Parry, in the absence of the De-
puty Chairman (the Chairman having left

the court for a short time) stated, that he
was not able to give the information
which the learned gentleman required.—
There was a record kept of the attendance
of directors, which was open to the Com-
mittee of Bye-law’s.

Dr. Gilchrist asked whether there was
not
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not a roll kept by which it could be us.
certaincd how many were present at each
court. He wished for the information
only us to the last two courts.

A Proprietor wished to know whether
the learned gentleman meant to ask how
many directors attended at the two last ge-
neral courts, or iii the Court of Direc-
tors.

Dr. Gilchrist said—in the Court of
Directors only.

Mr. IVigram said he apprehended that

it was not in the power of the Chairman to

grant the information required, and the
question itself, he thought, was aitogether
irregular. The chairman made no me-
morandum of the number of directors

present, at any meeting of their body.
All that was necessary for him to ascer-

tain was, that a suilicient number was pre-
sent to constitute a legal court ; but be-
yond tiiat he did not count the numbers.
The number who attended at every court
day, was entered in a book, and that book
was always laid before the Committee of
iiye-laws, hut was not open to the inspec-

tion of every member of that court. If
the object of the lion, proprietor was to as-

certain whether any director dissented
from the vote of thanks to Cord Amherst,
he might do so in another manner. The
learned gentleman might call lor the pro-
duction of any such dissent if he pleased.

Mr. llumc said he believed his hou.
friend (Dr. Gilchrist's) question was not
distinctly understood. His object was to

get an account of the number of directors

who attended at particular days, and he
thought that such information was pos-

sessed by the Chairman, and that a pro-
prietor had a right to ask it. lie recol-

lected, that some time ago, when a pro-
position was before that court, for raising

the salaries of directors to j£l,000 a year,

it was stated that an account was kept of
the number which attended at each court,

by which (as this account was said to he
open to the proprietors), any one of them
might see the degree of attention paid to

the business of the Company by each of
the directors, and whether he was acting

up to the promise made at the time of his

election, when he solemnly undertook to

attend to the business of the court, on
each court day, unless he should be pre-

vented by illness. Now, it might on
many occasions, be important to the pro-

prietors, to know how many directors

were present in their court, on the passing

of any particular vote ; such for instance

as that of the vote of thanks to Lord
Amherst. It might also be desirable to

know how many, whether nineteen or

twenty, or the whole number, or only
the mere legal number constituting a
court, in order to be informed whether
they performed their duty regularly. This
information every proprietor hod a right
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to expect, pursuant to the pledge given
on a former occasion by the chairman.
Mr. Wigram, in explanation, said, he

had not stated that no book was kept of
the attendance of members. On the con-
trary, he had stated that a book of the
kind was kept, hut it was always laid

before the Committee of Bye-laws, and he
did not think that every proprietor had a
right to inspect it.

Mr. Loch, said, that even if the book in
which the attendances of directors were
entered, was produced, it would not af-
ford the particular information which the
learned proprietor desired, because it

would not shew the number actually pre-
sent at any particular vote. The atten-
dances on court days, were marked by
entering the initials of the director under
that date, if lie attended before twelve
o’clock, hut he might go away after, and
the book would not shew whether he was
present or absent at any particular dis-

cussion, or had joined in, or opposed any
vole on that day.

Mr. Twining said, that as a member of
the Committee of Bye-laws, he could say,
in reference to the attendance of directors,

that considering the various duties to

which they had to attend, their attendance
on the several committees, was much
more numerous than he should have
thought it would be.

Mr. Hume did not understand that it

was the intention of his lion, friend, in

putting the question before the court, to

cast any imputation whatever, on the con-
duct of the directors for non-atteiulauce.

Dr. (iitekrist thought the proprietors

should know what was the state of the

Court of Directors, on the days to which
lie had adverted, and on all occasions.

On looking round this court now, he
found there were very few directors pre-

sent. Why should this be so when busi-

ness was to be done? He would contend
that directors did not do their duty if

they did not attend on every day, when
business was to be done.

Mr. Weeding objected to the question, as

being most frivolous and improper. The
general Court had selected a certain num-
ber of gentlemen from their own body to

form a Committee of Bye-laws, whose pro-
vince it was to inquire and report upon the

duties performed by the Company's ser-

vants in the Last- India House, and to see

that the bye-laws of the Company were
duly observed. The lion, proprietor's ques-
tion was an improper interference with the

office of that committee, independently of
its most trifling nature. (Hear, hear /J It

required a knowledge, not of the attend-

ances generally of the Last-India Direc-

tors, hut of the particular attendances only
upon the two occasions, when votes of
thanks were passed in the Court of Direc-

tors to Lord Amherst, and the military ahd
naval
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naval force in Indian The learned doctor

seemed to be in quest of a recruit or two,

if he could possibly obtain one by impli-

cation or conjecture from behind the bar,

to aggrandize his mighty minority of three

in his motion of censure, in which he was
so signally defeated. That motion, by the

way, in his (Mr. Weeding's) opinion, was
not one of censure upon Lord Amherst,
whose character and conduct defied the

attempt of the hon. gentleman, but upon
the mover himself, and those who had the

misfortune to agree with him, for the total

want of reason and of policy, which cha-
racterized it. The course which the learned
gentleman was pursuing, was trifling with
the time of the court, and if he persisted

in it, he (Mr. Weeding) must exercise the

right, which every member possessed, and
move that this court do now adjourn.

Dr. Gilchrist contended, that he was not
trifling with the time of the court.

Mr. Gnhagan said, the learned gentle-

man had at first confined his question to

the two days he had named, but he now
wished that the attendance of directors, on
all occasions, should be communicated to

the court. He had heard from a member
of the Committee of Bye-laws, that he was
surprised that so many directors should at-

tend so regularly, considering the great

variety of business to be done, and the

many private committees to which they had
also to attend.

The question was not pressed further.

MILITARY AND MEDICAL VACANCIES.

Mr. Hume observed, that he would pass

to another, and a more important subject,

on which he wished to obtain some infor-

mation from the chair. Two years ago he
had called the attention of the court to

what he considered was a defect in the

practice, of allowing vacancies in the num-
ber of European military officers to re-

main long without being filled up, by
which the Company’s troops were left

without a sutficient number of Europeans
to command them. He was then told that

the subject was under consideration , Now
lie wished to be informed, whether any
tiling had been done on the subject since?
He had been informed, on good authority,

that so many were the vacancies in the

Indian army, that there were some corps
of 1000 men in which there were only
three European officers. He wished to be
informed whether any measures were in

progress for filling up the vacancies made
by the officers taken from the command of
native troops and placed on the staff.

'Hiere was, he understood, a very great de-
ficiency of European officers, at the present

moment in the Company's troops, particu-

larly in Western India. He wished also

to know, whether any and what steps had
been taken for filling up the vacancies in

thl medical department of the army.

The deficiency in the number of medical
officers was in some parts of India at
present truly lamentable. This was parti-

cularly the case in Western India, so great
was this deficiency that the Medical Board
found it impossible to supply the absence
of even one medical assistant. The losses

in the medical department in India were
so great, and the necessity of having a
greater number in each regiment were so
strongly felt, that the King's regiments
serving in India, had now by the consent
of the directors, three medical officers (one
surgeon and two assistant surgeons) in-

stead of two as heretofore. He thought
that a similar regulation would be of great
advantage in the native regiments, for he
believed, it would be found on inquiry
that a very considerable loss of human life

had occurred from the want of a sufficient

number of medical officers in the army.
He would, therefore, beg to be informed,
whether any complaints on this subject had
been made from the Bombay government,
and whether any and what steps had been
taken thereupon ?

The Chairman said, the hon. prop, had
a considerable advantage over him, as he
had many sources of private information
while he (the Chairman) could consult only
public and official records of the circum-
stances to which the hon. prop, had re-

ferred. He would tell the hon. prop,
what the rule of the Court of Directors
was with respect to vacancies in the num-
ber of medical officers. Every year a list

was made out of all the vacancies which
had occurred, and then steps were taken
for filling them up, and he did not know
of any better course to follow. In answer
to the question put to him, he would say

that he was not aware, that any complaints
had been made from Bombay or elsewhere
of a deficient medical establishment.
Whether the establishments in those places
were sufficient might be a question with
the hon. prop.

; but he (the Chairman)
believed they were. He was aware that an
additional assistant surgeon had been re-

commended to each of the King's regi-
ments in India, and in that recommenda-
tion the Court of Directors entirely con-
curred. The King's regiments were dif-

ferently circumstanced from those of the

Company, but he thought that even
including the late addition made to the
King's regiments, the Company's corps
were as well supplied with medical officers

as those of his Majesty’s service,

Mr. Hume , said it did not follow that
because there had been no complaint of
the deficiency of medical officers, that

there was a sufficient number attached to
the several corps. As it had been con-
sidered right to increase the number of
surgeons in the Kings regiments; lie

thought that for similar reasons an in-

crease ought to take place in those of the
Company.
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Cobdpany. Any attempt at making a
saving to the Company in this respect,

would be the very worst possible kind
of economy {Hear, hear /) and might
be attended with consequences highly
injurious to the Company’s interests

in India. He therefore thought that

court could not too strongly recom-
mend the appointment of an extra num-
ber of medical assistants to our native

corps. The greatly increased extent of
our territories in India, rendered an
entirely new modelling of our medical
establishments there extremely desirable,

for' from every information which he
received from thence our present number
of medical assistants there was by no
means adequate.

The Chairman, said that the bon. prop,

must be aware, that each corps in India,

had a surgeon and assistant surgeon—but
it was said that by the new regulation the

King’s regiments would have a surgeon
and two assistant surgeons. The reasen
why the Court of Directors concurred
in the 'propriety of this addition and at

the same time did not think it necessary

for their own corps was, that the King’s
forces in India had no medical staff to

resort to as the Company’s troops had.—
At every military station, there was an
hospital, belonging to the Company, the

services of whose medical officers could
at all times be available for the troops if

necessary. Besides this the troops had
the advantage of having their hospitals at-

tended and the surgeons assisted by native

dressers, who had received instruction in

the medical establishment of the Company,
and whose assistance had been considered
very beneficial to the service. Under
these circumstances he did not think there

existed the same necessity for a third .Eu-

ropean surgeon in the native corps which
there did in the King’s regiments.

Mr. Hume remarked, that such was
the great mortality sometimes in the me-
dical department of the army, that whole
corps were deprived of the assistance of
an European medical officer. Now against

such a calamity he would be anxious to

guard by having a number in each regi-

ment sufficient to supply any sudden loss.

He remembered on one occasion, when
he was serving in the medical department
in India, that such had been the loss

of life in that department, that he
.

was
the only medical officer with a division

consisting of 8,000 men in the field. This

he was aware was a scarcity of medical

assistants which seldom occurred, but

nearly an equal deficiency had been felt

on; other occasions and in other parts

of India, and] it was of the utmost im-
portance, that the recurrence of such a

cate should be guarded against as much
as possible. He did not say that the di-

rectors were to blame for such deficiencies

as those he had alluded to, hut he would
maintain, that there prevailed a very mis-
taken notion as to the number of medical
and military officers necessary for our
native corps. If all the medical and
military officers regularly appointed to

each corps could be kept up, the number
might he found sufficient but that

would be impossible, and where defi-

ciencies were created by mortality and
absence, it was impossible from the pre-
sent number emp*oyed to supply them.
He had understood that some regulation
had been made by the Marquis of Has-
tings, with respect to the number of offi-

cers on the staff corps—but whatever
might have been the effect of such re-

gulation, he would contend that at the
present moment the number (particularly

of medical officers) in India was not
sufficient. In this respect a new event
had grown up in that country which it

was the duty of the court to supply. It

was the duty of the directors to follow
the example set to them by government,
and by allowing a larger number to each
corps, than had hitherto been attached,

to guard as far as possible against the

effects of a great mortality in the medical
department.

Mr. Wigrttm hoped the court would
permit him to say, that the deficiency of
officers in particular corps to which the

lion. prop, had adverted had not been
caused by an absolute want of European
officers in India but by having a great
many from each corps placed on stall'

appointments.—To prevent any future in-

convenience from such a practice an order
was sent out in 1 823 directing, that only
a certain number of officers should he
taked from each corps to fill staff appoint-
ments. With respect to the alleged defi-

ciency of medical men, lie begged to add,
that there had been a very considerable
addition to the number made last year-.

An increase of fifty had been made at Ben-
gal. and proportinate additions at the other

presidencies. The hon. prop, in looking
at the Company’s medical establishment,

founded himself too much on what hod
been done in the King’s regiment* without
allowing himself to consider the different

circumstances in which these regiments
and the native troops were placed.—with-

out taking into calculation what had been
stated by the hon. Chairman, that the native

troops have the advantages of a large medi-
cal staff, while the King's regiments relied

altogether on the surgeons attached to

them respectively. The company’s troopa

had also the advantage of the assistance of
the native dressers, which was by no means
inconsiderable.

Col. BaiUie recollected the Instance to

which the hon. proprietor (Mr. Hume)
had referred, in which he alone had to

perform the medical duty ofa large body bf
native
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native troops, consisting offive battalions.

But the hon. proprietor should also bear

in mind that every one of those corps

had its full (complement of medical officers,

surgepns, or assistant surgeons at setting

out, such however had been the mortality

in that branch of the service, added to

the casualties of war, that of all the

medical officers originally attached to the

division, the hon. proprietor was the only

one left to do duty. When he men-
tioned this circumstance, it would be
doing injustice to that hon. gentleman
if he omitted to bear testimony to the
great zeal and unremitting attention with
which he performed the arduous task of

acting as the sole medical officer to five

corps in addition to the discharge of other
important duties which had devolved
upon him at that period. Those various
duties the hon. gentleman lmd performed
in a manner which gave entire satisfaction

to himself (Col. Baillie) and he was sure

lie might add to every other person in

the army. (Hear, hear !)

Dr. Gilchrist wished to he informed
by the lion. Chairman whether the re-

gulations made by Lord Amherst, for the
purpose of giving medical instruction to

natives with a view to their acting as

assistants in the Company’s troops, were
still observed. This establishment re-

flected very great credit on his lordship,

and he for one as a friend to the prosperity
of India, cordially thanked him for his

great exertions to render that establish-

ment effectual, so that if he opposed a
vote of thanks to his lordship, in one
case, he thought, they were justly due to

him In the other, he approved altogether

of the establishment of a native school of

medicine and he would give it every
assistance in his power, but lie wished to

know, whether the establishment was
still continued, or whether it had been
knocked on the head ?

The Chairman assured the hon. and
learned gentleman, that the establishment
to which he alluded had not been knocked
on the head, on the contrary every en-
couragement was held out to it, and it

was going on in a flourishing condition,
and much benefit to the company would
he bad no doubt be derived from it.

. MUTINY AT BARRACKPORE.

Mr. Hume rose to submit a motion
which arose out of the proceedings of the
last two days ; he thought after what had
been said, on the subject of the affair of
Barrackpore much as he wished that in

India it should be buried in oblivion it

should not/be allowed to remain without
further investigation. It was also due to

the character of the noble lord at the
head of the Indian Government, as also

to that of* the gallant general Sir E.
Paget, that an immediate inquiry should
take plaft, when he mentioned the name

of Sir E. Paget he could not omit to
notice what had been stated, that his

name had been omitted from the vote of
thanks in which other officers in India
had been included in consequence of his

conduct at Barrackpore. It had been
represented that he ( Mr. Hume) had
eulogised the conduct of Sir E. Paget.
If he had done so, it certainly was with-
out his own knowledge for he had not
intended to do so, but at the same time,

it was not his intention to condemn him
without full information, as to the facts.

But enough had already transpired to

convince him that it would be an act of

the greatest injustice to Sir E. Paget to

prevent the fullest investigation of the
w hole circumstance from being gone into.

Imputations had been cast upon his con-
duct on that occasion, ami that too from
quarters where much information as to

the real facts was likely to exist, winch
called loudly for examination. lie had
seen and now possessed a letter written by
the son of Lord Amherst, to a friend in

the Company’s civil service, in which he
alluded to u report that had then just

reached India from England—that his

father was about to he recalled, in eonse-
quenee of his share in the proceedings at

Barrackpore
; and, after other remarks

he added that the government of India

had not given an opinion on the conduct
towards the troops, “ out of delicacy to

Sir E. Paget, who being a member of

that government, would thus be called

upon to pronounce censure on himself.*'

lie (Mr. Ilume) did not mean to cast

any blame cither upon Sir E. Paget or
Lord Amherst, but he thought that, cir-

cumstanced as they both w’ere, the court
had every right to demand such inform-
ation as w'ouhl lay the blame, if blame ex-
isted, in the proper quarter. ITe had in-

formation on the subject from various
sources, but he preferred getting the offi-

cial account. Pie perceived, by the Cal-
cutta Gazette, a general order from the
Governor-general, from Fort-William,
dated 4th November, 1824, and in that
ordef an account is given of the tran-

saction, very different, lie believed, from
that which would be proved by a state-

ment of the real facts. The lion, pro-
prietor then proceeded to read the general
order, given in this journal, vol. xix.

p. 467, commenting upon the several pas-
sages as he proceeded.

Mr. Wigram rose to order, and ob-
served, that if the hon. proprietor in-

tended only to move for papers, he was
rather out of the regular course, in going
into a minute detail of facts, which the
production of those papers might or might
not substantiate. If nothing but the pro-
duction of papers was sought, it w ould be
much better to abstain from any discussion
on the possible contents of those papers. -

Mr.
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Mr. Hume said, that he only stated a
fewof the facts which had readied him on
tills subject, and would now refrain from
offering another word, provided the mo-
tion was granted. 11ut though lie did
not intend to lay before the court the
whole of the information which he pos-
sessed, (preferring that they should have
it from the official documents, for which
he would move) he could not avoid
making a few comments on some matters
that appeared to be admitted on all hands.
He would not dwell upon the loss of life

which had accrued on that disastrous

dfiy, but merely observe, that by the
order given by the Commander-in-chief
to the European and native troops, and to
the artillery, a destructive fire was opened,
and a charge was made, causing the im-
mediate destruction of from 4-00 to 600
persons. An occurrence of this kind had
never taken place in India before— it was
unprecedented in any nation. lie did
not mean, aguin he bogged to repeat, that
the noble Lord at the howl of the go-
vernment, or the gallant Commander-in-
chief were to be condemned for the
course which they had pursued. It was
possible tliut they might be altogether

free from any blame; but justice required
that in such a case every inquiry should
be made, to ascertain where the fault lay;

and it was with that view that lie now
called for information. The British pub-
lic would never he satisfied, the people of

India would never be conciliated, while

that information was withheld. 'When
so much had been said about the sending
away two persons from an island, was it

possible to suppose that thepjblic would
be contented at passing an outrage of this

magnitude unnoticed. In England, for-

tunately, the people were so sensitive on
subjects involving the loss of life, or

of liberty, by acts of oppression, that it

was impossible to suppose that this

subject could be allowed to rest where
it now stood. The inquiry was ne-

cessary, to prevent the risk which
we ran of losing entirely the pos-

session of India ; tor was there any man
weak enough to assert, that if we ever

lost the affection and confidence of the

native Indians, we could long con-

tinue to uphold our present dominion in

that country. It appeared, that of forty-

seven sepoys of one company tried, six

had been hanged ; and of twenty who
were tried, of%anothcr company, four had

suffered death ; of the whole sixty-seven,

those who had not suffered capital punish-

ment were, by commutation of their sen-

tence, condemned to imprisonment and

hard labour for life—a punishment to

them more disgraceful than death itself.

After these transactions government ap-

pointed a commission, consisting of three

Asiatic Joiun . Vol. XXII. No. .133.

intelligent officers, to examine into the
whole circumstances connected with the
mutiny. These officers had agreed to a
report, which was luid before the go-
vernment, and a copy of it was upon
the tabic of the directors. What he
asked was, that they should lay that do-
cument before the proprietors, as the
most authentic information which they
could receive on the subject; by that

means they would have an opportunity of
seeing where the blame lay, if any at all

were to be attributed. 1 1 is motion would
include, along with the copy of that report,

a copy of the general orders of the govern-
ment of the 4th Nov. 1824; also an ac-
count of the number of mutineers that
were hanged, and a copy of any orders
sent out by the directors respecting the
mutineers who had been sentenced to

hard labour, and the officers dismissed.

The document to which he had before

adverted, the extract from the Calcutta
Gazette, went on to order, after describ-
ing the attack upon the mutineers, that

the whole of “ the native commissioned
and non-commissioned officers (belonging
to the revolted corps) be instantly dis-

charged the service, as totally unworthy
of the confidence of government or the
name of soldiers.” It should be recol-

lected, that this very same document, in

its second paragraph, stated that the re-

volted corps refused to march “ with the
exception of about 180 men and the non-
commissioned and commissionedofficers.*.

It was thus admitted that these men took
no part whatever with their revolted com-
panions

; and yet, without the imputa-
tion of crime, they were thus for ever dis-

missed the Company's service. Now,
what he would contend was, that w'here

this indiscriminate punishment had been
indicted, the court ought to be put in pos-
session of the grounds on w liicli such sen-
tence had been decreed. It was impos-
sible, with justice to Lord Amherst, that

his government should be charged with
the whole blame of the transaction. That
court was, lie conceived, bound to shew
to the native troops, and to the whole
people of India, that they would not suffer

a case involving such important con-
sequences, to pass over without the most
minute investigation. The hon. prop,

then moved, ” That there he laid before

this court a copy of the proceedings of the
committee appointed in Calcutta to inquire

and report on the mutiny of the native

troops at Barrackpore, in November 1824.
“ A copy of the general orders of the

Bengal government of the 4th November
(No. 335, of 1824), respecting the mutiny
of the 47th regt. of native infantry at Bar-
rackpore.

“ A return of the number of the mu-
tineers that were hanged, and the number
Z wlyjbe
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whose sentences were commuted to labour
on the ro&ds.”
u A copy qf any despatch containing

the orders of the Court of Directors to

the Bengal government respecting the

mutiny at Barrackpore, and the mutineers
who had been placed on the roads to la-

bour, and respecting the native commis-
sioned officers of the 47th regiment, who
had been dismissed by orders of govern*
mentof the 4th Nor. 1824.**

Dri Gilchrist seconded the motion.
/Sir C. Forbes said, that In supporting

the motion, he did not intend to give any
opinion as to whether censure should or
should not be passed on particular indi-

viduals. He at present blamed no party.

His object was to procure information.

(Hear, hear!) The accounts which had
reached this country respecting this hor-
rible transaction, from several quarters,

were so various and contradictory, first im-
plicating one party and then another, that

it*was dangerous to place any reliance on
them ; and justice to the parties whose
names had been mentioned required that

the fullest and most authentic information
should l>e laid before the public. Sooner
or later this should be done ; for it was
absurd to suppose—indeed it was impos-
sible—-that parliament should be told that

400 'or 500 of our fellow-subjects had
lreeh sacrificed, without, at the same time,
making public the grounds on which that

horrible massacre had been resorted to.

(Hear^ hear /) In the statement of the

numbers who actually fell on the 2d of
November, there was, he believed, some
exaggeration. From the information
which had reached him on this subject, lie

was led to believe that the whole number
who perished, including men and women,
and possibly children, did not exceed from
:>Ot> to 400. But who could have said

what the numbers might have been, when
the orders were given to pursue the un-
fortunate men, who fled at the first dis-

charge, not to spare one of them, but to

destroy all the men within their reach. It

was positively stated, that many who were
wholly innocent of any mutiny—not in

any way connected with the mutineers—
were put to death in this almost indis-

criminate slaughter. Some were hunted
lift? beasts through the fields, pursued
iirtp the/houses where they had sought
shelter^ tintl there butchered in cold blood.
Hfc/V6uId

r

mention otic Instance which
hat£ n^acjlied him, as a proof of the man-
ner’ in' 'which the orders given had been
e&CiiCetl, when every man of colour who
cOTlifc ih the way seemed to be a fit object

forV&fje^tice; ' One man, who happened
to«linear* tl»£ scene pf slaughter at its

cc^uhieiid«tieut, seeing his countrymen
fall; brcattre Tfatutadly alarmed, and sought
hls‘saTdty fnvfright*. ' He waV pursued by
two £tirOpeitti Soldier*,

1 foavoid wbotn he

got up into a tree. He had scarcely

reached that imagined shelter, when the
guns of both his pursuers were levelled at
him. An officer, who saw. the aflkir,

called out to the soldiers not to fire ; but
he had scarcely uttered the words, when
one of the muskets was discharged, and
the unfortunate native fell wounded to
the ground. The soldiers went up to

him, when he raised his hands and sup-
plicated for mercy, calling aloud in the
Hindoostanee language, “ I am not a se-

poy, I am only a gardener to the great man’*
(the Governor-general). And this really

was the fact. He had been employed in

the Governor-general’s garden at Barrack-
pore.

( Hear, hear / ) What, he asked,
would be said if, by the orders of govern-
ment, fJOO or 400 ofour best troops had been
sacrificed in the open day, on the ground
of mutiny, if no other explanation of the
affair were given, but that the men were
destroyed because they had mutinied

—

and thut no farther inquiry would be per-
mitted into the transaction ? A case of
the kind, as far as the mutiny, hud well
nigh happened some time ago in this

country. A regiment of the Guards had
refused to obey the orders of their officers,

on the ground of some alleged grievance.

The officers went to their men and rea-

soned with them upon the absurdity of
continuing in disobedience ; and while
they were thus endeavouring to bring
them to a sense of their duty, troops
were drawn round London, and every
preparation made to use a summary mode
of reducing them, had not the persuasions
of the officers been effectual, and thus
rendering a recourse to violent measures
unnecessary. Had it, however, been
otherwise — had force been used, and
those men been destroyed, would parlia-

ment have been satisfied with the expla-

nation that the case was mutiny, and that
in such case the government had a right

to kill men, women and children, with-
out allowing any farther inquiry ? Why
then was thut line of conduct to be justi-

fied in India, where every thing depend-
ed on public opinion, which would be so
justly condemned amongst us ? Were we
to say to the people of India, that be-
cause the case was their’s no justice would
be done—no inquiry was to be made ?—
(Hear, hear!) lie threw no blame on
the Governor-genera), or Sir E. faget,
or on the officers acting under the .orders

of either. A great deal might have been
caused by bad management, or froiri mis-
take ; but that court was bound in jus-
tice to make itself acquainted .with the
real facts, in order to bestow, censure or
praise where they Plight he deserved.
On these grounds, and on these alone, he
voted for the motion before the court.

It had been said thut .it would be much
more for the interests, of the Company to

allow
1
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allow this affair to rest' where it was, as

it would be only renewing unpleasant
recollections to discuss it at this moment.
In this view of the case, he could not
concur. lie thought that every motive
of honour and justice, and even of self-

interest, strongly urged its examination
on the court. As long as he continued
to have a vote in that court,—as long as
he held a scat in the House of Commons,
as long as he Valued the interests of the na-
tive people of India, so longwould he conti-

nue to press this measure, until tlic in-

formation he sought was obtained, and
until some measures were adopted by
which the recurrence of similar outrages
might he in fitture prevented. He would
pledge himself, that if he were sjmrcd, he
would, in the House of Commons, year
after year, and month after month (Ilcar,

hear !) bring this subject forward for the
purpose of its investigation. He might
perhaps, be thought to have expressed
himself warmly on this question, but it

was the warmth of honest feeling. He
had no vindictive motives to gratify, and
lie was sure that none would be attributed
to him. (Hear, hear!) He had no ac-
quaintance with any of the parties who
might he directly gfleeted by the investi-

gation. His only object would be what
he considered the good of tlic native sulv-

jects of India, and the jiermanenee of the
Company's power in that countiy (Hear,
hear!)
Mr. Weeding was desirous of testifying

tliat there was one person at least, be-
fore the bar, decidedly opposed to the
present motion, and he hoped that further
reflection on the part of the hon. baronet,
who had just sat down, would lead him
to abstain from the perseverance he hail

threatened, and not allow his feelings of
benevolence to weigh against his better
judgment. The papers called for were
shewn to lie unnecessary by the very
statement of the hon. gentleman who
had moved for them. He lmd informed
them that several courts-martial were as-

sembled to try the mutineers at Barrack-
pore, after the first act of severity, which
had subdued them. At these trials, not
once* twice, but three times, many were
found guilty of mutiny, and on one occa-

sion forty-nine men wore condemned to
suffer death. What better testimony could
the court have than the result of these deli-

berate and judicial enquiries ? It shewed
the necessity, however deeply to be
deplored, of the severity which had been
Exercised. Unless gentlemen were pre-

pared to contend, that military law should
not govern military service, they would
not consent to the present motion. It

would Have the monstrous inconvenience
of erecting the Court of Proprietors into

a tribunal for the trial of the military offi-

cers who had been engagedin suppressing

20.—Mutiny at Barrackpore. 1
7"1 :

the mutiny. What military man would
submit to such a tribunal ? The inquiry

then could only lead to Irritation", and
angry discussion. Without the ‘possibi-

lity of doing any good, it Would tend to

revive an unhappy occurrence, which all,

of them deplored, and most of them de-
sired to forget. On these grounds he .

should oppose the motion, fHear, hear !j .

The Chairman rose to state the reasons

.

why lie should give liis vote in opposi-
tion to the motion before the court. One
of those reasons was that which had been
furnished, by the hon. proprietor himself
in the outset of his speech, namely, be-

.

cause he wished the whole subject to
be buried in oblivion. Another reason
why he opposed tiie motion was, that it

had been already brought before the
court, discussed and negatived. It was
on that occasion stated, that the whole
question would ho renewed in the House
of Commons, with the view of inducing
that house to order the production of the

.

whole of the papers sought for. That
motion had, however, not yet been
brought forward there. If it should, and
the House of Commons should decide
upon publishing the whole of the docu-
ments, it had of course the power of do-
ing so

; but he, as a director of the East-
India Company, would not take upon
himself the responsibility of giving to the
world pajiors, the publication of which
could do no good, and might be produc-
tive of much mischief; the less would he
do so, as he was under the firm persua-
sion that oblivion would be the best, in

this case, for the true interests of the
Company. The hon. member (Mr.
Ilumc) had suggested, on the authority
of private communications, that the omis-
sion of Sir E. Paget’s name in the late

vote of thanks, was caused by bis corir.

duct at Barrackpore. With private in-;,

formation, or private communications,
he (the Chairman) had nothing, and

,

w ould have notlijpg to do on this ques-
tion, and he must be excused if he dp-

”

dined to receive them as authority ; but
he begged to l»e allowed to observe, tliat,

the affair of the mutiny had pot oegfr-

sioned the omission of Sir Edward^s
name from the vote of thanks. Haiti that
transaction never taken place, it would
not have occurred to bis roindtp. include
the name of that gallant oflficcr in ^ .vote

;

of thanks, for military operations,’ in the
personal conduct of which he had up
share. ’ He had felt it necessary to say
thus much, to remove the erroneous imr
pression which seemed to exist some- >.

where, that the omission of Sir 1*4 Paget, ..

in the votes of thanks, was owing to hi*

conduct in the Barrackpore mutiny find,
for the reasons he had already asajgnsti,

he would vote against the motionbefore,
the court.

Z ‘i Capt.
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Capt. Maxfield said it might ho neces-

sary for him, briefly, to explain in the

court, the apparent inconsistency, ofhav-

ing voted against a similar motion to the

present, on a former occasion, and of

voting for it at the present. He thought

that when -first the question was brought

forward, the minds of lion, proprietors

were excited and their passions influenced

by the various exaggerated accounts which
had then reached this country, with respect

to the transaction, and while tinder such
influence, it appeared to him that it would
be improper to grant papers, on which
important motions might be founded.
But it never was his opinion, that those

papers ought to be withheld altogether, or

that the affair should helmricd in oblivion.

In this he concurred with his hon. friend,

(Sir C. Forbes) or rather as he might call

him, the friend of the human race. lie

agreed with him that this subject would
never be forgotten, and that it should not
be omitted as a subject of discussion un-
til. the whole of the dc?tails were laid before

the court, that a proper judgment might
be formed of it. For himself he would
add, that in a case were human 1)1ood had
been shed, it should never he said of him
that he would consent to bury in oblivion

the conduct of the persons by whose or-

ders it had flowed, until the most distinct

and satisfactory explanations were afforded

of the causes which led to such a disas-

trous result. He did not mean to say

that he would assent to a vote of censure
on the individuals, by whom such orders

were given— on the contrary, he ad-
mitted that those orders were called for

by the necessity of the case, hut then,

what objection could there be to allow

that necessity to be publicly known ?

Col. BaUlie begged, as an old military

servant of the Company, that he might be
allowed to say a few words on this impor-
tant question, and to state his reasons for

concurring cordially with the hon. chair-

man in his wish that ttye subject of the

mutiny at BarVackpore should now be set

at rest for ever. The grounds on which
he founded that wish were generally

those which had already been stated to the

court ; but more particularly his convic-
tion that no good purpose could possibly

be answered by the inquiry, while much
mischief might arise from it. It had been
argued, that the proceedings at Barrack-
pore should be further inquired into, in

ordefr that the causes of the mutiny might
lie ascertained, and the blame attached to

those who deserved it ; but, in fact, the

necessary investigation had already taken
place, {6 the fullest extent that the justice

of the ease required.- The causes of the

mutiny W^f^ Wnpw^, and as far as practi-

cable, uAjft’’ bbvlatied. The suppres -

aion of the muting which was indispensa-

ble' in the first' Instance, having been

accomplished, the unhappy and misguided
mutineers were subsequently brought to

trial, before the only competent tribunal,

found guilty, and some of them had suf-

ferred the extreme punishment of the law :

to many of them mercy had been extended
in anticipation of the orders of the Court
of Directors; and it Was now known,
beyond a doubt, that the whole of that

portion of the army in which disaffection

iiad been supposed to exist, had returned
to a proper sense of their duty, and al-

legiance to the government. What then
could be the use of further investigation

or inquiry? The greatest good, which
could at. any time be proposed by such a
course, must be, to guard against the re-

currence of such mi fortunate events in fu -

ture, and to restore a proper feeling to the

army
; but these objects were already hap-

pily accomplished; for let us look to the

present state of the Company’s army in

India; let us consider the perfect disci-

pline, extraordinary zeal and devoted at-

tachment. to the Company which had so

recently distinguished that army, and for

which we have just been employed in con-
veying to them our merited thanks and
approbation ; and can we think that more
desirable results could be.produced by the

proposed investigation? {Hear, hear!)
The conduct of the native troops, on the

recent memorable occasion, clearly proved,
that whatever might have been the causes
of irritation which had led to the mutiny
at Barrackpore, they were now totally re-

moved, and the confidence of the troops

restored. What good end then could it

answer to recommence a painful investi-

gation, already concluded in India, and
to renew the recollection of circumstances,

which if. ought to be the wish of every
true friend to the army and the British

empire in India, to bury in oblivion for

ever. Could such an investigation in

this country have the effect of convincing
the troops, more firmly than they appeared
to be already, of the paternal care of* the

government, and of its desire to attend to

their wants and comforts to the utmost
practicable extent? He was satisfied it

could have no such tendency, and if not,

what good could it produce ? Tlie court

already knew that a mutiny had unhappily
existed, that it was quickly suppressed,

that an investigation of the causes had
taken place, that those causes had been
removed, and that the troops had returned
to their duty, what more could be; de-
sired? He (Col. B.) must further beg
leave to observe, that the inquiry: now
proposed to the court, appeared to him to

be not only unnecessary, but altogether

unprecedented. Mutinies, in the 'best

constituted armies had 1 unhappily.often
been known, and would perhaps continue
to be so, they arose frequently from
local and temporary causes which

were
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were sometimes easily removed
;

hut*

in no case, to the best of his recollec-

tion* had investigation like that now pro-

posed been deemed expedient at a distance

of time, and after the circumstances were
nearly forgotten. He was old enough to

remember a case of mutiny similar to the

present in a native corps at Midnapore

;

the 15th battalion of sepoys, commanded
by Captain Ludovick Grant. This liat-

talion, for some al lodged grievance or

want of comfort, refused to embark on
foreign service, and were reported to the

commanding officer of the station to be in

a state of mutiny. Other troops were
immediately employed to coerce them,
they were tired upon, and some of them
were killed, others were seized, tried by
a court-martial, and afterwards punished
with death, the remainder submitted and
returned to their duty, This happened
during the government of Toni Corn-
wallis, one of the best and most virtuous

of our governors. It was he who had
selected the individual who commanded
the mutinous corps, from a number of
his brother officers, many of them senior

to himself, as an officer peculiarly quali-

fied for this command, though the result

had, in this instance, proved unfortunate,

yet no blame had ever been imputed
either to the government or to the com-
manding officer of the corps

; and the

mutiny being happily suppressed, no fur-

ther investigation took place and the matter
was very soon forgotten. On the whole,
therefore, he (Col. 11.) must repeat his en-

tire and perfect conviction that any further

inquiry in this case was not only unneces-
sary hut mischievous, and therefore so far

from agreeing to the motion which had now
been proposed, he had no hesitation in as-

snring his lion, friend and relation (Sir C.
Forties), tliat whenever again he should
bring forward in that court or elsewhere
his threatened motion on this subject, he
(Col. B.) would be ready again to oppose
him by every means in his power.

(
llcur,

hear !)

Dr. Gilchrist observed, that the gallant

colonel seemed to deprecate further in-

quiry on the ground that the troops were
already satisfied and had returned to their

duty ; hut that they were satisfied there

was no better proof than the gallant

colonel's assertion, and with every respect

for him, ho would say, lie believed him
to be mistaken in that assertion. He
(Dr. G.) thought it would be an aban-
donment of duty to allow this subject

to pass over without inquiry, and while

he lived and moved and had a being, he

would never suffer his tongue to he in

oblivion with respect to it (A Laugh), In
every, view , which he took of the case lie

thought information was called for. He
did not seek for such information with

the view of criminating the Governor-

general or the Commander-in-chief or any
other individual. Until the documents were
laid before them, no one could say
with whom the fault lay. The gallant
Colonel, had founded one objection to
farther enquiry on the great zeal evinced
by the native troops in the service of the
company, and that he took as a proof that

they were satisfied, and that nothing
farther should he done in the aftair of
the mutiny. Now he thought there was
another way of accounting for the zeal of
the native troops. They were zealous
because they looked to that court for
justice—they looked to it for inquiry.
Some of their comrades had been sent
to work in chains in distant parts of tlic

country—others had been put to death,
and their bodies hung up and left as prey
to the fowls of the air. Was it possible

tliat the troops could he satisfied with
such harsh treatment ? It was urged that

inquiry would cause dissatisfaction, hut
lie would contend, that the surest way to

cause dissatisfaction would be in the at-

tempt at concealment, for it wouhf be
impossible to

t|
givo satisfaction unless the

fullest inquiry were gone into. They
were told that an inquiry had been already

instituted by a court-martial, but how
did they know whether the interpreter

who acted at that court was acquainted
with the Ilindustance language or could
give an exact translation of what the
native witnesses said. He could assure

the court that he was a sincere and
staunch friend UT the Company, and
had an earnest wish for the promotion
of its best interests. He would say to

them, that they never could be secure of
the affections of their native subjects,

unless they treated them with kindness.

While on this topic, lie must say, that the

very worst policy which tlie Company
could have adopted, was that of ordering
European soldiers to be the instruments of
punishing the mutineers, to let them huint

the poor black fellows like beasts, who,
while they sought shelter in hedges and
ditches were most brutally attacked and
destroyed without mercy. That was not

the way to conciliate the good will of the

natives to the British forces, or to the

Company (Hear, hear!) The Company
he knew were now in great strength and
prosperity, hut reverses might come, and
it would be well to make friends in time.

The Company would do well to he wise
in time, and not to drive from them the

natives of India who would be their best

friends in the hour of trial.

Mr. Trant observed, that evqry motiye
of sound policy was, in his opinion*.. in

favour of allowing the subject^.qf jfehe «nu-
tiny to pass without farther comment. He
fully concurred in what bad fallen ftom thc

gallant colonel (fisillie) as la the pro-
priety of suffering the matter to rest where
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it was. Being convinced that no one good
purpose ctiulq be answered by the pro.

ducdoti of the papers, but that on the con-

trary they would be calculated to excite

much mischief, he would give the motion
Ills decided negative.

Mr. Hume in reply observed, that lion,

proprietors opposed the production of the

papers on different grounds. The lion.

Chairman had adverted to his ( Mr.
Hume’s) intention expressed on a former
occasion in that court, to bring this ques-

tion before the House of Commons.

—

Now he would tell the lion. Chairman
why he had postponed that motion. It had
been intimated to him, on authority on
which he had every reason to rely, that

Sir E. Paget was on his way to England,
and that he would of course be able to

give much information on this subject.

—

Being unwilling to bring on an important
discussion in the absence of those whose
conduct it might implicate, he had post-

poned it, but in so doing, it was never his

intention to give it up altogether. The
lion. Chairman had said, that the House of
Commons might discuss the^natter, and
publish the documents if they pleased, but
that he would not undertake the responsi-

bility ; but were they prepared to say, as

officers of the India Company, that the
House of Commons, and not that court,

might he the proper place for discussing
their most important affairs?

The Chairman.—

“

I did not say so.”

Mr. Hume continued. — It had been
said, that the House of Commons might
discuss them and publish them ;—but he
contended, that if they were prepared to

admit that the House of Commons—and
not that court, was the proper place for

discussing their affairs, they (the directors)

ought to abdicate their authority. Their
compliance with such a doctrine, would
lie completely giving up their power to be
exercised by others, and would pave the way
for its final annihilation. If they used their

authority in this way, he, for one, when the

time should come at which their charter

would expire, would oppose its renewal
on the ground that they had suffered the

most important Indian affairs to be dis-

cussed and decided not by themselves, but
by the House of Commons. That Com-
pany were the sovereigns of India, and
ought not to allow, while they possessed
that power, any others to exercise it for

them ; if they did, they might be assured
they would soon lose it altogether. It had
been urged as an argument against the
further investigation of this question, that

it had been atlneady decided by court-mar-
tial. That was a most inconclusive argu-
ment ; a man may be tried by a court-

martial, for mutiny, and .punished with
death, for .dispbedieioce qf orders. But
the question might still remain whether
suchyorders ought to have been given.

The mutiny, In this case was not doubled,

.

but it might be of the utmost consequence
to know its cause. Oil that groundi alone,

information would he necessary. The
question of the mutiny and that of the

production of the papers were quite dis-

tinct things. It was certain that the Com-
mander-in-chief, or the Governor-general,
or some persons exercising the Company’s
authority, did cause the death of several

of their fellow subjects. Was that no fair

ground for investigation? If they once
established the precedent that hundreds of
their subjects might be put to death at the
word of one man, and that such conduct
was to pass without examination, there

was no security for the Indian natives, and
for the permanence of the Company’s
power in that country. An lion, director had
told them that justice had been already done.
Where did he find that shewn ? Was it

in the documents which the Court of Di-
rectors possessed ? If it were, why not
lay them before the Court of Proprietors,

on whom they might produce the same
conviction ? The reason why he moved for

the papers, was to know whether justice

had been done, but the lion, director (Col.
Baillio) told them it was his opinion it had
been done, and therefore they must have
no further inquiry.

Col. Tiadluiy begged pardon for inter-

rupting the hon. gentleman. His reason
for stating that justice had been done, was
the apparent and acknowledged restoration

of a proper feeling
^
among the troops,

whose good conduct and discipline during
the late war, afforded sufficient evidence
that justice had been done to them, inde-
pendently of any written documents which
he, therefore, thought totally unnecessary.

Mr. Hume. The gallant colonel might
have given that explanation after he was
done, without interrupting him. One of
his (Col. Baillic’s) first sentences was, an
Assertion that there was no occasion for

further inquiry, on the ground that jus-

tice had been already done. Now this

was assuming the whole question ; but
take it on the gallant officer’s own shew-
ing—admitting that the troops were as
obedient as lie had stated, he did not by
any means think it conclusive of the fact,

that full justice had been done. But
without giving any information of this

kind, the hon. Chairman and die gallant
colonel were for burying the whole affair

in oblivion. He was surprised how
any body of men could concur in the ex-
pression of such a wish iri this case.

The Chairman said he had repeated the
wish expressed by the hon. proprietor
himself.

Mr. Hume said, it was true be did wish
that it should be buried in oblivion in
India; but had he expressed any desire

that it should be passed over in this coun-
try ? While he did hope that it would be

forgott.cn
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forgotten there, justice, and an anxiety to

guard against the recurrence of similar

everts, demanded that the court should
have the whole case before them. Let
them not blame him, if, at the next court,

he should state the whole of the informa-
tion which had come to his knowledge on
that subject. It was said that private in-

formation ought not to be attended to.

Undoubtedly he would prefer official in-

formation if lie could get it
; but, as he

could not, he must mako use of that

which was within his reach. If the court
refused this information, it would be be-
lieved they acted from fear. It would he
said that they wished to shelter certain in-

dividuals, to protect them from the con-
sequences of having caused the death of
400 or 500 persons ; and it would be no
unfair conclusion, from a refusal of the

only documents upon which a correct

knowledge of the facts could be obtained.

After some discussion as to whether the

resolutions should be put to the vote to-

gether, or one by one, the. former mode
was adopted, and the Chairman declared

that the motion was negatived.

Mr. Hume said, “ the ayes have it.”

Mr. Weeding said there were only six

for the motion.

The Chairman—If the lion, member
lias any doubt as to the decision of Lhr

chair, he can call for a division.
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A division then took placo (Mr. Hume
and Mr. Weeding being tellers), and the
numbers were declared to be—

For the motion ...... 6
Against it 26

Majority.. 20

Before the court adjourned, Captain
Maxiicld gave notice, that at the next
quarterly general court he would xnovc for

the production of papers, shewing the
mode in which business was conducted at

some of the hoards in India.

Mr. Hume said, on reference to the
decision to which the court had just come,
he had abstained from making any ob-
jection to the vote of the directors against
it. He thought they ought not to have
voted, as they themselves were in some
degree to blame, for not having directed

the allowances to he given, from the want
of which, he believed the mutiny had
urisen. 1 iowever, he now gave notice

that at the next quarterly general court,

he would submit another motion bn the

subject of the meeting ; on which occa-
sion he would feel it to he his duty to lay

before the court the whole of the infor-

mation which had reached him on that

subject.

The court then adjourned.

INDIAN SECURITIE

Calcutta, July 26, 1826.

Government Securities.

Buy.] R». As. Us. As. f Sell.

Prem. 27 12 Remittable Loan 6 per ct.2« 12 Prem.
Disc. 1 0 Five per ct. Coan 1 8 Disc.

Prem. 4 0 New 5 percent. Loan- • 0 2 Ditto.

Rates of Exchange.

On London, 6 months' sight, 2s. to 2s. Id. per Sicca

Rupees.
On Madras, 30 days ditto, 92 to 96 Sicca Rupees
per 100 Madras Rupees.

On Bombay. ditto, 90 Sicca Rupees per 100 Bom-
bay Rupees.

Bank Shares.—Prem. 5,600 to 5,000.

Bank of Bengal Rates.

Dispcfont on Private Bills S.Rs. 7 0 per cent.

Ditto on Government Bills 5 0 ditto.

Intereston Loans on Deposit 7 Oat 2 ms.

Prices of Bullion.

Sovereigns, each Hs< 10 g
Guineas, do. U 0
Old Gold Mohurs 18 0

Madras, Aug 10, 1826.

. I- Government Securities,

r , .Six pec cent. Bengal Remittable Loan.

At the Rate, of Subscription, vis. 350
Madras Rs.* per 335 Sa* Rs. • «284 Prem*

AND EXCHANGES.
At a Rate prevailing among Merchants
am! Brokers in buying and selling Pub-
lic Securities, viz. I00i Madras lls., per
100 Sa. Its 26$ Prem,

Five per cent. Bengal Unreinittable Loan.

At the Rate of Subscription, viz. 350
Madras Rs., per 335 Sa. 1U lg Prem.

At the Rate prevailing among Merchants
and Brokers in buying and sellingPub-
lic Securities, viz. 106* Madras Its., per
100 Sa. Rs. 3fi Disc.

Bombay, July 29, 1826.

A Five per cent. Loan open.

Exchange*

On London, at C months' sight. Is. 9d. to Is. 10d.
per Rupee.

On Calcutta, at 30 (lays’ sight, 105 Bom. Its. per
UK) Sicca Rupees.

OnMadras, at 31 days’ sight, par.

Singapore, July 1, 1826.

Exchange.

Gov. Bills on Bengal, at 31 days’ sight, per 100

Sp.Dls., Slc.Rs.209.

Private Bills on London, at 3 months, per Sp.

Dig., 4s. 3d.
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admiralty court, November 29.

East-India Bottomry/ Bonds.—

A

ques-
tion of bottomry, respecting the ship
.'litas, stood over from last term, in order
tlmt it might be considered whether the
IKind in this case was really a bottomry
bond, seeing that it contained a condition
(common, it was alleged, to all such
bonds in India) that the sum borrowed
should be repaid by the owners, whether
the vessel did or did not reach its port of
destination.

Dr. Lushington was preparing to argue
this day in support of the bond, when
Lord Stowell observed that he had con-

sidered the subject attentively, and was of
opinion that the court had no jurisdiction

in this case. Its jurisdiction was strictly

limited to hypothecation-bonds. A bot-
tomry bond, whereby the bottom of the

ship, /tarspro into, was hypothecated, left

some risk to the lenders, which justified

the large interest such bonds bore. The
Homan law, which recognized these in-

struments, termed the interest pretinm
pericutis but, in the present case, there

was no periculum ;
the property of the

owners was liable whether the ship should
sink or swim. It required, however, a
knowledge of Oriental mercantile usage
(which he did not possess) to decide the

question, since the form of the bond ap-

peared to be customary in India. He
therefore recommended a reference to

merchants acquainted with the usages of
the East.

On a subsequent day, bis Lordship was
informed that the parties could not agree

to refer the question. It therefore waits

the judgment of the court.

, MISCELLANEOUS.
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN

KNOWLEDGE.

A special general meeting of this So-

ciety was held on the 7th I>ec., at the

Society's house, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, for

the purpose of taking into consideration

what proceedings it was necessary for the

Society to adopt in consequence of the

death of the late Bishop of Calcutta ;
the

Archbishop of Canterbury in the chair.

The secretary read the report of a com-
mittee, which recommended that, but of
respect to the memory of the lamented
Dr. Hcber, the proceedings of the Society,

as connected with his death, should be re-

ferred to a special meeting, and not mixed
up with the general business of the Society.

Extracts ef considerable length were
then read from communications received

ffom India, announcing the sudden death

of the Bishop, and the deep gloom which
that occurrence had thrown over the

whole Christian world in the East. Do-
cuments were also read descriptive of
Bishop Ileher’s opinions and wishes on a
variety of subjects connected with the

Christian church in India. 'I he agents of
the Society, from whom many letters were
read, dwelt strongly on the magnitude of
the episcopal jurisdiction in the East, and
unanimously recommended the appoint-

ment of three sees—one to each of the

chief presidencies ; as no bodily vigour,

nor mental activity, could enable one indi-

vidual to preside advantageously over an
episcopacy comprehending such a vast

extent of territory, and containing so

many inhabitants.

The Chairman said, the first business

of the meeting should be to pay the best

tribute it was now possible to pay to the

great and good man who had departed :

he should therefore submit a series of re-

solutions, pledging the Society to carry

into effect the recommendations of the late

lamented Bishop Ilebor.

A number of resolutions concerning

the local government and proceedings of
the Society’s agents in India were then

put, and declared by bis Grace to have
passed nomine conlrcidicentc.

It was then proposed, that application

should be made to bis Mfijesty’s Ministers

to appoint a bishop for each of the three

chief presidencies in the East; and a me-
morial founded on that resolution was
read and unanimously approved of. Simi-

lar memorials were agreed upon, to be
presented to the Board of Control and
the Directors of the lion. East-India
Company.

Dr. Barnes, the late Archdeacon of
Bombay, detailed the proceedings of Bi-

shop Helier From his appointment to the

see of Calcutta until his death, highly eu-

logizing his character and virtues. The
establishment of three sees in India, he
conceived was called for by humanity as

well as policy; Bishop Middleton having
sunk under the weight of labours which no
single individual could properly undertake.

Mr. Trant said, that he had the ifcnour

of a close intimacy with Bishop Middle-
ton, and should never forget the last inter-

view he had with that estimable man. He
said, he felt that bis health was sinking,

aud added : “ Tell my friends in Eng-
land, that I have been sacrificed to the

heavy duties which my appointment here

has thrown upon me, and that any person
sent out to preside over the whole episco-

pacy of India must be sacrificed.” After
bearing these, he might say the dying
words of that pious man, he (Mr. Trant)
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should not utter a syllable from himself in

support of the resolutions.

The Chairman declared his readiness to

forward the memorials : a vote of thanks
having passed to the Archbishop (upon
the motion of Sir T. D. A cland) for his

conduct in the chair, the meeting separated.

TIIR DECCAN PRIZE MONEY.

The London Ga-cllc, of December 8,

contains a further notice of a distribution

of the above prize money, to commence at

the office, 8, Regent Street, on the 12th

December, and end on the 13th March
18527.

The following are the particulars of the

booty

*

Poonah.
General Staff i Amount of Share*.
H.M.'s 65th regt.

. 1^ ^
Force* of the ' Presi- Commander in

j. jdtmey of Bombay.
Engineers
Horse Artillery
Foot Artillery
Poonah Auxf. Artil.

Ordnance Depart.
European regt.
Light Inf. hat.
1st regt. N.l. 2d bat.
2d do. 1st do.
.‘Ul do. 1st do.
6lh do. 2d do.
7th do. 1st do.
Pth do. 2d do.
Resident Escort
Pioneers
Dooley Corps
Poonah Auxil. Brig.

1st bat.
Ditto ditto 2d ditto
Forres of the l*rCJti-\

Chief
Brigadier Gen. - 1,819 14

Lieut. Colonel . .'W4I 14
Major, dec. 259 3
Captain, dec 129 11

Subalterns Ate. • (54 15
iTroop Qr. Master 10
Staff Serjt., Ac.- • 3
Serjeant 2
Hank and File • • 1

Subadar, dec 0
Jemadar, Ac 2
llavildar, Ac. • 11
Naigucs, Drum- \ 0 .

.

mers, Ace- i

tit-nry of Madras.
adras Foot ArtilleryMadras

Pioneers

rf.

5

9
H
1

(i

9
3 11

4 9
3 2
1 7
0 0
3 2

SlNOHUR.
Amount of Shares.

5.2WJ
*4

Brigadier Gen. •• 2,359
Colonel
Lieut, Colonel •

Major, dec
Captain, dec.- *

Subaltern, die. •

Staff Serjt., Ac-

General Staff
ll.M.’s 22d Lt. Drag.
detach, flank bat.

Forces of the Presi-
dency of Bominty.

Engineers
Foot Artillery
European regt.
7th N.L 1st bat.
9th do. 2d do.
Pioneers
Forres of the Presi

-

Serjeant
truieney of Madras. Bank A File, Ac.

Engineers Subadar, dtc. -

Foot Artillery Jemadar, Ac—
12th N.l. 2d bat. 6 cos. llavildar, dtc.

15th do. 2d bat. 4 cos. Nalgue, Drum- \” " "
' mers, Ac. •

• /Rifle Corps 4 comps.
Pioneers 2d bat. dc.

tach.

PoORUNDEIt.
General Staff

|
Amount of Shares.

H.M.’s 22d Lt. Drags. 1

-P . ft

detach, flank bat. Commander in \ /zA j: J
Forces of the Presi-' Chief j

lo *

dency of Bombay. .Brigadier Gen. •
~

”
* Colonel

Lieut. Colonel •

•Major, AC.
: Captain, die. • • •

Subaltern, dtc.

Engineers
Foot Artillery
European regt.
7th N.l. 1st bat.
0th do. 2d do.
Pioneers detachment Staff Serjt.. dec.

Poonah Supemurne- Serjeant • *

. rary Auxil. Bat. Rank dc File, dec.

Forces of the Presi- SubadaT, dec.

deticy of Madras. Jemadar, dec.

Engineers {Havildar. dec.

Foot Artillery Nalgue, Drum-'l
12th N.L 2d bat. 6 cos.
Rifle Corns

,
I

Pioneers detachment 1

Asiatic Jovrn. Vol. XXIII. No. 133.

General Staff
H.M.'s 22d Lt. Drags.
detachment

Forces of the Presi-
dent^\f of Madras.

Engineers
Horse Art. att. to 25

Lt. Drags.
Foot Artil. detach.
5th Lt. Cav. 3 troops
4lli N.L 2d bat.
9th do. 2d bat. 5 cc
13th do. 2d do. 2 cos
Pioneers, 4 comps.

South of thk Kistnah.

Amount of Shares.

Commander in\
Chief J

259
s.

12
d.
3

Brigadier Gen. • 233 9 8
Lieut. Colonel - * 58 0 8
Major, Ac
Captain, Ac
Sulxdteni, Ac. • •

37 7
18 13 8
9 8 9

Staff Serjt., Ac- • 0 9 4
Serjeant - 0 fl 2

. Rank A File, Ac. 0 3 1

Subadar. Ac 0 18 8
Jemadar, Ac. n G 2
Havildar, Ac. • • 0 3 1

Naigue, Drum-’l
! mers, Ac f

0 2 0

Wasboota.
General Staff
1 1 .M .’s 22d Lt. Drags.
detach, flank bat.

Forces of the Presi-

\

deary of Bombay.
Engineers
Foot Artillery
European regt. 7 cos.
7th N.L 1st bat.
0th do. 2d bat. 5 cos.
Pioneers detach.
Poonah Supernume-
rary Auxil. Bat.

Forres of the Presi-
dency of Madras.

Engineers
Foot Artillery
I2t h N.l. 2d bat. G cos.

Ride Corps, 4 comps.
Pioneers detachment

Amount of Shares.

Commander In \ *: f/*

Chief j- 6,702 5 2
Brigadier Gen. • *3,189 13 5
Colonel 1,275 17 4
Lieut. Colonel *

- 7<i5 10 3
Major, Ac 610 G li

1

Captain, Ac. 255 3 5
Subaltern, Ac. *• 127 11 ft

Staff Serjt., Ac.* • « 7 <>

Serjeant 4 5 0
IBank A File, Ac. 2 2 8
Subadar, Ac 12 15 2
Jemadar, Ac 4 5 0
llavildar, Ac. -- 2 2 6
Nalgue, Drum-) . _ .

mers, Ac )
1 " 4

Hill Fokts.

Amount of Shares.

Commander in \
J

1

943 13
5G8 3
377 0
100 14
04 7
4 14
3 2 10
1 11 5
0 0 H
3 2 10
111 5

1 0 11

General Staff
H.M.’s Royal Scots 2d

j

bat. 2 cos.
S

Forces of the IVeri-
dency of Madras.

Engineers
Foot Artillery
European regt. 3 cos.

2d N.L 1st bat.
13th do. 2d do. detach. Staff’ Serjt., Ac.
Pioneers 5 cos. Serjeant

Bank A File, Ac.
Subadar, Ac
Jemadar, Ac- . •

.

Havildar, Ac. ••

Naigue, Drum- \
i mers, Ac. /

Chief
Brigadier Gen. -1,051
Lieut. Colonel - - 252
Major, Ac 1GH
Captain, Ac 84
Subaltern, Ac. -

d.

2

3 3
6 6
3 8
1 10

42 0 11
2 2 0

81

0 14
4 4
1

0 14

0 9

0
0
1

8 0
0

203 10 2
81 8 1

48 1G 10
32 11 2
1G 5 7
8 2 9
0 8 1

0 5 5
0 2 8
0 10 3
0 5 5
0 2 8

0 1 0

LOUD AMHERST AND LORD COMBE&MKftB.

The King has been pleased to direct

letters patent to be passed under the Great
Seal, granting the dignities of Viscount
ami Karl of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland to William Pitt

Baron Amherst, Governor- General of In-
dia, and his heirs male, by tbe names,
stiles, and titles of Viscount Iloltnesdale,

in tbe county of Kent, and Earl Am-
herst, of \rracan, in the East.Indies.

The King has also been pleased to di-

rect letters patent to be passed under the
Great Seal, granting the dignity of Vis-
count of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland to Stapleton Baron
Coinbermere, General and Commander, of

. llis Majesty's Forces in the East-Indies,
and his heirs male, by the name, stile,

and title of Viscount Coinbermere, .of

Rhurtpore, in the East- Indies, and .of

Conibermere, in the county palatine of
Chester.— London Gaz. *

2 A MR.
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Mt. 108T1CI ATAK.

The King has been pleased to confer

the honour of Knighthood upon Edward
Ryan, Esq., on being appointed Judge
in the Supreme Court at Calcutta.

SHIP LAUNCH.

On Dec. 14, the Sussex, of 1,400 tons,

built for the East- India Company to re.

place the Kent, destroyed by tire in the

Bay of Biscay, was launched from the

yard of Messrs. Gordon, at Deptford, in

the presence of H.lt.H. the Duke of
Sussex and several of the nobility and
gentry.

TWO CHINESE FEMALES.

There are now exhibiting in London
two soi-disant Chinese women, one about
twenty.four, the other about eighteen

years of age.

PROMOTIONS AND CHANGES
IN THE BRITISH ARMY

(serving in the east).

4th L.Dr. Capt. W. Parlby, from h.p.. to be
capt., v. G. Parlby, who exen., rec. dif. (7 Dec.)

11th L.Dr. L. M. French to be corn, by purch.,
v. Pearson prom.- <16 Nov.); T. Salkeld to be
com. by purch., v. Lewis prom. (7 Dec.)

13fh L.Dr. Com. B. MacMahon to be lieut. by
purch., v. Campbell prom, in Cape corps of cav.
(30 Nov.)

1at Foot. Lieut. R. Bennett to be capt. by purch.,
v. Carter, whose prom, has been cancelled (.'J

Aug.) ; Hosp. As. E. Grcatrex to be assist.surg., v.

Flnnie prom, in 1 W. I. Regt. (16 Nov.); Lieut.
H. C. Fraser to be capt. by purch., v. Anderson
prom. (12 Dec.)

3d Foot. Lieut. C. Walker, from h.p. 4th F.,

to be lieut., v. Antrobus, whose app. has nottaken
place (16 Nov.) ; Lieut. J. S. Hughes to be capt.,
w. Wood dec.; Ens. J. Hanna to be lieut., v.

Hughes; C. H. Darling to be ens., v. Hanna, all

7 Dec.

Cith Foot. Ens. A. Connor to be lieut. by purch.,
v. Curtois prom. (7 Dec.)

20th Foot. Maj. Hon. E. Cust, from h.p. to be
maj., v. Jackson prom. (12 Dec.) ; Capt. C. J.
Deslion, from h.p., to be capt., v. Tovey prom.
416 Nov.) ; Capt. Er, B. Brooke, from h.p., to be

tcapt., v. Crokat prom (23 Nov.)
3Uth Foot. Capt T. Daly to be maj. by purch.,

v. Finch prom.; Lieut. H. Fotlicrgill, from G4th
F., to be capt. by purch., v. Daly (lioth 12 Dec.);
Lieut. C. Stewart, from h.p. 74th F., to be lieut.,

v. Gambler app. to 36th F. (0 Nov.)

41st Foot. Ens. E. J. Vaughan to be lieut. by
purch., v. Tatwell prom. (0 Nov.)

46th Foot , Ens. H. E. B. Hutchinson from 76th
F., co be lieut. by purch., v. Sutherland prom.,
Hex). Maj.—— Williams to be qu.mast., v. Madi-
gan dec. (both 7 Dec.)

47th Foot. Hosp. As. S. Teevan to be assist.surg.,

. M'Curdy dec. (23 Nov.) ; Ens. W. O'Hara, from
35th F., to be lieut., v. J. H. Scott, who resigns

(7 Dec.)

48th Foot. Capt. P. Macdougall to he maj. by
puTch., v. Morlsset prom. ; Lieut. C. H. Roberts
to be capt. by purch., v. Macdougall (both 19
Dec.)

54th Foot. Ens. F. W. Johnson to be lieut. by
purch., v. Clarke prom. (7 Dec.)

83d Foot. Ens. R. Kelly to be lieut. by purch.,
v. Hotham prom. ; H. S. G. Bowles to be ens. by
purch., v. Kelly (both 19 Dec.)

91th Foot. Susg. A. Armstrong, from Ceylon
Aagt, tobesujg., v. Leslie dec. (24 Apr.)

89th Foot• Ens, S. I. Sutton, from 80th F., to
be lieut. by purch., v. Van Bearleprom. (10 Nov.

>

97th Foot. Cant. T. Reeves, from h.p. 15th F.,
to be capt., v. Cave prom. (12 Dec.)

Coyton Regt. Assist.surg. A. Macqueen, from
83d F. t to be surg., v. Armstrong prom, iu B7tli
F. (24 Apr.)

Allowed to dispose of their halfpay. Capt. J.
Kirkman, 6th F. ; Capt. L. Crawley, 48th F.
(both 12 Dec.) ; Capt. H. P. Cox, 30th F. ; Capt.
F. Wilkie (Lt. Col.), 40th F. (both 19 Dec.)

INDIA SHIPPING
Arrivals.

Nov. 29. Marquis of Hastings, Martin, from
China, 30th April, and Batavia 23d July—also
Catherine , M‘ Intosh, from Bengal 4th June; both
at Deal.—IK). General Palmer, Truseott, from
Madras 30th July; in Margate Roads—also Ke-
liance , Maitland, from Bengal, Mauritius, and
the Cape ; at Deal

—

Dee. 3. Richard and John,
Woodward, from the Mauritius 10th Aug.—also
Lady Rowena, Russell, from N. S. Wales ; both
at Deal.—4. Orynthia, Welsh, from Singapore
8th July ; at Gravesend—also Columbus , Brown,
from Bengal 11th May; off* Dover.—7. Pyramus.
Brodie, from Bomljay 24th June—also Medina,
Briggs, from Bengal 2d June ; both at Deal 10.
Morning Star, Buckham, from Ceylon 8th Aug.

;

at Deal—also Marquis of Anglcsea, Steward, from
the Mauritius ; off Dover—H.M. frigate Alligator,
Chads, from Madras 16th Aug., and Ceylon 1st
Sept.; at Portsmouth.—14. Barroam, Hutchin-
son, from Bengal 12th May, and Madras !>th
June; at Gravesend—also Mary Anne, M*Do> aid,
from Bombay 31st July ; at Deal.—23. Princess
Charlotte, M‘Kean, from Bengal 4th July; at
Liverpool.—24. William Young, Morrison, from
Bengal 20th July ; at Liverpool.

Dr-partares.

Nov. 96. Mariner, Norsworthy, for Cork ami
N. S.Wales; from Deal.—2/. HusJfisson, Wallace.
for Batavia; from Liverpool Dec. 4. Kent, Al-
cock, for Van Diemen's Land ; from Deal.—12.
Loretto, Thompson, for Batavia and Singapore;
from Liverpool

—

15. David Scott, Thornhill, for
Madras and Bengal ; from Portsmouth—also
Maitland, Mudd, for Ceylon and Bombay, from
Deal,—1«. Tiger, Richards, for N. S. Wales and
V. D. Land; from Deal— 16. Klphinatone, Ritchie,
for Bombay; from Greenock—also Cassandra,
If nor, for Bengal; from Glasgow—21. St. Leonard,
Rutherford, for Bengal; and Mangles, Cars, for
Bombay (with troops) ; both from Deal—also
Noron, Logett, for the Mauritius; from Liver-
pool.—23. Ceres, Warren, for Bombay; from Deal.
—24. Vesper, Talbert, for Madras and Bengal; and
Sopping*, Loader, for Ceylon ; both from Deal.)

PASSENGERS FROM INDIA.
Per General Palmer, from Madras : Mrs. Col.

Stackpoole; Mrs. Col. Macieod; Mrs. Col. Bail-
lie; Miss Baillie; Mrs. Smart; Mrs. W. Grey; Mrs.
Mitchell; Mrs. Banister; Mrs. Grey ; W. Peyton,
Esq., sen. member Medical Board ; J. Thomas,
Esq., Civil Service; Capt. Taylor, 4th L.C. ; Capt*
Evansou, II.M.’s 54th Foot; Lieut. Harris, H.
M.’s 20th Foot; Licuts.Chinncry,Chambers, Reid,
W. Grey, Holland, Mitchell, Hoffman, and Beau-
champ, Hon. Company’s service; two Misses
Baillie; two Misses Hamster; two Masters Stack-
poolc; Masters Grey, Forbes, and Davies; two
Masters Baillie; two Masters Banister; 120 soldiers,
invalids of various regiments.

Per Zendfda, from Bengal: Maj. A. Poynta;
Capt. W. Warburton; Lieuts. J. Thomson and
G. Byrne; Lieut, and Adj. Brannan; Paymaster
W. Blair j Assist.surg. A. Cumrolng, H.M.’s 67th
regt. ; 130 King's invalids; 17 Company’s ditto.

Per Marquis of Hastings

,

from Batavia: Mr.
Byers.

Per Orynthia, from Batavia: Capt. Johnston.
Par Jjady Rowena , from New South Wales;

Mr. Doyle; Lieut. 'Piggott, 3d regt.; Mr. Burn-
sides, R.N. ; Mr. S. Stewart ; Mr. Kelly ; Mrs.
Gray; Mrs. Work; ten children-

Per Pyramus, from Bombay i W. Chaplin.
Esq., late of Dacca; J. Parish, Esq., Secretary
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to Government; Cupt. Paul, 3d cav. ! Capt.
Eden and Lieut. Curtis, H.M.'s ,6th Foot; Lieut.
Bellamore, 2d N.I.; A. Walker, Esq., assist,

surg. ; R. Farr, Esq., merchant; Capt. W. R.
Best, late of the Perseverance , from the Cape;
Capt. Douglas, H.M.’s 90th Foot; Master Parish

;

4 servants.

Per Reliance, from Bengal : Mrs. Ilemmings
and child ; Mr. Berry, from the Mauritius.

P - Medina , from Bengal: Lieut. lloberlson*
a dN I.; Lieut. M'Crae, tilth N.I.; Miss Spin"
row and servant.

Per Columbus, from Bengal; Lieuts. Barnard
and Blake, l-I.M.’s 36th Foot; Lieuts. Bevill and
Fitzgerald, If.C.’s service; Dr. Walsh, H.M.’s
89th regt. ; three children of the late Capt. Swin-
ton.

Fir Mary Ann, from Bombay: Col. Dunbar,
Nat. Cav.; Col. O’Donaghee, 47th regt., and
family; Capt. Smith, late 4th Dr.: Lieut. Kean,
II.C/s service; Mrs. Drew; Thomas Fox.

Pet Hantssa, from Madras : Lieut. Maimedla

;

Mrs. and Master Maimed ia. From the Mauritius

;

Col. Barry, chief secretary ;
' Mrs. and Master

Barry; Mr. Mrs. and Miss Mylius ; ltev. M.
Crow; Mrs. and Master Crow; Miss Schofield;
Messrs. Pattle and Bcatir, R.N.; Capt. Starkins,
Mr. Dobbins, and Mr. Collins, late of the brig
Mariner; four servants; five invalids.—(Mr.
Featherstoue, of the Civil Service, died on the 3d
July).

Per Morning Star, from Ceylon: Lieut. Col.
Patterson; Maj. Audain, H.M.s ltith Foot; Dr.
Dwyer, physician to the forces; Lieut. Dwyer,
H.M.’s H3d Foot; Lieut. Pacanl, Ceylon Itille

Corps ; Mr. Lusignan ; two Misses and two Mas-
ters Lusignan; Miss Audain; Master Kowen.
Per II. M. S. Alligator , from Madras ; Capt.

Kollett and Capt. Keelc, R.N. ; Col. Godwin,
H.M.'s 41st Foot.
Per tYilliam Young, from Bengal : Mr. Brooks;

Ens. Webster, H.M.’s 67th regt. ; Lieut. Scott,
II.M.’s 47th ditto.

Per Princess Charlotte, from Bengal : Mr. P.
Duncan; Mr. J. Baddeley ; Master Baddclcy.

PASSE N' ti CHS OUTWARDS.

Per Tiger, for V. D. Land and N. S. Wales

:

Deputy Com. Gen. G. T. Maddox and son : M r.

Vallance ; Mr. Bennett; Mr. and Mrs. Roland and
family; Mr. Coombs; Mr. Wedge and three bro-
thers; Mr. J. Robison.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

The brig Sun of Calcutta has been totally lost

on her passage from Sydney. She struck upon a
sunken reef of coral while steering for the entrance
of Torres Straits, and went to pieces almost im-
mediately. The first and second officers, with
twenty-two lascars, were drowned, (’apt. Gillet,
with the remainder of the crew, reached Mur-
ray's Island in safety in the jolly-boat.

The James Scott

,

Richards, from SingajKire
and Batavia to London, put into Bombay on the
21st J uly, to be docked. The chief mate was dead,
and the second-mate had fallen overboard and
was drowned.
The Britannia, Bourchier, from London to

Bombay, was lost on the 22d Oct. off St. Helena.
She struck on a sunken rock at the mouth of the
bay, about sixteen miles from land.

The Joseph, Christopherson, from Bengal, ar-

rived at Gibraltar on the 3d December.

Casualties .

Capt. W. Meade, of the Euphrates, died olF the
Cape of Good Hope on the 1st June.

Capt. Renoldson, of the Sir Godfrey Webster,

died at Port Louis on the 26th August.

Capt. Wm. Ostler, ofthe Marquess of Hastings,
homeward-bound from China, threw himself
overboard in a fit of Insanity off the Cape of Good
Hope,' on the night of the 9th September. A
paper, containing the following words, was found
lying on the table of hie cabin In the morning s—** A bad crew and bad chief-mate is the destruc-
tion of William Ostler.”

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.

BIRTHS.
Nov. 26. At Poplar, Middlesex, Mrs. George

Baillic, of a son.
29. At Wellington Parade, Gloucester, the lady

cf NT. J. N. Buckle, Esq., of a daughter.
Dee. 10. At Rydc, Isle of Wight, the lady of

Capt. Flint, of the ship Hope, of a daughter.
12. At Woolwich, the lady of Maj. Ord, K.B.,

of a daughter.
Id. In Great Cumberland Street, the lady of Ad-

miral Sir Richard King, Bart., of a son.

19.

In London, the lady of Mr. J. Du Puy (hie
Netherland Majesty’s civil service), of a son.

MA It It IAG KS.

Nop. 21. At St. Martin’s Church, John Spark,
Esq., of the Hon. E. I. Company's service, to Miss
Louisa Baylcy, of Kensington.

29. At Edinburgh, Lieut. Col. Com. W. D.
Knox, of the Bengal establishment, to Jane, eldest
daughter of the late John Waite, Esq., London.

30. At >t. Pancras New Church, C. Johnson,
Esq., of Wallingtons, Berkshire, to Charlotte
Mary, eldest daughter of the late Lieut. Col.
Lock, of the lion. E. 1. Company’s service.

Dec. ti. At Edinburgh, W. Tate, Esq., of tire
Old Jewry, to Mary, youngest daughter of the late
Maj. John Munro, of the Madras establishment.

7. At Titchficld, Claud Douglas, Esq., of the
lion. E. I. Company’s service, to Mary Madelina,
second daughter of Rear-Admiral Sir A. C. Dick-
son, Bart.

14. At All Souls’ Church, Langham Place, Ro-
bert, son of C. ( h'chester, Esi., of Hall, Devon,
to Clareutia, daughter of the late Col. El. Mason,
of the Madras cavalry.

16. At Folkstone, W. Knatchbull, D.D., Lau-
dinn Professor of Arabic in the Universty of Ox-
ford, to Anna Maria Elizabeth, eldest daughter of
H. Dawkins, Esq.

1 ‘). At Edinburgh, Mr. W. M’Crie, merchant,
second son of the Rev. l)r. T. M’Crie, to Isabella,
only daughter of the late Capt. Thos. Greig, of
the Hon. K. I. Company’s service-

20. At Preston, near Bath, Maj. St. John Black-
er, of the Madras cavalry, to Anne Hammond,
daughter of Sir (’has. Morgan, M.D., of Dublin.

21. At St. George’s, Ilanover Square, Isaac
Nind, Esq., to Louisa, widow of the late W.
Paton, Esq., second member of the Board of Re-
venue, Calcutta.

23. At St. Pancras New Church, J. S. Rodney,
Esq., eldest son of the Hon. J. Rodney, chief
secretary to government, Ceylon, to Eleanor,
third daughter of Joseph Hume, Esq., of Upper
Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square.

DEATHS.
Ocf. 30. At Coekermouth. Mr. J. Fallows, father

of the Rev. F. Fallows, British astronomer at the
Cape of (iood Hope.
Nov. 22. At Ashling, near Chichester, S. Dou-

glas, Esq., Rear-Admiral of the White.— At Berlin, Professor Bode, the celebrated
astronomer.

26. At Bath, Col. Edw. Brown, of the Hon. E.
I. Company’s service.

26. On board H. M.’s ship Revenge, off Naples,
Francis Rawdon Hastings, Marquess of Hastings,
K.U., G.C'.B., Ac. Ac. Governor and Commander-
in-chiefof the island of Maltaand its dependencies.

Dec. 3. At Edinburgh, Jas. Maitland, Esq., late
of the Ceylon civil service.

7. In Buckingham Street, Fitzroy Square, John
Flaxman, Rsq., R.A., and professor of sculpture
in the Royal Academy, in his 72d year.
6. At Putney, Mary Henrietta, daughter of

Lieut. Col. P. T. Comyn, 53d regt. Bengal N.T.
12. At Dalston, Capt. Jas. Hodgson, or the Hon.

E. I. Company’s service, son of W. Hodgson.
Esq., Upper Bedford Street.

14. At Brighton, Lucy Eleanor, widow of the
late Thomas P. Newhouse, Esq.— At Paris, M. Malte-Brun, tme of the editors
of the Journal des Debate, and a distinguished
writer on geography and politics.

July. At Penang, . Wm. Clubley, Esq., member
of council.
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OPINIONS OF THE PERIODICAL PRESS RESPECTING THE
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

Wf. have in preceding numbers of this journal submitted several articles to

our readers upon the subject of the government of British India, our object

in which has been at once to remove some gross misstatements and misconcep-

tions thereupon, and to communicate such information, to those who are

desirous of knowing the truth, as might qualify them to understand the

subject, and to be on their guard against the delusive representations of

interested and party writers. We have not confined ourselves to remarks upon

the past and actual state of the system of Indian administration ; we have

adverted to the future, and speculated upon the policy to be pursued when
the opportunity arrives for reconsidering the question in Parliament.

The gradual approximation of that period has attracted the attention of

divers of our contemporaries of the periodical press, who have delivered their

judgments upon the subject, cither under the cover of reviews of works

relating to India, or more openly, ore pleno, in what are termed original

articles. We arc of opinion that it will not he displeasing to our readers, if

we examine some of these writings, and lay before them the specific sentiments

of the authors : although wc are not to regard them as authentic indices

of public opinion in England, they arc the notions of various individuals who
have, or who ought to have, paid some attention to the subject, and are

therefore entitled to, at least, some regard.

We shall begin with the Quarterly Review, the last published number * of

which contained an examination of Sir John Malcolm’s “Political History of

India,” and of two other works on Indian affairs ; in the course of which the

writer discloses the sentiments of the political party of which that review has

generally been considered the organ.

* No. LXIX. published in Deceinljcr.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 134. 2 B
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TherevlGWer seems to premise, as a fundamental principle, that some altera^

tion is required in the existing mode by which British India is now governed.

Adapting Sir John Malcolm’s division of the complex government, into two

bfentiies, that in England and that in India, the writer observes, that upon

the first the question is whether the object of good government will be best

attained by continuing the present mixed system of governing, by the Company

and the Board of Control, or by transferring the entire authority to the Crown.

Xhe objections to the latter scheme, as urged by Sir John, are partly admitted

by the reviewer ; he says that the government of our Indian empire requires

the attention of some authority in England, “ and this result we conceive to

be attained in a much greater degree under the present system than we could

expect it to be under any other that has hitherto been proposed.” Resentful

as the reviewer shows himself at the free remarks .of Sir John Malcolm Upon

what would be the effect of clothing the Ministers of the Crown with the sole

authority over the executive government of India,—the evils to be apprehended

from “ the urgent desire of satisfying friends, and disarming opponents ; of

conciliating the public, or of avoiding parliamentary discussions ;”—yet aftefo

a decent show of defending the Ministers from such improbable suspicions, - hci

concludes with the following passage :

*
Still we cannot but admit that the mutability belonging to the high offices of adminiv

tration in England, and the change of measures to which contending parties arc often

pledged, might, if applied to India, materially affect the stability of our extraordinary

empire in that country. Dynasties have risen and fallen in the East, without changing

the laws or manners of the people
;
and there unquestionably is a fixedness about,

municipal and fiscal institutions in India, that renders change, even though directed to

obvious improvement, difficult, and makes periodical experiment extremely dangerous.

The present system of home administration is a most singular one; hut at the same

time it combines elements peculiarly adapted, as well to the political interests of our

own country, as to the good government of our Indian possessions.

The reviewer, “ maintaining the positive efficiency and political conveniency

of the existing system,” proposes to make the Court of Proprietors the

instrument by which any improvement is to be effected hereafter, either in the

distribution of duties at home, or in the administration of government abroad.

He presses strongly upon “ the obvious and increasing utility of this Court, as

tfre only medium through which the difficult question of governing India in the

present day, with all the benefits of a representative system, without its

official vicissitudes, can be obtained.”

!. We earnestly and devoutly hope, if any project of this kind be entertained,

that the constitution of the Court of Proprietors may be somewhat changed,

before it is converted into a parliament for our Eastern territories. We mean
no allusion to any present proprietor, when we say that if an individual raeni^

her of the Court can, by the purchase of £500 India stock, without any
election, or inquiry into his character or capacity, acquire the right of ha-

rassing and impeding public business, of wasting the time of others by insipid

harangues, of increasing the Company's expenditure by moving for mountains

of papers which can never be read, such a Court ought rather to be re-

stricted in its powers, than be armed with new ones, which, under its existing

conformation, would be available for mischief rather than good.

.
With respect to the Court of Directors, which Sir John Malcolm proposes

to exalt in the scale of authority, the reviewer recommends an improved
distribution of tli£ business, by which superintendence of the important cter

pertinents of Indian administration should be assigned to previously acquired

knowledge.
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knowledge, and not,
,
as at present, to mere seniority* -He proposes that

business now delegatedao irresponsible persons, should -be personally managed-
by the Directors, who would be answerable to their colleagues and to
proprietors for the application of their time and abilities to the department;
under their immediate superintendence, fie subjoins, however,; the following*

remark:

When the exchangeable value of the patronage possessed individually and collectively

by the Court of Directors is taken into view, it may well be a matter of surprise that they

do not possess a greater degree of influence on public affairs than at present; and that

the office itself, the qualification being so easily attainable, is not more an object of
general ambition. It would, therefore, seem tliat, however large the amount of
patronage, there must be something most innoxious in the exercise of it, which aVoids
censure by not attracting notice, and so affords the best practical reason for. the con-
tinuance of this part of the existing system.

With regard to the local government of India, the reviewer seems inclined

to admit the expediency of a new division and an increase in the number
of the governments, as well as a change in the political character of the

Governor-general, analogous to that recommended by Sir John Malcolm.
He likewise urges (in opposition to the opinions of the last-mentioned writer)

the policy of establishing one common judicial and fiscal system throughout'

the territories of the East-India Company. Sir John conceives that much
mischief arises from “ the continued effort to apply the same general rules,

principles, and institutions, to every part of our extended and diversified

empire;” the reviewer urges, on the other hand, that " with the fact before;

us, that the bigotted and comparatively barbarous Mahomedan conquerors of

India did succeed in giving some uniformity to their general administration, it

is difficult to admit that it would be merely hopeless to look for a similar

result under a government free from religious intolerance, and possessing the

advantages of civilization and knowledge.” This argument would hold, if

Sir John Malcolm had maintained the absolute impracticability of the plan

;

but it is no argument against its mischief and impolicj7
, to allege what the

bigotted and barbarous Musulmans after all only imperfectly performed.

The reviewer considers the fact to be established by the authorities under

his notice, that “ the natives of India are, in point of moral character, fully

equal to judicial employment ;” he, therefore, leans to those who recommend
their admission into high offices. When the fact is made apparent to us,

we shall be ready to join in the above recommendation; and can now agree

with the reviewer in thinking that “
their gradual introduction into the higher

offices ought not to be regarded as entirely impracticable.”

On the judicial branch of the administration in India, the only improvement

recommended by the reviewer is a revision of the existing laws and regulations.

The projected introduction of the punchayct, or court of arbitration, whatever

Utility it may possess in the manner in which it is now employed, under the

authority of the superior courts, is admitted by the reviewer not to be adapted

to an improved and improving people like the Hindoos of the present day;

The warm terms of commendation bestowed by Sir John Malcolm upon this

form of trial are thus adverted to in the review

The honest pleasure which our author must have felt, in seeing a province which had

been for some years a scene of desolation and disorder, present the appearance of return-

ing tranquillity and prosperity, may have led him to give too high a colouring to the

effects of a system of law which is only fitted to the very simplest state of society, and

which
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which secures expedition by the total absence of professional knowledge and established

procedure.

Upon the subjects treated in the last chapter of Sir John Malcolm’s work,—

•

the British community in India,—the Anglo-Indians,—propagation of Chris-

tianity—and the state of the Press,—the reviewer coincides with that author
in urging the expediency of maintaining the existing principles of administra-

tion, “ Such sentiments,” he says, “ are, in fact, common to the great

majority of those who have carried any practical knowledge of the natives of
India and the local administration to the discussion of these important ques-

tions.” He observes that there are individuals with whom the propagation of

their creeds is so primary an object, as to produce in them a neglect of the

more homely considerations of practicability and prudence. “ To such stirring

spirits,” he adds, 4t
the colonization of a very old, a very densely peopled,

and a very distant country, the conversion of eight millions of bigots, and
the establishment of a free press in India, arc points of easy attainment,

involving no sacrifice but that of the prejudices and conveniences of an arbi-

trary government. Their voice here and elsewhere has of late been loud.”

The reviewer enters somewhat fully into the question respecting the press;

he says, justly, that the abolition of the censorship by Lord Hastings, and the

substitution of regulations, made no essential alteration in the restrictions on
the press. “ However it might have suited the interest of individuals,” he
observes, “ to assert that the substitution of these declaratory and pro-

hibitory regulations, for the censorship, had given an increased latitude of

discussion to the periodical press—it was obvious that, substantially, the matter

remained as before : in short, that the alteration only extended to the per-

mission of printing that without inspection which/ practically, under the former

system, could not have failed to receive the imprimatur of the censor.”

In further corroboration of his argument, the reviewer quotes from one of

the works at the head of the article,* the following passage, as embodying,
in a very few words, the common sense of the whole subject

:

A representative government and a free press are naturally co-existing political cir-

cumstances ; the freedom of the press prevents the representative system from de-

generating into a mere form; it is the element wi:!iout wlrch political vitality could not

survive; but, in a government, where every authority centers in the executive, the

freedom of the press is an antagonist principle, always tending to the dissolution of

of the administrative conformation. Sic volo, sic jubco
, when once the government

'have adopted a measure, must be the maxim of all despotisms: discussion and
implicit obedience are incompatible

; and the only quarter from whence a control,

consistent with the duration of an empire, can be exerted over public functionaries in

India, is England.

The reviewer adds to this statement, that whatever speculative good may
be prognosticated from the establishment of a free press in India,—even the

extension of Christianity— it would be open to the grievous risk of extinguish-

ing all in a sudden agony of political convulsion.

The article we have here brought under our reader’s notice is ably written :

those who attach a degree of demi-official importance to the political opinions
expressed in this work, will, we think, perceive in the article pretty con-
vincing proofs that the supreme executive government is not much influenced
by the clamour of certain malcontents

; and that no essential changes arc
contemplated in the existing form of government for British India.

,
We

* " A Letter to Sir Charles Forbes, on the Administration of Indian Affairs," by a Civil Servant.
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• We pass next to an article in the Monthly Review,* devoted to a critique

on the valuable work of Sir John Malcolm,- which was the principal subject of
the preceding article. The writer of this article commences with the topic

which in the Quarterly Review formed the last,—the press in India. It is

gratifying to us to find that although this reviewer considers (very erroneously)

Sir John Malcolm as the avowed opponent of Mr. Mill, and as “ the general

apologist of the Company and regards him as a writer whose sentiments,
u on branch of Indian administration,’* are therefore to be received with

caution
; yet, upon the question of the press, he coincides entirely with him :

Yielding to no men (says the reviewer) in the zealous determination to uphold the

principles of rational freedom, wherever their operation is practicable, we are yet

thoroughly convinced of the absurdity and madness of attempting to apply them, for

ages to come, to the state of society in India. Our empire in that country is avowedly
a despotism—-a beneficent despotism, indeed, it should he the public care to render it.

Many generations must pass away before, if ever, a dawn of liberty can be cautiously

opened upon the benighted Asiatic mind ; and whenever we hear the cant of democracy

employed in asserting the rights of a free press in India, we can only attribute the

attempt, either to a political fanaticism, which is incapable of sane judgment, or to

inurepremeditated designs of mischief A free press in India would be an utter anomaly

in a despotism : tlie continuance of its existence must ensure the subversion of the

power which fostered it.

This reviewer is not disposed to admit that the original acquisition of our

extensive power is justifiable in any point of view ; lie says we had never a

right to plant a foot on the soil of India; and the aggressions of the natives,

though ever so rash, were warranted upon the broad maxims of self-defence.

Having acquired the empire, however, he acknowledges we could not re-

linquish it without inflicting a new injury on the people; and he adds; “ We
sincerely believe, moreover, that all India has gained largely by the supremacy

of our sceptre; and on the reality of the benefits which it may confer upon the

natives must the true glory of our dominion be based.”

In the brief remarks upon the character of the two branches of Indian

government, the home and the local, the reviewer considers that the incon-

veniences in the forms of both arc “ universally acknowledged ;” and that

“ it is admitted ” that the whole system, in its present operation, is utterly

unequal to the enormous extension which our power has received since its

enactment. These rather gratuitous assertions are followed up by the follow-

ing remarks, singularly at variance with the sentiments expressed in the

article contained in the Quarterly Review, as well as those generally entertained

by unbiassed persons

:

The most glaring and primary imperfections are to be found in the nature of the con-

trolling Indian administration in England. So anomalous a system of government it

perhaps never before entered into the bead of man to conceive. Mr. l’itt’s bill was

declared by himself to have been [to be] only a temporary experiment, amidst a choice

of inconveniences; and that some great change has become necessary, if only to suit

the prodigious aggrandizement of the empire within the last forty years, no well-

informed person will be hardy enough to deny. The present constitution of the

government is a strange medley of functions, between a Hoard of Control and a Court

of Directors : the members of the former being British statesmen, bringing to their

office no peculiar acquaintance with India ; and those of the latter not statesmen at all,

but individuals chosen by accident, through commercial and monied interest, or private

intrigue. Yet the Board of Control are the reoi political governors of India, and the

Court

* No. XU. October 11U(>.
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Court of Directors the dispensers of patronage, and, in theory at least, the nomi-

nators to the highest offices of the state.

Let us just observe how the Quarterly Reviewer treats this objection as to

the qualifications of these two component parts of the htnhe gOverntntftrt 6f

our Indian empire, the anomaly of which he justly regards 5 as paHlatirig thii
;

anomalous character of its government. That reviewer considers that the

distinction between the Court of Directors and the Board of Control, in

respect to detailed knowledge of Indian affairs, is immaterial, and that in the

parliamentary responsibility to which the members of the Board of Control

are subject for the general conduct of these affairs, the nation has a security

that no act of oppression will be committed by the servants of the Company.

There appears, in short, in the passage in the Monthly Review now under

consideration, a tendency to fall into the vulgar error of applying to our

Indian government the same political maxims as are applicable only to ordinary

Cases.

This article concludes with the following reflections, too vague and indis-

tinct in their application to be of much value:

The whole fabric of our Indian administration must be taken under revision to meet

the exigencies of the empire. A system applicable to the season of progressive do-

minion may lie totally inconsistent with an established and stationary order of things.

The very tranquillity and apparent security of our power must have a tendency to relax

the springs of all our institutions, to convert the duties of the state into a mere sluggish

routine, and to promote lethargy and inaction in the civil and mil itary services. Even
the relations of the subordinate servants of government with the natives, will need a
watchful superintendence to avert consequences of incalculable mischief. If ever, in

the pride of power, it be forgotten, by what means our empire has been established, its

downfall will be precipitated by our own hands. Unshaken firmness and activity in

our government, tempered with a scrupulous regard to the religious prejudices and
civil rights of the people of India, can alone command tlieir respect and win their

affection. The sincere desire to improve their moral and political condition must be

exercised with the utmost caution and prudence in its gradual operation. Such alto-

gether can be the only path of successful duty, and may afford the only hope of per-

petuating our empire.

We now proceed to a third article (a review of Sir John Malcolm’s work*
and of Mr. Lushington’s History of the Institutions of Calcutta), published in

the British Critic.*

The writer commences by deploring the apathy with which the British empire

. in the East is regarded by its possessors. He observes that “ the great body of
the nation, the Lords and Commons in Parliament assembled, the mass., of
their most intelligent and influential constituents, the lights of the law and the

church, the ornaments of either university, our eminent merchants, our historical

and political students, know very little more of the East-Indies than of PeKinor
Timbuctoo.” That there is ample ground for imputing apathy to the peopje^f
England respecting India is true ; but the general imputation here is much^toj),

large and unlimited. The Quarterly Reviewer will not admit the justice^ of

Sir John Malcolm’s very modified reproach, that “Indian affairs do not reqeivq p
sufficient degree of attention from Parliament:” the reviewer alleges, in disproof

of Sir Jphn’s assertion, that “ two subjects connected with India have rccentjjr

engaged the public attention ; the one the war with the Burmese, and the

other the state of the press in India. On both, the most complete information
has, on the motion of different members of the House of Commons,, been

* No. V, for October 1826.
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laid before Parliament and the country : the usual Parliamentary attention has,

therefore, been given to the matters in question ; and if no ulterior proceeding
ha?. taken place, the presumption is, that none was required.”—Now, what
wpuld the reviewer say if another writer had affirmed that, because a multi-

tude of excellent publications had appeared at different times, respecting India,

therefojjp, the people of Kngland must be well acquainted with the subject?

This is a plain petitio principii : the material fact to be proved is that the
information has been read, examined, and understood.

The impression of the writer in the Critic is that the unnatural apathy he
deplores will speedily disappear, through causes which he specifies.

Entertaining an opinion decidedly hostile to the aggrandizing policy alleged

to have been pursued by former governments in India, and particularly the
system of Lord Wellesley, the writer, nevertheless, confesses his conviction

that a perseverance in the neutral scheme of policy was subsequently im-
practicable, and that the British empire in India could not have been preserved

without measures contrary to that scheme, so pertinaciously enforced from
home.

The opinion entertained by the reviewer of the nature of the Anglo-Indian

empire, appears from the following passage :

—

The conquest of India by Britain is of a very peculiar kind; it has little or no
resemblance to former triumphs in that country : it was not planned or desired by the au-

thorities at home. The express, the repeated, the persevering orders from this country

to abstain from aggrandizement, might almost suffice to exonerate the mother country

from the blame which attaches to the transaction, and leave her nothing hut the honour

of having produced the men, and furnished the means by which that mighty empire

was won. Yet, still, if she is required to produce the title-deeds to her Indian

estate, she has nothing to bring into court but her sword. Justice and equity have little

to say on the occasion. She rules in India by the self-same title by which the Spaniards

rulo in Mexico, or the Saxons in Britain ; and it is only by the use which remains to be

made of her power, that she can distinguish herself from the vulgar herd of usurpers

and conquerors, and atone, in some measure, for the assumption of an authority of

which the origin was decidedly unjust.

With respect to the question as to what should be the future government for

India, this reviewer gives no decided opinion, unless it may be inferred from

his remark that “ the great argument for continuing the present system is that

to improve established institutions is generally wiser and more advantageous

than to form new ones;” and that if this argument were overruled, “the

nation would readily adopt the opinion delivered by Mr. Canning in 1813, that

if it were determined to dissolve the Company, there would be no great

difficulty in devising a better instrument for governing India.” He adopts,

implicitly, the sentiments of Sir John Malcolm in regard to Lord Cornwallis’s

measures respecting the revenue, police, and courts of justice ; and his urgent

Recommendation of cautious proceedings, and of adapting our improvements

to the prejudices and habits of the people of India.

The state of Christianity in India claims a large share of the reviewer’s

attention, and excites no little warmth in him. Notwithstanding his subscrip-

tion to the eloquent appeal of Sir John Malcolm, in behalf of abstaining from

measures in opposition to the prejudices and rooted habits of the Hindoos,

and of giving time “ for the slow and silent operation of the desired improve-

ment, with a constant impression that every attempt to accelerate this end

will be attended with the danger of its defeat;”—he still inveighs against the

government of India for the “ systematic neglect of Christianity,” and blames

Mr.
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Mr. Burke’s outrageous philippic against the Indian government, solely be-

cause ft
lie never mentions the utter neglect with which Christianity was

treated in the East!” Our conclusion is that Mr. Burke esteemed the

passiveness of the Company upon this point a merit ;
and it was not his

business to exhibit their virtues, but to exaggerate and caricature their alleged

defects.

Neither of the three writers, whose opinions on the subject of Inffian ad-

ministration wc have here recorded, has contemplated the transfer of authority

from the Company to the Crown, as a sine <jad non towards improvement;

neither has stigmatized the Company’s government as unjust, mischievous, or

radically bad. That it is not defective it would be folly or madness to con-

tend ; but wc may perceive, from the diversity which prevails amongst those

who think upon the subject, that it would be difficult to find many who would

agree in their views of what is deficient, or in a scheme for improving what

all admit to need improvement. If a government were now, for the first

time, to be devised for British India, it would probably never cuter the head

of any politician, theoretical or practical, to propose such a system of rule as

that by which India is now governed. But it docs not, therefore, follow that

the system is objectionable t an argument for a contrary conclusion seems

rather to follow. Nothing but experience could demonstrate what was

suited to the peculiar circumstances of such a country as India; an experiment,

made by accident rather than design, has so far succeeded, that unbiassed

persons, convinced of the defects in the form of government so introduced,

deprecate a change in that form, and recommend partial remedies, to be

applied to evils not inherent but accidental. We have no doubt that many
other experiments might have been tried without such a result; that not one
of the multitude of constitutions, of every shape, size, and colour, with

which the pigeon-holes of the French revolutionists were filled, would
have been better adapted for Hindoostnn than its present government, many of

the objections to which arc the result of inexperience1

, want of information,

or, as one of the writers wc have just quoted says, " more premeditated de-

signs of mischief.”

It is amusing to compare the sentiments contained in the articles we have

referred to, with the notable disquisition upon India in the Westminster Review
of last year (a work to which, since the alfair of the Greek loans, we should

be inclined to pay less regard than ever), wherein the Indian government was
represented as the cause of the misery of its people, to whom, it is au-

- daciously asserted, “ wc have not communicated scarcely any thing really worth
their having !”

Discarding all such gross and palpable misrepresentations, and rejecting the

testimony of those who are incited by party feelings and malice to abuse the

understandings of the ignorant, we shall find that public writers entertain

a tolerably just esteem for the existing form of administration for India, and
may thence derive some argument for concluding that the bulk of the nation

are little inclined^ to see the East-India Company divested of its territorial

rights for the sake of indulging speculative schemes, which ^threaten injury to

our constitution on one hand, arid loss of empire on the other.
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THE PROGRESS OF INQUIRY INTO THE LEARNING
OF INDIA.

[Concludedfrom p. 34.]

Tn$ chronology of the Hindus was one of the peculiarities of their system,

which first arrested European attention, after it was directed towards them

upon literary and philosophical principles
;
the remote antiquity which they

claimed for themselves was readily assented to by those who could credit the

extravagant in the annals of China or Hindustan, whilst they refused to listen

to the much more reasonable demands upon their belief in the Mosaic record

:

this delusion, however, could not prevail a moment after the subject ceased to

be obscurely visible, and when not only its absurdity, but its artificial character,

became distinctly perceptible. To supply the requisite illustration was one of

the early subjects of Sir Win. Jones’s labours; and in his Essay on the Chro-

nology of the Hindus and its supplement, he has exhibited a correct outline of

the system, and endeavoured to reduce it to rational limits.

The matter of the universe in all Indian systems is eternal, but its forms

are finite; all existing beings, even the gods, are from time to time destroyed,

and the whole returns to a state without shape, and void : these periods of

destruction arc of more or less frequent occurrence, according to the im-

portance of the object destroyed. The world of man perishes at much briefer

intervals than the worlds of the gods
;
destructions are also partial or complete,

and the race .of living beings may be swept away by a deluge without the

substance of the great globe itself suffering any material disorganization*

from these notions of cosmogony have arisen the rudiments of Hindu chro-

nology, as the attempt to adjust the periods of destruction,' minor or major,

partial or entire, has led to the artificial construction of the stages of the

world.

The shortest period in Hindu chronology is an age, oraYuga: four of

these constitute one Mahayuga ; seventy-one of these are under the control

of a Menu, and the aggregate is thence denominated a Manwantara. There
are fourteen Menus, and the total of their reigns constitutes a Culpa, when all

the inferior worlds perish with their inhabitants : the gods and sages alone

survive. A Calpa is a day of Brahma; his night is of equal duration; three

hundred and sixty-five double Calpas make up his year, and he exists a hundred

years ; after which the annihilation is entire. All this is clearly mythological,

and has nothing to do with real chronology, or even astronomical calculations.

The duration of a Mahayuga, or aggregate of four ages, is 4,320,000 years,

and it is a question why this should have been chosen. Sir Wm. Jones is

disposed to refer its origin to the number of years in which a fixed star seems

to move through a degree of a great circle or 25,920 ; but we do not think his

reasons verj' satisfactory. The most plausible, is that 432, which seems to be

the basis of the Indian system, is a sixtieth of the above sum, and sixty is a

number familiar to Indian computation : and that the twef periods, 4,320,000

and 25,920, have among their common divisors 6,9,12, 18, 36, 7^» &c., which

numbers, with their several multiples, especially in a decuple progression,

constitutes some of the most celebrated periods of the Chaldeans, Greeks,

Tartars, and even of the Indians. It is now, however, perhaps too late to trace

the principles on which this adjustment was made ; and it is sufficient to feel

satisfied that it emanates from imagination, and not from science. We shall

have occasion to revert to the subject, as Sir Wm. Jones only led the way in

Asiatic Jottrn, Vol. XXIII. No. 134. 3 C the
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the inquiry, and was followed by several eminent writers, whose contributions

we shall be called upon to notice.

Besides the mythological chronology. Sir William particularizes that which
may be termed mytho-historical, and exhibits the scries of the Avatars, or

descents of Vishnu, and of the chief monarchs of India of the solar and
lunar race.

The Avatars are ten, of which one, Kalki, is yet to come : the orthodox

system assigns them all to Vishnu, to whom, as the preserving power, they are

most appropriate, as they took place for the protection of mankind. The
Saiva Puranas, however, enumerate a number of Avatars of that deity, who
appear to have been the teachers of the sect : the incarnation of Buddha is of

a questionable character, and seems to have been borrowed from a hostile sect.

Sir Wm. Jones concurs with the Chinese authorities as to the date of Buddha,

and places him about a thousand years before our era. From this, and from

a Hindu verse cited from the Bhhgavadainrita, which in his translation

makes the birth of Buddha to have taken place in the year 1002 of the

Kali age, he argues that that age began only about 2,000 years before the

Christian era, not 3,000 as usually asserted. In this, however, he is wrong,

as the proper translation should be “ after the expiration of the second thou-

sand of the years of Kali, Buddha appeared ;** consequently the stanza concurs

with the received opinion, and with the Chinese authorities, placing the

beginning of the Kali 3,000, and Buddha 1,000 years before the birth of

Christ.

Of the fourteen Manwantaras of the present great period, six have passed,

and we are now in the middle of the seventh. The presiding Menu is Vaivus-

wata, the son of Surya, or the Sun : his descendants in the male line consti-

tute the Surya-vans, or solar family, whilst the descendants of his daughter,

by Buddha, the son of the moon, form the lunar line. These princes the

Hindus affect to trace through the three first ages to the year 2000 of the

present; after which their authorities assume the prophetic strain, and des-

cribe various families who exercised the sovereign authority in modern and
corrupt days, until they suppose the whole frame of civil society to be dis-

solved.

Sir Wm. Jones has collected the lists of the princes, and endeavoured to

adjust the collateral lines with much shrewdness, but no very great success

:

the fault was not his, but that of his materials. He took his lists from a sort

4>f compendium of the Puranas, compiled by Radhakant ; but Hindus of

the present day, however learned and acute, entertain too contemptible a

notion of history to be capable of investigating its details with accuracy or

care; the compilation, in this respect, is therefore, we doubt not, very loosely

made: in fact, we question its being compiled at all, and it appears to us to

be taken solely from the Vishnu Purana, with a few blunders of no trifling

moment.
Whatever may be thought of the chronology of these kings, or of the

ctrbifmstanccs recoiled of them, we see no reason to question their existence,

the order of their succession, or the main events of their reigns. When
translated out of the language of the marvellous into that of probability, there

is a general consistency in the narrative which shews it not to have been the

product of arbitrary imagination, and there is an implied avowal in several of

the Puranas, that it was derived, not from such visionary beings as saints and

inspired sages, but from professional chroniclers, Sutas and Magadhas, mere

men of flesh and blood. That their records were not preserved with much
care
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care maybe conceded; and hence anomalies in succession and conflicting

dates; but it is not unlikely that much confusion has been made by later

authorities, in attempting to new-model the ancient stories: hence would

seem to have arisen the perplexities in Buchanan’s elaborate tables of the

genealogies ofthe Hindus ; they arc taken from the Bfiagavat, Hart Vansd, and
Vansd Lata: the first is the most modern of the Puranas, and the author has

made ample additions to legend and tradition, from stores of which we are

unapprized. The Hari Vansd is an appendage to the Mahabharata of very

questionable authenticity, and the Vansd Lata is—we do not pretend to know
what. Here again, therefore, labour and talent have been at work on very

suspicious, if not treacherous, ground, and the subject is yet to be investi-

gated, with a due appreciation of the authorities to be followed. Bentley,

and even Wilford, seem to have contented themselves with the list furnished

by Sir Win. Jones, and have implicitly copied its mistakes.

The supplement to the chronology of the Hindus contains comments on a
passage in an astronomical writer, Varahamiriha, on the position of the

colures in the days of Parasara, the father of Vyasa, by which it appears that

the solstitial points were then in the asterisms Dhanishtha and Aslesha, whilst

in the time of the writer they were in Purvava.su and Uttarasharha, and that,

consequently, Parasara must have written within twelve centuries before our

era. But as Parasara was the grandson of Vasishtlia, the preceptor of Rama,
the date of that demi-god is thus brought far below the limits assigned to it by
the Hindu chronologcrs, and the whole computation is necessarily subjected

to a like reduction. We have no objection to this general inference; but the

import and authenticity of the citation have been made the subject of ve-

hement discussion, to which we must hereafter recur: the manner in which it

is brought forward and commented on by Sir Win, Jones, is a happy illustra-

tion of his tact and talents.

The essay on the Indian zodiac affords another instance of his promptitude

in seizing upon leading objects, in which he could not have been deeply stu-

died. The immediate object of the essay was to refute the assertion of Mon-
tucla, that it was highly probable that the Hindus received both the solar and
lunar divisions of their zodiac from the Greeks, through the intervention of

the Arabs ; the argument contradicting this is the specification of the twelve

signs and twenty-seven mansions in the vocabulary of Amara Sinha, which

was written. Sir William Jones maintains, before the Christian era. This

date, however, has been denied, and it is difficult to prove it, although it

does not follow that it is, therefore, wrong. However this may be, there

can be no question that the work preceded the period at which science

flourished amongst the Arabs, and the testimony is perfectly available for the

purpose for which it is adduced by Sir William Jones ; he might have added

to this the testimony of the Arabs themselves, who acknowledge that they

borrowed some of their astronomy from the Hindus. The latter, therefore,

owe nothing on this score to the Arabs : bow far they were possibly indebted

to the Greeks will be better discussed hereafter, as the subject so well started

by Sir William Jones was subsequently further developed by the maturcr re-

searches of Mr. Colebrooke. We may observe however that the antiquity

and originality of Indian astronomy are yet far from determined. The con-

clusions of Baiily and Playfair seem to require some modification with respect

to the extremely remote periods at which they supposed the Hindus to have

made actual observations, but in other respects they are unassailed by the

most competent authorities ; and La Place concludes that the Hindu astro*

2 C 2 nomy
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nomy is prior to that of the Greeks, and De Lambre acknowledges that it is

their own.

An essay, not altogether unconnected with the preceding,which occurs in the

third volume of the Researches, upon the lunar year of the Hindus, is a
translation of the calendar with notes of the principal festivals. We look

upon this as one of the president’s least successful attempts, and feel exceed-

ingly disappointed at the meagre account he has given of the occasions of the

religious observances, liis comments are very short and unsatisfactory ; they

are not accompanied by the legends accounting for the festivals, nor enlivened

by a detailed description of the ceremonies observed, nor illustrated by what
the author could have so w ell effected, a comparison with

4
the sacred celebra-

tions of antiquity. We presume the essay was prepared in haste, under a

feeling which evidently influenced Sir William Jones on different occasions,

and has not been without its effect upon his successors, that contributions

were scarce and something must be done to keep the attention of the Society

alive. This subject may, therefore, he considered as untouched, and we can

scarcely conceive one more interesting to literary habits than the comparison

we have suggested. Von Hammer prosecuted it partially in his Analysis of

the Researches, but his oriental materials, confined as they were to this essay,

were defective.

The mind of Sir William seems to have been fully alive to the novelty of
bis studies, and to the necessity of his placing himself in the van in various

excursions to throw open a path to succeeding investigation. It is no mean
proof of his superiority, that he has been followed by no one throughout his

extensive career, and that in some of his undertakings he has found few or

no imitators. We have noticed a case in which he stands alone, and in his

essay on the musical system of the Hindus he has had hut one to follow

him.

The introductory remarks, in his description of the music of the Hindus,

are written with great elegance and enthusiasm, and evince his love of the

art, whilst his comments upon the system display very considerable know-
ledge of its theory. The musical modes of the Hindus are constructed upon

the perception of the two phenomena, upon which ail melody depends, the

succession of seven harmonic sounds accordingly as each takes the lead, and

the different intervals which occur upon two of those tones as compared with

those of the other five : the Hindus, in short, possess the regular gamut, and

the varieties of arrangement, which we denominate keys. They have also a

‘system of sol-fa-ing, contracting the names of the seven notes to their initia-

tory syllables, and reading them sa , rt, ga, ma, pa, dha , ni, which is at any

rate more intelligible than our own whimsical extract from a monkish hymn ;

and they possess various contrivances for the notation of melodies ; they

profess also to divide the notes more minutely than is found necessary in

modern systems, and reckon twenty-two srutis, or quarters and thirds of a

note, in their octave. The modes enumerated by the authority followed by

Sir William Jones amount to nine hundred and sixty, from which he selects

twenty-three as the most decidedly marked ; hut in most systems the num-
ber is considered to be thirty-six : each of these has its ansa, the tonic or

key-note, and the grahn and nyasa, which Sir William Jones proposes to

consider as the mediant and dominant. He has given us the scales of the

modes, and an air arranged front the notation of the Sanscrit original ; a few

more illustrations of this nature would no doubt be highly acceptable to such

men as: Dc.Burney, of whom Sir William Jones justly observes, he gives>dig-

nity
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nity to the character of a modern musician) by uniting it with that of a

scholar and philosopher.

The passion of the Hindus for personification follows them every where,

and we find the principal modes, or Rugas, turned into demi-gods, and subor-

dinate modifications into Raginis, or the brides of the Ragas: this, however,

is the work of poets not of musicians, and without interfering with science

has given rise to some pleasing versification. Another singularity, which is

less easily understood, is the conceit that the Riigas are appropriated to

certain hours and seasons, and that to perform them at any other is more
monstrous than to sing out of time or tune. With regard to the marvellous

effects of music, the Hindus are as credulous as the Greeks. We may add
that the only native singers and players, whom Europeans are in the way of

hearing in most parts of India, arc regarded by their scientific brethren in

much tile same light as a ballad-singer at the corner of the streets, by the

Primo Sopran’s of the Italian opera.

An essay of no less elegance than the preceding is, that on the mystical

poetry of the Persians and Hindus, and is illustrated by a beautiful transla-

tion of a beautiful poem, the Songs of Jayadeva. The mysticism of the Per-

sians, their divine love, and their earthly expression of it, are well described

in the usual style of our author, who with more genius than labour, throws

off' at once a slight but characteristic and graceful sketch of the whole, leaving

the parts to be filled up by subsequent industry. The history of Sufyism is

yet to be developed. It partakes in its leading principles of the tenets of the

Vedanta philosophy of the Hindus, but whether it originated from that, or
from a spirit of quietism w'hich animates the passages cited by Sir William

Jones from Barrow and Necker, and which has evidently diffused itself over

a great part of the ancient and modern world, may be regarded as doubtful

:

its progress in Mohammedan Asia, and the lives of its chief professors, some
of whom fell martyrs to the faith, are to be yet investigated ; and its techni-

calities, which border close upon the cabalism of the Jews, are also to be

described more in detail than they have yet been in the Asiatic Researches :

indeed the subject, although full of interest, has scarcely been resumed, and
wc are indebted to the Bombay Transactions for the chief additions to our

knowledge on this head.

Notwithstanding, however, we admit the merits of this essay, we wish the

accuracy of the comparison between the mystic poetry of the Persians and
Hindus had been more fully developed, for we are not at all satisfied that the

raptures of the former are known to the latter, or that they ever express a
feeling of passionate love for the deity, either absolutely or figuratively:

unless where their modern writers imitate the Mohammedan Sufis, as is the

case in some of the popular hymns to Krishna, especially those of Mira Bai.

But that the emblematical theology, which Pythagoras admired and adopted,

prevails amongst the Hindus, requires further proof than the loves of Krishna

and Radha, considered by Sir William to typify the reciprocal attraction

between the divine goodness and the human soul. That there is a mystical

connexion between the two personages may be admitted, but it is one in

harmony with the whole system of Indian mythos ; and Radha is to Krishna

what Lakshnii is to Vishnu, Uma to Siva, and Saraswati to Brahma, part of

and one with himself, or his divine energy personified. At the same time it is

not impossible that Sufi extatics exercised some influence upon Hindu personi-

fications, when Radha was introduced into the story of Krishna. She is a

modern graft, and is not to be found in the earlier histories of that lem; tod.

rtVen
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Even in the Vishnu Purana she finds no place, and is chiefly indebted for her

deification to the Brahma Vaivartta : the popularity of her worship seems to

have originated, about four or five centuries ago, with Ballabhacbari, in- > the

Upper Provinces, and Chaitanya, in Bengal : we understand she has not yet

made her way into the Peninsula. The songs of Jaya Deva might be thought

to disprove these assertions, as their author, according to Sir Win* Jones, is

said to have flourished before Calidas. We presume that this must have been

told him by some of the pundits of Bengal, who are ever exceedingly ignorant

and indifferent about biographical verity ; and we do not believe it occurs in

any tangible shape ; on the contrary, the history of Jaya Deva is familiarly

known in Western India ; he is one of the saints of the Bhakta Mala, and
performed, according to that veracious chronicle, many miracles, amongst
others restoring his wife to animation, after her decease. The precise period

of his existence is not mentioned ; but it was subsequent to the Mohammedan
conquest, to the re-establishmen t of the worship of Jugannat’h, and apparently

to the date of Ramanand ; so that it could not have been earlier than the

fourteenth or fifteenth century. This date will agree well enough with the

period at which the worship of Radlia and Govinda became popular. It does

not detract from the merits of his poems, which arc full of passion and ten-

derness, and exquisitely melodious : the songs lose their lyrical character in

Sir Wm. Jones's translation ; but the translation is in other respects particu-

larly happy, and would suffer probably by a change of form. In the Asiatic

Miscellany,
indeed, we have the Gita Govinda translated into verse of various

metres, in imitation of the original. The author does not appear ; we rather

suspect it to have been Sir William himself, who may have published it experi-

mentally, and was not satisfied with the result : it is in fact much less elegant

and musical than his prose.

Sir Wm. Jones's Essay on the Indian Game of Chess is very far from satis-

factory, and for a very good reason—he was unable to find any account of the

game in the classical books of the Hindus. The game which he describes is,

however, much the same, except that it is broken up into four parties, instead

of two, with eight pieces each, and these are arranged round the four sides of

the board ; the moves are of the same character generally, but are regulated

by the cast of the dice. In spite, therefore, of the positive testimony of

Firdausi, and the still more irresistible evidence of the original Indian name,

Chaturanga, or the four divisions, whence Shatranj, Aredxez, Scacchi, Echecs,

Chess, are derived, it is very doubtful if the Hindus ever possessed the gatfie

m it is now played : it depends upon the value of the terms translated by Sir

William Jones, king, elephant, horse, and boat, and upon the weight of the

Bhavishya Purana, how far they had any approximation to it, and the Chatu-*

ranga, after all, looks very like the modern chouper ; a sort of tric-trac, or

backgammon, which appears to have been known to all antiquity, to the

Greeks as well as the Hindus, contrary again to the positive assertion of the.

Persian poet, that nerd, or backgammon, was invented by the minister of

Nushervan. That there was some affinity between the Greek and Hindu
game may be inferred not only from the use of dice, but the name, Passas,

which corresponds as nearly as possible with Pasah. The subject, however,

is still open to investigation, and no talent need be ashamed to stoop to it

after the example set by the learning of Hyde, and the taste of Jones.

The rest of Sir William Jones’s papers are : translations of two inscrip-

tions ; notes on the translation of others ; conversation with an Abyssinian as

to |r;e scarce of the Nile; an account of the second classical book of the
‘ Chinese ;
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Chinese; note on the origin of the Afghans, and on Major Wilford’s Essay on
Egypt; a description of his visit to the island of Hinzuan or Johanna; and
his anniversary discourses. These last will require some animadversion ; of the

others it is sufficient to observe, that they contribute to the objects of the

society, and do credit to the zeal, industry, and talent of its illustrious

founder. Before proceeding, however, to the Discourses, we may take a

short view of what Sir William Jones has effected for Indian science.

The use of arsenic in elephantiasis, by the natives of India, was first brought

by him to the public knowledge, and the information was not promulgated in

vain : a late medical writer of high authority observes, ihat the most active

and salutary medicine for every form of leprosy, in Europe as well as in Asia,

is arsenic, and that it has been often found to succeed where every other

medicine has been abandoned in despair : the knowledge of what had been
written on the nature of leprosy, both by ancient and modern authors, dis-

played by Sir William in his introductory note, is a striking proof of his indus-

try, and of the facility with which he adapted himself to any subject that

excited his attention, however foreign to his ordinary studies.

Natural history found also a votary in the President of the Society, and his

account of the slow-paced lemur would have been worthy of BufFon. His

description of the pangolin is equally interesting : his account of the baya pro-

fesses to be a translation; but we suspect it owes much of its merit to the

translator. The barrenness of the Asiatic Researches in zoology is quite sur-

prizing, particularly after the example set by the President, which proved so

well that the description of natural products might be highly valuable without

being strictly technical We have a few papers by a subsequent president, Mr.

Colebrooke, and one or two by other hands, but the sum total is not to be

named with the result of Mr. Horsficld’s labours, in Java, or of Messrs.

Diard and Du Vaucel in these very regions. There is the dawn of some
activity in this department in the volume now published (the loth) ; and the

great oran outan of Sumatra is an animal of singular zoological interest ; the

account is w'cll drawn up, and the illustrations are successful. One impedi-

ment in the way of investigations of this nature has been the want of adequate

engravings; accurate draftsmen were procurable, but little success attended

the transfer of their delineations to copper. The lithographic art being now
established here, this difficulty is removed, and the drawings in future will be

at least faithfully represented ; we hope this may tempt our naturalists to

redeem the credit of their country.

The favourite science of Sir Win. Jones, however, was botany, and, in

Bengal, he had ample incitement to indulge his taste. He seems to have

directed his attention to it at an early period, as in the second volume of the

Researches, which was published in 1790, we find him suggesting the design

of a treatise on the plants of India, and exhibiting proofs, that he had

engaged in the study of them. His next investigation was the spikenard,

which he identified with the valeriana jatamansi, chiefly because it is the

sumbul-al-hind of the Arabs, which is the nard of the Greeks. The evidence

is certainly strong, and though it is very difficult to conceive how the Greeks

and Arabs could ever have thought the jatamansi fragrant, yet a Hindu

gave similar testimony, and producing a parcel of the plant, stated that when

fresh it is exquisitely sweet, and added much to the scent of rich essences.

Dr. Roxburgh seems to have been convinced by Sir Wm. Jones’s reasoning,

and concurs in his identification. But the present able superintendent of the

botanical garden evidently entertains a different notion, and states that the

valeriana
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valeriana jatamansi is little inferior in fragrance to others of the genus vale-

rian, which smell abominably ill !* We must confess, although the subject

is argued with Sir Win. Jones’s usual learning and dexterity, we do not think

he has made out the case. There is, indeed, a point of no small importance

to be yet cleared up in the outset of this inquiry, and it is by no means clear

what the ancients intended by nard. The last of Sir Wm. Jones’s labours

was in this department, and botany has the melancholy honour of crowning

his contributions to the labours of the Society. His catalogue of select

Indian plants is an elegant illustration of the activity of his mind, and forms

both a tasteful and learned introduction to the completion of that design,

which it has been reserved for the present day to execute. Botany has been

cultivated with more success than any other science in India; and the initia-

tory labours of Sir Wm. Jones have been followed by those of Colebrook'e,

Roxburgh, Carey, and Wallich, both in the Researches, and beyond their

pale, until at length the accumulated fruit of forty years is about to be pre-

sented to the acceptance of the public in the volumes of a Flora Indica.

• Med, and Phil. Trans. Calcutta Med. Society.

THE VICES OF TIME.

Time is a flatt’rer : on the young

He all his crafty skill employs.

And tells them, with deceitful tongue.

Of promised gifts, of future joys.

But when they reach th* appointed hour
When Time his pledges should fulfil.

When wealth should drop in plenteous shower—
Comes beggary, or some other ill.

Time is a tell-tale—probing first

With kind solicitude our breast.

Learning our weaknesses—the worst

—

To him, as to a friend, confest ;

Revealing then to us, to all.

The proofs of every sly offence,

And leaving us, like fools, to fall

Victims of silly confidence.

Time is a thief : he steals our wealth,

Our joys, nay tears our hopes away ;

He robs us of our youth, our health.

With felon-laugh at their decay.

To Time I’ll be a dupe no more.

The fiatt’ring, babbling, thievish cif;

I’ll watch his tricks, I’ll check his score.

And cheat him, if I can, myself.

O.
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LORD LAKE’S ATTACK OF BHURTPORE.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal .

Sia: Some observations having appeared in the St. James'* Chronicle* of
the I7th-19th of October last, in the shape of a letter from India, relating

to the recent capture of Bhurtpore, which seemed to me to be gratuitously

intended, or at least calculated, to vilify the character, or impugn the conduct,
of the late General Lord Lake, in reference to the attack of Bhurtpore in

1805, I was impelled, by a sense of justice and duty (in failure of more able
peps), to endeavour to shew the fallacious grounds of such injurious calumny,
by addressing a letter to the editor of the same paper, under date the 1 7th of
November last; but disappointed by no notice having been taken of that

letter (although its receipt has been avowed), and the document being reported
mislaid, and not attended to, owing to the multiplicity of other subjects, 1

earnestly refer myself, sir, to your good offices, in the hope, that the attempted
vindication may be favoured with a place in the impartial, and less perishable

columns of the Asiatic Journal ; to which end I proceed to repeat the sub-

stance of the statement alluded to, and at the same time transmit, for your
more ready reference, the extract to which it is intended as a reply

.f-

I most heartily concur in all the praise so justly due to the fine army which
achieved the conquest of Bhurtpore; but surety, sir, neither the illustrious

commander, nor the gallant troops which he commanded, could require or wish
to sec their heroic and successful valour parasitically emblazoned by invidious

comparison, at the expense of their no less gallant, though not equally success-

ful, brethren, who, under circumstances of far different and inadequate

equipment, and having to contend with difficulties not to be remedied or sur-

mounted at the time, failed to accomplish the actual capture of the place.

That attempt, which was ordered by the Supreme Government, was as

necessary for our national honour, which had been treacherously and wantonly

assailed during the hard-fought action with the foreign enemy, under the walls

of Dceg, in November 1804, as it was unavoidable and indispensable for

bringing the war with Holkar and his confederates to an issue, when they had
leagued themselves with the chief of Bhurtpore, and allied their forces under

the walls of his capital, whence they were succoured and supplied. And now
that attempt, or rather the exertions made in its support, are stigmatized in

the letter alluded to, as having been as ** heartless as they were headless J" In

the genuine spirit of a British commander. Lord Lake persevered in his exer-

tions against Bhurtpore as long as he possessed the means of doing so with

any possible hope of success. Had he done less, he would have failed in his

duty to his country, and to the government he served : the issue was in the

hand of Providence. And here, be it observed, that all the main objects

(short

• The article appeared first (we believe) In the Time* daily paper, from whence It was copied into

other journals.

—

Ed.

The passages of the article to which the strictures of our correspondent particularly relate, are the

following:—** Thus has Bhurtpore, so long the boast and pride of Hlndoostan, ceased to tower, and at

last lies humbled in her gore t avenging the many gallant fellows who suffered in Lord Lake’s attacks,

which tvere as hearties* as they were toadies*.”—“ This army is under marching orders against the Rajah

of Alwar, who reftises to give up his minister that attempted to assassinate Ameer Bux, whom the

Government have patronized. He was one of the adventurer* to whom l&rd Lake gave away, they say,

a jaghire dose to Alwar, for want of any other to accept of it. He (Lord Lake) it seems, tod to dispose

of many in the same way. This Ameer Bux having never ceased to intrigue and intermeddle with the

Alwar government ever since, had at last three of his fingers cut off in a tussle with some fellows in the

dark."—** As for thissame Ameer Dux, who is here, to looks a scoundrel

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 134. 2D
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(short of the actual fall of the place) which called for the attempt, were

actually achieved: the Rajah, wearied out by the arduous struggle, sued’ for

peace, Was happy to return to the relations of amity with the Company’s

government, to pay a sum of money, not less than twenty lacs of rupees,

towards the expenses of the war, and was further compelled to abandon his

confederacy with our foreign enemies, who would otherwise have continued to

overrun our provinces, and protracted hostilities at thejjr pleasure, with a

ruinous expense to our Government of war establishments, injury to our

subjects, loss of revenue, and loss of reputation too. It would, therefore,

seem difficult to conceive any becoming motive for such gratuitous and

unfounded calumny.

The imputation exhibits in a forcible manner a fresh instance of what we
have all, perhaps, had occasion to deprecate or deplore, via. the propensity

of mankind to judge and decide upon the merits or execution of measures by

their result : as if mortals could always command success, and that that alone

were the only criterion of capacity, fitness, or merit. As well might the

assault of Allygurh, an enterprize of great daring, have been at the time it

occurred, or be now, stigmatized with the epithets of rashness and folly, or

heartless and headless; or the prompt attack of the enemy's powerful army at

the battle of Assye, without waiting for the junction of the* co-operating divi-

sion, under Colonel Stevenson, had the heroic exertions on those occasions

not succeeded.

Those brilliant exploits were of incalculable benefit at the opening of the

war, and may truly be said to have insured its prompt and prosperous issue.

Imperative considerations at the time demanded and justified the heroic resolu-

tions to hazard the enterprize in both instances. In the former, the attempt

was no less imperiously demanded than its propriety was eventually demon-
strated to all India. The protracted operations of a siege, at the very outset

of the campaign, would have had a baleful influence on all the plans and
objects of it, and, moreover, in the short space of seven or eight days, a fine

and well-appointed army, with eighty or ninety pieces of field-ordnance (after-

wards defeated on the plains of Dehly, on the 11th of September 1803), would
have arrived to the succour of Allygurh, and even if not competent to raise

the siege by force of arms, it conld have effectually done so, by crippling the

operations, cutting off our supplies, and the com inunication with our pro-

vinces. The success of that brilliant exploit, led by the gallant Colonel

Monson, and H.M.’s 76th Foot, left the British army at liberty to pursue its

career of victory, by advancing to meet the enemy’s army on the plains of

Dehly; by the occupation of that capital, the restoration of its aged monarch,
the fall of Agra, and the battle of Laswarrie, which all followed in rapid

succession, within the short space of two months, and the consequent termina-

tion of the war with DowlutRao Scindiah, in Hindostan.

Or, looking nearer home, the same fallacious criterion might have attached

the like odium to the great captain of the age, for his assault of Badajos* in

1812,. but for the successful enterprize of General Picton’s division, which,

having established itself in the castle or citadel, decided the fate of the place.

When all the perseverance and heroic gallantry of the assailants could not

overcome the obstacles and determined obstinacy of the defenders bftfie

breach, and where the loss sustained considerably exceeded all the casualties

of the three months’ siege of Bhurtpore in 1805,* during which the besieging

army had not only to encounter the usual difficulties of a siege, but to con-

tend

* Badajos : 1,<KIS killed, 3,787 wounded ; total 4,022.—Bhurtpore t killed and wounded, 3,200.
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tend with a circumvallating numerous force of horse, 6cc. under tlolkar and
his allies, constantly harassing their operations, intercepting their supplies,
and always on the alert, at every assault, to molest the camp* and occupy the
attention of every individual capable of getting under arms, to resist attack
on one side, whilst the fortress was assailed on the other,*
Not satisfied with those endeavours to support and favour the besieged, the

foreign enemy carried into execution, pending the siege, a further measure for
distracting the attention and dividing the force of the besiegers, by the irrup^
tion of a powerful body of horse, under Ameer Khan, into the fruitful pro-
vince of Rohilkund, where, from connexion of tribe and kindred, that chief*
tain relied on an insurrection in his favour. A less ardent spirit, and a less
zealous army, might have yielded to such an accumulation of difficulties and
dangers, ancl have gratified the hopes of their combined enemies by raising the
siege ; but that heroic commander, and his faithful soldiers, “ animated by his
example, and cherished by his applause,** had not so learned their duty

:

making perseverance their parole, and providence their countersign, the siege
was prosecuted with renewed energy, whilst the British and native cavalry
(whose deeds on the plains of Asia will survive the envy of succeeding gene-
rations) pursued fhe invading force across the Jumna and Ganges, and with-
out allowing the enemy time to plunder or repose, drove them through the
fine province of Rohilkund, speedily compelling them to retrace their steps,
and again to seek a resting-place under the walls of Bhurtpore.
Far be it from me to make any invidious comparisons, my only wish is to

render the due meed of applause to all. I am filled with enthusiastic admira-
tion of the magnanimous commander and his gallant comrades, by whom the
salvation of Europe was achieved; and my only object and motive is to rescue
from cruel reproach and ungenerous calumny the memory of another illus-

trious and heroic commander, and the meritorious army, whose gallantry,
fidelity, and zeal, in a more distant, but not less arduous warfare, during the
contest in question (the Mahratta war of 1803, 4, 5), excited the admiration
and gratitude of all India, and called forth the recorded emphatic approbation
and thanks of the constituted authorities in that country, and in Great
Britain.

On this part of the subject I will only add, I have the happiness to know,
that sentiments very different from those which it has been my painful duty to

notice, have been expressed by an officer high in rank, and higher still in esti-

mation, as one of the brightest ornaments of his Majesty’s service, who parti-

cipated in the capture of Bhurtpore, and who, when writing on the subject,

to friends in this country, rendered a tribute of ample justice to the merits

of the gallant exertions which failed of complete success in 1805 ; mainly
ascribing that result to the causes stated in the foregoing observations.

I will

* So great was the disparity of numbers on these occasions, that it was found necessary to throw our
cavalry into the defensive position of a hollow square, with the gallopers (six-pounder fleld-pieccs

attached to each regiment) at the Angles ; so as to present a front to the surrounding host of horse, which
thus kept them at arm’s-length; for the men in the service of the native powers, who generaUy provide

theirown horses, are not over-fond of risking their property and livelihood whim there is no other booty
. in view than round and grape. Throughout that war, so greatly did the enemy’s horse outnumber ours,

that tb those galloppers, and to the necessity which was enforced, of relying upon discipline and united

effbrt, by not allowing our men to be drawn into individual or desultory warfare with the enemy, in

Which* .and in the management of their horses, they had many advantages, aided by their vast superio-

rity of numbers* it is no disparagement to say, the salvation of our cavalry may be materially ascribed

;

and so forcibly was this
7

impressed on the ardent mind of Holkar, that when he soon afterwards fell into

a state of insanity, he' was frequently heard to rave about galloppers and horse-artillery, vowing ha
would never again have any other description of ordnance.

2D 2
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I will only trespass further, sir, on your time and valuable pages, by n few

words more on the concluding part of the letter alluded to, wherein, as if to

vilify, or indicate contumely, in regard to whatever Lord Lake had to do with,

in the quarter in question, the writer traduces the character of the chieftain

named Ahmud Bukhsh Khan (the person, no doubt, alluded to by the name of

Ameer Bux), concluding his remarks by the ungracious, and, as I apprehend,

very unmerited epithet, “ as for this same Ameer Bux, who is here, he looks

a scoundrel.”

If, sir, you will do me the favour to embody with, or add as a note to, this

letter, the correct and highly honourable description of Ahmud Bukhsh Khan,

which is to be found in pages 227'-8 of your interesting Journal for August

last,* it will abundantly supersede the necessity for my entering into further

explanation, than merely to add, that the said Nawaub is a gallant soldier, of

very gentlemanly manners, esteemed and respected by all the distinguished

public functionaries who have for so many years presided over the affairs of

the Honourable Company in that quarter and that he was confirmed in the

possession of a jaghier, or small independent territory, as were other chieftains,

through the agency of Lord Lake, under the orders of the Supreme Govern-

ment, on the behalf of the Honourable Company, in testimony of the sense

entertained of their fidelity and adherence to the cause and interests of the

Government of British India, under circumstances of greater reverse to our

arms than ever, before occurred in that quarter? and in which possessions, I

ata most happy to observe, the Government of the present day has afforded

to them a salutary and honourable countenance and support against their intri-

guing and envious neighbours.

Iam, sir, &c.

January 10/A, 1827. Gangeticub.

* The character given of Ahmud Bukhsh Khan in the passage referred to above (which it would be
inconvenient to repeat here), as well as his services therein recorded, fully bear out our correspondent hi

the praise bestowed upon this chief ; his conduct towards the Alwar llaja displayed traits of generosity

worthy of the brightest examples of antiquity.—Ed.

i In particular, the late A. Seton, Esq., and Sir David Ochterlony ; names which only require to bo
mentioned to excite the most ardent admiration, respect, and esteem.

SONNE T.

THE BUTTEE.*

Hpk last fond wishes breathed,—a farewell smile

Is lingering on the calm unclouded brow
Of yon deluded victim. Firmly now

She mounts with lofty mien the funeral pile,

Where lies her earthly Lord. The Brahmin's guile

Hath wrought its will fraternal hands bestow

The kindling brand ;—the crackling embers glow.

And flakes of hideous smoke the skies defile.

The worthless throng their willing aid supply,

And pour the kindling oil. The stunning sound

Of dissonant drums,—the crowd’s exultingciy,—u.

The failing martyr's pleading voice have drowned

;

While fiercely -burying rafters fall around,

And shroud her form from Horror's sfxainiyg eye ! ,

D.'Li RfCHAHLfiOH.

* From a new edition of " .Sonnets and other Poems,” In the pr«|.
.
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LEGEND OP TIIE HINDOO TEMPLE AT TRITCHENDOOR.

The following history of the pagoda at Tritchendoor, or Teruchendoor,
from the Pooranam9 or tradition of the brahmins, notwithstanding its extrava-

gance, is curious, and worthy of record :

—

Casibabrema Rcsheq, the eldest of the fourteen sons of Bruma, the creator,

having married two women, named Thithec and Athithee, the former became
the mother of thp gods, and the latter the mother of the Asurauls.*

Athithee had three sons, who proved far superior to the giants in strength

and valour ; the first was named by his father Surapurpana
; the second Singa-

moga Suren, because he was bom with 1,000 faces of a lion, and with

£,000 hands; and the third Gajomoga Sooren, because he was born with
the face of an elephant. These monsters having, by intense devotion and
unexampled penances, obtained from the Almighty whatever gifts they prayed
for, in such a degree, that neither the gods nor mortals could destroy them,

that their authority and government was to extend over 1008 undoing each
consisting of fourteen logu?ns or worlds [viz. seven upper and as many lower
worlds), and that all the creation, gods, giants, men, and animals, was to be
subject to their will and pleasure.

; Having obtained these extraordinary gifts, they returned to their father,

and prostrating themselves before him, acquainted him with the extent of

power they had acquired from the Supreme Being. He was sorry, because they

would affect the Dcverguls. The monsters desired their father not to concern

himself about the Devcrgu Is, whom they declared they would not suffer to

remain in peace, but persecute them with the utmost severity, from the impla-

cable hatred which existed between them since the creation.

They then marched from their father’s capital, with a force consisting of

innumerable armed carriages, elephants, cavalry, and infantry, extending from

the north to the southernmost parts of the sca-shore ; and on arriving at this

part of the southern country, encountered the gods,f defeated them all, and

reduced them to promise submissively to remain in subordination to their

authority, and pay an annual tribute to them.^

The Asurauls having thus defeated the gods, and reinstated them in their

respective kingdoms as tributaries, they, by virtue of the powers granted to

them by the Almighty, created a kingdom, and caused it to rise from the

centre of the ocean, to the extent of 80,000 yojanch&% in circumference, and

denominated it Veeramayendrapoorypatnam, the walls of which and the

palace, &c. within were entirely of gold. The eldest brother and the next to

him (with a lion’s face) remained in this fort, and assigned a separate fort for

their third brother (with an elephant’s face), which,was created for him, and

denominated Crowengegurry-purwadom.

These Asurauls having thus established themselves in the midst of the

ocean, and rendered the gods in general subservient to their will and pleasure,

ruled so very arbitrarily that even the Tremoorty (or Bruma, Vistnoo, and

Seven) were not exempt from their trouble and oppression ; many of the

Deverguls, no longer able to endure the persecution of the Asurauls, aban-

doned

* Terrible monsters, or evil demons, or rather a species of giants.

I Deventhren, king of gods;' Agtiee, king of fire; Emathermarajah , of death and hell; Nereethee,

of giants | VantneO, of? clouds and rain ; Voiwoo, of wind ; Goberen, of riches ; and Easanen, king of

the north-east part of the world.

t The extent of eadrj/tfoneh is reckoned ten Malabar miles.
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cloned their dominions and places of abode, and fled towards the northern

part of Mahamairupurvadom (an immense mountain of gold, said tp be in

the middle of this world of earth), where they devoted themselves to strict

penance, praying the Almighty to relieve them from the Asurauls. Many
other gods were made prisoners, and suffered the most ignominious treatment

from them.

The gods in exile having invoked the Almighty by fervent prayers and the

most rigid abstinence, he honoured them with his gracious appearance, and

promised to adopt effectual measures to destroy the Asurauls.

Forty Saderyougoms

*

elapsed, and no measure was adopted by Permaisuren

(the Almighty) for the performance of his promise. The Deverguls, during

these ages, experienced the greatest indignity from the Asurauls. They there-

fore renewed their invocation with redoubled energy, and having, by the

practice of certain mortifications and by strict abstinence, drawn the attention

of Easuren + towards their sufferings, he appeared before them again. The
Deverguls murmured at his indifference towards them, reminded him of his

former promise, and pressed for its accomplishment. Easuren thereupon

commanded the Gods of Fire and Wind to transport from Kylasom the

mr'i^ec cXpcuTtf uvm, and that of Parvathce, to the Gunga of Casee (Benares),

and to throw it into that holy river, from which he told them would rise

Soobramonier, a god with six faces, who would in due time destroy the

Asurauls and preserve the Deverguls. The two gods obeyed the order ; the

triritpet was removed by the waves to a spot on the shore which abounded with

long grass,J from the midst of which arose Soobramonier.

Whilst this god, in liis infant state, with six heads, twelve hands, and
eighteen eyes, was playing in the grass, Vistnoo, the preserver, observed it,

and immediately commanded the six stars named Kartigay to take care of

the babe and give it milk. As these female stars could not conveniently

suckle the babe at once, they prayed to Vistnoo to separate him (since six

babes appeared to be united in one substance) in order that each of them
might be able to give milk as commanded. No sooner did their prayers reach

Kylasom, than each of them found a babe in their arms, which they affection-

ately nourished with care. Permaisuren and Parvathee, having heard of the

birth of Soobramonier, with six faces, twelve arms, and eighteen eyes, imme-
diately left Kylasom, and proceeded, mounted on bulls, to the Gunga, accom-

panied by the lesser gods and reshecs. The moment Parvathee saw the babes,

and learnt the cause of their separation, she re-united them, and applied him,

in the manner it was born, to her breast and gave it milk. She took it with

her to Kylasom, and assigned a part of it in which he might play. As
the child grew up and improved, being without playfellows, she cast her

eyes at the ornaments on her ancles (which were adorned with the nine precious

stones), and instantly nine gods sprung out of them ; they were called Nava
Veerauls,} who became the playmates of Soobramonier, to whom they were

extremely attached, and they proved his faithful companions. These Nava
Veeniuls having once wished to have a force under their command, they

perspired, and from the sweat of each issued one hundred thousand petty

gods. The eldest, Veerabawoo, was considered as the general, and his eight

brotheVs

• Each Saderyougom comprize* the four ages of the world, according to the Hindoo chronology. *

f Another name of the Almighty. - .

'
••

t Called Terpay, in Tamul. * i ’’

| Nine heroes; their names are as follow Vcera Bawgoo, Veera Kaiseri, Veera Mayeftdren, Veers

Parenthren, Veera Martendcn, Veera Ratchathen, Veers Thakeen, Veera Theeren, and Veera Sooren.
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brothers as inferior to him in rank, to the command of this nine lacs of petty

gods, and Soobramonier was regarded as their king.

The Deverguls having a third time invoked Permaisuren, the supreme crea-

tor, to notice their sufferings, and no longer to defer the promised extirpation

of the Asurauls, received an assurance that Soobramonier should be imme-
diately deputed for that purpose.

Permaisuren then called for Viswakurmah, the carpenter of Dewalogum,
and commanded him to bring a ruddum, entirely of massive gold, and

set with all manner of precious stones, so as to shine with the splendour of

many millions of suns, and also to provide sufficient carriages, elephants,

horses, and infantry. These were soon ready, since Bruma, the creator (or

rather the immediate agent of the creation) was present to create whatever
was commanded by the Almighty.

Soobramonier was then called by Easuren, who delivered into his hands a
lance or javelin, called suttee

,
which had the power of destroying all it was

thrown at, and from which issued, as it dew, all kinds of weapons equal to the

number of objects; taught him how to make use of uslra

*

and shustra,f and
ordered Bruma, Vistnoo, Deventhren, the Ashtatikkoo Paulaaur, or god of
the eight regions of the world, thirty millions of Deverguls, 108 Boothaga-

numguls (porters who watch the gates in Kylasom), and 108 Senanayaguls

(chosen gods for warfare, who generally reside in Kylasom), to accompany
Soobramonier with their respective forces in the expedition against the Asu-
rauls. The Nava Veerauls, with their nine lacs of petty gods, were also

ordered to accompany Soobramonier, who marched immediately from Kylasom
with his celestial host, consisting of 330,000,000, and ordered a part of the

advancing party to attack Gajomoga Sooren at Crowengegurry-purwadom.

During the battle, Veerabawoo, the general, and some other Deverguls, with

some of their force, were craftily drawn into the purwadom, and made pri-

soners by the monster. The moment Soobramonier heard of this, he sent

the lance against him, which flew and split his breast, and after having broke

his purwadom to pieces, ascended the upper regions, bathed and purified

itself in the Agasa Gunga9% and returned immediately to the holy presence of
Soobramonier.

Soobramonier was highly delighted at the exploit of the lance, and the

imprisoned Deverguls having thereby been released, he desired Deventhren to

take possession of the said Crowengegurry-purwadom ; and having marched

from thence with his army, arrived at Tritchendoor, and finding the moun-
tain, by name Gunthamathana-purwadom, to be very high, on the sea-shore,

and near to the capital of the Asurauls, he was so much pleased with the

advantageous situation of this spot that he encamped here, and gave it the

name of Srijentkeporatn.§

Soobramonier then consulted with Bruma, Vistnoo, the ' other gods, and

reshees, relative to the measures to be adopted ; and it being determined in

council that a messenger should be sent to Soorapurpana, advising him of the

object of this expedition, Veerabawoo was fixed upon, and deputed accord-

ingly to carry the message, which was, “ to demand from Soorapurpana whether

he

P/Ultra, In Shanscrit, signifies arrow. Soobramonier was taught to rehearse a prayer whenever ho

fiad occasion to dart an arrow, which had the virtue of causing as many arrows as may be necessary to

issue from it* a# itjlew, and. destroy the enemy,

f Shustra signifies all manner of fighting weapons,

i A river In the etherial regions.

| So denominated in Shanscrit tor Tritchendoor.
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he would release the three millions of Devcrguls lie had enslaved, and

solemnly promise to desist from ever persecuting them in future, in wftfch

case he would be suffered to remain in the undisturbed possession and enjoy-

ment of his kingdom ; otherwise to assure him of Soobramonicr’s determina*-

tion to exterminate his whole race.”

Veerabawoo ascended this mountain, and from its summit leaped with

such inexpressible force and fury, that the weight of his prodigious stature

sunk the mountain to such a degree, that the root of it is thought to have

reached the Padaulom.

Veerabawoo flew in the Augasom (aethcrial region), and having reached the

pagoda at the west gate of the Asurauls* fort, he went up to the top of it,

and from thence took a view of the amazing extent of the kingdom, and its

charming prospects. The palaces, and other magnificent buildings, were

entirely of massive gold, and enriched with different precious stones. From
thence, having discovered the place where the Dcverguls were imprisoned, he

contrived to make himself known to them, informed them of Soobramonier’s

arrival here on an expedition against the monsters, and of his determination

to destroy the whole race, and therefore that they might soon expect their

enlargement.

The messenger then transformed himself into the shape of a little child,

and having entered the palace of Soorapurpana, went up, uususpected, to the

Kolloo Mundalom,* and there saw him seated on his throne, of undcscribable

richness and splendour. Many beautiful damsels were on both side*?, fanning

him with the chamaroms. Many of the captive gods were obliged to serve

him with betel, and to hold the padikom (or spitting-pot). Many giant-

heralds were reciting panegyrics in praise of his person, authority, the gifts he

was endowed with, and his wondrous exploits; and many of the heavenly

beauties were dancing before him.

The messenger, Veerabawoo, was so struck with the majestic objects he

saw, and of the happiness enjoyed by the tyrant Soorapurpana, that he was

somewhat ashamed at the idea of speaking to him from below. lie then

thought of Soobramonier, and having silently wished for a throne superior in

height and splendour to that of the tyrant, a throne of incomparable splen-

dour, and higher than the tyrant’s, instantaneously appeared near it, with

Veerabawoo seated thereon.

Soorapurpana was astonished at the sudden appearance, and demanded of

• Veerabawoo who he was, from whence he came, and whether he possessed

the power of rendering himself visible and invisible, or whether he was a

player come to exhibit his plays before him, and to receive some gratuity ?

Veerabawoo answered, “I am neither the one nor the other; I am the

messenger of Soobramonier, the son of Seven, and a commander of the

celestial armies.** 0

Soorapurpana having desired to know the cause and nature of the errand,

Veerabawoo communicated it to him. Whereupon Soorapurpana laughed;

but being quickly after enraged at his presumption, called for Vagerabaugoo

Sooren (his youngest son), and some of his troops, to punish him for daring to

deliver the message. No sooner did Vagerabaugoo Sooren make the attempt,

than the messenger took hold of them all by their legs, and dashed their heads

on the ground. As this massacre was committed by Veerabawoo in the hall

of

• Hall of audience, garnished with whatever may be conceived most pompous, rich, and ihagnl-

ficent.
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of audience, and in presence of Soorapurpana, seated on his throne of state,

and as he npw expected to be attacked by a great number of the tyrant’s

force, considering the hall loo small to combat with them, he disappeared,

and flew through the air towards the south gate, where he encountered

Yalley-mogah-Sooren (a valiant giant with the face of Yaullcyt a fabulous

animal, who had charge of the south gate), and having destroyed him, returned

from thence to Srijentheeporum, aud acquainted Soobramonier of the result

of his embassy.

Soobramonier, exasperated at the disrespectful behaviour of the tyrant,

immediately prepared to cross the sea. He mounted his rudduni of unutter-

able splendour, accompanied by Bruma, Vistnoo, and innumerable other lesser

divinities, and, with the whole of his formidable army, marched through the

sea, which was so fdlcd with dust, that it grew almost dry; and having

arrived within thirty yogums of the Astiruuls’ capital, he halted there, com-
manded the water to divide, and caused an extensive city to rise, lie gave it

the name of Hemakoodaporapatnnm, and encamped there.*

Naradcn Reshee,f one of the holy prophets of Kylasom, having flown

through the air to the capital of the Asurauls, informed Soorapurpana of

Soobramonier’s approach with the determination to fight him, and to destroy

him and his whole race.

The tyrant, far from being terrified at the intelligence, laughed contemp-

tuously at the determination of Soobramonier, firmly convinced that there

were none in the 1,008 undams within his jurisdiction, or in the whole uni-

verse, able to cope with him, since the mighty gifts granted to him by

Easuren could not be taken from him. Elated with this notion, he told

Naradcn that he would immediately detach one of his officers with a small

force, to punish Soobramonier for his presumption : Naradcn flew back to

camp, and apprized Soobramonier of his intention. The Swainy'Soobramonier

ordered one of the Boothaganoins, with a small force, to meet the enemy.

A battle took place, and the whole of them were killed ; the commander of

the enemy’s detachment, named Doondonmn, having alone escaped slaughter,

they challenged each other, and having lost their weapons during the en-

counter, after wrestling for several hours, Doondonum was lifted up by the

Boothaganom and thrown aloft in the air. The moment he fell he arose again,

and laying hold of his adversary, threw him also in the air; thus the two

combatants tossed up each other several times with great force; the Bootha-

ganom then became enraged, and grasping an iron pestle which was laying by,

gave Doondonum a blow on bis head, and killed him.

Soorapurpana, hearing of the defeat of his detachment, sent his son,

Banopgapen, with a large force, consisting of armed carriages, elephants,

horses, and infantry; previous to which he taught him the use of the usfra

jebom, and assuring him of victory over Soobramonier, despatched him with

his blessing.

Naradcn

* This place is now called Cather Caumom, in Candy.

f This prophet is a distinguished son of Bruma, whose actions are the subject of M pooraham,' imd

bears a strong resemblance to Mercury. He Is said to be a very wise legislator, great hi arts and in arms,

an eloquent messenger of the gods, and to favoured mortals, and a musician of exquisite skill, lie was,

however, famous for his ofiiciousness in intermeddling in all affairs between the Devcrguls, Tteshees, &c.,

thereby fomenting contentions, setting them at variance with each other, and exciting quarrels, confu-

sion, and disorder amongst them ; but the mighty gifts acquired by him from the Almighty were such

as to keep them in awe of him, and he was, consequently, much respected. lie could never be entrusted

with secrets, nor could he refrain from divulging what he knew, because his belly would swell till it

bum.

Asiatic Journ. Voi. XXIII. No. 134. 2 E
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Naraden Reshee reported to Soobramonier the march of Banoogapen. In

consequence of this intimation, Soobramonief 'Sent for Verabawgoo (the

messenger at first), gave him the necessary verudoos (banners or trophies) to

display about his person, with a ruddum of indescribable beauty and bright-

ness, and put a force under his command much Stronger than that of the

expected Banoogapen. He also communicated to him the use of the uttra

jebom> and having rendered him in every respect superior to his foe, sent him

from camp, attended with music.

Verabawgoo advanced, and his van meeting that of Banoogapen, a skirmish

took place, in which that of the enemy was obliged to retreat. Both armies

soon after engaged for a whole day ; Veerabawgoo*s was obliged to fall

back andjoin their respective commanders (the Ettoo Verauls), who thereupon

advanced at the head of their forces, and engaged that of the enemy ; the

whole of whose troops were slain by the Ettoo Verauls. Banoogapen attacked

them singty by himself, and eventually darted the ustrom against them, which

disabled the Ettoo Verauls, and induced them to call on Veerabawgoo for

help. Veerabawgoo then opposed Banoogapen, and both darted, from their

ruddums, numerous arrows at each other, from every one of which, as it flew,

issued thousands, in showers. The body of Banoogapen being covered with

wounds, and he becoming much fatigued, swooned for a moment, when
Veerabawgoo aimed at his charioteer and killed him. He then cut off the

flag fixed on the top of his chariot, then the horses, and lastly the chariot

also. Banoogapen, on recovering, saw that he was nearly overcome; he,

nevertheless, took courage, and aiming at the horses of his opponent’s chariot,

killed one of them. Veerabawgoo then drew from his armed chariot a weapon
called vagerayoudom, and drawing close up to Banoogapen, gave him a final

blow, which severed his head from his body.

Veerabawgoo having thus slain Banoogapen, his whole army returned in

triumph with the Nava Vccrauls, and communicated his success to Soobra-

monier.

The moment Soorapurpana heard of the victory of Veerabawgoo over his

son Banoogapen, he, in great rage, ordered his ministers to prepare a greater

force, under the command of two of his brave generals. His third son,

Agnimogum (face of fire), hearing of the defeat of his brother Banoogapen,

and of their father’s sorrow and rage, pressed forward, and offered to take

the command of the army. He observed to his father, that Banoogapen
«had not sufficient experience ; but that he might depend on his prowess, and
be assured of his destroying the presumptuous Deverguls, and causing Soobra-

monier to retreat.

Soorapurpana was highly pleased with his son Agnimogum, and commending
him, he detached him accordingly, at the head of the army, accompanied by
the two sons of Banoogapen, to give them an opportunity of revenge.

Naraden Reshee communicated to Soobramonier the news of the march of
Agnimogum, and that he was advancing expeditiously to destroy his whole
host.*

[ To be concluded next month .]

* We hay# not Intermeddled with the spelling of proper names in the MS. copy of this article,* with
which we aw Obligingly favoured by Sir Alexander Johnston.
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THE EAST-INDIA MEDICAL SERVICE.

To the Editor ofthe Asiatic Journal.

Sir: Referring to a Debate at the East-India House respecting the mili-

tary and medical services in India, one cannot hut be forcibly struck with the

deficiency of information as to the details of the latter : to this deficiency

alone can he attributed the present state of the medical service, as to its

numbers, and as to the want of adequate remuneration of medical officers,

who have not received a proportionate share of consideration with the officers

of the civil, military,, and clerical establishments.

Having nothing to expect from any changes in the service, or its increased

remuneration, I shall not be suspected of interested motives, in pointing out

the incorrect statements of the Chairman, re-echoed by Mr. Wigram, upon
that occasion. In so doing no personal disrespect is intended ; the sole object

being a statement of facts, which, it is hoped, may lead to more mature con-

sideration of so important a subject.

It is stated that “ the native troops have the advantage of a large medical

staff, while the King's troops rely altogether on the surgeons attached to them

and that <c the Company’s troops have the advantage of native dressers,

which is by no means inconsiderable.”

The following are the facts of the case :—a battalion in the King's service

has a surgeon and two European assistants
;
generally a European serjeant

in hospital,—almost always, a newly arrived assistant of the Company’s ser-

vice,—one or two dressers or pupils, also from the Company’s service; and

on all occasions of epidemic or endemic disease, or in any case of deficiency.

Company’s assistants are attached to King’s regiments (without any advantage

to themselves). I am not aware of any advantage from the Company’s staff,

in which the King’s regimental service docs not partake, as to assistance ;

on the contrary, during my period of service, European troops have ever

been considered as objects of the first anxiety.

A Company's battalion has owe European medical officer only

;

often two

battalions are under one medical officer (at the very time that Company’s

assistants are lent to the King’s service) : it is true, surgeons* names are attached

to and bandied from one regiment to another, but the members of the regi-

ment know not even their persons. The latest army-list from Madras will shew

that not a surgeon is on duty with the corps to which his name is attached;

the appointment to the Nizam’s service—the residencies,—garrisons,—and

some zillahs, occupy the surgeons, with the exception of half-a-dozen regi-

ments of cavalry. The two native dressers attached to a battalion are very

inadequate to the proportion of aid in a European regiment ; in the native

regiment the single European medical officer (in times such as those of the

late few years) often works till he falls a sacrifice to his exertions for others,

and the want of additional assistance. The medical officer commences his

professional duties after long and forced marches, when his brother officers

retire to repose.

It is, then, clear that the regimental medical service of the Company is

not on a par with that of his Majesty's service ; and it is equally Clear,

that the loss of human lives must ho the consequence of the mistaken

economy, of not sending out two medical officers for each regiment. It

should be clearly ascertained, what numbers are necessary to provide for all

the duties of staff, garrisons, residencies, zillahs, subsidiary forces, &c.

;

2 E 2 and
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and to leave to every regiment two assistants

—

always present for duty except

in case of this uftiinateJy would prove economical '

j

Qp the.subject of remuneration of the Company’s medical servants, I do
not suppose it can be contended that they are less useful than the (Other

services ; their duties arc constant and arduous, not dependant on war or

pence. The acquirement of a proper knowledge of tlieir duties, requires an
expenditure of money and devotion of time at least equal to the other set-

' vices ; indeed considerably exceeding them, except the chaplain. The expo-

sure of life, in the treatment of disease, is greater than in the other ser-

vices ; yet the medical officer cannot receive from the service more than half

the retiring advantages of the military officer, however long he may devote him-

self to the service. It cannot be contended, in reply to this, that some ten

or twenty persons have retired from each presidency with competence,

because accident has thrown these few in the way of advantages not open to

the service generally ; nor will the consideration, that the early allowances

of the surgeon are greater, and the period of service shorter, than those ot

the military officer, affect the question. The thing to be considered is, the

positive and ultimate reward afforded after arduous duties, and exile from
family and friends,

and the comparative advantages arising out of the respec-

tive services.

The facts are simple : the civilian has emoluments which support the high

station he holds, enable him with common attention to save a tolerable inde-

pendence, and to pay monthly such a sum as secures him £ 1,000 a-year for

life.

The military officer, beginning in early life, supports himself (while the

medical officer is at great expense)

;

gradually gets into good receipts, and
retires on the pay of his rank, after twenty-two years, but may remain to

secure to himself *£1,000 or £ 1,200 a-year retiring pension. The medical

officer may devote his life, and never can retire on more than half the sum, or

£500.
The chaplain, who, in general circumstances, as to education, expense,

and late commencement of his career, is the only one in the situation of the

medical officer, has advantages in furlough and on retirement, superior to

thelatter. Why?—His pay from the outset is much higher—more than double !

The surgeon commences with some advantage over the military man, but

has none in the long-run ; his promotion is slow ; his chance of any advan-

tageous situation very uncertain. He is compelled, on attaining a superior

rank, to serve in it two years before he can get the pension of that rank ;

and no duration of service will give him more than half the sum granted to

the military officer. He cannot get more than <£500 per annum.
Is it possible that all this can' be known, and not redressed ? I believe not

;

it is inconsistent with the general liberality observed by the Directors ; but it

waqjts an active representative in the Court. The medical body are not nume-
rous ; and they do not attain riches so as to be enabled to offer themselves as

Directors, or an advocate might be found.

Gh*lfcnkam% A Retired Surgeon.

/ titht 11827.
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ROUTE ACROSS THE YOUMAH MOUNTAINS.

The following journal contains the details of the proceedings of the detach-

ment under Lieut. Trant, which crossed the Youmah mountains by the

Tongho pass, to which reference is made in our last number.* It appears in

the Government Gazette of Calcutta.
“ 23d March. We left Padong-Mcw at half-past five a. m. ; passed the village

of Namysunah, it consists of about seventy houses and 200 inhabitants ; and
the, small village of Majectoo-Youah, consisting of about thirty houses and
IOp inhabitants. Passed the deserted village of Kougha-Youah, at a short

distance from the above village ; crossed a large nullah, about 150 yards in

breadth, called Dingah Showah, at this time nearly dry, which takes its rise

from *thc interior, and runs into the Irrawuddy, by the Koopoo nullah. Ar-
rived and halted at the village of Moonghce, situated on the left bank of the

Koopoo: the village has about 100 huts, but few inhabitants, who were very

friendly, and supplied us with fowls, eggs, Sic. The road throughout this

day's march was good, and fit for carriages of any description : water very

plentiful.

“24th March. Marched at half-past five a. m. ; low hills on the right and

left a short distance from the road, covered with thick forest jungle; passed

the small deserted village of Chaporee; crossed the Koopoo nullah: on the

hills to the right a few pagodas and keoums were scattered ; after crossing the

Koopoo we lost all traces of the road. The remainder of this day’s march

was on the bank and through the bed of the above nullah, which we crossed

fifteen times : there was no water procurable from it, merely a few stagnant

pools, and the camp was supplied by digging. Halted on the right bank of

the Koopoo ; the road very bad and difficult, owing to the bed of the river

being full of large fragments of rocks, consequently unfit for the passage of

carriages : laden bullocks might with difficulty pass.

“ 25th March. Marched at the usual hour ; the road, or path-way, if it

can be so called, much the same as yesterday : we crossed over three ranges

of low hills, the ascents and descents extremely steep. The first part of the

march lay through the bed of yesterday’s nullah, which wc crossed twenty-

two times, ascending almost imperceptibly: the Koopoo runs off to the

southward : halted on the left bank of a small clear running hill-stream. The
road to-day was bad, and unfit for carriages or laden cattle of any description :

the country throughout the march dry and parched, the hills covered with

low jungle.

“ 2(ith March. Marched at the usual hour ; the march to-day extremely

harassing; passed over two ranges of high hills, in some places very steep, so

much so that we were obliged to use our hands as well as feet; crossed two

dry nullahs, and halted on the right bank of the Matoun Showey nullah, a

clear running stream; the hills still covered with thick jungle; road quite

impassable for laden cattle of any description.

“ 27th March. Started at the usual hour; left the Matoun Showey nullah

on our left, and passed over two ranges of low hills ; observed the marks of

wild elephants and buffaloes ; crossed three dry nullahs, and' halted on the

left bank of yesterday’s nullah: the road to-day much the same as yesterday,

but with plenty of water in the nullah.

* See p. 61.

“ 28th
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M 88th March. Marched at five a. m. ; left the Matoun Showey nullah on
our left; passed over three ranges of low hills, and again met with the above

nullah. The remaining part of this day’s march was in the bed and along the

banks of it, which we crossed thirty-one times : halted on the right bank of

the nullah, at the foot of the great Youmah hills, which separate the pro-

vinces ofArracan and Ava. The march to-day was attended with considerable

toil, the rocks on the bed of the nullah being very sharp and pointed: a

number of our Birmah coolies here deserted, which put us to very great

inconvenience for the carriage of our provisions.

“ 89th March. Marched at day-break : the first part of our march lay

through the bed of yesterday’s nullah, which we crossed fifteen times; the

nullah branches off to the right and left. We now perceived the great

Youniah hills, and began to ascend by a tongue of land branching from them

;

the path was most abrupt and difficult of ascent ; numerous elephant tracts

were here perceptible. The perpendicular state of the road was such that we
had considerable difficulties to encounter, using our hands, and holding on by

bamboos or other jungle, to enable us to make good our way. At two p. m.

halted to allow the coolies and stragglers to come up : started again at three

o’clock ; the whole face of the hills was covered with the thick male bamboo,

which we were necessitated to force through : our progress was very slow and

harassing.

“ The road to-day impassable for cattle of any description. The scenery

around us had a most pleasing effect : the hills covered with a bright vegeta-

tion, and the clouds rolling beneath us, at once presented a sight novel and

grand. To-day our ascent by barometer was about 4,000 feet: the track

difficult, and we often lost our road, which was discoverable only by notches

in the bamboos, which, if once missed, caused us to retrace our steps

till again discovered. Our march to-day commenced at sunrise, and ended at

suuset : we attempted at various stages of our march to procure water, but

were unable to obtain any.

“ 30th March. Started as usual; the morning hazy, the clouds rolling

beneath us like the agitated ocean, which continued during the whole of this

day’s march ; the ascent still steep and difficult, and at eleven a. m. distant

from the last encampment, the barometer stood at 85.64; thermometer

attached 75°, and detached 80° : this appears to be the highest part of the

Youmah range where we crossed. The general feature of the country on the

Jiills, the same as yesterday : our march was again from sunrise to sunset, and

yet we advanced little more than ten miles. Wild elephants were seen by the

camp. We now were descending toward the plains ofArracan, when the face

of the country began to change its aspect ; the thick bamboo jungle gave place

to lofty magnificent trees, covered with rich foliage, and presenting to the

beholder a scene of fertility highly pleasing. We were again disappointed in

procuring water, and obliged to send people into the valley below, who, by

digging wells, procured a small supply, very brackish, and not of sufficient

quality for the use of our camp.

“ 31st March. Started at half-past five ; the march to-day was one of great

toil and difficulty, not a drop of water being procurable, and the people

falling on the road from fatigue and thirst : although some water had been

procured the day before, it was of so bad a quality, and so scantily supplied,

that the people, began to despair of gaining this necessary staff of life, and it

required much persuasion to keep their spirits from giving way to despair

:

the
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thd’ Bbrmesfe here behaved most nobly ; notwithstanding "-the fatigue of the

ftM being obliged, when we halted, to send into the valley for water,

they retracedtfreir steps, carrying with them bamboos, filled with this neces-

sary'article, fiSrthe sepoys and followers who had dropped on the road : some
of our people canie into camp as late as ten o’clock at night. The general

appearance of the country was the same as yesterday ; we descended very
rapidly towards the plains.

“ 1st April. Marched at the usual hour, still descending towards the plains,

and meeting with numerous tracks of wild elephants ; the guides frequently

lost their way ; we passed over eight ranges of low hills, covered with thick

jungle. At two p. m. halted on the right bank of the Yankooah nullah, which
our people approached with delight ; this stream is transparently clear, and
was hailed with joy after so many days of anxious solicitude. Nature here

has scattered a scenery highly picturesque, which we were the more disposed to

admire as we had been so many days closed up in forest jungle. We now
looked forward to the prospect of soon seeing the end of our journey : we
here rested for the remainder of the day; the road from the hills to the plain

was the same as yesterday, offering insurmountable obstacles to the advance
of laden cattle or carriages.

“ 2d April. The first part of our march lay along and through the bed of

yesterday’s nullah, which we crossed fourteen times ; the nullah was full of

large masses of broken rocks, deposited during the rains from the mountain
torrents; left the Yankooah nullah, and passed over a low range of hills,

and entered a beautiful country interspersed with hillocks ; at two p. m. halted

at the small village of Tongho, where, for the first time since leaving the

Burmese country, we beheld inhabitants ; it consists of about twenty huts,

and is situated on the left bank of a large salt-water river, which the natives

called the Tongho river; the road to-day was good, and might be made
passable for carriages of any description ; we stopped here three days to pro-

cure boats for our party to enable us to proceed to Ramree. The distance

from Padong-Mew to Tongho is little more than eighty miles.”

SONNET.
FAME.

What’s reputation ? Can a garland hung

Upon the warrior’s bier recall his breath

;

Or posthumous applauses warm the tongue

Steeped in the freezing pool of horrid death ?

In vain would music’s sweetest notes be sung.

Fraught with inspiring eulogy, among

The tenants of the mouldering cells beneath.

—

But yet, though Fame nor rescues from the grave.

Nor wards the blows that fill it; let fair Fame
Due honour, gratitude, affection have

;

She’s Virtue’s firm ally:—who gain a name?—
The great, the wise, the virtuous, and the brave.

To think, at the last hour, that we may save

Something from death, gives joy heaven does not blamed

N.
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BGYPTIAK HIEROGLYPHICS.

M. C^HAUfPoiLtON lias published, at Florence, a “ Letter

Bfetas d'Aulps on the new Hieroglyphical System of Messt^Spbhn antf Sdyf-

farth,” of which some account was given in an article inserted in 6tir 'Ifiat

volume, p. 153. The repty of M. Champollion is so interesting, in' many
- respects, that we shall give a translation of it at length.* :

“ The two works published by Mr. Sey ffarth, on Egyptian writing, :
apd

especially his Rudimenla Hieroglyphiccs, came to my knowledge some months

back ; an attentive examination of them soon convinced me that Mr. SeyfFarth,

or Mr. Spohn, whose doctrines that young scholar has adopted, extended apd

propagated, suffering himself to be carried away by illusions which the study

of the original relics could alone dissipate, had conceived a system altogether

arbitrary for the interpretation of the Egyptian texts ; a system which, like

that of Kircher, rested upon no series of certain facts, but was founded upon

assertions or views quite peculiar. I wished to leave to the learned, who, by

their previous studies, are the proper judges in this case, the office of weighing

the real value of this new method, and of deciding whether this novel system

is superior, in clearness, certainty, and proof, to that which I have proposed

;

I have, therefore, refrained hitherto from publishing my opinion of the sub-

ject. I did hope, moreover, that men of erudition, as well as those who
attend occasionally to this branch of archaeology, would speedily perceive

what could be expected from the system ofMessrs. Spohn and Seyffurth, when

they learned that, after these two scholars had published the reading and the

translation of an Egyptian manuscript in the cabinet at Paris, the Greek text of

this very manuscript, discovered in London by Dr. Young, did not confirm, in

one single point, the version of these two German scholars : a circumstance

which plainly demonstrates the fallacy of the fundamental principles of their

method. But this fact, which is susceptible of easy proof, since the Egyptian

text and the Greek text of this manuscript are both published, does not

appear to have produced all the effect which might have been expected. Many
persons, who indeed are not deeply acquainted cither with Mr. Scyffhrth’s

system or with mine, but who nevertheless know that all the bilingual inscrip-

tions (that is, all the Egyptian inscriptions accompanied by their Greek transla-

tion, and brought from Egypt during the last four years) clearly confirm my
system, which was made public before their discovery ; and expressly contra-

} diet the system of Mr. Seyffarth, which is applicable to them in no respect;

many of these persons, I say, still affect, notwithstanding, to hesitate, in: a

state of pretended philosophical doubt, between the two systems. Others,

more conveniently, though more fatally for science, giving themselves no pains

to examine on which side truth is to be found, loosely declare that we know
• nothing positively yet respecting the graphic system of the Egyptians.

.

w In this state of things, sir, you desire to learn of me what are the prin-

- cipal points in which my system differs from that promulgated by Messrs.

Spohn and Seyffarth, and to know my opinion upon the grounds of the latter.

Anxious to diffuse light upon an archaeological discussion, of the importance
of whieh yOur Excellency is fully aware, a discussion which it is desirable*to

see speedfly terminated, interested solely in the progress of sciencer I will

endeavour to reduce the question to its real merits* by explaining, btfeflyifnd

^ompsmively,the bascs of both systems.
.

... ... , V
* We take It from the Bulletin Universe!, an. 1826, No. 11.

The
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<rThe work, published under the title of Precis du Systemc Hieroglyphiquc,

comprehends the whole of my doctrine respecting the Egyptian graphic system.
It contains^. I^believe, no assertion not demonstrated and supported by the
quotation ofa very great number of facts taken from the original monuments,
and which every person may verify.
“ The Rudimcnta Hieroglyphices of Mr. Scyffkrth consist, on the contrary, of

thirty-seven paragraphs, containing a brief exposition of the fundamental
bases of his system ; the author has not deemed it requisite to cite the ancient
authorities or monumental facts, from whence he deduces his principles.

w
I have, therefore, proceeded by a deduction from material facts, and the

learned German has constructed his system a priori

;

a method which no
kind of solid study can admit. Having pursued two modes of investigation

ih our researches so different, it is natural that our respective results should
possess nothing in common.
“ The first fruit of my researches was to discover, in the hieroglyphical in-

scriptions (taking, for the starting point of my operations, the bilingual monu-
ment of Rosetta) the simultaneous use of three species of characters:—1st,

figurative characters, or such as represent the forms of the objects they

express; 2dly, symbolical characters; 3dly, phonetic characters, or those

which represented sound.

“The ancient Greek authors, and particularly Clement of Alexandria (Strom,,

lib. v. sec. 4), who of all others has given us the most circumstantial details

respecting the system of Egyptian writing, informs us, in fact, that hierogly-

phical writing consisted of three sorts.

—

“ First, by means of letters, that is, by the expression of words— ruv srgvruv

r«*;u«»>=s=these are the phonetic characters of my system.
“ Secondly, by the imitation of the object to be expressed

—

xa.ro. (tip*wv=
these are thefigurative characters of my system.

“ Thirdly, tropically, by symbols and enigmas—r^ixus xaru mat euviyp.ouf=z

these are the symbolical characters of my system.

“ My first general results, obtained only from the comparative examination

of monuments, are thus perfectly in harmony with what classical antiquity has

unanimously transmitted to us upon this subject.
<c The system of Mr. Seyffarth is, on the contrary, in direct opposition, in

respect to this fundamental point, with monuments as well as with authors.

“ First, the learned German does not admit, in fact, figurative characters in

the hieroglyphical texts {Rudim. Hicrogl. sec. 35, note 107); but in rejecting

without cause the assertion of the ancients on this head, how happens it that

he did not discover the actual existence of these characters upon those monu-

ments which he has been able to study ? The copy in his possession of the

hieroglyphical inscription of Rosetta (an inscription upon which he tells us he

has founded his system) must have been very incorrect, since he has not per-

ceived anyfigurative characters there : wheat (line 4), temple (lines 4, 9, 11,

&c.), child (line 6), priest and priestesses (lines 5, 12, twice, and 13) image

(line 6), images (line 7), statue (twice in line 8), chapel (three times in line 8,

twice in line 9), aspick (line 9), tetragon (line 9), phylactery (line 9), man (fine

13), and stele (line 14); these image-characters occur in those parts of the

hieroglyphical text corresponding to those in the Greek text where such

objects are distinctly mentioned. I observe, in addition to these decisive facts,

that there are no manuscripts, that there is no single one amongst the

thousands of Egyptian bas-reliefs existing in Europe or elsewhere, in. the

Asiatic Joum. Vol. XXIII. No. 134. 2 F hieroglyphical
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hieroglyphical legends, of which it would not be easy to point out figurative

characters in abundance : this kind of character docs therefore exist in hiero-

glyphic writing, although not remarked by Messrs. Spohn and Se3
ffTarth.

“ Secondly, these learned persons recognize as little the existent* of the sym-

bolical, enigmatical,
or tropical characters, in the hieroglyphical texts. I ac-

knowledge that, upon this point, I cannot help feeling the utmost astonishment

at this contradiction, in a manner so formal and without any species of proof,

of a fact which all classical antiquity concurs in attesting, and which is even

confirmed by the most superficial study of the Egyptian relics: Diodorus

Siculus, Plutarch, Clemens Alcxnndriuus, Eusebius, Porphyry, Jambliehus,

Auunianus Marcellinus, and a multitude of other authors, not only speak of

the symbolical characters of Egyptian writing, but even cite a great number

of them, the explanation of which they give, and which we find upon the

original monuments with a value evidently analogous. Moreover, we possess,

in the work of Horapollo, the very translation of a book written by an ancient

Egyptian, for the specific purpose of explaining a very long series of sym-

bolical characters belonging to Egyptian hieroglyphical writing. Can we
hesitate a single moment? On the one hand, wc have classic authors and

monuments affirming and demonstrating the existence of symbolical signs in

the sacred language of the Egyptians ; on the other, Messrs. Spohn and

Seyffiirth, who pretend to deny systematically the existence of this order of

characters, without producing the least proof in support of such an assertion.

I am astonished that Mr. Seyffiirth should not have perceived in the Rosetta

inscription, the words gold, silver
,
goods, good, power, name, Egypt, pane-

gyric, god, life, living, day, month, year, writing

,

&c. &c. in the Greek text,

rendered in the corresponding passages of the hieroglyphical text by isolated

characters, very evidently symbolical.

“Thirdly, according to these scholars, hieroglyphic writing is composed only

of character letters

,

that is, of signs, which, taken individually, represent a

sound ; every7 hieroglyphic is phonetic, according to Messrs. Spohn and Sey'f-

farth, who recognize only a writing altogether alphabetical in that of ancient

Egypt. This opinion is opposed at once (as it has been shewn) to monuments
and to authors, who agree in describing three sorts of characters in Egyptian

hieroglyphic writing, one figurative, another symbolic, and the third phonetic.

“ X flatter myself that I was the first to demonstrate the existence of a certain

number of phonetic characters in the Egyptian hieroglyphic sy\stcm ; but J

took good care not to generalize my discovery too far ; I have confined its

application within those limits which the liiouuinents themselves assign. My
alphabet, published more than four years ago, has received, and still receives

daily, new confirmations, either by means of bilingual inscriptions discovered

in Egypt, or by the felicitous applications which have been made of it to the

great monuments of Egypt by Mr. XT. Salt, his Britannic Majesty’s Consul-

general at Cairo, who, previous to these experiments, which he has had the

noble candour to make public, had absolutely declared against my system. The
success of my researches is entirely owing to the rule which I prescribed to

myself in studies so pregnant with illusions as these, namely, to proceed only

upon material facts

;

to establish upon them my convictions, aud then to

explain them clearly for the conviction of others. Thus, for example, my
alphabet is founded upon the comparison of the proper names Ptolemy and
Cleopatra, written in hieroglyphics

;
proper names which are doubtless those of

these two personages, as was previously demonstrated by the three texts of
the Rosetta inscription, and the Greek inscription engraved upon the base of

the
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the Egyptian obelisk at Philce. By means of hieroglyphic letters, of which
these two names give me the certain value, I was enabled easily to discover
upon monuments the hicroglyphical names of all the Greek kings and queens
of Egypt, as well as the various legends of fourteen Roman emperors; it was
by means of these names, which were corrected, one by another, that I com-
pleted with absolute certainty my hicroglyphical alphabet. It contains more
than 1 20 characters really distinct in form. My alphabet, in short, rests upon*
a solid basis, since it is possible to demonstrate uncxccptionally (as I have
done) the value of each of its constituent elements.
“Although Mr. Seytfiirth’s system admits only signs purely alphabetical, in

Egyptian writing, we seek in vain to find in his works on what data , on what
demonstrative fact, he offers to our faith (and the expression is not far-fetched)
an immense tabic, comprehending a popular alphabet, composed, according to
his account, of 6,000 characters ! This number will indeed appear very mode-
rate if we consider that Mr. Spohn attempted to demonstrate, by an algebraic
formula, the possibility that the sum of the Egyptian alphabetical letters,

hieroglyphic as well as hieratic, amounted to 67.5,000 ! Happily, in a case of
this sort, an algebraic formula is not sufficient to establish, in point of fact, an
assertion contrary to good sense. At present, wc have only to do with the
6,000 alphabetical characters of Mr. Seyffarth.
“
I shall repeat on this occasion what I have said elsewhere : the very consi-

derable number of original Egyptian monuments which I have studied, in the
course of fifteen years, in the museums or collections of France and Italy,

have furnished me with 'little more than 800 or 900 hieroglyphic characters
really distinct in form. It will consequently be asked how it could happen that

Messrs. Spohn and Seyffarth, who ki\ew nothing of the collections either of
France or Italy, and probably very few of those to be found in Germany,
could have exaggerated to such an extent the number of the signs of Egyptian
writing. It is also difficult to conceive how Mr. Scyfiartli can present us at the

close of his work with such an enormous scries of pretended Egyptian alphabe-

tical characters. It is possible that this colossal table lias prejudiced many
persons in favour of the new system : I confess that it is a matchless effort of

patience, but it displays neither exactitude nor fidelity. I do not hesitate to

assert, 1st, that three parts, at least, of the signs engraved and explained in

this table never really existed on any original Egyptian monument; and 2dly,

that these original monuments exhibit, ordinarily, a very great number of

signs which are vainly sought in the immense alphabet of Mr. Seyffarth.

“ But all this may be easily explained : the two learned Germans have had the

misfortune to labour, in decyphering Egyptian writings, not upon original texts

inscribed upon obelisks, mummies, bas-reliefs, papyri, &c., but upon designs

and engravings of inscriptions executed in Europe by artists who, in general,

do not express truly what is found upon the originals they profess to copy, but

only what, with their inexperienced eyeff, they think they see. Hence this

extraordinary number of pretended hieroglyphic signs, wrhich are, in fact, only

errors or unintentional creations of modern designers and engravers. Butin
addition to this, Mr. Seyffarth, venerating the characters reproduced by these

engravers, even to the smallest touch, has discovered occasionally a new sign,

or the decomposition of signs, either by marks of a change of value, which he
has named diacritical lines, or by simple ornaments—for this scholar lias dis-

covered ornamented letters, even in the demotic writing, the Dumber of signs

in which is multiplied almost tenfold by the aid of these fanciful variations or

distinctions.

“ U2 F 2
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u
It appears, therefore,, evident to me that a system established uponsuch

ruinous bases can conduct only to conclusions contrary to truth, and if not

injurious, at least useless to science. The unfortunate experiment which has

been made, by the authors themselves, in the application of the system to the

Egyptian manuscript of Paris, of which they were ignorant that a Greek

translation was in existence, affords the exact means of judging of the confU

lienee due to all the other translations attempted by the medium of this same

method.
“ The system of Messrs. Spohn and Seyffarth, which, as may have been

already seen, is formally opposed to historical authority, and which is (if I may
so express it) alien to the monuments of Egypt, since it explains a very consi-

derable number of signs which those monuments do not exhibit, is, besides,

in contradiction to the natural course of things, in all times and places. Is it,

in fact, credible, that a people should agree to use an alphabetical system

composed of 0,000 letters ? Can we conceive it possible that a child must

have been obliged to class in his memory more than 200 arbitrary signs before

it was able to represept a single one of the twenty-five sounds or articulations

of his spoken language ?
“ Unfortunately, Mr. Seyffarth carries improbability still further ; since, not

content with the enormous alphabet of 0,000 characters, he is obliged, in

order to reconcile what he calls his transcriptions from the Egyptian texts, to

suppose still that each sign, amongst these thousands of characters, has not

a fixed value, but is capable of expressing two, four, and even six different

letters. What an endless and inextricable labyrinth ! The reading of a

written text, according to this method, must be a continual divination. A
system built upon such suppositions as these is condemned in the outset, by the

fact of the absolute impossibility of its existence.
** Let us, however, consent to believe possible what cannot be ; let us admit

with the author the fundamental principles of his system, and see what its

application to the Egyptian texts will produce. If the system of Mr. Seyf-

farth be well founded, the transcription of an hieroglyphical text, by means of

the new alphabet, ought necessarily to produce (since, according to him, it is

entirely alphabetical) words, phrases, and periods belonging to the Egyptian

language, and disposed in conformity to its grammatical rules.

“ It has been demonstrated that the greater part of the words in the ancient

Egyptian tongue are preserved in the language called Coptic, which is ancient

Egyptian written with Greek letters, and interspersed with a number of Greek
utords, introduced by the mutual intercourse of the two people, but subject to

the rules of Egyptian grammar. The reading of the Egyptian texts, after the

method of the learned German, should therefore produce words and phrases,

if not absolutely identical with^ at least approximating very closely to, the

Coptic language.
* But this never happens. If those scholars who are well acquainted with the

Coptic tongue will examine the transcriptions of Mr. Seyffarth, they will per-

ceive, from reading the first line, that there is neither Egyptian syntax nor
Egyptian forms of grammar, nor Egyptian words, unless they are complaisant

enough to consider, for example, the words ho
y
noo, oui

,
galou, nocococ,

oucha, thebich, §c. which Mr. Seyffarth thinks he can read in the Egyptian
texts, as identical with the genuine Coptic words ahi (life), noute (god), ouoh

(to add), schlil (sacrifice), nischeoui (altars), oueb (priest), ouoteb (libation),

which the learned German cites to justify his translation. We shall see, by

and
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and bye, that it is only by means of arbitrary suppositions and changes of

value in the characters, that Mr. Seyffarth is able painfully to produce such

words as the aforegoing, which belong to no known tongue, but of which he
nevertheless gives us the meaning.

“ Those persons who are acquainted with Coptic, and have studied my plan

systematically, will remark, on the contrary, that, in my different works, the

application of my alphabet, formed of signs the value of which is at once fixed

and established by palpable facts, being made to those parts of the hierogly-

phical texts where characters of sound are discovered, the result invariably

gives words, perfectly identical with those in Coptic, which the general sense of

the inscription requires in this place. It is thus that, in my Precis of the

graphic system of the Egyptians, I have established, in the hieroglyphical

texts, the existence of most of the monosyllables or dissyllables, which in

Coptic express the grammatical modifications, as well as that of a multitude

of terms, such as nouns
,
pronouns , verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and conjunc-

tions,
which are found in the Coptic. I have, moreover, read upon monu-

ments the names of most of the Egyptian gods, just as the ancient Greeks
have transmitted them to us

;
proper names always written, hicroglyphically,

in a fixed and invariable manner ; so that I have never been forced, like Mr.
Seyffarth, to suppose that the name of Osiris, for example, is found in one
and the same text, of seven small columns, written in five different modes,

namely, Osaraz, Osr, Osar, Otzar
, and lastly, Osdiraz.

“ Such are the radical differences which distinguish the system of M. Seyffarth

from that which I had previously proposed. My work is sustained upon mate-

rial facts ; that of the learned German rests only upon a series of suppositions.

The results which have also been already obtained from numerous applications

of my system, have enriched history with several centuries of genuine facts,

at the same time that they daily illustrate more and more the religious system

of ancient Egypt ; an immense conception, which includes the original source

of a large portion of the religious creeds and philosophical systems adopted

by the ancient nations of the west.
“ I am encouraged to hope, that from this rapid exposition of facts, the

learned will be enabled to pronounce upon the comparative claims of Mr.
Sej'fFarth’s system and mine. They will have to choose between a system

opposed to classical authorities, contradicted by monuments, and which all

the bilingual inscriptions demonstrate to be ill-founded, or altogether vain ;

and a method in perfect accordance with ancient authors, founded upon
original monuments, and which has been confirmed, 1st, by the hieroglyphical

and Greek inscriptions on four Egyptian mummies now in London, Paris, and

Turin ; £dly, by several bilingual papyri in the collections of Paris, Turin,

and London ;
3dly, by several bilingual obelisks in the Salt collection ; lastly,

by the dedicatory Greek and hieroglyphical inscriptions on several temples in

Egypt, copied upon the spot by Mr. Wilkinson, for the communication of

which I am indebted to the friendship of Sir Wm. Gell.”
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THE INDEPENDENCE OF GREECE.

It appears from the reports in the public journals that the three leading

powers of Europe—England, France, apd Russia—have at length interposed

effectually on behalf of the unfortunate Greeks, by jointly representing to the

court of Constantinople the expediency of recognizing the independence of

the Greek provinces; and declaring their determination, in the event of the

Grand Seignor’s refusal, of sending consuls to Greece, and treating that

country upon the footing of an independent state. .

Whether the three powers have been touched with compassion at the shame-
ful treatment which the credulous, trusting Grecians have undergone at the

hands of the pseudo-philanthropists of England, or whether they think it time

to put a stop to a species of civil war, which, from the weakness of both

parties, threatens to be interminable, we have no data to determine : the

latter is the most probable of the two motives.

It is not difficult to foresee, in this recognition of Grecian independence,

the germ of the future fall of the Turkish government : a cumbrous, ill-com-

pacted system, which has been preserved from ruin for many years solely by the

jealousy of the states of Christendom. The Grecian provinces constituted

some of the finest portions of the Ottoman empire; the tribute extorted, in

various shapes, from the unhappy race subjected to Turkish tyranny in those

countries, enriched the coffers of the imperial treasury ; the naval power of

Turkey depended almost entirely for the supply of seamen upon its Greek
subjects : in short, the court of Constantinople was indebted for the sinews

of its political strength, in a great measure, to the inhabitants of Greece,

whom it might, by prudent and conciliatory measures, have rendered still

more subservient to its power, but whose rancorous hatred, on the contrary,

it provoked by misgovernment and persecution.

It is not merely the loss of a territory productive of revenue, and abounding

in political resources, which forms the entire sum of injury to be sustained by

the Turkish government through the emancipation of the Greeks, but the

contest which preceded it has revealed the absolute weakness of that govern-

ment, to a degree far exceeding the expectations of its most sanguine enemies.

The Greeks have been exposed to difficulties and disasters which could never

have been anticipated, and which no people struggling for political existence

ever before incurred. They have not only been exposed to the attacks of open

enemies, but have suffered perhaps more serious and permanent injuries

through trusting to false friends and incompetent advisers. They have been

treated like the vile bodies upon which practical philosophers essay their expe-

riments. Yet, notwithstanding the unforeseen impediments which obstructed

the efforts of the Greeks, their former masters have been unable to reduce

them to the yoke. Such palpable impotence clearly shews the injustice of

forcing the Greeks to return to their allegiance, which the Turkish govern-

ment is incompetent to require, since it has sufficiently proved itself unable to

fulfil the reciprocal duty of protecting them against a powerful foe.

Marked by such strong discriminating features as the two people are, it is

surprising that an earlier attempt was not made, on the part of the Greeks, to

emancipate themselves from slavery ; in which they would always have found

themselves encouraged by the sympathies of their fellow Christians in the

West, and might perhaps have met with, more real philanthropic aid than at the

present period. They would have been unfortunate beyond all precedent had
they
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they fallen into the hands of a party of friends in England, at any antecedent
time, who would have treated them as our modern Philhcllcnics have done.

It is surprising, too, that at the period when modern travellers in Greece,

at the beginning of the seventeenth century, revealed to Europe the condi-

tion of that classical countiy, the birth-place of the elegant arts, and the only

scene where the models of pure architecture could still be studied, a holy fer-

vour had not arisen in behalf of the descendants of those to whom we are

indebted for these precious relics, and against the barbarians who were either

labouring to destroy them, or who guarded the access to them with scrupulous
jealousy. When Deshaycs, the French traveller (the first modern who has
given us any account? of Greece), visited Athens, between the years 1621 ami
1630, the monuments of that celebrated city were in comparatively good con-
dition. The finest, indeed, existed in all its glory. lie describes the Parthe-
non as then entire, and unimpaired by the ravages of time, as if hut recently
erected. This temple existed entire even in 1687- What time had left

untouched for centuries, the perverse industry and fury of man in a few years

have almost destroyed. “ Destructions succeed each other with such rapidity

in Greece,” says M. do Chateaubriand, “ that frequently one traveller per-

ceives not the slightest vestige of the monuments which another has admired
only a few months before him.”*

The author we have just quoted gives an eloquent picture of what Greece
was for some centuries before her late struggle (which has not yet been
attended with much improvement in the aspect of the country), which it is

impossible to read without wondering at the apathy of the people who could
submit toil, whilst living amidst objects which excited so strong a recollection

of the ancient glory of their country :

—

You would suppose tlmt Greece herself intended, by the mourning which she wears,

to announce the wretchedness of her children. The country in general is uncultivated,

bare, monotonous, wild, and the ground of a yellow hue, the colour of withered

herbage. There are no rivers that deserve the appellation; but small streams and
torrents that are dry in summer. No farm-houses, or scarcely any, are to be seen in

the country
;
you observe no husbandmen, you meet no carts, no teams of oxen.

Nothing can be more melancholy than never to be able to discover the marks of

modern wheels, where you still perceive in the rock the traces of ancient ones. A few

peasants in tunics, with red caps on their heads like the galley slaves at Marseilles,

dolefully wish you as they pass Kali sjtcra, good morning. Before them they drive

asses, or small horses with rough coats, which are sufficient to carry their scanty rustic

equipage, or the produce of their vineyard. Bound this desolate region with a sea

almost as solitary; place on the declivity of a rock, a dilapidated watch-tower, a for-

saken convent; let a minaret rise from the midst of the desert to announce the empire

of slavery; Jet a herd of goats, or a number of sheep, browse upon a cape among
columns in ruins ; let the turban of a Turk put the herdsmen to flight, and render the

road still more lonely; and you will have an accurate idea of the picture which Greece

now presents.

The physical capacities of the country and the people may, in a few years,

if afforded free and uninterrupted scope, repair the misfortunes of centuries.

Greece may, in future times, fill as respectable a rank amongst the nations of

Christendom as England did before her naval and commercial superiority

began to give her pre-eminence.

In the meantime, a very different fate awaits the state from which the Greek

provinces are to be detached. Turkey is marked with all the signs of decay,

and
* Travels in Greece, d:c., Part i.
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and has exhibited, within a very recent period, symptoms of internal dis-

organization, which indicate that the process, begun by debility, will be

accelerated by other causes.

It is a curibus subject of speculation to consider the probable effects upon

the great political system of a disjunction of this once mighty empire. The
several parts of it must eventually go to augment the territories of its neigh-

bours, saving such portions as the Greeks themselves may be able to secure

in the general struggle. The adjustment of the various claims, for which there

' exists no competent tribunal, will probably be productive of wars, in which

England, though no otherwise interested than to see fair play, will most likely

be involved. The consequences of this change in the various relations of the

European powers may reach even to the East, and British India may feel the

effects of a struggle which she has liberally subscribed to assist.

After all, however, the Greeks, if relieved by the powerful interposition,

which, according to report, is to be made in their favour, may become a prey

to intestine broils and civil wars, which will protract, if not prevent, her

complete regeneration. There is wanting in Greece some master mind, in

whom the people can confide, possessed of talent and energy sufficient to

control the bad, and to direct the energies of his countrymen to proper

objects. If instead of a Washington or a Bolivar, he should prove a Bona-

parte, the Greeks would be gainers by being secured from the horrors of long

continued anarchy, which is equally destructive to political freedom with the

abject bondage they have heretofore endured.

.Some disposition has been manifested by the Greeks to adopt the very

Objectionable policy of placing themselves under the authority of a prince

chosen from the family of some European monarch, as an expedient to

interest the prejudices of the legitimates in their favour. Let us hope, how-
ever, that they will not have recourse to any foreign domination whatsoever

:

whether a foreign prince be recognized as king or protector, the governing

power would be nearly the same; it is a scheme which would be inconsistent

with their rapid growth as a free people, and deteriorate the elements of

their political character.

Whilst upon this topic, we cannot help expressing our surprise that no
further steps have been taken in the matter of the Greek loans. The indi-

viduals whose characters are implicated in the transactions find it, perhaps,

politic to let the subject sleep ; though it would redound more to their credit,

if they are really innocent, to keep public attention on the alert, until justice
1

be done them. But what are the bond-holders and the real philhellenics

about ? Their objects cannot be forwarded by affairs remaining in statu quo.

No visible progress is made in equipping the steam-vessels, the delay in which
all parties agree in condemning ; and even Mr. Hume has not announced the

result of the reference, which he publicly proposed to make, of his conduct
to arbitration.
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TITLES OF THE RAJAH OP RAMNAD.

(
Translatedfrom one of the Title-Deeds in the possession of the Durmasenovi Brahmins,

engraved on copper-plate.)

Graced with the constant presence of Maha Letckme&a) and the most ho-

nourable ruler of the earth ; sovereign of Devanagarum (i. e. Ramnadaporaui),
mighty monarch and protector of SkaitoMoolahKj)) (his own kingdom); destroyer

of the enemies' forces; performer of his promises; punisher of evil doers;

usurper of all countries seen by him ; retainer of his conquests ; establisher of

Paundiens* (c) kingdom; securer and promoter ofSholens'(d) kingdom; possessor

of power to conquer the Tondamundalom /(e) superior to the kings on earth

;

royal hunter of elephants in the provinces of Ealum, Congoo, and Jaffna; an
ornament to, and supereminent above, the just and upright kings on earth ;

preserver of his royal dignities ; brilliant as the meridian sun ; descendant of
the sun; clothed with ornamented robes replete with pearls; chastiser of
calumny ; destroyer of traitors and ingrates ; superior to those that prove
rebellious and wicked ; humbler of the disobedient ; fierce like a young lion

;

a lion at the head of his army of valiant heroes ; a lion to his foes and against

oppressive kings ; furious like a mad lion ; a sanctuary to all who confide in

him ; guardian of virtuous women ; subduer of the feudal government ; watcher
of Toiidy Port ; rider of spirited horses ; entitled to the banners bearing the

marks of the famous Hanooimm,(/) Gari|da,(g) and Singum ;(4) equal to

Curna(a) in liberality, to Durmah Rajah {k) in patience and compassion, to

Beema(/) in valour and warfare, and thp greatest warrior on earth ; to Ar«
joonen(w) in the dexterity of darting arrrows, to Nagoola(a) in horseman-
ship, to Agustier(o) in gifts of wit and wisdom, to Snttia Arichundra (p)
for speaking truth; possessed with the art of pleasing the fair sex; delighted

with the constant charms of music, songs, and poetry
; admired by the most

beautiful

<«) Maha Letchnui (or the great I.e(rhme) is the goddess of beauty, riches, grain, courage, valour,

joy, eloquence, matrimony, and every other felicity. She is one of the wives of Vistnoo.

(6) Shaito Moolah signifies the southern country, extending from Manaineh Kody (a sea-port about

one league beyond Cottaputnam) to Cape Comorin.
(tj l'aundien—The ancient kings of Madura so called.

{d) Sholen—The ancient kings of Tanjorc so called.

(e) Tonda Mundalom, the country in the north extending from Congeveram to Tripetty.

if) Hanootnan , a famous monkey, who was of essential service to the god Rama, when he encountered
the great and magical giant Ravancn, sovereign of Yail Lunga, or all Ceylon,

ig) Garuda, king of kites, a swift-winged bird, on which Vistnoo, In his benevolent expeditions. Is

wafted through the air.

(A) Singum , the name in Tamul for lion.

ii) Cuma, a prince fostered by King Tcrcyothren (who is affirmed to have flourished In tho last

century of the third age of the world), and famous for his boundless generosity.

ik) Durma Rajah » a king renowned for his benevolence and virtues. lie is also affirmed to have
reigned prosperously in the third age.

(l) lieema, one of the five brothers of Durmah Rajah, next to him, and famous for having been a
most valiant and warlike person, and for his remarkable battles.

(m) Arjoonan, the third brother of Durmah Rajah, and the favourite and pupil of the god
Kristneh ; his principal weapon in war was the gaundivom , or bow ; and famous for the victories

gained by him by this single weapon.
(n) Nagoola, the fourth brother of Durmah Rajah ; he was endued with the gift of rendering every

old, impotent, or spiritless horse touched by him, vigorous and spirited, and therefore famous for

having rode the most spirited and untractable horses.

(o) Agustier

,

a mighty moonee, or reshee, and the principal of the seven famous and respectable

reshces. fie is famous for having invented the Tamul, and the several arts and sciences in that lan-

guage. He is believed to have obtained^immortality and other great gifts, and to exist until this day
In the hills about Courtallom.

(p) Sattia Arichundra , a king descended from the sun, and supposed to have flourished In the

Tredayougum, the second age of the world. He was the king of Ayotee, and famous for having ever

spoken and adhered to truth.

jf&utlie Jouru. Voi.. XXI II. No. 1S4. 3 G
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beautiful women; successful in all his enterprizes ; equal to llama

(

9) in

conquering and subduing tyrants, or wicked princes ; regular supporter of

those dependent on him ; triumpher over his enemies ;
destroyer of the

wicked; frustrater of their projects; upholder of the innocent; remarkably

bold and spirited ; unshaken in fortitude ; equal to King Somen (r) in acts of

charity; a zealous votary of Siven; patron of the Brahmins; sovereign of

jShembee Vullanaud ; favourite of the great Lctchmc; a king whose legs are

adorned with bells and other marks representing the heads of his enemies,

thereby denoting his valour ; and finally, remarkable for his zeal and fidelity

in managing the affairs of Ramanada Swamy.

to) Rama—this was the name taken by Vistnoo in his sixth incarnation, when he was born into the

world as a prince to destroy the giant Ravanen, because lie caused himself to be worshipped as a

divinity.

(r ) Somen was a king renowned for the numerous chuttram*, which he caused to be built throughout

his kingdom, and the liberal donations made by him for giving rich food daily to innumerable people.

MANG-HAOU-JEN, THE CHINESE POET.

Mang-haou-jen was a native of Scang-chow, in Hoo-plh. In his youth he

was liberal and virtuous; he lived in retirement till the age of forty, when he

mixed amongst the poets at court. The minister Chang-kow-ling was a poet;

also Wang-wei, another minister, who invited the bard to his house, where

the Emperor Yuen-tsung (A. I). 745) paid a vi.sit, whilst Mang-haou-jcn was

present, who, it is related, crept under the bed to hide himself from the

Emperor. His host, however, discovered him, and his Majesty desired him

to come forth, and recite some of his poetry, which he did, and received an

invitation to the imperial palace. On the appointed day, he met a merry

party, where he played and drank, and neglected to keep his appointment,

which vexed the Emperor, who declared he w ould have nothing to do with

the rude poet. The latter, however, never repented it. He seems to have

experienced the fate of Western poets; he died extremely poor, leaving his

family in great distress. His name, however, was esteemed; a splendid tomb

was built over his remains, and his friend, Wang-wei, had a likeness of the

poet painted, which he hung up in a pavillion called by his name.

It is reported of Mang-haou-jen, that he was in the habit of mounting an

ass in the midst of snow-storms, and going in quest of pear-blossoms ; observ-

ing, “ iny poetical meditations arc most active in the midst of wind and snow,

and on the back of an ass !”

The poetry of Mang-haou-jen, like most Chinese poetry, consists of

short pieces, referring to some particular incident. The following lines,

written “On passing the Night in the Hill-Chamber of the Priest Ne£, waiting

for Ting-kung, who did not arrive,” will serve as a specimen;

—

The evening sun has passed yon westt*rn hills

And shadow's fill the vallics. The pale moon.

Pine-shaded, sheds a softer, cooler light,

Whilst bubbling streams and breezes court the ear.

See from the hills the wood-cutters return
;

The darkening mist drives feathered tribes to roost.

* The hour is come when bashful brides retire :

But I must wait, w'ith solitary harp.

And solace me amidst this ivy bower.
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THE HARVEY ISLANDS.

The following particulars of the Harvey Islands, a small cluster in the

vicinity of the Society Islands, in the South Pacific Ocean, are extracted

from a journal of some missionaries who visited them in the latter part of the

year 1825.*

Manaia.
This island, which Captain Cook improperly called Mangeea, is included

within a barrier of coral rock, from twenty to seventy feet in height, in which
there are some openings, from whence there are paths to the interior. The
cultivated portion of the island consists of six large vallies, containing

plantations of taro, plantains, te-root, cocoa-nuts, and bread-fruit, but the

.latter is by no means plentiful. Great scarcity is sometimes felt in the dry

season, when many of the natives die through actual want. Two causes

mainly contribute to this evil; first, the great idleness of the people ; secondly,

their propensity to theft, and even wanton mischief, owing to which planta-

tions of young bread-fruit, and other trees, arc sometimes plucked up. Rob-
bery of this kind is so very prevalent that all the cocoa-nut trees have dried

leaves fastened about half-way up the stem, in order that by their rustling

noise they may give notice of the acts of depredators.

The number of inhabitants in Manaia amounts to between 1,000 and 1,500.

Some of them have embraced Christianity, but the king and principal part of

the people continue idolaters.

Manaia was partitioned between five chiefs (or kings, as the missionaries

term them) whose names were Numanatini, Teao, Paparani, Tcuruorongo, and

Kaiau ; but the first, having vanquished the other four in war, now rules

supreme. The island is divided into six districts, each governed by chiefs,

possessed of great authority.

The natives have five principal deities, named Oro, Tanc, Teabio, Toahiti,

and Motoro ; to the first they offer (though rarely) human sacrifices. They
have also maraes, and there arc certain sorts of cloth which are esteemed

sacred amongst them, and which cannot be worn by every person. Men and

women are not allowed to eat together in Manaia.

They have a strange method of disposing of their dead. On one of the

highest hills is a very deep hole, or pit, probably connected with the sea, into

which they promiscuously throw the bodies of their dead (paying no regard to

rank, age, or sex), without any other covering than a piece of cloth, fastened

round with a cord. They bring them from all parts of the island to this

receptacle, and it is the only one that has been used for ages. The stench

arising from it is dreadful.

Infanticide is unknown here, so that from this cause and the few diseases

in the island, through the slight intercourse of the natives with Europeans,

the population increases. The missionaries and the captain of the vessel were

the first wliite mpn who had set foot upon the island.

The language of this island approaches nearer to that of New Zealand than

to the Tahitian ; the ng and k being very prevalent, and the h and f entirely

omitted. The natives display great ingenuity in the fabrication of their cloth,

canoes, stone-axes, and ear-ornaments ; their heads are profusely covered with

figured cloth, red beads, and sinnet of beautiful workmanship. Indeed,

‘there

* The journal is published in the Transactions of the Missionary Society, or Quarterly Chronicle,

January 1H27-

2 G 2
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there are no islanders in these seas that equal the Manaians in the manufac-
ture of their sinnet.

Rarotonga.

The number of inhabitants on this island is from 6,000 to 7,000. Three
chiefs, named Makea, Tinomana, and Pa, formerly governed it, between
whom were frequent and bloody wars ; but the sovereign power is now by
universal consent vested in Makea, who has become a convert to Christianity,

and has given evidence of his sincerity by discarding all bis wives (eight in

number) except one, by his constant attendance at school, and his attention

to religious instruction, as well as by his ready acquiescence in every plan

proposed for the spiritual and temporal benefit of his people. He is a fine

handsome man, and has eight sons and four daughters.

The progress of Christianity has been more rapid in this island than in the

Society Islands ; this has been the fruit of the labours of two Tahitian

teachers, during the last two years, previous to which, the island of Raro-
tonga was scarcely known to exist.

The natives, when idolaters, worshipped four principal deities, namely,

Taaroa, Butea, Toahiti, and Motoro; the two last correspond in name
to the deities of Manaia. No human sacrifices were offered to these deities.

There were arreois amongst them, but they never murdered their children,

except females at the birth. In their wars, the heads of the slain were cut off

and piled in heaps in the maraesy and the bodies formed a repast for the

conquerors. Before the converts acquired their present superiority, they had

a battle with the idolaters, who annoyed them perpetually, and threatened

destruction to them and their religion. The idolaters were routed in the

conflict, leaving their gods in the possession of their antagonists. The latter

treated such of their idolatrous countrymen as they took prisoners with

kindness, and released them ; but they returned in a body, and declared that

having lost their heads (alluding to being seized by the head, which is a mark
of captivity), they were lost ; adding that their gods had deceived them, and

they^wished to be enrolled amongst the Christians. The captured images of

the deities, fourteen in number, and measuring about twenty feet in length

and six in diameter, were lying prostrate in the missionaries’ settlement, like

Dagon of old before the ark.

The settlement of the missionary teachers is situated at the entrance of a

beautiful valley, three miles in extent. It contains several hundred houses,

• of which 180 are plastered. The king’s house, which measures thirty-six

feet by twenty-four, is plastered, and tastefully fitted up with painted cloth and

ornamental shells. It contains eight rooms, with boarded floors. Adjoining

is another plastered house, 138 feet by 20, in which the king eats, and

where his servants and dependants reside. The house in which the two

Tahitian teachers reside is ninety feet by thirty, mostly floored, and containing

various apartments, furnished with bedsteads, sofas, arm-chairs, and tables, all

of native manufacture, under the instruction of the teachers.

The whole island is one cultivated garden ; the sides of the hills, in short

every place where food will grow, is filled with taro, plantains, pumpkins,

sweet potatoes, and th£te-root. Cocoa-nut trees are very scarce, and Makea is

anxious for a supply; and also bread-fruit trees, 'which the natives care little

about. The population generally are addicted to agriculture; men, womens

and children being constantly employed in the plantations.

The king and principal chiefs can read well, and learning is making rapid

progress amongst the people generally. Plurality of wives is entirely abolished.

Aitu-
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Aitutakk.

The settlement on this island is upwards of two miles in length, consisting

of numerous white cottages, shaded by large aito trees, which produce a

picturesque effect. A coral pier has been built for the more convenient

landing of boats, at the extremity of which is a flag-staff, upon which a flag is

hoisted when a vessel appears in sight. The pier is 600 feet long, and eighteen

feet broad.

The number of plastered houses here is 144, many of which are furnished

with bedsteads and sofas. The houses of the principal chiefs are substantial

buildings, but not so well finished as those at Rarotonga. The women make
bonnets, and the men wear well-made hats. Numbers of the natives can read,

and they are diligent in learning, though much of savage manners remains. ;

A scarcity of provisions prevailed here, as well as at Manaia and Rarotonga.
This island has very little water, and in the dry season (from June to Novem-
ber) the few springs arc dried up, and they arc obliged to dig holes, which
supply them with water of a dark colour and bad smell, which is owing partly

to the rats, who, as soon as a fresh hole is dug, flock in numbers to quench
their thirst, when some of them are drowned and putrify in the water.

Mautii.

This island is completely surrounded by a coral reef, without a single en-

trance in any part for the smallest boat to • land. The reef is formed into

ridges, from ten to twenty feet high, below which are lower ones, with deep
holes between. The only mode of access to the interior of the island is by
leaping out of the boat upon the reef, where there is least surf and where

the sea is shallowest, wading and walking over the ridges of coral rock,

which is difficult as well as dangerous, for two miles, the distance which the

reef extends inland all round the island.

The settlement is about four miles in the interior ; the number of in-

habitants does not exceed 200 ; their appearance is neat and decent ; the

women well attired, and few of the people without hats or bonnets. The
islund was visited, in August 1825, by Lord Byron, in the Blonde frigate, who
testified his approbation at the progress made by the natives in civilization.

Mitiaiio.

This little island is barren and unfruitful ; the inhabitants, who are about

100 in number, find it difficult to subsist, and look thin and miserable from

want of food : they wish to remove to the Society Islands. They are attentive

to instruction, and diligent in learning.

Atui.

The island of Atui is uneven ; the hills are of moderate height, and level

at the top; the vallies arc deep and spacious. On the summit of one of the

hills, in the centre of the island, stand the houses of the chief and teachers,

from whence the prospect is delightful. The bulk of the people have forsaken

the teachers, returned their books, and relapsed into idolatry ; though the

chiefs and a few others still attend instruction. The women appear to be in a

degraded and debased condition ;
they arc compelled to till the ground, dress

the food, and do all the servile work ; the men, when not employed in fishing,

live, an idle life. The vallies are filled with cocoa-nut trges ; but the bread-

fruit tree is scarce; and the aute, or Chinese mulberry tree, bas been con-

sumed by. the hogs. Theft is severely punished at Atui.
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CHINESE NAMES.*

Surnames did not exist in England till the era of William the Conqueror
;

in China they prevailed at least two thousand years before. The PVi-kea-sing,

or hundred family names or surnames, is the title of a small tract which

contains most ofthe Chinese surnames. It is one of the first books committed

to memory by children when learning the sounds of the characters. There is

an edition called Pih-kea-sing-kaou-lco, or an inquiry into the hundred family

names, which contains a brief historical account of the origin of each family.

The first name which occurs in it is that of Chaou, who being promoted

by King Muh-wang to the government of the town Chaou (B. C. 930), his

descendants took the name of the town as their family distinction. This

name was placed first in compliment to the Sung dynasty, whose surname was

Chaou, and at the commencement of which dynasty (corresponding to the

era of William the Conqueror) this little tract was compiled by an aged

scholar.

If it be a mark of the savage state (as Pliny observes of the savages of

Mount Atlas) to be anonymi, and if the state of civilization is to be estimated

in proportion to the number of names existing amongst a people, the Chinese

are the most civilized nation on earth. The Romans had three names : a

preenomen, nomen

,

and cognomen; the Chinese have generally four, and some-

times six names. The following are the different names used in China :

1. Sing, the family name ; the name of the clan, or surname; the nomcn of

the Romans.

2. Ming, the name, equivalent to the Roman preenomen, or Christian name
of the people of modern Europe : of these the Chinese have three, viz.

3. Joo-vimg, the breast or milk-name
, the name given to a child soon after it

sucks the breast of its mother,

4. Shoo-ming,
or book-name, the name given to a boy when he goes to

school.

5. Kwan-ming, or official name (the last of the three), a name given in to

government by literary graduates, members of mercantile companies (Hong
merchants), or other persons who have concerns with government.

6. Tszc, the character or name which men take when they marry.

7. 11aou, titles taken by men of fifty, or fathers of married children.

The joo-ming is given to the infant in the following manner:—A month
being completed after the birth of the child, it is brought out by the

mother, and after its head is shaved, and it is dressed in clean clothes, the

mother worships the goddess Kwan-yin, and the father pronounces its name
before the friends who arc invited to be present: this ceremony is called

Mwan-yue, and the entertainment which accompanies it, Shlh-ke-tsew. The
Shoo-ming is given by the master when a boy first enters at school. The
master pronounces the name kneeling before a paper, on which is written the

name of one of. the sages of antiquity, and supplicates his blessing on the

scholar. The master is then seated on a throne, or stands (commonly) by its

'side, while the scholar worships him, by kneeling, rising, and again kneeling,

putting his forehead to the ground each time. This ceremony is called

K'hae-heo ; a large party is invited to an entertainment on the occasion, who
make presents to the young scholar. The tszc is given by a father to His son,

upon
Compiled chiefly from Dr. Morrison'* Chinese Dictionary, in vacihus Sino, Ming, and Kwan.
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upon the marriage of the latter ; on this occasion also friends arc invited ; the

ancestors of the family are invoked and worshipped, the occurrence is an-

nounced to them and their blessing implored. On this event the father adds

two characters to his own name, which make the haou.

The etymology of Chinese surnames is, in many instances, borrowed

from the names of places ; some names are deduced from incidents in the

lives of the founder of the family, and some from the character of the

person. The surname Chaou, before-mentioned, affords an example of the

first. The surname Lc, which signifies a pear,
is derived from the circum-

stance of the first of the family having dwelt beneath a pear tree, when
endeavouring to avoid the malice of King Chow, B. C. 1112. The surname
A fa, which is the character for a horse, is taken from a title of distinction

given to the founder of the family, in allusion to the martial qualities of the

war-horse.

By the laws of China, under the clause tang sing wei hivan , or “ persons of

the same surname marrying,” it is enacted that in all cases where persons of

the same surname intermarry, each individual shall be punished with sixty

blows, and the parties shall be separated : the female shall be returned to her

kindred, and the property and presents confiscated to the state !

The Chinese do not like that the ming, or prsenomen, should be mentioned

or written without some qualified epithet of respect attached to it. Hence
the ming name is called hwity, meaning that which is to be mentioned with

reverence, or avoided altogether : on this account the praenomen of an

emperor is not inserted even in the dictionaries of the language entire, but with

some line or lines omitted in order to make it appear dliferent from his name.

From this instance of superstitious etiquette, which proscribes the common
use or profanation of an imperial name, some characters have become per-

manently altered in the mode of writing them.

The names imposed by Chinese parents and friends, as well as those

which the parties themselves assume, are always intended to be kcih-t&cang
,

or fortunate. It does not appear, however, that they practise onomantia, or

the fortelling of a man’s fortune from the elements of his name : although

their soothsayers predict the events of a person’s life from considering the

hour of his birth, inspecting his hands, face, and the structure of his bones

:

with reference to the latter mode, the Chinese say kieei-kuh,
“ noble bones;”

and ts'een-kuh,
“

ignoble bones.” There is an abusive mode of speech amongst

them, derived from, the same circumstance : “ your whole body is composed

of mean hones.”

It is not esteemed rude to ask a person’s name. There are several modes

of doing this : the following pompous phraseology is merely civil :—“ Tsing wan
tsun sing ta ming, I beg to ask your honourable surname and great name;” or
** Ts’hing wan kaou sing ta ming, I beg to inquire your eminent surname and

great name.” This is the language of all ranks, from the highest to the pcorest

and most obscure. The answer is :
“ My mean surname is :” or it may be

said without ceremony : “ Sing Chang, ming King:” “ surname Chang, name
King.” Of a third person it may be asked, “ Ho sing,” “ what surname?” or

in a direct address from a superior to an inferior, or amongst equals in un-

ceremonious speech, it may be asked, u surname what? name who?” i. e.

what is your name and surname? or “ what is your surname?” They ask

the same question without prefixing any pronoun, thus :
“ Kaou sing ta

ming”—*. e . lofty surname and great name?
In
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In writing, there are single surnames and reiterated surnames, or such as

consist of a single character, -or of two characters : the latter are called double

surnames.

The Chinese express the whole of their surnames by the words Pth sing, or

“ the hundred sing,’* which is a general term for the people, as appears from

the following passage in a Chinese writer: “ Pth sing ke nuy min shoo yay

i. e, “ Pth sing denotes the common people within the royal domain.” The
sense of the term is also observed in the following passage from the Shoo-king,

referring to the virtuous example of the ancient King Yaou (B. C. 2230) :
“ He

was able, by the influence of his great and illustrious virtues, to unite all his

numerous kindred within the nine degrees of consanguinity ; these being all

united in mutual harmony, he tranquillized and promoted the lustre of tjie

people's (pth sing) virtues; and his own people (pih sing) being rendered

illustrious by their virtues, he joined in the bands of amity all nations. Oh
how great then the change to goodness, and how peaceful the state of the

black-haired people !
”

The disconsolate condition of a person deprived of the aid of his own
kindred is thus described by an ancient poet in the She-king :

Ev’n the forsaken, solitary Too *

Hath leaves to form a cool umbrageous bower

;

But I must wander desolate, forlorn :

*Tis not that other beings there are none

Of human form
; but none are of my kin.

—

Ah ! heedless and unfeeling passers by,

Will none of you attach yourselves to me?—
Alas ! how is it, when a man’s bereft

Of kin, and most needs aid, tliat all desert him ?

To the curious in Chinese philology, it is worth remarking, that the word
sing is compounded of the radical neu, a woman, and the adjunct to be born ;

the propriety of the signification of the term is not very obvious from its

elements without the aid of a commentator.

Wc may add to the aforegoing, that, besides the varied use of the name
(properly so called), respect to the individual addressed is denoted in China

by different inodes of allocution, according to the relations of the respective

parties to eacli other. The use of epithets of respect to a person is called

ching-hoo. The character t'hae is always included in such addresses : t’hae

ting is an epithet applied to three of the highest officers of state; it is also

used in epistolary writing as a mark of respect to the person written to.

T’hae kea is an address equivalent to “ eminent sir ;” lacfU t’hac, “ venerable

sir;” heung t'hae, “ exalted brother.” T’hae foo, “ your honoured name,”

is an expression used on the address of letters, before writing the name.

The history of titles opens a wide field : the Shc-kwan-poo, or book of

authority on this subject, commences at the period of B.C. 3250 !

• “ The too tree ia thrice introduced in the She-king, and is always a metaphor of a solitary, desti-

tute, forsaken, and comfortless state.”

—

Commentary on the She-king»
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THE CASE OF CAPTAIN McNAGHTEM.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal $ ... .

Sie : In the early part of this month I forwarded the enclosed rejoinder to

Mr. Buckingham, in consequence of his remarks on my original
M Reply 99 to

his numerous and foul slanders. I have had it returned to-day in con-
sequence of a note from myself to the printer of the Oriental Ilerahl, de-
siring to know whether it was to be published or not, and 1 take the liberty of
sending it to you, together with the printer’s letter, with a request that you
.will, if yon can, give it a place in your ensuing number, seeing that Mr.
Buckingham, characteristically, denies me that justice, and means to assign a
reason for his refusal, of which I can scarcely rely upon the candour. Having,
in his most disingenuous remarks on my pamphlet, given out that he “ ge-
nerously” resolved not to confute it, because it contained an expression of
my resolution to end the controversy, T sent him the enclosed in order to

remove that bar to his efforts of self-justification, by challenging him to do
his utmost in proving me the character he had dared to pourtray me. Tic

keeps my manuscript, without the least notice, till near the end of the month,
and then only returns it in consequence of a conditional request to that effect

from me, when he thinks it probable I shall not be able to give it to the

public before the appearance of his ensuing number, which, it seems, is to

contain some remarks of his own upon the subject. An utter stranger to you,
I can only appeal to your sense of justice in this case ; and if you think the

circumstances I am placed in, by my adversary’s conduct, are sufficient in-

ducements to you to let me address this portion of the case, through your
pages, to the public, the insertion of this letter, along with the accompanying
one, will explain to your readers the true cause of your doing me the solicited

favour. I am. Sir, your’s, &c.

R. A. McNagiiten.
18, Thavies’ Inn, IIolhorn ,

Jan . 23d, 1827 .

To the Editor of, the Oriental Herald.

Sir:—Having already disclaimed all intention of continuing a controversy with a

man, whom I conceive incapable of conducting his own part of it in an honest and a

manly way ; I should not again address you on the subject, were it not for the use you

have made of my avowed determination to notice you no farther. In your remarks on

my “ Reply” to yollr various misrepresentations, you inform your readers that they

might think it " ungenerous in you to press upon an adversary, who has declared his

intended withdrawal from the field ;** and leave them thence to infer that your not

refuting me is the effect of your generosity and not of your inability. To unloose

that muzzle is the object of this rejoinder. I now tell you plainly that you are not

able to prove the charges of sycophancy which you formerly brought against me, and

for which I branded you with a wilful dereliction from your veracity ;
and, since I

have once more taken up the pen, I shall prove that in addition to your former ambi-

dexterity, you have, in your late notice of my pamphlet, had recourse once more to your

favourite system of garbling and evasion; and that, too, in the very breath in which

you take credit to yourself for that strict impartiality, for which, in the principal part

of your Calcutta career, I allowed you to be entitled to commendation.

You commence your notice of me, by some remarks foreign to the purpose, on the

manner in which I have put forth my Reply ; and in these you deviate, as is now

your custom, from the real fact—not in terms to be sure, but in the more unworthy

Asiatic Journ, Vol. XX11I. No. 134. 2 U mode
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mode of insinuation. You say the pamphlet was left at your office for the purpose,

as you conjectured, of having its contents noticed as those of every published work

might legally be ; but that when your printer applied for another copy, I informed

him the work was not published . This, having nothing whatever to do with the merits

of4he case between us, I should pass over in silence, did it not evince that shuffling

disposition which I believe your best friends are sorry to see characterizing your edito-

rial conduct. In the first place, I think you can hardly expect to be Lelieved by any

one, when you say that you conjectured my pamphlet was sent to you, merely to

be noticed like any other published work ; or that you did not feel confident that it

was sent solely to give you a fair opportunity of disproving, if you could, the charges

it contained against you—-an object widely diilcrent from that with which an author

sends his book to a reviewer. Again, as to my disavowal of publication ; I received

from your printer a note, not addressed to me by name, but to the “ Author of a

Reply,** &c., requesting a second copy of the pamphlet, which I had published (he

using that phrase), and which I immediately sent him. But as T had no great reason

to trust in the fair dealing of a man from whom I had experienced nothing but injus-

tice, I concluded that you contemplated an action at law against me ; a proceeding

on your part which I considered the more likely, as I knew you could not disprove

my charges by a fair argument. I, therefore, in my reply to your printer, merely

corrected his own expression, by saying that my pamphlet had not been published. I

daresay you knew this at the time you wrote; but, if you did not, the ignorantia facli

does not excuse the insinuation you have made of an underhand practice oil my part

;

because you ought to make proper inquiries before you venture upon improper sur-

mises.

Next, you seem to dwell on the fact of its having been printed by the printers

of the Asiatic Journal, &c. , and in this your iuuendo is equally obvious. But
you knew that I originally addressed my letter to a Whig newspaper, and you

knew why I did so : two portions of knowledge, let rue say, which should have

made you pause before you covertly accused me of LMideavouring to enlist party

prejudice in my favour. I have another fact, however, which will convince the pub-

lic how egregiously you are mistaken ; and that is my having, when I found I should

be obliged to get it out in its present form, taken it to Mr. liidgway in order to get

it printed, because I understood that he, too, was on your side of the political ques-

tion. He declined the undertaking, in consequence, as he said, of being a personal

friend (or acquaintance, I forget which) of your’s, and in some literary way, I think,

connected with you ; and it was his suggestion which brought me at last to the actual

employers, of Whose connexion with the East- India Company I, at that time, really

did not know any thing. As to your other introductory insinuations, I shall only say

that if that can be called a ** hole and corner pamphlet,** which was written by me in

refutation of your slanders, and immediately transmitted to yourself, arid not only to

yourself, but to your principal friends and supporters, and to not one acquaintance of

my own in the kingdom; if that can be called “ a hole and corntr pamphlet,** I sub-

mit to the charge ; but I must leave the public, and not you, to pronounce the verdict.

I made it as public as I could make it {after having failed to get it inserted in the

papers), for I sent a copy to os many gentlemen connected with the East-India Com-
pany as the number I had printed enabled me to do, and in doing this I included

your firmest friends among the proprietors
;
and, finally, I sent a copy of it to each of

At least a dozen editors of papers, on both sides indiscriminately ; and that is so much
for your charge of “ hole-and-cornering.**

'I have, perhaps, given you grounds to pronounce me inconsistent in noticing you

At my pamphlet does, after I gained a knowledge of the contempt in which the public

jield you ; but your readiness to take advantage of that weak part is a proof, at all

events, that you were on the look-out for the pervious parts of my Reply, and that

had there been others, you would not have failed to have pushed the weapons of your

argument into them. Your having caught at that peg on which to bang an observation,

rattier derogates from your previous assumption of generosity in sparing a withdrawn

opponent;—a generosity, by the way, rather incompatible with the malignant feeling

which
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which caused you to attack a far distant, and a then, comparatively, helpless one.

You~conunence your [reply to me (your irrelevant preamble having concluded) by

assuring me “ that not a single line of the supposed slanders" ever came from your

pen, and that therefore my accusations of hatred, falsehood, &c. are, at least, not

applicable to you ; and you go on to explain that your intelligence from India is not

compiled by yourself, but lias been the work of various individuals, not one of whom
bore malice towards me. Now, Sir, in the number of the Herald (for November

1825), to which my pamphlet more immediately refers, the account of my public

alleged conduct is given in editorial language—in such style as an editor uses when
laying the substance of his information before the world

; and while, therefore, to you

alone I have a right to look as the propagator of the scandal, it appears to me no
better tlian^ evasion on your part to now cast the odium upon the shoulders of an assis-

tant. You are responsible for what appears in your pages, and you are supposed to

have a perusal of their contents before they are given to the public ; so that vour present

method of shirking that responsibility which properly attaches to you, will, I trust,

show your readers and your compilers, liow little you are to be trusted in comparison
to, and how greatly you are changed from, that Hector, who formerly braved and
vilified that body, whom lie eventually, and almost abjectly, petitioned for pecuniary

support ; and never dreamt of shaking off the personal responsibility of liis editorial

situation, until he found that he had so far committed himself, that neither fair nor
sophistical reasoning could serve to extricate him.

I distinctly accused you, Sir, of having held me forth as a mean tool of the Local
Government in Bengal

;
and I challenged your proofs. In return, you tell me that

your intelligence is gathered from the public papers, and from private authority that

may be relied upon. Why, then, do you not produce them ? Who are your infal-

lible private authorities? Where arc the public papers that accuse me of subserviency ?

You have the paper I conducted, I presume, before you, and you know, I also pre-

sume, who compiled your summary of intelligence from the East, for the above-men-

tioned month of November
;

in which it is stated that the Government gave me an
appointment to prevent the necessity of my doing duty with my regiment, and to

enable"mc"to edit a journal, for the imputed purpose of assisting me in the payment of

a legal penalty. I have proved, even to your satisfaction, that I had the appointment

of Judge Advocate before Lord Hastings, and consequently before you, left India,

and that, therefore, the present Government bad nothing to do with it ; and that it

was in no degree connected with my editorial duties, which bad been entered upon
several months before my removal permanently to the Presidency division of the[Army ;

and unless you and your most worthy compilers and correspondents can prove among
yoii, that the Bengal JTnrkaru was a government, or any other than an independent,

paper, under my management, your joint superstructure must fall to the ground
; and

you may settle between yourselves the proportions of misrepresentation which each of
you supplied to ereetjt.

You can also tell me, probably, what possible connexion that Supreme Court

proceeding had with my public conduct; and how your former professions of friendship

for me allowed you to put forth its mention so coarsely and brutally, in your already

referred to number ? That event’ occurred before you quitted India, and so little

change did it appear to make in your sentiments towards me, that, even after your

Herald was established, I received from you a printed letter, addressed to me and

signed with your own hand, intreating my assistance in increasing the circulation of

the work— of a work for which you and your tribe were, very likely, at that time con-

cocting the slanders which, at no distant period, it gave to the world against me ! No,

Sir, that case had no connexion with either your intelligence from the East, or your

manifold charges of sycophancy against me ; but you thought the upfecling and reite-

rated mention of it would pain me, and you therefore raked it up, and laid it iri

aggravating terms before your readers. You were right in your supposition, diabolical

as it was
; you did succeed in wounding me, and I should be sorry if I were so men-

tally callous as not to be deeply pained by the allusion ; but as an argumentative fact

2 H 2 it
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it was foreign to your subject ; and as one that had palliatives which the hand of friend*
ship might have applied, it was surely an approach to demonism, for a professed
friend to array it in the garb of aggravation, and then to present it to the public
scrutiny. It may he some triumph to you to know that you have pierced me in a
tender part ; but it will doubtless be a greater source of exultation to you to learn that
the same manful stroke has entered a weaker and a softer breast than mine, and given
yet greater anguish than I can feel for myself alone, to one whose amiablcness of
disposition would not suffer her to use the power of retaliation against you, if that
power were ever so amply possessed. Enjoy your triumph in this respect ; or if you
blush to wear the honour of the achievement yourself, find out, and place it on, the
correspondent who helped you, or the compiler who was so expert as to enter the fact
in your pages, and to pass it to the public, unseen by you till too late for your humanity
to erase it

!

\ou may bring our controversy to a very speedy conclusion, Sir, if you will keep
closely to the main points of it. Prove my political sycophancy, which you have
asserted: prove that I was either directly or indirectly rewarded for it by the Govern-
ment ; prove that I was desired hy the Commander-in-chief to underrate the number of
men who were put to death at Barruckporc. This last charge, in particular, you tell

us in your number for last July (page 13d), that you “ learned from good authority :**

produce your authority, or the public must disbelieve you. In the face of it I give them
my solemn word of honour, that I never had the least communication, direct or indi-
rect, with the Commander-in-chief, or any other authority, on the subject; and I think
it is for you now to either establish your charge or to withdraw it. In the same page,
you say you know I put forth, as editor, the information I obtained in my official capa-
city. I challenge you to prove this; for I most unequivocally deny it. My editorial
account of the mutiny was written before I entered upon my official duty in any way.
What it contains I derived almost entirely from personal observation, which fifty other
officers had the same opportunity of using as I had

; but not a particle of it was gleaned
from my official documents, or situation ; and the contrary of this I defy you to sub-
stantiate. It is positively untrue in you to assert that I apjUauded the massacre of the
Barrackporc troops

; nor have you any right to put your own favourite, but absurd
expressions, into my mouth. I spoke of the mutiny, and the means taken to suppress
it, as a military man. I condemned the mutiny

; I approved of the means adopted to
put it down ; and this you dare to pronounce ** applauding a massacre.**

In conclusion, I am persuaded that no person can read your observations on my
pamphlet, aud say that you have answered it. You have evaded the accusations of which
I dared you to the proof

; and your enumeration of charges in page 8(7 of your last
number does not contain a repetition of those of a political nature, nor any refutation
of the charge l brought against you of having (you, or your compiler) wilfully garbled
my dispute with Mr. Greenlaw, although you had both sides of the question equally
before you. If you publish this, as 1 hope you will, and choose to remark upon it,
pray adhere to the points on which I have called for your proofs. They are the princi-
pal topics, and if you establish them, I promise you to yield all the minor ones. Or
I will tell you what 1 shall, if you please, consent to. This controversy may be made
interminable by the present monthly mode of argument, and it must soon become tire-
some to your readers ; I shall therefore consent to your selecting three ofyour own per-
sonal and political friends, before whom I shall meet you, and there discuss the charges I
have brought against you, in your public capacity. Let them decide upon the case
and the affiur be ended by their decision being published in the first number of the
Herald which shall subsequently appear.

Of theforgiveness of the terms I applied to you in my pamphlet, and which forgive-
ness your last paragraph contains, I require none, and I accept none. Those terms I
am not disposed to retract, and I therefore leave ‘them to you and your correspondents
to be shared or applied as your own knowledge of your respective titles to them may
dictate. Some of them may be thought too coarse, by those who do not feel as I felt
when I perused, at that distance, your slanders—but none of them are too severe; and

though
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though I might have taxed you with falsehood in terms of greater circumlocution than

I have used) I preferred the more direct course with a person of your description,

whose evasive disposition I could not help seeing, though I grieved to see it.

I am, Sec.

18, Thavies* Inn, Hotborn

,

R. A. McNaghten, Captain, Bengal Army.
January 7Ik, 1827.

P.S. I have not had a great deal of spare time for this communication, and I find I

have omitted to notice two points in your recent summary of charges against me, viz.

that my editorial writings were more calculated to cause bloodshed than those of my
contemporaries

; and that I was cashiered by a court-martial. It is in your manner of
stating circumstances. Sir, that I perceive in the greatest degree your surprising disin*

genuousness; and a few illustrative remarks will enable your readers to comprehend
my meaning in this particular. In almost all controversial writings, but especially in

all editorial disputes, a person of your disposition may find, among the writings of
cither party, certain phrases and paragraphs which, separated from the context/and con-
sidered without reference to what elicited them, may bear the appearance of being pro-
vocatives to hostility : but I appeal to any candid person, whether that is the criterion by
which to judge of disputativc writings, or of the character of a disputant. In my
u Reply” to your slanders, for example, a score of expressions will be met with of the

tendency you mention ; but would any one who knew them to be retorts for previous

unprovoked calumnies
;
who knew that I wrote in self-defence, and that, so far from

having sought, I for a long time avoided the encounter ; would, I say, any one under
such circumstances look upon me as an inciter of personal quarrels; as he would natu-
rally and properly do had my language been gratuitous, and I the causeless aggressor ?

This is precisely my editorial case. I call upon you to produce the articles to which
you allude, and if they do bear the character you have given them, and I cannot prove

them to be of a retaliatory description, 1 must submit to the reproach of being that,

which all who know me know to he quite foreign to my natural disposition. I send you,

herewith, very correct copies of the Court-Martial proceedings to which you have also

alluded in a most unfair manner, and in the notes to which you will find occasional

observations on your own behaviour. Read them, and judge from a combination of
dates and evidence, whether I was the aggressor on any one of the occasions there dis-

cussed ; as well as whether your November, or any other Ilcrald, gives the public a fair

account of the transaction. This brings me to your mode of announcing that I was
cashiered. When a fact like that is simply stated, an unmilitary reader is sure to attri-

bute such a punishment to disgraceful conduct
;
and I have no doubt in the world that

your mode of introducing it was intended to produce this eirect, particularly as you
add that I was removed from my stall-situation for “ indecorum;** an actual untruth,

as the term indecorum is in common parlance accepted. You knew that I was cashiered

for nothing more than sending a challenge to a man who had most unprovokedly insulted

me; that instead of meeting me, that man sent my challenge to the Commander-in-

chief, who is, I may say, compelled to order a court-martial for the trial of all such

offenders, so brought before him ;
that a court-martial has no option, no discretion,

in respect to its award, on the charge being established
;
and that, thenfore, the sentence

was cashiering, which the Commander-in-chief remitted, almost as a matter of course,

because there is no instance in our military annals (or if there be any, they are merely

enough to form exceptions which prove the general rule) of the specified penalty being

indicted in the case of a challenge, unless accompanied by some derogatory circum-

stances. I have thus shown the uncandidness of your mode of stating a fact; and I

have only further to tell you, that by adopting and adhering to a manful line of argu-

ment, you will place yourself, even in defeat, more highly in the public estimation

than you need ever hope to do by the unworthy methods I have proved you to prefer.
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A more acceptable work than this has not, perhaps, for many years, been

presented to the literary world. As the genuine production of a celebrated

Tartar conqueror, giving an account of his operations, of the countries he

visited (especially of Hindustan, in the sixteenth century), of his associates

and connexions, with traits of character, anecdotes, and court incidents,—it

is rare and curious ; in other respects, and more particularly from the light it

diffuses upon the history and geography of portions of Asia extremely ill

known, its value is almost inappreciable.

Our notice of this work may, with propriety, be restricted to a review of

the preliminary matter contained in Mr. Erskine’s preface and introduction,

which consists of masterly dissertations upon the Memoirs, upon the author

of them, the copies in which they are extant, the language in which they were

written, and, lastly, the geography of the countries and the history of the

nations to which the events in the Memoirs have reference. A more enlarged

notice of a work like this, which contains the varied events of a history from

A.D. 1494 till 1530 (the year in which Baber died), would demand more

space, and, we are obliged to add, more time, than we have at our disposal.

Mr. Erskine, in his dedicatory epistle to the lion. Mountstuart Elphinstone

(which is a model for succeeding writers), pays a very liberal tribute to the

character of the late Dr. Leyden, with whom the translation originated.

“ The number and variety of the literary undertakings of that extraordinary

man,” he observes, “ many of which he had conducted far towards a con-

clusion, would have excited surprise had they been executed by a recluse

scholar, who had no public duties to perform, and whose time was devoted to

literature alone. The facility with which he mastered an uncommon number
of languages, ancient and modern, European and Oriental, the extent and

ingenuity of his antiquarian inquiries into the literary history of his own
country, and even the beauty of his poetical genius, are surpassed by the

sagacious and philosophical spirit which he evinced, in the latter period of his

life, in his different memoirs regarding the languages of the East, and par-

ticularly those of Hindustan, Bengal, the Dekhan, and Northern India.”

These, and other warm encomia upon Dr. Leyden, are as just as they are

creditable to Mr. Erskine, who disclaims all praise but that of enabling the

public to profit by his friend’s labours. Mr. Erskine, however, who can (as

oriental scholars know) well afford to divest himself of claims to praise justly

due to him, has had a larger and a much more toilsome share in the work*

than the original labourer.

The Emperor Baber was a Toorki or Tartar prince, and the language in

which his Memoirs were written is that which was spoken by the tribes from

whom he descended, who inhabited the desert to the north and east of the

Caspian. He was born on the very edge of this desert, in the year 1482;

but the changes of fortune, in the course of his eventful life, carried him,

sometimes as a fugitive, sometimes as a conqueror, into various provinces

of Asia.
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A very erroneous notion lias prevailed, it would appear, that the Jaghatai

Toorki or Tartar tongue was anciently unwritten, and Sir Wm. Jones doubts

whether any Tartarian king of Timur’s age could write at all. Mr. Erskine
dissipates every doubt, however, as to the genuineness of these Jdemoirs ; he
describes the Toorki in which the original is written, as remarkable for clear-

ness, simplicity, and force ; the style, far less adorned than that of the modern
Persian, and as free from metaphor and hyperbole as that of a good English

or French historian. lie adds :
“ on the whole, the Toorki bears much more

resemblance to the good sense of Europe than to the rhetorical parade of Asia :

the style of all Toorki productions that I have ever happened to meet with, is

remarkable for its downright and picturesque naivete of expression.” lie con-
siders that the Memoirs are as perfect as when Baber wrote them, though
they exhibit hiatus

, one of which extends to a period of twelve years.

We cannot furnish our readers with a better idea of these Memoirs than by
quoting the following passage from Mr. Erskine’s preface

:

Baber does not inform us, nor do we learn from any other quarter, at what period

of his life he began to compose his Memoirs. Some considerations might lead us to

suppose that he wrote them after his last invasion of India. That they must have

been corrected after that period is certain, since in the first part of them he frequently

refers to that event, and mentions some of his Begs as holding appointments in Hin-
dustan. Perhaps, too, the idea of writing his Memoirs was more likely to have oc-

curred to him after his success in India, than at any previous time, as he had then

overcome all his difficulties, was raised to eminence and distinction, and had become
not only an object of wonder and attention to others, but perhaps stood higher in his

own estimation. Ilis Memoirs may he divided into three parts, the first extending

from his accession to the throne of Ferghana, to the time when he was finally driven by
Sheibani Khan from his paternal kingdom, a period of about twelve years

; the second

reaching from liis expulsion from Ferghana to his last invasion of Hindustan, a period

of about twenty-two years
;
and the third containing his transactions in Hindustan, a

period of little more than five. The whole of the first part, and the three first years of

the second, are evidently written chiefly from recollection ; and the style and manner in

which they are composed appear to me far to excel that of the rest of the work; not

only from the clearer connexion given to the various parts of the story, and the space

given to incidents in proportion to their importance, hut from the superior unity and

rapidity of the narrative. This is, perhaps, in other respects also, the most agreeable

portion of the Memoirs. During a great part of the period to which they relate he

was unfortunate, and often a wanderer; but always lively, active, and bold; and the

reader follows liim in his various adventures with that delight which inevitably springs

from the minute and animated recital of the hazardous exploits of a youthful warrior.

The narrative, when renewed in the year 925 of the Ilejira, after an interval of twelve

years, partakes too much of the tedium of a journal, in which important and unim-

portant events find an equal space, and seems to ho, in a great measure, the copy of one

kept at the time. The same remark applies perhaps even more strongly to the greater

part of the concluding portion of the work. In the earlier portions of the Memoirs we

have a continuous narrative of details, such as a lively memory might furnish at the

distance of many years. In the latter parts, trifling incidents arc often recorded,

which, if not committed to writing at the time, would soon have met the oblivion they

merited. We are informed of minute particulars, which can interest even the writer

only by recalling particular events or peculiar trains of association—how often he eat

amaaj&n, or electuary—how often he got drunk, and what nameless men were his boon

companions. These incidents, however curious as illustrative of manners or character,

are repeated even to satiety. Yet these parts also contain the valuable accounts of

K&bul and of Hindustan
;
he gives an occasional view of his aims and motives, of the

management of some of his expeditions, and particularly of liis conduct during the

alarming
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alarming mutiny of his troops
;
while the concluding portion of his memoirs, where

the form of a journal is resumed, appears to be hardly more than materials for his

private use, intended to assist him in recalling to his memory such incidents as might

have enabled him to furnish a connected view of the transactions of that period. Still,

however, all file three parts of his memoirs, though the two last are evidently un-

finished, present a very curious and valuable picture of the life and manners or a

Tartar prince, and convey an excellent idea of Baber’s policy, and of his wars in

Maweralnaher, Afghanislitzin, and India, as well as of his manners, genius, and

habits of thinking ; and perhaps no work ever composed introduces us so completely to

the court and council, the public and private life, of an Eastern Sultan.

The Memoirs appear to have been held in great estimation, and even vene-

ration, at the Courts of Delhi and Agra, after the death of the writer of them.

Baber himself seems to have been satisfied with his labours ;
towards the close

of his life, he sent a copy of his work from Hindustan to rt friend in Cabul.

From some marginal notes in copies of two translations of the Memoirs into

Persian, as well as on the Toorki original, all of which Mr. Erskine collated,

it appears that the Emperor Ilnmaioon, even after he had ascended the throne,

and not long before his death, had transcribed them with his own hand. They

were translated from the original Toorki into Persian by the celebrated Mirza

Abdul Rahccm, in the reign of Akbcr.

The history of the present English translation is as follows :—It was begun at

Calcutta by Dr. Leyden, from the original Toorki
;
he was assisted by a Persian

Toork of Ganj. Mr. Erskine sent him from Bombay a portion of a transcript of

the Persian translation of Mirza Abdul Rahcem. On the death of Dr. Leyden,

Mr. Erskine offered to assist in completing the translation, having in his service

the same person who aided Dr. Leyden; but before his letter reached Calcutta,

Dr. Leyden’s papers had been sent to England. He was then induced, by the

persuasion of friends, to translate the Persian copy, and had completed the

work, when he received from London a copy of Dr. Leyden’s translation,

which differed from his own in many important particulars. Mr. Erskine then

blended the two, adopting Dr. Leyden’s (as being immediately from the

original), except where obviously wrong, and hud completed his labour, when
the original Toorki copy which belonged to Dr. Leyden, and had been lost,

was recovered. Mr. Erskine had now to begin once more ; he at length

completed his translation, with the aid of several Persian copies, in the state

in which it now appears.

Mr. Erskine observes :
“ The translation is close and literal, to a degree

which many will think faulty, and which few works written in an Eastern

language would admit of; but such closeness is not without its use, as the style

of a people generally exhibits, in some degree, the dress of their mind, and

often leads to more just conclusions regarding their habits of thinking, than

can easily be attained in any other way.”

We must here terminate our review, regretting that we are able to do so

little justice to a work which reflects such high credit upon all whose names
jure associated with it.*

It would be unjust, however, to omit commending the excellent map, and
able memoir which accompanies it, by Mr. Charles Waddington, of the Bom-
bay Engineers.
* We were favoured last month, from a highly respectable quarter, with a valuable notice of this

Interesting woik, which was withdrawn, owing to its non-appearance in our last number. Whilst we
expressour deep regret at the disappointment occasioned by its omission, we must remark that it was sent

At so late a period, that its insertion could have been afTectuated only by cancelling some of the pages
Already printed ; and there was actually no time for this course had we been disposed to adopt it. We
trust, therefore, that no unreasonable resentment will be felt towards us for not accomplishing what
was impossible.

—

Ed.

Afdnnrn
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Manava-Dherma-Sastra
, or The Institutes of Menu . Edited by Graves

Cifamney Haughton, M.A., F.ll.S., &c. &c. &c., Professor of Hindu Li-

terature in the East-India College. London, 1825. 2 vols. 4to.

The eager cultivation of Oriental Literature on the Continent we consider ns

a fact that marks the intellectual energy of the age. To the common observer

it would at once suggest itself that the intimate connexion of this country with

India and China must have turned the balance of activity and encouragement

in favour of England; far different, however, is the fact. To whatever cause

we may refer it, the study of Oriental literature has met with no encourage-

ment, except from the East-India Company ; although in the whole field of

research perhaps there is not a single object that involves considerations of

a higher curiosity. To Oriental remains alone, and particularly such as arc

contained in Sanscrit, arc we to look for elucidations of the birth and deve-

lopment of all that has given grace, dignity, and utility to the human mind.

Had it not been for the necessity of preparing elementary and other works

for the East-India Company’s institutions in England, Oriental literature could

scarcely be said to meet with any countenance. It is due to the munificent

spirit of this body to say, that it has most liberally supported every effort in

Oriental literature that promised any practical advantage.

On the Continent, especially in France and Germany, many able scholars,

stimulated by favour and rewards from their sovereigns, have directed their

attention to this pursuit, and if the difficulties they have had to encounter in its

prosecution and the result's of their exertions are considered, we think they

are eminently entitled to the approbation they have received. If however we
include, as we think we may justly do, the efforts made by our countrymen in

the East, we shall find that the British name is associated with some of the

most useful and splendid works, both as they regard research and practical

utility, that have appeared in Oriental literature. These, it must however be

stated, are gratuitous and independent of any patronage they received in

England, and are solely referable to the ardent curiosity of our countrymen,

and the very necessities of our Eastern connexions.

The capital of this country can now boast of a chartered institution for

Oriental research. The support and fame of this Society may be said greatly

to depend on one distinguished individual ; and but for its able Director,

Mr. H. T. Colebrooke, the lloyal Asiatic Society might never have had an

existence.

Our object at present is to lay before our readers the literary notice or
critique of M. Burnouf, on the work the title of which we have placed at the

head of this article. This gentleman was appointed by the Asiatic Society of

Paris, at the latter end of 1825, to make a Rapport verbal upon this singular

relic of antiquity, which had been edited in this country solely to supply the

wants of the East-India Company’s College.

We noticed the work at the time of its publication in August 1825, and

then expressed our hope of being able ere long to enter upon its merits. We
now, however, most willingly substitute the remarks of M. Burnouf, who to

considerable merit as an impartial critic, unites the tone and temper of a

gentleman.

On one or two occasions, where we think M. Burnouf in error, either as to

his opinions or to facts, we have subjoined a few short notes, and we might

have extended them further if it had been our object to expose every venial

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 134. 2 I inac-
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inaccuracy. Some of these it was very natural for M. Burnouf to fall into

;

since it would be difficult, if not impossible, for European scholars, who have

not visited the East, to seize the complete spirit of Hindu literature from the

only guides they have at present, namely, the works published by our country-

men : we should, therefore, while we applaud their zeal, view their inaccuracies

with indulgence.

On those points where Mr. Haughton and M. Burnouf arc at variance, we
lean to the former, because he has had the advantage of being formed in the

College of Fort William, an institution replete with every aid to be derived

from learned Professors and Pandits, Besides, we consider that, as this

gentleman is intimately acquainted with some of the principal Hindu dialects,

he must have a larger body of facts to guide him than can possibly fall to the

lot of M. Burnouf. But the matters objected to by M. Burnouf are, as he

acknowledges, of very little importance.

Every reader will be struck, while perusing M. Burnouf’s article, with the

studied reference to the works of the Continental literati. The names of

Frank, Bopp, Schlegel, and Chczy have obtained a well-merited celebrity in

Oriental literature; but whenever their canons are borrowed from the labours

of Englishmen, we should hope that the just rule, suttm cuiquey would not

be overlooked. The republic of letters cannot be easily made to forget those

extraordinary works for which it is indebted to our illustrious countrymen,

Wilkins, Sir W. Jones, Colebrooke, Wilson, and others.

The following is a translation of the Rapport verbal of M. Burnouf :

—

“ Mr. llaughton’s edition of the Institutes of Menu is comprized in two
volumes; the first contains the Sanscrit text, followed by one hundred and
twenty-five pages of notes on the various readings adopted by the editor. Sir

Wm. Jones’s translation is given in the second volume, together with observa-

tions, to the extent of seventeen pages, on the alterations which Mr. Haughton
thought proper to be made. The Sanscrit text is printed with Wilkins’ types,

which arc in general extremely clear and legible ; and the book has been carried

through the press with such perfection, that it is one of the finest which have

as yet appeared in Europe.(l) The editor states in the Preface, that his only

object in publishing this celebrated work, was to place it in the hands of the

students of the East-India College ; much difficulty having been experienced

previously in procuring copies for their use. We congratulate Mr. Haughton
that, while fulfilling an object purely national, he should have established a

• just right to the gratitude of all those who take an interest in Indian literature

on the Continent.

“ It must be observed, however, that the editor’s plan precluded him from

investigating many highly interesting questions connected with this important

work. Accordingly we are not to expect that his labours should throw any

new light upon the date of the compilation of the Manava-Dhcrma, on its

philosophical system, on the degree of harmony of its different parts, or the

authenticity of such and such passages, etc.

•‘•‘In fact, Mr. Haughton’s intention was not to publish a dissertation on the

lpws of Menu ; but that which was of far more value, the text itself, lie has

qonfined himself to reprinting the preface of Sir Wm. Jones, which, notwith-

standing the talents of its author, does not perhaps reply satisfactorily to all

the

( 1 ) This work was prluted at the press of Messrs. Cox and Baylis, and does them
great credit.
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the questions which the subject may suggest. For instance, the philosophical

opinions which arise out of Menu are not adverted to by Jones; this ought

not to surprise us, for at the time he wrote there existed only very vague

notions on this subject. At present, thanks to the zeal and talents of Mr.

Colebrooke, we can form a very exact idea of the philosophical system of the

Vedas, and of that of the two celebrated Indian schools—the Sdnk'hya and
the Nydya. Now in comparing the laws of Menu with these different systems,

it is impossible to avoid remarking the analogies between them and the Vedas .

These books are quoted at every instant ; Menu endeavours unceasingly to

reproduce their meaning ; and numerous passages prove that the Indian

legislator, or the compiler who takes the authority of his name, has borrowed
even their very expressions.
“ The mythological system, of which a glimpse may be obtained through

the medium of this ancient code, exhibits striking features of resemblance to

that of the Vedas; the gods, or divine personages, arc the same; they are

not numerous, chiefly natural and astronomical, and subordinate to Brahma,
or more properly the self-cxistcnt being. We do not find in it the legends

developed in the Purdnas, which the mythological genius of the Hindus would
not have rejected from a work of this sort, had they existed at the time of its

compilation. On the other hand, the passage on the creation, with which the

first chapter begins, bears, in Mr. Colebrooke* s opinion, the stamp of the

ideas of Capila, the supposed founder of the Sdnk'hya philosophy. But it

must be acknowledged, that the Hindu commentators arc of a different

opinion, and explain- this difficult passage by quotations from two of the

philosophical systems derived from the Vedas, entitled Mimdnsa and Vedanta.

However, another passage, the fiftieth couplet of the twelfth chapter,

evidently appears to correspond with the opinions of Capila. Wc there meet
Mahat and Avyacla, the two fundamental principles in the doctrine of this

philosopher, which are thus explained by Culluca Bhatta, the commentator

;

Besides, it is possible that this and many

other passages are explained by every commentator according to the principles

of his own philosophical creed; thus affording no uncommon example of an
ancient text receiving very different, and frequently opposite explanations.

But whatever may be the doctrine contained in the Mdnava-Dhcrma, it is

worthy of remark that no particular school is named therein. If these

schools existed when Menu was compiled, it seems to be a natural conclusion

that they had not yet separated from the Vedas, which may be considered

strictly as their common starting point, and were not yet known by their

present denominations, otherwise how is it to be accounted for that the
slightest allusion is not made to them in such ail extensive composition? In
like manner, several persons have been struck at not seeing the names of
Crishna or Budd'hat

although in the many passages where Menu requires

faith in the Vedas,
and condemns those who attack them, it would have been

natural to point out the celebrated reformer who, in the tenth century before

the Christian era, had dared to deny their authority.

“ It seems to us that the investigation of these questions, combined with

that of the manner in which the book was composed, and the degree of
harmony in its parts, might lead to very important conclusions ; more
especially should the publication of some other Sanscrit text give rise to new
approximations, calculated to fix its date with precision. Still, an exact

acquaintance with the text of Menu is a necessary prelude to all inquiries of*

2 12 this
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this sort, and we may say that, up to the present moment, Mr. Ilaughton has

done the most towards the solution of these interesting questions, by the

publication of his beautiful work.
“ The object of the editor, in publishing the Sanscrit text of the Manava-

JDherma-Sdslra, was two-fold : first, to render it as distinct as possible without

violating the imperative rules of Sanscrit grammar ; secondly, to alter but

rarely the readings of the Calcutta edition, which has the advantage of being

supported by the commentary of Culluca Bhattu. We shall briefly examine

the means employed by the editor to attain his end. For perspicuity, little is

done in Sanscrit manuscripts. The use of some marks, such as Anustvdra,

and the apostrophe Ardhdcdra, alone marks the divisions in a line, all the

words of which are joined together. Even then, these signs, being often

placed at random, are more hurtful than serviceable. The way to aflbrd

clearness, would be to separate the words whenever the genius of the lan-

guage opposed no obstacle to their disjunction. This plan has been adopted

by Bopp and Schlcgcl, the editors of the Sanscrit works printed in Europe.

Mr. llaughton, on the contrary, has followed that of the Calcutta editors, in

order, no doubt, to imitate original works, even to their external appearance.
“ But cither I deceive myself, or the exact representation of manuscripts

ought not to be the object of a printed book. It is easily understood that in

the passage Jl}"
1 I was, yes, I was in the beginning,*

3fT^f 3f3T cannot be separated; for, by an invariable rule,

two similar vowels must coalesce. But wc do not sec what rule should pre-

vent the division of the words in the following verse

:

<c By so doing no rule of grammar is broken, and, on the one hand, the

advantage is gained of accustoming the beginner to the true separation of

words, and on the other, the learner is not left in doubt with regard to the

signification attributed to certain passages, where the union of the words

might produce embarrassment. A distinguished scholar, M. G. Humboldt,

agrees with the editors before-mentioned, that the dividing of the words might

be carried very far; but I can do no more, here, than cite his opinion without

unfolding his system; which he has not yet publicly explained. It is clear,

then, that were the point to be decided by authorities, we might adduce some
of great respectability in favour of our opinion.

“ The same necessity for perspicuity induces us to submit another observa-

tion to Mr. Haugliton, relative to the use of the nasals. It is known that the

JQevanagari alphabet possesses a nasal, distinct in sound and form, for each of

the five classes of letters which enter into its composition. Thus there is the

nasal for the gutturals, another for the palatial s, &c. Whenever it happens

that the nasal of one class falls upon the guttural of another, it is changed

into the nasal proper to that class. For example, cTFC. iUam vidU>
fN

becomes C| • ®llt *his rule is not invariably followed, even by the

manuscripts : the Calcutta editors, alone, have applied it rigorously ; and,

further, Mr. Bopp himself, in his grammar, where he has most carefully

•treated all that regards euphony,, has shewn that it might be the occasion of

serious
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serious errors; and thus it could not be ascertained whether rTF^sS
_ _ fs f\

was for illos vidity or ^"[TT illam vidit.(2) Now,

the use o£ anuswdra limited to the known power of this sign, puts an end to
all these uncertainties ; it is placed wherever the nasal labial ought to be;
but Mr. Ifaugliton not even employing it at the close of a verse, and writing

and not ought, in consistency,(3) to subject that nasal, in its

collision with other letters, to the requisite euphonic changes.

“ As to the apostrophe, the editor has not followed the manuscripts and
the Calcutta texts, which place it very arbitrarily. This sign is intended to
represent an a suppressed; it should not therefore be employed when another
vowel meeting a (short) coalesces with it. Mr. Haughton has made it a point to

rectify the errors of the Calcutta edition on this point of grammar. Now, the

rule which he established for himself is this : whenever the vowels a, e, o,

are followed by a word beginning with a (short), the apostrophe is to be put

instead of the a (short). Consequently Mr. Haughton writes, chapter ix,

verse 81, “ A barren wife may be super-

seded by another in the eighth year.” The Calcutta and Serampore editions

have already given occasion to Mr. Bopp to make the same observation, that in

the a is not suppressed but contracted,(4) by virtue of the

rule which determines that two similar letters meeting together, shall unite

and form only one. According to this principle it Would be necessary to write

In another passage, chapter ii, verse 101, Mr. Haughton puts an apos-

trophe which is useless, and the presence of which may cast some

obscurity on the text.(5) He reads *T«TT 3T4f*rT^

, while we should read

agreeable to the Calcutta edition.
^

(2) M. Burnotif, when he quoted M. Bopp for this remark, could not have recol-

lected that every such phrase has an antecedent defining its nature ; we cannot con-

ceive, therefore, that it could ever lead to a doubt.

(3) We cannot find that Mr. Haughton has in any part of his work proposed such an

absolute rule for himself, and we may, therefore, suppose that lie preferred affording

specimens of admissible varieties which violate no rule of grammar.

(4) The ardhdedra, or apostrophe, is not a letter, but a sign employed to prevent

misconception ; and we think it would be a sacrifice of common sense for a verbal

subtlety to make a distinction between what Messrs. Bopp and Burnouf term the con-

traction and the suppression of a short a. All that can be truly affirmed is, that this

letter disappears as often as it is preceded by A, 6, or o, and the apostrophe is then

employed to point out the circumstance to the reader.

(5) ^ |^ is here employed disjunctively

,

as an adverb, and not as a preposition ;

we conceive that Mr. Haughton would have been inconsistent had he left out tfie apos-

trophe, as recommended by M. Burnouf.
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<€ We will now examine the means employed by Mr. Haughton to establish
*

the text with critical accuracy. Eight mahuscripts were at his disposal, of

which some had a commentary, and besides these the Calcutta edition. Mr.

Haughton’s plan has been to notice the chief passages exhibiting interesting

variations, and to subject the various readings to a critical investigation.

The editor has been almost constantly guided by the very just idea that the diffi-

culty of explaining certain forms should not authorize their rejection, because

they might be elucidated by a Sanscrit more ancient than that with which we
are at present acquainted. He has rarely swerved from this principle, and

when he has done so, he is careful to state the fact in the notes, in order

that the reader may chuse between the various readings there given. We
will not enter into an examination of the disquisitions, which were called

for by the several readings of many passages of the manuscripts. The care

displayed in their composition will excite regret in the reader, not to see

more of them ; if the passages discussed by Mr. Haughton are those alone

which present any difference, it is astonishing that the text of Menu should

have come down to our time, with so little alteration from the copyists; for

among the manuscripts consulted by Mr. Haughton, there are some which

have been brought from parts of India very remote from each other. There
are, however, a few passages in which it is possible to entertain an opinion a

little different from that of the editor. We shall, though with diffidence,

take the liberty of pointing out some of them.
“ Chapter iff, verse 30. Menu says that the marriage named Prdjapatya

takes place when a father gives his daughter in pronouncing these words:—
* May both of you perform together your civil and religious duties.’ Such
is Sir William Jones’s translation. Here is the text:

wf*rfrT ^
“ Mr. Haughton informs us that he adopts the reading of the manuscripts

instead of as it is given in the Calcutta edition, a correc-

tion already made by M. Chezy in his Course ; but it appears to us that it would
• •

be requisite likewise to read instead of putting the verbs

in the second person, instead of the third. In fact it is more natural (G)

that the father should direct his discourse to the two, husband and wife, as

Sir W. Jones understood it, doubtless after the commentary of Culluca,

fg •

whose words are express
: W PT- At the same time,

one may perceive that the emendation we propose, is not opposed to the rules

of prosody ; for, by whatever system the first pdda of the verse is scanned,

whether according to that ofM. Chezy or that ofM. Schlcgel, the sixth syllabic

is long.

“ Chapter

(6) Such matters must be judged by the particular turn of mind and phraseology of
the people by whom they are employed, and not by general rules. The Hindus delight

in the indirect mode of address, and instead of employing the second person of the

imperative, and saying “ do it,** they generally use the third, " let it be done.” This

mode pervades all the Hindu dialects, and is derived from the Sanscrit. Of this fact

M. Burnouf will have unequivocal proofs in Menu, book i, v. 4; ii, v. 193; iff, v.

251. Culluca is certainly express as to the intention, but not as to theform ofwords of
* the legislator.
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“ Chapter iii, verse 68. Mr. Haughton prefers to read 44
hearth,”

after the Calcutta edition ; although in the Amera Cosha, and in Wilson's

Dictionary, the reading is ffw. The editor grounds himself on this, that

in (he popular dialects, the word is pronounced chulhdy whence it must be

inferred that the aspiration existed in the primitive word, and that it has been

merely displaced.

This observation of Mr. Haughton’s is strengthened by the continual recur-

rence, in the Pali and Prakrit languages, of aspirated letters, which change

into hay and follow the consonant which they had preceded in Sanscrit. Thus

fTOTlT becomes in Pali, tunhiy 3fRRIT makes amhdkam RSFT
panha. Yet it would not be difficult to find, in the dialects derived from the

Sanscrit, aspirates which did not exist in' the mother tongue ; thus the Pali

word urulhavay seems to be the Sanscrit largam vulvam habeas.

“ Chapter iv, verse 185, WJ*u <rf|m

tnc that is to say in speaking of the father of a family :
c
his

assemblage of servants (are) as his own shadow ; his daughter as the highest

object of tenderness.’ I 11 order to render the text more conformable to this

meaning, Mr. Haughton reads, after some manuscripts ^cj
|
making it refer to

^RT- There seems to be no necessity for altering the reading in the

Calcutta edition, supported as it is by the commentary which clearly shews(7)

r
that ; ought to relate to 3J ; ; in fact, he explains these two

words by the compound • * We may add that, generally,

it would appear the pronoun should precede the noun to which it

•relates, and what proves it is, that several of Mr. Haughton’s manuscripts

which read place this word before > other examples may be

seen in chapter i, verse 30, 55, 63, 94, 100 ; ii, 20, 124, 205 ; x, 81, 101.

“ Chapter v, verse 27. This couplet contains one of those words, the

etymology of which Mr. Haughton thinks it difficult to explain ; it is the

compound The context requires that it should mean

beginning and end

;

this first word is found in , but the second is uot

met with in any vocabulary ; and in the impossibility of explaining it, the

editor

(7) We are inclined to prefer the reading adopted by Mr. Haughton, because it

alone seems to fulfil the intention of die legislator, is supported by some of the manu-

scripts, and is not incompatible with the interpretation of Culluca Bhatta.
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editor ingeniously conjectures that we should read , but witJvthat

moderation of which he has given numerous examples in the c0ursp .9r.hb

labours, he has allowed to continue in the text, atid'^fr’Wic

more reason because this word is repeated in the commentary, where

f^m destruction, end, is given as its synonym.(8)

" Moreover, it appears to us that it may b,c considered as compounded of

the preposition and of the root ^ or
,
like the words

of the prepositions <rft tr(% end

with one or other of these roots. It is true that Wilson givetf but

few words formed with api; but they all have the signification of upon, above
9

beyond: the idea of motion joined to that preposition might form a compound

signifying end, or limit.

u We will not carry these short observations further; their trifling importance

will serve, at all events, to prove the extreme care with which Mr. Haughton’s

work is executed. Without doubt a long and minute examination might

enable us to discover some slight defects in this great work. The translation

would give rise to many remarks : biut the editor is not responsible on this

head; and with regard to that portion of the work which is exclusively liis

own, it will be esteemed by impartial judges, as one of the finest monuments
which have been raised to the knowledge of Indian antiquities.

w The modest editor, believing that he had not yet done enough for a work
to which he had wholly devoted himself, intended that these volumes should

be followed by a third, which would include the valuable commentary of

Culliica Bliatta. His strength has not corresponded to his zeal, and oriental-

ists will learn with deep regret, that his health, seriously affected, has not

permitted him to put the last hand to a task, which others would deem, to

have been already most successfully coniplctcd.”

'
,(8) M. Bumouf is right in his conjecture that the word which Mr. Ilaughton has

preserved in the text, is the true reading ; it is to be met with in the comments on the

Vedas,

Narrative of the Burmese War, detailing the Operations of Major General

Sir Archibald Campbell*s Army
, from its landing at Rangoon, in May 1 824,

to the Conclusion of a Treaty of Peace at Yandaboo, in February 1826. By
Major Snodgrass, Military Secretary to the Commander-in-Chief, and
Assistant Political Agent in Ava. London, 182G. 8vo. pp. 319.

This narrative, though confined chiefly to the operations of the British

army in the late war with Ava, contains likewise slight sketches of its geo-

graphy, and of the character and manners of the Burmans, giving an interest

to the work which general readers seldom find in dry military details. Major
Snodgrass informs us, in his preface, that his original intention was to prepare

an
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an account of the imperfectly known country traversed by the army, and that

he had collected some materials for that purpose ; but his active duties had so
much interfered with the office of collecting facts and data for such an exten-
sive plan, that he contracted the work to its present form, a journal—which
he presents to the public u without pretensions of any kind beyond that of
accuracy in the details it may contain.”

The narrative commences with the embarkation of the troops from India,

and the concentration of the fleet at the Andaman islands, a short description

of which is given. The taking of Rangoon is then detailed, and a brief (rather

too brief) account of the town is subjoined. The difficulties, foreseen and
unforeseen, with which the army had now to contend, present a very formi-

dable picture in the narrative. Besides the natural defences of the country, and
the unwholesomeness of that part of it in which the British troops had landed,
they found that the Court of Ava had been for months preparing for a war
with the Government of India, and had assembled a strong force, the com-
manders of which pursued at first the cautious system of constructing their

stockades in the least accessible parts of the jungles of Henzawaddy, or pro-

vince of Rangoon, a delta formed by the mouths of the Irrawaddy.

Before the arrival of the British forces in Pegu was known to the King of
Ava, and when the possibility of that event was hinted to him, he replied,

scornfully, “ as to Rangoon, I will take such measures as will prevent the

English from even disturbing the women of the town in cooking their rice.”

The threat was not altogether empty; for the British army was speedily sur-

rounded with a force by land and wrater, collected from all parts of the empire,

which promised to overwhelm them by numbers alone.

The various encounters, which inspired the British sepoys with confidence,

and taught the Burmese commanders to place a juster value on their own
troops, are familiar to our readers; the particulars arc detailed with more
precision and minuteness by Major Snodgrass, and arc accompanied by occa-

sional remarks upon the character, habits, and qualities of the twro armies,

and other circumstances, which, however worthy of record, could not be

afforded a place in the public despatches.

Major Snodgrass observes, after relating the operations at Kemmcndinc :

—

Much has been said of the ignorance in which the King of Ava was kept, regarding

the causes and progress of the war ; that the communications that had passed between

the two countries, both previous to and after its commencement, had been carefully

kept from his knowledge; and that his ministers and chiefs, in the full confidence of

terminating the contest favourably, continued to keep him in ignorance of the disasters

and defeats his troops had sustained in the neighbourhood of Rangoon, deceiving him'

with constant assurances of victories, and the speedy expulsion of tlic invaders from

his kingdom. Nothing, however, proved more incorrect than these conjectures; as

abundant opportunities afterwards occurred of ascertaining from many sources, that

hostilities were not only sanctioned by his Majesty, but that his resolution of attacking

our south-east frontier had been publicly announced long previous to the invasion of

his own territories; and there is ever)' reason to believe that the country at large* ap-

plauded the resolution, and looked forward with confidence to the honour and ridles

that awaited them, in a war with their wealthy neighbours.

The emergencies of his Burman Majesty, who bad superseded and disgraced

various commanders opposed unsuccessfully to the British, obliged him to

recal the celebrated Maha Bandoola, with his veterans, from Ramoo, where

this chief had stockaded his force, evidently with a view of passing our

Chittagong frontier on the return of the cold season. This active and enter-

Asiatic Jonm. Vol.XXIII. No.134. 2 K - prizing
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prizing commandeiy in obedience to [his instructions, conducted hia tro$j>$

the * Irrawaddy, through the provinces and across the mountains of

a distance, by the shortest route, of more than 200 miles, at a season of thjf

year when none but Burmans could have kept the held for a week, much less

have attempted to pass insalubrious jungles, pestilential marshes, rivers, arms

of the sea and mountain torrents, which opposed their progress at every step.

By a Burmese, however (observes Major S.), obstacles of this description are little

regarded : half amphibious in his nature, he takes the water without fear or reluctance ;

he is, besides, always provided with a chopper, and expert in the construction of

rafts where necessary : seldom encumbered with commissariat or equipage of any kind,

and carrying a fortnight’s rice ill a bag slung across his shoulders, he is at all times

ready to move at the first summons of his chiefs, who, when unembarrassed by the

presence of an enemy, divide into parties for the greater celerity of movement and pro-

visioning of the men, each pursuing his own route to the place of general rendezvous

appointed by the chief commander.

The backwardness of the Siamese to take an active part in our favour, not-

withstanding the ancient grudge they must entertain towards the Burmese,

Major Snodgrass ascribes to the right motive, namely, a thorough persuasion,

even to the last, that we should fail in conquering Ava, or in bringing its

government to sue for terms. In the event of our failure, Siam would have

been exposed to the powerful resentment of its exasperated neighbour, Iiud

the former been actively instrumental in aiding the British* The Siamese,

however, assembled an army on its borders, and in order to co-operate with

them, if well disposed, or to watch their motions if any doubt of their sin-

cerity appeared, the town of Martaban, on the borders of Siam, was attacked

and occupied by a British detachment.

The province of Martaban was the only one in Pegu where a strong and
marked national antipathy was found to exist against the Burmese govern-

ment. In other places, particularly at the capital of this subjugated kingdom,

the policy of the conqueror, in banishing every man of weight, and in ju-

diciously removing distinctions between Burmese and Peguers, had nearly

obliterated in the latter all remembrance of ancient independence, except

amongst the inhabitants of Martaban, who are chiefly Taliens, or pure Peguers.

The narrative before us, when it relates the march from Rangoon to

Donoobew, after the retreat of the Bandoola, assumes the form of a mere
journal. The picture of the British camp during the advance presents a curious

object

On reaching camp, the scene which presented itself was at once grotesque and novel

;

ifX) double-poled tent bespoke the artny of Bengal, or rows of well-pitched rowties that

of the sister-presidency
; no oriental luxury was here displayed, or even any of the

comforts of an European camp, to console the traveller after his hot and weary inarch

;

but officers of all ranks, couching under a blanket or Lilliputian tent, to shelter them-
selves from a meridian sun, with a miserable half-starved cow or poncy, the sole beast

of burden of the inmate, tied or picketed in the rear, conveying to the mind more the

idea of a gipsy bivouac than of a military encampment. Nothing of the pomp or

circumstance of war was here apparent, nor would even the experienced eye have

recognized m the little group, that appeared but as a speck on the surface of an exten-

sive plain, a force about to undertake the subjugation of an empire, and to fight ' Its

way for 000 miles, against climate, privations, and a numerous enemy.

On their march they met with the people called Carians, and oparrivingjat
Carianghoon, they found the village inhabited by this tribe* . The houses^of
|his strange people are mere pigeon-holes perched in the air on poles, a notched

stick
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Stick serving ns the sole means of egress and ingress. Although possessed of

tMTftrtfngttt And most robust frame, the Carians are the quietest and most
httfmless people in the world. They are industrious cultivators ; the women
ticirihg an equal or the largest share of the labour, which produces signs of

premature old age amongst them. The Carians pay heavy taxes to the

government, but are free from the conscription laws. They behaved in a very

friendly manner to the British, and never disappointed or betrayed them.

More details arc given in the narrative respecting the transactions at

Donoobcw than nrc generally known. The death of Malm Bandoola gives

Major Snodgrass an occasion to depict his character, which he describes as a

strange mixture of cruejty and generosity, talent and want of judgment, and
strong regard to personal safety combined with great courage and resolution,

which never failed him. He was barbarously cruel, stern, and inflexible,

putting to death, with his own hand, those who evinced the slightest

want of zeal in their duty. The uncontrolled license he gave his troops to

plunder was the chief cause of their attachment to him. He evinced no small

degree of talent as a general, whilst the position and defences at Donoobcw,
Us ft field-work, would have done credit to the most scientific engineer.

The descriptions given by Major Snodgrass of the country and people, as

the army advanced from Donoobcw to Prome, are identically the same, even

in language, as those which have appeared at various times in the Government
Gazette of Calcutta, the substance of which we have transferred into our

Journal, and we are glad to find their authenticity so well guaranteed.

The regulations which the British commander introduced into the govern-

ment at Prome, whilst that city was in our possession, though it lessened the

profits of the chief functionaries, particularly the Mcuthogees (who arc

empowered to levy contributions upon the suitors in courts of justice), yet all

ranks of people seemed delighted with the change of government :
“ taxes

being abolished, and abundance of money in circulation, happiness and plenty

prevailed amongst all classes of society
.**

The sketch which Major Snodgrass gives us of the Burmese character is

favourable:—

Five months of uninterrupted tranquillity (at Prome) gave us, for the first time, an

opportunity of forming some acquaintance with the manners and customs of the people

of Ava; and although some allowance may be fairly made for the restrain&t which the

presence of a victorious enemy may be presumed to have imposed upon the develop-

ment of the national character, our experience, at least, warrants the assertion, tluit

in his private and domestic habits and deportment, the Burmese evinces little of the

arrogance, cruelty, or vice, which have made him so justly an object of fear and hatred

to tlie surrounding nations, to whom he is only known as a sanguinary and ferocious

warrior, carrying havoc and destruction into fajce and unoffending states, at the com-

mand of a grasping and ambitious tyrant. »

„ Our previous opinion of, and limited acquaintance with the people, certainly had not

prepared us to anticipate the tranquil and quiet conduct which now distinguished them

in their domestic character ; nor was the Prome population exclusively composed of the

quiet and unwarlike part of the nation : many, indeed, a great proportion of the men,

had borne arms against us ; and it was not until satisfied of the folly and vanity of

contending longer, that they had escaped from their chiefs, and retired with their families

under our protection.

It has often been objected to the Burmese that they are given to pilfering, lying, and

dissimulation, as well as insolent and overhearing to strangers ; but the itrmarg flJpy he

In a grout measure, confined to the numerous government functionaries and tbeir fol-

lowers, with whom every town and village in the kingdom abounds; tliey arc* indeed,

2 K 2 a vile
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a vile race, who exist by fraud and oppression, and who, upon numerous pretences, no

matter how frivolous, arc always ready to rob and plunder all who come within the

influence of tlndr authority : the poor people, on the contrary; by far the best part of

the nation, are frank and hospitable, and by no means deficient in qualities which

would do honour to more civilized nations. They, very generally, can read and write ;

are acute, intelligent, and observing; and although frequently impressed with high

notions of their own sovereign and country, show no illiberality to strangers or

foreigners who reside among them. In a word, to sum up their character, their virtues

are their own, and their faults and vices those of education, and the pernicious influcuce

of a cruel and despotic government.

The aforegoing remarks, or most of them, we have read in the India

papers ; but they arc worthy of quotation, as they correct a pretty general

misapprehension.

The particulars of the interview between the British and Burmese commis-

sioners near Melloone (when the treaty of peace, afterwards so contemptuously

violated, was agreed to) arc given by Major Snodgrass at some length : they

ae interesting, because we have had hitherto few details of the negociation

upon which we could rely ; but their length precludes us from attempting an

epitome of them. The account of the ratification of the treaty is followed

by a concluding chapter of remarks upon the trade and productions of the

country, " drawn from authentic sources.”

There is an appendix to the narrative, containing copies of some docu-

ments, most of which have been already published. A map and two wood-
cuts are added ; the latter are not very ornamental.

The Ancient History of the Egyptians, Carthaginians,
Assyrians, Babylonians,

Medes and Persians^ Grecians, and Macedonians . By M. Rollin. With
Geographical, Topographical, Historical, and Critical Notes, and a Idle of

the Author, by James Bell. Illustrated with Engravings, including a com-
plete Set of Maps. Glasgow, 1826. Vol. II.

The first volume of this edition of Rollin’s Ancient History was noticed by-

us in our I9th Vol. (p. G?4) ; further acquaintance with the work, or rather

with the notes of the editor, has* very much increased our desire to recom-

mend it to public regard. These notes are not mere elucidations of the text,

or corrections of the original author : but laborious disquisitions, evincing con-

siderable erudition and research, and throwing much light upon events of

early date, and the geography of the countries of which they were the

theatre. Some of the notes arc, perhaps, too long, but even these arc not

wearisome, for the subjects are extremely interesting.

Upon the whole, we think this edition of Rollin’s History, which is, more-
over, convenient from the diminution of bulk (being closely printed in

double columns, In a small, but clear and good type), well deserves to super-

.. sede its predecessors.
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MKDlCAT/ AND l'HYMCAL SOCIETY.

A meeting of tho Society was held on
tlio 1st July, at the Asiatic Society’s

apartments, on which occasion Mr. Super-
intending Surgeon Kcmbal, Mr. MeMor-
ris, surgeon, and Mr. A. Gibson, assis-

tant surgeon, on the Bombay establish-

ment, and Messrs. Pennington and J. C.
Paterson, on the establishment of Bengal,
were elected members.
X letter wns read from Mr. Henderson,

of Aliguhr, giving an account of his me-
thod of treating the rheumatic affections

prevalent in that part of India. A speci-

men of a salt prepared with sulphuric acid
from tlic bitter principle of the neem tree,

by Mr. Piddington, of Neem Tohili, was
submitted- by him as furnishing a probable
substitute for quinine. Tie proposes to

term it sulphate of azadirine, from the

trivial name of the plant
(
[melia azwUrach-

In). Infusions of the neem leaves are

commonly used by the natives, externally

as discutients, and internally in fevers

;

and it seems not unlikely, therefore, that

the substance in question may possess me-
dicinal virtue. The Society have accord-
ingly determined to take the necessary
steps for ascertaining its properties. Prom
Mr. Bell, of Moradabad, two drawings
were submitted, one of a tumor on the

face of a woman, and the other of a singu-
lar disease in the hand and fore-arm of a

native, for which amputation had been
successfully performed. Dr. Waddell
presented to the Society a paper on the

diseases which occurred at Rangoon, with
an account of the medical topography of
the place. A communication was receiv-

ed from Mr. J. Tytler,on diarrhoea hectica,

and Dr. Adatn, the secretary, submitted
an account of the epidemic malignant
ulcer, or hospital gangrene, of an Indian
camp. The description of the medical
topography of Aracan, and the diseases

that prevailed there during the campaign,
by Mr. Bernard, was then made the sub-
ject of the evening’s discussion.

The town of Aracan, according to Mr.
B.» is, from its situation, peculiarly cal-

culated to engender that condition of the

surrounding atmosphere which long ex-

perience has shewn to be productive of
febrile disease. It is distant from the sea

about fifty miles, on the bank of a naviga-

ble river, from which branches intersect

the town in all directions. The banks of
the river are in general low : below the

town they scarcely exceed the level of the

water, am} are covered with sedge, coarse

grass, and a few bushes. Die average rise

of the tide, at the town, is about eight

feet, but the spring-tides rise higher, and
consequently cover the ground on either

side. Between the town and the sea a
number of small streams descend from the
neighbouring hills to the river ; the inter-

vals between them are overrun with jun-
gle, and the? whole forms a dense and im-
passable sunderbund. Three ranges of
hills arc visible from the town, which
bears to the first range the relation of the

apex of a triangle to its base ; but from
the waving line of the hills, and tlic rtum~
her of insulated elevations detached from
the main range, the town appears as if

embayed in a recess of the hills. The hills

are covered with jungle, and in the hol-
lows between them are a number of shal-

low pools, formed by the periodical rains.

About a quarter of a mile from the N.W.
angle of the fort of Aracan is a large
lake, extending in an irregular course
several miles amongst the hills; its aver-
age depth is ubout eight feet

; the banks
arc low and marshy. Besides this, the
water of the heavy rains collects in various
situations round the town, forming nu-
merous shallow pools and swamps. Al-
though subject to the monsoons, the
changes are not very distinctly marked ;

and from whichever quarter the wind may
blow, it passes over an extensive surface

of wet soil and vegetable decomposition.
There is no general inundation, as in Ben-
gal j

neither is there any season in which
the ground is dry, the periodical rains and
the streams from the hills always keeping
it in that state of humid mud, which is

most highly generative of miasmata. The
elevated situations were not found more
healthy than the low ground

;
but, from

obvious causes, being so situated as to be
more immediately exposed to the influence
of the morbific vapours, by their peculiar
disposition, or their lying to leeward of
unhealthy spots. Such was the case with
the hills in the rear of the Bondyne stock-

ade, and scarcely any of the officers wlio

were stationed there escaped ; the stockade
itself, which had been used as an hospital,

was necessarily, abandoned. This stockade
was distant about a mile and a half from
the centre of the fort of Arracan ; jt lay.

low, and the approach was by a circuitous

route, in which the stream was crossed

four times. The stockade was between
the river and the hills, which extended
nearly N. and S. ; the river ran to the
west : to the S.W. and S.S.W. was an
uncultivated plain, partly inundated by
the tide, intersected by shallow nullahs,

and covered with jungle and coarse grass

:

over this plain the wind set in the south-

west monsoon, and the vapours borne with
it were arrested by the hills to leeward.

It need not be matter of surprise, that

such a situation should have proved sickly.

The
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The fever of Aracan is considered by
Mr. Bernard ns not varying essentially

from the common endemic of tropical

countries,'not is it uncommon to meet with

c&ses dfy similar severity in Bengal, or,

more especially to the westward, in Ilam-
ghtir and Sinhbliooni : the great number
of individuals' exposed to the causes which
induced the disease rendered their ef-

fects in Aracan more remarkable and
distressing. Between May and Septem-
ber, 1,274 Europeans were admitted into

hospital, of whom 260 diet!
; and in three

months, from July to September, the
number of native sick was 5,795, and that

of the deaths 778. The number of offi-

cers attacked fatally Imre a full proportion
to that of the men, and this circumstance
afforded proof, ir proof were necessary,

that the mortality was ascribahle to the
effects of climate, and not to any unavoid-
able privations of food or accommodation.
Mr. B. has appended to his paper a me-
terological register of the weather from
July to October. The highest range of
the thermometer was in October, 95° 5',

the lowest in November, 71° 8'. A more
characteristic peculiarity of the climate is

the fall of min, which in July and Au-
gust alone exceeded 105 inches [Cat.

Gov. Gas.

AFRICA.

We last week briefly noticed the depar-
ture of Lieutenant-Colonel Denham, in

the Cadmus, for the coast of Africa,

where he is gone on a mission from his

Majesty’s government, which is said to

embrace the most important objects con-
hected with bur settlements in that quarter

of the globe. The precise nature of these

objects does not, of course, transpire, but
ft is understood that they relate to the
opening of a commercial intercourse with
some of the kingdoms recently explored
by Captain Clappcrton, and to the forma-
tion of a more convenient and central es-

tablishment for the head- quarters of our
African settlements, which may facilitate

the communication with the interior of
that vast Continent. Sierra Leone is not
calculated ' to answer the extended objects

now in view. It has no navigable rivers,

and the soil is found to be very slight and
unproductive. The climate is also dead-
ening to all enterprise, and from these

various causes the condition of the slaves

Wfco’ have been rescued from captivity,

and sent to that colony, have not uuder-
amelioration which the sanguine

pfWotcrs of abolition expected. New
ikibi-ces'bftmda are wanted by the country

ftfeW fctistOftoers must fee found tb con-
sumelour mahpfeeftires ; and though hut
a poprpiCtiiTe is drawn of the state of the

nativgjfffrlcan tribes at present, yet, by
opening* a free intercourse with the most
intelligent of these nations, by teaching

them tlio value of European arts, add me
morals and manners of civilized life, there

can be no doubt that in course of titne

the immense continent which is now en-
veloped in barbarism, would becbipe ’ft

valuable market for our commodities,
when the old world is comparatively closed

against tis by the rivalry of other nations.

To this end," indeed, have travellers been
sent to explore Africa—and wc rejoice .to

find that their labours are now drawing to

a conclusion. The last accounts from
Captain Clapperton leave no doubt that

the Niger runs into the ocean at the Bight
of Benin, after traversing nearly the

whole extent of Africa. Here then will l»e

the spot to erect a settlement: through that

celebrated river, which is said to be navi-

gable for 1,500 miles, a trade could Ihj

carried into the heart of Africa. The
island of Fernando Po, at flic mouth of
the Bight, has been recently surveyed,

and it is supposed that this island will lie

selected as the future head-quarters of the

British power in Africa.—[ Dcvonport

2'airgraph.

MUNironr.
The following account of Munipore,

given by a resident of the place, appears
in the Calcutta Government Gazette:—

The valley of Munipore extends from
north to south about sixty miles, and is

nearly thirty in breadth, from Cast to west.

It is completely surrounded by mountains,
rising from 1,500 to 2,500 feet above the

valley, in which, at considerable intervals,

there are several insulated hills
;

it is

otherwise a perfect level, if I may except
an almost imperceptible declination fVbiu

both sides to the centre, where a chain of
lakes and swamps extends from tfie south,

about two-thirds of the whole length to-

wards the north. The 'most southern of
the chain is a lake of considerable extent,

about ten miles by seven, and is studded
with islands of nearly the same appearance
as the hills, which rise from the plain.

The whole valley is perfectly clear of
forest : the only trees are those in the few
villages that are now inhabited, and those
which mark the sites of the many Which
have been depopulated by the 'Burtaahs,

tiie ruthless despoilers of this once happy
but still beautiful country. Often have I

allowed my imagination to re-people the

deserted villages, with their scattered in-
habitants, and tb cover 'with flocks and
herds this cvcr-green and mountain-girt
vale, and as often libs it called to my mehiti-

ry the happy valley of ItasselaS. Should
this country contimic to enjoy the support
and protection df the British govemn/fertt,

there is ewer# jjWospect of thc^lflighis Of
my fancy being- in 'great measure 'realiz-

ed. The cattle.Which were taken from tins

Buftpahs have' affortted great assistiitfce in

brihgtrig- the tend * into cultivation, which
together
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together With the great industry of the
pVPplewIIl ensure plenty for the numbers
wlio are expected to return next year.

Although in features the Muniporccs
strongly resemble the people to the east-

ward, yet in religion they assimilate with
those of the west, ,aml differ from all

around them : they arc Hindoos, ayd.

mostly liajppots. .Surrounded as they are

by rude tribes, differing from them .as

much in .manners as in religion, their

origin becomes a question of as much in-

terest as it is difficult to solve. As is ever

tbp case when such is involved in uncer-
tainty, their account is fabulous

;
they

say, they are descended from a Hindoo
deity, hut I should dispute their claim to

so high an origin, and conceive it very
probable that the demi-god was no other

than some wanderer from Hindustan, who
has immortalized himself by converting#
them to the religion of .Brahma, and in-

troducing ,some of the arts of social life,

with
,
which they, then a savage people,

were unacquainted.
The purity of the atmosphere seems to

have given an clastic^' to the spirits of
the inhabitants, who are certainly liie most
cheerful people I ever met with. Their
amusements and exercises are of a nature

characteristic of their lively temperament

;

they play with great dexterity, both on
foot and on horseback, at. a game which
in Scotland is called “ Shinty

;

** and fre-

quently practise leaping, and the putting

stone.

The females have all the freedom which
the fair sex enjoy in Europe, and even
take a much more prominent share in the

active duties of life ; the whole trade of

the country is in the hands of these fair

merchants, by whom the bazars are ex-

clusively kept.

The climate is delightfully cool
;

the

oak, peach, pine, raspberry, anil wild

rose, with many other plants, natives of

the temperate zone, are found here in

numbers.

C11INXSZ FESTIVAL OF THE NEW YP-AR.

ThV following extract from the journal

0>f Mr. Mcdhurst, missionary at Batavia,

appears in the Missionary Chronicle for

January
“ Feb. 18. To-day, being the Chinese

new year, I rose at four o'clock, and pro-

ceeded to the great temple in the Chinese
Kampong, to distribute some tracts which

I had composed purposely for the occa-

sion. It was yet dark when I entered the

temple ; but the uuniber of worshippers

wus considerable, and: they appeared tq

have . fcait employed already for some
twura. jjj|e routine of their worship was

*9 1fol !ovfj;v-rtWvoUrics came dressed in

g^y^Wparel, generally with a pair

of <Hp^le§k ana a bundle of incense. Hav-
ing . UgbWd die Termer, they stucfc.tyem

on a high frame in front t>f the idol, capa-
ble of holding about fifty candles* and
afterwards placed a few sticks of inccnso
in a pot upon the altar; they. then pros-

trated themselves several times, knocking
their heads against the ground. This
done, they took the remainder of die in-
cense and offered a few. sticks on this

altar, and a few on that of the inferior

deities who were placed on each side of
the temple, and lastly, offered some in-
cense, or burnt some gilt paper, in front of
the temple, to the honour of the visible

heavens. This order was observed by
almost all the attendants, though by no
means together, or in unison, but some
here and some there, some sooner and
some later, accordingly as they happened
to come in, or os their inclination led.

Some were prostrating themselves, others
were lighting their caudles, while the rest

were either talking upon indifferent sub-
jects, or smoking their pipes in the mid-
dle of the temple. The priests, in the
mean time, were employed in going about
to the diifcrenl altars, extinguishing the
candles almost as soon as lighted, and
carrying off the sticks of incense as their

private perquisites ; this is connived at by
the people, and, indeed, is almost neces-
sary, as otherwise the stand appropriated
for candles would soon become so full

that there would be no room for others.

Every pair of candles, of a moderately
large size, costs upwards of a dollar, and
are, I understand, sold by the priests at

very little under the cost price, imme-
diately after the ceremony is over. Dur-
ing the hour I staid there, I calculated
that there must have been more than 300
worshippers, each of whom brought can-
dles and incense as an offering. I must
not omit to mention, that there were some
persons engaged in prayer, though only
for temporal good. After they had done
offering their candles, &c. they usually
went to the front of the idol, and, beg-
ging him to be propitious, threw up two
pieces of wood, in order to judge, by the
way in which they fell, how their luck
would be ; and, if they found the answer
pretty favourable, they proceeded to draw
lots, by taking, promiscuously, one from
among a number of pieces of bamboo,
which, having certain diameters on them,
directed them to a shelf at the side of the

temple, where they found slips of paper
corresponding with, the . characters on the
bamboo. These slips of paper contained

a few verses, alluding to prosperous or
adverse circumstance^ in life, and the

tenor of which would detenninc what
their future fortunes would be. One npaa

came to me, requesting no# to explain the

J

iurport of the verse, which hail Jf)ftllen to

lis lot. 1 looked over it, and ^Jfrn^ the

word “ misery ” in the second line, which
made him look vci'y gloomy, and tauten

out
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out of the templcw Among the worship-

pers I observed some captains, or princi-

pal men, who, when they bowed down to

the idol, did it with a great a deal of state,

and a priest always stood by, striking^ a

large bell, to give notice to the divinity

that a person of consequence was paying

bis adorations to him! This was never

done when poor or middling people wor-

dlipped, but they were left to take their

chance whether the god should be paying
attention or not ! But the greatest abo-
mination of all, and which made my heart

sicken, was the introduction of young
children, and even infants, only a few
months old, to these idolatries. The little

unconscious creatures were made to hold
up their hands and how their heads before
a stock and a stone, and those who could
scarcely walk were taught to carry a pair

of candles, or a stick of incense, and oiler

them before the idol ; while in another
place boys of three or four years old
were knocking their heads against the

ground in imitation of their elders. I was
struck with the imposing effect which the
scene was adapted to produce on ignorant
and superstitious minds : the glare of the

candles, the smoke of the incense, the
prostration of the worshippers, aiul the din
of fireworks in front of the temple, alto-

gether combine to atlract the heathen
mind, and to foster a predilection for idol-

worship."

COLOSSAL STATUE OF BUDDHA.

An interesting specimen of Ilimlu
sculpture has lately been set up in the

compound of the Asiatic Society’s house
at Chowringheo ; a colossal statue of Bud-
dha, which stares the visitor in the face

the moment he is within the gates. The
figure is of black granite, in a siting pos-
ture, as usual with statues of Buddha or
Gautama, and is characterized by the

large cars and curling locks which have
been supposed to indicate the African
origin of this divinity. The nose, how-
ever, is any thing but African,—the figure

is raised upon a low pedestal, and is ten
or twelve feet high. We understand this

figure was surreptitiously brought down
IVom Guya by the Raj Gooroo of the
King of Ava. How he contrived to smug-
gle such an article is not easily conceived.
On its arrival in Calcutta, it could no
longer be hidden in a corner, and the
image was redeemed from its purloiners.
After the departure of the Gooroo, the
image was left in the compound of the
Insane Hospital, where the European
soldiers amused themselves with profanely
petting it with stones, by which the
hands have sustained some damage ; irt

other respects it has escaped unharmed,
and forms a very appropriate dvjrwan for
the Asiatic Society's apartment.—[India
Gaz>

BURMESE GOD-BURIALS.

We understand that the Burmese and
Mughs invariably bury their treasure and
gods in the north-east angle of their tem-
ples. We have had this intelligence from
excellent authority, and we doubt not it

will appear somewhat curious to our ma-
.sonic readers.—[ Ibid.

A BURMAN ROSCIUS.

A performer on the Rangoon boards (for

the Burmese, it seems, are a very theatri-

cal people) being a star of the first magni-
tude, was, in due time, transferred, as is

customary in these cases, to the Theatre
Royal of Ainerapnra. A still more bril-

liant success attended his metropolitan

than lixs provincial career, and from being
a popular favourite on the stage, he be-
came the friend and companion of the

^Golden Feet. He was admitted to the

court, and took his seat amongst the

Woomlocks and Woonghees of the most
exalted rank. This actor had always been
the inveterate enemy of the English, and
he repeatedly endeavoured, indirectly, to

instigate the majesty of Ava to put his

European prisoners to death. The king,

however, wiio is naturally of a humane
disposition, not only refused to listen to

such insinuations, hut expressed his dis-

pleasure at their repetition. The actor

did not venture to urge the measure im-
diately to the king, but on one occasion,

whilst sitting in court, he asked his neigh-
bour, a minister of state, loud enough
for the king to overhear, what had be-
come of the treacherous Europeans. The
other replied, that, through his majesty's

clemency, they were all alive. The actor

received this information with affected sur-

prise, and, in something like Hercules’s
vein, observed, that if he were king, he
-would have them demolished without de-
lay. The king, who had heard the con-
versation, looked his displeasure at the

presumption of the son of Thespis, and
rose and retired from court. The actor

read his fate in his master's countenance,
and thought it prudent to retire also. A
few days after this he made his appear-
ance again before the king, and liy the

humility of his intreaties obtained for-

giveness, on condition of joining a body
of troops then about to take the field. He
accompanied them on their expedition :

hut oil the first occasion of exposure
found that the field of battle was not Ills

proper sphere, and, in his hurry to retreat

fell upon some stakes, by which he was
lamed, and unable for seme time to move.
On his recovery, he ventured to return to

Ava, and on his way back foiled a native

in confinement who had a beaufflj^> daugh-
ter. Her charms inspired the Burman
Roscius to assume authority to liberate the
father, and carrying his prize with him,
the only result of his campaign, he reach-
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cd the capital. Here, apprehending that
the Jast transaction would' he known, and
involve Mm in further disgrace, he de-
scTted liis partner, but his inhumanity
was unavailing—his conduct was known
At court, .iVid he was thrown, by order of
the king, into close confinement.

—

Sana-

char Derpana.

ATOLOGUES EROM SAM.
1. They asked* Alexander the Great,

“ By what means have you extended your
conquests from east to west, since former
monarchs, who exceeded you in wealth,
in territory, In years, and in the numbers
of troops, never gained such victories?**
He replied, “ When, with the assistance
of God T subdued a kingdom, I never
oppressed the subjects, and always spoke
well of the monarchs.’*—The wise consi-
der not him illustrious who spenketh ill

of the great. 1 njuro not the name of tlio^e
who have died with a good reputation, in
order that, in return, your own good
name may he immortal.

2. One who had neither hands nor feet
having killed a millepede, a pious man
passing by said, “ Holy God, although
fids had a thousand feet, yet when fate
overtook him, he could not escape from
one destitute of hands and feet.**—When
the enemy who seizes the soul conics be-
hind, fate ties the fret of the swift man.
At that moment, when the enemy attacks
us behind, it is needless to draw the kian-
yan how.

:J. A certain pious man saw in a dream
a king in paradise and a holy man in hell.

He asked what could he the meaning of
the exaltation of the one and the degra-
dation of the other, as the contrary is

generally considered to be the case? They
replied, 4 * The king has obtained paradise
in return for his love of holy men; and
the religious man, by associating with
kings, has got into hell.**

4. Aim Iloriera used every day to visit

Mustefa (Mohammed), upon whom he
the blessing and peace of God ! The
prophet said, 41 O Abu Iloriera, come
not every day, that so affection may in-

crease.**—There • is no harm in visiting

men ; but let it not be so often that they
may say * It is enough.* If you correct

yourself you will not need reprehension
from another.

5. Jumshaid introduced distinction in

dress, and was the first person who wore
a ring on the finger. They asked him
why he had given the whole grace and
ornament to the left, whilst excellence
belongs to the right hand? He replied,
“ The ririjt hand is completely orna-
mented bfPts own rectitude.**— 3)o good
to the wicked, for the virtuous are of
themselves great and happy.

6. I remember (says Sadi) that, in the
time of childhood, I was very religious.

4sialicJon rn. Vol. XXIII. No.lfll.

T rose in the night, was punctual in the
performance of iny devotions, and absti-

nent. Ouo night I had been sitting in
the presence of my father, not having
closed my eyes during the whole time,
and with the Koran in my embrace,
whilst numbers were around us asleep.

I said to my father, “ Not one of these
liftcthttup liis head to perform his genu-
flexions (or ritual of prayer) ; but they
are all so fast asleep that you would say
they were dead.** He replied, 44 Ufe of
your father, it were better if them also
wert asleep, than to he searching out the
faults of mankind.**—The boaster sees
nothing hut himself, having a veil of con
ceit before his eyes. If he was endowed
with an eye capable of discerning God,
he would not discover any person weaker
than himself.

7. Somebody brought to Nowshirvan
the Just, the good tidings, that the God
of mercy and glory had tuken away such
an one who was his enemy. Ho asked,
44 Have you heard that he will by any
means spare me ? The death of my enemy
is no cause of joy to me, since neither is

my own life eternal.**

8. They asked Lokman (the iEsop of
the Hast) of whom he had learned philo-
sophy? lie answered, “ Of the blind,
because they never advance a step until

they have tried the ground.** At another
time they asked him from whom he had
learnt urbanity? He replied, 44 From
those of* rude manners

; for whatsoever I
saw in them licit, was disagreeable, I avoid-
ed doing the same.”—Not a word can he
said, even in the midst of sport, from
w hich a wise man will not derive instruc-
tion .— (in fistan.

GLOSSARY OF HU KM AN TITLES, &0.

Assay woon paymaster general.
Attawoon privy councillor.

Boomien general. .

Chaiugec woon ...master of elephants.
(’lit-key lieutenant.

Cliobwa tributary prince.

Daywoon king’s armour-bearer.
Kngy Teekicn ...prince royal.

Kioum monastery of priests.

Dedeegec steersman of a boat.

Lotoo hall where the grand
council assemble.

INIaywoon viceroy of a province.
Miou city, town, or district.

Miou gee chief of a district or
town.

Nakhaen register.

Phoonghee inferior order of priests.

Piasath the regal sphn£.
"

Praw temple ;
also lord ; also

title ascribed by an
* inferior to a superior.

Pymon banker; assay&’bf me-
tal.

Havwoon governor of a town.
' 2 L
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Illiahaan priest.

Klioom .public hall ;
court of

justice.

Rua village.

Sandohgman * masterof tlie ceremonies.

Sand02ion reader of public, docu-
ments.

Serec Miou provincial secretary.

Seree clerk.

Shahbunder |>ort intendant.

Siredaw high priest.

Tec umbrella of a pagoda.

Teekien prince.

Terezogce ....officer of inferior rank.

Twtloe chain of nobility.

Woongee .........first councillor of state,

Woondock ... .... .second councillor ofstate.

F.ULOC1Y ON INDIA.
44 If there is a country on earth which

may claim the honour of having been
tlie cradle of the human race, that coun-

try is India ; if there is a religion which
explains itself by the powerful impression

of nature, and by the free inspirations of
the mind, the forms and conceptions of
which are at once simple and profound

;

that religion we find still flourishing on
the banks of the Ganges, with its priests,

its fanes, its sacred books, its poetry, and
its moral doctrines. Always ancient, yet

always new, India stands over her ruins,

like an eternally luminous focus, in which
are concentrated tlwso rays which for ages
enlightened the world,and can never cease

to shine.*'

—

[Guigrnaul, Itelig. dc VAniiq.

THE SI BA DA NO.

The native legend of Si Badang, in

Malay annals, is as follows :—The Ba-
jdang was a slave to a cultivator of the

soil, and was a very lazy fellow, being
much fonder of Ashing and other sports

than of working, for which his master
was wont to scold him. One lime it hap-
pened that for several days lie found his

nets broken and the fish taken away, no-
thing being left but the scales and bones,
he therefore determined to watch and find

out the offender; accordingly, having set

his nets as usual, he concealed himself
near the spot and kept a good look-out.
In the middle of the night he beheld a
demon of a hideous form with a long
beard go to the net, take out the fish, and
eat them. Badang, ns may be supposed,
'was not a little alarmed: hut having screw-
ed tjp his courage, he Tan down and laid

„ hold of the - devil by the beard, and told

hiiliYbnt he would most certainly kill him
for taking* ihe fish ;

r the devil upon this

began to, .get-' alarmed, in his turn, and
>» struggled . haect tb get loose. Badang,
however, Imid on. stoutly; the devil then

' said' Bltat if; he would forgive him this

once he would grant hhn any. thing he
might desire..

Badang agreed to the proposal, but was
at a loss whuito wish for. If, said Hey 1
get rank, it will only make me ttpptebS*

ridiculous as T am only a clown and should
not know how to conduct myself ; and1 If

riches it wilt all belong to thy master';

but if you will grant me strength so that

1 shall be enabled to tear up by the roots

the largest forest trees, I shall be aide to

get through my work easily, and give sa-

tisfaction to my master. The devil told

him that he could grant liis request pro-
vided Badang could agree to eat what he
(the devil) should vomit. Badang, not
being very fastidious, readily assented, ami
the filthy process having been performed'
to the letter, he tried his strength upon
some trees and found he could break them
down with the greatest case. It was this

same Si Badang who, having been chosen
champion to the It.tj.ili of Singapore, in

a trial of strength with a Kling cham-
pion, took up a large rock, which his an-
tagonist could not lift, and pitched it

into the sea at the entrance of the Singa-
pore river, where it still remains a stum-
bling block to the Oraug Kling ; hut the

members of the Singapore Yacht Club
have put a beacon upon it for the public
benefit, finding that none of their num-
ber was strong enough to pitch it hack
again.

—

[Sing. Chron.

MAHMOUD AM, VICEROY Of EGYPT.

Mahmoud Ali is free and accessible in

conversation, and fond of displaying the

knowledge he possesses of the situation,

policy, and resources of other kingdoms,
though iti his details fie sometimes makes
sad blunders. Ilis countenance is mean
and common, and relieved only liy the

expression of a fine eye. He is fond of
women, of whom he keeps a tolerable

harem, collected from different nations.

In the gardens of his palace of Shouhra
he has lately erected a beautiful bath of
white marble, supported by slender pil-

lars of the same material. It had a light

and elegant roof, but was quite open at

the sides, nud fountains played into the

marble basin beneath, which was several

feet deep. A lofty seat for Mahmoud Ali
was erected a few feet from this, and here
it was his delight to sit, with his long
and rich pipe in his hand, while no atten-

dant was suffered to approach; lie passes

hours in this (to a Turk at least) enviable
situation.

It has all along been his aim to train up
his sons to follow his own footsteps, and,
by inuring them early to hardships and
fatigues, to make good, soldiers of them.
Ismael, who delivered Mecca fVotnr the

Wahabces, and afterwards' ifbtmtianded
the expedition to Soil naar, resembled much
in talent and resolution his successful
father. lie was assassinated not long
$inc.c during the latter expedition, and the

‘ ... Pacha
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JPacba grieyed deeply for, lifs loss • ami
yejt,-tl»e

,
young prime, soldier as lie was,

vrpukl nut engage in lliis distant war except
bis harem attended him, and it filled two
barks, and accompanied the army in its

long navigation of the Nile. Ibrahim,
second, son, of the Paclia* and commander
of the troops in the Morca, is very infe-
rior in. talents to his cider brother. While
we were in Egypt, a curious instance of
the Pacha’s determination to inure his
children by time to a hardy life* occurred :

llis last-bom son, scarcely twelve months
old, he consigned to the care of a power-
ful Arab shcick, with instructions to bring
him up in his deserts beyond the Red Sea,
after the manner of his nation

;
that when

he grew older he was to lead the life of
an Arab, be made perfect in their exer-
cises, .ami bis frame hardened with fatigue
and exposure to the burning climate. As
it- preparation for the child’s journey to his

future home, he commanded him to be
pl.ii.ugcd several times in a vessel of oil,

that the rays of the sun might have less

.ellect on his infant frame.
Although jealous in the extreme of any

invasion on his prerogative, he has no no-
tion of the value of the antiquities that

cover so much of his territory in Upper
Egypt, and cannot conceive the cause of
the avidity and rapacity shown by the

European consuls to got possession of
them. Dmuetti, the French consul, is

the Pacha’s favourite, whom he assisted

some years ago by a loan of money in

time of need
;
and the Frenchman has

exercised a kind of monopoly, conveying,
for many years past, by ’means of fits

agents, the most valuable antiquities down
the Nile, his collection of which is esti-

mated at X’-O.OCX). Rut the Pacha is the

great monopolizer of the country : he has
taken the exportation of corn entirely into

his own hands; has erected sugar manu-
factories, has cultivated and exported
cotton to an amazing extent, the sale of
which fills his coders, but cripples the

trade of the various European merchants,

some of whom have sent memorials to'the

Porte against this monopoly, where they

were entirely disregarded. INlahmoud in

his heart detests the Sultan, and wishes

him devoutly in the halls of Eblis : for

lie well knows that spies arc employed
on all his actions, and that liis sublime
master only watches ati opportunity to

work his downfall, as in the case of the

celebrated Ali of Yanina. Rut the Egyp-
tian prince has his emissaries every where,

die very seraglio is not free from them'

;

and although in his own private expenses

and tab£e he is plain and uuexponsivc, he

spares no money to procure intelligence,

or to accomplish his plans.

His manners, at table arc not only sim-

ple, but, according to our notions, desti -

lute of courtesy. An English traveller of

some distinction, accompanied by two
ladies, had an audience of him about four

years ago, and were very politely icceived,

and, after sonic conversation, were invited

to partake of refreshments, among which
were several kinds of warm meats. The
Pacha exerted himself to do the honours
of the table, and took up a piece of meat
in his fingers, and placed it on the plate

of one of the ladies, who, surveying it

with sonic surprise, forbore to toucli it.

Mahmoud, wondering at her delicacy,

exclaimed in Turkish, ** Why docs not
the woman eat?** and the Englishman,
to avoid offending the feelings of this Sul-
tan of Egypt, assured him it was ill health

alone that prevented his fair guest from
doing honour to the repast.

thr iiikdoo inor, sumnat.

The following account of the demoli-
tion of Sumnat, the Hindoo idol, by Mah-
mud, is derived from the 'J'cheat slcberi, a

history of A cher’s reign, with an intio-

ductory view of the transactions of* the

JViahomcdans in India, prior to that mo-
narch

; in point of date, therefore, it has

the advantage of Fcrishta, and ns a work
of gootl taste and sober investigation is

still more decidedly superior. The author
thus describes the transaction :

•

“ In the year 415 (Ilijera) Mahmud
determined to lead an army against Sum-
mit, a large temple situated on a penin-
sular projection of the sin-shore apper-
taining to the followers of Brahma; the

temple contained many idols, the princi-

pal of m Iiidi was named Sumnat. It is

related in some histories that this idol was
carried from the Caaba upon the coming
of the Prophet, and transported to India ;

the Brahmanicnl records, however, refer

it to the time of Crislma, or an antiquity

of 4,000 years, Crishun himself is said

to have disappeared at ibis place.

“ When the. Sultan arrived at Nchcr-
walclt (the capital of Guzcrut) he found
the city deserted, and, carrying off such
provisions ns could be procured, be ad*
vancod to Sumnat; the inhabitants of this

place shut their gates against him, but it

was soon carried by the irresistible valour
of his troops, and a terrible slaughter of
its defenders ensued.

r
llic temple was

levelled with the ground
; the idol Sum-

nnt, which was of stone, was broken to

pieces, and in commemoration of the vic-

tory, a fragment was sent to Ghizui,
w here it was laid at the threshold of tho

principal mosque, and was long after

trodden under foot by the faithful.
”

We have here, therefore, no allusion

to face, or nose, or belly, nor to the sum
offered for its ransom, nor the booty ob-
tained by its fracture. The story is told

without the foreign aid of ornament, and
is therefore more likely to bo true ; and

2 L 2 we
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we Iiave only to endeavour to verify the

deity who hns been the object of so much
embellishment.
The above account informs us it was

an Idol or stone; and bv identifying it,

although perhaps erroneously, with the

idol of the Caaba, leaves us to conclude it

was shapeless : Manah, the idol worship-

ped by the tribes about Mecca, being no-
thing more than a large rude stone.

—

(Sale’s Introduction

,

SM). DTIerbelot
makes the author of the Rozet al Sofa,

say, the idol was of one stone Jifty cubits

long, of which forty-seven were sunk in

the ground ; but this is a very preposte-
rous arrangement, and a very unfair re-

presentation of Mirkhoud’s account, who
states that it was five cubits long, and of
those two were out of sight. 1 did this

writer injustice myself in my last letter,

taking upon trust his being one of the

authorities for the fables coined on this

subject ; but his accounts are less extra-

vagant than . I imagined. He talks, to be
sure, of the temple being supported by
fifty-six pillars of gold, and of enormous
booty acquired by the plunder of the tem-
ple and fort : but we Iiave nothing, even
in his narrative, of the mutilation of the
image, its proposed redemption, or the

discovery of its concealed wealth. To
return to the image, therefore

;
we are to

infer, from the above accounts, that it

was nothing more than a straight block of

stone of about four or five feet in length,

and, as Mirkhond expressly states, propor-

tionable thickness, and that it had no pre-

tensions to ** imitate humanity ‘ even *

abominably.”
What then was Sumnat? In our pre-

sent intimacy with the Hindu system, we
cannot be at a loss to reply ; it was no-
thing more than one of those cinbl ms of
Siva, by which alone in most of the tem-
ples of Hindustan that divinity is now
represented*—a solid block of stone, on
which there were no.features to be de-
faccjl, and in which there was no cavity to

conceal inestimable treasures : these accom -

paniments are therefore the phantoms of
Mahomedan superstition and Kuropcan
credulity, with a sufficiency of ignorance
in the historians of both the East and
West.—[CW. Gov. Goz.

SUGAR.

The author of the Remarks on the

Husbandry and Internal Commerce of
Bengal, Meins to be of opinion that the

sugar-cane grew luxuriantly throughout
Bengal in the most remote ages ; ami (hat

from India it was introduced into Europe
and Africa; and it is a fact that from the

Sanscrit word, fot Jttanufactured sugar

(sukkara) are derived the Persian, Creek,
Latin and modem European names of the

sugar-cane and its produce. The same
excellent author expresses a doubt if the

sugar-cane was indigenous in America,
as historical facts seem to contradict .it*

In the days of Pliny, sugar appears to

have been brought to Rome from Arabia
and India. —

|
Ainslie’s Materia Indiea .

BU IIME8K MANNERS.

It docs not appear that tlic Burman fe-

males arc in the same degraded state as

those of India ; a very large proportion
of them are taught to read, and are there-

fore at least on every important step in ad-
vance. Our correspondent writes :

“ Wo-
men here

(
Ava) are at liberty to go abroad,

and have as much influence as in any coun-
try in the world, though they arc not
treated with equal delicacy and tenderness,

neither are they considered quite so- high
in the scale of being as men. The queen
has very great authority, and it is well
know, that the late governor of Ran-
goon permitted his lady to enjoy a digni-
fied part in the government. It is true
that a man can beat his wife and daugh-
ters at any age, and also his sons ; but a
wife can go before a magistrate and obtain
a divorce if her husband beats her un-
reasonably. An cider brother can beat a
younger, ora younger sister. A mother-
in-law has peculiar claims upon' a son-in-
law. Unless he pays her a certain sum of
money, she can govern him, and he must
support her three years, three months, and
three days. I have, in two instances, paid
for my servants the sum required to free

them from such claims. I think in most
things women enjoy equal privileges with
men

;
there is a fancied difference to be

sure. If they were respected only in pro-
proportion to their virtues and amiable
qualities, few of them would stand high.

They are bold, quarrelsome, turbulent,

ami generally very dirty in their persons.”
— [ Friend of India .

hRUCE MANUSCRIPTS.

The whole of the valuable collection of
rare and curious MSS. of the traveller

Bruce, which were obtained by him in
Egypt and Abyssinia, will be offered fot

sale in May next : they consist of nearly
100 volumes, in the highest state of pre-
servation.

BARER*S DESCRIPTION OF THE HINDUS.

The following description of the coun-
try and people of Hindustan by the Em-
peror Baber, written in the sixteenth Cen-
tury, is curious:—“ Hindustan is a
country that has few pleasures to recom-
mend it. The people are not handsome.
They have no idea of the charms of
friendly society, of frankly mixing toge-
ther, or of familiar intercourse. 'They,
have no genius, no comprehension . of
mind, no politeness of mannerj no kind-
ness or fellow feeling, no ingenuity or

mechanical
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mechanical invention in planning or exe-
cuting their handicraft works, no skill or
knowledge in design or architecture

; they
have no good horses, no good flesh, no
grapes or musk-melons, no good fruits,

no ice or cold water, no good food or
bread in their bazars, no baths or colleges,

no candles, no torches, not a candlestick.
Instead of a candle and torch you have a
gang of dirty fellows, whom they call

Dcutis, who hold in their left hand a
kind of small tripod, to the side of one
.leg of which, it being wooden, they stick

a piece of iron like the top of a candle-
stick ; they fasten a pliant wick, of the
size of the middle Auger, by an iron pin,

to another of the legs. In their right
hand they lmld a gourd, in which they
have made a hole for the purpose of pour-
ing out oil. Their peasants and the lower
classes all go about naked. The chief ex-
cellency of Hindustan is, that it is a large
country, and has abundance of gold and
silver. The climate during the rains is

very pleasant. Another convenience of
Hindustan is, that the workmen of every
profession and trade are innumerable. For
any employment and any work there is

always a set ready, to whom the same
employment, and trade have descended
from father to son forages.”— [Memoirs of
Baber.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Saturday, January Ci, 1R2?.—In consequence of the decease of H. R. H.
the Duke of York, on the evening of the JStli inst., the General Meeting ap-

pointed to be held this day was postponed.

Saturday ,
January 13.—At a council of the Society held this day, it was

resolved, “ That the funeral of his Royal Highness the Duke of York, one
of the Vice-Patrons of the Royal Asiatic Society, being appointed to take

place on Saturday, the 20th instant, the General Meeting of the Society to be

held on that day, should be postponed to Saturday, the 3d of February.”

i^urtitrec Effilar.

FLOTILLA ORDERS
BY COMMODORE Sill JAS. BRISBANE, A'C.

To ('apt. Chads, of II. M. S. Alligator, and the
officers of all description, employed under the
command of Sir Jas. Brisbane, on the expedition
against the dominions of Ava.

II.C'.’s strnm-vcsxrl Diana , ntF Patnayore, on the
Irrawaddy rirer.

“ The happy termination of a long and arduous
contest by an honourable peace, enables the com-
modore to return his unfeigned acknowledgments
to ('apt. Chads and the officers of all descriptions,
for the prompt obedience, unwearied exertions,
and gallantry, which they have so conspicuously
displayed throughout the late campaign; the va-
rious materials of which the flotilla was composed,
brought together for one grand object, might have
occasioned frequent collisions between the members
of different services, had not a spirit of emulation
pervaded all ranks, surmounting all difficulty, and
producing an universal feeling of harmony and
good-will.

.

" The British commissioners have most hand-
somely acknowledged the sendees rendered by the
flotilla in forcing tne passage of the river, as tend-
ing most materially ,by such a display of our power,
to impress upon the minds of the enemy a strong
sense of our superiority, and thus convince them
of the hopeless inutility of further prolonging the
contest. The commodore will long remember with
feelings of the highest gratification, the period
which he. has commanded this branch of the expe-
dition, and the personal acquaintance it lias af-

forded him of individual merit.
“ He begs the officers, without distinction, to

be assured tliat he has brought under the notice of

their superiors his opinion of their merit, and the
brave men who have served with them, giving as
they hate the most striking examples of activity
and exertions under the greatest privations in open
IXKltS.

" Although it is not the province of the com-
modore to eulogize the enthusiastic gallantry dis-
played by the military pirt of the force employed
in the late operations, he cannot avoid expressing
his admiration of those soldier-like qualities, when
embarked, which are indispensable in combined
operations ; the selection ot Brigadier Armstrong
to command the water column, ami the well-earn-
ed character of H.M.'s Royal regt., were measures
eminently calculated to ensure that hearty una-
nimity which has been so fully manifested.
“ The good conduct of the native seamen in the

lI.C.’s gun and row-boats, engaged, as they have
been, in an unusual mode or warfare, have me-
rited my warmest approbation.”

JAS. BRISBANE, Commodore.

To the Officers of the Navy and H.C.’s flotilla.

H.C.’h strain-vessel Diana, Fob. 25, lH2d,

1 feel the highest gratification in announcing to
the flotilla, that the unwearied exertions, gal-
lantry, and zeal of the officers and every indivi-

dual composing it, have been crowned by an ho-
nourable peace ; and on my resigning thecommand
of it, I Deg to express my unfeigned thankfulness
for the alacrity and cheerfulness with which this

arduous service has been performed ; and the per-
sonal attention which 1 have at all times expe-
perienced, will ever be remembered by me with
most pleasing and grateful feelings.

H. D. CHADS.
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Calcutta. C.B., commanding- the station, permission

COUKTS-MA ItTIAL. -

*nstgn r. cooks ter, 56th n.i.

Head- Quarters, Calcutta, June 20, 1820'.

-—At an European General Court-Mar-
tial, held nt Dai rack pore on the 24th May
IS2G* of which Lieut. Col. Wm. Xott,
d:Ul regt. N. I., is president, Ensign F.
Cookney, of the 56th regt. N.I., was ar-
raigned on the following charges, viz.

Ist- “ For conduct subversive of mili-
tary discipline, in having, whilst on the
sick list, absented himself from the station,
without permission, for many days between
the lOrli and 29th of December 1S25, after
the consequences of such absence had been
carefully pointed out to him by his com-
manding officer, Lieut. Col. Broughton,
on ii previous similar occasion.

2d. “ For again absenting himself from
the station, without permission, when on
the sick list, oil the 31st of December
182.5, and not returning until the evening
of the 1st or morning of the 2d of January
1826, after having received from Brigadier
0*1 1 alioran, C.B., commanding, a severe
reprimand for his former absence ; such
conduct being in flagrant disobedience of
the Brigadier's orders, in contempt of
authority, and in breach of the articles of
war.

“ Barrackpore, 2d».Tan. 1826.”

Additional Charges .— 1st. “ For appear-
ing at the theatre in Chowringhoe, on the
evening of the 23d of February 1826, he
being then under arrest; such conduct be-
iug in breach of the positive orders of
Drigndicr OTIalloran, C. B., commanding
the station, as communicated to him, Ens.
V. Cookney, by Capt. Currie, Major of
Brigade, and contrary to the rules ami
customs of war.

2d. “ For persisting to inhabit a house
Mtuatcd out of the limits of cantonments,
after it lmd been officially communicated
to him that he was not permitted to occupy
it, and after the positive orders of Briga-
dier O'llalloran, C.B., commanding, for

liis immediate removal into cantonments
liad been made known to him on the 4th

of January 1826, such conduct evincing

an utter contempt of authority, a marked
disobedience of orders, and being in

breach of the articles of war.
" Barrackpore, 25tli Feb. 1826.”

. Other additional Charges.—?3d. “ Ap-
pearing, whilst under arrest, at a public

ball givet) by the officers of the 28th regt.

K.l. r;
oil the 28tb of Feb. 1826, after he

had, on a former occasion, applied for and
been

1

ireftjsed by Brigadier O’llalloran,

to attend such parties; such conduct being
a breach of liis arrest, and a contemptuous
disregard of the commanding officer's

orders and authority.
4th. “ Gross disrespect and insubordi-

nation towards Lieut, and Adj. Macau, of
the 16th N.I., his superior officer, in re-

peatedly refusing to quit the ball-room
wheu directed by that officer to withdraw,
and in saying that he would stand the con-
sequence and remain, and that he did not
consider Lieut. 'and Adj. Macan his supe-
rior officer, or words to that effect.

“ Barrackpore, 1st March 1826.”

Upon which charges the court came to

the following decision

Finding.-—-'* The court, having mature-
ly weighed the evidence before them, are
of opinion that Ens. F. Cookney, of the

56th N. I., late doing duly with the 16th
regt. N. I., is

“ Guilty of the first, charge.
“ Guilty of the second charge.
" Guilty of the 1st additional charge.
** Not guilty of the 2d additional charge,

of which they do acquit him.
“ Guilty of the 3d additional charge.
“ Guilty of the 4th additional charge,

excepting the word * gross.’
"

Sentence.—“ The court having found
Ens F. Cookney, of the 56th regt.. N. T.

(late doing duly with the 16th N. I.), guilty

to the degree specified, do sentence him to

be cashiered.”
Approved,

(Signed) Commeumkrie,
‘ Commander'in-chief in India .

Remarks by the Right lion, the Com-
mander-in- Chief :

—
The Right lion, the Commander-in-

chief is willing to. give every favourable

consideration to the youth, inexperience,

anil contrition manifested by the prisoner

in this case, a,s well as to the solicitation

in his favour on the part of a large majo-

rity of the court by which he was tried ;

but a sense of justice to ibc service must
prevent liis Excellency overlooking the

repeated instances of flagrant insubordina-

tion of which Ens. Cookney has, by the

just verdict of the court, been pronounced
guilty. His Excellency, therefore, will

mitigate the sentence of ** cashiering ”
.

to

“ dismissal from the 56th regt.,” and lie

will solicit the Governor-general in Coun-
cil to replace the commission tbits cancelled

by a new one, placing Ens. Cookney the

junior of liis rank in the regiment to which

he may hereafter be posted.

By order of liis Excellency the .Com-

mander-in-chief.

W. L. Watson, Adj. Gen . of Army.
ensign
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ENSIGN J. D. KING, I3TH NJ.

Head- Quarters, Calcutta, July 8, 1826.
—At an European General Court- Martini
assembled at Barrack pore on the 2d of
June 1826, of which Lieut. Col. Wm.
Nott, 43d N.I., is president, Ensign J.
D. King, of the 13th regt. N.I. , was ar-

raigned on the undermentioned charges,

viz.
“ For conduct unbecoming the character

of an officer and a gentleman in the fol-

lowing instances:—
1st. “In having drawn a bill, in the

month of October 1825, upon Messrs.
Mackintosh and Co., agents, Calcutta, for

sicca rupees 1,350, or thereabouts, in fa-

vour of Lieut. Craigie, of the 13tli N. I.,

he (Ens. King) being aware at the time
that he had no funds in the hands of
Messrs. Mackintosh and Co , and having
been warned by them not to draw upon
them, with an intimation that if he did
they would not honour his drafts.

2d. “ In having, on or about the
month of November 1 825, taken posses-
sion of and resided in a house at Barrack-
pore, under the charge of Messrs. Mack-
intosh and Co., without their permission,
and in having kept possession thereof up
to the present time, in violation of a writ-
ten promise to quit it ‘forthwith,* dated
the 18th of November 1825.

“ For insubordinate conduct, subversive
of good order and military discipline, in

the following instances :
—

3d. “ Declining to attend the Court of
Requests as defendant, although duly
warned to do so by Capt. Read, officiating

Major of Brigade, in a letter dated the

15th of December 1825.
4th. “ In having addressed to Capt.

Currie, Major of Brigade, on the 21st,

22d, and 28th days of December 1825,
three official letters, containing language
highly disrespectful and insubordinate.

“ Barrackpore, 4th Jan. 1826.**

Additional Charge.—u Highly insubor-
dinate conduct in refusing to give up his

sword to Capt. Currie, Major of Brigade,
when that officer was sent to place him
(Ens. King) in arrest, on die 4th of Jan.
1826 ; and for telling Capt. Currie that

he would give up his sword to no man,
unless taken from him by force, although
the Major of Brigade explained to him the
necessity and propriety of conforming to

the custom practised on similar occasions.
“ Barrackpore, 4th Jan. 182C.**

: Second Additional Charge.—“ For highly
contumacious conduct in addressing a lot-

ter to the Major of Brigade under date the
5th January, in reply to a communication
from that officer conveying to Ensign
King, Brigadier O'Halloran’s permission
to leave his quarters for the purpose of
taking exercise, in which letter he (Ens.
King) declare* that he will, should he
think lit, go to public parties ( which, in

tl»e Major of Brigade’s communication, he
was expressly forbidden io do), and that

he does not conceive liinisclfr ‘ under any
sort of restraint.*

“ Barrackpore, 9th Jan. 1826.*'

Upon which charges the court came to

the following decision

Finding and Sentence.—“ The court,

having maturely weighed the evidence be-

fore them, are of opinion that Ens. J.

D. King, of the 13th N.I., is not guilty

of the first charge ; not guilty of the se-

cond charge
;

of both of which they do
honourably acquit him.

“ Guilty of the third charge.
“ Guilty of the fourth charge, except-

ing the letter dated the 22d of December
1825.

“ Guilty of the 1st additional charge.
“ Guilty of the 2d additional charge.”

Sentence.
—“ The court, having found

Ens. J. 1). King, of the 13th N.I., guilty

to the degree specified, do sentence him to

he suspended from rank, pay, and allow-

ances for the space of six calendar months.
“ The court cannot refrain from expres-

sing their regret, that a guard should have
been placed at Ens. King's house ; after

weighing attentively the evidence before

them, tlwy cannot admit the expediency
of adopting so severe a measure. They
are also much concerned to remark the

humiliating restrictions imposed upon
Ens. King by the guard, for several hours.”

Confirmed.
(Signed) Comjikrmere, General,

* Com tnander-in-chief.
Remarks by* the Right lion, the Com-

mander-in-chief.
Had not the Commander-in-chiefdeter-

mined to remit the punishment awarded
against Ens. King, he would have consi-

dered it necessary to order a revision of
this sentence, it being perfectly inconsis-

tent with the situation of a prisoner, who,
labouring under pecuniary difficulties,

would, by ils being carried into eilect,

have had his embarrassments increased, anil

consequently deprived of the possibility of
that reformation which, by tlieir verdict, it

ought to have been the object of the court
to stimulate.

The Commander-in-chief fully concurs
in the honourable acquittal of the prisoner
on the 1st and 2d charges, as well as in

the remarks of the court respecting the

guard placed on the prisoner's quarters.

His Lordship considers the restraint im-
posed upon Ens. King, by placing a guard
over his house without any communication
with him as to the nature of its duties,

was quite uncalled-for and improper; to
the irritating harshness of Ibis measure
must be ascribed the highly unmilitary
correspondence into which that young
officer was drawn, and which might have
been forgiven in consideration of his youth
and ignorance of the customs of the service.

The
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The Commander-in-chief cannot but
consider tiijjp 3d charge as totally irrelevant.

Ens. King had, by his absence from the

civil court to which he had been sum-
moned, become liable to a penalty (the

loss of his cause), which the court had in-

flicted, lie could not therefore be considered
as subject to a second punishment for the

military offence.

His Excellency further thinks it neces-

sary to declare his decided disapprobation
of a system which appears to have ob-
tained, in this case, of uniting a number
of charges, each, separately considered,
venial or trifling, to form grounds for

bringing an officer to a court-martial,
which should only lie resorted to in ex-
treme cases.

The Commander-in-chief now remits
the punishment awarded Ens. King, trust-

ing that his good sense will show him the

necessity of evincing, by his future con-
duct, that the contrition he has expressed
is sincere, and that the clemency shewn
him lias not been misplaced.

The prisoner to be released, and di-

rected to join his corps.

By order of his Excellency the Com-
mander-in -chief.

W. L. Watson, Adj. Gen. of Army.

APOTHECARY J. HAMILTON.

Head- Quarters, Calcutta, July 24, 1823.
At an European General Court-Martial
assembled at Ackcyab, on the 12th of May
1826, of which Lieut. Col. Lindsay, of
the regt. ofartillery, is president, Mr. As-
sistant Apothecary James Hamilton, at-

tached to the south-eastern division of ar-

tillery, was arraigned on the following
charges, viz.

1st. “ Infamous and highly disgraceful

conduct, in having, during the month of
Dec. 1825, frequently appeared in the

hospital of the European artillery at Arra-
can in a state of intoxication, and distri-

buted medicine to the sick, while thus
incapacitated from the exercise of that

caution and attention indispensably neces-

sary to the performance of so delicate a
duty.

2d. “ Having at various times during
the months of Dec. 1825 and Jan. 1826,
whilst under the influence of liquor, wan-
tonly and cruelly beaten many of the hos-

pital and other servants, especially Bola-

kee, hospital cook, and Ghoolam Iloos

-

sien, hospital bhcestcc, both of whom
were in consequence disabled from the

performance of their duties for many days.

3d. ** Having, on or aliout the 16th of

Feb. last, between the hours of four and
eight r. m. (although at the time under
arrest for the offences specified in the 1st

and 2d charges) entered the house of Mea-
AsiaticJaunt. Vol.XXITI. No. 13-1.
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few, subadar of the Mugh levy, and
wantonly struck him with a cane or

stick.

4th. “ Having on the night of the

same day, between the hours of eight and
twelve, again entered the house of the

aforesaid Meafew, subadar of the Mugh
levy, accompanied by a party of about
twenty or thirty disorderly Mughs and
others, anti abetted in breaking open a
box the property of the said Meafew, su-

badar, and taken therefrom the whole of
the contents, consisting of about 230 ru-

pees in cash, nine silk dresses, and several

other articles of wearing apparel.**

Upon which charges the court came to

the following decision ;

JFinding.
—“ The court having maturely

weighed and considered the evidence
which has been adduced on tlie part of
the prosecution, together with what the

prisoner has urged in Jiis defence, are of
opinion that, with regard to the 1st charge,

he is guilty of being frequently intoxicat-

ed in hospital, hut acquit him of the re-

mainder of the charge.
- “ That he is guilty of the 2d charge,

with the exception of the words ‘ both of
whom were in consequence disabled from
the performance of their duty for many
days.

’

“ That he is guilty of the 3d charge,

with the exception of the words ‘ (although
at the time under arrest for the offences

specified in the 1st and 2d charges),* no
evidence of this part having been adduced.

“ That he is guilty of the 4th charge.”

Sentence.—

“

The court, having found
the prisoner guilty of so much of the 1st,

2d, and 3d charges, and of the whole of
the 4lh charge, do sentence him, Mr.
Assistant Apothecary James Hamilton,
to he discharged from the Hon. Company’s
service.**

Confirmed.

(Signed) Combermere, Gsiu ’ral,

Com. in Chitf.

Remarks by Ilis Exc. the Right Hon.
the Commander-in-chief.

The Cornmander-in-ehief would have
ordered the revision of the proceedings of
tills court-martial, had it been practicable

to re-assomble the members, it being evi-

dent that the court did not take into their

consideration that the 4th charge, of which
Assist. Apothecary Hamilton was found
guilty, was a positive case of felony, and
consequently ought to have been punish-
ed by a sejiaratc sentence adequate to that

crime, and in conformity with the com-
mon law of England, a sentence which
the court was fully competent to have
awarded.
By order of His Excellency tliu Com-

mander-in-chief.
W. L. Watson, Adj. Gen. of Army.

2 M i.wv
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LAW.
Supreme Court, June 10.

The King, on the prosecution of Awckow,

v. Akoonchy, Tunicung, Ackeen > Aw-
keenly Ackuae, and Asscen.

This was an indictment against some
Chinamen, charging them with stealing

from the house of a fellow-countryman
500 rupees and other property, on the 1 Gth

December.
The Advocate-general, in addressing

the jury for the prosecution, stated that it

was notorious that these Chinese had for

some months past been endangering the

peace of society.

The first witness was Awcliow, the pro-

secutor, who stated as follows :
“ 1 live at

Colootollah, in Calcutta; six of us live

in the same compound, each in a separate

apartment ; I live in a room by myself. I

am a carpenter. I know the prisoners at

the bar; on the lGth December last, about

7 p.m., they came into my house ; there

was a lamp burning in iny room ;
there

was light sufficient to recognize the coun-
tenances of those that came in. Tankung
asked tne for the loan of 400 rupees ; on
that I replied, I do not owe you any
money ;

he took hold of me by the hair of

my head, and Ackuae gave me a blow and
a kick; Awsee struck me with an iron in-

strument; they held me down, and Tan-
kung broke my chest. Awkcem took the

bed-cover, and Avith it tied up several

things ; the other four took up my chest

of tools: they all went away together.

After they went away I began to weep
and cry

; I was apprehensive of danger,

and remained at home. About three

months ago I bad the prisoners taken up.

It took me some time to collect motley ;

when I had collected together a little, 1

preferred a bill of indictment against the

prisoners. I have not seen any of my pro-

perty since that.”

Cross-examined.—“ The compound I live

'In is large. When these ten persons came
in they made very little noise

;
they beat

me and took away my things. All those

apartments are occupied by Chinese
; one

or two of them belong to the Durrum-
tollah parly, the others to no party; the

others had run away, except one man, at

the time these men entered the house. I

remained inside, weeping at the loss of
my property.

“

Other witnesses proved the entrance of
the prisoners into Awchow's house, and
that one of them beat him with a khachucky
an iron instrument, about eighteen inches

in length, and weighing two pounds,
which the Chinese carry in their sleeves.

The prisoners, in their defence, stated,

that they had alternately been applied to

by one Kychung, for pecuniary aid, and
that on their refusing to assist him, or

pleading poverty, he threatened them with
an action in the Supreme Coyrt, and in

consequence had them taken up on bench-
warrants, confined in gaol, and finally

brought before the Supreme Court.
Sir John Franks summed up, and the

jury found all the prisoners guilty of steal-

ing under the value of one shilling.

June 17.

The King on the prosecution of Shaik

Ameer

y

v. Rammohun Hay, Rammohun
Sircar, and others.—Of several who were
indicted, only one man, answering to the

name of Rammohun Sircar, pleaded ?iot

guilty to the indictment, which charged
him and the othets with having conspired,

confederated, and combined together for

the purpose of subjecting the prosecutor

to divers heavy costs, by having a writ

issued against him for the sum of sicca

rupees ik507.G, under false pretences, and
with having extorted, compelled, and forced

him to pay the sum of 350 sicca rupees to

obtain his release.

The Advocate-general stated the case

to the jury.

This was a case of some importance, as

the parties implicated had committed the
offence under the forms of law. The
prosecutor was a wheat-merchant, and was
sitting in his shop, when the conspirators

came in and inquired the price of Hour :

they then asked him if the stock was ex-
clusively his own, or whether he had any
brothers who were partners with him. The
prosecutor replied, “ you have come here
on business, and you have no right to

inquire into my private concerns.” The
parties then said, no matter, we will

come on a certain day and complete out-

bargain.”

It would appear that a person named
Rammohun Day attended at the office of
a Mr. Harold Alphonso Smith, an attorney
of this court, and gave instructions for a
writ to issue against Shaik Ameer, who
was not indebted to sucli a man. Whether
this man was the pet-son, or some one else

appeared to represent Rammohun Day, he
(the Advocate-general) neither knew nor
cared, but this man, the real llamrnoliun
Day, caine and completed what the other
had begun ; that he went to the sljop of
the prosecutor for the purpose of pointing
him out to the sheriff’s peons ; this latter

circumstance was alone sufficient to impli-
cate the traverser. After the prosecutor
had been arrested, he was taken to the
house of one of these conspirators, where
he did not see Rammohun Day. In this

house he was beaten, and required to give
fifty rupees in order to procure a respite.

He was afterwards told that if he gave
300 rupees he would be set at liberty. At
first he resisted, but after being beat and
intimidated in the manner represented, ho

sent
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sent for fifty rupees, which lie gave to the
sheriff's peons, who did procure for him a
temporary mitigation. He was then taken
to another place, and there told that hither-

to lie had borne a good character, ami that

if lie were taken to gaol he would be
shamed and disgraced. Influenced in this

manner by threats and menaces, he was at

length obliged to yield, and sent for 297
rupees, on the receipt of which he was set

at large.

Shaik Ameer was first called, and de-
posed as follows :

44 I live in Jaun Bazar,
and am a dealer in flour. On the 14ih
December last llammoliun Day, Hullodar
Thakoor,HadamohunMisser, and Durraub
Mistry, came tome for Hour; llammoliun
Day said, * I will buy ten inauuds of
flour

I

shewed him a sample, and he
approved of it ; he asked me the price,

and 1 replied four rupees a maund ; he
said, 4 get it ready, and I will take it

away.* He asked me on whose ground
my house stood ; I replied on Punchoo
Dutt's aunt's ground

;
he asked me if I

had a brother, and what were my means ?

I said I had no brother, and that he had
no right to inquire into inv means. After
telling me their names, they went away.
On the fourth day after this they came
again, at about seven or eight in the morn-
ing, and inquired if the flour was ready

;

oil my saying the flour was ready, Hullodar
went to call coolies

;
llammoliun Day

told lladainohuii this is your defendant

;

upon this lladamohtin took me by the

hand, and pulled me down from a place

where I was sitting; after that Uauiuiohun
Day went away, and lladamohun called

out to Seeboo Hoy that he hail got the

defendant. Seeboo Roy is a sheriff’s peon,
and said he had a writ for 2,5(30 rupees
against me. I said, this is the way you
came under pretence of buying flour : I

do not owe any man. They took me to

the house of Surreetoolah ; Seeboo lloy

and three others took me into the house,

and Surreetoolah took me into a room and
beat me : lladamohun, Surreetoolah, and
Durraub Mistry, were together.* They
told me that Raniinohun Day was plain-

tiff. I did not owe him or any person

else of that name any money. Surreetoolah

said, 4 you must give us fifty rupees;* I

said fdid not owe them any thing. He
said, 4 give us the mouey, and I will save

you a beating.* They began beating me,
and I cried out ; I requested them to call

a man named Tittoo ;
upon bis coming, I

requested him to bring fifty rupees, as it

was the only means of saving my life. Tit-

too brought the money, and gave it into the

bands of Surreetoolah; after that, Surree-

toolah brought me into the verandah of the

house, and asked me to settle the affair. I

replied, I did not owe any person. I was
then taken away, and Tittoo came and|told

me that if 300 rupees were given it would

all be settled. I was taken to the side of the

Goverment-house, under a tree, where I

met Surreetoolah and lladamohun. Surree-
toolah asked me if I had brought the

money
; I replied I did not know what

money lie spoke of. On their annoying
me a great deal, and finding no means of
escape, I requested Tittoo to get the 300
rupees from my shop, which he did. On
this they agreed to go to the sheriff's

office and to get a release."

Several other witnesses were called, in-

cluding Mr. llarold Alphonso Smith, who
proved taking out the ettpias, and granting
the release

; the mail who applied to him
was not the traverser (whom the witness
knew from his having given him some
jobs), but another native.

Mr. Winter defended the prisoner, and
urged the probability of the prosecutor
being mistaken as to the identity of the

prisoner, especially as INI r. Smith had
sworn that another person of the name of
Iiaminohun Day had called at his office

and gave instructions for the writ. lie

admitted that a foul conspiracy had taken
place against the prosecutor, hut, he was
sure, not by the traverser.

Alexander Gego, called by Mr. Win-
ter. 44

I am a clerk of Mr. Smith's ; I

know one Ilainniohun Day : that is not
the man (pointing to the prisoner).

Cliaundinohun, in December last, brought,

a person named Ramtnohun Day to issue

a writ against Shaik Ameer ;
it was not

the prisoner at the bar. I drew up an
affidavit according to the instructions. As
far as my knowledge goes, the prisoner

had no concern in this affair. I have
known the defendant upwards of two
years ; he comes often to Mr. Smith's :

lie transacts business for Mr. Smith. I

have often seen him in court."
Bliowanychurn Buttachargy called. 44 J

have known llanunoliun Sircar from my
childhood. I am about thirty- six years of
age. 1 know his hand-writing ;

this is

not his writing, his letters are not formed
in this manner. I was bill-sircar to Mr.
John Cox. I have known the defendant
to be a good man

;
his name is Rammo-

hun Sircar."

The Chief Justice then charged the
jury. His Lordship observed that there
were (few charges that the court could
look upon with greater indignation. The
charge was, that a tradesman, who was
obliged to work all day to obtain a living,

was under the necessity of paying over
to the officers of justice a sum of money
which he did not owe ; thereby endeavour-
ing to bring the Supreme Court in oppro-
brium in the eyes of the natives, chiefly

for whose protection it was established.

And his Lordship felt bound to say, that

if the jury found the prisoner guilty, the
court would be called upon to inflict upon
him a most exemplary punishment, inas-

2 M 2 much
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much as they believed that such practices

were not uncommon in this country. His
Lordship did not think that he could put
it to the jury as a doubt that the conspi-
racy did not take place. The only point
of doubt was, whether those three persons
who had sworn to the identity of the pri-

soner, and were in a manner corroborated
by the evidence of the others, were mis-
taken. It ivas extremely probable, from
what had appeared in the evidence, that

there was another man in this transaction.

The impression on his Lordship’s mind
was, that this other man had sworn to the
affidavit. His Lordship knew that it was
common in this country, for the purpose
of throwing impediments in the way of
prosecutions for peijury, to assume the

names of others. But that was not the

charge against this man ; it was for con-
spiring and for assisting in having the pro-

secutor arrested under false pretences for

the purpose of extorting money.
The jury, without retiring, returned a

verdict of guilty.

Tho sentence passed upon the prisoner
was given in our last number (p. 7(>) ; as

well as the remarks of the Chief Justice

upon the frequency of such cases as this,

which led the court to adopt a rule with
respect to writs of capias, which is also

recorded in tile page quoted.
[Upon this topic we add the following

extract from a pamphlet, writteii by an
attorney, published at Calcutta, entitled
i{ Observations, &c. upon the present State

of the Practice in the Supreme Court of
Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
particularly with respect to the Attornics

of the Supreme Court, &c.**
41 Be it known, that in almost, all the

attornics* offices there arc retained a ba-

nian, a sircar, a head-writer, their nume-
rous attendants, a set also of their depen-
dants called apprentices (who write, or

pretend to write, without salaries), and,

to close the pack, the bringers of business,

the law-brokers, the Bnbbn/iahs (or pro-

moter^ of domestic broils), or Anglic^,

caves-droppers. On the whims and ca-

prices of all these persons is the attorney

thoroughly dependent. With the banian,

sircar, or the head-writer, he is most pro-
bably involved in debt, and possibly may
be found to be in partnership with one of
them. To the bringer of business ho either

allows a salary, or gives a per-centnge upon
the bill of costs, seldom less than ten per

cent.
“ Let me ask, whether the attorney dare

refuse to take a cause* which any of these

fellows bring ? Dare he say, I will not

do this, 1 will not do that ? Dare he en-

danger the perquisites of any of his under-
strappers? Dare he say, I will not be

the tool of persecution, or the instrument

of unworthy motives? Most certainly not

!

he will lose his client if he dare resist:

—

a pitiful subterfuge for a truly British

mind !

“ I cannot better explain myself than
by stating, as it were, a case. I will

therefore suppose I have a cause which I

am carrying on for a native of high rank.

He employs a sort of native agent, com.
monly called a manager. I carry on the

cause for some time ; the manager then
hints, through my writers, that he wants
a sort of refreshing fee, and that unless he
gets it, his employer may probably be in-

duced to change his attorney. This being
a preconcerted plan with the writers of
another attorney, if I do not give flic

present required, the cause is ousted and
slid away from my office into the office of
another attorney, in the midst of all

my exertions for the client, who most pro-

bably is totally ignorant of how or why
he is bandied about. The manager can
easily trump up some excuse to his mas-
ter ; and in modes of a similar nature, tht*

rapacious servant obtains his pelf by sacri-

ficing both attorney and client.

“ Suits and actions are obtained iti

offices in a similar manner, nearly, by
means of managers or brokers, who go
about to different offices, trying on what
terms lltcy can best dispose of causes, and
attornics, by direct and indirect means,
barter with them ; and I will almost ven-
ture to say, that unless an office is sup-
ported by the business of a house of
agency, very few of them have any busi-

ness but through the result of barter. I,

for one, who have always held up both my
hands against the practice of buying or
intriguing for business, or the supplanting
other practitioners, am now left with such
a small share of it, as to induce me to

leave off practice in court, and to confine

myself entirely to the line of a convey-
ancer, feeling it to be much more to my
credit, as it is consonant with my senti-

ments, that I should be without business,

than such as may be procured by what
may be fairly termed black partnership.

“ It has many times happened to me,
that I Rave been offered causes of great

weight if I would give the managers cer-

tain sums of money. At other times I

have been offered large causes out of other

offices, on very moderate terms, qpy, I

have been offered the whole native business

of offices, together with the whole native

establishment, would I give certain sums
of money (and not very large ones either);

but I do on my honour declare, that I

never, directly or indirectly, gave any
sum of money, or promise, in order to

obtain business.
“ So great is the influence which these

native managers have over their employers,
that it is well known that causes have been
kept on foot by them in families for gene-
rations^n fact, fortunes have been made
by these people ; and when a family estate

has
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has been exhausted by litigation, the rem-
nant of tlic litigants have turned managers
to other happy litigants.

Various other modes arc practised
here for obtaining business, even from
European clients, in which the pot-com-
panion is not idle ; nor is it here thought
to be in the least disgraceful for one pro-
fessional man to entice away the client of
another attorney. All . these points arc
confirmed by observing the very frequent
changes of attornies in causes, from which
it is most reasonable to infer, that such

* changes would not naturally be so frequent
were it not for some particular urgent
grounds.
“ In England, the circumventing a man

in his profession is thought to be disgrace-
ful ; here, strange to say, it is not, but is

rather considered as a ‘ good joke.* It is

no uncommon thing to find an attorney on
oue day employed for the plaintiff, and on
the next for the defendant. These are

points on- which natives speculate.
“ I have been informed, that one of the

former judges who presided in the Su-
preme Court, proscribed about a' dozen of»

the then promoters of litigation, ordering
that they should not enter the verge of the

court; and that if they were found fre-

quenting the odices ofattornies, they would
be called to severe account.**

The following remarks upon the effects

produced upon the minds of the natives

by this abuse of the courts of justice, ap-
pear in the Hurkaru of June 29 :

—
“ The case of extortion which lately

came before the Supreme Court is by no
means singular among natives. The
idea has got abroad amongst them, we pro-

fess not to say from what causes, that jus-

tice is not administered in an English
court, and they know from hearsay, if not

from experience, that the expense is im-
mense ; their horror of being brought be-

fore that tribunal is so great, that many
would rather submit to any mulct than

become the objects of a legal prosecution,

and they consequently yield a rich ami
ready harvest to the villains who impose
on the timidity and the ignorance of their

countrymen. The conviction of one of

those prowlers, we doubt not, will deter

the^piternity from exercising their iniqui-

tous trade, at least so boldly as they have

been in the habit of doing, for some time

to come ; and a few such examples might

put an end to it altogether.*']

June 28.

The King on the prosecution of John

Palmer and others, v. Joseph Warn.—This

prosecution was brought against the defen-

dant for forging a bill of exchange in the

name of J. S. D* Costa. The defendant

was indicted under ten counts; but the

jury, in consequence of a mistake in the

indictment as to the Christian name of one

of the partners of the firm (Mr. Frinsep)
were unable to find him guilty on the first

and second, which charged him with having
forged, with the intent to defraud the firm
of Palmer and Co., and with uttering it

to them knowing it to be forged ; they,

however, convicted him on the third and
fourth, and seventh and eighth counts, in
which he was charged with forging and
uttering the bill of exchange to defraud
one John Simon D'Costa, and with forg-
ing the endorsement.

The prosecutors employed no counsel,
at which the presiding judge. Sir John
Franks, expressed regret ; the Advocate-
general and Mr. Turton were employed
for the defendant, who appears, from the
evidence, to be a native of India, born of
Indian servants. lie was in the employ
of Messrs. Palmer and Co. four or five

years ago.

Some days previous to the trial, the

Advocate-general applied to the Court
for ail order that the depositions made
at the police-office might be produced

;

the court declined to do this, but, as an
indulgence, allowed the defendant's attor-

ney to see the depositions previous to the

trial.

July 7.

The following case, which came before

the grand jury at the sessions, illustrates

the subject to which allusion has been
already made.

A talookdar at Hoogly, named Ram-
govind Mundul, a short time ago, being
compelled to pay a fine under the judg-
ment of the late Mr. Oakcly, called upon
his ryots to contribute towards the pay-
ment of the penalty, which being objected

to by some, he enforced the order through
his agents. Four of the persons placed in

the village under the magistrate made a
complaint to the judge and magistrate of
the circumstance, stating likewise that two
other native peace officers, stationed on the

talook of this llamgovind, had been dis-

charged from their situations by him. The
Judge, after summoning the talookdar,

ordered these men to be reinstated, ad-

journing the investigation of the other

matter of complaint till a future period,

when full evidence might be obtained.

A few days after this, and with a view

to intimidate these complainants, Ilamgo-
vind preferred a charge against them be-

fore the Judge, at the instance of a ser-

vant of his, named Mudden Mundul, of
having forcibly taken from his person fifty

rupees. This complaint was dismissed by
the Judge, who kept the prosecutor in

custody till Ramgovind was produced, as

he was satisfied the charge was a malicious

one, and made at his instigation.

Frustrated in this attempt to convict the

innocent and pervert the true course of

justice, another plan of mischief and re-

venge
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venge suggested itself to this Ramgo-
vind : he caused a distress to be made of

all the property of his unhappy victims,

under some regulation or other, and sold

the whole, although rent had l>ee» regu-

larly paid by them. He also caused four

actions to be instituted against them on
bonds, alleged by them to have been forged.

These actions are not as yet tried.

The vindictive spirit of Ramgovind
would not rest here ; he seemed deter-

mined to pursue his victims to the grave.

He prohibited them from cutting their

harvest, which was then ripe. The unfor-

tunate men again felt themselves obliged

to appeal to the magistrates, and a pur-
wannah was issued directing them to pur-
sue their occupations without interruption.

To circumvent this order, Ramgovind had
recourse to one of those wretches who are

at all times both ready and willing to

swear to any thing for a few pieces of
silver. This man, whose name is Kada-
mohuu Ghose, after making the necessary

affidavits, procured a writ of capias, and
under it these men were taken up and
lodged in the Calcutta Great Gaol.

To obtain this writ, this nominal plain-

tiff swore that the defendants were indebt-

ed to him for ten chests of indigo, and
that the defendants, being inhabitants of
Calcutta, were subject to the jurisdiction

of the Supreme Court, when in truth they

liad never resided in Calcutta, had never

seen this plaintiff, and instead of being
able to pay the sum of 3,(XX) rupees,

which was the price said to have been
agreed on, they were never worth above
twenty rupees individually. On investiga-

tion it was found that Uadaniohun Ghose
has no means, and lives in a straw hut,

for which he paid but one rupee a month.
A true bill was found against him by

the grand jury during the present sessions
;

but he has traversed to the next.

MISCELLANEOUS.
* GAIETIES AT MUTTRA.

Extract of a letter, dated Muttra :

“ We have all experienced painful feel-

ings after any great excitement, a some-
thing more than ennui, and yet not
amounting to a complete depression of
spirits

; at this station it was particularly
the case after the capture of Bhurtpore.
Previous to that glorious event it had been
the centre of gaiety, owing to the grand
army assembling here ; but on our return to

Muttra we found all in a state of stagnation,
and so it might have remained had not the
bachelors of the 3d and 6th Light Cavalry
stepped forw ard and given a ball and sup-
per, which all the beauty and fusliion of
this and the surrounding stations honoured
with their presence, and inspired the soft-

est sentiments intothe breasts of those he-
roes, whose hearts, a few months before,

beat only for honour and glory. From
the known taste of the officers of those
regiments much splendour was anticipat-

ed, and on entering the ball-room at ten

o'clock, our most sanguine expectations
were surpassed. The room was hung round
with wreaths of flowers (artificial), among
which the laurel was conspicuous,no doubt
alluding to the events that have lately oc-
curred in Western India, brought about
by the exertions of the army, of which
these two regiments formed a distinguished

part. Lights were in profusion, and there

were two good transparencies (the work of
an amateur), one representing a skirmish
of our cavalry with that of the enemy, the
other the commissioners signing the treaty

with the Burmese. Attractive as these

objects were, our attention was soon taken
from them to the blaze of beauty which
now poured in upon us 1

“ Oh woman, lovely woman ! nature made you
To temper man. We had been brutes without

you

;

Angels are painted fair to look like you t

There’s in you all that we believe of heaven,
•Amazing brightness, purity and truth.

Eternal joy and everlasting love.”

Where all are beautiful, it is difficult to

select; butone lady struck us as particularly

handsome, and on her our eyes were con-
tinually wandering. We can only particu-

larize this lady’s dress, which we thought
becoming in the extreme, and very ele-

gant : it was composed of net over a white
satin slip, gored, and full enough to ad-
mit of its hanging in easy folds round the
figure, the bottom flounce headed by rou-
leaus of white zephyrine. The corsage
was tight to the shape, and decorated with
pearls; hair dressed in the French style

:

white satin slippers and white kid gloves.

" Round her she made an atmosphere of light

;

The very air was lighter from her eyes.”

Dancing was kept up till a late hour

;

the supper was excellent, and some bac-
chanalians circulated the cliampaigne till

daybreak.—[/ten. Hurk.

LOTTERIES.

Our attention has been lately called to

an evil of no small importance to tlie

humbler classes of the community, topro
vide a remedy for which would b^well
worthy the consideration of Government

:

we allude to the system of petty lotteries,

which wc are given to understand prevails

to an almost unlimited extent here. It is

necessary to explain that wc do not at all

allude to those lotteries on a large scale on
tickets in the state lottery, &c, which are
publicly advertised, for though they are
necessarily liable to the same objection in

principle as all other lotteries, they are at

least fairly and honestly conducted, as is

evident from the respectability of. the
names by which the shares are guaranteed

;

but
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but the species of lotteries to which we arc
now alluding, and which wc really think
ought to be put down, as tending to encou-
rage a spirit of gambling, and to facilitate

the practice ofextensive frauds on the classes
referred to, is of a very different character.

What do our readers think of one-rupee
tickets for landed jrropertj/, consisting of
two pieces of ground and several houses,
with muslins, watches &c. valued at 7,(XX)

rupees? One of these tickets was lately

put into our hands^ it contains a descrip-
tion of the said property, which may
nevertheless be in nubibus for any thing
that the purchaser of the ticket can know
to the contrary, and which bears a signa-
ture in the Bengali character of the pro-
prietor, or soi-disanl proprietor, whose
name is not even written in English,
though by way of attestation another native

signs himself in Bengali and English,
as a trustee, and it is dated ^if it be a date, .

as we suppose) in Arabic. How many of
these tickets there may he we do not
know, but the one we have seen is num-
bered 1,242: the prizes appear (if each
lot is a prize) to be three. This may ap-
pear to some a very insignificant subject
for legislation

;
but to us it really seems

to be a system that ought to be put down,
as having a decidedly immoral tendency,
in the spirit of gambling it is calculated

to create, and the encouragement of fraud

and chicanery which the success of such
schemes involves. The fact is, that the

very classes who are most likely to become
contributors to such lotteries, are com-
posed of those the least likely to reason,

or be capable of reasoning, on the matter,

and who, caught by the tempting bait of
the possibility of gaining seven thousand
rupees for their one, never dream of ask-

ing where this property is, but pay down
the cash as cheerfully as poor Hodge paid

for his razors, though, unlike him, they

do not gain, by the bargain, useful experi-

ence ; more valuable than would have been
his razors, had they really been made to

shave, instead of merely to sell. Far front

this, the adventurers in these “ little-goes'*

impute their loss to want of luck, and
never dream of fraud

;
thus they go on

till a spirit of gambling is engendered,

fatal to those habits of sober industry,

whicloilone can gain for them respecta-

bility, preserve them in the path of in-

tegrity, and guard them from ruin and
distress. We have said that this system of

petty lotteries is carried on to a most un-

limited extent, and that even anna and
two-antia tickets arc occasionally issued

for property described as of large value, in

order to deceive the unwary. The evil,

we hear, is daily increasing, and it is one,

we repeat, which ought to he checked by
some regulation, making it at least in-

cumbent on parties distributing tickets in

this way to obtain a license for the pur-

pose, which should be only granted at the
discretion of the magistrates

; and all per-

sons found infringing this law, should be
liable to a fine proportioned to the amount
of the tickets, one-half to go to the informer.
Some law of this kiud would at least

check, if it could not cure, the evil wc
have been exposing ; and wc have certainly

licensing laws of a far more questionable
character, as regards the public good, than
this we have suggested.—[Cb/. Press Gaz.

CURIOUS INCIDENT.

A few days ago a snake was found in
the corner of a lumber room in a gentle-
man's house near Chowringhee : it ap-
peared lively, and about four feet long, of
a dirty ash colour. On being killed and
opened, a Persian cat belonging to the
house, and which had only disappeared in

the course of the morning, was found in

its stomach, of course quite undigested.
What appears extraordinary is that such a
wary and lively animal as a cat, and one
which, when provoked, will, we believe,

give battle to a snake, should suffer itself

to be surprised by one, and that such a
comparatively small snake to appearance,
should be able to swallow a cat, and that

in such a short space of time.—

[

Tnd . Gaz.,

June 19.

ZEAL OF TIIE MUSSULMANS.
Extract of a letter from Glmzccpore:
“ A zeal for religion characterizes our

present Mahomedan native subjects, es-

pecially of those in the central provinces.

The great Sycd Ahimid Peerzada, a resi-

dent of ltae Bareli y, who returned from
Mecca a few years ago, was an able cham-
pion in the Mahomedan cause. On his

way up to the territories of his Majesty
the King of Oude, where and in some
other quarter lie was suspected as a dis-

affected person, he infused such a spirit of
religion and inquiry amongst, his fol-

lowers. of whom numerous of all ranks
are to be met with in all parts of Hin-
diiostan, that they will not easily subside.

Formerly there was rarely an instance of
a Mahomedan ever going to prayer after

the hours of morning and noon, conse-

quently their public edifices were left to

become sufferers by the hand of time. At
present, wherever we turn our eyes, we
see new mosques erected and old ones re-

paired ; and on Fridays, their sabbath-

days, we behold them laid low in the dust

in the Jameh Musjid, or the principal

mosque, offering their adorations to the

one great God, or Ullah-Uqbur, with as

great devotion and solemnity as in any
of our own well-concerted assemblies. This
change and love for the Creator, or Julian

A freon, has in some sense caused a moral
improvement in the condition of many of
our Mahomedan native subjects, from

wdiich
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which beneficial -results arc likely to ac.

erne to the government at large, and to

the whole community of that class.

“ Lately, the Maliomedan native offi-

cers of this station made a representation

to the magistrates, for permission to obtain

a small piece of ground attached to the

court's premises, to construct a mosque
for themselves to attend to at evening
prayers, which, after the high authorities

were consulted, was granted. In conse-

quence a subscription was opened amongst
the principal of these officers, and a sum
of money collected sufficient for the pur-
poses required. Our worthy magistrate,

in this case, with a laudable zeal unpre-
cedented, contributed a handsome subscrip-

tion towards this benevolent object, and
we understand this has created such a ge-

neral feeling of satisfaction amongst all

Maliomedan classes, that they are loud in

the praises of our most worthy magistrate.
,

“ At present the materials of the build-
ing are being collected, and we trust that

the construction of the edifice w>ill be
speedily undertaken, and when this shall

have been completed, we shall probably
see a most novel and pleasing spectacle

never before seen. It is not unlikely, I

understand, that the Hindoo native officers

are also desirous of making a similar appli-

cation
;
but whether the government so

readily will grant them permission to build
a temple on the court premises must be
left to conjecture."—[Co/. Pr. Gaz.

RANGOON.
Since the restoration of tranquillity the

population of Rangoon has increased in a

most astonishing manner: it is suspected
that part of the augmentation is only tem-
porary, the people being so far on their

way to the southern settlements : however,
such a purpose is not avowed. The Bur-
man authorities arc very suspicious of the

intentions of the Peguers, and very un-
reservedly express a hope that we may be
solicited to remain some time at Rangoon,
until the new order of things is fully es-

tablished : no intimation of such a wish,

however, has been officially made, and our
preparations for a final remove proceed
without interruption.

We understand that shortly after Sir A.
Campion's return to Rangoon, a party
with elephants and cattle were detacher!

from the land column to Martaban, by
way of Pegu. In consequence, however,
of the unusually early commencement of
the rains the roads proved impassable, and
the party were compelled to return to
Pegu, whence they will proceed to Ran-
goon.
The most friendly intercourse is main,

tained between the British authorities and
" Burman chiefs ; and, amongst others, a
letter has been received from Udina, the

Ex- Rajah of Martaban, who is rather in

an awkward predicament, as lie has not

been restored to his government by the

court of Ava. This chief is seventy years

of age, addicted to the use of spirits,

mischievous at all times, hut particularly

when in his cups. lie served under the

Bundoola in Assam and Cassay, and from
his temper and habits is not unlikely to he
a troublesome neighbour, if replaced in

his post. His power to do mischief,

however, must be Vlfy limited, and his

years and propensities render it probable

he will not, .however well disposed, be
troublesome long.

Commerce was beginning to revive at

Rangoon, and considerable supplies of
grain had been already received from the

Martaban province; a proof of the pro-

ductiveness of the latter.—[CW. Gov.Gaz.,

June 27.

ORIENTAL LITERARY SOCIETY.

The second report of this Society, es-

tablished by Indo-Britons, is published,

and contains the following paragraph : —
“ Your committee cannot draw to a con-

clusion without congratulating the So-
ciety on the success that has already

crowned its exertions towards the accom-
plishment of the objects for which it was
established. It is now entering on tlic

second year of its career, and if the charm
of novulty no longer act as a stimulus to

exertion, the unwearied zeal of a few,

and the steady support of the greater por-
tion of its members, offer a far more sub-
stantial security for its continuance and
gradual improvement. Its silence may
cease to attract the notice of the public,

but cannot be construed into an indication

of declining interest ; as tliu frothy and
resounding stream, bursting into exist-

ence and carrying all before it, is admired
for awhile

;
but the placid bosom of the

silent rivulet affords a surer earnest of its

solidity and depth."

NATIVE SUrXRSTITION.

On the 15th June last the Dasalmra,
Baboo Moti Lai Mullik celebrated the
consecration of his tutelary idol in his

new mansiou. He made prerents of
shawls and gold armlets to the Brahtnans
of his own tribe : to the forty-five houses
of the Nityannndi and other Gosains he
presented various articles of dress, furni-

ture, plate, and jewels, and similar do-
nations to other sacred families. To his

Guru, or spiritual preceptor, he gave a
house worth 2,500 rupees, and a likg sum
in money, besides a diamond ring, a pearl

necklace, and shawls. He also distributed

two rupees a piece to the Brahmans, and
one rupee to all other poor individuals,

fifty thousand of whom are said to have
attended

.

—ISamnchnr Ckandrika .

NATIVE
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NATIVE LIBERA LITV*

It will be encouraging as well as grati-
fying to every real fricrul of India, who
takes an interest in the eflorts now mak-
ing by the religious world for the enlight-
ening of its vast population, to be inform-
ed that these disinterested and zealous
labours are not entirely disregarded or
unappreciated by the influential part of
the native community, whom indeed they
most intimately concern, and whose co-
operation it is sorfmportant and desirable
to obtain. We have this day to record an
example of liberality in a native gentle-
man, Muthoornauth Mullick, of Ram-
ktssonpore, which, reflecting as it does so
much honour on the individual, will, we
trust, be speedily imitated by others of
his countrymen. We allude to the muni-
ficent annual subscription of 400 rupees to

the Diocesan Committee of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Fo-
reign Parts, in connection with Hisliop’s

College, which, after a visit made to that

foundation, the above gentleman desired
might be recorded in his name.—[C7.
Gov, Gaz.

MASONIC LODGE AT CHUNAR.

A new masonic lodge, entitled “ the

Dodge of Sincere Friendship,” was dedi-

cated at Chunar, June 21, the anniversary
of the Festival of St. John. The frater-

nity assembled at an early hour at the old

lodge-room, and proceeded in procession

to the church, where an impressive dis-

course was delivered by the ltev. W.
Greenwood. After the usual ceremonies,
the post-master, wardens, and brothers as-

sembled, addressed tile Right Worshipful
Master, who replied in suitable terms.

CIVIL SERVICE ANNUITY- FUND.

A meeting of the Civil Service Annuity
Fund was held at the Town-hall yester-

day morning, which was very numerously
attended. We understand that a long
and animated discussion took place with

respect to the legality of the meeting of
the 34th April last, and the validity of

the proceedings on that occasion, which
have been o|“ late the subject ol* such fre-

quent discussion ; as it appeared, how -

ever, that the non-attending members,from
whom proxies were received, confirmed

the view in which the authority given by
them was contemplated by the chairman,

and that they concurred in the decision

founded on the sanction so expressed, the

meeting was declared to be legal, and
consequently the proceedings were recog-

nised as valid.—[Cat. Gov. Gaz. June 22.

SICKNESS AT CHEOUBA.

The following is tin extract of a letter,

dated Cheduba, June 1. “I am sorry

to say we have experienced much sickness,

Ao'alic Jtmm. Vol. Will. No. 1 :-»

1

and tiie mortality which has attended our
men has been very great. On the first of
last month our strength Mvas about 400
men, forty and more of whom have since

been laid in their graves, and ere this

month is closed . I dare say twice that

number will have shared the same fate.

Our sick in hospital has increased from
fifty to upwards of 250, besides conva-
lescents in barracks that were obliged to be
discharged to make room for others, whose
cases were of a more urgent nature. It is

truly melancholy to see the state that the
corps is in : from the circumstance of -this

being only the commencement of the
healthy season, and from the recent cala-
mitous fate before our eyes which attended
the army in Arracan, similarly situated to

what wTe are at present—despair is almost
visibly pourtrayed in every countenance

;

and such is the baneful influence of this

pestilential climate, that neither care nor
attention to your licultJi is seemingly of
much avail, as death generally seizes the
youngest, stoutest, anil most sober of the
men—our Ilengal servants are equally as

sickly as the Kuropeau soldiers: the fever,

however, must be with them of a less de-
gree, as few have been carried off by it;

they have, however, become perfectly help,

less, and look miserably.’*

—

[John Hull.

VOLUNTARY INHUMATION.

The following account occurs in a native

paper, the Sumuchur Durpan

:

—We are

sorry to hear that a certain Zogy or weaver,
inhabitant of Somrah, having died on the

lath ultimo, his wife, according to the

custom of her own caste, went down to

the grave with her deceased husband, when
instantly her friends and relatives covered
the victim and the corpse with earth, and
in this most inhuman way made an end of
her existence.

CHILD-MURDER.

The follow ing remarks upon the execu-
tion of a native, named Ghazee, on the

26th Juno, for murder, appear in thcJtengal

Hurkaru :— Another case has occurred in

the Supreme Court, from which much be-

nefit is to be looked for: we speak of the

wretched man who has paid the forfeit of
his life for a crime the greatest which a hu-
man being can commit. It is notorious

to till 1 inhabitants of this city, that the late

has been the only execution of a native

which has taken place for many years. It

is equally notorious that crimes of ns deep
a dye have more than once been committed
by natives :—the frequency of child mur-
der is dreadful. It must be fresh in the

memory of many persons, that at various

times individuals, differing from the un-
fortunate man who suffered a day or two
ago, in country, caste, and religion (be-

longing to a large* bojly in Calcutta, who
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are, we hesitate not to say, the most de-
praved and vicious of the variety of species
of the human race of which the diversified

population of this city is composed), have
l>ceii brought to the bar of the Supreme
Court, and have escaped the punishment
due to the beastly and murderous crimes
of which they have been found guilty,

owing to the leniency, or humanity, or ir-

resolutcncss of the Judge. The conse-
quences of this mistaken mercy arc, as
might be expected, deplorable : crime
has increased rapidly ; the perpetrators of
heinous and crying sins against law and
nature, by escaping the punishment which
ought to have inevitably followed their

commission, imagined, we really think,

that the Supreme Court dared not to carry
into effect the dreadful punishment which
our laws award, and they have therefore

attained to a climax in guilt and hardihood
not before recognized. We anticipate,

however, the best effects from the awful
example recently made, which gives pro-
mise that strict justice will, in future, be
administered, arid that crime, however
disguised or shielded, shall not escape the

searching arm of the law. We trust that

our chief and puisne judges will not shrink
from the performance of their duty as

judges, however painful or repugnant it

may be to their feelings as men. To them
the public look for a reform in the prac -

tices of those in any way connected with
the court, and for the fullest security of
the lives and properties of all under their

jurisdiction, whether European or Native,
Bengalese or Chinese.

jugunnat’h.

We have perused with some attention an
article in the last 44 Friend of India,*’ en-
titled “ Reflexions on the incidents which
occurred this year at the Rut’ll Jattra of
Jugunnat’h in Orissa.” The slibjcct is

unquestionably of the first moment, inas-

much as the alleviation of human misery,
hnd the preservation of human life, must
be objects of the highest importance to

every Christian and humane government.
The account of the festival and its melan-
choly consequences is given by missionaries
on the spot, and its accuracy may be relied

on. It establishes a position, which we
have often seen controverted, that the

number who fall voluntary victims beneath
the wheels of the idol is comparatively
small; for on this occasion, when the

narrator speaks of 200,000 persons sur-

rounding the car, he mentions only two,
who, in a moment of fanatical phrcnxy,
threw themselves it) its way. The picture,

however, which he gives of the misery,

sufferings and death, of which this annual
visit or pilgrimage to the great seat of
Hindoo superstition is the cause, is truly

• harrowing; and although, perhaps from
¥

the accidental accession of a prevailing

epidemic, the mortality was greater this

year than on an average, there can be no
doubt that the waste of life, in the keep-
ing up of this superstitious practice, is ex-
cessive. The writer in 44 The Friend”
docs not propose to apply the hand of au-
thority, and to shut up the temple and its

avenues, as has been recommended with
more zeal than wisdom ; but adverting to

the fact, that the tax, humanely imposed
by Government, with the view of discou-
raging the practice, has become the very
means of perpetuating it, and been even
converted by those who have a selfish pur-
pose to answer in keeping it up, into a
proof, that the Christian Government of
India recognizes the divinity of Jugun-
nat’li, and believes in the virtue of a pil-

grimage to his slirinc, as expiating human
sins, he proposes, and we certainly concur
with him, to abolish this tax altogether

and to leave the Hindoos free to go or not,

as they please, on this pilgrimage. No-
thing, we are persuaded, would more
effectually tend to lessen the resort of pil-

grims to this celebrated scat of superstition

than the total indifference of Government
as to the practice. The tax imposed upon
the pilgrims, when found, as we believe

it is, ineffectual, as a check upon the prac-

tice, ought without delay to be abrogated.
It. has been imposed in ignorance of the

native character; hut now” that a better

knowledge of this character has been ac-
quired, and the natives themselves are
undoubtedly beginning to be influenced in

their notions as to the value of their reli-

gious acts, by their intercourse with Euro-
peans, it is time to change the system ;

and at least to try the effect ofone directly

opposed to the present, so far as levying a
lax is concerned. The good people at

home do not do justice to the Government
of this country in the object they have in

view by this tax. They maintain that it

is greediness of revenue which has im-
posed it

; and certainly where the fact of its

inefficiency for the purpose for which it was
laid on is proved, bis representation ac-
quires strength by the continuance of the
impost.

—

[CaJ. John Hull.

Iftta&rm.

GOVERNMENT GENERAL
ORDERS.

AKTJT.LKRY COMMANDS.
Fort St. George, July VI, 1826.

1st. The lion, the Governor in Coun-
cil has deemed it expedient to cancel that

part of the general order of the 5th Au-
gust last, by which Rs. 600 and Rs. 500
per month were authorized for artillery

commands, and to direct that the follow-
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ing allowances be established in lieu
thereof.

2d. Officers commanding corps of artil-

lery regimental! y, being in receipt of the
established allowance of Its. 400 per
month, are not to receive any additional
allowance on account of extra details of
artillery which may be placed under their

command, whether in the field or in gar-
rison.

3d. When the command of the artillery

of a field force, or at a field or full batta

station, consisting of more than a troop or
company, shall devolve upon an officer

not in the command of a corps, he is to

receive, if a regimental field officer, Its.

300 ; if of inferior rank. Its. 200 per
month ; but these allowances are not. to be
payable to officers commanding detach-
ments therefrom.

4th. The senior officer of artillery in a
brigaded force, if a regimen till field offi-

cer, will be allowed a brigade major, and
the allowances of an officer commanding
a brigade.

.5th. When troops of horse artillery,

whether European or native, may he de-
tached, an acting troop adjutant will he
allowed to each, on the allowance of Its.

70 per month, laid down in general orders
9th March 1819.

(»th. When a troop or company of artil-

lery may he serving at the same station

with the head-quarters of a brigade of
horse or battalion of foot artillery, the

regimental adjutant or quarter-master, as

may be directed by the officer command-
ing, is to execute the staff duties of the
whole, receiving an extra allowance of
Its. 3.5 per month for writers and stationery

on account of the extra duty ; in such
cases, therefore, no separate staff* will he
allowed for the artillery at such stations.

7th. When a troop of horse artillery

may be at a station with a company or

detail of foot .artillery, not being the head-
quarters of a corps, the acting troop ad ju-
tant is to act as staff’ to the senior officer

commanding, and to execute the duties of
the whole; receiving an extra allowance
of Its. 35 per month on that account, as

provided in the preceding paragraph.

8tli. At stations not being the regimen-
tal head -quarters of any corps of artillery,

and where there may he no horse artillery,

or a detail only (less than a troop), with a

party of foot artillery, the necessity ofa stall*

officer for such inferior artillery commands
will be taken into consideration, in each

case, by Government; and if such an ap-

pointment be deemed requisite, an acting

adjutant will be nominated on the allow-

ance of Its. 70 per month above-mention-

ed, without reference to the details being

composed of native or European artillery.

9tli. Regarding the extra pay and al-

lowances of artillery officers appointed to

the horse brigades, the following rules are

to be observed in future. On the appoint-

ment of officers to the horse artillery,

their extra pay and allowances are to be
governed l>y the regulations applicable to

staff* appointments; that is, they are to be
payable from the date on which the officers

join for the performance of regimental
luty

; and on removal by promotion or

otherwise, they are to receive the extra pay
and allowances until relieved : it is to lie

understood from this regulation, that no
officer can have any claim to horse artillery

pay and allowances who has not joined
the corps for regimental duty.

ICth. In regard to the absence of horse
artillery officers from their corps, the rules

laid down iti general orders 24th July
1819 are to be adhered to, which provide
“ that officers of the brigade of liorse

artillery, when absent on furlough in Eu-
rope, or when appointed by Government
to permanent staff* situations and com-
mands, are not entitled to horse artillery

pay in tire one case, or pay and allowances
in the other

; but temporary staff employ,
or detached duty, is not to deprive them
of tlu: pay and allowances of the horse

artillery, while they remain on the strength

of that corps."

11 th. The temporary detached duties
above alluded to, which arc not. to de-
prive horse artillery officers of the extra

pay and allowances of that corps, are to

be understood in a strict sense, sucli as
being detached as a member of a court-
martial or committee, being nominated
pro tempore by a subordinate authority to

act in a staff* situation, until an appoint-
ment by Government takes place, Sec ;

but a horse artillery officer ordered to take
the field for foot artillery or staff duty,

succeeding to a command (either as senior

officer or by appointment), or appointed
acting commandant of artillery during the

absence of the senior officer in Europe ; in

these or any similar cases, horse artillery

officers are to lie considered as coming
under the above provision regarding per-
manent command or staff duty, and there-

fore not entitled to horse artillery pay and
allowances; should any cates however oc-
cur in which these provisions may appear
to warrant an exception in favour of the
parties concerned, the Government will

take them info consideration on the repre-

sentation of his Excellency the Coniman-.
der-in -chief.

1 2th. The officers who may hare com -

mantled corps of artillery in addition to

the command of divisions, being those to

whom the allowances specified In the 1st

paragraph were payable, are authorized to

draw them up to the Slst instant; but in

other respects the foregoing provisions

are to operate witti regard to all unadjust-
ed claims connected witfi the general order
5th August last, equally at regards artil-

2 N 2 lory
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lory commands ns horse artillery pay and
allowances.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE PRESS.

We understand that the Court of Direc-
tors have ordered the famous Calcutta

Press Regulations to l>e extended to Ma-
dras and Bombay, and that accordingly

an ordinance similar to the one which
made so much noise in Bengal, and which
the Privy Council have affirmed, is prepar-

ing for registry in the Supreme Court
here. It is our duty to obey without a

murmur
;
and all we think it right to say

upon the subject is, that we are sorry,

sincerely sorry, for the projected change ;

believing, as we do, that for all parties the

old system was decidedly preferable to the
new. We at least knew what we were
about, and what we bad to expect, under
the former. No man, however sound his

judgment or groat his discretion, can at

all times steer dear of giving offence, and
encountering danger under the latter. It

is hard, too, that the innocent should suffer

for the guilty—-the peaceable and content,

for the unruly and dissatisfied—and that

we good homely per pie at Madras, who
hitherto have been jogging on so quietly

and good-humouredly, without either

giving or taking offence, or uttering a
complaint, should be visited with the
same pains and penalties as our factious,

quarrelsome, and dissatisfied brethren of
the metropolis ; who have talked and
boasted of their power and superiority over
the 44 fettered press’* of sister presidencies,

until they have procured for their unthank-
ful neighbours the blessing of being reined

up with the same severe curb that they
have been chafing and fretting under ever
since it was found necessary to put down
the Calcutta Journal some three or four
years ago.— [jl/ad. Cour. June (i.

[We add the succeeding reflections upon
the above paragraph, from the Bengal

t
.Hurhiru :

—

We beg our leaders to refer to the re-

marks of the editor of the Madras Courier,

on the Calcutta Press Regulations being
extended to the sister presidencies. We
were both disappointed and surprised at

seeing such observations from the pen of
the editor of that paper; nor could we
wish for stronger proof, if additional proof
were wanting, of the superiority of the

Calcutta Press to that of the Madras Pre-
sidency. The declaration of the “ content”
and good “ humour,** nay, satisfaction of
the editor with the censorship, is completely
superfluous, as his columns bear satisfac-

tory evidence of all these; but why he
should deem it right to visit the sins of the

Court of Directors on the heads ofhis “ fac-

tious, quurrcLsome, and discontented bre-

thren of the metropolis,'* as he is kind

[Fjbb.

enough to designate us, is beyond our
comprehension, we must confess. That
he of the Courier and liis brother “ by au-
thority** have jogged quietly on, there is

no doubt, and if he only continue in the

same course lie has of late so successfully

pursued, we imagine neither much “sound
judgment,** nor “ great discretion,'* will

be requisite to “steer clear of giving of-

fence” to all in authority over him.'[

GOVERNMENT GENERAL
ORDERS.
ENGINEERS.

Bombay Castle, July 20, 18 *26.— fn pub-
lishing the following extract from a des-
patch from the Hon. Court, dated the 8th

Feb. last, the Governor in Council directs

that officers of Engineers requiring the
services of an officer of the line to super-
intend the construction or repairs of build-
ings, communicate through the chief en-
gineer, for the information of Government,
the nature and expense of the work pro-

posed to he committed to such infantry

officer, and that no officer from the line

be employed without the previous sanction
of the Governor in Council.

Para. <*9 .
44 The practice of drawing

officers from the line for carrying oil

scientific works, such as the superinten-

dence of bunds and embankments, the

repair and construction of canals, civil

buildings, piers, wharfs, and civil sur-

veys of importance, has never met with
our approbation, and we now desire that

all duties which may be considered to

come within the scope of civil as well us

military engineering may, except in cases

of a deficiency of engineer officers, be
confided to them and to them only.*’

FORCES IN CUTCIU

Bombay Castle, July 29, 182G.—-The
Governor in Council is pleased to direct

that the official designation of 44 Brigade
Quarter-Master to the Forces in Cutcli

*’

be changed to that of 44 Deputy Assistant

Quarter- Master General.”

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS,
PROMOTIONS, &c.

Bomba# entitle, Jut# 21, lft'JG—Mr. T. Eyre ad-
mitted to cavalry and prom, to cornet.

Vartuguetui Militia. Lieut. J. Anderson to be
capt., v. Pedro de Silva dec. ; and Sign. Mauricio
de Silva to be lleut., v. Anderson prom. ; both
dated 17th July.

July 29 Lieut. H. Hart, 6th N.I., and an as
sistant to surveyor in Deccan, permitted to draw
his staff pay from 18th April last.

July 31.—Lieut. Harris, of Engineers, to su-
perintend construction of dams In Camlcish until
further orders.

LAW •
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LAW.
SUPREME COURT, July 24.

Immediately after the Grand Jury were
sworn in, the Chief Justice addressed them
at considerable length, in a very animated
speech, the particulars of which we regret
we are unable to give, from not being in

court. We understand generally, how-
ever, that his Lordship took a review more
immediately of the several presentments
that had been made by the different grand
juries, for some years hack, on the subject
of improvements to the gaol, and the con-
sequent indulgences which might he grant-
ed to debtors, ns well as the reformation of
offenders, and finished with a few com-
ments on the case of libel that was to come
before them. The case we allude to is

that of the Rev. IX. Davies, versus Capt.
Miller of the artillery ; and as it has
excited the most intense interest at this

presidency, we shall perhaps furnish our
readers with the particulars of the whole
case from its commencement in court in

the next Gazette.— \liam. Cuz., slug. 2.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THK THEATRE.

Hie Castle Spectre and the Deaf Lover
were performed last Wednesday, before a

crowded audieticc, and we believe Few dra-
matic entertainments at this Presidency
have ever given more general satisfaction.

Most of the characters were respectably
supported, some were excellent: and it

is much to be regretted that more frequent
opportunities do not occur for the exertion

cf so much talent and attention ns distin-

guished the performance of Osmond,
Alice, Angela, and Motley, to encourage
by example, and also afford practice to

those amateurs w’ho labour under the tram-
mels of diffidence in their dramatic novi-

tiate, and to dispel the apathetic monotony
of Indian society.

Some little interruption occurred during
the evening, from a party of sailors in the

gallery; but order was soon restored by
the interference of some gentlemen

;

amongst whom, it was said, a reporter for

one of the papers volunteered to restore

tranquillity, having been disturbed by the

gods in his critical vocation
;
but soon had

cause to repent such temerity, as a son of
Neptune resented the intrusion, by forcibly

ejecting some extract of tobacco from his

mouth into the eyes of the critic, which
obliged him to close them ami his memo-
randum book together, without farther

comment on the performance. This we
are inclined to doubt, though it must be
confessed the Courier s unusually brief

dramatic report smells strong of short-cut.

—[llombay Gaz. May 31.

damaun.
The 13th of May bciug the anni-

versary of his most faithful Majesty's
birth-day, was kept with that festivity and
splendour which testified the warmest
feelings of loyalty and respect. At sun-
rise a salute was fired from the fort, and
repeated by the ships in the harbour. At
eleven o'clock the troops marched to the

•fort, with the governor at the head of the

column, accompanied by the members of
council, the first magistrate, and the prin-

cipal persons of the settlement. After re-

viewing the troops, the governor returned
to the government-house, where he received
the compliments usually paid on such an
occasion. The drawing-room in which
the company assembled was decorated in
the most superb style

;
and at the end was

exhibited a whole-length portrait of his

Ma jesty in his robes of stale, presented to

the town by our present governor Don
Julian. At four o’clock, about a hundred
persons sat clown to an elegant dinner

;

and on the removal of the cloth his Ma-
jesty’s health was proposed by the governor,
and drank with the greatest enthusiasm,
when an imperial salute was fired of 101
guns. A second table was provided for

the non-commissioned officers and soldiers

of the garrison, where free admission was
given to every one who came to partake of
the governor’s hospitality. At night, the
drawing-room being brilliantly illumi-

nated, crowds assembled to see the portrait

of their sovereign ; and after the concourse
of spectators had retired, the governor, at-

tended by the most distinguished persons,

moved towards the picture, and read a
Pindaric Ode of his own composition, in

commemoration of the joyful day. The
poetic genius displayed in this sublime
production was equal to so exalted a sub-
ject, and drew forth reiterated applause.

Tlie entertainment finished with quadrilles

and favourite national dances, which en-
gaged the company till four o’clock in the

morning, when every one retired, highly

gratified with the great liberality which
had furnished the entertainment.— [Tbid.

MURDER OF I.IKUT. BENNET.

Camp Jaulnah.—Lieut. Henry Rennet,

of the 10th regt. Madras N. I., being
obliged to quit Jaulnah for the benefit of
his health, proceeded on the 4th May to

Nurra, where he remained two days, and
sent on his tent to the next stage, intend-

ing to have proceeded the following morn-
ing. Owing to the heat of the weather
he had his cot brought out of a small tent

he had with hijn> and laydown in the

open air, and while asleep was awakened
about midnight by tlie attack of robbers,

Being totally unprepared, bis arms being

in the tent, lie got oft’ his cot with the

view of escaping, when a dreadful cut on
tlie back of the bead brought lyra to tlie

ground, having previously received four
deep
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deep cuts on the hack, and another in the

elbow. He was brought into Jaulnah, and
expired about twelve hours* after his ar-

rival.' Some tat-makers belonging to Jaul-

nah, who were bringing tats into that

place, and were encamped within four

yards of Lieut. Rennet’s tent, have been
taken up on suspicion, several large crook*

ed knives found on their persons being
stained with blood. The motives of the

murderers for committing such a crime it

is impossible to guess at, as the property

in the tent, which they afterwards carried

away with them, might have been carried

off without its being known ; the mur-
der was therefore as wanton a one as has

ever been perpetrated.— [Bom. Gaz.

COMMODORE MANWARING.
Died, at his house at Byculla, on Satur-

day the 17th dune. Commodore William
Manwaring, of the Honourable Compa-
ny’s marine, aged 68.

The hand of death, awfully present at

all times in India, but particularly of late,

has been busy indeed with some of the

brightest ornaments of the Bombay Ma-
rine, for often has the fatal messenger
summoned those in the spring of life; hut
in this instance the withering dart fell on
one in the autumn of existence, whose^
grey hairs, after a service of forty-one

years in the marine, arc mingled with the

dust, amidst the regret, respect and regard

of few or no cotemporaries, but yet of all

who knew, even for a day, the friendly

feeling, hospitality and friendly affection,

that warmed a heart, never cold till now.
To the seniors of his service he was a

beacon, whose light, though now extin-

guished, might well direct them to be a
friendly guide to those who should look up
to them ; to the juniors, the writer of this

tribute will only say (from his knowledge
of the. deceased’s private virtues) may they

through life cherish and possess that bright

quality of their profession, which sheds a

never-facing lustre on Commodore Man-
waring’s memory,

** The heart that can feel for another.1 '

[Bom. Cour.

SHIPPING.
Arrivals.

July 29. George Cruttenden, N&iquadah Saboo
Tyeb, from Mocha.

Departures

.

Aug. 1. NorfAk, Greig, for China.— 2. Lord
Lowther, Steward, and Duchess ofAthol, Daniel!,
both for China.—3. Thomas Coutts, Chryntie, for
China.—7- Darius

,

Browne, for London.

. Passengers*

Per George Cguttenden, from the Red Sea : MaJ.
Gen. Sir Hudson Lowe ; Maj. and Mrs. Elwood

;

Capt. de Lancey.
Per Lord Lowther, for China : Maj. Elder i

Capt. Drysdale § Ens. Westly; Mr. J. M. John-
ston.

Per Duchessof Athol, for Singapore : The Hon.
Sir Ralph Rice, puisne judge at Bombay ; and
servants.

BIRTHS AND DEATHS.
BIRTHS.

July 11. At Dapoolie, the lady of Colonel K.
Egan, of a daughter.
Aug. 2. At Byculla, the lady of L. R, Reid,

Esq., civil service, of a son.

DEATHS.
July 27. At Byculla, Anne, the wife of Maj.

Gen. Wilson, commanding the presidency division
of the army.

30. At the house of Lieut. Col. Leighton, Miss
H. M. Holland, aged Id.

tfejilon.

MISSIONARIES AND SCHOOT.9.

When the late Bishop ITeber visited

this island, the Church Missionaries in

the archdeaconry of Columbo presented

nn address to him, detailing the circum-
stances of each station, with their various

difficulties and encouragements. The
following are extracts from the address
which is given in full in the Missionary
Register :

“ There are r.t present in this archdea-
conry, sent out from the Church Mis-
sionary Society, six ordained missionaries,

occupying four stations. Nellore has been
established seven years : it*is occupied by
Messrs. Knight and Adley: one of them
performs divine service in English, in the

Fort of Jaffna, once a fortnight
;
and, for

nearly two years past, the other has offi-

ciated in Tamul, at Mr. David's Church
once, and occasionally twice a week. Di-
vine service is also performed, in the same
language, at Nellore, once a week, or
oftener; and occasionally at out-stations.

There were till lately eleven schools ; but,
liy sickness and other casualties, they arc
reduced to eight, containing about 280
boys and 2R or 80 girls.

“ The Kandy station has been esta-

blished about six years, and is, at pre-
sent, occupied by Mr. Browning alone.
There arc two services in Cingalese and
two in Portuguese every week. The
schools belonging to tlie station are five,

containing 142 children.
“ The Baddagamc station has also been

established about six years, and is placed
under the superintendence of Messrs.
Mayor and Ward. There are four ser-

vices in the week at Baddagame, and two
at the out-stations. There are six schools,

containing about 260 boys and 70 girls.
“ The Cotta station has been established

nearly three years ; and is superintended
by Mr. Lambrick alone—his fellow-la-
bourer, Mr. Bailey, having been recently
obliged to leave the island on account of
the dangerous illness of his wife, TTiere
arc three Cingalese services on the Lord’s
clay ; and the missionary visits the people
from house to house every week-day.

There
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There are eight schools, containing 168
boys and 19 girls. By direction of the

committee of the society at home, mate-
rials are collected at this station for the

erection of buildings for a Christian insti-

tution.
** In the schools at all the stations, the

children read and commit to memory, in

their own language, portions of Scripture

;

and, in most cases, simple catechisms, or

summaries of the Christian faith : and a
select few are instructed in English.**

The Bishop replied to the address in a

letter dated Sept. 13, 1825, wherein occur

the following passages. With reference

to the question as to the propriety of the

regular clergy engaging with missionaries

of other sects in solemn conferences on
topics connected with conversion of the

heathen, which are held at each other’s

houses, in rotation, the wives and families

of the ministers and missionaries attending,

as well as devout laymen, his lordship

thought it not necessary to advise their

cessation as they were established, but he

cautions them against some serious dangers

to which such meetings are liable.

« The first of these is the risk of level-

ling, in the eyes of others, or even in

your own, the peculiar claims to attention

on the part of men, and the peculiar hopes

of grace and blessing from the Most High,

which, as we believe, are possessed by the

holders of an apostolic commission over

those whose call to the ministry is less

regular, though their labours are no less

sincere. God forbid, my brethren, that I

should teach you to think, on this account,

highly of yourselves ! Far otherwise.

This sense of the advantages which we
enjoy should humble us to the dust, when
we bethink us who we are, and what we
ought to be—who have received the spirit

of God by the dispensation of a long line

of saints and martyrs—who arc called to

follow the steps of Ridley, Hooper, Lati-

mer, Rowland Taylor, aud Henry Mar-
tyn—and who are, by the external dispen-

sation. at least, of Providence, the inheri-

tors of that grace which fell on St. Paul.

But humbly, yea meanly, as we are bound
to think of ourselves, wc must not appear

to undervalue our apostolic bond of union

;

and the more so here in India, inasmuch

as it is the great link which binds us to

the ancient Syriau Church, and one prin-

cipal means whereby we hope, with the

blessing of our Master, to effect its gra-

dual reformation. The neglect or aban-

donment, or apparent abandonment, of

this principle, is the first danger which I

apprehend to be incidental to such meet-

ings as have been described.*’

The Bishop then goes on to prescribe

otlier rules

:

u With reference to the employment of

laymeni to officiate in your own congrega-

tions, I would say that, where a missionary

is himself as yet unable to read prayers or

preach in the language of his hearers, he

may unquestionably employ a native as-

sistant to do both ;
provided the prayers

are those of our church, and the discourse

a translation from liis own dictation or

writing. 'Hie use of interpreters is not

only sanctioned by the necessity of the

case, but by the express authority of Scrip-

ture and ecclesiastical history. And even

where this necessity has not existed, but

where any convenience has been obtained

either by priest or people, it has been al-

ways the custom of the church to admit

lay catechists (under the direction of the

minister) to read the Scriptures, to give

out psalms, to repeat the creeds, and even

(when any convenience results from it)

the Litany, down to the Lord’s Prayer,

and the following Collects; which the Ru-
bric assigns to the priest. In the absence

of an ordained minister, it is still more
certain that any qualified persons may lead

the devotions of the church. It is hardly

necessary to observe, that, both in this and

the preceding case, the Absolution must
not be read, nor must the sacraments be

administered, by any but the regularly

ordained minister.
“ To your questions respecting bap-

tism, I reply

—

“ 1st. We are not, as I conceive, al-

lowed to baptize the infant child of hea-

then parents, when there is reason to fear

that such child will be brought up in hea-

thenism.
« ‘id. We may not even baptize the

infant child of heathen parents on the pro-

mise of such parents to procure for it a

Christian education, unless security of

some kind is actually given for its adop-

tion, and removal from its parents* corrupt

example, by its sponsors, or some other

Christian.
“ 3d. Wc may, I apprehend, baptize

the children of a Christian father by a

heathen mother, though they are living

together unmarried, provided the father

declares his intention of giving his childa

Christian education, and there are suffi-

cient sponsors to add their promise to that

of the parent. My reason for this de-

cision is, that, as no professed Christian

(however wicked his life) is beyond the

outward means of grace, and the Lord

may, for all we know, have still merciful

purposes concerning him, so we cannot,

for the father’s sin, exclude the child from

that promise which is made to the chil-

dren and the children’s children of be-

lievers. But, where the mother is Chris-

tian, and. not the father, it*ls doubtful

whether she may have sufficient property

in, or authority over her child, to eusure

it a Christian bringing-up. Nor is it a

point on which the promise of a heathen,

father can be received as sufficient : its

actual adoption, therefore, by some Chris-

tian
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tun. friend or sponsor must, in this last are engaged. The direction at tlj^.yp4 to

teach our Church Catechism, .is n.^ppunselcase, toe stipulated for.
“ 4th. The same principle appears to

apply to cases when one only of a married

couple, is a professing Christian } though
here some latitude of discretion may be

allowed—in case of danger of death, of
extreme maternal solicitude, of known
good character on the believing mother's

side, and the known probability that may
exist that lier wishes and the endeavours
of the sponsors will not be frustrated in

her infant’s education.
“ 5th. The case of nominal Christians

notoriously addicted to heathen practices

must depend, in. part, on the nature and
extent of the evil

;
and still more on the

character and sufficiency of the sponsors.

Mere idolatrous or superstitious habits in

tbe parents, if not attended with open
apostacy, cannot exclude the infant, when
properly vouched for from another quar-
ter. The parent, however blinded and
sinful, has not lost the external privileges

of Christianity ; and the infant cannot be
deprived of a privilege which the parent
has not forfeited.

tf Gth. The same rule will apply yet
more strongly to Christians of whom we
know no further harm, than their igno-
rance and neglect of public worship.

** 7th. It will have been already seen,

that wc hiive.no right to refuse baptism to

children actually adopted by Christians,

provided those or other Christians become
their securities.
“ 8th. With regard to the case of chil-

dren thus adopted, when past the age of
six years, and on the marks of conversion
which may then be required in them, it

appears that, at this age, a child who has
not from its earliest infancy enjoyed a
Christian education, can seldom know
much of Christianity. Such may be ad-
mitted as infants, with proper sponsors ;

and it may very often be desirable thus to

admit them. Jt is not easy to fix an age
at which infancy ceases ; which must de-
pend on intellect, opportunity, and many
other considerations. In subjecto ca -

pad conversion is, doubtless, required;'
and where capacity may be soon expected,
it is generally desirable to wait. But, in
cases of sickness, or where any good or
charitable end is answered by the imme-
diate lwptism of such children, and where
(as before) sufficient securities ore present,
it appears that we are not warranted in

denying them God’s ordinance.
** 9th. The Church of Rome, though

grievously corrupted, is nevertheless a part
of- the vistbte church of Christ : we may
not, therefore, repel the children of such
parents fVom baptism, if they are vouched
fbr by their sponsors in the words of our
Service; which, it may be noticed, are
wisely so framed, as U contain nothing
but those points on which all Christians

from us to the sponsors-?-no eugag^nent
entered into by them. It follows, that

we are not to refuse baptism to the dpj'
dren of Roman-Catholic parents, wiith

sufficient Protestant sponsors. jt even
doubt whether wc are at liberty to. reject

such with sponsors of their parents' sect.

“ But, in all these questions, I cannot
forbear observing, that we may remark the

wisdom of that primitive institution (which
our church has wisely retained) of god-
fathers and godmothers, as affording a way
of receiving into the flock of Christ those

children, for whose education their own
parents cannot satisfactorily answer. An
ignorant or immoral father may be himself,

for the present, irreclaimable ; but wo
may always insist that the sureties whom
he adduces should be competently in-

formed, and of life not openly imVnbhfl.

And, though the decay of discipline in

our own country has grievously impaired
the value of such sponsors, yet a missioh-

ary among the heathen both may and
ought, in this respect, to exercise a sound
discretion—both examining with mildness,

informing with patience, ami with firm-

ness and temper deciding on the know-
ledge, faith, and holiness of those Who
themselves undertake to he the guides of

the blind, and to sow the seeds of know-
ledge, holiness, and faith in the hearts of

the young candidates for salvation.”

5>in0flyorr.

T1IK CURRENCY.

Notification .—With reference to the

public advertisement of the Resident,

dated the 15th November 1823, limiting

the currency of Singapore to Spanish dol-

lars, except only in small payments, from
five dollars and under, and inconsequence
of recent orders from the Government of
Penang, Singapore and Malacca, notice

is hereby given that, from and after. tills

date, Calcutta sicca rupees, will form a
part of the currency of this island, :,<tnd

that all receipts and issues at tlic. Public
Treasury will be restricted to the abpvo
two coins exclusively which will circulate

at their relative intrinsic value of SlO.rimca
rupees, 8 annas, for 100 Spanish dollars.

Notice is further given, that the Calcutta
sicca rupee alone is established as the Coin
of account and standard of value in jail

transactions wherein Government is con-
cerned. E, Puesurays,

Acting-Resideul*
Singapore, 27tfi Only 1 82G. ..

TRADE WITH IF-DIHR. .. ..

We have much pleasure in notioing<4he
commencement of a .direct traffic indietal-
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nut between this port and the Pedier coast,

conducted in European vessels. The
Malvina has lately imported a full cargo
of'this article, which has met a ready sale,

being chiefly intended for the China mar.
ket. The bark Royal Charlotte

,

which
sailed from this about ten days ago, has
gone to the same quarter, for the purpose
of procuring a cargo in time for ships
touching here on their .voyage to China,
towards the end of tile season.

—

[Sing.
Chron . July 20.

RAFFLES CLUB.

We have to notice, as far as our means
will allow, a splendid entertainment given
by the llafHes Club, on the anniversary of
Sir Stamford's birth*day. This was the
second festival of the club since its forma-
tion, and consisted of a dinner, ball, and
supper, given at the Singapore Hotel, in

Commercial Square. Mr. S. G. Bonham
took the chair, supported by Mr. Paton
as croupier, and the company was nume-
rous and highly respectable. After the

royal toasts which are usual on such occa-
sions were disposed of, the following
toasts were proposed by the president,

and drank with much applause and loud
cheering: — “ Sir Stamford Raffles ”

—

44 Governor Fullarton”

—

14 Our Resident,
Mr. Crawfurd 44 Colonel Farquliar."

Numerous other toasts followed from gen-
tlemen of the party, which were equally
popular and well received. The gentle-

men joined the ladies after dinner in the

ball-room, and the evening passed off with
much splendour and satisfaction.

—

[Ibid.

CATASTROPHE ON THE CALEDONIA.

We have learned with much regret the

following circumstances of an unhappy
nature, connected with the ship Caledonia ,

which sailed from this port on the 22d of
March, on a voyage to the west coast of
Sumatra.

It appears from the statement of a gen-
tleman who was a passenger on board the

Caledonia at the time, that on the night of
the 1st of June, one of the sukannies
made an attempt to assassinate the chief

officer of the ship, during his watch on
deck, and that the latter, after an effectual

resistance although a good deal cut, pro-

ceeded to the cabin for the purpose of

rousing Captain Farret : who instantly

came on deck, but was stabbed to the heart

by the sukannie just as he had got out.

Captain Farret died instantly, and the su-

kannie sprung into the sea. The chief

officer (Mr. Scott) took the ship imme-
diately into Bencoolen, at which place he

found the Queen ofthe Netherlands, bound
for Batavia, and, being desirous of hav-

ing another vessel in company, it was
agreed that they should sail together. The
two ships left Bencoolen on the 25th of

Asiatic Joum. Vol. XXIII. No. 1.34.

June, and continued in company for some
days, when they separated, and the Queen
ofthe Netherlands reached at Batavia on
the 5th inst.

—

[ibid.

NEW DUTT ON CAMBIBR IN JAVA.

By a late regulation of the Java Go-
vernment, a new duty has been imposed
upon the importation of gambler into that

country. The amount of this tax is eight
rupees per picul when imported in Dutch
vessels, and twelve on vessels under a
foreign flag. The object of the regulation
is, we believe, to encourage the culture of
the plant on the island of Java, some parts
of winch, particularly the district of Bun-
tam, arc supposed to be well suited to it.

The new duty, amounting to double the
original cost of the article, has induced
some speculators to embark rather exten-
sively in the project of introducing the
gambier manufacture, and some estates in

Bantam have already been planted with
the shrub. The plant has been tried for-

merly, and grows luxuriantly ; but this

luxuriance of vegetation may cause its fai-

lure : for it is well known that it does not
require a rich soil like that of Java, and
that in Itliio and Singapore, the principal

places in the archipelago which afford it,

it is cultivated on a very poor soil. In
manufacturing gambier, the operation is

carried on day and night, without inter-

mission ; and ihc consumption of fuel is

immense. The expense of this article will

be a serious difficulty in most paits of
Java. A little care and science in con-
structing the furnaces will, however, re-

medy the difficulty considerably : for we
have no doubt that the quantity of fuel

consumed in the establishments which we
have seen on this island might very easily

he reduced one-half, and still afford the

same degree of heat which is produced
from the rude and imperfect furnaces
commonly in use.

—

[Ibid, June 22.

TKIKCANU.

By a prahu, which arrived a few days
ago from tin's place, we are informed that

the King of Siam had sent two armed
junks with a deputation to the Rajah of
Tringanu for the purpose of suppressing

piracy, &c. It appears that a notorious

pirate named Tunku Oinar, who is a
relation of the Rajah of Tringanu, has

lately been committing depredations oil

some of the traders of Siam, and the

commanders of the warjunks had received

orders to insist upon his apprehension,

and, in case of the Kajali's refusing to

become bail for his future good behaviour,

be is to be conveyed to Bankok to be im-
prisoned for life. The Siamese appear to

entertain some suspicions of the fidelity

of the Tringanu state, as the mandate of

his majesty requires of the raja to com-
2 O mission
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mission same person of i^|ik to repair to
tl>e royal city of.jUankok with the Jfoottga

Jitasy a sprig of gold, which is the token
of submission, and acknowledgment of
her being a tributary of Siairi.— [Sing.

Citron. y June 22.

NEWSPAPER AT MALACCA.
A newspaper is about to be established

in Malacca, and printed once a fortnight,

under the name of “ 'Hie Malacca Ob-
server.”

—

Ibid.

NEW HARBOUR.
In addition to the pleasure which it

gives us to announce the arrival of H.M.’s
ship Itabiboiv in our roads, we have tho
satisfaction of stating that Captain Rous
hns effectually established the practica-

bility of the passage through New Har-
bour, for vessels of a large draft of water.

By having boats sounding in every direc-

tion, and other measures of precaution

equally judicious, the safety of the ship

was completely secured, and the ltainbow
came through without difficulty.

The beautiful and romantic scenery of
New Harbour, .with the view of Batit

Delayer (or the sailing rock), renders the

navigation through the Strait delightful,

and would well requite a stranger for the

trouble of a visit. The situation of the

anchorage, and the peculiar advantages
wliich it possesses over Singapore roads of
being easily fortified, so as to afford the

most complete protection to shipping, will

probably one day make it a place of some
consequence on this island. Besides the
entrances from the Straits of Malacca and
from Singapore roads, the old Straits of
Singapore afford an excellent outlet from
the harbour, with regular tides, by wliich

means vessels can go out or come in at all

times, without waiting for favourable
breezes. There is at present a village at

New Harbour, inhabited principally by
the followers of the late Tumiingu ng,
who removed his family there soon after

our occupation of Singapore. Cultivation
is also extending rapidly in that direction,

and thejungle giving place to neat planta-
tions of pepper, gambier, &c.

—

[Sing,

Chron * Aug, 3.

DEATH. ...

Jutrf -U. The infant son of ;Ca|>t. fvreen, of tho
ship John Munro,

/Malacca.

death.
July 4. Lieut, J.' W. Colquhoun, 32tl Bengal

N.I., 'eon. of Colonel Lmlovick Colquhoun. And
nephew of the late Sir James CoJquhoo. of Luw,
Hart., N.13.

sfrvame!) annua.
MANILLA. '

'
.

Advices to the 7th of June have been
received from tins country via . Batavia;

Trade is represented as being dull, and
the market glutted with British goods.
Two American ships had . arrived: there in
the month of May, . with large invest-

ments of English cotton cloths, woollens,
&c., which had been landed, but remained
unsold in the warehouses of the agents.

The produce of the country, of every dew
scription, is quoted at high rates, and
sugar had been purchased as high as eight
dollars per picul.

—

Sing. Citron*, Aug. 3.

jirttjrtlaiitra IhrtJfa.

JAVA.

The. Finances *—The following notes oil

a project of law and memorial, published
at the Hague in Nov. 1825, respecting
the embarrassments of the Indian Govern-
ment, and which was noticed in our Jour-
nal, vol. xx. p. 721, appear in a Calcutta
paper ; they were furnished by a corres-

pondent at Java :
—

The above memorial, accompanying the

project of the law of the King of the Ne-
therlands, for providing for the wants of
the East- India possessions, enumerates the
existing causes of the embarrassment, and
manifests either an unpardonable igno-
rance of the state of those possessions, or
is intended to satisfy the nation, and ob-
tain their guarantee to the loan, without
which no capitalist in Itis senses would
coine forward. The causes of the embar-
rassment stated are •

1st. ** The too great mass of paper cur-
rency.** This has embarrassed the circu-

lation, and consequently the trade of the
colony, and is now embarrassing the Go-
vernment, whose revenues are all paid in

paper ;
but it lias, until very lately, been *

source of advantage to them, inasmuch as

they have by means of it gradually ex-
tracted from the public of Java upwards!
of eleven millions of Java rupees, or live*

millions of Spanish dollars, which they
could not otherwise have procured, anil

which they arc now redeeming with cbveii
millions of Dutch guilders, 6r little more
than 4,300,000 dollars.

This currency, therefore, has hitherto

supported them, and enabled them t6 go
on, and is not a cause, but an effect' 'of

embarrassment produced by other causes.
‘

2d. t% The payment of large sums for

goods, taken bv agreement from the Bri-
tish Government.’* The Brftiih Govern-
ment left all fluiir cash bitlAnces In tiftJ

treasuries throughout the Colonics, rtoVouht-

ing to a very cfri&dcrable aum aiuf
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tary, matino* and other staros, in the

magazines, amounting in all to about ono
million sterling, for which to this day
they have not been paid one stiver, and in

full of which they are, 1 observe by the

late commercial treaty, so faithfully ob-
served by the Dutch, to receive one hun-
dred thousand- pounds, on 31st December
1626. So much for this cause of embar-
rassment.

3d. “ The loss of ships laden with pro-

duce/* &c. Two or three ships laden
with spice * the total amount of which loss

could not have been very considerable.

4th. 4

4

The missing of a ship from Ja-
pan with a rich cargo. ** None of their

Japan ships exceed in value two, or at the

utmost three hundred thousand rupees.
5th. 44 The groat expenses inruircd by

the erection of military works, and of a

colonial marine." Not one military work
has been erected, but great and very pro-

digal expense lias been incurred in the

construction of roods, bridges, piers, &c.
<&t\* the greater part of which might have

been dispensed with. The colonial ma-
rine bus indeed been very expensive, and
they might, with equal justice, have added,

very useless.

6th. 11)0 wars alluded to have certainly

been a great cause of their embarrass-

ments
;

but then these wars have been
produced by causes which liuve not yet

ceased, and which, from experience of

the principles, policy, and feelings of the

majority of the Government cmphn/t'es, is

not likely to cease, so long as they con-

tinue to govern.
7th. 44 Failures of crops, and conta-

gious diseases,
1

’ have been less felt in Java
than in any other part of the eastern

world.

8th. 44 The distress was ascribed in

India to temporary causes." It was not,

and could not be ascribed to temporary

causes, till 18124; for in the year 1821

they began to negot iate loans iu Bengal,

after having swept all the public establish-

ments (orphans, widows, and others) of
their funds, and after having drained bom
the public, by means of their currency,

an unfunded or floating loan, of upwards
of five millions of Spanish dollars; I

therefore venture to assert, ajul it can be

proved from their books, that the just

amount of their debts in the commence-
ment of 1824, exceeded twenty .five mil-

lions of Dutch guilders. How much they

may reduce it to by t!\ejr now process of

calculation, is another question, and af-

fects only their unfortunate creditors, hut

does,pot alter the amount of their expen-

diture.'

'

; The only alienated domains we cue aware

of their having repurchased is the estate of

Sop'ka .Boeme, ,for which they engaged to

pay. 800,000 rupees, and half of which is

still due.

It was fortunate that they rejected the

Bengal loan, and set about raising one iu

Europe : for the Bengal loan, if I «ni

rightly informed, had failed long before

his Majesty's pleasure was known, from a
want of confidence in the security tendered.

'11k? 20 millions of guilders proposed to

be raised, and thought sufficient to re-esta-

blish the finances qf Java, will hardly do
more than meet deficits of revenue and
expenditure caused by the existing insur-

rection, even if speedily brought to a close

;

and therefore I would speedily recommend
to his Netherlands' Majesty, to set to work
immediately to raise an additional loan of

50 millions of guilders, which would set

all square ; und then, if a good system of

management be adopted, the colony may
not prove a farther charge to tlie country.

But if the present system be persevered in,

his Majesty ought at once to propose a

fixed annual grant for tlie support of the

colonies offrom 5 to 1 1 millions ofguilders.

It will take at least five years of a wise

and peaceable administration to place Java

in tlie same situation as it was before tlie

present revolution broke out, and more
than ten years to make it what it was in

1818 ;
until then it is absurd to talk of the

Indian treasury providing one stiver be-

yond its expenses, for it will not only re-

quire a very extensive military force to

restore order, hut a respectable force must
afterwards be kept up to preserve order,

the expense of which will more than treble

all that can be retrenched by the greatest

possible reduction, in tlie civil aud other

departments.

The revenue of Java was estimated at

22 millions of rupees, for 1826, but the

Government at home, by giving tlie Com-
pany the coflee, have deprived them of 4

millions of that estimated income, and by

depriving tlie commerce of its only avail-

able returns, will, with the other measures

in force, deprive the customs of l or 2

millions more, while, oil the other hand,

their expenses, independent of war con-

tingencies, will exceed 25 millions.

The expenses of the war, and the deficit

of revenue, particularly in the land rent

and opium farms, resulting from it, will

involve at least 10 jniliions more by the

end of 1826.

The Singapore Chronicle of June 22d

contains the following article

:

In giving place in a foimer number to

the regulation publisher! by tlie Dutch
Government, notifying the reduction ot

interest at Batavia from i) to 6 percent.,

we were induced, in opposition certainly

to our past experience, to'express a confi-

dent assurance that no unjust application

of the measure would lie attempted. It

is' painful to us to state that our expecta-

tions have been disappointed, and thut

instead of the reform which we were in-

2 0 2 dined
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dined to fdr^m at change of coun-
cils, hn undisguised breach of public faith

should matt almost the commencement
of the new regime. Lest the severity of
these remark should bring their justness

into doubt, we subjoin a literal translation

of oiie of the Treasury notes issued by the

Java Government, and bn the faith of
which individuals have for some years ad-
vanced money for the exigencies of the

public service. ' We will merely ask what
individual in the private circumstances of
life, after having entered into such a con-
tract, and having derived relief from it in

financial difficulties, could maintain a re-

spectable station in society and refuse to

abide by its terms, either to refund the

amount of the stipulated loan, or to pay
the rate of the stipulated interest ; for the

conditions of the agreement are so specific

and distinct, as not to admit, by any so-

phistry, of another alternative ?

The Machiavclian doctrine that admits
the consistency of moral wrong with poli-

tical rectitude is, we are happy to think,

nearly banished l>om the modern practice

of politics, and we trust that in the present
instance, as in others, its injurious ten-

dency may recoil on the heads of those

who attempt to revive it.

1000.-— Registered.

No. 8G8. (Signed) H. S. Hack.
Batavia 11th Jan. 1826.

The General Government of Nether-
lands India promises to the holder of this,

twelve months after date, or so mucii
sooner as it may find good, to pay out of
the treasury of the state at Batuvia the
sum of one thousand Indian guilders,

with the interest at three-quarters per cent,

per month.
In the name of the Governor General

in Council.
Sixth issue. No. 868.

(Signed) Chass£.

The proclamations of the Commissioncr-

f

general Viscount Du Buss de Geslignees
lave excited great consternation amongst
the monied interests in Java. They had
reduced the standard of the currency 14
per cent. All the Java rupees and the
rupees of Western India had been with-
drawn from circulation, allowing 14 days
from the publication of the proclamation
to exchange them at the different treasuries

j(n Jfva. ‘All the l and 5 f. notes had also

bben ’called in, allowing '30 days to ex-
change them"; and aTlthc Bengats (a spe-
cies of copper money, principally in cir-

culation
4

; (
in’ the eastern parts of Java),

allowing
1

tfnlV8 days to exchange them,
at the rate ofTSA f.' per picul, below their

current value, or nearly 60 per cent. As
tlie different descriptions of currency were
only exchangeable at the principal resi-

deitoes ofjava fetid Madura, the holders

-Netherlands India

s

[Kfe.

of paper at the but-statidns have bbfen

severe sufferers, owing to tire’ difficulty of
communication preventing their sending
their paper within the time specified
Notwitlistanding the hardship of their case; -

not only have they been reftised redress,

but even those who were actually in atten-

dance at the treasuries, with notes, pre-
vious to the expiring of the time specified,

and could not get them exchanged, ’ are

denied redress. These and other measures
are said to have disposed ofthe millions

of guildens in specie which the commis-
sioner brought 1 out, and although the

whole has been thrown into the circulation,

and more than three millions of currency
have been redee med and withdrawn, still

silver money was not to be seen, nor pro-
curable except at a considerable agio, and
the public were experiencing great distress

from the want' of small money for their

ordinary disbursements. Under pretence

of relieving this distress, Government
was issuing doits at 100 lit place of
1 20, os formerly, to the rupee, but it is

suspected that before they can Introduce
the 6 millions of guildens in doits, which
they have contracted with the company
for, aud by which they thus expect to oxi
tract 20 per cent, from the public, that the
circulation will consist entirely of doits,

200 ofwhich will scarcely purchase#* silver

guildeii, while the Government revenues
will all be paid in doints at 100, and thus
reduce their revenues one-half. Indepen-
dent of the loss which the Government
will sustain, the commercial operations
of the place must be greatly embarrassed
and cliecked by having so inconvenient
a medium of exchange. That the com-
mercial prosperity of the Dutch colonies

has already greatly declined is proved by
the continued depreciation of the currency,
even after withdrawing nearly one-half of
its former amount from circulation. The
interest on upwards of 6 millions of treiv-

sury notes in circulation had, by one of
the commissioners proclamations, been
most arbitrarily and unjustifiably reduced
from 9 to 6 per cent., and when the notes

fell due the holders could not even procure
* payment. About 2 millions of ordinances
and other acknowledged demands on the
treasury were also refused payment,' and
various other arbitrary and despotic acts

had caused such universal consternation
and distrust, that all the foreigners, as
well as Chinese and Arabs, were realising

and - preparing to quit the Countiy tor

Singapore, or’ other establishments, where
their property would be secure. So low
is the credit k of the Government reduced,
that a. respectable American establishment,
from Whom they had purchased provisions,

would not allow them to be taken from
his store until the money was paid down,
or they procured the security of two mer-
cantile houses in Batavia. " ' w
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In?th* present state of Java, it is hardly
possible Co give such a statement of mar-
kets it» could be calculated upon with any
certainty. The alarm existing amongst the

native^ and more particularly the Chinese,

had caused a demand for all descriptions

of real property, merely to get rid of the

Government paper, on which they placed

no confidence. Although the price of
goods had thus nominally increased, still

the markets could hardly be considered as

more favourable, owing to the still greater

advance on produce suited for returns, and
the almost impossibility of procuring re-

mittances by any means. Bills on India
were not procurable at any exchange, and
the very limited amount of specie that was
procurable was at an advance of 12 per
cent, for guildens, and 10 per cent, for

Spanish dollars. Bills on England were
nominally at 19d. per guilder, and the

Commissioner-general had commenced
drawing on Holland, at 102 Dutch guil-

dens per 100 India guildens.

The new Dutch Company were receiv-

ing extensive consignments of manufac-
tures from the Netherlands, of very supe-

rior texture. Their imitations of native

fabrics were excellent, and of very bril-

liant fixed colours ; but invoiced at nearly

a guilden for every shilling, which the

same description of goods are invoiced at

fromEngland. Notwithstanding this dispa-

rity of cost, the Company, from the advan-
tages they possess in importing free of
duty, in possessing a monopoly of the

whole of the Government coffee (which
constitutes the chief means of returns from
Java) at a reduced rate, and in receiving

every countenance and facility from Go-
vernment, are able to undersell the British

merchant, who has to pay an import duty
exceeding 45 per cent, on the prime cost,

besides being subjected to a thousand ex-

pensive vexations and annoyances from all

the public departments, the customs alone

excepted. The consequence was, that four

of the principal agents for British manu-
factures in Batavia, who last year paid the

customs upwards of one million of rupees

in duties, had not, at the same period this

year, paid one-fifth of that amount. In
short, every possible method is adopted to

harass and disgust the English, and drive

them from the colony. Indeed, the com-
missioner has openly declared that he only

considers the English as foreigners, and
many of his public decrees testify his sin-

cerity. The effects of this feeling are

already so apparent, that all the English

who can possibly quit, without ruin, have

commenced closing their concerns, ^and
preparing to quit Java, and those*** are

greatly to be pitied whom necessity com-'

pets to remain. The private Dutch mer-
chants throughout Netherlands India are

also likely to be ruined in consequence of

the Company opening retail stores In every

direction, and selling hams, cheese, butter,
gin, Ac. Ac.' at very reduced rates. Their
object is said to be to drive away all com-
petitors, by a sacrifice of two or three
millions of guildens, which they expect
will soon be compensated for by the en-
hanced prices they will afterwards obtain.

Under such a system of management,
the Netherlands colonies in these quarters
are more likely to require an annual aid
of several millions of guildens, than to
set apart a surplus of a million and a half
to liquidate the loan of twenty millions,
for which his Netherlands* Majesty has
requested the guarantee of the nation.

It is said that it will require 10,000
troops from Europe to restore tranquillity

in all their settlements. Such a force, to-
gether with the necessary equipment and
stores, and the transport to Batavia, can-
not cost much less than fifteen millions of
guildens. Thus five millions of the na-
tional loan, and eight millions said to he
borrowed from the Company, will consti-

tute the whole of the means at the dispo-
sal of the commissioner, to liquidate the
local obligations of the Java Government,
which, if faithfully paid, will exceed thir-

ty millions.

—

\J1eng. Ilurk., July 3.

THE INSURRECTION.
The Netherlands papers contain the en-

suing particulars respecting the insurrec-

tion in Java
Brussels, Dec. 27.

Batavia journals to the 6th of Septem-
ber have been received here. The supe-
riority of the rebels appears to have en-
abled them several times to engage with
the government troops with success ;

and
private letters express the fear of their

making further progress, unless reinforce-

ments arrive. In July, the two guardians
of the Sultan had been taken prisoners by
the rebels, with their escort, and mur-
dered. (These are, doubtless, the two
native princes that have been mentioned
before.

)

The Coaraut of the 16th August con-
tains a despatch from Major General Van
Geen to the Lieutenant Governor General,

dated July 29, which contains the details

of his movements from the 17th to the

20th in the environs of Katjebon, where
he was suddenly surrounded on all sides.

Tho following morning the rebels had
entirely disappeared, but the general had,

nevertheless, thought it advisable to re-

treat. Another report of the general says,

that his troops were constantly harassed

by the enemy.
A report of Major le Bron de Vexela,

dated Kadju Kusumo, states that having
expended all his ammunition, he had been
obliged to retire.

In the Cmrant, of 30th August, there

is an account of a considerable advantage

gained by the rebels undcrDiepo N^gbro,
near
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near the Dessa o£|tojpfong* The go-

vernment troops,'after being abandoned
by Ithefr ollyV Mangko Negoro, were
obliged to flght theft* way through the

midst of the 'enemy. The general says,

ill his despatch j*

—

h On this unfortunate day we had to

deplore the loss of many of our brave

officers and soldiers ; two mortars, a great

deal of ammunition, nine draught horses,

tlie arms of the killed, and other*, fell

into the hands of the rebels. Many of the

troops of Mangko Negoro have returned

to our camp disarmed and naked.**

According to the latest accounts, Dic-
po Negoro was near Bedeyo, and the

garrison of Gatnping, being too weak
to defend that place, had fallen hack to

Djojo. The troops having been much
reduced in numbers in tlie several actions

with the rebels, the military duty was
chiefly done by the merchants of Batavia,

who were most anxiously expecting rein-

forcements from the mother country.
Rotterdam, Dec. 29.

Private letters from Batavia of 6th
September, brought by the ship Potomac,
which has arrived at Antwerp, affirm, that

the rebels had, for some months, made
extraordinary efforts in carrying on the

war. The government had ordered the

greater part of the garrisons of Sumatra,
• Banco, Macassar, and Borneo, to Java,
to reinforce our troops, and had released

from prison the twice dethroned Sultan of
Djojo, and treated- him with all the re-

spect due to a sovereign prince. It is said

that tills old prince, the lather of the chief

of the rebels, has made a treaty with the

rebel government, by which lie places the

young Sultan (a minor) on the throne,

and takes upon him to pacify the country.

Another account mentions among tlie

wounded. Major Soilewyn and Captain
Van Geen.

Haarlem, Jan. 15.

The Queen of the Netherlands, a mer-
chant ship from Batavia, has just brought
newspapers to tlie 26th of August last.

Ttyeir chief contents relate to wliat we
already knew, of the spreading of the

insurrection, in consequence of tlie taking
prisoners of the, two guardians of the

young Sultan, and of four out of the six

persons who accompanied them. It seems
that, for want of European troops, it had
been found necessary to give the princes
an escort of only .eight, hussars and fifty

Javanese . infantry. On the other hand,
our ally, Mapgko Negoro, seems to have
depended too much on tlie Desstls of Djoc-
jocarta, which at first affected to submit
to theirjawful prince, but as soon os the

insurrection broke out anew, rose again.

The rebels immediately pjut to death tlie

two guardians and ttye four princes. It

does not appear, from these journals, that

auji bad consequences had. resulted from

Netherlands India* . [Fed,

this event. The government haying sent
for all the troops that could be spared
from the other colonies, expected no fewer
than 1,500 men, half of them European
soldiers. On the other hand 750 men
were already arrived, of 1,000 sent from
Europe.

Brussels papers to the 24th Jan. contain
intelligence from Batavia to . the 27th of
Sept., brought by the Harmony, These
accounts give a more favourable picture of
the state of affairs in Java than that pre-
sented by the information received from the
Dutch settlement in that island of late.

According to the accounts contained in

private letters, brought by this conveyance,
tlie Dutch forces have obtained some con-
siderable advantages over the insurgents.

Between the latter end of August, the date

of the lust despatches, and the time of the

Harmony quitting Batavia, the rebels had
been several times defeated, and were
driven buck on all sides. These successes

had revived the spirit and restored tlie con-
fidence of the auxiliary native troops, who,
with their chief, Mangko Negoro, hud
again distinguished themselves on more
than one occasion. The prince of Serang,
a leader of the rebels, had suffered a total

defeat, and had beLMi reduced to the extre-

mity of becoming a wanderer in tlie

woods. Tlie provinces adjacent to tlie

settlement of Kambang are represented as
becoming tranquil, and their inhabitants

well-disposed towards the Dutch. These
circumstances, and the arrival of a rein-
forcement of troops from Europe, had in-

duced the rebels to withdraw themselves
entirely from tlie government settlements.

The Cinnamon Plant conveyed from
Ceylon. —By letters just received from
Batavia, we learn that the brig Lechme,

which arrived there in February last from
Ceylon, had brought twenty-five boxes,
containing about 3,000 cinnamon plants,

besides a considerable quantity of seeds, for

the Java Government. The plants were
in excellent condition, and were highly
prised by the Government, who. expect
through their means to make Java rival

Ceylon in this valuable articleof commerce,
and thus put an end to the monopoly of
the East-India Company.
The agent they employed to procure the

plants, set out from Java under pretence
of a trading voyage, all the risk attending
which it is well, known was tg be borne by
the Java Government, who. were, more-
over, to pay him Rs. 1,000 per month dur-
ing his absence, and a sum proportioned
to his success on his return.

As the vessel on. which the enterpriser

commenced proceeded no farther than Pe-
nang, the Lechme paust have been pur-
chased fur tlie express, purpose of convey-
ing the cinnamon plants to Java. • They

were
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were smuggled on board- in the following
manner. Twenty-five boxes, containing
ordinary plants and flowers, were regularly
passed through the custom-house at

Point de Galle, and sent on board : tlie

cinnamon plants were sent off in a canoe,
late at night, with the agent's baggage,
and as soon as the vessel was at sea, the
plants aud flowers in the boxes were taken
out and thrown ovcrlxtord, and the cinna-
mon plants put in their place.

The individual who undertook to per-

form this service to the Dutch Govern-
ment is a native of Madras, who was
educated in England, but refused admis-
sion into the civil service of the Hon.
Company by the Court of Directors on
account of his Indian nativity; and was
afterwards, by the Madras Government,
refused permission to settle in the interior,

or to possess lands, because of his Euro-

/M»m parentage. Although, therefore, the

injury which this act of his may inflict on
the East- India Company, is far short of
flint which he has sustained at their hands,
it is not the less to lie regretted that the
Dutch Government found a British sub-
ject capable of becoming so base an in-

strument in such unworthy hands.

—

[Beng.
Ilurk ., July 3.

We observe from this morning’s 7/i/r-

haru, upon the authority of private letters,

that the cinnamon plant had been intro-

duced into Batavia, smuggled from Cey-
lon, by an agent in the service of the

Dutch Government. This is not the first

time, however, that flic cinnamon plant

has been introduced into Java, and that

it thrives there has been long established ;

hut, as observed by Crawfurd, it must be
reared as cheaply, and of as good quality,

as that of Ceylon, before it can enter into

competition with tho produce of that is-

land.

—

[Cal* Gov. Gaz.y July 3,

MACASSAR.
Intelligence on which we place the

fullest reliance has been received from
this quarter, apprizing us of the renewal
of hostilities against the Dutch. Being
connected by matrimonial alliances, a close

connexion has always been kept up be-

tween the native courts of Java and those

of Celebes; and we doubt not that the

latter have been accordingly influenced
with the view of creating a diversion in

favor of the Javanese insurgents, as well

as -of effecting their own liberation. The
Batavia Government have, we believe, re-

solved on sending no further succours to

Macassar. This resolution may have been
taken from necessity, but is at the same
time the most prudent that could be adopt-
ed. : Had the Baron Vender Capellen
acted on such moderate and prudent coun-
sels,, the tranquillity ofJava would not have
been'distiurbcd.

—

Citron., July 20.
‘

sfl&iita.

"We have received accounts of the cotton
and opium markets down to the 2d May..
Die stock of opium on band on the 1st

April was, Patna and Benares, 1,036
chests, and Malwa, 907 chests. . The
quantity of Turkey was not known, but
there was supposed, however, to be enough
for two years* consumption. The delive-

ries for April were supposed to be small,

not more than 150 chests of Patna and
Benares, and 350 of Malwa ; but the re-

turns had not reached Canton when the

Charles Forbes took her departure. * The
present prices were, for Patna, 1,050 dol-
lars; Benares, 1,060; Malwa, 880, per
chest ; and for Turkey, 530 to 540 dollars

per pccul. There were about 400 chests

of Patna, and 200 ditto of Malwa of last

year's sales to come on. If to that and
the stock on hand be added the supply
from Damnuti and the quantity sold at the

Company's sales, the supply for the whole
season may he easily ascertained, making
a deduction of about 800 or 1,000 chests

for Java, Singapore, Sumatra, Borneo,
&c. The consumption per month was
about 300 chests of Patna and Benares*
and about 500 ditto of Malwa. Bombay
cotton is quoted at 1 1 tale to 12 tale 5 mace
per pecul, and, for very good, 12 tale 8
mace to 13 tale; Bengal, lO to 11 talc 5
mace ; and Madras, 13 tale. Die Com-
pany’s treasury was open for bills on Eng-
land at 4s. 6d. the dollar six months, and
on Bengal at thirty days, 203 Calcutta

siccas per 100 drs.— [Bom, Gaz., July 26.

jJcraia.
The St. Petcrsburgh Gazelle , of Dec.

23d, contains the following intelligence

respecting the war, dated from the army
in Georgia, November 25:
“ Die aid-de-camp of General Paske-

vitsch, in despatches dated November 3‘,

from his camp on the river Tcherakene',

states, that with part of his troops lie haft

made a movement beyond the Arates,

both to hinder the Persians from sending

a considerable force against the detach-

ment of Colonel Mitschin Kocwks, who
was advancing from Schirwan, and td

keep off from the banks of the Araxcs
the enemy’s parties, which arc always

ready to attack and plunder tlie neighbour-
ing villages. This movement was also

intended to obtain more certain informa-

tion respecting the position of Abbas Mir-
za’s army.
“ On the 25th of October a detach-

• ment of Russian frodps advanced towards

the Village of Maraliaii, and, by a shal-

low fora, crossed the Araxes, Which is

not above fifty fathoms broad at this place.

On the same day the van-'gitard of tilts

detach-
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detachment, commanded by Major Tou-
dint, advanced to the steep banks of a
deep canal* i three wersts beyond the

Arena* and crossed this canal by the

throwing a bridge over it. On the 26th
the aid-de-camp of General Paakevitsch

advanced through defiles to the river Cara
Pascha, and convinced himselfof the truth

of the information he had received of the

retreat of Abbas JVlirza towards Ardehil,

That prince was accompanied by only a
small number of troops, and had dismis-

sed the others till the spring.
“ On the same day the aid-de-camp of

General Pasketvitsch, after a march of
twenty wersts through difficult roads,

passed tbe night near the village of Dalili-

Peremeshly, where he wu3 joined by 600
mounted Tartars and Armenians, who
had readily attended to his invitation to

join him! On the 27th he advanced ten

wersts beyond the Cara Peschala, and was
met by the chief of a tribe, deputed by
200 families of Russian subjects, who had
been violently carried oir from the Rus-
sian territory, and solicited permission to

return to the province of Karabugh. Be-
ing informed that a great many families,

carried off in the same way, were at other

places in the neighbourhood. Major Gene-
ral Shabelsky was sent witii a detachment
of Cossacks and Tartars, cavalry, to deliver

them. Notwithstanding the resistance of
the enemy and the disadvantages of the

ground. General S. advanced to the rivulet

of Kalentar Boulok, and brought away
the poor people whom the Persians had
carried off.

tf On the 28th, Major Poliakoff being
entrusted with another similar expedition,

met the enemy in a defile near the little

river - of Deravourt ; the Persians being
charged by our troops, lost the Begli of
•Scliirwan Nouraly, who was taken prisoner,

and Mirza Ismael killed. The latter bad
a standard and a letter from Abbas Mirza.
On the same day Major General Shabel-

sky bad a second successful rencontre
with the Persian cavalry. The corps of
General Paskevitsch’s aid-de-camp passed

tbe night of the 28th six wersts from
Sbakliarla. The object of the movement
beyond the Araxes was thus completely
attained. The enemy was repelled from
our frontiers ; many Russian subjects

enabled to return to their homes, and
large magazines taken from the enemy.
Tbe aid-de-camp then, thinking it useless

to pursue the Persians, recrossed the
Araxes on the 30th and 31 st October, near
dstjsndouze. The celerity and- success of
this operation on the right bank of the

Araxes,
.
prove that the obstacles which the

nature of the country opposes cannot stop

tbe progress o£ the Russian armies. Even
the heavy artillery passed these defiles and
steep rocks, winch the Persians have al-

ways considered as the bulwarks of their

country.

“ The troops under the command of
Gen. Paskevitsch’s aide-de-camp have re-

sumed their former positions on (be river

Tcherahene."

General Yermaloff has published the

following proclamation “ to all the inha-

bitants of Georgia,” dated Teflis, August
22 :—
“ The Persians, or, more properly

speaking, theKisilbashians, wbohave been
long known to the inhabitants of Georgia
by their hostile dispositions and base inso-

lence, have unexpectedly entered our ter-

ritory with their forces. Firmly convinced
that our great monarch, like ourselves,

liis ‘faithful subjects, maintains inviolate

the rights of the peace concluded with
them thirteeu years ago, we did not think

the hostilities which they have so shame-
fully began, possible, at a time when our
ambassador is still among them. I think

it unnecessary to give you here a detailed

character of the Persians. You, Geor-
gians, are perfectly well acquainted with
them ; but I must not conceal from you,
that they have been able to gain over a
part of their Tartar brethren ; that they

promise the troops all the property of the

Georgians as their booty, which in former
times they carried into effect in so barba-
rous a manner; but they have already for-

gotten that the Georgians, inspired by
love of their true religion, and attach-

ment to their country, drove them back
into the frontiers of Persia with a handful
of militia, and tills, in earlier times, when
the powerful hand of the Emperor Alex-
ander did not yet protect them. The deeds
of tbe Georgians, and their intrepidity

under the brave Woclitang Gorgaslaw,
under the famous Princess Tamara, and
under David (called the Regenerator of
his People), arc known to us from the
history of this country ; but you still re-

member how the brave Czar, Heraclius,
with a small body of troops, defeated the

Persian sovereign, Ascadowners, and
made the Khan of Erivan tributary to

him. Now that just chastisement from
our emperor awaits the Persians, for

their faithless attack upon our territory,

you will certainly hasten to take up arms
against the enemies of Russia, those ene-
mies which are again thirsting for your
blood. Which of you does not remember
the invasion of Asimagured Khan, an
uncle of the present Scliah of Persia, who
laid Tefflis in ashes ? Are not these Per-
sians the tyrants who boast of the victims
they have made to their unbridled passions,

with whom they fill their bouses and their

seraplios, a great number of whom are

Christians, your countrymen ? You, my
countrymen, are compelled by there to

follow tbe Mahometan religion. If tbe

Tartars, who entertain like sentiments

with the Persians, their faithless brethren,

have
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havnattntttredfo betray their lawful go-
vcntm^t>, it is my duty to inquire iinani^

metis ^rtnn#^ from you, Christians, the
inhabitants of the province committed to

my care. I therefore call on all classes

among iyots, prtnocs, nol>les, peasants, to
arm $ leave only a sufficient guard to pro-
tect ybur houses andyour effects; and,
furnished with provisions for twenty days,
hasten to Tefflis, our appointed rendez-
vous. Your militia shall be led by the
marshal of the nobility or his deputy, for
each canton, and I will join to them a
part of the victorious Russian armies.
We shall advance together against the
enemies of onr tranquillity, and, with the
help of God, defeat the faithless Persians.
Iset us drive them out of the country. The
army expected from Russia will soon ar-

rive* and then we will carry the war into

the heart’ of Persia itself, and take two-
fold-vengeance in the interior of Persia,
for all the oppression and violence that

Georgia -has suffered from the Persians,
and for the 1 mischiefs which they so inso-

lently- again do to us. Give line, there-

fore, an opportunity to acquaint our most
gracious emperor of the exemplary zeal

which you have constantly shown, during
my government of this province, that I

may solicit for you proofs of his majesty’s

favour, of wdiich the treacherous Tartars
alone have made themselves unworthy.
After this proclamation of mine, none of
you can excuse himself by saying he had
no opportunity of serving his own country
and the state. While I thus summon you
to the path of honour and glory, and the

restoration of the security of our families,

l am convinced that you will attend to it

according to your duty as Christians, and
as bound- by your oath of allegiance to

your emperor. With these sentiments you
will gain such advantages over the Per-
sians as the Kisilbiishians have not long
expected from the Georgians themselves.

I hope that the nobles will give the war-
riors and the peasants the first example of
valour, and of a general rising in arms
against our enemies.

“ You know, then,- in the midst of the

most profound peace and tranquillity, the

Persians have attacked our troops, ravaged
the open country of Schurager, and car-

ried off captive the peaceful inhabitants,

who* confiding in the existing friendly

relations between the two sovereigns*

lived, without any apprehension, close to

the frontiers of Persia. Persian troops

advanced at the same time into the pro-

vince of Karabttsch.
M The absurd reports which were spread

that the Russian troops were employed in

quelling disturbances in the interior, and
a certain Seid Mu 11a seduced by the pre-

sents of the grandees of Persia, have
caused

.
this war to be undertaken, though

General- Prince Mensikoff, in whom his

Asiatic Joum. Vol.XXIII. No. 134.

imperial ^majesty has particular, confidence,

was in Pleifcia to regulate the demarcation,
and has been invited for that purpose to
Sultaidch by tlie Scliah himself. I knovV
that the Persians aCe independent enough
to employ all kinds' of seduction and lies t'

be prudent and do not suffer yourselves
to be misled.

“ You will be invited to flight-; to trea-

son ; then you will be removed into the
interior of Persia for from your bonnes.

Ask the Dcmurtschesalzez, they will tell

you that many of them have returned
from Choragan, whither they had been
sent. What advantages will the Persians
offer you? Will they give you better

land than that you cultivated here, while
they themselves live in many places on
a barren soil and in a state of poverty ?

It is a melancholy existence that awaits
traitors and deserters, for whither can
they fly when the Russian troops enter the

enemy’s territory? Remain faithful to

your great emperor, rally against your
enemies, defend your families and your
property, and you will laugh at the cre-

dulous minds of those who shall trust to

the perfidious lies of the Persians.

(Signed) “ General YERMotorr."

Commercial letters from Georgia men-
tion that agents from the Kingsof Persia
have arrived at the head-quarters of Gene-
ral Ycrmoloff, to treat provisionally for a
suspension of arms between Persia and
Russia.— [Gazette de I'rmicc, Jan. 14.

German Papers of the middle of Ja-
nuary state that orders have been sent from
St. Petersburgh to the commander-in

-

chief of tlie army in Georgia to suspend
offensive operations against the Persians,

and only to maintain the line of the

A raxes. This intelligence is regarded as

the precursor of peace, and entire credit is

given to British mediation for these pacific

indications on the part of Russia.— [Zlow-

don lyapert Jan. 19 .

POUTIt'S OF RUSSIA ANI> rERSIA*
# :

Tlie difficulties attending the question

between this country' and Persftt maybe
said to divide themselves intotwo branches;

first, as relates to the obligations imposed
upon us by the faith of treaties ; secondly*

as relates to the obvious delicacy of our
position with regard to Russia. Hie for-

mer of these difficulties involvea princi-

pally the following consideration Was
the present war provoked by the aggres.

si011s of Persia or of Russia? If, as we
are strongly inclined to believe, the whole
conduct of the Russian authorities in

Georgia has been one series ofprovocw-

tions, tending to excite dissatisfaction and
alarm on the part of Persia, the mere fact

of hostile incursion beyond a gratuitously

2 P assumed
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assumed lit)* of demarcation, would merge
in tlfeVriperior dOiTsideration of the causes
which induced such an incursion. Rus-
sia, we know, has asserted boldly that her
territories lulve been invaded by Persia;
find yet* when we look at the comparative
power of the two empires, to bear the for-

mer complaining of an attack by the latter,

is as if a lubberly athletic fellow, six feet

high, were to attempt to justify the vio-
lent chastisement of a crippled dwarf, in

consequence of having been assaulted by
him.

Persia, on. the other hand, alleges that
she is the aggrieved party : and the object
of Mr. Wil lock's mission to this country
is to satisfy the British Government of
this fact. The consequence of such proof
would be, the demand for immediate as-

sistance, as guaranteed by the treaty to

which we have already referred. We ad-
mit the difficulty of the proof, and wc
are aware of the manifold considerations
which would make us more inclined to

assume the office of a mediator rather than
that of a protector. We are bound to assist

Persia in case of invasion ; but, as in the

question of Portugal, our first efforts will

lie to avert the necessity of assistance, by
amicable interference between the belli-

gerents. These efforts have not been
wanting ; with what effect they have been,
or may continue to be made, remains as

yet undecided.
It has been said, England is not bound

to support Persia in any war she may
choose to provoke by her own conduct.

By the strict interpretation of treaties,

England certainly is not hound to the ful-

filment .of such large and comprehensive
obligations ; but, by considerations of ge-

neral policy* she might find it difficult to

.escape from them.
A long series of petty provocations, of

unfriendly acts, of irritating circumstances,
might be studiously persevered in, to goad
Persia into a specific act of aggression,

such act being a pretext anxiously de-

sired, to give a plausible colour to medi-
tated schemes of ambition. These provo-
cations, too, might be so ambiguously
contrived and executed, as to render it

extremely difficult of demonstration that

they bore the character of grievances.
Lastly, this whole system of progressive

and increasing injuries, might be framed
with special reference to the relations

known to exist between this country and
Persia, so as to weaken, in the first in-

stance, the claims of the latter, and para-

lyze <the interposition of the former. This,

we say, is a possible case. But, suppos-
ing it now to exist, and in its most com-
plicated shape (which, however, we arc

ftrfrom admitting), then, we repeat, “ the

general policy of the country would step

in, to protect Persia from, becoming a
province, or paehalky as it were, of &us-

sia." No British minister would passively

look on, and see Persia at the feet of
Russia : and it is this imperative duty,
imposed upon us by the highest considera-

tions of national policy, as well as of na-
tional interests, which brings us into cpl-
lisiou witli Russia, in the way glanced at

by the second branch of the difficulties,

which wc have described as belonging to

this question.

Russia has always viewed with undis-

guised jealousy the ascendancy of English
influence in the councils of Persia. She
has not hesitated to make it matter of for-

mal complaint even, at different periods,

that the Persian troops are commanded by
English officers, clothed in English uni-

forms, and supplied with English arms.
A British officer, Major Hart, i9 genera-
lissimo of* the Persian forces ; the physician

of the Crown Prince, Abbas Mirza,' Dr.
Cormick, is an Englishman. Colonel
Macdonald Kinneir, the British charge-

d’atfaircs, was, at the date of the last ad-

vices, with the King of Persia, who was
then about to proceed to the frontiers to

join the Crown Prince. In short, the

whole machinery of the Persian Govern-
ment is put in motion, immediately or

remotely, by English agents and by Eng-
lish influence. It may be remarked, too,

that, within a very recent period, all

foreigners, except the English, were or-

dered to quit the Persian territory. These
are circumstances which disturb the repose
of the Russian cabinet, in its dreams of
Eastern policy. They constitute a barrier,

which it is felt must be overleaped or re-

moved at uo distant day. Already in the
possession of tin's ascendancy, the slightest

interference of England is viewed with
increased jealousy and alarm

;
and her

mediation is regarded with suspicion, as

proceeding not from a disinterested friend,

but from an interested partisan. Her
suggestions consequently are received with
distrust; not because they are unfriendly
or impolitic, but- because they are met by
preconceived notions of their selfish origin.

Under such circumstances, the difficulties

of any mediation are great, if not insu-

perable.

England, on the other hand, is no
stranger to the ambitious projects of Rus-
sia ; nor does she conceal from herself the
contingency, however remote, by which
those projects may operate upon our em-
pire in the East. While we continue, to

hold Persia, as our fast and firm ally, all

danger in that quarter is chimerical ; but
intrigue and open force, without positively

increasing the danger, may reduce us to the
necessity of onerous measures of preven-
tion. A government like that of Russia,
essentially military in all its principles,

must always haye a tendency to disturb
the pacific relations of other states* ,Fre-
quent wars, of some description or other,

are
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ar6 among its necessities; they arc the

conditions of its existence. Hence the

ctlnKiriitty, at all times, of keeping such a
government within those boundaries which
ore necessary for the tranquillity of sur-

rbtitiding nations. England has expe-

rienced this difficulty on more than one
recent occasion ; and she will now have
agafii to contend with it.

Jt may enter into the calculations of
Russian statesmen, influenced by the

policy of other cabinets, as well as by the

growing ambition of Russia herself, dur-

ing the last half century, to exercise a

control over the politics of Western Eu-
..rope, that the ascendancy of England in

that quarter is susceptible of check, by
playing oif against her the interests she

lias at stake in the East. We are not pre-

pared to affirm, positively, that the events

now passing in the Peninsula are compli-

cated with those which are taking place

in Persia ; hut there are many things

which would surprise us more, than to

And the power of Russia thus put in mo-
tion, as an experiment, to divert our ener-

gies, and intimidate our policy, by those

who dread the one and cordially hate the

other. The future, and not a very distant

future, may disclose grave matters con-

nected with this subject.

—

[Xciv 'Times.

Static iiU00ia.

Information has been received at St.

Petersburg!! from Orenburg, dated the

22d of Nov., as follows :
—“ The Elian of

Bticharia is dead ;
his eldest son succeeds

him. The ambassador sent to our court

by the Khan of Khiva has arrived at the

fort of SaratschikoiF, on the line ol’ the

Bazoural ; he brings with him two ele-

phants and seven horses, destined as a

present to his majesty the emperor.**

Sfalr of ^Franco.

Letters from the Isle do France, of

August last, say that, by a decision of the

English Government in that colony, above

400 inhabitants of the island had been

forced to leave it. These exiled colonists

are Frenchmen, who, having been received

in the Isle since it has been occupied by

the English, had married there, and

botight estates, but had not been admitted

to take the oath of ullegiance, though

they •had solicited to do so. The same let-

ters affirm that no plot, no subject of dis-

'content, has given occasion to this extra-

ordinary and barbarous measure, which

the English Government has thought it

proper to take.—[French Taper.

Russia.—Cape of Good Hope. 287

itapt of (Soon fftoitr.

MURDER or A MISSIONARY.

Mr. Schmelen, missionary of the Lon-
don Missionary Society, has arrived in

Cape Town, from Great Namacqualand,
and has brought the melancholy intelli-

gence of the murder of Mr. Threlfall,

Wesleyan missionary. Mr. Threlfall, it

appears, left Kammiesberg, Little Na-
inacquahind, about August last, accom-
panied by two men, belonging to that

missionary station, oil an intended jour-
ney of discovery to the DamaraV. country,
with the view of selecting a suitable spot
near the coast for the establishment of a
missionary station. When he arrived at

Kaminanotip, in great Namacqualand,
the chief strongly advised him to return;
but he determined upon going forward
and prosecuting his intended journey.
After having obtained some necessary
articles, and hired a guide and several

men to accompany him, he proceeded
forward. A few days after they left

Kannnanoup, they arrived at a Bush-
man raul, where Mr. Threlfall, and the
two men who accompanied him from
Kammiesberg, were murdered by their

treacherous guide and his companions.
One of the men was shot whilst, asleep,

and the other shortly afterwards. Mr. T.
fled to a bush, but was pursued and
wounded by a musket -shot, when a Bush-
man, instigated by the villainous guide,
pierced him near the heart w ith his assagai,

and killed him. A Bushman, who was
at the kraal on the night tbv murder was.

committed, fled, and gave the informa-
tion to the people belonging to Mr. Schme-
len*s station. The guide was afterwards
seen wearing the clothes of Mr. Threlfall,

and the place where the assagai entered
the body was distinctly visible.

We understand that Mr. Schmelen
was, at the same time, on a similar

journey, and was preserved to accom-
plish it in safety. I le travelled beyond
Woolwich Bay, and reached the coast,

where a vessel was stranded a few
years ago.—[South African Advertiser,

May 17 .

AI.GOA BAY.

Ships off the Cape and intending to go
into Algoa Bay, either for shelter from
north-west winds or for refreshments, may
And the following remarks useful.

The high range of mountains of which
Craggy Mountain forms part, are situated

about thirty miles from the beach, the

range terminating about north from Cape
Recife. About six miles to the westward
of Cape Recife bills of moderate height

commence, and extend to Cape St. Fran-
cis. These bills are about one mile, and
in some places half-a-mile,. from the beach,

2 F 2 and
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and sore In many places covered with wood
to the top, and have in general a fertile

appearance. From the east end of these

bills to Cape Recife the shore is low,

with sand*bills, and in some places bqsl).

Cape llecife is low and rocky ; the shore

Is bold to approach, and the sea breaks at

all times on the rocks.

If boufid into the Hay with a north-

west wind, round the point as close as

possible, and haul into the sandy beach,

keeping five fathoms about one mile from
the beach : keep this distance to Uocky
Point, which you may also round close,

as there are no dangers lint wlmt may be
seen, and you will fetch into the anchor-
age in one tack. Following these direc-

tions you will pass inside of the Roman
Rock. Ilorsburgh’s directions for this

danger are very correct ; it is a pinnacle,

and difficult to find out in a bout ; it has
six feet on it at low water, and the sea

only breaks in southerly gales.

When off Rocky Point you will see a
pyramid on the west side of the Hay : the

town is under this mark. The fort is on
the south side of the town, and Baker’s
River runs close to the southward of the

fort. The whale fishery is on the south
side of the Bay, which you pass.

In working in, stand well over to the
northern side of the Hay ; there is no dan-
ger, and you may stand into four fathoms.
Anchor as directed by Ilorsburgli, about
one mile and a half to two miles from the

beach. An opening in the sand-hills,

where the boats are hauled, with the flag-

staff before the resident’s house, is also a
good mark. When in sight from the town,
a boat will be sent off with a person to

point out the anchorage. You may also

communicate by telegraph.

The town has during the last three years

much increased. There may be about
100 houses, a good hotel, four butchers’

and four bakers* shops. Supplies of all

sorts may be had in abundance, and on
moderate terms. The present price is,

for a fat bullock weighing 600 lbs. 35s.

,

a fat sbeep 8s., turkeys 3s., fowls 6d.,

ducks 9d. each, geese Is. 6d., potatoes,

cabbages, pumpkins, and other vegetables

in plenty and reasonable. Fruit may be
had all the year round ; fish of most excel-
lent quality may be had in great plenty,

and cheap. Oysters may be caught on
the rocks ; salt may be had in abundance
for about 10s. per ton. Salted meat may
be had in any quantity.

Utenhague is the principal town in the

district, and is about eighteen miles from
the Bay, with a good carriage-road. Gra-
ham's Town is the principal town in the

Albany district, where most of the settlers

are located, and Is about ninety miles from
the Bay. The country around the Bay is

fine, and abounds with game, such as

IF**.

bucks, pheasants, partridges, hares, quails,

snipes, and wild duck. A church is

building in the Bay, and a medical man
is always stationed at the place and at

Utenhague. The exports from the Bay
may be about 2,500 tons, consisting of
ivory, gum, hides, skins, butter, soap,

cheese, aloes, fat, salt meat, salt, and
ostrich feathers. .The winds blow three-

fourths of the year from N. YV., w hen the
Hay is quite smooth. The south-casters

seldom blow home, and prevail most be-
tween tho months of November, Decem-
ber, January, and February.
The thermometer varies from 50° to

60° in the winter, and from 70° to 75° in

the summer months.
Latitude by Ilorsburgli 34° 2; south,

longitude 25° 42' cast.—[liombay.Courier,
May 25 .

TAX U 1*0 NEWSPAPERS.

The following ordinance, dated 23d
October, imposing a stamp duty on all

newspapers printed within the colony (ill

addition to a tax of one penny recently

levied upon every copy of a paper trans-

mitted through the general post at Cape
Town), has been published by the govern-
ment at the Cape.

Ordinance for levying a Stamp Duty on
printed Newspapers, and certain other

Periodical Works.

1. It is expedient to levy a stamp duty
on newspapers, and certain other periodi-

cal works printed and published in this

colony, which are not included in the

tariff annexed to the proclamations 'of the
30th April and 10th Dec. 1824. From
the commencement of this ordinance there

she'll be collected and paid in this colony,

for and in respect of the several articles,

matters, or things described in the sche-

dule to the ordinance annexed (excepting
those standing under the head of exemp-
tions), the several duties as therein re-

spectively inserted and described ; and that

there shall be allowed and paid, for, and
in respect of, all such articles, matters, or

things, as are described in the said sche-

dule, the several allowances therein set

forth
;

and that the said schedule, and
every clause therein, shall be deemed as

part of this ordinance.

2. From the commencement of this

ordinance^ any person convicted of print-

ing or publishing within this colony, on
paper not duly stamped, auy newspaper
or other periodical work, required by this

ordinance to be stomped, shall be subject

to a penalty of twenty pounds for every
such offence ; one-half whereof shall be
paid to the informer, and one-half to the

colonial treasury.

3. This ordinance to be in force front

the 1st January 1827.
Schedule

Asiatic Intelligence.—-Cape of Good Hope.
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Schedule of Duties on Newqmpers and
other Periodical Works printed and pub-
lished in this Colony,
Any newspaper, or paper containing

public news, intelligence, or occurrences,
and not exceeding one sheet-one penny.

For every additional half-sheet thereof
•—one half-penny.

Any almanack or calendar made to serve

for any year, or time less than a year

—

sixpence.

Any almanack or calendar made to serve

for any longer time than a year, or for

several years—three shillings.

Any colonial directory—sixpence.

Schedule' of Allowances for the Purchase of
Stamps enumerated in the foregoing lie-

marks.
To any person who shall bring paper to

the stamp-office, in Cape Town, to be
stamped, or who shall buy stamped paper

there, the duties whereof shall amount to

ten 'pounds or upwards, an allowance of
ten pounds for every hundred pounds,
upon prompt payment of the duty upon
such paper so bought or stamped.

Exemptionsfrom the Duties on Papers,

containing public News, Intelligence ,

and Occurrences.
Acts of Parliament, proclamations, or-

ders in council, ordinances, government
minutes, and acts of state, or other mat-
ters, printed by order of his Majesty or

of the Colonial Government.
Any paper containing a single advertise-

ment, printed and dispersed separately,

save and except hand-bills, as specified in

the proclamation of the 10th Dec. 1824,

article 6.

Daily accounts or bills of goods im-
ported and exported, and prices current.

MARRIAGES.
Oct. 7. Lieut. Steele, half-pay H.M. 60th regt.,

to Miss A. C. Langerman.
17. The llev. Wm. Elliot, to Georgina Johanna,

youngest daughter of the late W. Caldwell, Esip

DEATHS.
Sept. 30. James Augustus Williams, son of ('apt.

G. Kilgour, aged 1H months.
Oct. 3. At Graham's Town, Serj. Maj. J. Pitt,

late of the Cape Infantry, aged 46.

UoIpttaMa.
SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Extract of a letter from Captain Win.
B. Jackson, of the brig Harbinger, dated

at Oahu, Sandwich Islands, March 8,

1826', received vid Canton, at Philadel-

phia ;— '

“ On the 20th of January, the store in

which were my goods was broken open,
and several bales Carried off. 1 imme-
diately called on Pitt, and demanded a
search, declaring, that unless my goods
were restored and damages paid, I would
lay off the harbour, and capture every island

vessel attempting to go in or out. We
had a search, and found one piece, which
was carried to Pitt, together with the per-
son with whom it was found. By the next
afternoon all was returned, except thirty-

two pieces, London prints, which Pitt

said lie could not get. The reason was,
they were in the hands of a chief. I then
presented a bill for 426 dollars 5 cents
for the missing goods, and 140 dollars for

damages, which he accepted and agreed
to pay. Previous to its being settled,

however, Pitt became deranged, and has
since been unable to transact business. I
waited for a fortnight in hopes of his get-
ting better, when, finding there was no
chance of it, I presented my bill to Boke,
the governor, and demanded payment. He
demurred. This morning I succeeded in

getting his name to an obligation, binding
himself to make the thieves deliver to my
agent here, within four months, 80 piculs

of good clean wood, which, at the island

price, 10 dollars per picul, is 800 dollars.

Having finished this, I am now winding
up my concerns here, and shall be off in a
few days.**

pitcairn’s island.

Letters from ltio Janeiro state, that in-

formation has been received there of the

Blossom frigate having touched at Pitcairn’s

Island, in the South Sea, where some
years since the mutineers of the Bounty
had found a retreat. Old Adams, the
last survivor of these unfortunate indivi-

duals, was living, and in good health.

The population had so much increased,

that the scarcity of wood for fuel, and
other purposes, was beginning to be felt

;

and fears were entertained of a greater

diminution of this valuable article, from
the increasing number of dwellings neces-
sary for the inhabitants. It is added, that
Adams wished for some of his community
to lie removed to New Holland, many ex-
pressing their desire for such a proceeding.
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W* me without papers from Calcutta,

its there have been no arrivals since our last

number was published.

The absence of the interesting intelli-

gence which the next files of newspapers

will doubtless bring, affords us an oppor-

tunity to insert the following excellent arti-

cle from the Calcutta Government Gazette

of June 8, oh the subject of the late war.

The occurrence, course, and conse-

quences of the Buraian war are likely, if

we may judge from the manner in which
they have already been adverted to in Par-

liament, to become the subject of much
discussion, at least as far as the antici-

pated shortness of the session may admit.

In the hands, however, of those w ho make
the war a plea for an attack upon minis-

ters, we do not think the subject will re-

ceive much satisfactory elucidation, and,

for the sake of* die English public, we
could wish that a more efficient oppo-
sition, one more calculated to call forth

the energies of its defenders, had made it

their theme. No doubt can be entertained

that abundant misconception will go forth :

they may, perhaps, exercise a temporary

influence upon the public mind, but it

can be but ephemeral. The official pa-

pers already published at home, have in -

deed placed the occasion of the war beyond
cavil ;

and those who so loudly announce
interminable delay and ultimate disap-

pointment, are little aware how prompt a

falsification menaces their predictions.

The spirit of the court of Ava, which

made war with that court inevitable, has

already been dwelt upon In our columns,

and exhibited in its real colours, upon
grounds of the most authentic character.

For these, we may be permitted to observe,

we have not been indebted to our official

pretensions exclusively, and that particu-

larly in the communications signed “ Kos-
moupolites,’* we have been the means of

submitting to the public, evidence irt

which we do not fear to demand their im-
plieitc onfidericee ;

evidence which it would
disgrace to place in competition with the

nameless correspondence to which, in the

pribbeeditogs at the India-House, and even

ift < Parliament, allusion has been so fre-

quently and so fearlessly made.

TO proceed farther with any inquiry of

this hfttdte, therefore, might sfcem a very

unnecessary claim upon the attention of
otnrreaders; but as the return of tranquil-

lityhas necessarily extended our intercourse

with the Burmese, and has, consequently,

enlarged our range of inquiry, as well as

improved its character, we have been en-

abled to gather much additional informa-
tion on a variety of topics connected With
the war, which confirm the accuracy of
the views wc have hitherto taken of it,

and which, as further tending to establish

the real merits of the case, we ‘ shall lay

before our readers at favourable opportu-
nities, until our materials are exhausted.
We have all along maintained that war

was inevitable ; that the Burmese were
determined to fight, and any compromise
of our public character, any degradation
to which the extreme of endurance could
have stooped, could have deferred it but
for a brief period. Accordingly we learn

from various sources that such was the

case, and that this ardour for action was
inspired by the certainty of victory. The
English were regarded as pusillanimous
foes, with whom to contend was conquest:
the general impression in the minds of
prince and people was, that w'e were pa-
tient because we were afraid ; tbe common
language at court, and it was heard from
the lips of the very first persons, such' as
the King’s eldest sister, the Prince of
Sarawadi, and others, was, 44 the English
have conquered the Hindus, who have
puny frames and no courage, hut they
have never yet fought with the Burmans,
skilled in the use of the sword and spear :

they are evidently afraid to encounter us

—

they always propose to treat when any dis-

putes occur upon the frontier; and we
have only to go to war with them to drive
them to the remote island whence they
have come.” As far back as 1822 it was
predicted, and generally believed, that the
heir apparent, then a child about 1 1

years
of age, should, when he arrived at man-
hood, rule over the Kulas countries, or
those inhabited by people having caste, of
in other words, I3ritisli India—the Bur-
mans distinguishing the Hindus and Eu-
ropeans as black and white Kula. All
who have ever resided in the country have
expressed their conviction that, from the
highest to the lowest, from the king to
the beggar, the Burmans were hot for the
war, confiding in an cosy conquest, and
certain of ample booty. The English, it

was commonly said, were traders and navi-

gators—they might be strong at sen, but
were helpless on shore, and so unfit were
they for military enterprize, that they were
obliged to hire the effeminate natives of
India to fight their battles for them.
With this mean estimate of our valour

was combined a strong jealousy of our
dominion. When a map of India, with
the Burman territory and the Eastern
Peninsula, was submitted to the king irt

1819; he observed that the country Of
the
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the strangers was of disproportionate ex-
tent and much too large. It was on this

occasion that the invasion of Asam was
resolved on. Upon the return of the
Bandula from the conquest of that coun-
try,. iu 18523, various articles of plunder
were laid before the king, at a public levee,

amongst which were two English dogs;
and the Bandula is said to have told the

king, that haying pursued the fugitives

into the - English territory, and made
many prisoners, he was only induced to

retire by the consideration that the two
states were on terms of amity, but if the

king wished to possess Bengal he vrould

undertake to subdue it with the foreigners

subject to Ava, without requiring a single

Burmaii soldier. This brave, but mis-
taken chief, was mainly instrumental to

the immediate occurrence of the war, as

he never ceased, to importune his master
to allow him to conquer Bengal

;
and, on

one occasion, ordered preparations to be
made for equipping a fleet, with which he
was to capture Chittagong, and thence
sail up the llooghly to Calcutta. Nor
was the Bandula the only adviser of his

master in these ill-guided councils; the
courtiers generally echoed his opinion, and
tile persons nearest the crown were strong-

ly impressed with similar sentiments.

It is also undeniable, that the court of
Ava seriously considered the British go-
vernment as usurping some of its just

rights, and appropriating territory which
belonged to Ava. It was not an unmean-
ing vaunt that demanded the lower part of
Bengal from the Marquis of Hastings, hut

the deliberate repetition ofa claim familiar

to the every-day remarks of courtiers and
people. The kingdom of A rracan, it was
urged, formerly extended to the left bank
of the Bhagirathi, including DaccA and
Moorshedabad ; and as A rracan had be-

come a province of the Hurmau empire,

those places also were of right a part of its

dominions; it was incompatible with the

dignity of Ava to suffer their longer

alienation, and a favourable opportunity

atone was wanting to effect their recovery.

.Neither can any doubt be entertained

that the court of Ava was fully persuaded,

that in any attack upon British India, it

would be immediately assisted by the na-

tive powers, and great pains were taken by
its officers and by interested advisers to

strengthen this impression. Intercepted let-

ters from some of the party with the Itaj

Gooroo, whose presence at Lucknow wss

a consequence of this policy, were" intend-

ed to confirm the king in this notion,

without much regard for the truth. Bolder

measures of imposture were had recourse

to, and persons calling themselves emis-
saries from the native princes were found
to. turn the credulity of the court of Ava
in this respect to account. Some short

time before the war several Sikhs arrived at
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Ava who pretended they had come from
Runject Sinh, but had. 1411fortunately lost

their credentials' lit Crdssthg a river. Thcv
were civilly treated, and sent back with a
letter and a sum of money to each indivi-

dual. Tho court was . not- quite. satisfied
of these noi-disant ambassadors, but their
success inspired imitators, and they were
presently succceeded by several Moham-
medans, who assumed the persons of’ en-
voys from the king of Ourie. They were
less fortunate or less dexterous than their
predecessors, for upon being subjected to
a little cross-questioning, the imposition
was so flagrant, that they were throWn
into prison and punished as cheats.

As if these causes were not more than
sufficient to explain the determination of
the court of Ava to go to war, we have
another, in the affront offered to its pride
by our regard for the claims of humanity,
in the protection given to the helpless fu-
gitives from invasion and cruelty. This
grievance commenced in 1814, when the
followers of Kinbering fled into the juris-

diction of Chittagong, and it was more
recently exasperated by the asylum af-

forded to the emigrants* from Asam and
Casay. It Is impossible to question the
existence of this feeling, as it was mani-
fested unequivocally in all public inter-

course with the Burman authorities; and
just before the war broke out it was
the current report that the Bandula was
about to march to reclaim the fugitives, or
seize them by force, even though they
should be secreted iu the heart of Cal-
cutta.

That this was not a mere vulgar report,

we know from different authorities. At
the end of 182:*, levies of troops were
made in all directions. Three bodies of
troops moved from the capital : one under
the Bandula, one under Saya Wootighee,
and a third under Moun Kyayo. The
Bandula proceeding on the Jirst ofJanu-
ary 18*24, to Sembewghewn, where his

main force was assembled ;
he thence

marched to Arracan, with orders to enter
the British territory, and capture Calcutta,

unless the fugitives were given up, and
the country on the east bank of the Bba-
girathi was ceded to the Burmans. Had
the British declaration of war, therefore,

been delayed, it would have been of no
avail, as the flat of hostile aggression had
actually gone forth.

The result of the affair at llamoo served,

of course, only to confirm the court of
Ava in the impressions which they had so

long entertained, and these were not in

the least impaired by our occupation of
Rangoon. They considered it as a mere
marauding incursion, and were equally

surprised and delighted when they found
that, instead of plundering and destroying

the town, and then re-embarking, the

British forces remained—the English, it

Postscript to Asiatic Intelligence .
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was asserted, had fallen into a snare laid

by themselves—they were caught in a net
which their own hands had wove : all was
alacrity tinoveagainsf them, and the only
apprehension admitted was, that they

vtabld discover their mistake, and decamp
before the Burman troops could reach

Rangoon. The king himself is reported

to have said, that be hoped the Kulas
would not run aw*y before the arrival of
his army, as their fire-arms would be of
great service towards the conquest of Siam.
When the Bandula was at Donabew, on
his way to join the army, he gave out
that in eight days he would take his dinner
in the public hall at Rangoon, and after-

wards return thanks at the Shoodagon Pa-
goda.
The protracted operations before Ran-

goon were insufficient to open the eyes of
the government, and the delay was as-

cribed to the dilatory measure's of the Ki-
woOngee; he was, accordingly, displaced,

and Tliongba-Woongee, a brave but rash

officer, sent to supersede him : the attack

upon thestockade in which he commanded,
by a small body of Europeans, under
Colonel MrCreagh and Major Sale—the

capture of the stockade, and the flight and
death of the. chief, first led the court to

suspect they had underrated the prowess of
their opponents ; the next circumstance
that tended to effect a revolution ill their

sentiments was the defeat of the Bandula,
in his lines before Rangoon, and his flight

:

a general panic now took place at court,

and it was expected that die Europeans
would immediately be at Ava. The check
we sustained at Donabew allayed the
alarm, in some degree : but the Burmese
no longer felt sanguine of success, and
confidence gave place to anxiety and ap-
prehension. In all their subsequent ope-
rations the government, and the king
especially, anticipated failure, and they
would gladly have negociated had they
comprehended the nature of snch a termi-

nation of hostilities ; but it uever occurred
to them that the victorious party would
rest satisfied with less than the absolute

subjugation of the country, and they were
exceedingly at a loss to understand the
proposal to treat, which wds made by Sir

A. Campl>ell, from Prome. The only
certain conclusion was, that, if not a trick,

it was an act of necessity, imposed by the

sickness of the troops, by disturbances in

Upper Hindustan, or by the King of
England's disapproving of the war ; the
prevailing opinion, howevbr, waa, thatthe
King of Cochin China had sent affect*bf

fifty ships to the aid of Buripa, and
was actually dispatched from Ayatoldtmi-
municate with the Admiral.
The continued advance of the British

forces filled the court with despair, arid
;

they anticipated, as an inevitable result,

the entire occupation of the country.’ The*
policy, as well ns moral beauty, of public
faith, are unknown in the Burman code;
and their reluctance to accede to our terms
chiefly arose from their conviction that we
had no intention of adhering to them our-
selves. The instance of a regard for ver-

bal pledge, which occurred in the case of
Dr. Sandford*s return, held out some en-
couragement : but the payment of the sti-

pulated contribution was a desperate expe-
riment, and the majority of the court were
positive that the English would take the
money and still march on to the capital.

The restoration of the six lacs, by Sir A.
Campbell, was a circumstance that sub-
verted all their ideas of policy, and our
strict adherence to the stipulations of the
treaty, a matter of as much surprise as
delight.

Tliat the war had become unpopular
with die nation at large need excite little

wonder
;

the Burmese sank from one ex-
treme to the other, and from holding the
British in contempt, became afraid to en-
counter them. Towards the close of the
contest no soldiers were to be procured,
except from the lowest vagabonds of the
capital, who having received the bounty,
100 to 150 tikals, expended it in smart
clothes, ganja, and opium; but when led

into the field took to their heels the moment
the Europeans advanced against' them.
Although very unusual for the court of
Ava to give any public intimation of its

purposes, a royal edict was published on
several occasions at Ava, announcing the
king’s intention of taking the field against
the rebel strangers, ’* at the head of
100,000 Burmans, and the same number
of Shans. There was no doubt that the
King never entertained any such design,
and the object of the proclamation was to
encourage the chiefs and people to offer

their services for the war.
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THE BOMBAY PRESS.

H^nJ^AL Or THI JUDGES AT BOMBAY TO
register the regulation for the

’ TRESS.

The following intelligence, which ap„
pears ini a London evening paper, did not
reach vs in time to be inserted in its proper
place : it is, liowever, too important to be
delayed till next month.
Supreme Court, Bombay, July 10, 182G.
The rule, ordinance, and regulation,

passed by the Hon. the Governor in Coun-
cil of Bombay, 14th June 1826, pro-
hibiting the printing or publishing of any
newspaper, magazine, or other periodical

work containing public news, or strictures

on the acts and proceedings of govern-
ment, or any particular events or transac-

tions whatsoever, without a license from
Government, came before the court to be
registered, as required by law. The judges
delivered their judgments, seriatim, as

follows

:

The Chief Justice (Sir Edward West).—Before I consider the proposed regula-
tion, I shall state what I conceive to be
the duty of the court on these occasions
where regulations arc passed by the local

Government, and by them transmitted to

the court for registration under the statute.

By the 13th Geo. III., c. 63, sec. 36,
it is enacted, u That it shall and may be
lawful for die Governor-General and Coun-
cil of the said United Company’s settle-

ment at Fort William in Bengal, from
time to time, to make and issue such rules,

ordinances, and regulations, for the good
order and civil government of the said

United Company’s settlement at Fort
William aforesaid, and other factories and
places subordinate, or to be subordinate
thereto, as shall be deemed just and rea-

sonable (such rules, ordinances, and regu-
lations not being repugnant to the laws
of the realm), and to act, impose, inflict,

and levy reasonable fines and forfeitures

for the breach or non-observance of such
rules, ordinances, and regulations- but,

nevertheless, the same, or any of them,
shall not be valid, or of any force or effect,

until the same shall be duly registered and
published in the said Supreme Court of Ju-
dicature, which shall be, by tlie said new
charter, established, with tho consent and
approbation of the said court, which re-

gistry shall not be made until the expira-

tion of twenty days after the same shall

be openly published, and a copy thereof
affixed in some conspicuous part of the

court-house, or place where the said Su-
preme Court shall be held : and from and
immediately after such registry as afore-

said, the same shall be good and valid in
law.”

This’provision is extended to the settle-

ment of Bombay by the 47 Geo. III. sens;

2, c. 63, sec. 1.

Arichfa Journ. Voi.. XXIII. No. 134.

It is to be observed, thattfaj s provision
requires, in the first place, that such re-

gulations are not to be repugnant to the
laws of the realm j and 2d. that they
shall not be valid, or of any force or effect,

until the same shall be duly registered

und published in the Supreme Court, with
the consent and approbation of the said

court.

Upon this provision various construc-
tions have been put. First, it has been
stated, on the authority of a late learned
judge of the Supreme Court of Madras,
who presided in the Recorder’s Court here
for a short period, Sir George Cooper,
“ that the court, except in cases where
some gross and glaring infringement of
the liberty of the subject is apparent on
the face of the rule, have nothing to do
with the legality of it, hut that the go-
vernment is to decide on the fitness, jus-
tice, and reasonableness of it, and that it

is for them to see and take care that it is

not repugnant to the laws of the realm.”

This supposed judgment of tlie learned
judge was published in the Government
papers of the 12th April 1823, and is as
follows 'u The power of framing rules,

ordinances, and regulations, is placed in

the Governor-General and Governors in

Council respectively at each presidency.
They, the governors aforesaid, are to de-
cide on the fitness, justice, and reasonable-

ness of the same, and it is for them to see

and take care that such rules, ordinances,
and regulations, are not repugnant to the
laws of the realm. That the terms, con-
sent and approbation, referred to publica-
tion and registry only, and were used be-
cause it would be too much to suppose
that any thing could be hung up and re-

gistered in that court without its permis-
sion. That such publication and registry

did not give tbem any additional weight
in point of lawr

, for if the Government
made regulations which were repugnant to

the laws of tlie realm, it was perfectly

competent to that court to decide against

their legality in any issue there depending

;

in fact, that the publication and registry

in the Court of Recorder was nothing
more than a declaration of the court’s

knowledge of their existence, but did not
prevent its affording relief when called

upon to do so afterwards, should the cir-

cumstances of the case seem to warrant an
interference. That the court had, no
doubt, the power of refusing to publish

and register, but that it would only do so

when some gross and glaring infringement
of tlie liberty of the subject, arbitrary im-
prisonment, for instance, or something
immoral, was apparent on the face of tlie

rule sent for registry.”

In the first place, were such the true

'construction of the 'clause, what is the

2 Q meaning
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leaping of the term approbation ? In
the entpiicei the learned judge is made
toxay, f*,thajt such publication and r-sgijstry

didrvot giyothp regulations any additional
weightin. point of law ; for if the govern-
moot made regulations which were repug-
nant to tlie laws of the realm, it was per-
fectly competent to the court to decide
against the legality in any issue there de-
pending.'* But what says the statute

itself? “ that the same shall not he valid,

or of any force or effect, until tliey shall

be registered.; and. that from and imme-
diately after such registry as aforesaid, tl»e

same shall be good and valid in law.*'

Besides, could, any thing be more mis-
chievous than that regulations should be
passed and registered which the officers of
the government and others are to enforce,
and .which, were, an action to he brought*
against them for such enforcement, might
be declared to be illegal, and, conse-
quently, up justification to them ? It is

clear that, the proper construction of the
act is, that the court is to take care, in the
first instance, before the rules are regis-

tered, that they arc not repugnant to the
laws of the realm, and that, as soon as
registered,, they shall he good and valid in
law, unless disallowed by his Majesty as
provided by the act.

2d. It may be, and indeed has been said,

that under this provision of the legislature
the court has only a judicial, hut not a
legislative power—that it is to consider the
legality, but not the expediency, of regu-
lations proposed by the government.

In the first place, however, such con-
struction is opposed to the words of the
statute, “ that the regulations shall not be
valid till they shall be duly registered with
the consent and approbation of the court ;**

the word " approbation'* is unrestricted
and unqualified, and 1 do not understand
how. we can restrict and qualify the term
by construing it to mean approbation
merely, in point of law. Had the legisla-

ture intended this, how easy would it have
been, to baye said such regulations not to
be registered liy the court in case they
shall consider.them to be repugnant to, the
laws of the realm. In the next place, iu

all foe. proceedings upon the appeal of Mr.
Buckingham tp the King, in council,
against de regulation passed, at Calcutta,
it is taken, for, granted that the court are
bound to consider, and did actually consi-

der its expediency. Thus a part of the
se^ppa reason advanced by the Court of

°f die East-lupin Company in
supmrt of. .the regulation, is as follows;-—
** restrictions imposed by the

ordinance, and regulation, which is

the subject of appeal* were calledfor by
of pflajra in

, the. settlements of
Bengal, and were adapted,*© .fob.ex igeqcy.

*<* *nift
J'lOtlS^ o is MajestyVsubweta in the sai

d

settlement, in. to be inferred from,foe con-
current judgment of the Supreme, Govern-
ment of the East-Iudia Company, aodfff.
the Supreme Court of his Majesty*” Tbp.
Court of Directors therefore assume, . that,

the Supreme Court did exercise their
judgment upon the expedient and neces-
sity of the regulation, and did consider-
that it was called for by the state of affairs

and the exigency of the case. Mr« Ser-
geant Bosanquet also, in his. argument.as
counsel for the Court of Directors, takes
it for granted that foe Court did exercise
such judgment, f* It is,' * says he, “ for

your lordships* wisdom to determine whe-
ther in this case your lordships do, or. do
not agree in thinking that necessary and
expedient which the local government has
found to be necessary, which the court es-

tablished by *his Majesty for protecting the
rights of his subjects, and which is not
the Court of the East-India Company, has
thought expedient, and lias adopted and
registered in these regulations?**

Nor did the counsel on the opposite side,

wrho impugned the regulation,, aver con-
tend that the court had no right to axerT
cise a judgment as to its expediency* to

them, insisting, as they did, that the pre-

amble to the regulation which recited ilia

existing evils had not been proved, it

would have been a strong argument that

the Supreme Court had exercised no.judg-
ment upon that point. They, however, did
not touch upon such argument,, and evi-
dently because it was untenable.

1 1* many cases, too, it is impossible to

separate the question of legality from tliat

of expediency. In many cases, expe-
diency may make tliat not repugnant. to
the laws of the realm which, without such
expediency, would clearly be so repug-
nant ; 1 would instance the suspension of
the Habeas Corpus Act. Would any one
contend that such suspension would not be
most unconstitutional, and, in that, sense
of die term, most repugnant to the laws
of the realm, ifpassed under circumstance*
which did not render it expedient, .or

rather necessary,? Would, on foa oilier

hand, any one contend that it were repug-
nant to the law, in case of sucb expe-
diency qr necessity ? The same observa-
tions may be made with respect to the
many acta of parliament which foe legis-
lature has pronounced to be rendered
necessary by foe disturbed state of Ire-
land, All of them would he unconstitu-
tional, and, in that sense, repugnant to
the laws, of the realm, unless rendered .ne-

cessary hy, foe state of the country, In-
deed, it may be.said, that every low* every
restriction ,pf the liberty, or the will .of. an
incljvidu&l, is repugnant to law, unleju.it
be called for by necessity or expediency .;

but there is
r .fois distinction, . fog^.ipapy

law# are>evidently expedient,upo^e
of them, and from the knovrn.pj^Deiples
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aiidprbpemrirkfi of htivran nature, and to-

qidre hO specific pno6f that they are so

;

other* may not Appear to be expedient

itpoh the fkte of them, and from the

known priftciplftsiind propensities of hu-
man nature, butmay be shown to he so liy

evidence of particular facts and circti in-

stances. •

It is clear, therefore, that the court
have a right, or rather are bound, to con-
sider the expediency of proposed regula-
tions ; that the court has, by tiie statute,

legislative, and not simply judicial func-
tions to perform, and that even if it were
not st>, if the court were bound to exercise

a power simply judicial, in many cases

the legality depends so entirely upon the

expediency, that the court could not divest

itself of the duty of considering it.

I shall how proceed to consider the re-

gulation in question.

It must be premised, however, that the
press at this presidency is at present placed

on precisely the same footing as in Kng-
land. In March 1825, a regulation was
passed by the Governor in Council (upon
a suggestion from the court, made the
preceding September, of its necessity, on
account of tire continued misrepresenta-
tions of the court's proceedings by one of
the newspapers), which was merely a
copy of tlie acts 37 and 38 George III,

and tlie object of which was to afford to

the public, and those w ho might be griev-

ed by anonymous libellers, the means of
discovering the proprietors, editors, and
printers of newspapers, and other publi-
cations.

The purport of the present regulation,

which is the same as that passed at Cal-
cutta, is to prohibit tlie publication of
any newspaper, or other periodical work,
by any person not licensed by the Gover-
nor and Council, and to make such license

revocable kt the pleasure of the Governor
and Council. It is quite clear, on the

mere enunciation, that this regulation
imposes a restriction upon the liberty of
tlie subject, which nothing but circum-
stances and the state of society cun justify.

The British legislature lias gone to a great

extent at different times, both in England
and Ireland, in prohibiting what is law-

ful in itself, lest It should be used
for unlawful purposes, but never without
its appearing to the satisfaction of the

legislature that it was rendered necessary

by the state of the country.
It is on this ground of expediency and

necessity, on account of the abuses (as

stated) Of the press at Calcutta, from the

state of affairs there, and from- the exi-

gency of'the case, that the Calcutta regu-
lation is maintained by iti very preamble ;

by three of the four persons of the Court
of Directors, upon the appeal ; and Hjr

this' whole of the argument of counsel
opoh the bearing of it.

Thus the preamble to clte
v
Calcutta regtu

lotion is—M Whereas matters tending to

bring the •Government of this Country, as

by law established, Into hatted mad con*
tempt, ami to disturb tfre peace, harmony,
and good order of society, have of late

lieen frequently printed and circulated in

newspapers, and other papers published irt

Calcutta , for the prevention whereof, it

is deemed expedient to regulate by law,
the printing nnd publication, within tho

settlement of Fort William, in Bengal,
of newspapers and of all magasines, re*>

gisters, pamphlets, and other printed
books and papers, in any language or cha-
racter, published periodically, containing
or purporting to contain public news, and
intelligence or strictures on the acta, mea-
sures, and proceedings of Government, or
any political events or transactions whuti-

soever.”

The reasons of the East-India Com-
pany embrace the same facts and the con-
sequent expediency and necessity of the

regulation.

The first reason commences “ Be-
cause the said rule, ordihanCe, and regu-
lation was made by competent authority,

and was rendered necessary by the abuses
to which the unrestrained liberty of print-

ing had given rise in Calcutta. The pre-

amble of tlie said rule, ordinance, and
regulation, states, that matters tending VO
bring the Government of Bengal, as by
law established, into hatred and contempt,
and to disturb the peace, harmony*, and
good order of society, had recently, be-
fore the making thereof, been printed and
circulated in newspapers, and other papers
published in Calcutta.”

Again, in the second reason M That
the restrictions Imposed by the rule, ordi-

nance, and regulation, which is the sub-
ject of appeal, were called for by the state

of affairs in the settlement of Bengal, and
were adapted to the exigency ofthe case.**

Again, in the fourth reason “ The
reasonableness of ordinances must depend
upon tlie circumstances and situation of
the country to which they applied.”

1 need not go through the addresses of
counsel to show that the whole of their

arguments in favour of this regulation are
founded upon the fact, as staled Iii the
preamble, of their expediency and neces-
sity from the local circbmstances £ftd the
exigency of the State of affairs nt CaT&ittA,
and I respectfully presume tbit hfs Ma-
jesty in Council approved of the regula-
tion for the same Reasons, bd others having
keen urged, and, in particular, upoii the

ground that the preamble of the regula-
tion reciting su^h exigency Was pot
vCrsable or questionable;

But what is the
1 preamble to tftf fejftl-

latSon which is now proposed beCfegW-
teved in the -Supreme COiirt at^effhbay?
Is th#re any recital of matters a tcii&ftig tb

2 Q 2 Wing
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bnrig the Government of this country,
as

'

by law establislied, into hatred and con-
tempt, having been printed and circulated

in newspapers and other papers published
1h 'Bombay?** Nothing of the kind—*
the preamble merely recites, that a certain

regulation had been passed in Calcutta for

the prevention of the publication of such
shatters. Is it the fact that such matters
have been published in the Bombay pa-
pers? Cana single passage, or a single

word, “ tending to bring the Government
of Bombay into hatred and contempt ;**

can a single stricture, or comment, or
word, respecting any of the measures of
Government, be pointed out in any Bom-
bay paper ?

How, then, without such necessity, as

is stated in the preamble to the Calcutta
regulation, can it be expected that, even
were the Supreme Court to consent to
register it, and an appeal were preferred,
it would be confirmed by his Majesty in
Council.?—Where would be the reasons of
the Court of Directors in favour of it ?

—

where would be the arguments of counsel
in support of it ?

Suppose an act of parliament passed to

suspend the Habeas Corpus Act in Ire-
land, on account of treasonable practices
in that country

; in such case, evidence
of such practices would be laid before
committees of the two Houses of Parlia-
ment before the Act was passed, and the
Act would also recite them, as the Cal-
cutta regulation recites the evils which it

wa3 intended to remedy. But would the
fact of such act having been passed for

Ireland justify a motion to extend it also
to England, without any evidence of any
such treasonable practices, nay, when it

was well known that there were no such,
or any circumstauces to call for it, and
with a mere recital of the Habeas Corpus
Act having been suspended in Ireland, as
the present proposed regulation merely re-

cites, that the same regulation had been
.
passed at Calcutta ?

I am of opinion tbat this proposed regu-
lation should not be registered.

Mr. Justice Rice.—I have read the case
of the press of India 1 before the King in
Council ; but still i think the clause as
to the change in the proposed rule is re-

.
pugnant to the law of England, and that
policy did not, and does not require it.

It is argued, I think, too much as if the
natives had been at all affected by the
licentiousness of the press ; the mischief
in Calcutta was wholly, I think, confined
to tUb

.
English* and would, I am per-

suaded, have remedied itself.

Considering, as* I do, that the liberties

of England ate pert of the law of the
land, and. that they depend on the freedom
of die press, I ‘ caniiot conceive how a
license, which is to stop its mouth and

stifle its Voice* can be consistent with,'and
not repugnant to, the law of England. •

Though I entertain this opinion, Ishalt
not object to the registry, because, as re-

gards the repugnancy, I defer to 'the ap-
pellate authority, as I should on any point
of law which they had decided contrary to
my judgment ; and with regard to the po-
licy and the expediency, I donot think the
Legislature intended to leave them so
much to the consideration of the Court as
to the Government ; which ought to be the
better judge of such subjects, and which
must now be presumed to have formed a
pfoper judgment. It is not desirable that

the judicial should ever be mixed with the
executive, or combined with the legisla-

tive ; and Parliament having legislated so
much for British India, it is a pity, I think,

that a question of such vital importance,
with analogy to England, should not have
emanated in, and had the sanction of Par-
liament.

I feel further justified in acquiescing in

the registry (now that I have stated pub-
licly my opinion), because die decision of
the council must be known to Parliament,
and if Parilament should object, it was
easy to propose a bill to limit and more ac-
curately define the local authority ; and
when one considers of whom the Privy

Council consists, and who were the advo-
cates for Mr. Buckingham, men all emi-
nent in Parliament as well as the profes-

sion, one cannot avoid feeling, that ulte-

rior measures would liave been adopted in

England, if the opinion which I unhap-
pily entertain, as to the repugnancy and
the necessity of this rule, had been current

and general.

Mr. Justice Chambers In order to ex-
plain clearly the grounds of my opinion
on the present occasion, I think it neces-
sary to advert in a cursory way to the cir-

cumstances under which this regulation

is presented to us. In consequence of the

recent decision of the Privy-Council
against Mr. Buckingham’s appeal, it has,

I believe, been recommended by the Court
of Directors to the local governments of
Bombay and Madras, to propose that the

Bengal regulation regarding the press

should, totidem verbis, be registered, and
become a part of the local law of each of
these presidencies ; and the Government
of Bombay so far acquiesce in the views
of the Court of Directors, as to propose it

for our registration, according to their re-

commendation. It appears to have been
thought, that the decision in that particu-

lar case is tantamount to a legislative de-
claration, that the same, or similar regula-

tions, are so consonant . with < the general

policy of the Indian Government, that

they need but to.be proposed in order to

be adopted. If, indeed, that decision bore

in any way directly upon the general
question of the expediency of such regu-

lations,
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- Jatiortf, there I® no man in the situation of

a Judge, who would not feel great defer-

:«nce< for such authority. But unless it

could be shown that such a decision bound
us with the force of an act of parliament,

even then, I conceive, a Judge would, on
the preset occasion, feci it to be his duty

to consider de novo the general principles,

and exercise most conscientiously the dis-

cretion the legislature had vested in him.

But when grounds may readily be sugges-

ted for that decision, wide of the principle

upon which we are called upon, prospec-

tively, to consider the expediency of the

prd&eitt regulation, 1 am at a loss to ima-
gine what necessary and immediate con-

nexion there is between the decision of the

Privy-Council and the proposal of it for

, our adoption. The decision of the Privy-

Council, stripped as it is
* of all the

grounds upon which it was formed, pre-

sents to my mind merely a confirmation,

retrospectively, of a solemn act of the Su-
preme Government in Bengal, in con-
junction with the Supreme Court, upon a

subject-matter expressly within their au-

thority, under circumstances which, if true,

might justify that act, and of the truth of
which circumstances they alone were the

competent judges. What bearing, or what
material influence can such a decision

have on our minds, who are called upon at

another place, under totally different cir-

cumstances, to consider, prospectively, the

expediency of introducing the same regu-
lation, not as a remedy for any existing or

‘imminent evil, but as a general and per-

• manent act of legislation? The preamble,
it may be said, was . not proved, nor re-

quired to be proved, to be true before the

council
;
but that, 1 conceive, could no

more be done than the Court of King's
Bench could require the proof of any spe-

cial finding of a jury on a special case

brought before them ; and it docs not

therefore follow, that the preamble is mere
waste paper, and unnecessary to form a

ground-work for such restrictive regu-
lations.

All such regulations being confessedly

restrictive of natural liberty, to a much
greater extent than it has ever been thought
necessary to carry matters in our own
country (I mean in the best time, or in

the way of permanent enactment), what-
ever distinctions may be made by the

terms contra legem and prater legem to

common understandings, they are as much
opposed to the ordinary notions of English
law as light is to darkness ; and necessity

alone, and that of a very obvious and per-

manent kind, can justify, in my judg-
ment, their registration. . In all such cases

of imperfect definition of legal rights, it

is impossible not to see tlutt the situation

ofthe different places may require different

legislative enactments, and what may be
necessary at one place, may be perfectly

superfluous in another. In the same way,
even in the same place, it may be prema-
ture to introduce strong measures at one
time, which, at a riper period of society,

may l>e deemed highly beneficial. Thera
is no subject, indeed, the consideration of
which isarknowledged to require a sounder
discretion, with reference to local circum-
stances, or in which local circumstances
have so direct an operation in determining
the legality or illegality of particular mea-
sures. In every separate jurisdiction,

therefore, it must be matter purely of dis-
cretion how far and when it is expedient
to introduce restrictive regulations of this
nature.

Without, therefore, considering very
minutely the particular tendency of tho
regulation proposed, although I have no
hesitation in saying, that if registered, its

general tendency would, in my opinion,
be most prejudicial to the independence
and good spirit of the community ; with
respect to the necessity of introducing any
such regulation at all at the present mo-
ment, I conceive there cannot be two opi-
nions. In a time of perfect tranquillity—
with a small community of Europeans,
and a native population submissive even
to servility—the only effect would be im-
posing new shackles to restrain no evil,

and, by leading to by-paths of favour and
influence, to create, perhaps, a greater prac-
tical evil than any it can ever obviate.

Indeed, nothing can exhibit in a stronger
light the difference of circumstances in
which this jftesidency is placed, than the
total omission of the preamble of tho
Bengal regulation in that now presented
to the Court for registration

; a preamble,
the conviction of the truth of which would
alone induce me to countenance any such
measure. Nothing more is necessary to
show how perfectly inapplicable the state

of things here is to such restrictive mea-
sures, than the perusal of that preamble

;

not one word of which has, or is likely to

have, 1 trust, for a long period of time,
any force as applied to this presidency.

The disposition and character of the peo-
ple is not the greatest difference of cir-

cumstances to be attended to; the weighty
and important difference between the si-

tuation of the two places consists in the
enactment in this presidency of an inter-

mediate set of regulations, in conformity
with the well-known act of the S7th
Geo. Ill, which were registered in the

course of the last year, by which, in my
humble judgment, every rational object of
government is strained, consistently with
perfect liberty, both social and particular.

When it shall be . shown by experience,

that this Court, administering a law which
.has been found completely effectual in

.
England to restrain licentiousness, and,
during .a period of thirty years, has ope-
rated on society with, the most beneficial

effect,
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affect, and has tend -no revileft even
tengit’ Aoi» ’wImoi it has brought to

jHttichdnU bo tend not* sufficient to en-
sure'peace and order In society, and sta-

liliity lo the1government, it will be then

time enough to listen to suggestion# which
I consider so objectionable in principle as

this regulation.

It seems to have been argued that the

only question for the judges to consider is,

whether the regulations proposed are or

are not repugnant to the existing mode of
governing British India? It is true, that

in this mode of arguing, scarcely any re-

gulations would be inconsistent with law,

which fell short of unlimited and arbi-

trary power. But upon the principle

which I have before stated, namely, that

legality or illegality, as applied to such a
subject, depends entirely upon the appa-
rent necessity of the case ; I conceive that

the full legislative discretion, which the

Parliament of Great- Britain exercises in

all cases affecting the liberty of the sub-
ject, is intended,to bedelegated to thejudges
of this court, in conjunction with the Go-
vernment, in registering and making local

regulations, restrictive of the usual and
ordinary rights of individuals. In the

exercise of Such a discretion, 1 am of opi-

nion, that ten thousand deviations from
the law of England, in particular cases,

would form no argument for adding one
more to the catalogue, nor would the cir-

cumstance of so many previous anomalies
make one fresh one consistent will) it.

Another argument whichdias had some
influence with me. The effect of the ac-

tual state of things has been forcibly re-

presented with regard to British subjects

residing in India, with or without license

;

the principles of government of the British

arid native population without the limits of
the seat of Government are also stated ;

and then it is asked, whether the small
portion of the native population residing in

Calcutta, or die other presidencies, were
intended to be governed in a different man-
ner? To which I answer, that by the es-

tablishment of the Supreme Courts at the

presidencies, I conceive that it was the in-

tention of tlit.. Legislature flwtbbHi^iiMkh
and native inhabitants, within fhpbitlfliaty

limits of the presidencies arid the jurisdic-

tion of these courts, should enjoy fh^ full.

benefit of English iun% and* consequently
should be governed fn a different manner
ftwn those in the provinces. It may lie

said that the«power of sending British sub-
jects home extends to those residing in the
presidencies as Well m to bthers* but it

must be rciririrked, that this power, its it

hat been exercised over the press, has pro-

bably never been in the contemplation of
the Legislature at all. It is a consequence
of tlie discretionary power vested 1if the
Government for general purposes, and the

particular nets of the Government regard-

ing the press have been confirmed by the

courts of law ; because it would b? difficult

for any mind to form a distinction between
this and other cases in which individuals

became obnoxious to the Government.
But whether this, or any other govern-
ment, under existing circumstances, would
deem it expedient to frame any regulation

relating to British subjects, restrictive of
the press (nakedly considered) is another
question, and which is deserving very se-

rious consideration. Both in Bengal and
elsewhere, it lms been thrown out, that

nothing short of the present proposed re-

gulation would lie effectual to restrain even
lir itish subjects from writing inflammatory
publications. Because, if the editor and
proprietors were all Asiatics, and could
be indemnified from the consequences of
prosecution, British subjects might, under
their names, write and publish things

offensive to the ruling power. Whenever
the period shall come when such a state of
things is possible, and when all legal

modes of repressing the evil shall have
been tried in vain, it will bo time enough
to attach some weight to any argument
which may be derived from such a source.

Till that time ai rives, I am of opinion tint

the proposed regulation is not expedient,

and I decline giving my voice in favour .of

its being registered.

Judgment of the court—-Regulation dis-

allowed.

HOME INTELLIGENCE.

LAW.
(
A»i»ALtv Cocut, AW. 29, 1 B26.

The was originally a
stdt for wages, brought by a mariner
nwned AUick, against the owner of the
ship, te a foyage /rum London to New
Spttb to Batavia and back,

•nil .... Id the ship’s ar-

tic)$s,wa$ ixMWtfri * clause, whichstipu-

lated that no mariner should be entitled 4o
his discharge, until the vessel returned to
the port of London, and was safely moor-
ed there $ and that no mariner should bo
entitled tp liis wsge# until1 the cargo was
discharged, or within twenty days after

the vessel*# return. AlMck, however, quit-
ted the vessel the day after her return to
London, and oo the tenth day Arrested
the ship for Ids wage* ; which the owner,

being
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being,; gJigMttiftfitfd with, hi# conductm the
tq pay before the- period

stipulated iw tbo articles. The cargo wm
not, wholly discharged till the nineteenth
dayffWtlw ship’s arrival, when the ba-
lance t wages was tendered to AUickY
proctor* - who accepted It, reserving the
question of costs, which now came on for

argument..
i}r. Lushingion* on behalfofthe owner,

contended that, agreeably to the contract,

the mariner was not entitled to his wages
before the period when they were actually

paid to him, and therefore prayed the
Court to condemn the mariner in costs.

Dr..Jen tier, on the part of the mariner,
argued that the conditions of the articles

were unreasonable* inasmuch as they gave
to, the- owner the power of carrying the

seamen with the vessel to all parts of the

glpbe* milking an hour’s absence from
tiie ship a. ground of forfeiture of wages,
lie contended that the mariner could not
have understood the extent of his con-
tract* and as the other seamen had received
their wages* it was natural- for his party- to

conceive himself equally entitled to his.

Tfte Court was of opinion that, under
a)| tile -circumstances of the case* the ma-
riner was justified ill the line of conduct
lie- had adopted* and condemned the owner
in costs.

Dec. 18.

The Lady Campbell This was an ac-
tion brought by William Augustus liar-

ton, purser of the Lady Campbell* against
the owner of that ship for wages, at a rate

contracted for by C'apt. Hutham, for a
voyage from Calcutta to London. The
services were admitted, as well as the

amount of wages claimed ; but it appears
that Mrs. Barton had been conveyed to

Kngland as a passenger on board the ship,

at a sum stipulated for, which had not
been paid ; and the owners claimed to set

off this sum against that claimed* which
was about the same amount.

Dr. Lushington contended that it was
contrary to the flrst principles of justice*

an'd to the practice of every other court,

to debar the owners from setting ofT one
sum against the other. It was also the

practice of this Court to allow deductions
for slops and advances. If the mariner
gained his point in this Court, the ow-ners

would be driven to the Court of Chancery
in order to recover their claim.

Dr* Jennery for the mariner, maintain-
ed. that the Court had no jurisdiction

over; contract respecting claims for pas-

sagpnkmmiey. The present1 claim might
be established* he conceived* in a court of
law* .

Lord Btoweli. Tins Court cannot en-
tertain* the question. It has no juried!**

Lion. -y-There iano instince in which tbs
jurisdiction of this Court* in regard to

wages, has been extended to chums of
another Lind. It* jurisdiction must stand
on established principles. If an easy re-

medy in such a case as this was not to be
found, it arose from the general state of
the law in this country*

Wages pronounced for, with costs.

Court Or Kino's Bench, Jan. 29* 1827.

Colvin and Others, v. Newbury.~This
was an action by the plaintiffs to recover
from the defendant* one of the owners of
the ship Benson , the value of 1651 hags
uf sugar and twelve chests of indigo,
which had, in the month of March 1817*
been shipped at Calcutta* to be conveyed
to Loudon on board that ship.

It appeared that originally 2171 bags
of sugar and 231 chests of indigo had
been shipped in the Benson to be conveyed
to Kngland, In consequence of the cap-

tain having taken on lioard a considerable

quantity of wheat, which had fermented*

the vessel became so disabled that at the

Mauritius she was sold and broken up :

500 hags of the sugar, and 179 chests of
tlie indigo, had been transhipped in the

Cadmus and Elizabeth, and delivered ill

London ; it was therefore the value of the

residue of the original shipment that the

plnintifFs now sought to recover. For
tlie defendant it was contended* that hav-
ing chartered the ship to the commander.
Captain Betham—a fact that the plain-

tiffs were aware of—he was discharged

from all liability, and Captain Bethani
was alone answerable for any breach of
contract between him and the plaintiffs.

Several witnesses were then called to prove

the state of the vessel on her departure

from Kngland, and during her passage

home ; and the charter-party between the

defendant and Captain Betham having
been put in and read,

It was agreed by the counsel on both

sides* that a verdict should be taken for

the defendant* subject to the opinion of
the Court on the following case : that

the goods in question had beeti shipped on
board the Henson at Calcutta* but had
not been delivered in London pursuant

to the bills of lading ; but the delivery

thereof was not prevented by any acci-

dent therein named;- that a contract had
been entered into between the defendant

and the captain* of which the plaintiffs

had notice at the time of the shipment

;

and if tlie Court shall t?e- of opinion, that

by reason of tliat contract* and the notice

thereof which the plaintiff had received,

the defendant was not by law liable for

tlie non-delivery of the goods* then tlie

verdict to stand ; but, ff ihe Court shobld

be of opinion that the contract andlcnoW-
ledge thereof by the -plahitiff did hot" l»v‘

law release the defendantfrom hi* liaWUtv ;

.

theft the* verdict to be fbr the- pMntffr,
with
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with such damages m on reference he

should be found entitled to.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY.

The Annual General Meeting of this

Company was held Friday, Jan. 26, at

their office, King's Annsyard.—John
Smith, Esq., M.P., in the chair.

In stating the objects of the meeting,

the governor observed, that it was assem-
bled in compliance with the provisions of
the act of parliament, rather than in conse-
quence of the directors having any thing

unusual to communicate, lie had the

satisfaction to inform the court, that the

prosperity of the company had kept pace
with every rational expectation, and that

that prosperity was now rapidly advancing,

lie had further much pleasure in assuring

the proprietors, that the strict inquiry

which the court of directors had thought
it their duty to institute into the character

of Mr. Dawson, their agent, was such as

proved highly creditable to that gentle-

man ; and fully justified the directors in

placing in him, as they did, the most un-
bounded confidence.

The annual report from the court of
directors was then read. It recapitulated

the substance of last year's report, and
went on to say the communications re-

ceived from Mr. Dawson were such as

promised the speedy realization of the

company's views. He had visited several

places in New South Wales, with the pur-

pose of selecting a tract of land of one mil-

lion acres in extent, suitable to the objects

of the company. It appeared that the

stores, the cattle, and the servants, sent

out by the company, had arrived in safety.

The natives had manifested every amica-
ble disposition towards the new settlers,

and had given every assistance and facility

to their location. The report then pro-

ceeded with several details respecting the

description of cattle sent out, and the varie-

ties of sheep transmitted, with a view to

the production of the finest kinds of wool.

It also noticed the late depreciation of the

wages of labour, though disadvantageous
in several respects, as likely to promote
the objects of the company. Amongst a
variety of other matter, the report contain-

ed a statement to.shew that the expense of
freight from New South Wales would not
prove 60 considerable as the charges on
importing wool from Germany, as had
hitherto been so much the practice with
respect to the finer kinds. The directors

then went on to state the necessity for a
further call of two pounds per share, and
concluded by adverting to their project for

working coal-mines in New South Wales.
Negociations had been entered into with

Earl Bathurst, acting on the part of his

Majesty's government, fora lease of cer-

tain mines, which it was proposed the ser-

vants of the company should work. To
a lease a legal objection arose, owing- to
the act of parliament under which the
company had been formed; and, there-

upon, the advice of the highest law autho-
rities was, that the grounds in which the
coal-mines were should be granted in fee

to the company, and so avoid the legal

difficulty. This mode of obtaining a title

was carried into effect, and steam-engines,
and all the other necessary apparatus, sent
out.

It was then moved by Mr. Hart Davis,
M.P., and agreed to, that the report be
printed,

An abstract of the company's accounts,
from its formation to the end of last year,

was then read, whence it appeared that

there had been originally 9,392 shares

;

that GOB additional shares were disposed
of ;

that the second instalment amounted
to £46,810, the third to £4,330, both of
which, added lo the first, made a total of

£62,592. 5s. 7d., including office fees

£581. 13s. 4d. ; the sum expended on
sheep was .£’20,899. 12s.

; on horses, Ac.
&c., £1,702. 16s. lOd.

; and on horned
cattle £894. ; that the total disbursements
wore £59,1 62. Is. Gd. leaving a balance of
£3,430. 4s. Id.

In reference to the accounts the gover-
nor, Mr. Smith, observed that the office

fees were sums usually charged in such
companies, and that the money derived

from them went to form a fund for the

payment of salaries. He then observed,

that Mr. Dawson had showed a becoming
caution in not too hastily fixing upon a
tract of land until he had full opportunity
of estimating every material circumstance.

It would, of course, he extremely de-
sirable that the million of acres should all

be together ; but, on the other hand, con-
siderable advantages might accrue from
their lying in separate districts, for a rich

alluvial soil would not he likely to pro-
due fine wool. He concluded by saying,

that there was nothing more with which
the directors thought it necessary to trou -

ble the proprietors.

Thanks were then voted to the gover-
nor and directors.

Mr. John Smith expressed his sense of
the honour thus conferred on him and his

brother directors. He assured the meet-
ing that they would continue, as they had
done, to labour most assiduously for the

advantage! of the company, even though,
unlike some other companies, the directors

had neither salary nor any pecuniary ad-
vantage connected with their office.

The meeting then separated after seve-

ral proprietors had expressed their satis-

faction with the management of the com-
pany's concerns, and' their hopes from the

promising condition of its affairs.
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THK nUKKOF YORK.

Whitehall, Jan. 5, 18127.—This oven-

ing, at twenty minutes past nine o'clock,

departed this life, after a painful and pro-

tracted illness, his Royal Highness Fre-
derick,. Duke of York and Albany, his

Majesty’s next brother, to the great grief

of his Majesty and of all the royal family.
— [Land. (laz.

THK DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

Whitehall, Jan. 22. 1827.—The King
has been pleased to direct letters patent to

be passed under the great seal, constituting

and appointing Field Marshal Arthur
Duke of Wellington Commandcr-iu-
Chief of all his Majesty’s land forces, in

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland .— l Ibid*

MR. LUSHINOTON.

Mr. Uuslrington, at present one of the

secretaries of the Treasury, is appointed
Governor of Madras, but will not take
his departure for India until July next,

when it is expected that he will take his

passage thither on board the Herald yacht.

It is expected tlial Mr. Flanta, of the

Foivign-nllice, will succeed Mr. Lushing -

ton at the Treasury.— [Doth/ Paper.

SIa JOHN MALCOLM.
Sir John Malcolm is appointed Guver-

vernor of Bombay ; he proceeds upon some
important mission to St. Petersburg!! and
Persia, previously to his assuming the

authority of governor.

PRINCIPAL MILL.

Tlic University of Cambridge conferred,

Dec. 22, the degree of D. 1)., by royal

mandate, on Mr. Mill, principal of

Bishop’s College, Calcutta.

SCHOLARSHIPS AT HISIIOV’.S COLLEGE.

Two theological scholarships,, to be de-

nominated “ Bishop Ileber’s Church Mis-

sionary Scholarships,” are to be founded

at Bishop’s College, Calcutta, by the

desire and at the expense of the Church
Missionary Society.

BURMESE STATE CARRIAGE.

This splendid specimen of eastern mag-
nificence, which during the last season

was exhibited at the Egyptian Hall, Pic-

cadilly, has been sold by auction for the

sum of 1 ,000 guineas.

STORM ON THE HUTCH COAST..

Brussels papers mention the melancholy

fact of the loss of the Wastantrr, Dutch
Asiatic Journ. Vol.XXJII. No. 134.
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man-of-war, of seventy-four guns, Capt.
Spongier, with upwards of 1,000 troops
on hoard, hound to Batavia, under Major
Cox Van Spcngler. 'Hie It 'asaunter sailed
from the Texcl on the 12th Jan., and was
stranded in the storm of the 13th, 11th,

and 15th, off Kgtnond, op the coast of
Holland.
The following particulars of the loss are

given in a letter dated Haarlem, January
19.:—
“ After having suffered great damage,

especially the falling of the main-mast,
and in vain endeavoured to come to an
anchor, all the cables having broken, ' the
ship seems to have drifted at the merry of
the waves, and struck on the third hank,
north of Egmond. The first shocks were
so violent, that the hold was in an instant

filled with water, and a number of per
sons, supposed to be about sixty or seven-
ty, were drowned. When they approach-
ed the coast, and were in sight of the

light houses, they fired guns as signals of
distress, and took measures to carry n rope
on shore. They believe that a hogshead,
to which a rope was fastened, did get on
shore, but fell into wrong hands. Lieu-
tenant Muntz made a fruitless attempt to

get on shore with sc me men, and it is feared
lie perished. Sonic other persons got on
shore in the barge and a couple of boats,

but without being able to fix it rope from
the ship to the shore. The safety-bobt

c«<uld not get through the breakers, bat
saved some men- who had fallen overboard
from the barge. During the whole of
Tuesday the people on board hoped in

vain that one of the fishing-boats, of w hich

there were numbers at Egmond, would
come out, and it was not till Tuesday
night that an attempt was made by Mr.
Krapp Hclliiigman, receiver of taxes,

with a pink belonging to M. Medcbrink,
and with his permission. He had tile

good fortune to reach the wreck,' and io

save as many persons as his vessel would
hold.

'l’iie governor of North Holland has
taken every practicable means to maintain
order, and to relieve those who arc saved,

and who are in the most deplorable condi-
tion. Several vessels were sent as soon as

possible from the Texcl, which in the

course of Wednesday brought off the re-

mainder of the people. The weather be-
ing favourable, the wreck has kept toge-
ther longer than was expected, so that

boats got to it yesterday, and succeeded,

as wo hear, in saving some goods. It is

hoped, that the number of those w'ho have

lost their lives does not much exceed a

hundred ;
that Lieutenant Muntz is< the

only naval officer who has perished $ *nd
that- all the officers of the troops have got

on shore/* ' • •
‘
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A fine new ship, the Scheldt, built at

Antwerp, has been stranded, during the

storm, on the shoal at Kaloot. It seems
that it arrived at Flushing to take troops
oil board for Uatavia, but was driven from
its anchorage by the tempest of the 14th
Jan., and carried as far as Terneuzen,
where it stranded. The troops had not
embarked.

HONORARY DISTINCTIONS TO OFFICERS.

Whitehall
, Dec.-26, 1826.

His Majesty has been pleased to nomi-
nate and appoint Maj. _Gen. Sir Arch.
Camprf.lt., Knight Commander of the

Most Honourable Military Order of the

Hath, to be a Knight Grand Cross of the
said Most Honourable Military Order.

His Majesty has further been pleased to

nominate and appoint Maj Gen. Thomas
Ueynell, Maj. Gen. Jasper Nicolls, and
Maj. Gen. Sir Samuel F. Whittingham,
Knt. (Quarter Master General), Com-
panions of the Most Honourable Military
Order of the Bath, to be Knights Com-
manders of the said Order.

His Majesty has also been pleased to

nominate and appoint the undermentioned
officers, belonging to His Majesty’s naval

and military forces, to be Companions of
the said Order :

Colonel John M ‘Combe, 14th Foot.
Colonel Willoughby Cotton, 47th Foot.
Lieut. Col. George M‘Gregor, 3!Kh Foot (Acting

Aclj. Gen.)

Lieut. Col. 11. George Elrington, 47th Foot.
Lieut. Col. J. W. Mallett, With (late 89th) Foot.
Lieut. Col. William Smelt, 41st Foot.
Lieut. Col. Michael Childers, 11th Drags.
Lieut. Col. John Win. O’Donaghue, 47th Foot.
Lieut. Col. Henry Godwin, 41st Foot.
Lieut. Col. Hon. John Finch, h. p. unattached.
Lieut. Col. Robert H. Sale, 13th Foot.
Capt. Henry-Ducic Chads, Royal Navy.
Capt. Fred. Marryatt, Royal Navy.
Lieut. Col. William Frith, 30th Foot.
Lieut. Col. Francis Fuller, 39th Foot.
Lieut Col. Mathias Everard, 14th Foot.
Lieut. CoL Cecil Bishopp, 14th Foot.
Major James L. Basden, 89th Foot.
Major Peter L. Chambers, 4lst Foot.
Major George Thornhill, 13th Foot.
Major William H. Dennie, 13th Foot.
Commander G, F. Ryves, Royal Navy.

His Majesty has been pleased to nomi-
nate and appoint the undermentioned offi-

cers, in the service of the East-India Com-
pany, to be Companions of the Most Ho-
nonrable Military Order of the Bath :

Lieut. Col. R. Stevenson, 1st Bengal N.I.
Lieut. Col. Wm. Richards, Bengal N.I.
Lieut. Col- Jas. Brodie, 18th Madras N.I.

Lieut. Col. T. Whitehead, 41st N.I.

Lieut. Col. Alex. Fair, 10th Madras N.I.

Lieut. Col. Clements Browne, Bengal Artil.

Lieut CoL E. W. Snow, 23d Madras N.I.

|Feb.

Lieut. Col. C. S. Fagan, 44th Bengal N.I.

Lieut. CoL Alfred Richards, 34th Bengal N.I.

Lieut. CoL S. Nation, 23d Bengal N.I.

Lieut. Col. B. B. Parlby, 30th Madras N.I.

Lieut. Col. C. Hopkinson, Madras Artil.

Lieut. Col. J. Delamain, 58th Bengal N.I.

Lieut. Col. T. Wilson, 28th Bengal N.I.

Lieut. Col. G. Pollock, Bengal Artil.

Lieut. Col. II. S. Pepper, Cth Bengal N.I.

Lieut. CoL W. C. Baddeley, 29th Bengal N.I.

Lieut. Col. Jas. Wahab, Madras N.I.

Lieut. CoL J. Skinner, Bengal Irreg. Cav.

Major C. Bowyer, 60th Bengal N.I.

Major R. L. Evans, 22d Madras N.I.

Major W. L. Watson, 43d Bengal N.I.

Major G. Hunter, 41st Bengal N.I.

Whitehall , Jan. 18, 1827.

His Majesty has been pleased to nomi-
nate and appoint Major Gen. Sir Tiios.

M'Mahon, Bart., to lie a Knight Com-
mander of the Most Honourable Military

Order of the Bath.

His Majesty has been pleased to nomi-
nate and appoint thp undermentioned offi-

cers of the Kast-India Company’s service,

viz. Lieut. Gen. Thus. Bowser, and Major
Gen. John Arnold, Companions of the

Most Honourable Military Order of the

Bath, to be Knights Commanders of the

said Most Honourable Military Order.

honorary distinctions to corps.

War 0jpce , Dec. 28, 1826.

His Majesty has been pleased to ap-
prove of the 84th Foot bearing on its co-

lours and appointments, in addition to

any other badges or devices which may
have heretofore been granted to that regi-

ment. the word “India” In commemora-
tion of its services in that part of the

world, from the year 1796 to 1819.

Ilis Majesty has been pleased to approve
of the undermentioned regiments bearing

on their colours and appointments, in addi-

tion to any other badges or devices which
may have heretofore been granted to these

regiments, the word ** Ava” in commemo-
ration of their services during the late Bur-
mese war:— 1st Foot, 2d hat. ; 13th Foot;
38th Foot; 41st Foot; 44th Foot ; 45th
Foot ; 47th Foot ; 54tli Foot ; 87th Foot ;

89th Foot,

His Majesty has been pleased to approve
of the regiments undermentioned hearing
on their colours and appointments, in ad-
dition to any other badges or devices which
have been heretofore granted to those regi-

ments, the word “ Hhurtpnre” in com-
memoration of their services in the assault

and capture of the fortified town and cita-

del of Bhurtpore, in the month of January
1826:—11th Light Drags; 16th ditto;

14th Foot ; 59th Foot.

Home Intelligence.

VRO-
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PROMOTIONS AND CHANGES

IN THE BRITISH AltMY
(serving in the east).

Ath L. Dr. Lieut. J. Robinson to 1m capt. by
purch. ( v. Nepean prom. ; C. B. N. Ogle to be
lieut. by purch., v. Robinson (both 14 Dec.) ; E.
Scott to be com. by purch., v. Harvey prom. (2H

Dec.)

Wth L. Dr. As.sist.surg. F. Sievwright, from 59th

F., to be assist, surg., v. Campbell app. to Staff

(21 Dec.)

13th L. Dr. R. Miller to be com. by purch., v.

Hooper app. to 6th Dr. (21 Dec.) ; R. Hume to be
corn, by purch., v. Hodge app. to 6th Dr. Gu. (30

Dec.)

Wth L. Dr. II. Brooks to be corn, by purch., v.

Van prom. (20 Dec.)

3d Foot. Lieut. G. R. Cnrnac to be enpt. by
purch.. v. Wright, who rets. (14 Dec.) : I.icut. B.

II. Burchell to becapt. by purch., v. Munro, who
rets. ; 2ri-Licut. A. Irvine, from Ceyl. Ilcgt., to lie

ens., v. De Blaquiere prom, in 46th F. (both 30

Dec.)

6th Foot. J. M. Schnell to be ens. by purch., v.

Connor prom. (14 Dec.)

16th Foot. J. W. P. Audain to be ens., v. Smith
dec. (14 Dec.)

20th Foot. Maj. II. Barrington, from h. p. 100th

F., to be maj., v. fust prom.; Capt. T. King,

from h. p. 35th F., to bo capt., v. F. Champagne,
who exch. (both 16th Doc.)

41st FtHit. Lieut. A. Guinness to be capt. by

purch., v. Crnle prom. ; It. W. P. Flamsteed to

be ens. by purch., v. Vaughan prom, (both 30

Dec.)

44th Foot. Ens. E. Chambers, from 14th F., to

tie lieut. bypurrh., v. Dalway, who rets. (30 Dec.)

46th Foot. Lieut. J. Grant to be capt., v. Ander-

son dec. (14 Dec.)

46th Foot. Fns. J. Davies to be lieut. by purch.,

v. Parker prom. ; W.C. Fisher to be ens. by purch.,

v. Davies (both 14 Dee.) ; Ens. P. T. de Blaquiere,

from 3d F., to be lieut. by purch., v. Taylor

pToin. ; R. J. Edmonds to be ens. by purch., v.

Wall prom, (both 30 Dec.)

4ffcA Foot. Paym. .1. O'Keefe, from 12th F., to

bepaym., v. T. Murray, ret. on h. p. (2HDec.)

64th Foot. Lieut. Hon. A. Harley, from 32d F.,

to be lieut., v. E. Nugent, who rets, on h. p. ; J.

R. TumeT to be ens. by purch., v. Johnson prom,

(both 14 Dec.) ; I.icut. J. G. Hall, from h. p., to

be lieut., v. II. 11. Clarke, who exch. (25 Dec.)

Foot. Ens. E. Pawsey to be lieut. by purch.,

v. Hawley prom. : F. Smith to be ens. by purch.,

v. Pawsey (both :«)th Dec.)

&3rf Foot. Ens. W. Bell to be lieut. by purch., v.

Hodgson prom. ; G. Blakmey to be ens. by purch.,

v. Bell (both 30 Dec.)

97th Foot. Capt. T. Lynch to be maj. by purch.,

v. Giles, who rets. (30 Dec.); Capt. W. Suow,

from h. p. 3d F-, to he capt., v. Reeves, whose

app. has not taken place (21 Dec.)

Ceylon Beyt. Lieut. P. B. Reyne to be capt. by
purch., v. Parker, who rets. (21 Dec.) ; 2d-Lieut.

E. M*Vicar to be Ist-lleut., v. Fellowes dec. (It)

Apr.); B. E. Layard to be 2d-l?eut., v. M ‘Vicar

<21 Dec.) ; J. B. Thomas to be 2d- lieut. by purch.,

v. Irvine app. to 3d F. (30 Dec.)

Brevet. Maj. J. J. Snodgrass, upon h. p., mil.
sec. to Maj. Gen. Sir Arch. Campbell, to be lieut.
col. in army (25 Dec.) ; Maj. H. Dwyer, upon h.
p. unattached, late alde-dc-camp to late Marquis
of Hastings, to be lieut. col. in army (10 Jan. 27.)
Allowed to dispose of their halfpay. Lieut. C.

Munro, 45th F. (26 Dec.) ; Lieut. It. Fit* Gibbon,
3d F. ; Capt. St. J. W. Lucas, 97th F. (30 Dec.)

INDIA SHIPPING.
Arrivals.

Jan. 13. Darius, Brown, from Bombay 7th
Aug. ; at Deal.—15. Jessie, Winter, from (Jape
of Good Hope 7th Nov. ; off Margate—also Are-
thusa, Hamilton, from Singapore 20th Aug. ; at
Deal.—21. Eliza Jane, from the Mauritius 6th
Oct. ; ofT Plymouth.

Departures.

Jon. 2. Harvey, Poach, for N. S. Wales; from
Deal.—3. Indian Chief, Gill, for Bengal: from
Liverpool.—4. Bridgewater, Mandcrson, and Tahv-
ther Castle, Baker, both for Bombay and China;
from De.il.—15. Mariner, Norworthy, for N. S.

Wales; from Cove of Cork.

—

17. Atlas, I line, for
Bombay and China; Thames, Warring, for Ben-
gal ; C/rsar, Watt, for Madras and Bengal; Har-
riet, Kindley, for Bengal ; Sir Edward Paget,
Geary, for Madras and Bengal ; Countess of Hnr-
rnurt, Harrison, for N. S. Wales; Denmark Hill,

Foreman, for ditto . and Madeline, Cogidan, for

the Mauritius; all from Portsmouth—al«o Marvelly.
Crews, for Bengal : and Crnigievar, Bay, for the
Cape and Mauritius; both from Peal.— 20. Here-
fordshire, Whiteman, for Bengal and China ; Re-
jiulse. Gribble, for ditto; and Triumph, Green,
for Rio, Cape, and Bombay ; all from Peal 21.

Duke of York , Locke, for Bengal and China •

from Peal—also Ceueral Palmer, Tniscott, for

Madras; from Portsmouth.

PASSENGERS FltOM INDIA*

Per \"Nimrod

,

from Penang: Master T. G. Wil-
liams.

Per Jessie, from the Cape: Jas. Carfrae. Esq.

;

Capt. Tbos. T. Harrington: Pr. Tedlev, 96th
Regt. ; Mrs. Pugh; Miss ITart; Mr. Wvkc; Mr.
Dennis ; two steerage passengers ; three servants.

Per Eliza Jane, from the Mauritius: ('apt. Kil-

gour, late of the Venus ; Mr. Reddard ; Mr. Stef-

fens.

PASSENGERS TO INDIA.

Per Atlas, for Bombay : Mrs. Norris s Miss
Hire; Mrs. Stirling; Mr. E. Luke, solicitor;

Lieut. Stirling; Ens. C. T. S. Bond; Messrs. P.
Shaw, F. Christall, W. S. Nettleford, and J. W.
Horkin, cadets; Messrs. J. Wood, K. D. Swan,
and C. W. Down, for the H.C.’s marine.—For St.

Helena: The Bev. R. Boys, chaplain; Mr. A.

Beale; Mr. J. W. Hoar, organist.

Per flrideretrater, for Bombay : Mrs. B. M. Al-

len (wife of Lieut. Allen) and son: Mrs. A. Kings-

bury (wife of I.icut. Kingsbury) and three daugh-

ters : Ens. C. St. Thomas, re’ liming to Bombay ;

Mr. H. Wr

. Morris, solicitor; Mr. A. Amott. asslt.

surg.; Messrs. H. S. Gunter; C. Andrews, R. D.
Stuart, and W. Baker, • cadets ; Capt. Bonamy,
Lieut. Allen, Lieut. Hill, Eiis. Curtis, Ens. Lum-
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ley* and Ens. Johnson, H.M.’s Gth Foot ; Lieut.

Kingsbury, H.M.’s .id Foot; 294 soldiers, H.M.’s

service; 34 soldiers’ wives; 10 children.

Per Isowther Cattle, for Bombay : Mrs. Whish
(wife of Lieut. Col. Whish) ; Capt. and Mrs. John
Saunders, returning to Bombay; Lieut. Col.

Whish* Maj. G. Tweedy; and Capt. Hurle* re-

turning to their duty ; Rev. H. Jeffery*, chaplain*

and lady ; Miss Elisa Jury; Mr. D. B. Smith, so-

licitor; Mr. J. Black, assist, surg. ; Mr. J. Turner,
veterinary surg.; Messrs. Came, Macan, and Bate,

cadets; Messrs, Nutt and Jenkins* voluntccs, II.

C.’s marine; 300 soldiers* H.C.’s service; 10 sol-

diers’ wives.

Per Herefordshire, for Bengal and China : Mrs.

Norman; Lieut. L. Hull, H.C.’s service ; Messrs.

J. Hoppe and T. O'Berne, cadets ; Capt. Temple,
and Ensigns Fenwick and Chambers, of H.M.’s

14th Foot; Ensigns Norman and Stock* of Il.M.’s

31st Foot; 173 soldiers of II. M.'s 14th, 31st, and

38th regts. of Foot ; 2*2 females, wives of ditto

;

15 children.

Per Duke of York, for Bengal and China: Sir

Edward Ryan, recently appointed judge of the

Supreme Court, Calcutta; Lady Ryan ; Miss E.
Whitmore; Mr. R. Bird; Mrs. Eliza Little;

Messrs. C. Taylor, T. Scott, R. Trotter, and A.

Udney, writers; Messrs. T. Ramsay and J. M.
Morgan, cadets; Capt. Linlett, Lieut. Meredith,

and Ensigns Cireeson and Rawlins, of II.M’s 13th

Foot; Cornets Toone and Reynolds, of H.M.’s

11 th L. Dr.; 175 soldiers of Il.M.’s 13th Foot,

11th L. Dr., and lfith Lancers; 22 females, wives

of ditto; 8 children.

MISCELf.AN E MJS NOTICKS.

The Sir Godfrey Webxtcr, late Rennoldson, from
Singapore to London, was condemned at the Mau-
ritius on 15th Oct.

The Mercury (whaler), M'Nally, has been con-

demned at the Mauritius as unscaworthy.

The Arethum and Manilla Packet were lost in

Torres Straits previous to the 18th of August.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.
mums.

Dec. 30. In Manchester Street, the lady of Capt.

J. C. Whiteman, Hon. Company’s service, of a

daughter.

Jan. 1. At the Principal’s Lodge, East- India Col-

lege, Haileybury, Herts, the lady of tiie Rev.
Dr. Batten, of a son.

— At Uarins Place, near Exeter, the lady of G.
Vrignon, Esq., late of Calcutta, of a son.

3. At Chatham, the lady of Maj. Somerville,

Hon. E. 1. Company's service, of a son.

27- The lady of George Owen, Esq., of the Se-

cretary's Office, East-India House, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Dec. 19. At Naughton- House, Fifeshirc, W.

Burnett, Esq., of the Bombay army, to Isabella

Morisot! , only daughter of A. Pitcairn, Esq., of

Pitcullo.

28. At Clapham, Surrey, William Bruce, juii.,

son of Joseph Bruce, Esq., of Ghazccpore, East-

Indies, to Harriet, eldest daughter of Mr. W. Ter-

ry, of Clapham.

Jan. 1. At Edinburgh, F. Suter, Esq., of Bftn-

lipitam, East-Indies, to Eliza, second daughter of

the late Mr. M'Lean, of Forres.

3. At Southampton, Capt. G. Faris, of the Ma-
dras Cavalry, to Mary, eldest daughter of the late

Mr. 11. Buckland, of that place.

— At Edinburgh, C. F. Hunter, Esq., of Cal-

cutta, to Jane Napier, only daughter of the late

W. A. Kellett, Esq., of Cork.

9. At Oxted, near Godstone, Surrey, Mr. Clay-

ton, of Gray’s-Inn Square, solicitor, to Emily,

eldest daughter of the late Lieut.Col. F. W. Beilis,

of the 1 Ion. East-Iiulia Company's service.

13. C. Davidson, of Brabant Court, to Caroline

Frances, eldest daughter of Maj. Ilaswell, for-

merly of the 3d Foot.

1IKAT11S.

Drc. 31. In James Street, Buckingham Gate,

William Gilford, Esq., late editor of the Quarterly

Review , in his 71st year.

Jan. 1. Mrs. Bunn, of Webb’s County Terrace,

Kent Road, relict of the late (’apt. Bunn, of the

I Ion. E. I. Company’s service.

2. At Shepperton, Middlesex, Dr. John Mason
Good, M.D., F.R.S., Ac., after a few days' ill-

ness.

4. At Davenport, Maj. Gen. Sir Charles Hollo-

way, late of the Royal Engineers, aged 77.

9. In Warren Street, Fitzroy Square, Miss Eliza-

beth O. Benger, well known in the literary world

liy the publication of many biographical and his-

torical works

10. In Great Coram Street, Dr. John Jones, au-

thor of the Greek Lexicon , and other learned

works.

15. At Walworth, Mr. Gilbert Jcrdan, second

son of the late John Jordan, Esq., of Kelso, and

brother of the late Lieut. Col. Jerdan, of Bombay.

17. Johanna Catherine, the wife of Capt. T. D.
Burrowes, 4th Light Drags.

21. At lloddesdon. General Adolphus Harris,

aged 82.

22. At his house, in Rockingham Row, ('apt.

Win. Clark, of the East-India ship George, aged 39.

23. In York Terrace, Regent’s Park, Mrs.Granf,

widow of Chas. Grant, Esq., late one of the Di-

rectors of the East-lndla Company.

— At Lovel Hill Cottage, Berks, James Cum-
in ing, Esq., F.S.A., and late of the office of the

Board of Commissioners for the Atf’airs of India,

in his 50th year.

25. At Islington, the Rev. John Evans, LL.D.,

author of the “ Sketch of the Denominotlons 'of

the Christian World,” and of numerous other

works.

20. In Oadogan Place, Frederick, the son of

Lieut. Gen. Sir Herbert Taylor.

— In Bryanstone Square, James Allan, the in-

fant son of Joseph Hume, Esq., M.P.

Lately. In London, on his way to Ireland, Capt.

E. A . Evanson, of the 64th Foot, son of Aider-

man Evanson, of Cork.

— At sea, homeward-bound from Bombay, R.

A. Walker, assist.surg. in the II.C.’s ship Edin-
burgh.
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GOODS DECLARED FOR SALE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE.

For Sale 7 February—Prompt 11 May.

Company's.—Mocha Coffee—Sugar.

Licensed.—Coffee—Sugar—Rice.

For Sate 13 February— Prompt 4 May.

Company's.—Saltpetre—Pepper.

Licensed.—Sal tpetre—Pepper—White 1*cpj>er—
Cinnamon— Mace— Nutmegs— Cassia Ligtiea

—

Cassia Buds—Sago—Arrow Root.

For Sale Hi February—Prompt 4 May.

Licensed and Private-Trade.—Aloes—Rhubarb

—

Myrrh—Camphor—Gum Animi—Gum llabool

—

Gum ('opal—Gum Benjamin—Gum Ammoniac

—

Olibanum—Borax—Terra Japonica—Senna—Sen-

na Leaves—Cnrilemoms—Galangals—Betel Nuts

—

Bees’-Wax—Citrate of Lime—Shellac—Castor Oil

—Oil of Cassia—Oil of Mace.

For Sale lfi February—Prompt 4 May.

Licensed.—Annatto Seeds—Barilla—Cochineal—

•

Safflower—Turmeric—Gum Arabic—Lac Dye —
Seed Lac—Galls—Munjeet—Sapan Wood.

For Stile l‘> February—Prompt 8 June.

Company’s.—Bengal Raw Silk.

Private-Trade.—China, Bengal, and Persian Raw
Silk.

For Sale 20 February—Prompt 4 May.

Licensed—Ivory—Elephants’ Teeth—Tortoise-

shell—Paddy Bird Feathers—Cane Floor Mats

—

Bamboo Canes—Rattans—Wood—Ebony—Sandal
Wood—1 1emp—Jute 1 1emp—Soy.

For Sale 0 March—Prompt 1 June.

Tea.— Bohea, 7ttMMH)lb. ; Congou, Pekoe, and
Souchong, ,

ri,350,000 lb. ; Twankay and Ilyson

Skin, 1,200,000 lb; Hyson, 200,000 lb—Total, in-

cluding Private-Trade, 7.^>0,000 lb.

For Sale 14 March—Prompt 8 June.

Compaut/s.—Bengal and (’oast Piece Goods.

Private-Trade— LongcloLhs— Blue Sallnmpores

—Baftaes—JMankeens— Bmulannoes— Neckcloths

—Shawls — Shawl 1 Iandkerchiefs—Scarfs—Crape
Scarfs—(.'rape Gown Pieces.

The Court of Directors have given notice. That
the Goods to be put up at the Quarterly Sale in

February next, will be arranged in the following

order :

—

On Tuesday, the. 1nth February.—-Saltpetre, also

Pepper, Cinnamon, Cloves, Nutmegs, Mace, Cas-

sia, Cassia Buds, Ginger, Arrow Root, Sago, and
the like Groceries.

On Thursday, the llith February.—Aloes, Annl-
seed. Arsenic, Assaftetida, Bark, Bees’-Wax, Betel

Nuts, Borax and Tincal, Cambogium, Camphire,
Cardamoms, Castor Beans, Castor Oil, Cayenne
Pepper, Chillies, China Hoot, Cinnabar or Ver-
million, Coculus Indicus, Coiumbo Hoot, Cubebs,
Cummin Seed, Dragon’s Blood, Frankincense,
Galanga Hoot, Galbanum, Gum Ammoniac, Gum
Animi or Copal, Gum Benjamin, Gum Kino, Gum
Mastich, Gum Myrrh, Gum Olibanum, Gum Tra-
gacanth, Gum Unrated, Lichen or Moss, Long
Pepper, Musk, Nux Vomica, Oils Chemical, OiT

of Cocoa Nut, Opium, Rhubarb, Sal Ammoniac,
Sealing-Wax, Seeds of all kinds. Senna, Shellac,

Tamarinds, Terra Japonica, Ultramarine, and
Zedoaria, and the like Drugs.

On Friday, the tilth Fcbruarj/.—Alum, Annatto,
Cochineal, Galls, Gum Arabic, Gum Senega, Lac
Lake, Lac Dye, Munjeet, Myrabolanes, Puree,
Red Saunder’s Wood, Safflower, Sapan Wood,
Secdlac, Sticklac, Soap, Kelp, Barilla, Alkali and
Soda, Turmeric, all Woods for Dyeing, and the
like Dry Salterics.

O/i Tuesday, the 20th February.—Hemp and
Sunn, Canes and Sticks, China Ware, Coquc-dc-
perle, Fans, Ink, Mats, Lacquered Ware, Fea-
thers, Mother-o’-Pearl Ware, Paper, Soy, Cor-
nelian, Agates, Arrangoe Stones, Beads and Manu-
factures of ditto, also Coral Beads, Cowries, Ele-

phants’ Teeth and Sea Horse Teeth, Hides, Buf-
falo Horns ami Tips, Mother-o*-Pearl Shells.

Rattans, Sandal Wood, Skins, Talc or Ubruc,
Tin, Tortoiseshell, Tutenague, Ebony Wood, and
all Woods not used by Dyers, and the like kind*
of general Merchandise.

The same order will be observed in all future

Quarterly Sales.

LONDON MARKETS—Jan. 26.

Sugar.—-The demand for Muscovados
has rather increased, bnt there is no altera-

tion in the currency—the market iscxceed-

ingly firm. ,

In foreign or East- India Sugars there

is nothing new to report. The public sale

of nearly 6,000 hags of Mauritius went ofT

freely at full prices (54s. for brown, up to

61s. 6d. for grey) except the Sugars about

56s. and 57s. which went rather lower.

A private contract for 500 chests white

Iluvaunah, a middling parcel, took place

to day at 45s.

I ndigo.—The indigo sale is approaching
to a conclusion; 6,0 1 8 chests are this night

gone through, and the report may now be
satisfactorily given. The low Oude is 4d.

to 9d higher than last sale, the fine Is. a
Is. 6d. higher; the Bengal mid. is 2s. a
2s. 6d. per lb. higher; the fine Is. 6d. to

2s. advanced on the prices of last sale.

Cotton.—The Cotton Market is very

languid ;
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languid ; the purchases for the week end-
ing last nigHt inclusive consist of

160 Surat 5fcd a 5fd.
200 Madras 5#d a 5fd.
SO Bengal at... j]d a 5§d.

130 Egyptian...7$d. Duty paid.

Tea.—Boheas very heavy
; Congous

and Twankays not so brisk us last week ;

low Hysons much in demand and fetching

3d. advance.

Saltpetre .—

T

he prices of Saltpetre

continue to fluctuate considerably as the

reports of peace or war prevail, or rather

as the price of English Stocks rise or fall,

the variation of which have always been
attended with the exactly opposite effect

on tlu* prices of Saltpetre. There has
het'ii some business at the highest rate in-

serted, and the market was exceedingly
firni.
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' **ST-lNniA pitontrcfc.

£• s. d.

•cwt
2 3
2 2

3 0 0 — 6
0 ft,. 5 y- .0

Coflfee, Jav* .

—— Cherlbon— Sumatra
Bourbon—- Mocha

Cotton* Surat-

-r- Madfliia ..^r- ...... i o— ‘Bengal > • * 0
Bourbon 0

Drugs & for Dyeing.
Aloes. Epatica cwt. 15 0 0
Anniseeds. Star 0 3 10
Borax. Refined 2 6 0

Unrefined, or Tincal 2 6 0
Camphire 0 0 0
Cardamoms, Malabar- -fh o .6 0— Ceylon 0 1 O
Cassia Buds cwt. 8 0 0

Lignea • •• - 5 10 0
r Oil -

PRICE CURRENT, Jan. 26.
£. a. d.

Galls, Blue A 0 0
£. a. d. Indigo, Fine Blue lb

’ Fine Purple and Violet
— 2 in' 0 Good do. do
— 2 5 0 Mid. do. do—— Fine Copper

0 0 Good do. do
0 6 —— Mid.- do* do
0 6 0rd; Violet and Copper
0 6 —4- Oudnfn&gd.ord. dk.vlt
1 o — - Mid. and ord. sandy do.

Gd. ord. hard darkCop.
Ord. hvy. hd. sndy. do.

Rice, Bengal White cwt. 0 15 0
Patna 0 18 0

Safflower 2 0 o
Sago 0 15 0
" 13

£ a. d.

fK A — 0
0 5 — '

1)

0 9 — 0

— 17 0 0

— 240
10 0 0

0 18
1

Castor C • lb 0 0 6 —
China Root cwt. 1 10 0
Coculua Indicus 3 0 0
Dragon's Blood 5 0 0
Gum Ammoniac, lump - - 3 o 0

Arabic 1

Assafuetida 1

Benjamin 2— Animi 3
Gambogium 10
Myrrh 3
Olibanum 2

'Kino 14 0
I.ac Lake lh 0 1

Dye 0 4
Shell cwt. 2 10
Stick 2

Musk, China oz. 0
Oil, Cassia oz. 0—— Cinnamon 0—:— Cloves 1b 0 1

Mace o o
Nutmegs 0 2

Opium •••••' %

Rhubarb
Sal Ammoniac cwt.
.Senna Ih
Turmeric, Java • • cwt.

Bengal
. China

Silk, Bengal Skein • -— Novf
...lb

— 6
1

U— 0 1

0
3

— Ditto White
China

Spices, Cinnamon
r Cloves. ...... • •

...»

0 0
0 0
0 0
n o
0 0
0 o
0 0

<>

0
4
0

0' o
9 0
0 5
9 O

6
3
6

— 20— 8

0
0

• Mace 0

0
0

H 0 0
1 5 0
I 9 0
0 9 8
1 0 4
1

— 4.10 0— 50 0 0— 800— 22 0 0— 16 0 0— 4 10 0— 16 0 0

cwt. 0 15 0 —
lb 0 0

0 2 10
1 13 0
1 11 0
1 6
0 1

— 5 0 0— 3 0 0— 0 16 0— 006
— 020

Nutmegs
Ginger
Pepper, Black-

L-
1

White ...

Sugar, Bengal
Siam and China—— Mauritius

Tea, Bohea th

—— Souchong
Campoi
Twankay - - - -

Pekoe— Hyson Skin •

Hyson
Young Ilyson— Gunpowder 0 4 10

Tortoiseshell 1 5 0
Wood, Sanders Red • - ton 8 0 0

0
6

Congou o 2 2 —
" 3 —

0 —
3 0 —

0 3
0 3
0

0 2 10
0 4 9
O 4 0

0 17
o 7
0 2
0 5
0 4
1 5
0 0
0 3
1 19
2 0
1 19
0
0
0
0
0

2
3
4
3 5
3 10

0
0
0 4

0 A
2 10
9 0

3 11

5 9

0 1 6
3 0 0
0 0 H
1 15 0
1 0 0

10 0
Galls, hi Sorts 4 0 0

0 3
3 10
0 2

1 8
2 0

AUSTRALIAN ntOOtJCt.

OB, Southern ton 30 0 0— Sperm 66 0 0—- Head Matter 74 0 0
Wool - lb
Wood, Blue Gum ton 0 7 10—— Cedar 0 0 4

0 8 10

0 0 5

DAILY PRICES OP STOCKS,
From the 26tk ofDecember J 82(3, to the 25th of January 1827.
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THE BOMBAY PRESS.

The refusal of the Supreme Court of Bombay to register & raid or or-

dinance passed by the local government for the regulation of the press at that

presidency has given birth to sundry exaggerated reflexions, expressed in

tumid and magniloquent terms, calculated to excite a belief that some flagrant

act of despotism had been attempted by the government, which the firmness of
the judges had defeated. A few observations seem, therefore, necessary to put

the subject upon its proper footing.

It appears that the home government (i,e. the Court of Directors and Board
of Control), conceiving it to be convenient and proper that the same regula-

tions which had been applied to the press in Bengal, the expediency of which
had been fully recognized by a solemn decision of the Privy Council, should be
extended to publications at the other presidencies, recommended that the'

aforesaid regulation should be adopted, and proposed for registration in the

Supreme Court of Bombay, in order that it might have the effect of law.

/Two of the three judges refused to allow its registration, conceiving that it

was uncalled for by the existing state of the Bombay press. The preamble

of the Calcutta regulation sets forth, as the ground upon which that re-

gulation was introduced, the state of the press at that presidency* Whereby
matters tending to bring the government, as by law established, into hatred

and contempt, and to disturb the peace, harmony and good order of society,

were frequently printed and circulated. No such circumstances are considered

by the judges to exist in Bombay at the present time ; the Chief Justice main-
tains that not a single passage or a single word, tending to bring the govern-

ment of Bombay into hatred and contempt-—not a single stricture Or comment
or word respecting any of the measures of government, can be pointed' but,

in any Bombay paper.

Holding) therefore, the Opinion which these learned personages -entertain

thfttthe-adoption of the regulation can only be authorized by the facts stated

XXIII. No- 135- in
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-fe^the preamble' of $he Calcutta regulation; that they are not justified in sanc-

tioning ia measure which forms a part of the local law of another presidency,

merely upon the ground of its possible prospective necessity, they were no
doubt conscientiously bound to refuse their assent to it.

The Chief Justice (Sir Edward West), premising that the court have a right, or

B are rather bound, to consider the expediency of the measure proposed, is of opi-

nion that the ordinance is unnecessary ; and further, that should any appeal be

made on the subject to his Majesty in Council, the arguments upon which the

Calcutta regulation were defended, and (he presumes) approved, would be

totally inapplicable to the present.

Sir Ralph Rice, one of the two puisne judges, thinks that the proposed

regulation is repugnant to the law of England, and that policy does not

require it. He, notwithstanding, would not object to the registry of it, be-

cause the decision of the Privy Council, in respect to the Calcutta regulation,

had decided as to the former point ; and with regard to policy and expediency,

the government was the proper judge of such subjects, which the legislature

had left more to the judgment of the government than of the court.

Mr. Justice Chambers concurs with the Chief Justice in thinking that the

regulation ought not to be allowed. He conceived that the decision of the

Privy Council on the Calcutta regulation did not go the length of deciding that

it was consonant with the general policy of the Indian government. After

premising that restrictions upon natural liberty can be justified only by an
obvious and permanent necessity ; and that local circumstances constitute a
material consideration in determining the expediency of such matters : he pro-

ceeds to observe, that the regulation, which he conceives to be unnecessary at

the present moment, would in its effects be most prejudicial to the indepen*r

dence and good spirit of the community.
• Both of the judges who refused their assent to the registry laid great stress

upon the fact of the' regulation of 1825, passed by the local government, at

the suggestion of the court, as being adequate to the purposes of the present

measure, and as making a remarkable distinction between the case of the

Bombay press, and that of Calcutta when the regulation was introduced there.

The ordinance of 1825 is copied from the acts of 37 and 38 Geo. 111. passed

for regulating publication in England.

No ground whatever is afforded, either by the decision or in the arguments

of the judges, for the extravagant remarks made upon the subject, as if the;

effect of rejecting the rule was to invalidate the Calcutta press-regulation.

No such effect follows : for aught that appears to the contrary, the judges of

Bombay (except Mr. Justice Rice, who, notwithstanding, was in favour of the

registration) would have decided, in similar circumstances, precisely as those

of the Supreme Court at Calcutta.

Much additional importance has probably been given to this affair from the

manner in which the elaborate judgments on the subject have been published

in England. The channel chosen for their conveyance to the public is a work:

professedly hostile to the existing form of government in India, and which is

perpetually indulging in loud and indecorous vituperations of every tribunal by *

which the Calcutta regulation has been approved. We do not conclude that

thejudges ere answerable for this selection : they are not probably unacquainted

with the manner in which they have been treated (in common with other-

respectable personages) in that work ; and they would not surely condeseepdj

to become candidates for its praise. True it is, that these judges are now
eulogized in the publication referred to with as little moderation as they were
formerly abused.

Although
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Although judges ought never to be indifferent to public opinion, they should
studiously avoid every temptation to court popularity. The moment that a
judicial personage becomes covetous of vulgar praise, and—— sujnif. aut ponit secures

Arbitrio popularis aura,

he becomes more dangerously warped and biassed in his decisions than if he *

studied to win the smiles of a court.

The notice of that portion of the English public (a very small portion, it

must be confessed) to whom Indian affairs are at all interesting, must have
been drawn, during the last few years, to the judicial functionaries of Bomba}',
in a more particular manner than to those of the other presidencies, owing to

the collisions which have strangely happened between the court and other
parties. In 1823, before the conversion of the Recorder’s Court into a
Supreme Court of Justice, and the advancement of Sir Edward West to the

post of Chief Justice, a serious dispute arose betwixt that learned judge and
the barristers of the court, by an order of which five of the barristers

(including Mr. Norton) were suspended from practice. In 1824, the case of

Mr. Fair occurred, in which, at the instance of the judges, that individual

was deported from Bombay for misrepresenting (as the judges alleged) what
took place in the Supreme Court, in a matter wherein a civil servant of the

government was stated to have been guilty of a breach of respect towards the

court in his behaviour to a chopdar. In 1825, we were astonished at the

publication of Sir Edward West’s charge to the Grand Jury at the Bombay
Quarter Sessions, wherein the police system of the presidency and the pro-

ceedings of the magistrates are exposed without mercy to public condemnation,

and stigmatized in the severest terms, although the regulations, by virtue of

which most of the enormities were perpetrated, had been registered in the

King’s Court; and it is singular enough, that in the judgment delivered by
Sir Edward West on the subject of the regulation proposed for the press, he

labours with great diligence to prove that the court by registering, necessarily

approved and sanctioned whatever regulations were offered to it. In 1826

occurred the collision now under consideration ; so that every year since the

establishment of the Supreme Court has been marked by some event which

seems indicative of a want of harmony between the judicial and executive

branches of the government. We do not attribute this circumstance to the

fault of either,—to captiousness in the judges, or to an arbitrary temper in

the executive : we merely remark a singular fact.

One word as to the assertion that the influence of government excluded the

proceedings from the Bombay papers : this is not the fact. It is surprising

that those who make the assertion should overlook the statement of the

judges, in the proceedings themselves, that the Bombay press is precisely in

the same condition as the English press ; the restrictions in one case being

exactly the same as in the other. The reason why these proceedings have not
been reported in the Bombay papers is, that the editors are naturally appre-

hensive of publishing what passes in the Supreme Court since the fate of Mr.
Fair, who was transmitted to England owing to the complaint of the judges

that lie admitted an inaccurate report (inaccurate in thejnost trifling parti-

culars) of the proceedings of the court. If the judges feel any mortification

at their speeches and decisions being omitted in the Bombay papers, they have

only 1themselves to blame.

2 S3
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THE INDIAN ARMY.

To the Editor of theAsialic Journal.

• Sins I fervently hope that Capt. Badenach’s recent publication
w On the,

.

State of the Indian Army,” which docs honour to his zeal for the service and

the interests of the state, has received the attention which the importance of

the subject demands.

There is an observation in pages 147-S of that work, which seems, in justice

to my superiors, my colleagues, and myself, to call for explanation. The
sentence I allude to is as follows :

“ From 180(3 to 1813, as is usual in India

in time of peace with the native states, the affairs of the Bengal army were

much neglected, and indifferently administered.” This imputation of negli-

gent and indifferent administration, expressed in such unqualified terms,

would seem to apply generally to the Local Government, and more especially

to the Commanders-in-Chief, and their responsible staff) during the extensive

portion of time specified. I, therefore. Sir, as a party concerned, feel it

incumbent on me to offer some reply, not merely by counter-assertion, or

protesting generally against the justice of such imputation, but by briefly

recapitulating various beneficial arrangements, which were adopted during the

time specified.

The commencement of the period of time alluded to immediately suc-

ceeded the most arduous and extensive war in which the Presidency of Bengal^

had ever been engaged ; and was consequently followed by the disheartening^

and unpopular measures of reduction, retrenchment, and reform, necessarily

attendant on a return to peace and peace-establishments.

Those irksome and invidious labours performed, it became no less the duty,

than it was the anxious desire, of all parties concerned in the army adminis-

tration, to avail themselves of the season of comparative repose, in order to

revise the various branches and departments of the service, and to alter, im-

prove, or originate, such measures of beneficial arrangement as the experience

acquired of existing defects and deficiencies, during the war, pointed out to

be important and necessary; as well with the view to the interior economy and

comfort of the troops, as to the better efficiency of the army, in its public

establishments and departments for service in the field.

Accordingly, the noble Commander-in-Chief, Lord Lake, previous to his

.

departure for Europe in the spring of 1807, brought under the notice of Go-
vernment, or left measures in train in communication with the Military Board,,

for the following important arrangements to be submitted to Government,

with the view to revision or enactment.

First, the Clothing of the Army,—which, under a. defective and fraudulent

contract,’ left the troops during the war, in rags .;
often without sleeves, , or that,

and other parts of their coats tied on them piece-meal, owing tq eyasiqu and
defatyin the preparation and delivery of clothing when due. After much con-

flicting discussion, combined with legal and other difficulties to get rid of .the

rotten contract, a system of agency, under officers of the army, was at length

established in 18Q9 ; which has admirably answered the object, of rendering;

perfect justice and comfort
, to the soldier, whilst the off-reckoning* fund,

(though a secondary consideration) was greatly improved.
, f

Secondly
, the Hospitalsfor Native Corps,—The Commander-in-Chief,1 daring

his tour and sojourn in the upper provinces, had often been grieved to observe

the
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the very inadequate accommodation afforded to the sick of the Native corps of

the army, owing to the very contracted scale of the hospitals, calculated to

contain perhaps 20 or .30 patients; whilst, during sickly periods of the year,

from 70 to 1 00, or more, of each corps, were laid low with fevers, and agues,

and fluxes. On his Lordship’s return to the Presidency, at the close of the

war/ this subject was early brought under notice. The humanity and liberality

of Government were not appealed to in vain
; and in January 1807» hospitals, on

an enlarged scale and improved construction, with good verandahs and screens

all round, were ordered to be constructed for every Native corps in the service.

At the same time an additional Nativedoctor was added to each Native corps,and
hospitals for bazar-women were extended to all the newstations of the army.*

Thirdly> Camp Equipage and Carriage-Cattle.—During the campaigns of
1803-4-5, the Commander-in-Chicf had witnessed the very insufficient shelter

against sun and rain, afforded by the private tents for the European troops of

his Majesty’s and the lion. Company’s service. A tent of a larger and better

construction, with an outer fly, was therefore, on his Excellency’s suggestion*

prepared by the military hoard
;
which was approved and established by the

orders of Government in 1 809. In connexion with this branch of the service*

a revision also took place of the public army-cattle establishment to which a

material addition was made, and a new disposition, consequent to the exten-

sion of territory and military posts and stations, in 1808-9-10.

jDoolies, Hospital Waggons, and Dooly-Jlcarers.—Similar observation and ex-

perience of the miserably defective dooly, for the conveyance of the sick and
wounded, during the war, led to the suggestion and adoption of doolies of a
superior and more comfortable construction, which were introduced accordingly

throughout the army in 1807- The proportion thereof was also revised, and
in connexion therewith, a pattern hospital-waggon, in aid of the doolies, fon

the conveyance of sick and wounded, was made up under the direction of that

invaluable officer, the late Major Gen. Sir John Ilorsford, of the Bengal Aiv
tillery ; which was approved and sanctioned by Government, and a proportion

was allotted to the several corps of the army in 1810. The proportion of

dooly-bearers was increased, as was also the pay of that very useful class of

public servants.

Pioneers.—Until the year 180.3, the Bengal army never had the advantage of

an}f pioneer corps. On the prospect of the war which then took place, three

companies of pioneers were raised, and the essential services which that gallant

little band rendered during the war, and afterwards at Comona, impressed

the Commander-in-chief with the conviction that the best interests of the

service required an increased efficient corps of that description ; and accord-

ingly, in 1808, a regular corps of pioneers, sappers, and miners, of eight or

ten companies, was organized and became a permanent and highly important

branch' of the regular establishment: with the exception, however, -of- the

European officers, who were, under the want of authority from England, only

borrowed from other corps of the line for the duties of the pioneers,j-

Horse*
*' It Was bbserved by some, that the new hospitals were unnecessarily large and expensive, and often

neandy*empty. . So- much the bet|e^, when such was the case: but they were also sometimes filled.

Aijd with reference,.tosuch a scene as that which occurred in the rainy season of 1005. (and many other

Instances) when, from the extensive sickness* scores of men, with fevers and dluxes, were seen lying

amend the hospital1walls without any shelter whatsoever; or exposed in that Inclement season* to the

temporary expedient of the slight tents in use with Native corps ; it need hardly be asked, if it did not
behove the Government to provide against the recurrence of such a deplorable condition. Foripy owh
part>-; ;1 jeoftaiderthe share thad in that measure, as the most gratifying action of my life.

f If rny voice could he of any avail I would strenuously urge the formation of at least three corps,

ofY/lwmcrnWh, of plotteers, sappers, and miners, for tho Bengal Presidency. During the late Ava
wart pioneers were called from Agra and Dchly, for service in Sylhot and CachaAr

!
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Horse-Artillery.—This most essential branch of the service, which had
hitherto existed on the smallest possible scale, ns tin experimental corps, was,

in 1809; increased and organized into an efficient corps, yielding effective

force for service, and an adequate foundation for the further augmentation

that has since been made to it.

• Ordnance-Drivers.^-^irwage as it may seem, it is no less true, that, up to

the period of time in question, the people employed for that most responsible

and important duty, were hired as occasion required from among the inha-

bitants of the country, and discharged as soon as they were no longer wanted.

The injurious consequences experienced during the war from such a state of

things, led to the formation of a regularly organized corps of ordnance-drivers,

consisting of 29 or 30 companies, which was accordingly added to the esta-

blishment in 1809-10; and the men composing it were regularly clothed and

paid, according [to the rules of the service, and admitted to the benefit of

the invalid and pension establishment, when disabled by wounds, age, or

infirmity.

Light Infantry.—In 1808, a light infantry company was, for the first time,

established in every Native corps ; and during the same and following years,

those companies were called out, and temporarily formed into battalions, for

training and performing the system and duties prescribed for light infantry.

Regimental Bazars.—The difficulties experienced by corps in the field and

on distant desultory service during war, in regard to supplies, as well as in

time of peace even, in many situations, induced the Commander-in-chief to

press on the consideration of Government the expediency and necessity of

having recourse to the rc-cstablishment of bazars with corps respectively.

The comfort to individuals, and the efficiency of the public service, had in

time past been essentially promoted under such a system ; and after much dis-

cussion, and consequent delay, the beneficial measure of regimental bazars was

established throughout the army, and finally carried into effect in 1810-11.

Commissariat.—Within the period of time in question, the highly important

establishment of the army-commissariat was for the first time planned and

organized, and finally carried into effect in the year 1809.

Ship-Board Regulations,—for the due supply and comfort of the troops,

European and Native, proceeding on foreign service by sea, received much
attention, and were beneficially revised and improved.

Medical Regulations and relative Establishments

.

—New regulations on this

head had been planned and approved from England, prior, I believe, to the

war of 1803-4-5 ; but their promulgation was suspended during the war. In

1807, those regulations were ordered to be carried into effect. They proved,

however, on trial, to be very insufficient, and inapplicable to the new order of

things, by the vast extension of territory, and increase of military posts and

stations, which resulted from the terms of peace. It thence became an object

of anxious solicitude with the Conunander-in-chief and staff at head-quarters,

to* remedy the defects in that most important branch, and it was accordingly

determined to frame a new code of regulations for the medical department, to

be submitted for the approbation of Government, and that of the Hon. the

Court of Directors. That measure was accordingly proceeded in with as much
laborious and anxious attention as the current duties of the service and the

metttts Of collecting information and opinions allowed ; und although, from

various causes of unavoidable delay, the new code of regulations was not

finally sanctioned and carried into effect until 1816, they were actually pre-
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parcel and arranged within the period of time impugned, and the
.
several par-

ties who had contributed to bring them to maturity, received -through the

Supreme Government the special approbation of the lion. Court of Di-

rectors, for the performance of that intricate, but interesting duty.

Ordnance Department
, Magazines

, —The wants and the deficiencies

felt during the war, in these departments, whilst operations were carrying on
800 and 1,000 miles from the main source of supply, (the arsenal of Fort

William) led, on the return of peace, to a revised and extensive arrangement.

A grand depot for every requisite for sieges and field service was established

at Agra, as the principal frontier magazine. New proportions of ordnance,

military stores, ammunition, &c. were adopted throughout the magazines and
depots under the Bengal Presidency, aided by the suggestions and labours of

the excellent officer before mentioned, who was at the head of the artillery,*

and which were progressively carried into effect through the several depart-

ments of the Commander-in-chief, the Military Board, and the Government,

within the period alluded to.

Barrack and Buildings Departments .—The system in regard to these de-

partments was also revised, and officers were specially appointed, whose duty

it was to prepare, and submit for approbation, plans, estimates, &c. for all

public buildings ; which, as well as the repairs of barracks, stables, &c.

were constructed under their superintendence, with a fixed staff-allowance,

submitting their accounts of expenditure, on honour, through the Military

Board, to Government.

Widows and Orphans .—No regulation or scale of provision, in the way of

pension, for the widows or orphans of the Native soldiery, had been esta-

blished in Bengal ; but cases, in which the favourable consideration of Go-
vernment was deemed necessary, were never brought to the notice of the

Commander-in-chief without being specially recommended, and always ob-

tained the liberal attention of Government.

But I must not trespass unreasonably on your valuable pages. I trust. Sir,

enough has been said, to prove that the affairs of the army were neither

negligently nor indifferently administered, when it is considered, that the

various important arrangements above briefly noticed, were adopted during

the period of time in question, and carried into effect, in conjunction with the

performance of the current duties of the service, which were enormously

increased by the results of the preceding war ; and devolved on the offices and

officers of Government a degree of laborious exertion and assiduity, greatly

surpassing, in that respect, any other offices under the British crown.f'

In the discharge of those duties, the crying evil and defect in the military

system, owing to the want of established provision, and means for the con-

veyance of the baggage and necessaries of the native troops, when on service

or marching, was not overlooked. That evil had, of course, progressively in-

creased, as our possessions and scope of military operations were extended

;

and although no general regulation was brought to maturity in that respect,

the attention of officers commanding divisions was directed to the subject,

with the view of devising means, according to local circumstances of country,

&c., for the adoption of a permanent arrangement ; and I have reason to

know

The late Major-Gen. Sir John Horsfonl.

t This was emphatically expressed l>y the illustrious and now lamented nobleman, the late Lord
Hastings,, whose general experience and personal devotion to the duties of his station well entitled him
to pronounce such an opinion.
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know that had the distinguished and lamented officer (the late Lieut.-Col.

^Gta&rge Ball) who succeeded me in the office of Adjutant-General, been

spared to benefit the army and government by his eminent talents anti zeal,

the long practical experience he had acquired through all the stages of the

service, from the year 1778 up to the command of an important frontier

division, during several preceding years,—would not have lost sight of that

essential object until a regular permanent system was established.

Such an arrangement however, I fear, yet remains a desideratum in the

service ; but it is fervently to be hoped, that a late lamentable catastrophe will

not fail to convince the authorities at home and abroad of the indispensable

necessity for its adoption, which, I am satisfied, could be carried into effect

by means to be mutually contributed, between government and the troops, at a

trifling expense of no consideration to any party compared with the incal-

culable benefits, in regard to individual comfort nnd public efficiency, which

could not fail to result from it.

The occasion of carrying such a measure into effect would be very suit-

able for revising the tent-allowance regulations for the European officers.—

Those now in force were, I believe, first adopted in 1781, and have not since

been altered. The vast extension of territory since that period, the conse-

quent additional wear and tear and loss of cattle, together with the enhanced

price of cattle, of grain, and camp-cquipage materials, calls for some addition

to that scale of allowances ;—and at the same time the regulations for the

monthly muster , and inspection of the camp-equipage so provided for, should

be duly enforced, and in like manner the marching establishment for the baggage

of the troops should be regularly mustered and inspected.

At the same time small uniform tents should be prescribed for the Native

commissioned officers, which would add to their own comfort, and obviate the

objectionable resource of their mixing with the privates, and robbing them of

a portion of their scanty accommodation.

It is not my purpose. Sir, to discuss the several topics in the work in ques-

tion :—its contents are of great interest and importance ; and many of the

suggestions it contains aro well deserving the best consideration of the con-

stituted authorities presiding over the affairs of our great oriental empire.

I cannot, however, conclude without offering the tribute of my hearty con-

currence in the author’s just appreciation of the character and merits of the

native soldiery : it docs equal honour to his professional discrimination and

the goodness of his heart.

I entirely agree with the opinion expressed, that the native troops are not

that*description of people for whom corporeal punishment is suitable or neces-

sary ; but instead of its total abolition, I should rather suggest,'that it should

still remain, as at present, optional with courts-martial to award such punish-

ment oil the score of the disgrace it is calculated to entail ; but that ’ ft be

considered a standing regulation of the service, that whenever such sentence

may be pronounced, it should be commuted into dismission from the service

Thus would the-pride and feelings of the troops be cherished, whilst every end
hf discipline would be attained, by ridding the army of every bad subject.'

I am, &c.

IJenry Worsley,

Feb. Sid, 1827. Col. Bengal Andy.
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Soobramonier, smiling at the lleshee’s report of the Asurauls’ intention,

ordered Veerabawgoo and the other Ettoo Verauls, with their respective forces,

to he prepared, and detached them to oppose Aguimogum’s march. They
found his army considerably stronger than their own; notwithstanding which
they engaged with undaunted courage. In the onset they attacked the two
sons of Banoogapcn and their force, and destroyed the whole of them with

the sword and arrows; they then attacked Agnimogum and his party; but,

soon after, finding themselves unequal to him, retreated. He singly attacked

four of the Ettoo Verauls (considering their disabled force beneath his notice),

and after a short conflict with them, he caused the appearance of an enchanted

cord (since he was well versed in the art of magic), which, by his orders,

bound them together, and transported them to the Sea of Milk, into which

they were plunged. But the moment Veerabawgoo missed his brothers, and

knew what had happened to them, he drew an arrow from his quiver, and, after

a short prayer, darted it with such force that it flew to thq Sea of Milk with

inconceivable swiftness, cut the magical cord which bound the four Verauls,

and enabled them to fly hack through the mtherial region and join him in

camp.

Veerabawgoo was so extremely irritated at the action of Agniinoguni, that

he ordered his brothers to withdraw, and leave the punishment of Agniinoguni

exclusively to him. He then challenged him and his whole force, calling on
him to face him if he had any spirit. They both fought the whole day with

swords, without intermission, and in so desperate a manner, that Agnimogum
w'as at length disabled by the wounds lie received, and fell senseless on the

ground. .The remains of his armj' fled to their capital, and Veerabawgoo,
after having caused the head of Agnimogum to he severed from the body,

collected his army, and returned triumphantly to Soobramonier.

The news of the fall of Agnimogum enraged the tyrant Soorapurpana to the

highest degree ; and, declaring that he would no longer hear with Soobramo-
nier, he ordered the best part of his formidable force to be in readiness: but his

fourth and youngest son, named Errennien, observed that Soobramonier and
his host were unworthy his notice ; that he might therefore remain in his capi-

tal, and send him to fight them. Though the tyrant thought more seriously of

Soobramonier’s powers, yet he was so confident of his own superiority, and

so blinded by the adulations of his court, that he permitted his son Errennien

to take the command of a new and stronger army.

Veerabawgoo advanced with his whole force, aud meeting Errennien, a very

smart engagement took place, and the greatest part of Errcnnien’s force were

slain by the showers of arrows.

The giant then attacked Veerabawgoo, and for some time fought with great

fury ; but Veerabawgoo, with the greatest dexterity, parried his attempts.

Errennien, having received many wounds, found himself incapable of conti-

nuing the combat any longer; he therefore invoked Buttra Cauley* to conic to

his

• Buttra Cauley, or Kaully, is regarded ns a goddess, because she is said to have been once the wife
of Seeven : she bean a most horrid and terrific appearance. Human sacrifices were anciently offered to

her, in order to preserve mankind from her vengeance. The Pagans are to this day in great dread of
her ; consequently sanguinary offerings are generally made to her.*

Asiatic Journ. Voi.XXIJI. Mu. 135. 2 T
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his assistance. She instantly appeared witli her female force, and encountered
Veerabawgoo

; the Amazons displayed the greatest prowess at the onset, but
the powerful arrows darted at them by the Ettoo Veerauls soon disabled them,
and they were defeated. Buttra Cauley herself now engaged Veerabawgoo in

great wrath ; upon approaching him, he took hold of her hair, and giving her

a terrible shake, lifted up his lance to slay her : but her petition for pardon,

and assurance of her ignorance of his quality, procured her release. She was

commanded to quit the field of battle, and never to make a similar attempt in

future, which she promised to do, and vanished. Errcnnien then took the

form of a fish, and plunging into the sea, made his escape. He never after-

wards made his appearance, but is supposed to exist unto this day.

The news of the defeat of Errennien and his army having reached Soorapur-

pana, he deputed his brother, Singamoga Sooren,* to take the field. This

terrible monster mounted his armed ruddum, drawn by a great number of

elephants, yaxdlies, and horses, and marched at the head of a formidable

army, accompanied by his ministers, who were also great warriors.

Veerabawgoo remained encamped on the field of battle, and having learnt

of Singamoga Sooren’s march against him, he ordered a part of the Boothaga-

numguls to meet his van ; they did so, and a warm combat having ensued,

they were routed by the Boothaganumguls ; hut the main body of the army
arriving soon after, a general battle took place, and the enemy was compelled

to retreat; whereupon Singamoga Sooren, with a select force, attacked the

Ettoo Veerauls and Boothaganumguls with such fury, as compelled them to

retreat in turn, lie then darted eight ustroms at once against them, and

made them fall into a swoon. Veerabawgoo thereupon attacked the monster

Singamoga Sooren, and both from their armed ruddums despatched numerous

arrows, and other weapons at each other. Veerabawgoo darted an arrow at

the prodigious flag fixed on the summit of his adversary’s ruddum, and made it

fall. This incensed him so, that he sent a magical cord, which, having dis-

abled Veerabawgoo, bound him and the Ettoo Veerauls together, and in an-

stant transported them beyond the Seventh Sea, and left them in that part of

the earth where reigns impenetrable darkness.

Naraden Reshee reported this circumstance to Soobramonier, who imme-
diately commanded the Sultcc-Veloydom (a lance given to him by Easuren, the

Almighty) to fly with all speed to the Land of Darkness, and having cut the

magical cord, to convey the Nava Veerauls safely over to him.

» Within a few minutes the Suttee appeared escorting them. On their arrival,

Soobramonier observed to Veerabawgoo that he might now remain quiet, since

Singamoga Sooren was too valiant, and in every respect their superior, and

therefore that he would himself eugage him. They intreated Soobramonier to

suffer them to engage the monster once more ; but he assured them of their

inequality, and desired that the office of subduing Singamoga Sooren might be

left to him. So ardent, however, was their desire to punish the monster, and

to slay him with their own hands, that they persisted in their request, and

appeared affronted at Soobramonier’s opinion of their incapacity to contend

with him. Soobramonier therefore complied with their earnest desire ; but no
sooner did they renew the combat with Singamoga Sooren, than he despatched

another magical cord, which bound them all together, and transported them

in the twinkling of an eye to Othiagnrry Purvadom.f

• Singamoga Sooren If the second brother of Soorapurpana. He was bom with a thousand lion’s faces

sad taro thousand hands, and wore a thousand crowns of inestimable value. The breadth of his

breast is said to havebeen thirty miles, or rather the distance from one shoulder to the other,

t The name of a mountain from whence the sun rises.
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4 The report of this second transportation of the Nava Vcerauls provoked

Stiobramonicr greatly. He marched immediately at the head of his army, and
having joined that of the Nava Verauls on the field, commenced a battle

with Singamoga Sooren with inexpressible fury. Many millions of arrows

and other destructive weapons were darted b}r Soobramonier against the Asu-
rauls, every one of which destroyed thousands of them, and though opposed

with equal fury by the Asurauls, yet not a single individual of Soobrainonier’s

host was slain, because the whole were celestial beings : on the contrary, the

army of Singamoga Sooren sustained considerable loss. Finding himself on

the point of being subdued, he, by the power of magic, drew the whole of

Soobramonier’s Boothaganuniguls towards him, and lifting them with his two
thousand monstrous hands, threw them into his mouths and swallowed them.

Soobramonier and the immortal gods remained untouched. Singamoga Sooren

now congratulated himself on his certain victory, and blew the chank with

such force, in token of his joy, that the whole of the upper and lower worlds

resounded with the noise. This circumstance put the Devcrguls into the

greatest consternation, and many of them retired from the scene of battle to

escape from the pursuit of the Asurauls.

Soobramonier was exceedingly exasperated at the action of Singamoga
Sooren ; but before he proceeded to punish him for his presumption, he ques-

tioned the monster whether he could prevent his arrow from hurting him ; and

being answered with defiance, Soobramonier darted an ustrom, which split his

breast, and as he covered it with one of his hands, to prevent the Boothaga-

numguls from flying out, Soobramonier sent a second ustrom, which hit his

forehead and caused him to fall. As he insensibly took off his hand from his

torn breast, the whole of the Boothaganmngii Is flew out from his breast, nos-

trils, and cars; and having thus disabled him, Soobramonier sent a shower of

arrows, and destroyed the residue of his army.

Vistnoo and the other gods who had absconded now made their appearance,

and blew the chank in token of Soobramonier* s victory ; who thereupon made
use of the ustra jebom, and sent two arrows to the aforementioned Othia-

gurry Purvadom, which relieved the Nava Verauls, and brought them safe

over the seas to camp.

Singamoga Sooren soon after recovered from his swoon, and finding the

whole of his force destroyed, he roared out dreadfully, and with inexpressible

rage attacked Soobramonier, darting arrows and other weapons with his two
thousand hands : but he despatched a number of drawn swords, with com-
mands to cut off the heads and hands of Singamoga Sooren ; no sooner,

however, were they cut off, than they instantly grew again. The whole of

them were a second time cut off, and finding them grow a second time, he

commanded them to stop, and they stopped accordingly. Singamoga Sooren

remained with a single head and two hands ; and Soobramonier sent his lance,

and severed them from his body.

Soorapurpana having now no other chief to send, left his capital, at the

head of a most formidable gigantic force, and attacked the host of Soobra-

monier in so furious a manner, that they found it impracticable to resist, and
retreated in great confusion.

Vcerabawgoo then opposed the giants, and slew a great part of them ; but

finding himself beset by fresh troops, and becoming much fatigued by the

battle, he fell back, and informed Soobramonier of his inability to continue

the engagement any longer. Whereupon Soobramonier advanced, and by
darting arrows and other formidable arms, which showered upon the Asurauls^

2 T 2 slew
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slew the whole of them. Soorapurpana then commanded all his adherents- in

the 1,008 undoms to assemble on the field of battle.

Those from the first undom appeared instantly, and attacked Soobramonier
with the utmost fury, but were soon subdued ; Soobramonier, in order to pre-

vent them from being reanimated by the tyrant, made use of the Agni Jehom
(a prayer invoking the god of fire to obey his commands), and darted an
arrow, which, as it flew, ejected an innumerable quantity of fiery darts,,

which showered upon them and consumed the whole of the tyrant’s force-

Soorapurpana then commanded the Asurauls from a second undom, and
upon their attempt to attack Soobramonier, the latter destroyed them with his.

arrows ; they were succeeded by a fresh reinforcement from the third undom,,

upon whose appearance in battle, Soobramonier passionately opened the eye
on hit forehead, and they were burnt and reduced to ashes.

At the attack of the Asurauls from the fourth undom, Soobramonier, having

laughed with rage, they were consumed. Me then,, in order to accelerate the

destruction of the Asurauls, darted his powerful arrows, commanding them ta

shut the gates of the different undoms, and to slay all those wlio might

attempt to join Soorapurpana; and this order was accordingly obeyed.

Finding that the Asurauls were prevented from coming to his assistance,

Soorapurpana personally engaged Soobramonier with the greatest rage, and cut

down the flag from the top of the Swamy’s rudduin ; at which exploit the

tyrant having joyfully blown the chunk, Soobramonier, with a single arrow,,

not only brought his flag to the ground, but also destroyed the sixty horses*

which drew his rudduin. At this Vistnoo blew the chank in return. Soora-

purpana, having summoned another armed rudduin, renewed his combat with

Soobramonier with redoubled energy, ami flying to the different undoms with

the utmost speed, he forced open the gates ; but before the Asurauls could get

out, Soobramonier despatched the radiant chttckrom, the vegerayoudom, a short

handspike, an iron pestle, and a goondon tondy

*

which five instruments flew,

and having completely destroyed the Asurauls throughout the 1,008 undoing,,

returned to Soobramonier.

Soobramonier pursued the tyrant into the different undoms, but could not

find him. Upon entering one of them, finding that impervious darkness reigned

throughout, Soobramonier had recourse to the agni jebom, and having shot

an arrow, the magical obscurity vanished, and Soorapurpana was discovered.

He then attacked Soobramonier, and after a smart single combat, lie fled

into all the undoms pursued by Soobramonier, fighting with him in every one

of the 1,008; but finding that he could not conceal himself in them, he des-

cended to Jemboothewoo,f and opposed Soobramonier, who then shot a fiery

arrow and destroyed the tyrant’s ruddum. fie then transformed himself into

the shape of a monstrous bird, and flew about picking up the Deverguls

;

whereupon Soobramonier commanded Dcventhren, their king, to come to him

in the form of a peacock, which he mounted, and pursuing the tyrant in his

aethereal flight, destroyed him by his vegerayoudom. Soorapurpana then took

his own gigantic form, and having flown to Mahamira Ptirvadom,% brought

from thence two sorts of green leaves, which possessed the virtue of reani-

mating the dead. No sooner did the wind from these leaves touch the dead

Asurauls, than they arose, and vigorously attacked Soobramonier, but he
instantly

* Probably a truncheon, said to be broad and ponderous at the extremity, but tapering where the

hand holds it.

t Probably the Wand of Ceylon.

$ The lofty and sacred mountain of entire gold before-mentioned.
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instantly destroyed them by his fiery arrows. The tyrant then caused an

impervious darkness throughout this Jemboothewoo, and taking advantage

thereof, annoyed Vistnoo and Brunm, and the other lesser divinities, to such

a degree, that Ihey called upon Soobramonier to protect them : who thereupon

took the suttee veloydom (the destroying lance) in his hand, with the intention

of commanding it to crush the tyrant at once, but as the mystic, or delusive

obscurity, which he caused, had instantly vanished, Soobramonier chased him,

and induced him to return to the held of battle, where he suddenly appeared

in the shape of Brunm, with four heads and eight hands, to circumvent Soo-

bramonier, and thereby prevent him from encountering him ; but Soobranio-

nier, having readily known him, shot an arrow at him (after invoking Bruma),

which deprived the tyrant of his false shape, and caused him to stand before

Soobramonier in his real and natural form. After a short and severe engage-

ment, the tyrant suddenly assumed the form of Vistnoo, mounted on his

favourite garuden ; but no sooner did Soobramonier think of Vistnoo (the

preserver), than the fictitious form vanished. He then assumed the form of

Seeven, and appeared mounted on his bull ; blit upon grasping a weapon,

called sficva-ustrom, the fictitious form of Seeven also vanished. Soobramo-

nier suddenly saw a lofty mangoc tree standing before him, and knowing it to

be the tyrant, drew his sword and advanced towards the tree to cut it down ; but

it also vanished. The tyrant Soorapurpana then appeared in his original form,

and having attacked the Sawmy Soobramonier, the combat lasted six days, dur-

ing which time Soobramonier having chased Soorapurpana throughout the seven

upper and seven lower logums, the Devcrguls, and all the celestial host ofSoo-

bramonier, were under the greatest consternation, not knowing where he was.

On the sixth day the two combatants re-appeared on the field of battle, when

Soobramonier, with the suttee veloydom, gave him a decisive blow on the

breast, and split him in two. The monster fell, but the parts of his torn

body took the form of a cock and peacock. Soobramonier then, with the

view of convincing the tyrant who he was (he being a ray, or essence, of the

most infinite and eternal God), suddenly rose and exhibited his godlike form

in such a manner, that he filled t lie universe with his immensity, and having

thereby manifested himself to be the immediate essence of the omnipotent and

omnipresent supreme Creator, and in so brilliant a manner as far exceeded

the meridian sun, the tyrant was immediately' shocked at the idea of his having

so ignorantly attempted to encounter with the son of the Almighty Seeven,

and becoming at that moment filled with wisdom, he approached in the form

he assumed, to prostrate himself and petition for pardon. But Soobramonier

immediately changed himself into his former shape, as a mighty warrior; this

caused a change of sentiment in the breast of Soorapurpana, who, considering

Soobramonier as an impostor, flew with amazing swiftness all over the field of

battle, and picked the Devcrguls and other subordinate divinities; whereupon

Soobramonier having shot an ustrom, commanding it to seize the cock and

peacock, it did so, and brought them both to the presence of Soobramonier,

who upon drawing the suttee veloy'dom to destroy them, Soorapurpana roared,

and having submissively declared his ignorance, and confessed his criminality,

entreated that his life might be preserved, and that he might be kept as a

vehicle for him to ride upon. Soobramonier complied with his earnest desire,

and having mounted the peacock, fastened the cock to the flag on the summit

of his ruddum, and rode triumphantly into camp. The Trimoorty and

other immortal gods, at this joyful event, accompanied by the holy Reeshees,

appeared aloft in the scthcrial regions in refulgent majesty, and causing a

shower
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shower of all manner of scented flowers to fall on the mighty conqueror of the

Asurauls, they displayed much joy on the occasion, since the heavens re-

sounded with all manner of music, and the heavenly beauties danced in

unison before them.

Soobramonier having thus vanquished Soorapurpana, and subverted his

gigantic tyranny, commanded the King of the Seas to fly to the capital of

Soorapurpana ; and having released the thirty-three crores of Dcverguls from

slavery and imprisonment, to destroy the whole dominion by an inundation.

The moment Soobramonier was joined by the enslaved Dcverguls, he

returned triumphantly with all his celestial host (which consisted of330,000,000

of Daivers) to Srijeyenteeporam (Tritchendoor), from whence he sent De-

venthren to take possession of his dominion.

Vistnoo, the preserver, then created two most beautiful and radiant females,

whom he married to Soobramonier; and after the marriage was over, the

gods, and Reshees were permitted to return to their respective places of

abode.

Soobramonier whs so much delighted with this spot, on account of its being

situated on the sea-shore, on account of the Tambrawaney river being close at

hand, and on account of its disemboguing within five miles of it, that he

fixed upon this spot for his residence. The Trimoorty, and most of the demi-

gods, also expressed themselves much pleased with this spot, and promised to

remain also and adore him here ; but upon observing to Soobramonier that

this place was destitute of Brahmins to perform the various poojehs for him, he

sent for 2,000 families from Avotee,* established them at Srijeyenteepo-

ram, and enjoiniug them to believe in him, and to perform at all times the

poojehs with fidelity and scrupulous attention, promised to grant their wishes,

to preserve and prosper them and their generation, and when they finished

their earthly probation, to receive their souls into his paradise.

In the month of Arpasi (October) a feast is annually observed and cele-

brated in commemoration of Soobramonier*s successful war with Soorapur-

pana, the great giant, once the king of the fourteen worlds
, and of his defeat

and the extirpation of the whole race.

* Far to the north, beyond Benares, which was afterwards the birth-place of Ramah.

SONNE T.

I dreamed I saw the human heart expand.

Like to a hall which opes its portals wide

;

From whence there issued forth a motley band,

Of various hues and habits. I descried

Rage, stalking like a lion in his pride.

With glaring demon-eye : Pity, her hand

Aye to her cheek upturned, with aspect bland

:

Joy frisking to the lute, as mad with wine;

Whilst Melancholy seemed to droop and pine

To see his frolic. Hope tripped blithe along,

Chaunting aloud a soft responsive song.

Pointing where pearls and rosy garlands line

Her sweet seductive path ; whilst pale Despair

Gazed at the way she led, but durst not follow there.

H.
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PROJECTS FOR THE INVASION OF INDIA.

The rupture between Russia and Persia, by inciting public attention in
Europe towards the British interests in the East, has revived the question as
to the practicability of invading India by a land expedition from Europe.
Some journalists in England have recently adverted to this scheme, rather,

indeed, for the purpose of exposing its folly : but the writer of the following

remarkable article, which has lately appeared in a French paper,* maintains
the feasibility of the project, and considers our vulnerableness in that remote
quarter as affording the means of keeping us in cheek in Europe:

—

A great deal was said, at one period, of a military expedition to India, of which
Buonaparte had conceived the idea, and in which Russia and Persia were to concur.
Some persons have been inclined to cast doubts upon the project. It is, notwithstand-
ing, certain that the man who found the boundaries of Europe too narrow for him,
entered, during the time of his highest power, into secret plans, which proved, beyond
a doubt, the he had conceived the idea of striking England at th^ heart, by overturn-

ing her commercial establishments on the Ganges, and throughout the peninsula of
India. Whatever doubts may he entertained of the practicability of his hold project,

there are none entertained at picsont of its having been contemplated. Wc ourselves

saw, in 1815, a memorial at that time deposited in the State Paper Office of the Minis-
ter of War, entitled “The Campaign of Indostan.” Wo are rather inclined to be*

lieve that the declaration of war made in 1812 by Buonaparte against Russia, princi-

pally arose from the refusal of the Emperor Alexander to participate ill an enterprize,

the object of which was, the ruin of the power which, at that time, formed the sole

counterpoise to the great empire. If there was any necessity for recurring to proofs

which attest the reality of this project, we should find, at least, one in the mission with

which General Gardanne was charged to the sovereign of Persia. That ambassador

went to Teheran, accompanied by a great number of officers, intended, without doubt,

to organize and discipline the Persian army. But the most authentic proof is to be

found in the memorial which we have just mentioned, which is probably the same that

was recently published, and which contains, not only the plan of the expedition, but

the route of the forces that were to carry it into execution, the means of providing for

their subsistence, &c.

;

all of which arc detailed with a military precision, the merit of

which soldiers only can appreciate. According to this memorial, the expedition was to

set out from Asterabad, a city situated at the southern extremity of the Caspian Sea.

This point of departure is nearly the same as that formerly chosen by Alexander, and

in our time by the last conqueror of India, Tamas-Kouli- Khan. It was intended to

take the same route which was followed by the Macedonians and the Persians, namely,

that of Candahar and Kabotil, and thus to reach the banks of the Indus. The memo-
rial affirms that, once arrived at that river, the expedition would find that it had sur-

mounted the sole difficulties which space, climate, and deserts, oppose to such an enter-

prize. Without affecting to undervalue the dangers of so long a march through unin-

habited countries, traversed by mountains and rivers difficult to cross, we are compelled

to admit, that since these obstacles have been surmounted by a Greek army, at a time

when military discipline had not attained all its perfection, it is not impossible that a

European army in our days should do as much. At the same time, wc know that

England believes in the possibility of such an enterprize, and that, for the preserva-

tion of her establishments, she does not trust entirely to her army of sepoys. In this

respect we look upon the publication of the memorial as useful. It is of some conse-

quence that the British cabinet should know how possible it is to raise against it the

discontented population of India ; it is good that it should know that, if its policy

should create uneasiness in Europe, the latter has merely to frame the wish, in order

to

* The Quotidienne, a Paris journal of violent character.
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to snatch from Great Britain those possessions whence her commerce derives nil its

prosperity, and her policy all its arrogance.

Schemes For wresting from England her Eastern possessions have been enter-

tained at various periods since those possessions began to assume the impor-

tance they have now acquired in the estimation of European powers. In the

reign of Catherine II. of Russia, a plan for the invasion of India was pro-

jected, when a rupture between England and Russia was expected. The
Emperor Paul seemed seriously (as far as lie could be serious) bent upon trying

the experiment ; and he actually made some arrangements, upon paper, with

the existing government of France for a conjoint expedition to India. That

Buonaparte meditated such a scheme we have ample authority for believing:

a writer* who has given us particulars of the confessions of that extraordinary

man, at a period when he had no rational motive to disguise his past designs,

tells us enough to shew that the scheme had engrossed a large share of his

attention, and that he was as firmly convinced of its practicability, as he was

of that which was ultimately the cause of his downfall.

The march of Alexander the Great to the western provinces of India, under

circumstances which cannot concur again to facilitate the progress of a chief

even so peculiarly adapted for conquest as lie, proves merely that the scheme

of invading India by land from Europe is not physically impossible. It fur-

nishes nothing more in the way of encouragement to a modern general, whose
entire arrangements and whose route w ould probably be altogether different

from that of' the Macedonian monarch. The composition of the invading

army, the nature of the country, the mode of procuring supplies, the species

of warfare, the character of the inhabitants of the intervening countries, even

the climate and other physical circumstances, in many places, would be totally

different (owing to the operation of various causes during the long interval)

from what they were at the time when the Macedonian army forced its way
from Thrace to the Punjab.

According to the “ Memorial M
referred to in the passage quoted from the

French paper, the joint expedition of French and Russians was to assemble

at Asterabad, on the Caspian sea, and to follow the route of Alexander by

Chndahar and Cabul to the banks of the Indus: after which , the obstacles

opposed by space, climate, and deserts, it is asserted, would be overcome.

The French editor seems to be sensible that such a succinct manner of treating

the subject is somewhat ridiculous.

, After the difficulties experienced by the ablest geographers in fixing the

route of Alexander from Hyrcania (the modern Mazunderan) to the Indus, it

is folly to pretend to adopt the line of inarch of that conqueror as a criterion

for succeeding generals. The meagre, superficial, and often erroneous re-

ports of the ancient geographers respecting these regions, have so bewildered

the ablest modern writers, that every attempt to delineate the course of the

Macedonian conqueror has failed. Major Rennell confesses that it is impos-

sible to follow the line of Alexander’s routes on the w'est of the Indus for

want of such unequivocal marks as are to be found in the courses and con-

fluences of the Punjab rivers eastward of the Indus. The commonly received

notion is, that he marched from a place in Hyrcania, situate on the southern

shore of the Caspian, and passing the Elbourz range ofmountains, through Aria

(supposed to be Herat), entered Drangiana, and occupied Zarang, the capital

of that province, which was situated on the river Etymandrus, or Heel-mund,

and
* See Mr. O'Meara's ** Voice from St. Helena."
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nnd is supposed .to be Jellallabad. After some inarches and counter-marches in

this quarter, occasioned by conflicts with native tribes, he is supposed to have
turned off nearly at right angles with his former route, which was southward,

in an easterly direction, to Arachosia, respecting which province and its

capital, Arachotus, placed by Ptolemy on a river derived from a lake, no
modern geographer can give any probable account. After founding a city,

named after himself, in Arachosia, Alexander is conjectured by Major llenncll

to have crossed a range of mountains covered with snow, to the valley of
Candalmr, inarching in a north-easterly direction till he reached the cold and
level plains of Ghizni. lie thence entered the modern Cabul, proceeding

northwards through the Paropamisan mountains to the foot of the Indian Cau-
casus, or Koosh, which some writers suppose lie crossed. It is certain that

he entered the modern province of Balkh, on the northern side of the moun-
tains. He crossed the Oxus, or Arnoo; and after traversing Bactriana and
Sogdiana, directed his march to the southward and eastward, and finally

arrived on the banks of the river Cophrenes, the western boundary of India,

the modern name of which it is fruitless to inquire.

It is unnecessary to trouble our readers with the grounds of our belief that

it would be impracticable for an European army at the present time to pursue

this course in order to reach Ilindoostan. Let those who entertain the frag-

ment of a doubt upon the subject, consult the intelligent travellers, especially

Mr. Elphinstonc, who have made us acquainted with the existing physical and
moral condition of the countries through which the conqueror is conjectured

to have marched.

This is the only example upon record which could serve in the way of war-

rant for indulging a scheme of conquering India by land from Europe ; the

other instances are those of Oriental princes, who have taken advantage of

favourable circumstances, to make irruptions into Hindoostan with armies

composed of men adapted by physical habit to its climate and peculiarities.

These cases afford no parallel even to that of Alexander, and prove, as before

observed, merely that to enter India with an hostile army from a distant country

is not physically impossible.

It is extremely difficult for persons who consider the question of the prac-

ticability of the invasion, without personal observation of the countries

through which an European army will have to pass in its progress to India,

and who found their hypotheses upon the reports of travellers alone, to avoid

being misled into errors. Col. Macdonald Kinneir, the present envoy at the

court of Tehran, who, in the course of his various travels, has had abundant

opportunity for reflecting upon the points of consideration in this question,

which, he tells us, often employed his attention, lias appended to one of hip

.works* a dissertation upon “ the invasion of India.”

. Of all the various plans which have been proposed at different periods for

the accomplishment of this bold undertaking, two only, the writer thinks,

offer even a distant prospect of success: one is, to follow the track of Alex-

ander and Nadir Shah ; the other, to advance through Russia and Bokhara*

Before, however, „an European leader qan tread in the footsteps of the Mace-

donian and Persian conquerors, the intervening empires of Turkey and Persia

must be overthrown, or their governments rendered subservient to the inte-

rests of the invaders, either of which preparatory measures would be suffi-

cient to exercise the talents of an Alexander. Supposing the point to be

attained,

* Journey through Asia Minor, Armenia, Koonlistan, fee. in ISIS and 1014.

AtiaHc Journ. Voi.. XXIII. No. 135. 2U
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attained, there are three
:

ways, the writer states, by which an army might bfe

transported firdirt Europe into Persia ; the first, by conveying the troops tip

the Mediterranean, and landing them on the coast of Syria or Cilicia ;
the‘ se-

cond, by crossing the Bosphorus or Dardanelles, and advancing through Ana-
tolia and Armenia; and the third by navigating the Euxitie from Constantino-

ple, the Crimea, or the mouths of the Danube, to Trebisond, or some other

port on the shore of Mingrelia.
*

In the first case, the army, when disembarked at Scanderoon or Latakia,

might choose one of three routes ; first, they might follow the track of the

Emperor Julian by crossing the Euphrates (about 286 miles distant) at Bir or

Mcmbgiz, and follow the course of that river for about 500 miles, across a
dry and barren plain, destitute of corn, cattle, and provisions of any kind, to

the vicinity of Bagdad, from whence (crossing the Tigris) the road is open to

Ilnmadan (the ancient Ecbatana) by the pass of Kurend, and thence into

Persia, provided the Turks, Koords, and Persians contribute all in their

power towards the aid of the army, which must otherwise encounter all the

horrors of famine: secondly, the troops might march from Cilicia by Orfa, the

ancient Edcssa, Merdin, Mosul and the pass of Derbund in Koordistan (about

400 miles), through a country once happy and flourishing, now desert and,

generally speaking, uncultivated; the advance of the army from Mosul must
depend upon the Koords and Persians : thirdly, the troops may be marched
through Cappadocia, Diarbckr, and Armenia ; for 310 miles the road, or rather

footpath, lies across the rugged steeps of Mount Taurus, at all times impas-

sable for cannon, or any wheel-carriage, and frequently in winter completely

blocked up with snow, and impassable in spring from the torrents
; from

Diarbckr to Erzeroum the distance is 220 miles, the road bad, the country

mountainous.

By the second mode of conveyance, through Asia Minor, the troops would
have to march 723 miles from Constantinople to Tocat in Anatolia, tlie

country, as well as the climate, the finest in the world, but thinly peopled and
badly cultivated, vast tracts of land either lying waste, or being covered with

morasses and impervious forests. From Tocat to Erzeroum is about 200
miles, the country mountainous and difficult of passage, particularly by troops

encumbered with baggage. The road continues the same from thence to

Erivan, twelve days' inarch for a caravan ; from Erivan to Tabreez is fifty-three

fursungs, or about 200 miles. Here provisions would be abundant, as Azer-

bijnn is one of the most productive provinces in Persia.

The thirdis the most expeditious, convenient, and least expensive mode of

conveying an army from Europe into Persia, namely, by embarking at Con-

stantinople and disembarking at Trebisond, marching from thence to Erze-

roum, which might be reached in eight or ten days. This journey, which Col.

Macdonald Kinneu* performed in the month of June, led, he says, over stu-

pendous and rugged mountains covered even then with snow.

All these routes are only practicable by an army unembarrassed by artillery,

ammunition, warlike stores, &c. ; the transportation of such unwieldy articles

over burning plains, steep and rugged cliffs, forests and morasses, it would be

vriadness to attempt.
' If it were granted, however, that, by some means or other, an army of

30,000 or 40,000 men,* furnished with artillery, military stores and equip-

ments
' * According to the alleged statement of Buonaparte, the plan concerted between the French and
Russian governments was, that'each was to supply 30,000 troops* and Russia was to provide an addi-

tional force of 40,000 Cossacks, as well as camels and other requisites for crossing the desart.
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inents qf all kinds, were assembled on the eastern frontiers of Irak, and that

jealousies and animosities amongst the various tribes throughout that empire
were, hushed into peace, or absorbed in the contemplation of the mighty pro-
ject; suppose every province of Persia was exhausted to provide provisions,

horses, camels, mules, and other beasts absolutely necessary to convey the

baggage, cannon, stores, and even water ; there would lie before the army a
journey of about 1,200 miles, over vast tracts of uninhabited deserts, and
countries destitute in many places of water, corn, pasturage, and forage.

Col. Macdonald thinks it is proved by the surveys of several travellers, that

it is impossible for even a small caravan to penetrate to India through the

southern parts of Kerman, or through Mekran ; the march of the army must
therefore lie through Khorasan or Seistan.

The direct route through Khorasan is by Turshish and Herat to Candahar,
probably the same followed by Alexander ; another is by Mesliid and Muro
Shahjehan, to Balkh. The former is about 900 miles, leading through a per-

fectly disorganized country, for the greater part waste and uninhabited. From
Herat to Candahar, the country is described as sterile, without wood, corn,

or habitation, and in many places destitute even of fresh water. From Can-

dahar to Cabul is 170 miles, from thence to Peshawer 180, and from Peshawer
to Attock on the Indus, 50. The other route by Meshed lies through dis-

tricts for the most part parched and dreary, without food or fuel, and some-

times water, to Muro Shahjehan, upwards of 200 miles, and then for the

same distance, and through a similar country, possessed by Tartar tribes ini-

mical alike to Russians and Persians, as far as Balkh. To reach Peshawer, a

distance of 500 miles, the Hindoo Coosh must be crossed, through districts

occupied by Usbegs and Afghans, who must be either conciliated or con-

quered. Or instead of advancing from Muro Shahjehan to Balkh, the army
might proceed to Cabul, about 550 miles

; it would then have to pass through

a mountainous though productive country, inhabited by savage and powerful

pomade tribes, from thence to the Indus.

The Seistan route is from Yezd to Dizuc, by Bost to Candahar, along the

banks of the Ileel-niund. The distance is upwards of 700 miles, and the

country, from Yezd to Dizuc, a space of 3o0 miles, has not been traversed

by any European for centuries, and is represented by native travellers as a per-

fect desert. The country between Dizuc and Candahar is in a somewhat

better condition.

The invading army might advance from Candahar towards the north of

Guzerat, and cross the Indus below Moultan, instead of crossing at Attock,

and entering India by the Punjab. The distance is about 350 miles, and the

country, which is inhabited by different tribes of Aftghans and Baloochees, is

flat, intersected by low hills and forests of coppice-wood. The whole of this

part is at present the scene of fierce contentions between various chieftains,

amongst whom Runjeet Singh, the king of the Punjab, exerts a powerful

influence, and would oppose a formidable obstacle to an invading army, of

whatever nation it was composed.

There has been, another mode projected for conveying an army from Russia

to India, namely, to embark the troops on the Caspian, and crossing it, ad-

vance to the Oxus, and sail up that river, which is navigable to within three

or four days’ journey of Balkh ; then to march through Bokhara to the Indus.

The obstacles in this route arc numberless : the Caspian Sea is dangerous at

all seasons, without harbours, and so full of shoals, that small vessels oqly

can navigate it. The independent tribes on the eastern shores of that sea, on

2U3 the
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the banks of the Oxus, and in the steppes which intervene, would offer a

determined resistance to the advance of ah ajmy ; and the present rulers of

Bokhara, Koomlooz, and Oorgunj (the former of whom can bring into the

field 100,000 horse) would be little likely to co-operate with European in-

vaders. The state of this portion of Asia may be seen from the commtinica^

tion of Mr. Moorcroft published in this journal ;* the reports of that lament-

ed traveller afford satisfactory reasons for believing that the progress of an

invading army in this direction would be effectually stopped. The whole of

these warlike tribes are particularly hostile to the Russian name and nation

;

vast multitudes of Russians are now slaves in Oorgunj, Bokhara, &c., many
of whom are seized even on the shores of the Caspian.

The recent published “ Memoirs of Baber ” throw considerable light upoh

the geographical character of the countries last mentioned. It is impossible to

read the able “ Introduction ” to that work, without being struck with the

extraordinary impediments which nature there opposes to the passage of

troops. The changes which have taken place since Baber’s time must be for

the worse
;
yet he, “ one of the most illustrious men of his age, and one of

the most eminent and accomplished princes that ever adorned an Asiatic

throne,” possessed of advantages which no modern warrior, Oriental or

European, can hope to possess, almost despaired, at one period, of succeeding

in his project of subduing India. He confessed to his chiefs, when they began

to lose heart and to prepare for returning, that “ by the labours of many years,

after undergoing great hardships, measuring many a toilsome journey, and

raising various armies; after exposing himself and his troops to circumstances

of great danger, to battle and bloodshed, by the divine favour,” he had reached

so far on his way.

Let any person ever so little familiar with the details of military operations,

consider the obvious difficulties which an army from Europe must encounter

on either of these routes, and say whether the project of invading India be

practicable : infinite varieties of climate, noxious atmosphere, privations the

most intolerable, fatigue and hardship of the severest kind, frequent conflicts

—these are the certain perils which will beset the troops. Add to them the

contingencies which an army is every where exposed to, diseases, mutiny,

defeat, with no hope of succour or reinforcement, and the project will appear

calculated to engage only the wildest and most chimerical brain.

Yet have we enumerated but a part of the obstacles to be surmounted

before the prize is secured. Suppose an army of Europeans to have reached the

Western provinces of India, battered, reduced in individual strength as well as

numbers, the conflict for empire is then to commence. An army of 250,000

men, well appointed, well disciplined, commanded by British officers, under

whose eye and direction the native troops have combatted successfully even

against Europeans, await their approach, fresh and full of spirits. It is not

a single victory, nor ten victories, that will overturn the wcll-compactcd

power which Great Britain has established in Ilindoostan.

It is needless to press the subject further : if any faith is due to the predic-

tion of Buonaparte, that Russia, sooner or later, will deprive us of India, we
may wait unconcernedly until some previous changes take place, which time'

may possibly produce, changes too vast and important to escape our observa-

tion, find without which even Europe combined would scarcely succeed in any
project for invading India.

* Miat. Journ., vol. xxi, pp. 009, 709.
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JUDICIAL SYSTEM IN THE DECCAN.*

The authorities by whom civil justice was administered were the following;

In the country the Potail, over him the Mamlutdar
*f*

and Sirsoobadar,j; and
above all the Peishwa or his minister. Jagheerdars administered justice in

their own land; the great ones with little or no interference on the part of the

Government. In some towns there was a judicial officer, called the Nyace-
daish, who tried causes under the Peishwa’s authority ; and any person whom
the Peishwa pleased to authorize might conduct an investigation, subject to

his Highness’s confirmation.

If a complaint was made to a Potail, he would send for the person com-
plained of, and if he admitted the debt, would interfere partly as a friend to

settle the mode and time of payment. If the debt were disputed, and he and
his Koolkurnee could not, by their own influence or sagacity, effect a settle-

ment to the satisfaction of both parties, the Potail assembled a punchayct of

inhabitants of the village, who inquired into the matter with very little form,

and decided as they thought best ; but this decision could not take place with-

out the previous consent of the parties.

If the complainant were refused a punchayct, or disapproved of the de-

cision, or if he thought proper not to apply to the Potail, he went to the

Mamlutdar, who proceeded nearly in the same manner as the Potail ; with

this addition, that he could compel the party complained of to submit to a

punchayct, or else make satisfaction to the complainant. When there was a

Sirsoobadar, the same process might be repeated with him, or at court, but ia

all this there was no regular appeal. The superior authority would not revise

the decision of the inferior, unless there had been some gross injustice, or

reason to suspect corruption ; in cases of less purity, that is in almost all

cases, the superior was influenced in receiving the appeal by the consideration

of the profit promised as a compensation for the trouble.

Though the Government officer endeavoured himself to settle the dispute,

and though it rested with him to decide whether or not the case required a

punchayct, yet it was reckoned gross injustice to refuse one on a question at

all doubtful, and it was always reckoned a sufficient ground for ordering a new
investigation when there had been no punchayct.

The punchayet may therefore be considered as the great instrument iii the

administration of justice, and it is of consequence to determine how the

assembly was constituted, what were its powers, and what its method of pro-

ceeding, and enforcing or procuring the enforcement of its decrees.

The members of a punchayet were generally selected by the officer of Go-
vernment, by whom it was granted, with the approbation of the parties, and

often at their suggestion ;
sometimes the parties chose an equal number each,

and the officer named an umpire. A person on the part of Government not

unfrequcntly presided at punchaycts, especially at Poona, and directed their

operations : this officer must, however, be objectionable (?) to the parties. In

affairs where Government was concerned, it ordered some of its own officers

to investigate the matter, but they were expected to be people not objected to

by
• From a Report of the Hon. M. Elphinstone, dated 25th October 1819.

t An officer appointed by Government to superintend the revenue of a large district : in a small dis-

trict, he was called a Camavisdar.

t An officer placed between the Government and the Mamlutdar. His functions related to the revenue,

but they differed in different provinces.
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by the other party. The members were people of the same situation in life as

the parties, or people likely to understand the subject of discussion : a$

bankers ih a matter of account j Daismooks and Daispandees, when the suit

was about land. Their number was never less than five, but it has been

known to be as great as fifty. The number was required to be odd. It gene-

rally met at the house of the officer who summoned it.

In villages, the Potail got some of the most intelligent and impartial Ryots

to sit under a tree, or in the temple or choultry: nobody attended on the

part of the Government ; and as the submission of the parties was voluntary,

their wishes were, of course, more attended to than elsewhere. The consent

of the members, however, was every way reckoned essential to a punchayet,

and the first act of the meeting was to take a razccnamah, or acknowledgment,

of such a consent. Security was also not unfrcqucntly taken for the parties

complying with the award of the punchayet. In petty disputes in villages, the

parties gave two straws in token of submission, instead of a written razee-

namah.

It might be expected that so burdensome a duty would not be willingly

undertaken, especially as there was no authorized fee to be gained by it ; but,

besides the compliment of being selected by the parties, there was the hope

of presents from one or both, which it was not disgraceful to take, unless to

promote injustice. The parties likewise entreated the persons they wished to

accept the office, and the officer of Government added his authority. It was,

moreover, reckoned disgracefully selfish to refuse to serve on a punchayet,

and as the man who was asked to be a member to-day might be a suitor to-

morrow, he was obliged to afford the assistance which he was likely to require.

It was rare, therefore, for people to refuse to serve unless they had a good

excuse.

It was more difficult to procure their regular attendance when appointed,

and this was generally effected by the entreaties of the party interested. The
magistrates also sent Peons and injunctions to compel the presence of a

person who had once agreed to become a member, and although he would
receive a reasonable excuse, yet if he were really anxious for the speedy de-

cision of the cause, he seldom failed in procuring attendance; besides, there

was no precision about the number of members required to attend, as long as

the parties were satisfied, all was thought to be regular enough. When an

absent member returned, the past proceedings could be explained to him, and

any further inquiry he desired carried on.

When the punchayet was assembled, if the defendant failed to attend, the

punchayet applied to the officer, under whose authority it sat, to summon him,

unless a Carcoon or a Peon had already been attached to it to perform such

duties, on the part of the Government ; or the plaintiff, by constant demands
and other modes of importunity, wearied him into a submission. When the

officer of Government had to compel his attendance, he sent a summons, or

if that failed, placed a Peon over him, whom he was obliged to maintain, and
imposed a fine of a certain sum a day till he appeared. The plaintiff’s com-
plaint was then read, and the defendant’s answer received ; a replication and
arejoinder were sometimes added, and the parties were cross-questioned by the

punchayet as long as they thought it necessary. At that time the parties were
kept at a distance from their friends, but afterwards they might assist them as

much as they ch'ose. A man might, if it were inconvenient for him to attend,

•end a Carcoon in his service, or a relation ; but the trade of a Vakeel is not
known. Accounts, and other written evidence, were called for after the

cxaiftination
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examination of the parties, and likewise oral evidence, when written failed;

but a great preference was given to the evidence of written documents. The
witnesses seem to have been examined and cross-examined with great care;
but the substance only of their evidence was taken down briefly without the
questions, and generally in their own hand, if they could write. The natives

have not the same deference for testimony that we have ; they allow a witness
no more credit than his situation and character and connexion with the case
entitle him to ; they also lay great stress on his manner and appearance while
giving his testimony. Oaths were seldom imposed, unless there were reason
to suspect the veracity of the witness, and then great pains were taken to
make them solemn.

When this examination was concluded, the punchayet, after debating on the
case, drew up an award (which was termed sarounsh or summer}), in which
they gave the substance of the complaint and answer, an abstract of each of
the documents presented on either side, a summary of the oral evidence on
cither side, with their own decision on the whole. A copy of the award was
given to the successful party, and to the loser, if he required it ; another copy
was deposited with the officer of Government. In villages there was much
less form ; the punchayet was often conducted in the way of conversation, and
nothing was written but the decision, and sometimes not even that. In

t
impor-

tant cases, however, all the usual writing was performed by the Koolkurnee.

Throughout the whole proceedings, the punchayets appear to have been

guided by their own notions of justice, founded, no doubt, on the Hindoo law,

and modified by the custom of the country. They consulted no books, and

it was only on particular points immediately connected with the Hindoo law,

such as marriage or succession, that they referred to a Shastree for his opinion.

On the report of the punchayet the officer of Government proceeded to

confirm and enforce its decree, the punchayet having no executive power of

its own. From this cause frequent references to the Magistrate were required,

and he was given a considerable influence on the progress of the trial.

If either party objected at this stage, and shewed good reasons why the

award should be set aside, the officer under whose authority it sat might

require it to revise its sentence, or even grant a new punchayet ; but this was

not reckoned proper unless corruption were strongly suspected.

No other notice was taken of corruption ; unless in such cases the decision

of a punchayet was always respected, as the proverbial expression of punch

prumaishur (a punchayet is God Almighty) fully testifies.

Even after an award was confirmed, an appeal lay to a higher authority, and

a new punchayet might be granted ;
even a new Mamlutdar might revise the

proceedings under his predecessor. This was probably a stretch of power,

but every thing under the Mahrattas was so irregular and arbitrary that the

limits of just authority can with difficulty be traced.

Iii enforcing the decision, much of course depended on the power of. the

Magistrate. If a Potail found the party who gained the cause could not re-

cover his due by the modes of private compulsion hereafter described, he

applied to the Mamlutdar to interpose his authority; and in cases where that

was insufficient, the Mamlutdar applied to the Government.
:

It was in this manner that ordinary disputes were settled. Those about

boundaries, which are extremely frequent (except in Candeish), were settled

by a punchayet composed of Daismooks, Daispandies, Potails, and Kool-

kurnees, assisted by the Mhows of the disputing villages, who are the esta-

blished guardians of land-marks and boundaries. They are also very frequently

adjusted
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adjustediy ofdeni; one mode of which is, for the Fotail to walk along the

disputed boundary, bearing on his head a clod composed of the soil of : both

villages kneaded up with various strange ingredients, and consecrated by many
supetfetitious ceremonies ; if it hold together, the justice of his claims is

established, and if it break, he loses his cause. Many other sorts of ordeal

ore also performed; with boiling oil, or by taking an oath and imprecating

certain curses, if it should be false. If no evil occur within a fixed time, the

Oods are conceived to have decided in the swearer's favour.

These ordeals were not uncommon in all cases as well as in boundary dis*

pntes* but chiefly when other means of ascertaining the truth had failed.

Disputes about caste were settled by the caste, unless when a complaint of
unjust expulsion took place, when the Government ordered a punchayet of
respectable persons of the caste from an unprejudiced part of the country.

As it has been shewn that punchayets had no powers of their own, and were
moreover somewhat inert, it is necessary to examine the machinery by which
they were kept in motion, and their resolutions carried into effect. It has

been observed that in the country the Mamlutdurs, and the Potails under their

authority, performed that duty. In some few towns there also were officers of
justice called Nyaeedaish. The proceedings of all these officers were, of

course, very irregular; but the model may be learned by observing the pro-

ceedings of the Nyaeedaish at Poona, during the long period when Ram
Shastree was at the head of that court, and when Nana Furnavees was minis-

ter and regent ; this was confessedly the period when the Mahratta Govern-
ment was in the highest perfection, and Ram Shastree is to this day celebrated

for his talents and integrity. A full account of that court is given by Mr.
liumsden, in his report of January 24th, from which much of what follows

is extracted. Ram Shastree had several deputies, two of whom were almost

as famous ns himself, and it was by their assistance chiefly that his business

was conducted.

On receiving a complaint, a Peon or a Carcoon from Ram Shastree, or

from Nana Furnavees, according to the consequence of the person, was sent

to summon, or to invite him to attend at Ram Shastree’s. If this was refused,

positive orders were repeated by Nana Furnavees, and in the event of obstinate

non-attendance, the house or lands of the defendant would be sequestrated

till be appeared.

- In case of non-appearance from absence, trial, after many indulgent delays*

went on, and the absence of the party was recorded, that he might have a

new trial on his return if he accounted for his absence ; in cases of land no

decision was final in a man’s absence. Evidence was summoned in the same

form as the defendant, and if the witness were poor the person who summoned
him paid his expenses. If the witness lived at a distance, or if attendance

were inconvenient, a deputation from the court with some person from tbi|

parties was sent to take his evidence, and the Mamlutdar gave Jiis aid to

the process ; or, if the witness lived very far off, a letter was written requesting

him to state the facts required. When the witness was a man of rank, a depu-
tation would be sent to him from the Government, accompanied by parties

who went as supplicants for his aid; rather than aschecks, on his misstatemejat,

and he was solicited to relate what he knew, which was repeated in the court.

Even if the witness were not of sjuch rank as to prevent his coming to the
court, still if he were a man of any consequence, he was received, as a visitor,

and the questions were put to him in the way of conversation, and with nil

the usual forms of civility. . ..

The
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The punckayets were more frequently named by the parties than the Judge;
but Ram Shastrec and his deputies seem frequently td have presided at the
trial* the punchayet performing nearly the same functions as a jury in England.
A good deal of the investigation seems to have been intrusted to Ranr Shas-

trCe’s Curcoons, who reported to him and the punehayet, and in the decree

the names of the members of the punchayet are not mentioned* even when it

:is merely a repetition of their award. The decision was always in the

Pcishwa’s name, and in all cases of magnitude required his signature ; all cases

? relating to land were of this description, and the same holds all over the

country where claims to land are considered more immediately under the

superintendence of Government. It was not unusual in the country, as well

as in Poona* for a Government officer to receive the complaint and answer,
with the documents and the written evidence of witnesses, and lay the whole
in this shape before the punchayet, who could call for more evidence if they

required it. Much time must have been saved by this arrangement; hut it

gave the officer of Government considerable opportunities of imposing on the

punchayet. The members of the punchayet received no fee; hut when they

had much trouble the winnei* of the suit made them openly a present for their

pains.

A Sum of money was likewise levied for the Government from the winner,

under the name of Kerkce, which I believe means congratulatory offering, and

from the loser under the name of gonagharry, or fine. These gonagharries

varied with the means of litigants; but in revenue accounts, I observe, that

One-fdlirth of the property is alwuys put down as the price paid for justice by

the plaintiff when he wins his cause.

The plaintiff' losing his cause was obliged to pay the expenses of the de-

fendant, if the latter were poor.

No regular monthly or other returns of causes decided were made out.

When a cause was decided against the defendant the court settled the mode
bf payment, with reference to his circumstances, either ordering immediate

v payment or directing “payment by instalments, or granting the debtor, if

entirely destitute of the means of payment, an exemption from the demands

of Iris creditor for a certain number of years.

When a matter had once come to a trial, it was always expected that

Government should enforce the decision ; hut with the irregularity so charac-

teristic of the Mahrattas, the plaintiff was often permitted to enforce them

himself : and this was effected by means of the system called tukkaza, which

though it strictly means only dunning, is here employed for every thing, frofri

simple importunity up to placing a guard over a man, preventing his eatings

tying him neck and heels, or making him stand on one leg with a heavy stone

his head under a vertical sun.

W It is remarkable that in all claims (except for land), when the plaintiff has

the power, this tukkaza is the first step in the Suit, and it is not until the

person who suffers by it complains of excessive or unjust tukkaza that the

Government takes any concern in the cause. This in some measure accounts
:

ifor the ready acquiescence of defendants in the nomination of punchayet?,

'‘j&c., and it is, indeed, employed intentionally as a means of accomplishing

that end. When Government enforced the debt, it used nearly the same
" severities as individuals ; it also seized and sold the property of the debtor,

but generally spared his house, and took care not to reduce him entirely to

ruin. It likewise often' fixed instalments, by which his debt was gradually to

pe liquidated.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 135. 2 X People
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People were never p.ut in any public prison for private debt, though some-

times confined or tormented by the creditor at his house, or in that of his

patron, and in rare cases, when agreed on in the bond, made to serve him till

the arifbunt of their nominal wages equalled the debt.

Fair bankrupts seem to have been let off pretty nearly as with us ; fraudu-

lent ones were made to pay when discovered, notwithstanding previous

release.

The great subjects of litigation are stated in the replies of the local officer?

to my queries to be, boundary disputes ;
division of property in the separation

of families ; inheritance to land, which is perhaps the greatest source of liti-

gation throughout the whole county, even in Candeish, where waste land is

so abundant. Debts to bunkers are also frequent subjects for suits.

The Judicial system that has just been described is evidently liable to great

objection, and accordingly, in the best of times, its success seems to have been

very imperfect. There was no regular administration of justice; no certain

means of filing a suit, and no fixed rules of proceeding after it had been filed.

It vested the officer of Government applied to, to receive a complaint or to

neglect it altogether. The reception of an appeal from his injustice equally

depended on the arbitrary will of his superior. The other occupations of these

officers rendered it difficult for them to attend to judicial affairs, even if well

disposed, and these occupations increasing with the rank of the officer, the

Pcishwa (or the minister), who was the main spring of the whole machine, must

have been nearly inaccessible to all mcn,#and entirely so to the poor. The
power of the local officer must also have had a tendency to check appeals, and

even to restrain the demand for punehayets, in cases where he was desirous

of deciding in person, and this desire would chiefly be felt in cases where he

had an inclination to befriend one party, or where he hoped to make something

by selling his favour to both. In short, there can be little doubt of the diffi-

culty of getting justice unless by means of bribery or of powerful friends.

The punehayets themselves were open to corruption and to partiality, and

when free from those stains, they were still slow and feeble in their motions,

and uncertain in their resolutions. When the punchayet was assembled, which

from its interference with the pursuits and interests of the members must have

been a matter of difficult and rare occurrence, it had not sufficient powers to

seize the defendant, to summon the witnesses, or to compel the production of

documents ; in the event of any oppositon it must apply to the officer of

Government, and thus, besides unavoidable delay, it was exposed to constant

obstruction from his indolence and want of leisure, and even from his corrup-

tion. If a deputy of the Government officer sat with it to execute those

duties, it was still liable to be obstructed from corruption, and was besides

exposed to the influence of the Carcoon who presided. When it had gotg

possession of the evidence, the members were not calculated to decide

nice or intricate causes, and if they were perplexed, they met without coming
to a decision, or allowed the matter to lie over until some circumstance pre-

vented the necessity of meeting any more. Very great delay took place from
these causes, nnd trials were often left entirely unfinished. When members
were chosen by the parties and interested in their cause, they were rath$p

advocates than judges, and their disputes produced as much delay as the

neglect of the others. When they were impartial they were indifferent and
irresolute, unless some member, and very likely one who was stimulated into

activity by a bribe, took the trouble of deciding off the hands of his colleagues,

and procured their consent to a decision of his own. When their award was
signed.
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signed, the punchayet dissolved, and their decree remained with the local

officer to enforce or neglect, as he chose. Where so much was left arbitrary,

there was, of course, much corruption, and it is' very frequent now to have a
Complaint from a man who has a decision of old standing (even from the
Nyaeedaish at Poona), which he has not been able to get enforced, liven
when the decree of ee punchayet was past and executed, one would think it

must, from the way in which the assembly was constituted, have had little

good effect beyond the case it had tried
; for as there were no written laws, and

as punchayets were composed of men of different habits and condition, their

awards must be supposed to have varied, so as to afford no great certainty

beforehand as to the decision to which any punchayet would come, and this

uncertainty must have led unceasingly to new litigation. All accounts, it must
be owned, agree in representing the knowledge of the common people in the

customary law of their country, and consequently the uniformity of their

decisions when formed into punchayets is far beyond what could he expected ;

but the inconvenience alluded to must still, to a certain extent, have existed.

The want of principle in the rulers was another cause of uncertainty and
litigation. No decision was final; a new Mamlutdar or a new minister might

take up a cause his predecessor had decided ; the same man might revise his

own decisions from corrupt motives, and there was as much difficulty in being

exempt from an unjust revision as it has already been shewn there was in

obtaining a just one.

But with all these defects the Mahratta country flourished, and the people

seem to have been exempt from some of the evils which exist under our more
perfect government ; there must, therefore, have been some advantages in the

system to counterbalance its obvious defects, and most of them appear to me
to have originated in one fact, that the Government, although it did little to

obtain justice for the people, left them the means of procuring it for them-

selves. The advantage of this was particularly felt among the lower orders,

who were most out of reach of their rulers, and most apt to be neglected

under all governments. By means of the punchayet they were enabled to

effect a tolerable dispensation of justice among themselves, and it happens

that most of the objections above stated to that institution do not apply in

their case.

A Potail was restrained from exercising oppression both by the fear of the

Mamlutdar and by the inconvenience of offending the society in which he

lived, and when both parties were disposed to a punchayet, he had no interest

in refusing his assistance to assemble one. A punchayet can scarcely be per- *,

plexed in the simple causes that arise under its own eyes, nor can it easily

give a corrupt decision when all the neighbourhood know the merits of the

case. Defendants, witnesses, and members axe all within the narrow compass

iif a village, and where all arc kept from earning their daily bread during the

^nscussion, there is not likely to be much needless complaint or affected delay.

This branch of the native system, therefore, is excellent for the settlement

of the disputes of the Ryots among themselves, but it is of no use in pro-

tecting them from the oppression of their superiors, and it is evident that the

plan of leaving the people to themselves could never have been sufficient for

that purpose. But here another principle came into operation 2 the whole of

the Government revenue being derived from the Ryot, it was the obvious

interest of Government and its agents to protect him, and prevent his being

exposed to any exactions but their own. The exactions of Government were

limited in good times by the conviction, that the best way to enrich itself was

2X2 to
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,

to spare the Ryots ; and those of its agents, by the common interest of govern*

raent and the Ryot, in restraining their depredations. By these principles!

while the native Government was good, its Ryots were tolerably protected

both fig>m the injustice of their neighbours and tyranny of their superiors, and
that class is the most numerous, most important, and most deserving portion

of the community. «

It was in the class above this that the defects of the judicial system were
most felt, and even there they had some advantages. As the great fault of

Government was its inertness, people were at least secure from its over-ncti-

vity. A Government officer might be induced by a bribe to harass an indivi*

dual under colour of justice, but ho could not be compelled by the mere filing

a petition to involve those under his jurisdiction in all the vexations of a law-

suit. Even when bribed he could not do much more than harass the indivi-

dual ; for the right to demand a punchayet was a bar to arbitrary decrees, and
although he might reject or evade the demand, yet the frequent occurrence of

a course so contrary to public opinion could not escape his superiors if at all

inclined to do justice.

The inertness of Government was counteracted by various expedients which,

though objectionable in themselves, supplied the place of better principles.

These were private redress, patronage, and presents. The first occupies the

same place in civil justice that private revenge docs in criminal among still

ruder nations. It is this which is called tukkaza by the Mahrattas, and
which has already been mentioned as so important in bringing on a trial. If a

man have a demand from his inferior or his equal, lie places him under re-

straint, prevents his leaving his house or eating, and even compels him to sit

in the sun until he comes to some accommodation. If the debtor were a supe-

rior, the creditors had first recourse to supplications, and appeals to tho

honour and sense of shame of the other party; he laid himself on his

threshold, threw himself in his road, clamoured before his door, or he em-
ployed others to do all this for him ; he would even sit down and fast before

the debtor’s door, during which time the other was compelled to fast also ; or

he would appeal to the gods and invoke their curses upon the person by whom
he was injured. It was a point of honour with the natives not to disturb the

authors of these importunities as long as they were just, and some satisfaction

was generally procured by means of them. If they were unjust, the party

thus harassed naturally concurred with the plaintiff in the wish of a punchayet,

and thus an object was obtained which might not have been gained from the

indolence of the Magistrate. Similar means were employed to extort justice

from the ruling power ;
standing before the residence of the great man, assailing

him with clamour, holding up a torch before him by daylight, pouring water

without ceasing on the statues of the gods. These extreme measures when
resorted to seldom failed to obtain a hearing even under Bajee Rao ; and there?^

was the still more powerful expedient both for recovering a debt or for obtain*?-

ing justice, to get the whole caste, village, or trade, to join in performing the

above ceremonies until the demand of one of its members were satisfied.

The next means of obtaining justice was by patronage. If a poor man had
a master or landlord, a great neighbour, or any great connexion ; or if he had
a relation who had a similar claim on a great man, he could interest him in hi*

favour, and procure his friendly intercession with the debtor ; his application

to the friends of the latter ; or, finally, his interest with the public authority ta

obtain justice for his client. This principle was not so oppressive as it Beema

at first sight, or as it must have been if it had been partial; for it was so extendk
cd,
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ed, that scarcely any man was without some guardian of his interests. Both
sides in a cause were thus brought nearly equal, and the effect of the interfe*

rence of their patrons was to stimulate the system, which might otherwise
have stood still.

If this resource failed, a present, or the promise of a present, to the public
authority, or those who had weight with him, would be efficacious : the fee of
one-fourth of all property gained in law-suits was in fact a standing bribe, to
invite the assistance of the Magistrate.

The number of persons who could grant punchayets also expedited busi-

ness* Besides the Nyaeedaish, and the numerous Mamlutdars and Jagheer-
dars, many people of consequence could hold punchayets, under the express
or implied authority of the Peishwa, and every chief settled the disputes of
his own retainers, whether among themselves or with others of the lower and
middle classes. A great number of disputes were also settled by private arbi-

tration ; and their proceedings in the event of an appeal were treated by the

Government with the same considerations as those of punchayets held under
its own authority.

Thus some sort of justice was obtained ; and it was less impure than might

be expected from the sources by which it was supplied, because public opinion,

and the authority of the Magistrates, set bounds to tukkaza, and the institu-

tion of punchayets was a restraint on patronage and bribery.

The punchayet itself, although in all but village causes it had the defects

before ascribed to it, possessed many advantages. Though each might be

slow, the number that could sit at a time, even under the superintendence of

one person, must have enabled them to decide many causes. The intimate

acquaintance of the members with the subject in dispute, and in many cases

with the characters of the parties, must have made their decisions frequently

correct ; and it was an advantage of incalculable value in that mode of trial

that the judges, being drawn from the body of the people, could act on no
principles that were not generally understood; a circumstance which, by pr©r

venting uncertainty and obscurity in the law, struck at the very root of litiga-

tion. The liability of punchayets to corruption was checked by the circum-

stance that it did not so frequently happen to one man to be a member as to

make venality very profitable, while the parties and the members being of his

own class, he was much exposed to detection and loss of character : accord-

ingly, the punchayets appear, even after the corrupt reign of Bajee Rao, to

have retained in a great degree the confidence of the people, and they do not

appear to have been unworthy of their good opinion. All the answers to my
queries (except those of the Collector of Ahmednuggur) give them a very

favourable character ; and Mr. Chaplin, in particular, is of opinion, that in

most instances their statement of the evidence is succinct and clear, their rea-

rsoiling on it solid and perspicuous, and their decision, in a plurality of cases*

' just and impartial.

Their grand defect was procrastination ; and to counteract it the suitorB had

recourse to the same remedies as with people in power, importunity, interces*

sion of patrons, and sometimes, no doubt, to promises, fees, and bribes.

It is impossible to form very clear notions on the general result of this admi-

nistration, either as to its despatch of causes, the degree of justice actually

administered by it, or its effect on the character of the people ; but I should

conjecture that simple causes were speedily decided, and complicated ones

very slowly. The Nyaeedaish principally tried the latter description, and in

twenty years it filed no less than 1,400 causes, ef which it is believed that oner

half
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half uere never decided. Punchayets appear generally to have given just deci-

sions ; but men in power could obstruct a reference to those assemblies, and

could prevent the execution of their decrees. That justice was often denied,

or injustice committed, appears from the frequency of thullee, which is a term

for robbery, arson, and even murder, committed to oblige a village or Govern-

ment officer to satisfy the claims of the perpetrator. This crime is commonest

to the southward of the Kistna, but murders on account of disputes about

landed property are every where frequent. With regard to its effect on the

character of the people, the Ryots seem in most respects simple and honest

:

but there is no regard for truth, or respect for an oath, throughout the whole

community ; and forgery, intrigue, and deceit are carried to the highest pitch

among the Potails, Koolkurnees, and all who have much opportunity of prac-

tising those iniquities. There is no punishment for perjury or forgery. In

an award of a punchayet, it appears that thirty-three persons entered into an

engagement to swear to any thing that one of the parties might dictate, and for

this complicated offence they were mildly reprimanded by the Nyacedaish.

Litigiousness does not seem to have been at all prevalent, unless the obstinacy

with which people adhered to any claims to landed property can be brought

under that head.

Such are the advantages and disadvantages of the native administration of

justice which are to be weighed against those of the plan adopted in our pro-

vinces. If we were obliged to take them as they stood under the native

government, the scale could probably soon be turned ; but as it is possible to

invigorate the system and to remove its worst abuses, the question is not so

easily decided. The most striking advantages in our plan appear to be, that

the laws are fixed, and that as means are taken to promulgate them, they may

be known to every one; that the decisions of the Adawlut being always on

fixed principles, may always be foreseen ; that there is a regular and certain

mode of obtaining redress
;
that the decision on each separate case is more

speedy than in any native court, and that it is more certain of being enforced

;

that justice may be obtained by means of the Adawlut, even from officers of

Government or from Government itself,* that the Judges are pure, and their

purity and correctness are guarded by appeals
; and that the whole system is

steady and uniform, and is not liable to be biassed in its motions by fear or

affection, policy or respect.

On the other hand, it appears that, although the Regulations arc promul-

gated, yet as they are entirely new to the people of India, a long time must

pass before they can be generally known, and as both they and the decisions of

the court are founded on European notions, a still longer period must elapse

before their principles can be at all understood ; that this obscurity of itself

throws all questions relating to property into doubt and produces litigation,

which is further promoted by the existence of a class of men rendered^

necessary by the numerous technical difficulties of our law, whose subsistence

depends on the abundance of law-suits ; that by these means an accumulation

of suits takes place, which renders the speedy decision of the Adawlut of no
avail ; that the facility given to appeals takes away from the advantage of its

rigour in enforcing decrees, and renders it on the whole, in many cases, more
feeble and dilatory than even the punchayet, while in others it acts with a
sternness and indifference to rank and circumstances, very grating to the

feelings of the natives; that its control over the public officers lessens their

power without removing the principle of despotism in the Government, or the

habits engendered by that principle in the people, and that by weakening one

part
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part of the machine without altering the rest, it produces derangement and
confusion throughout the whole; that the remoteness of the Adawlut prevents

the access of the common people; and that if Moonsiffs, with fees. Vakeels,

&c., be adopted to remedy this evil, they are not exempt from the corruption

of the native system, while they occasion in a remarkable degree the litigious

spirit peculiar to ours.

This view of the Adawlut is taken from the reports drawn up in Bengal,

and it is possible that man}' of the defects described may originate in the

revenue system, in the voluminousness of the Regulations, or in other extrin-

sic circumstances, a supposition which appears to be supported by the state of
the courts under Bombay, where most of the evils alluded to are said to be
still unfclt; but enough will remain to satisfy us that the chance of attaining

or approaching to perfection, is as small under our own plan as under that of
the natives ; that on either plan we must submit to many inconveniences and
many abuses, and that no very sudden improvement is to be looked for in the

actual state of things. If this be the case, it becomes of the first conse-

quence to cherish whatever there is good in the existing system, and to attempt

no innovation that can injure the principle now in force, since it is so uncer-

tain whether we can introduce better in their room.

THE EAST-1NDIA MEDICAL SERVICE.

To the. Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Sir : Your correspondent, “ A Retired Surgeon,” has not fully shewn the

difference of the rates of remuneration to the clerical and medical establish-

ments ; nor has he fully stated the advantages of the civil servants. It may be
said that there arc situations of emolument open to the medical service, which is

true, but open only to a few, and that through interest. The general advan-

tages of the services, and thefixed sums for furloughs and retirement, are the

criteria for judging of the relative advantages, and I feel convinced that the

members of the medical establishment would rejoice to be put on the footing

of the clerical establishment, as to period of service, rates of pay on furlough,

and retirement ; I am not aware of any just reason that can be offered w hy they

should not.

Furlough .

Civilian’s allowance on furlough, after ten years £500 0

Chaplain’s ditto, after seven years 300 0

Military or medical officer’s ditto, after ten years 1 96 0

Retirement .

, Civilians may retire after twenty-two years* service, on an annuity, re-

ceivable in rotation, of. 1,000 0

A military officer may retire on sums from £300 a year to 1,200 0

A chaplain retires after fifteen years on an annuity of. 300 0

A medical officer cannot attain the same pension in less than twenty-

seven years, previous to which he may retire (after seventeen years’

residence) on 192 12

Or he may, by remaining thirty-two years, obtain £500 a year, but he can

never obtain more than this, which is less than half the sum received by a

colonel of a regiment.

London, A Medical Officer on Furlough.

February Sth, 1827.
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COLONIZATION IN TIIE EAST.
I

' To Ihe Editor of the Asiatic Journal* -j

'Sin: So interesting is the subject of emigration at the present moment,
that 1 beg to offer a few remarks upon that and other subjects in connexion

with it.

Colonization of our Indian territories was recommended some short tinle

back ; but the idea of peopling a country swarming with 150 millions of

inhabitants, appeared to me completely at variance with sense. I now per-

ceive it is recommended to colonize Tenaserim, which is not so absurd
1

a
speculation as the former, on account of the scanty population ; but still it is

a hot climate, and, having myself had a spell in the tropics, I may, without

presumption, mention a few facts concerning climate.

Let us suppose a colony of Britons arrived at some port in Tenaserim,

taking it for granted that no rich emigrants are among them, but that they arc

all of the middling or labouring classes : they must of necessity clear grouhd

and build houses themselves, for they could not afford to hire the natives to

do it, even supposing there should be any natives at the spot fixed on. After

this, the colonists would have to prepare ground for their farms or planta-

tions ; and here is the tug of war. Europeans are unequal to the fatigues and

sufferings of downright continual daily hard labour in a hot climate; for,

although our English soldiers undergo fatiguing marches and labour during

harassing campaigns in India and Africa, yet their employment, with its

occasional intervals of halts and rest, and their minds being continually kept

alive with the interest inspired by the scenes of their profession, is widely

different from that of poor agricultural labourers who emigrate, and who would

have to earn their daily food by continual daily hard work, without a glimpse

of relaxation ; frequently dispirited with poor fare : besides they would soon

sink into apathy and listlessness after the novelty of the change was worn off

I have dug, I have planted, and gardened, in India ; and although I was a

stronger man than many of the natives, yet I found I could neither cope with

them in bearing the sun, in quantity of work performed, or in continuance at

it : it is true I was not brought up to hard manual labour, but what I did,

I did with the strength of a European, for a short period, as an amusement

;

but had I, or any other white man, gone out daily to work with a mornmati

in the fields under a vertical sun, a violent fever would soon have terminated

my mortal career ; and this is the fate, I confidently predict, will attend most

or all who emigrate to Tenaserim. However, there is nothing like trying the

experiment, which I shall be glad to see attended with success : should it take

place, I trust our people will act prudently, and avoid those occasions which

cause fever ) such as inordinate fatigue, unless exposure to the mid-day sun and

the heavy dews of night, sitting or lying in cool draughts of wind when exceed-

ingly heated andfatigued; owing to which I have known several of my friends

Attacked with a fever, ofmany months' continuance with some, and, I regret to

cay, fatal to others. •

But a country the most nearly assimilating in climate to England is where

emigration ought to have more encouragement than it does, and that country

is Australia :* for, although a warm climate, its summer is milder than the

> ;
... i$jat

* It lsastonlsMAg how some people are blinded by their prejudice!, how some of ourgreat mstt'tan

cherish that darling of their hopee, Canada; in defiance of the most staring conclusions.- Settinguilde

the severity of a six months* winter, we are Imperceptibly adding to the wealth of a near and unfriendly

, nation.
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heat of India, and its winter is milder thaft that of England ; and were we to

surround its coasts with new colonies, they could, being all members of one
family, assist each other by means of small coasting vessels, which in process of
time mightgrow into a trade of higher importance as well as a nursery for seamen.

But there exists a very natural prejudice among our poorer fellow-subjects

against mixing with convicts. I would therefore suggest that no more con-

victs be sent to Sydney or Hobart Town, and that other penal settlements be
established at a considerable distance from those ports.

It seems desirable to fix upon situations for new settlements about the 25th
degree of S. latitude, say Shark’s Buy, in the rear of Isle Dorre, and another

bay in the rear of Dirk Hartog’s island : these being at too great a distance

from the old establishments to present any encouragement to convicts to desert.

But here a new question presents itself
;
that part of New Holland being

claimed by the Dutch, it would be necessary to obtain it from them, either by
purchase or exchange.

. This subject was brought to the notice of His Majesty’s

government long since, as New Holland is locally more fit to belong exclusively

to England than to be shared by different nations ; for if ever there should be

any foreign colonics intermixed with our own, it would be productive of

endless broils ; and it is morally certain they would fall an easy prey to us on
the first breaking out of a war.

That part of New Holland claimed by the Dutch is not, and never will he,

of any use to that nation, whose eastern possessions will always require their

whole power to keep ; iu fact, the Dutch have got more colonies already in

that quarter than they can well manage. Nor would new Holland benefit the

French any more than the Dutch, for the purpose of colonization ; as neither

of those nations is so overburdened with population as England.

One more hint and I have done.—While private societies arc prosecuting

discoveries at a great expense among the savage nations and in the devouring

climate of Africa, it seems surprising that that most interesting portion of the

globe. New Holland, should remain an enigma in this enquiring and euteriH'izing

age; a country, too, in which there arc few inhabitants, and those almost as

simple and inoffensive as primitive nature can make them. If the French had

had colonies there, that nation would have set us a better example. A new penal

settlement on the western coast, and another at or near Encounter Bay in Bass’s

Straits (where it is conjectured by some scientific men the mouths of the

Lachlan river are stopped up by bars*), would be safe and convenient points

for fresh travellers to set out from for the interior ; and a few months would

lay open to us, not only the curious topography of that country, but a rich

accession to natural history.

I am, Sir, your’s, &c.

February 1827* T. J. M.

nation, by every individual whom we send out to Canada : as, in the common course of events, they will

become alienated from the country of their birth in consequence of being so near a republican atmos-

phere, which can never be the case in Australia. Nothing can prevent a certain nation from arriving at

a power which will, ere long, bid us defiance on that side the water ; while ou the other hand
Camilla is not a climate conducive to the increase of population in the same ratio. The future result

must be palpable to the most benighted understanding.

* Travellers have proceeded in the direction of Encounter Bay to within forty miles of the sea, anil

repotted that ** the view from the top of a high hill sea-ward, presented an uninterrupted flat country,

thickly covered with wood, in which they could see no traces of a river.” But this cannot be received

as any proof of there being no river, or that the Lachlan does not flow (having Us course through the
v fenny and inundated country) in that direction after a very winding course ; for I have myself oome
.suddenly upon a fine river in the thickest woods in Travancorc, where I least expected to see such a
beautiful sight. The great height of the trees and their luxuriant tops. In tropical countries, almost

Mind the Inequalities of the ground, and, to use the words of a Ceylon traveller, only present a
bird's-eye view of •• an ocean of wood.”

Asiatic Jotirn. Vol. XXIII. No. 135. 2 Y
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,, , » T*fE A^pIENT HISTORY OF CEYLON.
' ‘

XHirefceervatiQa, tint tboetprly history <?£ ail nation? is enveloped in ob-

SCWty,ri**uifcriently trite; it implies, however* with peculiar force to those}

b£Awi. ln the East, the birth-rplace of fiction, history has not even yet diss

owued a connection with fable s the occurrences of early times especially ar&

theca incorporated with superstitious legends, or absurd romances, which*

could we obtain a clue .to their origin, would perhaps be found to be enti*

tied to some degree of veneration even from the modern philosophers of the

West, from their retaining and perpetuating remote facts which time must
otherwise have effaced.; as connoisseurs prize the precious <sruga which pre^

serves, whilst it conceals, the impression and legend of a coin.

Various attempts have been made to penetrate the mystery which overhangs

the ancient history of Ceylon : no satisfactory result has, however, yet been

Obtained, nor has any probable origin been assigned to the inhabitants of that

island, founded upon authentic data. As every contribution, however small,

to an eud so desirable as the discovery of the ancient history of Ceylon,

cannot but possess some interest, we rejoice at being enabled to insert an

extract from an account of the island by Diego dc Louta, writer to the King

of Portugal at Goa, and one of the early Portuguese historians of Ceylon.

Wq are indebted for this contribution to a gentleman who once filled a high

post in that island, on the natives of which he conferred a valuable political

boon, and who enjoyed facilities of acquiring information of every kind res-

pecting its history, which he is ever ready to impart.

• According to the modern tradition of the Cnndian Priests,* Ceylon was
peopled from the continent. They state that, about 2,300 lunar years previous

tathe year 1700 (when these priests were interrogated upon the subject by the

Dutch governor of the island), a prince called Wijaya Raja, eldest son of the

Emperor Sinbaha, Emperor of Lala in Dambodiva, landed in Ceylon, then

called Lanka or Lakdiwa, at the head of 700 giants, under the conduct of the

all-perfect Buddhoo, and expelled the devils by whom the island was then

inhabited. The prince founded a city named Tambrapaniim, and bis posterity

reigned in Ceylon until the period above referred to, comprehending a series

of 179 kings, including himself and the then reigning monarch. The place

from which the expedition came is said to be Siam, from whence the priests

of Ceylon deduce the origin of the Cingalese. The Ramayana relates that the

conquest of this island was made by Rama, king of Oudc, with an army of

gigantic monkies

!

The account given by Diego de Louta, who states that he derived it from
histories written by Cingalese, in the possession of some of the princes of

Ceylon who came from that island to Goa, represents that, 500 years before

Christ, it was peopled from Tenaserim, “ a kingdom which was the greatest

in all the East, extending from the Ganges to Cochin China, and through the

mountains to the north.’* The king of this extensive empire, whose name
was Ayota, had a son called Riga Rayah, or Affrigia Rayah, the heir to his

crown, whose character was so dissolute, profligate, aud cruel, that he
excited discontent amongst his father’s subjects, who complained of his multir

pMftdiWsto 9f atrocity, and demanded justice. The King, finding his son jn*

corrigible,notwithstanding his frequent-admonitions, secretly collected a nuia*

her of ^vessels* and ordered them to be furnished with provisions and nepepsa-

vice: whe^uU, was ready, he seized bis son, and placed him on board, one. of

the ships. It was.acustom in this countryTor al^ the male children who
J?0C

n

Bcrtolacel’s Account of Ceylon : Appendix

.
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born on the same day as the heir apparent to the throne, to be registered by
name; and upon their attaining the age of seven*yearb, for these youths to be
brought* to eourt, and Educated "with the prince* whose companions they
then became: an expedient adopted, according to the Greek historians, by the
father of Sesostris. The youths educated with the prince royal *of Tenaserim-
partook of his dissipated character, and became his associates in crime.

Although the number of male children born on the same day With the prince
was immense* there were yet only 700 alive at this period, all of whourWere*
by order of the King, seized and conveyed on board the vessels. The King
then directed his son to set sail with his fleet, and proceed to discover new*
countries and people them, forbidding him to return to his native soil on paifi

of being put to death with till his companions.

PTinCe Riga Rayah accordingly set sail, surrendering the direction of hia

fleet to the discretion of the winds, which, after twenty days* sail, brought
them to an uninhabited island, which was Ceylon. The fleet entered a har-

bour between Trincomalee and Jafliiapatam Point, called Prcatwie, where
landing, the prince and his followers were delighted at the fragrance and tempe-

rateness of the air, the beauty of <hc trees and the gentleness of the streams*

and they resolved to settle here. The first town they built was at Mantotte,

opposite Manar. They found ample means of subsistence in the abundance
of fish which the rivers furnished to them, and in the fruits which they col-

lected from the trees, such as oranges, citrons, limes, &c. On account of

the great fertility of the island, they called it Lancawc, which signified “ter-»

rcstial paradise.” Before this period the island had no name.

Some months after the arrival of the strangers, some vessels arrived from

the other coasts, for the purpose of fishing pearls; upon inquiry, the prince

learned that the people who came in them were the subjects of a king called

the Cottah rayah, whose kingdom was on the opposite continent, one day’s

journey dislant. The prince, after gaining the necessary information respecting

his power and resources, endeavoured to form a connexion with him, and

accordingly, on the return of the vessels, he despatched some of his people

on a mission to the King of Cottah, desiring that, as they were neighbours',

they might be connected by intermarriages ; offering himself in marriage with

the King’s daughter, and requesting that the King would suffer the princes, his

companions, to marry some of his female subjects.

The messengers, on their arrival at the other coast, were conducted to the

King of Cottah, who gave them a cordial reception ; and as the fame of th$ir

prince’s father had reached his cars, he considered the offer of the prince

advantageous, and forthwith accepted the proposal of connecting the two

families and people by intermarriages. After mutual compliments and visits,

the King sent his daughter to the prince, accompanied by a retinue ofmaidens

of high rank, as wives to the prince’s companions. The nuptials were cele-

brated with great pomp and splendour.

After this event, a close intercourse was kept up between the two people;

many of the subjects of the King of Cottah went to settle on Ceylon, particu-

larly handicraftsmen, and husbandmen, with ploughs, seeds, and other requi-

sites for agriculture. Hereby the island became well-peopled and the moun-

tains inhabited, and even strong fortresses were erected in various parts.

The posterity of the prince became, in process of time, sovereigns of

Cottah, of which Ceylon was then a dependency ; hut, according- to our

tttthoF* it became extinct in his time, by the death of the last King of Cottah

without male issue.
o V 2 The
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The accounttoe given contains no improbable circumstances ; on the coot
trary, itis ti Very plausible narrative, and is corroborated by its coincidence

with- the 'Credible particulars m tbe traditionary legends of the Candiant

priCsts* and by the correspondencedn religion and language between the Gin*>

galeae and the natives of Siam* of which Tenaserim once formed a part.

The author of the preceding account states that the Cingalese, with a view
of ’enhancing the character and origin of their kings, invented a fiction ;by
which they are represented to be descended from the sun. The fable, he
says. Is as follows 2—Before the establishment of the great Tenaserim empire

before-mentioned, the people of the countries now known under the names of

Pegu, Tenaserim, Siam, Camboja, from the Ganges to the borders of China,

lived on mountains in holes and caves (as some of the Burman tribes continue

to do) without being ruled by any chief, or subject to any government what*

soever. They were ignorant of agriculture, and like savage animals liveef upon
roots and fruit. The natives of Tenaserim one morning observed the sun rise

with uncommon splendour, and gazing upon the radiant face of this luminary,

they saw it suddenly open, and a personage emerge from its bosom, who, in

shape, differed from human creatures. Those who saw the prodigy ran up to this

being when he descended, and, astonished at the miracle, asked who and what

he was ? To which he replied, in the Tenaserim language, that he was a child of

the sun, and that the Almighty had sent him to rule over the kingdom. On
this, his hearers prostrated themselves before him, and worshipped him, de-

claring that they were ready to accept him as their prince, and to obey his

laws. He thereupon was placed on an elevated seat, and began to rule them.

The first thing he did was to remove the natives from the jungle, instruct

them in building houses, and adapt them to the habits of civil society. After

this, he framed a code of mild and equitable laws, greatly to the contentment

of the people, who began to lead a life of happiness, compared with their past

mode of existence. This King lived many years, and left behind many sons,

amongst whom he divided his kingdom, and it was governed by his descendants

for more than 2,000 years. They all called themselves Suryavas, that is,

“ descendants of the sun and from this family was directly descended

Aflrigia Raya, who was banished his country in order to people the island of

Ceylon.

It is impossible not to be struck with the similarity which this fable bears to

% those invented by rude nations in general ; for example, the Peruvian story of

Mungo Capac, and the Chinese tale of Kin STh Jin, or the divine instructor of*

the first man, who fell to the earth from a star or blaze of light.

Opr author has exerted his skill in endeavouring to trace the etymology of *

the names given to the island by the ancients and moderns. Taprobann, he

says, corresponds with the name of no harbour, bay, fortress, village, foun-

tain or river, and it is not found, he adds, in the Cingalese chronicles.

H^e, therefore, concludes that it was invented by Ptolemy, or the Greeks,

tp j denote some quality in the island, though the word has no specific

meaning that we are aware of. The modern name of Ceylon he deduces in

tfyg following manner :
* The name of Ceylon is given to the island on account

of. the* shoals, thereabouts, over which the Chinese sailed, and which after-

wards become so generally known that the island was no longer called by its

propqr name, but by that signifying dryness, the Persians and Arabs always

saying they were going to or coming from the Cinlao, or Chinese dry plods*

;

Thus in progress of time, by transposition of the letters, the name"of the

island became changed to Ceylon ! ”
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The Portoguesenuthor has also attempted to demonstrate that Ceylon was
well known to the Romans.1 To account for the apparent error, in the dimen-
sions which Pliny assigns to the islaodi Teprobans, which is identified with
Ceylon, the- author says that the; natives assert, being convinced from their

writings, that their island once' extended as far as the Maldives, till, the sea
made abroach through it and covered the greater part. The first meridian
of the Hindus passes through the city of Oojein, of which the position

is kitown ; but as Lanca (which signifies the equinoctial point) lulls therefore

to the west' of Ceylon, the Hindus believe, ns well as the Cingalese, that
the island had formerly a much larger extent.* Our author adds, that
vestiges of Roman buildings were found in Ceylon, especially in Mantotte,
€c where,” he says,

u
to this day are to be seen the remains of very spacious

Roman works in marble.” Amongst other relics, two pieces of copper coin

were found at Mantotte, which exhibited a human figure, and the Roman letter

C In one corner, and R. M. N. R., forming part of the inscription. These coins

were lost in a vessel which perished at sea.

THEORY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC TIDES.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Jou rnal,

Sir : Having observed, in the sixth volume of your Journal, a very inte-

resting letter, communicating the observations made by Dr. John Davy on the

temperature of the ocean ancl the atmosphere, republished from the Transactions

of the Royal Society, and aware of the increasing attention now so*gcnerally

given to such investigations, it occurs to me that it may possibly be not altoge-

ther unacceptable to offer you an extract from a register kept by me with great

- care, during my recent voyage from China to England, on board the Hon.

Company’s ship Duchess of Athol, My observations were made with one of

those admirable instruments invented by Mr. Adie, of Edinburgh, the Sym-

piesometer, or air barometer; an instrument which, from its extreme delicacy

in denoting the slightest variations in the atmosphere, requires, I apprehend,

only to be better known to become more generally adopted. During our

voyage, the syinpiesometer gave warning of approaching change of weather

much earlier than the mcrcuriaL barometer, and though its decrement

occasionally excited apprehension of a greater degree of blowing weather

than actually followed, its fall never failed to be attended with a decided

change.

A principal object of my attention had reference to that interesting pheno-

menon, till lately so little attended to, the regularity of the atmospheric tides.

That distinguished traveller, Humboldt, has distinctly noticed, in his observa-

tions, the diurnal flux and reflux of the atmosphere ; and Capt. Horsburgh, to

whom nautical science is so largely indebted, gave, some years ago, the most

accurate practical illustration of this curious law of nature, in his letter to

H. Cavendish, Esq., F.R.S., April 1804, published in the Transactions if the

Royal Society. It will be seen how accurately the sympiesometer exhibited

this periodical variation. It might not be without utility, if that letter ofCapt.

HoroburghV mid an extract from Humboldt’s work, were again given to the

public through the medium of your useful publication. You will observe that,

although
* Hamilton’s Gazetteer

,

p. 263.
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although I Kept a regular daily register* I, hav,e merely sent you an! extract

fronrihe shtne, of every third or fifth day*s observations. They, were uSuajUy

rtede fo^r tSmi^durmg the dAyy w*. at S a.m., 12, 4 ami 8 p.m. : but for cine

monthsMarch, I extended*them to eight different periods,- with the view jof

iuareaccurately noting the variations of the barometer.

' 1 .
.= '

i

j&Sgiater of the jdyly
;

Range of the Thermometer and Barometer, during a Voyage

from China to England on Board the Han. CompanyV Ship Duchess if sithoi,

between the 1 at December 1824 and 5th April 1825. The Barometrical Observations

made With one of Adie's Sympiesotneters.

r~ 4 i 8 A.M. 12. 4 P.M. a P.M.
Date. 1 • *3

3
i-i J s Barom.

1824 H M
Dec. 10 2° 0'S 107° O'E 83 29 88 83.v 29 84 844 29 74 84 29 80

11 2 32 — 8H 29 86 824 29 78 83 29 74 84 29 80
13 3 42 106 39 81 29 90 80 29 86 83 29 78 81 29 94
18 5 _ 80 29 84 81 29 72 81} 29 70 81i 29 80
22 6 42 104 20 82 29 78 83 ! 29 76 834 29 68 83 29 76
27 8 26 102 10 81 29 82 83 i 29 76 834 29 72. 82 29 74
31 11 37 98 0 81 29 82 81 I 29 78 81 29 76 80 29 86

1825
!

Jan. 1 13 31 96 30 79* 29 88 80
;
29 84 80 29 80 79 29 86

5 16 54 84 50 77 29 86 79
i

29 84 79 29 78 77 29 84
10 20 44 72 33 79 29 88 80 i 29 86 794 29 80 79 29 90
14 23 28 61 48 80 29 90 81

,
29 88 80} 29 86 79J 29 94

20 27 20 44 44 74 29 94 75
j

29 90 75 29 86 74 29 86
25 •31 47 — 72A 29 76 70

j

29 78 70A 29 76 72 29 80
31 35 11 26 53 75 29 85 7Si 29 84 76 29 90 75 29 80

Feb. I 34 51 25 50 73 29 94 74} 29 88 74 29 86 74 29 84
3 35 40 22 18 68 29 82 68

,

29 89 69 29 88 68 29 92
19 26 58 8 45 72 29 94 71

i

29 94 72 29 86 72 29 88
23 20 4 00 27 72 29 95 73 ! 29 90 7H 29 87 73 29 92
28 13 06 9 12 75 29 84 76 1 29 82 75 29 78 76 29 82

March 1 11 27 11 30 76 29 82 77 l 29 81 76 29 78 77 29 82
5 - 4 17 19 18 80 29 74 80 i

29 71 80 29 66 80 29 72 •

9 2 31 22 8 79 29 68 78 ; 29 66 78 29 60 79 29 64
13 6 05 — 782 29 76 78

|
29 72 79 29 66 79 29 72

18 15 57 - 73A 29 98 72 ! 29 97 73 29 92 74 29 96
23 27 04 — 70 30 20 71 30 22 61 30 16 66 30 20
28 38 .38 32 16 60 29 74 58 ! 29 72 60 29 64 61 29 G2.
30 40 41 — 60 29 84 60

j

29 86 63 29 90 64 29 90
April 1 45 15 21 4 63 29 94 63

‘

30 0 63 30 0 63 30 0
Q 48 8 17 10 55 30 34 55 i 30 34 56 30 22 56 SO 22
5 50 0 12 30 54 30 22 54

|

30 23 54 30 23 53 30 24,

JST.H. The observations were registered daily, and four times during tlie twenty-four

hours. Hie foregoing is abstracted from tlie register.

The observations here given were made with one of Adie’s patent Sympiesouieters,

and the following shews the comparative measurement between it and an excellent

marfoe barometer by Troughton.

Marine Barometer. Sympieaometcr.

29 80.. ..29 60
29 90 „ 29 74

* 29 95 , 29 80
29 88 .29 70 S

29 91 .........29 68
29 75 29 56
29 80 29 64
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As illustrative of the extreme

delicacy,* and susceptibility of. be-

ing affected by minute changes in

the atmosphere, ofAdte’s sympie-

someter, I subjoin a sketch of its

most marked variation during the

voyage, which occurred on the

2$th January, in lat. 32° 57', and

2d February in lat. 35°; long. 23°

6' : wind S.S.E.

28th January.

it 7 A.Mi .29 • 68

9 ..29 ' 64

10 ..29 ’ 62

m .....29 • 58

12 ..29 • 55

1 .29 • 54

a ,.29 - 52

3 ..29 • 60

4 ,.29 • 64

5 ,.29 * 68

G .129 • 72

7 ..29 • 75

n ..29 • 79

12 ..29 • 86

29th January.

1 A.M ..29 • 86

6 ..29 * 94

2d February.

7 A.M ..29 • 66

8 ..29 - 63

11 ..29 • 60

12 ..29 * 60

1 ..29 * 56

2 ..29 * 60

si ..29 • 57

4 ..29 • 54

5 ..29 * 60

6 ,..29 • 67

8 ...29 * 68

l am. Sir,

Yours, &c.

J. Monckton Coombs.
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TJEK CASE OP MR. JAMES HAY OP PURNEAH.

A printed "Memorial of Mr. James Hay, indigo planter, Purneah, to £he
Hon. East.-India Company, appealing against the proceedings of Mr. William
Wollen, Judge of Purneah/’ has been transmitted to us, accompanied* by a
letter from “ A Friend of Mr. Hay, and of Public Justice,” requesting that
the subject may be. noticed in this work, as a proof (superfluous, we should
think) “ that the Government of India at home will listen to appeals against
the conduct of their servants abroad; and that individuals there, even when
the local authorities turn a deaf ear to their complaints, are not shut out
from all hope of redress.”

We are so little inclined to tenderness towards oppression, and to assist in
excluding a case of injustice from public attention, the excitement of whieh,
in a free country like this, is often more efficacious in repairing the wrongs* of
an individual than an Appeal to the constituted tribunals, that we do not hesi-

tate to bring the matter utuler the notice of our readers. Had we been insin-

cere in our professions, very plausible reasons might be assigned for declining,
at present, to touch upon Mr. Hay’s case : one reason is, that the statements
laid before us are, in a great measure, ex parte; for although a letter from Mr.
Wollen to the Judges of Appeal, in reply to the accusations of Mr. Hay, is

printed in the Appendix to the “ Memorial,” yet the bulk of the matter con-
tained in the papers, the notes, the comments, and finally the memorial itself,

Mr. Wollen is not cognizant of; nor have we before us any of the grounds
upon which the Bengal Government decided against Mr. Hay. Another rea-
son which would fully justify us in observing silence is this, namely, that the
question is sub jutlice

;

and that the Court of Directors have declared the
investigation of the various circumstances noticed in Mr. Hay’s “ Memorial ”

to be impracticable (owing to its not having been transmitted through the pre-
scribed channel of the Local Government) without a reference to Bengal,
which has accordingly been made : we must be, at least

, as incapable of form-
ing a just conclusion on the subject, in its present state, as the Court of
directors.

Premising, therefore, that the allegations of Mr. Hay are, to a certain
extent, ex parte

;

that the matter has been already investigated by the Local
Government, which decided that, under the circumstances stated in a letter
from the Acting Register of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (which is not
printed by Mr. Hay), “no further inquiry on the subject appeared to Govern-
ment to be necessary ;” and lastly, that the matter is in a train of re-investi-
gation by the Home Government :—we proceed to give an outline of the case.
Mr* Hay has been an indigo planter in the Purneah district, under the presi-

dency of Fort William, for several years. . The cultivation of indigo is carried
on in the following manner : the planter makes certain pecuniary advances to
the ryots, or cultivators, for the purchase of seed and other expenses, which
advances are liquidated by the return of a quantity of. plants (from which the
indigo is extracted) at a stipulated rate. “ Such an outlay of capital by Euro-
pean planters gives a new stimulus to native industry, multiplies the valuable
products of the country, and enables the zumeendars to pay the public reve-
nue, as well as greatly improves the condition of the people, who would be
otherwise destitute of the means of employing their fields in such valuable
cultivation, and left entirely in the hands of native money-lenders, who arein
the habit of supplying their necessities on the most usurious terms*” (Jtfgsp.)

...Jhese
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These advances are the subject of contracts between the planter and the
ryots, which the latter are often more ready to enter into than to fulfil: many
of them, in bad years especially, when the produce is higher, than the contract

'

‘^rlcb, endeavour to escape from their obligations, which the Government
regulations, however, expressly enforce.

In the year 1624, Mr. Hay purchased four new factories in the district, in

-order to extend his cultivation of indigo. Prior to this, namely, in the months
Of December 1823, and January and February 1824, many of the ryots con-
nected with these new factories, owing to causes which do not appear (accord-
ing to Mr. Hay's petition to the Judge of Moorshedabad, “without any cause
or reason, or any violence or oppression towards them ”) receded from tH<6ir

engagements, by depositing in the treasury of the Dewanny Court of Purneah
zillah, the sums advanced to them by .Mr. Hay. The cultivation of the indigo

plant became hereby totally at a stand, to the grievous injury of the planter,

who not only found his capital unproductive, but incurred heavy expenses

for the wages of servants and other disbursements on account of the factories.

It is to be observed that the contracts with the ryots belonging to Mr. Hay’s

new factories were (most if not all) made, not bv Mr. Hay, but by the parties

from whom he purchased the property, Mr. Hay asserts (what seems reason-

able enough) that this made no difference ; that he acquired by the purchase

the seller’s right to the outstanding balances.

Recourse was had by Mr. Hay for redress to the judge of the district. This

was a gentleman named Wollon, w ho had entered upon the office in January

1823. It is alleged by Mr. Hay, that the judge had no power to receive the

balances of the ryots into the treasury, without the order of some one of

the courts, and that by so doing he took upon himself the authority to annul

the regulatiovmasno contracts, and was thereby the primary cause ofthe memo-
rialist's injury. To this gentleman Mr. Hay applied, in February 1824, for aid

to compel the ryots to take back their balances and fulfil their contracts. The
expressions in the letters of Mr. Hay would lead a reader to believe that Mr.

Wollen had interposed, and issued his orders to the ryots, which the latter

disregarded. The expressions to which we allude are these :
“ I need only

tell you that they (the ryots) have set your orders and peons at defiance.”

—“Accept my best thanks for your kindness in assisting me in the manner you

have.”—“I nm ashamed to ask you for further aid,” &c. In his memorial,

Mr. Hay says that his prayers and intreaties to the judge were of no avail

;

that whilst he flattered him with promises of redress, and adopted some mea-

sures apparently in his favour, they were completely nugatory, tlm official

orders which he issued being merely empty words, from which the authority

of the court was tacitly withheld by its subordinate officers; and he adetathat

he became convinced that the judge had formed a secret determination to ruin

him. The motive which he assigns for this object is a wish, on the part olf the

judge, to obtain the factories for his brother-in-law ; and Mr. Hay asserts that

Mr; Wollen offered him (in February 1824) 18,000 rupees for the concern, for

which Mr. Hay had given nearly 28,000. This assertion is supported by a

letter from a gentleman named Blake, besides the testimony of six others

(according to Mr. Hay) who heard the offer made.

‘Mr; Hay thereupon submitted his case (March 1824) to the Court of Appeal

Mborshedabad, which, according to a copy of the order before us, declared

Ri&ifeceipt of the deposits in the treasury was unfit and improper; that tpe

jtfefge of the zillah should not receive as deposits any balance of advances fpT

;
and that the monies* having been received clearly in contravention ' of

^Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 135. tZ the
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the regulations of Government, the judge should forthwith return the deposits

to the persons who made them.

Mr. Hay proceeds to allege that this order of the Court was not enforced,

and the season for sowing indigo having been allowed to pass by, he was forced

to close his factories.
^

He then appealed to the Supreme Government, through the Chief Secre-

tary; in consequence of which the judge was called upon for his statement of

the transaction, and for his remarks upon the allegations contained in Mr.

Hay’s representation.

Mr. Wollen begins by observing that when he took charge of the district he

found that discontent prevailed amongst the indigo ryots, and which appeared

to have existed during the time of his predecessor ; that numerous complaints

were filed in court by this class,
" almost all of the same tendency that the

preceding judge had, in some instances, ordered the advances made to the ryots

from the factories to be deposited in court for the purpose of being returned

to the parties from whom the ryots had received them, and that, soon after his

arrival, he(Mr.Wollen)was applied to for the same purpose. He proceeds to state

that the dissatisfaction of the ryots was augmented by the disastrous season of

1823, which destrojred the plants and occasioned great loss to the ryots, who,

when the period arrived for making advances for the succeeding year, resolved,

generally, to give up the cultivation of indigo altogether. In consequence of

their importunity and clamour, the judge says he received the deposits of a

certain number of ryots. Mr. Hay then requested that these deposits might

be given back to them, which the judge endeavoured to prevail upon the ryots

to take ; but they refused, alleging their inability to cultivate indigo any longer,

and persisted in their refusal after he had received and endeavoured to enforce

the order of the Court of Appeal ; so that it was not till the end of April and
beginning of May that he succeeded in prevailing upon them to receive back

their deposits, when they declared, one and all, that they would sooner leave

the country than continue a cultivation which had entailed such heavy losses

upon them.

With respect to his alleged wish to purchase the factories, from which Mr.
Hay infers that the judge had an interest in seeking his ruin, Mr. Wollen
denies the accusation <e in the most solemn and decided manner;” observing

thafthe factories had been the source of great and continued loss to every for-

mer proprietor, and that it would have been madness in him, if he had enter-

tained the wish to purchase, first to bring about the ruin of a concern, and

then to offer for it 18,000 rupees, a sum, too, quite beyond his power tc

command, Mr. Wollen refers to the letters of Mr. Hay, dated posterior to

the* act 'which he considers as the cause of his misfortune, in proof that he

(the judge) had rendered him assistance ; and pronounces his charge calum-

nious, founded in malicious and vindictive motives, &c.

As wc before observed, the Supreme Government declined making further

inquiry on the subject ; whereupon Mr. Hay addressed another representation

to the Government, denying the statements contained in Mr. Wollen’s excul-

patory letter (especially that in which he asserts that the money deposited con-

sisted altogether of balances due by the ryots before Mr. Hay purchased the

factories), and reiterating his charges. Receiving no answer to this representa-

tion, and being uneasy under the imputations conveyed in Mr. Wollen’s

vindication, Mr. Hay, after the lapse of about six weeks, repeated his applica-

tion to Government, upon which occasion he was (we think) so ill-advised as

to annex to his letter a copy of a “ native petition,” said to have been presented
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to the Court of Circuit of Moorshcdabad, respecting the conduct of Mr.
Wollen in matters entirely unconnected with his own coipplaint. The allega-
tions contained in that petition are of such a nature that, if proved, they
would not only demonstrate Mr. Wollen to be “ a corrupt judge and a degraded
man,** but must reflect disgrace upon the Government for suffering a person of
his character to officiate as its minister. When we state, however, that the
charges in this “ native petition ” are such as, if true, would be easily suscep-
tible of proof, and that they were, or at least some of them were, according
to the admission of Mr. Hay, investigated before the proper tribunal, few
persons will think its re-introduction, in this irregular manner, is calculated
to benefit the cause of Mr. Hay.
We have now given an outline of this case : we have abstained, as much as

possible, from copying the acrimonious remarks which each party bestows
upon the character and motives of the other

;
and we have avoided the reason-

ings upon the facts which Mr. Hay has introduced, and which certainly give a
favourable colour to his case. The points of the question are not numerous of

intricate: it seems admitted that Mr. Wollen was not justified by the letter of

the law in receiving the deposits of the ryots ; but whether his motive in doing

so was to gratify any impulse dishonourable in a judge, or whether it was to

defend the poor cultivators from oppression (a consideration which, it would
seem, is sufficient to authorize such interference), we have not any evidence

to enable us to decide. Mr. Ha}' has sustained a severe injury ; of that there

appears no room to doubt : how far that injury is to be ascribed to others, to

himself or to accidents for which no one is responsible, is the essence of the

question to be considered by the Court to which he has appealed.

LINES,

WRITTEN BY MOONLIGHT ON A PILLAR OF THE RUINS OF RAJMAHAL*

•• The city of Rajmaha], which is now aheap of miserable ruins, is situated on the south-western

bank of the Ganges. In 16311 it was a place of very considerable importance and magnificence, and the

capital of the Bengal and Bahar provinces. Sultan Shujah erected a splendid palace in this city, imme-

diately on the banks of the Ganges, the marble hall of which still remains, though In a very ruinous

condition, and apparently wholly unprotected from the hands of robbers. Having had occasion to pass

through Rajmahal on my way from Berhampore to Bhaugulpore, I took particular notice of the 'pictu-

resque and romantic ruins which met my eye in every direction. I did not reach the place till very late

in the evening, but the fragrance of the breeze, and the brilliancy of the moon, induced me to contem-

plate a scene, whose beauty lost none of its attractions by being viewed at such an hour on such a night."

Hail, stranger, hail ! thine eye shall here survey

The path of Time, where Ruin marks his way,

When sullen moans the solemn midnight Bird,

And the gaunt Jackal’s harsher cry is heard ;

If thine the soul with sacred ardour fraught,

Rapt in the Poet’s dream, or Sage’s thought,

To thee, these mouldering walls a voice shall raise,

And sadly tell how earthly pride decays.

IIow human hopes, like human works, depart,

And leave behind-—the ruins of the heart

!

D. 1. Richardson.

* These lines are from an elegant Diamond edition of ** Sonnets and other Poems, partly written in

India," which has just appeared.

2 Z 2
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SANSCRIT LITERATURE.
To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal

Sir: You have favoured the general scholar, and all men of classical

research, with a luminous and interesting dissertation on Sanscrit literature;

and have clearly shewn how much of this rich and vast field remains unculti-

vated, and even unknown. A few, and but a few, eminent labourers have

appeared; and, unfortunately, some of these, from retired habits, or unwilling-

ness to appfear before the world, have not communicated the result of intense

study and application.

I was in India in habits of gratifying intercourse with that distinguished

orientalist. Sir Wra. Jones, who “ Nil tetegit
,
quod non ornavit and he said

exactly what you state—that Hindu literature was unbounded. I observed to

him that I understood the Celtic lunguage, and had traced from it [since made
known] a multiplicity of Greek and Latin vocables, such as T/teox, Ileus, from

Deugh ; Scriberc from Scremgh ; Lcgere from heugh , &c. ; and asked him his

opinion of Sanscrit. His reply was truly expressive:—“ It possesses all

the perfections, awithout any of the imperfections, of all the languages with which

I am acquainted.” It being now clearly established, that but little is com-
paratively known in almost every department of literature contained in this

sublime language, it is full time to supply what is so evidently deficient, and

not to leave it to industrious German linguists to anticipate us in what the

well-educated servants of the East-India Company are perfectly adequate to

achieve.

Without farther delay, let evefy Sanscrit work of repute, on every branch

of science, philology, and literature of every description, be collected

studiously, if not already done. This effected, let collective bodies of the

most eminent scholars divide among themselves the truly important task of

translation, elucidated by notes. " The labourer being worthy of his hire,**

these scholars would be remunerated for a due discharge of a great duty

intimately connected with the stability and welfare of British interests, and of

our government in India, as might, by a train of conclusive reasoning, be

made out, were it not obvious. The sale of translations supplying manifest

desiderata in literature, and of political, as well as scientific moment, would

be rapid ; and being sought after with avidity, would, in a great measure,

indemnify expense not to be put in competition with an object so long wanting.

A due administration of justice would be considerably facilitated, while the

learned and upper class of the natives would feel highly gratified. In your ex-

cellent Journal, the general subject is so well developed, that I need say but

little. In the course of these investigations, the real origin of one of the

roost ancient languages, the Celtic, might probably be traced much farther

east than Scythia. As the knowledge of the English language advances in

Wales, in the highlands of Scotland, and in Ireland, the Celtic must become
extinct. To preserve, at least, a classical knowledge of it, I have recom-

mended the establishment of Gaelic Professorships in two of the Scottish

Universities.

Your’s, &c.

John Macdonald. .

Richmond, February 7

,

18*7*
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE MAHRATTA COUNTRY.*

The obscurity in which time involves the history of past ages, is perhaps
in no portion of India greater than we find it in the country now distinguished

by the name of the Deccan. The curiosity of knowing who went before us,

the pleasure of associating the transactions of remote ages with the countries

we inhabit, and with the mountains or plains whose picturesque appearance
or whose fertility we daily contemplate, lead often to researches which, if

they yield no greater benefit to mankind, tend at least to improve the mind,
by enlarging the ideas.

Though it is granted that we may find treasures in the scientific works, it

has not yet been admitted that we could discover any important lessons of
Government from the study of the History of our Hindoo or Mahomedan
predecessors ; in fact, we find a melancholy blank in the details of the internal

administration of those rulers. Foreign wars and internal seditions seem to

be the most plentiful ingredients of the works of the historians of India.

Sometimes the birth and death of a saint, and occasionally a wise or a bold

saying, relieve the details of battles, enmities, and treacheries. The character

of a general or an emperor is also occasionally sketched with impartiality; but

most frequently the portraits are too flattering or too hideous ; and to these

sketches wc have almost entirely to trust for our information of the practical

internal government of Asia.

It is fair to believe that the Deccan, or that tract of country lying to the

south of the Vindaya range of mountains, ranked upwards of three thousand

years ago as a civilized nation ; but as no exact notions can be gained from the

writings and traditions of the Hindoos in regard to the state of society in

remote ages, any speculations on them have little to recommend them beyond
their ingenuity. I am, however, of the same opinion as those who conceive

that the aborigines of India were Coolies, living in an uncivilized state ap-

proaching to barbarism, when Ramu, the King of Chide, set himself to reduce

the whole country to his power, and to civilize its inhabitants. Rawan, the

King of Ceylon, and his brethren the kings of the countries south of the

Vindaya range of mountains, were probably great Cooly Naicks, who with

their subjects subsisted on their flocks, and on the produce of fields poorly

cultivated.

Rawan, however, must have been a great man in his time, for it appears he

is believed to have assigned this part of the country as an inheritance to his

pipers. If this be true, they probably were its rulers when Seeta Rama’s
queen, on their arrival at Punchowtee, on the opposite bank of the Godavgry

at Nassick, took a fancy to have the skin of an antelope which she saw

grazing in the fields made into a cholee or covering for her neck. The dire

consequences which ensued from her husband setting off over the country to

kill the antelope are well known
j
but we cannot but admire the politeness and

conjugal affection of the times, and of so great a king as Rama, in endear

vouring to satisfy his wife’s odd longing. Rama is said to have conquered the

countries all round him, and probably the first introduction of the Hindoo

laws and faith to the southward of the Nerbudda was made by him* He pro-

bably had a fellow-feeling for the Coolies, as Walmeek, the prophetic writer

of the Kamayan, was, before he changed his predatory habits and became a
> • Rishe,

By H. P. Robertson, Esq., from ths •« Selection of Papers from the Records at tho East-India

House, 1896," vol. iv. p. 400.
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Rishe, a notorious highway robber. I have not discovered, however, that

there wad any spiritual Cooley, or any learned flindoo, who, marrying himself

to a Cooley maiden, produced a second Veyas in the Deccan ; but it is

probable that the same means which were devised to instruct the Hindostan

robbers were practised here ; and that in the course of time civilization bqgan

to gain ground, and the country to become well-peopled and rich.

The religion introduced was no doubt the religion of the Vedas, a pure

Seisin, which inculcates the equality of souls in the estimation of the Deity,

and that the sun is the emblem of his Majesty. In the course of time there

.Arose schismatics, who contended for the doctrines of immaterialisin, the

existence of nothing but the soul, and the determination of creation (though

they admitted there was a God) by chance.

These sectaries probably carried every thing before them, and maintained

their superiority for a long period. From the confusion and discomfiture of

the believers in the orthodox doctrines of what we may in these days call

Hindooism, the original faith was probably greatly adulterated, and in many
places totally suppressed, and the knowledge of it lost; but those sparks

which remained alive burst forth with all the destructiveness of religious zeal

when a fit opportunity offered, and at length the Hindoos triumphed over their

adversaries the Baudhists, and re-established worship, differing from their

original faith in many particulars, and perhaps in none more than in the in-

troduction of the worship of images. It is probable, however, that till about

A.D. 30, they retained the practice of shedding the blood of the cow on

their marriage ceremonies, of eating flesh (not beef) on their shrouds, and of

a brother sleeping with his brother’s wife, if she produced no children from

her intercourse with her husband.* The Hindoo zealots who triumphed over

their adversaries, no doubt used every argument they could think of to prove

the existence and duration of matter, and in the heat of doing so probably

gave birth to many of those foolish ceremonies and ablutions which evince

their belief, not only in the existence of matter, but in the possibility of

defiling the soul through impure material contact. From the same cause

particular places became sanctified ; a residence at some, and a sight of others*

were declared sufficient to cleanse away sins, or to enable the devotee to

reach even to Heaven; and thus the original Hindoo faith became, in the

eagerness of its votaries to subvert the Immaterialists, a religion of the utmost

absurdity, in which matter was mixed up with mind in all shapes and situations.

To this zeal for marking distinctly their difference of opinion, is also probably

to be attributed the invention of Metempsychosis and the doctrine of Gnaa
(perfect knowledge or omniscience), by which it is believed that none who are

not so sufficiently holy in this life as to attain the last gradationary class of

Ashenims, and by performing strictly the duties of a Sunyeassee, to acquire

omniscience, can arrive in Mookht, but that they will continue to be re-

embodied successively until the consummation supervenes.

After the conquest over the Baudhists, the literati were probably engaged

fh giving a finishing shape and consistence to their tenets, and in writing

books to prove the reverse of the doctrine of their opponents. They stated

in their books that the divine essence could assume any form, and accordingly

it vtas made to do so. The sun and moon also were made to be the proge-

nitbffa

* I am inclined to look on the Jains, if not as more moderate reformers, at least as preserving In

ancient times, more nearly than any other Hindoo reformers, the real tenets of the original Hindoo
faith.
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nitors of a long race of kings. The sun was, iu consideration of its natural
effects, incorporated with Vishnoo, the preserving power. The moon, on the
same principle perhaps, was identified with Mahadeo or Seeva ; the destructive
energy and bountiful Alma Mater corresponded with Brimha, the Creator.
A great reformer appeared about the commencement of the Christian era,
who abolished the fourth stage of perfection in this life, on the principle that
as wickedness would be paramount in this youg, no one could ever expect
to become so much devoted to abstruse contemplation as to acquire Gnan,
and subsequently immortality. He also abolished sacrifices to the sun and
fire; blit he rescinded these reforms (probably he was obliged to do so, from
opposition), from the conviction that, if they were made, the Hindoo religion

would have speedily been annihilated.

The King of Oojein probably held under his sway the countries south of the
Ncrbudda, until Salivahan established himself in independence, and fixed the
northern boundary of his kingdom along the line of that river.

There appears to be no reason to believe that, from the beginning of the
Christian era to the present time, the Hindoo religion has ever been much
encroached on. Many sects and schismatics have appeared, and the Maho-
medans and Portuguese tried hard to convert its followers and suppress the

religion : but it kept its ground, and perhaps did so the better from those

occasional oppositions which could not eradicate it.

But as we miist infer from the booty which the Patan kings of Delhi ac-

quired in Dowlutabad,* and which their rebellious servants who established the

kingdom of Koolberga found in Beeganuggur and Telenganny, that the coun-

tries ruled in the thirteenth century by Hindoo Rajas were in a highly flourish-

ing condition ; we may perhaps be justified in concluding, that if there ever

was a great change in the habits or laws of the mass of the people, it .was last-

ing, and that its effects soon became obliterated by the revival of former

usages.

There are authenticated traces of the existence of Lingayets in considerable

numbers in this part of the country. The people of that tract of our new
territories which lies from the top of the Sj'aderee range inland-from twenty to

twenty-five miles, and which is in different places of the range termed Mora
and Mawul, were cultivators and herdsmen by turns. The people of this tract

appear to have resisted (if I may so use the term) any attempts to civilize

them, and to have preserved under the Mahommedau kings of- Deccan a bar-

barous independence. They were partly cultivators, in the same way as we
now see in some of the divisions of that tract a single community of cowherds

quite distinct from the inhabitants of villages, who have a gowra as their chief,

to lead them to the pasture grounds, and to their labours as agriculturalists.

I find the head-men of such communities in these districts were chiefly Linga-

yets, and that to every valley, or to every two or three Tallies, there was a

chief, who probably settled in the gross for the revenues of his districts, as

there is mention made of one Beyapa Jungaum, of Pown Mawul, having lost

his inheritance and power for not remitting his revenue to the Nizam’s Govern*

ment with due precision.

• There la a tradition that Deoghur, or Dowlatabad, was built in 1203 A.D., by a dhungur, or herds-

man, who acquiring, by some unusual good fortune, vast wealth, was named by his brother shepherds

Rqjah Ram, and soon after assumed the rank of a Rajah. Uemar Punt is said to have brought Peesack-

leep, the present Mocchavacta, from Lunka, in 1253 A.D. ; Hemar Punt became the minister of a

Rajah Ram of Deoghur. Peesackleep means the writing of raschas, or demons, probably from it*

being the writing of Uawan’s countrymen.
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An, attempt is now making to stimulate the efforts of the public towards

. S$me legislative measure which shall put a stop to the dreadful custom pre-

vailing amongst the females of Hindostan, of immolating themselves upon the

funeral pile of their deceased husbands* A notice, we observe, has been given

of a motion on this subject in the Court of Proprietors of East-India Stock,

and we have reason to believe that Parliament will be called upon, during the

present session, to interpose its powerful authority for the purpose of pro*

scribing this cruel and detestable custom throughout the British territories in

India*

We have before us a report of the proceedings of a public meeting con-
vened by the Lord Mayor of York, and held at that city, on the 19th January
last, at which a petition was resolved to be presented to both Houses of Parlia*

ment, wherein the practice is justly stigmatized as a gross violation of the law
of God and the feelings of humanity, and in its tendency highly demoralizing.;

and the two branches of the Legislature are implored to adopt such measures as

may be deemed most expedient for abrogating it. The speakers upon that

occasion, with one accord, expressed the indignation natural to a Christian
mind at this revolting custom, and at the unnatural and absurd superstition to
which it owes its continuance ^ and they further considered that a practice like

this, violating the laws of God and nature, ought to experience no toleration,

but that it is the positive duty of Government to put a stop to it.

In some sensible introductory remarks, which precede the Report before us,

it is observed that two arguments are used against interference with the prac-

tice : first, that its prohibition would be a breach of toleration ; and secondly,
that the attempt would be resisted, as evinced by the affair at Vellore, which
(it is alleged) was occasioned by a supposed attack on the prejudices of the

Hindoos. These arguments are thus met :

—

,
;To the first argument it may be replied, that complete toleration is correctly defined

to be the allowance of every speculative opinion, and the uninterrupted exercise of
every practice not inconsistent with the great principles of humanity and the divine law.

It is evident, under this view of the subject, that a right to commit murder can never
be claimed by any sect as a religious privilege.

The innovations whfch led to the mutiny at Vellore were of a very different cha-
racter; they were a direct infringement upon religious liberty, by attempting to destroy
the distinction of caste, which is denoted by the mode of wearing the hair and turban.
To the second argument may be opposed the sentiments of many persons well ac-

quainted with India, os well as the very important fact, that the British government
bps pot scrupled to inflict the same punishments upon Brahmins, who offend against
tlie laws, as upon other persons, although their sacred books declare the person of a
Brahmin inviolable*

We have patiently toiled through the ponderous volumes of documents
whiph have been laid before Parliament upon this embarrassing subject ; but
tlie.more we read the more are we perplexed to know what is expedient to be
don^ Our readers .will find a brief summary of the contents of the last col-

lation of Parliamentary papers respecting suttees in our SJOth vol. p. 653.' It
w/4,£hore be $een that opinion in India is still divided as to the policy of directWe could add from that voluminous collection man}' additional

f$#f and arguments; but we are convinced we should not, by doing so,
advance the reader one step towards a conclusion as to what is expedient hi a
cose where there is so much reason for apprehension that every course, but

of absolute passiveness, would be attended with more or lets danger.
'

Up6n
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Upon this question, as upon most others^respecting Indian topics, much
misapprehension prevails, and thereby false conclusions are easily arrived at.

it is* as far as we can ascertain the fact, perfectly true, that the practice of
self-immolation amongst widows is not positively enjoined by the most sacred
of the Hindoo laws : one, the Vedanta

, it is said, forbids it.. But, although

we admitted the total silence of the Hindoo authorities, najr
, that dissuasives

may be found amongst the ancient writers, the practice is still of such
high antiquity, that it is as much recommended to the people by that consi-

deration, and forms thereby, in their estimation, equally a part of their religious

system, as if expressly enjoined in the sacred books. 'I he rite of self-immo-
lation amongst the widows of Hindoos is expressly mentioned by the historians

of Alexander’s invasion of India, and the details of the ceremony attending a
suttee, upwards of£,000 years ago, arc given by Diodorus Siculus with as much
precision and accuracy as if it had occurred yesterday.* He mentions that the

ceremony was conformable to the law of India. Cicero has borne similar testi-

mony to the antiquity of the custom.f
There is a very important fact—important in many respects,—in the consider-

ation of this question, which is sometimes overlooked. The existing custom is

to agreat extent local, prevailing most in particular districts, and especially in

tlie Bengal territories. In some districts the practice is altogether disregarded,

or even unknown. The first reflection arising from this fact is, that it ac-

counts, in a great measure, for the discrepancy of opinion amongst the public

officers in India as to the policy of direct and resolute interference. Those
who witness but few of these horrid scenes, and find an indifference amongst

the people around them, sometimes even a repugnance, to the performance of

the rite, naturally conclude that the opposition of the natives to the abrogation

of suttees would be trifling. On the other hand, those who have before them
daily proofs of the eagerness with which these sacrifices are followed up, will

as naturally come to an opposite conclusion.

This fact, namely, the local character of the custom, combined with the

consideration that the Hindoo law is not imperative in requiring it, furnishes

a ground for adopting some measure for interfering with suttees. If a prohi-

bition were introduced into districts, beginning with such as offered the least

resistance, and especially where some influential natives favoured the introduc-

tion of the regulation, the practice might be gradually suppressed in others,

and at length finally extirpated throughout our territories.

It has been often urged as a reproach to our Indian Government that it

should tolerate a practice repugnant to British law. But the practice does not

prevail where British law is paramount : if a suttee were to take place within

the scope of the jurisdiction possessed by the Supreme Court of Calcutta,*

there is no doubt that the parties assisting in the transaction would be indicted

for murder, and, if convicted, executed. How far the criminal law of India,

which is the Mahommedan, can be made available for putting a stop to the

practice, we cannot determine ; but the Mahommedan rulers of Hindostan did

not stop, we believe, nay they suffered the practice, notwithstanding its repug-

nance tp their code; and if so, our application of that law to the extinction.of

suttees, would be justly regarded as intolerant, inequitable, and at variance

with the express stipulation under which we assumed the government of India.

The
* See Miotic Jowm. vol. xxl. p. 347,

'f Mulicres in India, cum est cujusque earum vir mortuus, in certamen judiciuinq,ue veuiijnt, quam-
pl&rltimm life dilcXcrit : plurcs enim singulis soleut esse nupttc. Qua: eat vitrix, cala'ta, pyoMxpicuti-

busauis, unfccvm vitQ In rogum impemitur :
<eia victa mauta disced it. Tinhv Qriabt. lib. v.n.^fl.

' ' "
'

jtiatic Journ. Vol.XXIII. No.135. 3 A
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eases,
1 where thectistomary farrarere Outrageously violated, and the wretched

victim te actually murdered, iademonstratedby the occurrence at Poonah, in

* September 1823, described-in the volume of our Journal towhich we hove
’‘already referred. The parties in that diabolical affair were brought to trial,

bit escaped without punishment* which the law did not authorise.

*. The great inconvenience of legislating in this matter is that there is ho
* alternative between absolutely prohibiting the sacrifice, and passively leaving

the practice as it is ; it being generally admitted that the regulations hitherto

' adopted by Government, especially those by which a magistrate’s order is

required for the ceremony, and a police officer is directed to be present to pre-

vent unfair practices, have really done more harm than good, by giving a sort

of countenance and sanction to the custom.* The only partial measure that

can be adopted, with any prospect of benefit, is that which we have suggested,

namely, to introduce a prohibition into particular zillahs.

Lord Hastings, it appears, deemed it practicable to put down the practice at

ontfe by a general prohibition : he was apprehensive of the effects of such a

measure in England, not in India. But it cannot be forgotten that his lord-

ship’s toleration of this very practice was made a ground of eulogy by the native

population of Calcutta; and, but for the suggestions of more sensible men,

the toleration would have been recorded as one of the reasons for the gratitude

felt by the natives of Calcutta, in the address presented to the Marquess, when
quitting his high post of Governor General.

It is very probable that the apprehension of exciting the resentment of our

Indian subjects, by offending their prejudices^ may often be carried too far;

but it is no act of egregious folly to err on the side of caution in this matter.

It may possibly appear to the understanding of a Hindoo that Government
might.with as much propriety retrench all the superincumbent mass of super-

stition which oppresses the Hindoo religious system, and reduce it to its original

form of a pure theism, as forbid the performance of the suttee rite, because it

is not enjoined by any positive law of unexceptionable authority.

It is true that practices somewhat analogous have been prohibited by au-

thority ; such as female infanticide iu Guzerat, and the drownings of infants

at Saugor. Although it must be confessed that these were practices altogether

, lpcal, and entirely unsupported by the religious books which constitute the

sacred oracles of a Hindoo’s belief, and therefore more easily relinquished

than a practice so much more general and better supported, as is that of Saha-

vtarana, yet the precedents are valuable.

Far be it from us to throw any unnecessary impediments in the way of

abolishing this hateful and inhuman practice : we would merely endeavour to

present, all the difficulties, in order that, if the authorities which will be ap-

pealed to do not adopt any measure to fix a termination to it, their hesitation

may not be imputed to neglect or indifference. It is one of those evils which
^Legislation finds it difficult to cope with: the law may forbid the practice, but

,
j^jihe pertinacity of the natives persist in continuing it, who shall, presume to

'

‘iSy. we can * subdue the unconquerable' mind?”
t . . . ,

: , ;

In order to be effectual, the prohibition requires that some principles in the

breasts of the people should co-operate with it. But their principles are de-

cidedly opposed thereto : interest conspires with superstition, tedium vite, and

other

* A precisely similar effect has attended the impotittagtte tax on the ceremonies at Juggunat’h s the
yotorles conceive they act under government sanction. J
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other motives, to perpetuate the practice* Many of the instances of sut-
tees, particularly of such ad perform the tite of Anoomarana, by burning some
time after the decease of their husbands, with a part of their furniture
or apparel, are cases of mere suicide, proceeding from no affection towards
the deceased, and prompted solely by weariness of life. The examples of
such infatuation amongst both sexes are numerous throughout India* The Hin-
doo faith frequently flatters and encourages the deluded victims to perform an
act of diabolical folly, with the impious hope of being enabled thereby to
propitiate the Deity. Some of their acts of self-destruction are altogether
incomprehensible, as in the following case, which has just occurred to our
notice in an Indian journal : it is an extract from a native newspaper, called

the Timira Nasuk :

It is said in the Sastras, that Ahishma died of his own choice ; and In this iron age
Loharam has followed his example. We learn from a letter received from Sookde, that

an inhabitant of that village, by name Loharam, a Dhivara, or fisherman, by caste,

who was looked upon as an idiot, and who was frequently fed at the house of the

Kayastbasaiid Brahmans of the place, exhibited a marvellous instance of presentiment

of -death, and expired accordingly. On ike 20th Asliarh last, he entered the house of

. Babu Kasigati IVIustavi, of the same village, reciting the names of the deity; and
told him that as he was about to die, ho had come tq him to be entertained : the Babu

.
at first laughed at him, but ultimately gave him all he requested ; after having eaten,

he invited his entertainer to accompany him to the river side, and thinking the whole
ajoke, the Bahu consented. When they arrived at the Ganges, Loharam requested a
piece of cloth, which was given him, and lying down on the bank, so that the lower

part of his body was in the water, he covered the upper with the cloth, and for some
time continued to invoke the name of Govinda. After having laid some time in

this manner, the bystanders becoming weary of the supposed trick, lifted up the cloth,

and found that the man was really dead. Opinions are divided as to the circumstance,

some holding him to be a knave, and others a saint ; but such a death is no doubt an

extraordinary occurrence.

The Government of Bengal, to check this kind of self-destruction, issued

an order in 1823, at Allahabad (near the junction of the Ganges and Jumna),

intimating that any person assisting the suicide would be tried for murder.

Beset as the subject is with difficulties, it is still desirable that the hope of

abolishing this atrocious custom may not be abandoned, and that every effort

Should be made to keep our governments upon the alert, to ascertain whether

the experiment, which is a desperate one, can be made with prudence. With

this view it is right to rouse public attention and fix it upon this object, hs one

which deserves the deepest regard from a people jealous of any imputation

tipon their humanity. We heartily concur in the sentiments expressed by a

reverend gentleman at the York meeting, namely, that “We may grant, for the

sake of an argument, that there may be some hazard in accomplishing what is

our ultimate object ; but in the promotion of our immediate object, there can

be no hazard whatsoever, as that object is simply to invite the earnest attention

of the public in general to a subject confessedly interesting and important, and

especially to bringthe subject to a fair discussion before the liberal and enlight-

ened Parliament of our country/*

3 A 2
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EDUCATION OF CADETS.

Our present number Is so overburthened with matter upon this subject^

that with some timidity we venture to add to it.

Dr. Gilchrist has addressed to us a communication expressive of his sorrow

jhj^rarin^; the letter read by the Chairman of the Court of Directors which the

•Horn* Baronet declared he had just received from Sir Thomas Munro} the

Governor of Madras, on the subject of the Hindoostanee language, and

which, Dr. Gilchrist says, contradicts the opinion he has always entertained

of the view which was taken of the subject at that Presidency, from repeated

and recent communications from thence. He refers us in his letter to some

statements in his Tuilionary Pic neer, in support of this opinion, and which go

far to justify Dr. Gilchrist in suspecting some mistake in the two lion, baronets,

or in his own correspondents. He has further directed our attention to an

article which appeared in a daily paper on the subject of Hindoostanee; the

object of which is to shew the convenience to those who are proceeding to

India, of studying that language in England, instead of landing in the country

in a condition which renders them dependent upon faithless natives for the

commonest offices of business.

Whatever opinion we may entertain with regard to the particular course

which Dr. Gilchrist has taken to bring his claims before the world, we are not

disposed to join in the indiscriminate censure with which some persons have

visited that gentleman since he has become in some degree a public character.

Mere eccentricity ought not to work a forfeiture of those pretensions which he

once possessed in the opinion of men whose judgment is worth something.

We cannot forget that he was selected by Lord Wellesley, whose discern-

ment of talent is a remarkable property in his character, to fill an eminent

post in the College of Fort William. Wc ought to remember, likewise,

that the works of Dr. Gilchrist, on the popular language of Ilindoostan, have

perhaps laid a basis for its extensive cultivation at home and amongst
^Europeans. It is a maxim with us that talents, t>f whatever kind, so that

.
they be honest, arc entitled to a sort of feeling from the public aualogous to

gratitude.

Having given this opinion of what is due to this gentleman, he cannot be
displeased with us if, in the same spirit of candour and impartiality, we advert

to the mode in which his pretensions arc urged ; a mode which tends rather to

defeat than to aid his views. There is a refractoriness in the human mind
wjtuch rebels against dogmatical dictation ; there is no such thing as taking

possession of the understanding by a coup de main . A person who appeals to

the tribunal of public opinion must adopt the ordinary forms : if his cause is

good, it needs nothing but the simple dress of reason to recommend it; if

any other expedients arc employed, if party-feelings are enlisted, and. noisy

vituperations obtrude, the public will think the cause a bad one let it be
eyyer&o just.

With regard to the imputations which, Dr. Gilchrist complains, have been
cast upon him, it would be far better that he should despise such as, after all,

are vague conclusions, whicli no arguments would obviate. If Dr. Gilchrist

has been pronounced madman
, fool, and enthusiast, we would recommend him

to imitate the example of the ancient sage, who, when informed that his

enemies had laid certain faults to his charge, replied that his conduct should .

disprove the accusations.
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ON BUDDHISM;
and on tise expediency of commencing a national COLLECTION OF Till?

BIllMAH MANUSCRIPTS.

TiitnE is no subject whatsoever on which man so intensely exercises his

faculties, or which so deeply interests his feelings, as the investigation of
various parts of traditionary evidence connected with the first ages Of the

world ; and those innate opinions and sentiments graven on the hearts of all

the human race respecting the future destiny of the soul : these two points are
the beginning and the vivifying principle of the theogony of every nation
under heaven; from Caucasus to Ultima Thule, their sound has gone forth

throughout the globe. How many volumes on these deeply-interesting sub-
jects have been gleaned from the inutila ted fragments of Bcrosus, Manetho,
Sanchoniatho, and other relics of the past, which, as Lord Bacon beautifully

says of the philosophies of Plato and Aristole, “ were saved from the general

shipwreck of human learning, as light planks supported by the waves of time.,,

Long has the student sought over the midnight lamp fora solution of his

anxious inquiries, amid the brilliant dreams and encjless theories of the philo-

sophers and sophists of Greece : modern times, however, have had a new
world called into existence for them ; and the star of Eastern literature beams
on the path of knowledge, to enlighten and guide the race of man to those

hitherto unexplored mines of the East, so full of riches which never tarnish,

and which survive even the mutations of empires.

If the classic fictions of Greece claim a kindred origin with the gods

of India, and their true birth-place may be sought for on the banks of the

Ganges and of the Indus, every document which lays before lis the transcripts

of the beiief and tenets of their sacred books, adds so much to the stock of

facts and knowledge, whence genius and judgment may draw those links of

real history and analytical combination, which illustrate the march of events,

and rescue the past history of man and of nations from being lost in oblivion.

There is no tale so obscure or hyperbolically involved in the mythology of the

early ages, that it may not prove capable of serving usefully in an illustration

or evidence when judiciously compared with parallel statements.

The public are therefore greatly indebted to those patrons of science, and

those learned societies, who laboriously exercise themselves in the collection

of such materials. We live at a time, when more important and valuable

records are placed within our reach, than at any former period, in this or any

other country. The East has become manifestly a point of great interest in

the cultivation of literature ; hitherto the stores of Sanscrit learning have

been the chief study, while enough has been done in the language and sacred

books of the Indo-Chinesekingdoms to show how materially they arc interwoven

with the principles of the chief doctrines of paganism. Whether Buddhism or

Braminism be entitled to the priority in point of antiquity, is a question not

yet decided 5 but be that as it may, there can be no doubt.but in the doctrines

and compositions of the Indo-Chinese writers, no less than in the Sanscrit,

are contained most valuable and important materials fo* the philosopher and

the scholar.

Thfe career of war has led our armies* into one, and that a principal state of

thetas regions—the empire of Ava, the literature of which was declared by the

late- DiV Leyden to be peculiarly rich, and* especially in historical works. On
the authority of Dr. Buchanan, he states, that the Birmans have various liis-
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toriesjpf different dynasties of their princes, and he adds: “ these people have

translated histories of the Chinese and Siamese, and of the kingdoms of

Kathee, Koshan-pyee, Pagoo, S&ymmay and Laynzayn : they have also nu-

merous works on astronomy, mythology, medicine and law ; also a variety

of poems and songs* and even natakas which may be derived from Sanscrit

tradition, as the adventures of Rama in Lanka are favourite topics in their

dramas.” In evidence of these facts, Dr. Leyden has supplied a list of no

less than thirty-six highly popular works, some purely mythological, and

others cheritras of the historical class.

After this brief sketch of the Indo-Chinese literature, it may not be imper-

tinent to present their leading ideas on the principal mythological personages

of their ancient theogony, whereby the advantage of examining their character

and import is demonstrated.

The following particulars are extracted from a series of queries which were

submitted to the Chief of the Buddhist priests in Ceylon, and the answers

were given from the contents of their most esteemed manuscripts. These

documents, fortunately for literature, became the property of Sir Alexander

Johnston, who has uniformly shewn himself no less able to appreciate their

value, than possessed with the desire of liberally applying them to the public

use.

The first point which strikes the mind on examining the doctrine of Bud-
dhism, is the account which it exhibits of the nature of their gods, wherewith

the heavens are peopled.

These gods are declared to be immaterial, are in truth spirits : the definition

is singular. “ They came spontaneously (self-existent) into vision, and being

were apparition
,
there appears no parent for a god.”

Of these gods,* Maha Brahma is supreme, inhabiting the sixteenth or highest

heaven, and is declared to be the very god, Sahan-Pati Maha Brahma. The
personage next in importance, at least as concerns the mundane system, Is

Sekkraia, the chief god of the heaven Deiwo Lowa, but not for the sixteen

heavens : Iswarn and Maheswara govern the earth as inferior deities to Sek-

kraia, who indeed performs a most important part in the Buddhist theogony.

Wiswakarma, the Mulciber or Vulcanof India, is declared to be his artisan;

and in the furious contest of the rebel Assouras, or evil demons, to recover

their native heaven, Sekkraia received the Chakkra Walalla, or bickering

lightning, from Wiswakarma, who invented these formidable arms for his use

(as the Lemnian Artisan forged the bolts of Jove)

;

whereby he totally discom-

fited and routed the rebel demons, and became king of the gods of the heaven

Tawoo Deiwo Lowa.

Still Sekkraia has to preserve his worlds from the mighty one, the rebel

Assoura, who lurks under the maha maya parkwatte, or world-stone; ever

watching for a moment’s negligence on the part of the guardian gods, whereby

he may regain his lost power. Against this evil the vigilance of four heavenly

guards is exerted to notify the slightest effort of the demon to Sekkraia, by
whose power he is instantly secured in his stony prison.

How very closely these incidents coincide with the Titanian wars .!—those

rebel-giants, struck down by the thunder-bolts of Jove, and buried under

mountain-rocks, beneath which they struggled vainly to free themselves ! Thus

they were feigned to wrestle with their doom, and thereby to occasion the

internal fire and earthquakes of Trinacria ; and in the same manner the

Assoura* are made to disturb the repose of heaven, and to call for continued

watchfulness.
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Sekkraia is represented as having delegated or delivered the tutelarycharge
of Ceylon, or Lanka Diva, to Wisnoo, described as living on the mountain

Waykeote, in the wilderness of Dambediva, called Himmala wanna, 2,355

years and eight months seven days since \ this epoch was stated as an historic

fact, and was so reckoned by the priest who furnished parts of these explana*

tions, as he extracted from their books the date, on the 99th of November
1813. •

The gods are further declared to be subject to death,—that is, to a change
of state : for death as destruction, or cessation of existence, is unknown in

Buddhism*. They are said to have acquired their stations from good deed£
done on earth ; it will also hereafter be seen that they are represented as in-

terfering with the formation of man and woman. Can any language more
accurately delineate this short analysis of the deities of Buddhism than the

following passage of the Greek poet Hesiod ? “When the mortal remains of

those who flourished during the golden age were hidden beneath the earth,

their souls became beneficent demons ; still hovering over the world which

they had once inhabited, and still watching as guardians over the affairs of

men. These, clothed in thin air, and rapidly flitting through every region of

the earth, possess the royal privilege of conferring wealth, and of protecting

the administration of justice.”—Hesiod, Op. lib. i.v. 1 20.

To conclude this short sketch of the gods :—they are declared capable of

lust and of adultery, and the happiness of heaven is described by reference

to the senses. The word “ gods,” translated into Cingalese, means “ those

who enjoy happiness,” which bears the precise meaning of the foregoing

quotation.

Although, in these short extracts, much is omitted of the details of the

gods which might illustrate the subject, what is narrated (for it is only

intended to give the general scope of their nature, not their names, or actions)

clearly suffices to shew, that their deities bear no stamp or impress of that

sublime and awful being from whom the worlds take their existence : Malm
Brahma is described in the most exalted terms, but notwithstanding it is clear

there is no attribute in it of deity. They are not worshipped, nor have they

temples; they appear solely as ancestral shades, and are invested, amid all

their elevation, with human passions.

The.Buddha is superior to the gods, even to Maha Brahma, who is repre-

sented as descending from the highest heavens, and attending at the birth of

Goutama : to be entitled to become Buddha he must incarnate in flesh, and

be born a man. Whence came this singular and striking coincidence with

scriptural facts, unless we trace it up to, and rest it upon, the priiimry pro-

mise of a son to be born, who should crush the serpent’s head ? Hence

flows the claim of being to this great and mightyone among the first conquerote

of the earth, the Ninus of the Assyrian dynasties, the Phris, or Pharaohs of

Egypt, and the system of Avatars.

Buddha is stated to have acquired his privileges by abstaining froin all

sensual pleasures, by mortification and self-denial, and a variety of acta

deemed praiseworthy and meritorious, wherewith sundry treatises are filled:

they are curious and interesting, as elucidating various points of ancient

belief and practice. Buddha is able to tell the past, the present, iuid the

future,-^-for such his name implies. Among his qualities are “ the fore-knowledge

ofijthe. birth, the creation, and destruction of the world;” the power “ of

koowiog the hearts of every other ; of discovering the shapes inhabited in

past transmigrations.”

In
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la true Buddhist doctrine, there is no such term as
“ creation 6f the

world the Buddhists declare it to have self-existed from eternity ; and what is

here put down os creation,
in the original means “the rising of the world;’*

as if, after having run through its stage of existence, it had been submerged

under the waters of the greut abyss; whence, after the term of its absorption

in the plastic fluid had been fulfilled, it again arises in new birth, exhibiting

the deities, great and subordinate ; men, animals, and plants, as at the first,

to fulfil another series of existence.

We hear very little of Buddha in his highest quality of omniscience, and

the most zealous Buddhists are soon brought to acknowledge a period

anterior to his power or existence : his knowledge of the past, present, and

future, therefore, resolves itself into the Metempsychosis, of which Buddhism

is the true parent, and which invests him with the knowledge of all the

stages of existence during the ages that he has passed on earth. Pythagoras

exhibited the same claim in his doctrines, and the tenets of the Ionic school

found their best support in the subtle and elaborate metaphysics of Indiau

doctrine.

The most extraordinary and refined part of Buddhist faith, is the state of

Nirwan or Nigban, declared to be “ annihilation, non-existence, perfect

happiness, perfect bliss notwithstanding the unqualified terms often used

for this great and highest good, as the Buddhist books declare it, they use

such phrases in other parts as induce the probable supposition, that it is not
“ annihilation,” according to our conception of it, but a significant expression

of an absorption into thefinal great anima mundi, and a rest from allfurther

change or transmigratory trial. This is a doctrine too sublime for any but

the chosen disciple of the Muni, or great teacher, and therefore it is veiled

from vulgar and unbelieving minds : for it is declared in one of their books,

that no one can understand the meaning of Nivani who is unskilled in the

Buddhist faith. A phrase in itself absurd, if the tenet only defined annihi-

lation, absolute and perfect. But the real state of the case seems to be, that

the Buddhists are too keen and too practised reasoners not to see the

manifest bearing upon the supremacy of their Buddha, if they by any means
admitted into their system a state or deity which exempted beings for ever

from any operative change, and awarded an' eternity of unchangeable happi-

ness, while Buddha and his worlds arc going on in a series of painful

revolutions. The truth, however, which they seek to hide, appears to be

demonstrated by Nivani, and clearly evidences that tliere is lurking in the

system of Buddhism a higher principle still, a chief of gods, a sublime, one
and alone, which will link this ancient faith with the first ideas in the early ages

ofman’s existence. The acts ofBuddha, and the various miracles which attended

his appearances in Ceylon, merit a distinct examination ; they bear, in many
particulars, strong concurrent approximation to the early Mosaic accounts,

more so than perhaps that of any other Eastern doctrine. Meantime the

present imperfect sketch may serve to shew in how many and striking particu-

lars the Pantheon of Greece and Rome concurs with the long established and
deeply rooted principles of Buddhism. One important subject of thought so
strongly deserves the attention of that learned and distinguished body who
guide the public opinion on Eastern literature, that it seems the influence and
interest of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain cannot be too
earnestly or instantly exercised upon its realization. The events of the recent

glorious war with Birmah has thrown into the hands of English officers an
immense number of manuscripts, many of them of the greatest beauty and

splendour

;
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splendour; they are now constantly presenting themselves to notice in every

quarter among the relatives and friends of these individuals ; the ornamental

appearance, and compact and portable shape, of these bundles of varnished

and embellished palm-leaves, render them objects of attractive elegance, and
thus (perhaps rather unfortunately) make them pleasing memorials of

remembrance.

A few months will disperse far and wide, and for ever, these valuable

depositaries of the science and history of a great people, and a most impor-

tant opportunity of collecting together a perfect library of Birman writings is

passing away, never to be recalled ; the value and the usefulness of these

manuscripts arc so apparent, that surely a pithy address which designated

either the Museum, our grand national depositary, or the library of the Iloyal

Asiatic Society, as a select depot, to receive, under certain conditions, these

ojrima spolia of war, would permit the approbation and patronage of numerous
individuals, to whom these manuscripts must be a sealed tongue. Not any time

should be lost in making the effort, for the purpose ofsecuring and procuring for

literature so large a portion of the writings of one of the most powerful of the

Indo-Chinese kingdoms, of which at the present instant there arc in England

such numerous specimens as would compose a collection of inestimable

rarity and importance. What public monument would more illustriously

confirm the warlike successes of England over the region of the Mogas of

Magadha, than such a depositary of the writings of their progenitors ? These
best gifts of war would commence a more grateful contest, and by them might

wc best learn how to conciliate our new subjects, and convert them into

grateful and willing allies.

Were the individuals’ names carefully inscribed on the manuscripts pre-

sented, such a gift would not less illustrate the liberality than the valour of

the donor ; and it cannot be questioned but that a well-supported appeal to

the public of this great metropolis would produce at once thcTunds requisite

to effect a measure, combining the advantages of knowledge and intellectual

improvement, with national character and glory.

MU. MOOllCROFT.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal

.

Sib : I have observed a paragraph in the English papers, copied from a

Russian journal, giving an account of the murder of an English traveller of

celebrity, named Moncricf\
in Tartary : does this refer to Mr. Moorcroft, or

to some other person ? A. S.

We have no doubt that the individual referred to Is Mr. Moorcroft, whose

name and whose fate arc equally misrepresented in the paragraph, which has run the

round of the English papers, and is now upon its travels on the Continent.—Ed.

Asiatic Journ. Vol. XXIII. No. 135. 3 B
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Sketches of Persia, from ike Journals of a Traveller in the East, Two
Volumes. Loudon, 8vo. 1827-

Curiosity is now so eager in quest of information concerning “ the l&xut

of Roses and Nightingales,” that the British public will probably be glad of
any contribution that will tend to allay it : in the mendicant’s phrase, “the
smallest donation will be thankfully received.” Under these circumstances,
memoranda of travels, which have long lain by, or which have been confined to
the perusal of select circles, are now polished up and prepared for the eye of
the world.

It is probably to this cause that we are indebted for the work before us,
which is one of the most amusing books we have met with for some time.
I he writer, it will be soon perceived on perusing these “Sketches,” is in-

timately acquainted with Persia and its manners, and he has communicated
what his experience has furnished him with, in a style at once so lively and in-

structive, diversifying his narrative with critical remarks, tales and romances
from the treasures of Oriental writers, that the work comprehends the most
agreeable features of a book of travels, a novel or romance, and a selection of
Eastern fables.

As the nature of these “Sketches,” which are in some measure desultory,
although the writer professes to follow the mission to the Court of Teheran
in 1800, from Bombay to the capital of Persia, precludes us from giving a
systematic review or epitome of them, we shall endeavour to afford the reader
such a sample as may give him a slight notion of the style and character of
the work, which deserves to be extensively read.

A sprightly introduction is prefixed to the work, in which the author relates
that he had long meditated this publication out of the sketches which were
contained in certain trunks, where they had slumbered undisturbed for nearly
thirty years. He decided upon undertaking the office from consulting the fdl,
or form of divination practised in Persia

; he took a volume of Persian poetry,
shut his eyes, opened the book, and counting seven pages back, read the first

four lines, and from their prophetic language, was induced to despatch his
MS. forthwith to the bookseller.

,,
In the second chapter the following reflections occur:
1 he eastern hemisphere continues to have a certain venerable air with old men from a

belief that the star of knowledge first enlightened its horizon : children delight in it

from its containing the enchanting tales of the “ Thousand and one Nights ladies
admire its flowered muslins, rich shawls, pure pearls, and brilliant diamonds : mer-
chants view It as a source of commercial wealth

;
the naturalist, the botanist, and the

geologist, search its plains, its forests, and its mountains, for unicorns, spikenard,
splendid specimens of zeolite, and grand basaltic formations; the English soldier
looks to its fields for a harvest of reputation, while pious missionaries sally forth with
iriore than military zeal, to reclaim the millions of the East frbm their errors, and
direct them in the path of life.

Almost all thbse, however different their objects, concur in one sentiment, that the
rulers of the East are despots, and their subjects slaves ; that the former arc cruel, the
latter degraded and miserable, and both equally ignorant.

The author of the “ Sketches ” is very full and minute on the subject of
ceremonial etiquette; in this respect, the work is fit to be a manual for am-
bassadors. Europeans in general are little aware of the importance attached

to
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to these points in Persia, and of the ill-effects proceeding from neglect or
ignorance in regard to them.

Ceremonies and forms have, and merit, consideration in all countries, but particu-

larly among Asiatic nations. With these the intercourse of private as well as public

life is much regulated by their observance. From the spirit and decision of a public

Envoy upon such points, the Persians very generally form their opinion of the cha-

racter of the country he represents. This fact I had read in books, and all I saw con-

vinced me of its truth. Fortunately the Elchec (Envoy) had resided at some of the prin-

cipal courts of India, whose usages arc very similar. He was, therefore, deeply versed

in that important science denominated, “ Kfiida-e-nishcst-oo-bcrkhfist,*’ (or the art

sitting and rising), in which is included a knowledge of the forms and manners of

good society, and particularly those of Asiatic kings and their courts.

He was quite aware, on his first arrival in Persia, of the consequence of every step

lie took on such delicate points ; he was therefore anxious to fight ajl his battles re-

garding ceremonies before he came near the Footstool of royalty. We were conse-

quently plagued, from the moment wo landed at Abushchcr till we reached Shiraz,

with daily, almost hourly drilling, that we might he perfect in our demeanour at all

places, and under all circumstances. We were carefully Instructed where to ride in a

procession, where to stand or sit within-doors, when to rise from our seats, how far to

advance to meet a visitor, and to what part of the tent or house we were to follow him

when he departed, if he was of sufficient rank to make us stir a step.

The regulations of our risings and standings, and movings and re-seatings, were

however of comparatively less importance than the time and manner of smoking our

kcllifins and taking our coffee. It is quite astonishing how much depends upon coffee

and tobacco in Persia. Men are gratified or offended, according to the inode in which

these favourite refreshments are offered. You welcome a visitor, or send him off’, by

the way in which you call for a pipe or a cup of coffee. Then you mark, in the most

minute manner, every shade of attention and consideration, by the mode in which he is

treated. If he he above you, you present these refreshments yourself, and do not

partake till commanded : if equal, you exchange pipes, and present him with coffee,

taking the next cup yourself : if a little below you, and you wish to pay him attention,

you leave him to smoke his own pipe, but the servant gives him, according to your

condescending nod, the first cup of coffee : if much inferior, you keep your distance and

maintain your rank, by taking the first cup of coffee yourself, and then directing the

servant by a wave of the hand to help the guest.

When a visitor arrives, the coffee and pipe are called for to welcome him; a second

call for these articles announces that he may depart
;
but this part of the ceremony varies

according to the relative rank or intimacy of the parties.

The manner in which the Envoy resented a want of respect is shewn in the

following occurrence :

The Elchee, on entering this apartment, saluted the Prince, and then walked up to

bis appointed seat ; but. the master of the ceremonies pointed to one lower, and on

seeing the Elchee took no notice of his signal, he interposed his person between him

and the place stated in the program. Here he kept his position, fixed as a statue, and

in his turn paid no attention to the Elchee, who waved his hand for him to go on one

side. This was the crisis of the battle. The Elchee looked to tlic minister ; but lie

stood mute, with liis hands crossed before his body, looking down on the carpet. The

young Prince, who had hitherto been as silent and dignified as the others, now requested

the Elchee to be seated ; which the latter, making a low bow to him, and looking with

no slight indignation at the minister, complied with. Coffee and pipes were handed

round ; but as soon as. that ceremony was over, and before the second course of re-

freshments were called for, the Elchee requested the Prince to give him leave to de-

part $ and without waiting a reply, arose and retired.

The Minister seeing matters were wrong, and being repulsed in ah advance lie made

to an explanation, sent Mahomed Shercef Khan, the Mchmandar, to speak to the

;l B l
.l Elchee ;
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Elchee ; but be was told to return, and tell Chcragh AH Khan, “ Tliat tlie British Re-
presentative would not wait at Shiraz to receive a second insult. Say to him,** he added,
“ that regard to the King, who is absent from his dominions, prevented my allowing

disrespect to his son, who is a mere child
j I therefore seated myself for a moment:

but I have no consideration for his minister, who has shown himself alike ignorant of

what is due to the honour of his sovereign and his country, by breaking his agreement

with a foreign Envoy.**

The Elchee mounted his horse, after delivering this message, which he did in a

loud and indignant tone, and rode away apparently in a great rage. It was amusing to

see the confusion to which his strong sense of the indignity put upon him threw those

whoa moment before were pluming themselves on the clever manner by which they had

compelled him to seat himself fully two feet lower on the carpet than lie had bargained

for. Meerzas and Omrahs came gallopping one after another, praying different per-

sons of his suite to try and pacify them. The latter shook their heads ; but those who
solicited them appeared to indulge hopes, till they heard the orders given for the imme-
diate movement of the English camp. All was then dismay : message after message

was brought deprecating the Elchoc’s wrath. He was accused of giving too much
importance to a trifle : it was a mistake of my lord of the ceremonies ; would his dis-

grace— his punishment—the bastinado—putting his eyes out—cutting off* his head,

satisfy or gratify the offended Elchee? To all such evasions and propositions the Envoy
returned but one answer : “ Let Chcragh Ali Khan write an acknowledgment that lie

lias broken his agreement, and that he entreats my forgiveness
;

if such a paper is

brought me, I remain
; if not, I march from Shiraz.”

Every effort was tried in vain to alter this resolution, and the minister, seeing no
escape, at last gave way, and sent the required apology, adding, if ever it reached his

Majesty’s ear that the Elchee was offended, no punishment would be deemed too severe

for those who had ruffled his Excellency’s temper or hurt his feelings.

So exact are the notions of the Persians as to these frivolous subjects, that,

it appears, when the Envoy reached Teheran, a Meerza endeavoured to re-

gulate his dress, and produced pictures of ambassadors who had visited Persia

many centuries ago, amongst which was the portrait of the English repre-

sentative, supposed to be Sir Anthony Shirley, dressed in the full costume of

Queen Elizabeth’s time, which the Meerza wished the Envoy to adopt, “ as

his Majesty desired to follow in all points the usages of the Suflhvean Kings,

since they well understood what was due to the dignity of the throne of

Persia
!”

Our author, speaking of the plundering tribes of Persia, furnishes an in-

* teresting account of the Toorkomans, which is, however, too long for insertion.

In the fifteenth chapter of the second volume wc are favoured with a very

amusing discussion respecting the mode in which Oriental females are

treated. After describing the tomb of Fatima-ool-Masoomab, at Room, the

author says

:

I have had frequent discussions with my Persian friends upon the general condition

of the female sex in this country^ and cannot better illustrate the subject than by re-

lating what passed on an occasion when I made a violent attack on their usages in this

particular, and brought them into strong contrast with those of the civilized nations of

Europe.

I began by stating, that by making slaves of one half of the creation, they made

tyrklits of the other. “ I am only surprised,” I said, “ how your females can bear -the

subjection and confinement to which they are doomed. How our Christian ladies would

scorn such restraints ! Their minds are cultivated as carefully as those-of their- fathers,

brothers, or husbands, who trust for their good conduct to their sense of virtue and

religion, rather than to strong doors and high walls. We desire,” I added,- <* that

those who share our pleasures and our toils should be acquainted with the world in

which
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which they live, that we may possess not only an affectionate wife, hut an intelligent

friend.
“ Your Mahomedan ladies, on the contrary, arc shut up like wild animals : whilst

moving from one inclosurc to another they travel in a curtained carriage ; or,* if walk-

ing, they are enveloped in robes which merely admit of their breathing and seeing

their way through small eye-windows. Besides, they are not allowed to have any com-
munication but with their husbands, children, or slaves. What with flattering one,

coaxing another, beating a third, and ffghting a fourth, these ladies must have a fine

time of it in this world ; and as to the next, though they arc not denied Paradise as we
Europeans often erroneously believe, they are only promised, ns a reward for the most
pious life, half those blessings which await the virtuous of the male part of the creation !’*

“ Your females,** I said, “are married while mere children, and the consequence
is, they are old women at twenty-five. This furnishes you with an excuse for forming
other connexions, and treating your first wives with neglect.**

This attack was listened to with symptoms of impatience; every one seemed anxious

to answer, hut precedence was given to Jaflier Ali Khun, and the ladies of. his country

could not have had a better advocate.

“ Really, Sir, you form a very erroneous judgment of the condition of our women.
In this, as in many other instances, where our religion or our customs are concerned,

vulgar errors pass from one to another till they are believed by all. Many persons in

England imagine that a pigeon was taught to pick peas from the ears of the prophet,

who thought he might succeed by this device in persuading the ignorant that the pigeon

was a celestial messenger. They also say that his tomb at Mecca is supported between

heaven and earth by means of a loadstone. If true, it would be a miracle; but it is

not true: nevertheless, people believe it, and the more readily, because it is wonderful.

Now,** said Jaflier, “ it is the same with half the stories about our women. Why, I

am told, it is a common belief with you that Mahomed has declared women have

no souls ! If you read the Koran, you will find that our prophet not only ranks women
with men as true believers, but particularly ordains that they shall be well treated and

respected by their husbands ; he lias indeed secured that by establishing their right to

dowers as well as to claims of inheritance. He also has put it out of the power of a

husband to hurt the reputation of bis wife, unless lie can produce four witnesses of her

guilt; and should he have witnessed that himself, fie must swear four times to the fact,

and then by a fifth oath imprecate the wrath of God if he is a liar. Even after this, if

the wife goes through the same ceremony, and imprecates the wrath of God upon her

head if her husband does not swear falsely, her punishment is averted ; or if she is di-

vorced, her whole dower must be paid to her, though it involve the husband in ruin

What protection can be more effectual than this?

“ Then a woman who is divorced may marry again after four months, which is be-

lieved to be soon enough. These widows, I assure you. Sir, when they have a good

dower, nre remarkable for consulting their own judgment as to a second choice; they

are not like young giddy girls, who are guided by their parents or the reports of old

nurses or match-makers.*'
v

u You English take your ideas of the situation of females in Asia from what you

hear and read of the harems of kings, rulers, and chiefs, wlio being absolute over both

the men and women of their territories, indulge in a plurality of wives and mistresses.

These, undoubtedly, are immured within high walls, and are kept during life like

slaves ; but you ought to recollect, that the great and powerful, who have such esta-

blishments, are not in the proportion of one to ten thousand of the population of the

country. If a person of inferior rank marry a woman of respectable connexions, she

becomes mistress of hi9 family ; and should he have only one house, he cannot place

Another on an equality without a certainty of involving himself in endless trouble and

vexation, if not disgrace. The dower usually settled upon such a lady, added to other

privileges, and an unlimited authority over her children and servants, give her much
importance; and she is supported by her relations in the assertion of every right with

which custom has invested her.

« With
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u With regard to liberty, such a lady can not only go to the public bath, but' sire

visits for one or two days, as she chooses, at the house of her father, brother, sister, dr

son. 7 She not only goes to nil these places unattended, but her husband’s following her

would be deemed an unpardonable intrusion. Then she 1ms visitors at home*J friends,

musicians, and dancers
;
the husband cannot enter the lady’s part of the house without

giving notice. I only wish,” said JafTier Ali, laughing, “ you could see the bold

blustering gentleman of the merdfmeh in the ladies* apartment; you would hardly

believe him to be the same person. The moment his foot crosses the threshold, every

thing reminds him he is no longer lord and master ;
children, servants, and slaves look

alone to the Indy. In short, her authority is paramount: when she is in good-humour,

every thing goes on well; and when in had, nothing goes right. It is very well for

grandees, who, besides power and wealth, have separate houses and establishments,

and are above all regard for law and usage, to have harems, and wives, and female

slaves; but for others, though they may try the experiment, it can never answer

and he shook his head, apparently with that sincere conviction which is the result of

experience.

The conversation is kept up for some time, and we would recommend those

who have adopted the vulgar notions respecting the condition of women in

the East (generally) to give it an attentive perusal.

A limitation by law, as to the number of wives a person may choose to

keep, is, indeed, repugnant to the understanding of a Persian. Our author

relates that, when the Envoy enjoyed an interview with the Shah, his Majesty

inquired whether it was really true that the King of England had but one

wife; he had heard it stated, but could not believe it. The Envoy replied,

that no Christian Prince could have more ; and as to entertaining ladies upon

any other footing, “ our gracious King, George the Third,” said the Envoy,
“

is an example to his subjects of attention to morality and religion in this

respect, as in every other.” Ilis Persian Majesty observed, with a laugh, that

this might be very proper, “but,” added he, “ I should not like to be king of

such a country.”

His Majesty was equally inimical to other customs and maxims popular in

England; it required much explanation to make the Shah understand what

was meant by “ the liberty of the subject.” When he comprehended the de-

finition of the phrase, he observed that the King of England was only

Kut-khoda-e-avvcl corresponding exactly to our phrase of “ First magistrate

of the country.” He added, with a smile, “ such a condition of power has

permanence, but it has no enjoyment : mine is enjoyment. There you see

Suliman Khan Kajir, and several other of the first chiefs of the kingdom,

—

I

can cut all their heads off : can 1 not ?” said he, addressing them. “ Point of

adoration of the world,” replied they,
“ assuredly, if it be your pleasure.”

The remarks of the Shah remind us of that made by a Grand Scignor,

when one of our ambassadors, explaining to him the constitution of the

British Parliament, described the “ Opposition.” The Turkish monarch

asked, with surprise and indignation, why the King of England did not send

them the bow-string.

Having occasion to advert to the changes occurring in the Court of Persir.,

between the author’s first and second visits, he gives us a little insight into his

own opinions upon a subject which now possesses peculiar interest

:

.« I am treading on forbidden ground
;

I have nothing to say to politics: if I had,

this chapter might be more amusing. I could tell of French and English schemes for

harlequin-changes, which were to leave my Persian friends no remains of barbarism

but their beards ! of Mahomedan princes trained to be reformers, of the sudden intro-

duction of the fine arts, and of the roving tribes of Tartary, and the wild mountaineers

v of
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of Far#, becoming, by the proper use of a few cabal istical phrases, disciplined re-

giments, These and many similar transformations were meant to prove that we lived in

an age when an instructed or enlightened man might, if furnished with the necessary

implements of pen, ink, and paper, effect any given change, on any given nation, in a
few months.

This was net the first time that such experiments had been tried in Persia; for, be-

sides a knowledge of the civil and military arts of Europe, efforts had been- made to

teach the Seilavean monarchs and their nobles to understand the laws, institutions, and
governments of the more civilized world. The sarcastic and penetrating Gibbon, wben
speaking of the attempt, observes, “ Chardin says that European travellers have

diffused among the Persians some ideas of the freedom and mildness of our govern-

ments: they have done them a very ill office.** This may be too severe; but if in-

struction is of a character to diminish happiness, without furthering improvement, he
would be bold who should call it a blessing. A medicine may be excellent in itself,

yet, from the peculiar habits and constitution of the patient, it may act as a poison*

These and many similar sentences of wisdom I have now and then uttered, when talk-

ing about the proposed sudden regeneration of the Eastern world, but I never could

obtain a hearing. My plans of slow and almost imperceptible change, which were not

confined to the teaching half a dozen individuals, but embraced a whole people in their

operation, have been ridiculed as proving nothing but the slugglishness of my under-

standing. When I have pleaded experience, T have been accused of giving that name
to prejudice; my toleration of systems out of my power to alter, and interwoven with

every feeling, habit, and enjoyment of the communities in which they prevail, has been

referred to my narrow views; aiul all my pretensions to discernment and judgment
have been called in question because I have persuaded myself, and tried to persuade

others, that Asiatics, though they are not so fair as we are, though they are of a

different religion, speak a different language, and have neither made the same advances

in science nor in civilization, are, notwithstanding these disadvantages, not altogether

destitute of good and great qualities, both of head and heart.

Liable as I am to such accusations, I must cautiously limit myself to facts, which I

know from observation, or have heard from persons worthy of credit ; but should my
reader detect me in the sin of taking a more favourable view of human nature than it

merits, I shall hope to be forgiven ; while I pray that the stranger, who visits the land

of rny nativity, may come to it with a mind disposed rather to dwell on its green and

fertile valleys, than upon its rugged rocks and bleak mountains. May he find enough

of sound aud good feeling among its inhabitants to make him look with indulgence on

their failings and excesses. If he quarrels with that luxury and refinement, which, by

supplying, multiply the wants of men ; if he doubts the good of many of the laws and

institutions which belong to an artificial society, the frame und workings of which the

labour pf a life would not enable him to comprehend, may he contemplate it in a'

spirit of humility, which rather leads him to question the correctness of his own judg-

ment, than to pronounce, on a superficial glance, that every tiling is wrong, which does

not accord with his own habits aud feelings.

The behaviour of the Persians towards their inferiors is a remarkable trait

in their character : it is elucidated by the succeeding very just remarks and

distinctions

:

Hajec Mahomed Hoosein is a man of great simplicity of manners, and neither has,

nor pretends to, any of that wit, or brilliancy in conversation, for which many of the

Persians are so distinguished. He is rather dull in company, and appears what he

really is, a plain man of business. A friend of mine one day breakfasting with him,'

wa& surprised to hear him say to a poor man, who brought a pair of slippers to sell,

*< <Sit down, my honest friend, and take your breakfast; we will bargain about the

slippers afterwards.*’

This admission of inferiors to their society at meals is not, however, uncommon with

mon of rank in Persia. It arises out of a sense of the sacred duties of hospitality, and
out
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out of parade, if they have not the reality of that humility so strongly inculcated in the

Koran. Besides, their character and condition often dispose them to relax with those

beneath them, and even with menial servants, whom they admit to a familiarity which

at first view appears contradictory to those impressions we have of their haughty cha-

racter. I was one day almost reproached by Aga Meer, on account of the difference

which lie observed in our behaviour, to those of our countrymen who were below u* in

condition. “ You speak of your consideration for inferiors,*’ said he tome, “ but you

keep them at a much greater distance than we do. Is this your boasted freedom?” I
* told him that it was exactly our boasted freedom which compelled us to the conduct we
observed. “ You are so classified in Persia,” said I, “ that you can descend frpm

your condition as you like ; a man below you will never presume on your familiarity so

far as to think himself, for a moment, on the samo level with fliose who arc so entirely

distinct from his class in the community. In England we are all equal in the eye of

the law, the rights of every man are the same ; the differences which exist arc merely

those of fortune, which place us in the relation of master and servant ;
but where there

is no other distinction, we arc obliged to preserve that with care, or all forms and
respects would soon be lost.”

It is from no conviction of their excellent qualities that the Persians treat

their inferiors with familiarity : the lower orders, and especially those with

whom a traveller has to deal, have many vices. The author of the “ Sketches,”

however, puts this matter upon ajustcr footing than travellers in general, who
bitterly complain of the treachery of Persian servants, without reflecting upon
the reasons which a foreigner often finds in England to tax our countrymen
with the same vice. Inferences from particulars to generals is a very common
but a very unjust method of reasoning.

The work is brought abruptly to a close with the following remark :
“ My

efforts to amuse, and perhaps inform my readers, are interrupted by circum-

stances, which, though they forbid a promise, warrant a hope that, if we are

pleased with each other, we may meet again.”

That every reader of the work will be pleased with it is too much, perhaps,

for us to assert; but that wc have been highly pleased, and that we entertain

the hope of meeting the author again, we can say with truth. The “Sketches”

arc full of amusement, as well as information.

The work is attributed to Sir John Malcolm ; indeed there are very few

persons who have had opportunities to collect the same materials : it affords a

new evidence of the versatility of his talents.

The Gulistan (Rose Garden). By Siidl of Shiraz. (Persian.) London : 8vo. 1827.

This is a new and very accurate edition of the Gulistan in the original lan-

guage. The merits of the former edition are so fully known and admitted by
Oriental scholars that we may dispense with a critical notice of them upon the

present occasion.

... The improvements which have been introduced into the present edition may
be concisely described: they are such as leave no imputation of negligence

upon the able person who superintended the former. A considerable number

of prrors was almost unavoidable; these have been diligently rectified, and

a^xne hundreds of typographical mistakes, whereby letters were detached from

words to which they belonged, and added to the succeeding, &c., have been

amended.

£
*A very material advantage which the student will find in the use of tHis

^edition, is the insertion of the vowel-points in the Arabic words, omitted in the

*former edition. The Arabic was likewise in that edition otherwise defective,

^ft^the'embarrassment of the unskilful reader.
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VARIETIES.

CALCUTTA MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Society was held on
the 5th August, the Vice-President, Mr.
Wilson, in the chair. Dr. Mellis was
elected assistant secretary. A complete
set of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal was presented to the Society hy
Dr. Duncan. From the letter accompany-
ing the journals, it appears that the senna
now procurable at home is generally call-

ed East-Indian senna ; but Dr. Duncan
doubts the accuracy of the appellation :

it is believed lie is quite right in this re-

spect. Senna is an article of import in
Calcutta, being brought by the Arab ships.

It is not improbably, however, re-export-
ed, if not from Calcutta, from Bombay,
and hence its denomination— East- Indian.

Tiie following communications were then
laid on the table:— Observations on the

diseases of Arracan by Mr. Stevenson,
jun. ; cases of consumption occurring in

India, by Mr. Bird, of the Bombay Es-
tablishment

;
case of a singular tumor on

the eye of a child, by Mr. Clark ; cases of
malignant ulcer, by Mr. Langstalf; a note
on the Papcetha, or St. Ignatius

1
Bean,

by Mr. Playfair ; cases ofcholera at Buxar,
by Mr. Dempster ; and remarks on the

virtues of the rhubarb of the Himalaya,
by Mr. Iloyle, superintendent of the bo-
tanical garden at Sherunpore.

The properties of the Himalayan rhu-
barb appear to be rather inferior to those

of Turkey rhubarb; but the comparison
was made under unfavourable circum-
stances, the roots not having been duly
prepared, but brought from the hills entire

and vegetating. The latter was so far a

favourable condition, that it admitted of
their being transferred in the experi-

mental garden in the hills, the Mussoreea
Tibba, where they were growing in a

strong and a healthy state.

The geographical distribution of the

genus of plants from which rhubarb is

obtained, is from the frontiers of China to

Siberia, on the north and westward, if

native writers may be believed, to the

mountains bordering on the Caspian. It

h found along the Himalaya in various

places, and in great abundance, and there

is reason to think, in every one of the

varieties from which the drug is obtained,

that is known as Russian, Turkey, or

China rhubarb. A variety was sent down
from Gosain Than by Capt. Webb, of
which the root was as good as China rhu-

barb. A round-leaved variety was noticed

% Mr. Fraser, at Jumnautri; two kinds

were seen by Mrr Moorcroft at Niti, one
of.which he took for ther/reum palmatum,
the other was smaller, and in the opinion

Asiatic Journ. V«l, XXIII. No. 195.

of Major Hearsay, three species were dis-

tinguishable, ooe with broad, one with

spear-shaped, and the other with serrated

leaves; the last being, perhaps, the rheum
pnlmalvm , from which the Turkey rhu-
barb is obtained. On the Choor Moun-
tain the rhubarb plant grows in rank luxu-
riance, and Mr. Gerard has found it in

great abundance and of majestic growth
on the hither slope of the Himalaya, and
on the table land of Tartary, and in La-
dakh, from whence some of the drug, of
a very fine quality, was sent by Mr. Moor-
croft. Wherever travellers have been in

the Himalaya they have met with the plant,

and there is every reasonable probability

that one kind or other will be found to

correspond with that preferred in Europe.
It is a curious anomaly in the history of
vegetable productions, that this drug should
make nearly the circuit of the globe, in

order to be rendered available In its liativo

country.

Mr. Hoyle also adverts to the soil and
temperature of the spot selected for the
medical garden, the Mussoreea Tibba ; the

former he describes as consisting of a clayey
loam, with a calcareous substratum, and
the latter, as cquivalent to a latitude of
41°. In confirmation of this, he has found
the temperature of the nearest spring, in
the warmest month of the year, to be 56°,
and, considering this to be about the mean
temperature, it approximates to that of
Home, which is in 41° 53', and of which
the mean temperature, as given in Hum-
boldt's isothermal tables, is 60°, 44'. It

is not unlikely that the elevation of the

Mussoreea Tibba will render it equivalent

to a rather higher degree of latitude even
than 41°.

The papers which were submitted for

discussion were observations on- diarrhoea

hcctica, by Dr. John Tytlcr, and remarks
on a malignant epidemic ulcer, or hospital

gangrene, hy the secretary, Dr. Adam.
The former complaint is very common
amongst the poorer or more exposed classes

of natives in the rains and the setting-in of
the cold season, and is, apparently, refer-

ral)!e to the want of nutritious diet, to in-

sufficient clothing, and to damp uncom-
fortable accommodation. It is very ex-
tensively fatal, and no mode of treatment
has yet been devised on which confident

reliance can be placed. The epidemic
gangrene occurred amongst a division of
the forces stationed at Hussingabad in'

1818, and proceeded to an alarming ex-
tent, although not fatal. It came on wit&
the commencement of the cohl' weather,

to the influence of which the situation of
Hussingabad was much exposed. The

9 C only
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only* topical application of any utility was
the arsenical solution ; but the disease was
finally arrested by the exhibition of mer-
cury, and in a short time disappeared..—
[Cal. John Bull.

CALCUTTA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

An extraordinary meeting of this So-
ciety was held on the 9th Aug. at the house
of the President, W. Leycester, Esq., to

take into consideration the disposal of an
extensive supply of fruit-trees, recently re-

ceived from .Liverpool, which it was de-
termined should be offered for sale at such
prices as should reimburse the Society in

their cost, in order to promote their disper-
sion through the country, and to provide
for a further supply from England.
On this occasion the following gentle-

men were elected members of the Society :

—E. Barnett, Esq. ; G. Chester, Esq. ;

J. Donnithorne, Esq.; the Hon. C. Lind-
say; S. Nicolson, Esq.; and It. Leslie,

Esq.—Brig. Gen. Walker, of St. Helena,
was elected an honorary member.
A specimen of Bourbon cotton, raised

by Mr. Peddington in the Krishnagur
district, from seed brought by him from
Singapore, was submitted to the Society,

with a supply of the seed for distribution

to the members.
With reference to the public advertise-

ment of prizes, it was determined that the

Society should procure seeds from the

Cape, New South Wales, and Patna, which,
when received, should be held disposable

amongst intended competitors for any of
the prizes awarded by the Society.

A proposal was submitted to the Society

for the establishment of an experimental

garden in the vicinity of Calcutta, which
it was resolved should be taken into further

consideration.— [Col. Goo. Gaz.

HINDOO ANECDOTE.

.. The rajah of a certain kingdom having
tried four thieves, condemned them to

death. After three of them had been put
to death, the last one, who was very cun-
ping, said he had an address to make to

the rajah, and that they might afterwards

deprive him of liis life. With this he went
Into the presence of the rajah, surrounded
by the guards, and addressed himself to

him to the following purpose “ May it

please your Majesty to enforce the sentence

yop have passed upon me after a trial of

the extraordinary power I possess of mak-
ing a tree which would produce golden
fruit,” The llajah returned, “ since you

4q possess such a power, why did you not
-9iake use of it instead of that abominable
art, stealing?” But,” replied the thief;

‘‘ |t must be observed that unless me seed

be sown by one who lias never in his life

committed a theft in any rospect, it will

pot produce the plant.” The Rqjah ac-

cordingly had small seeds of gold ttlft&e

by a goldsmith, and gave them to each of
his courtiers, with directions to sow them.
The courtiers said, “ We have been eu-
gaged in performing the business of the

state, and have enriched ourselves thereby, j

so we cannot with propriety affirm that we
never have committed any theft,” They
also added that the Rajah was the proper
person for sowing the seed ; to which he
returned, “ I myself cannot boast of being
free from guilt, for I recollect, when very

young, having eaten a sweetmeat with-
out the knowledge of my mother, who had
secured it.” The thief concludes the affair

with the following observation :
** Now,

since all of us are guilty of the same
crime, why am I alone to lose my life?*’

These words of his made the Rajah and
all his courtiers laugh, and served to set

him at liberty .—[Native Newspaper.

EAST- INDIAN SUGAR.

The use of East-Indian sugar having
become very extensive among the conscien-

tious opposers of slavery, the following
directions have been drawn up for clarify-

ing it :—“ Take six pounds of East-Indian
sugar and the whites of six eggs beaten up
in a quart of water. Mix all well together,

and simmer it for about three-quarters of
an hour. Take the scum off as it rises.

The sen in (to prevent waste) may be boil-

ed again with half a pint of water, for about
half an hour, and strained through a
cloth. This will produce a clear and de-
licious syrup, which may be used at the
breakfast and tea table, and for all do-
mestic purposes, as a complete substitute

for the best refined West-Indian sugar,

than which it will he found to be consider-

ably cheaper.”—

[

Christian Observer.

MINERAL PRODUCTS OF INDIA.

That little should have been effected

hitherto towards developing the mineral
resources of India has been, in a great
measure, unavoidable, and the unfriendly
condition of the districts in which they most
abound, or the ungenial nature of the
climate, has opposed insuperable obstacles

to scientific investigation. The alluvial

soil of Bengal and the country along the

Ganges, from the Himalaya to the sea,

have offered but little temptation to mine-
ralogical research ; and although, at no
great distance to the west, we have forma-
tions of a more promising character, and
the hills of Gondwana, if we may credit

native records, arc rich in metallic pro.
duce, yet the uncultivated and unhealthy
character of the country renders the taste

of exploring it a service of more than
ordinary peril. Within the presidency of
Madras, indeed, iron is abundant* and 4
rich deposit of copper was many years ago
discovered at Nellore, the working of

, whidh,
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which, for reasons with which we are un-
acquainted, was, we believe, hot prose-
cuted, and, at any rate, has not been con-
tinued. The coal mines of Burdwan and
Sylliet, most of our readers have heard of;
but these are the only situations in which
an attempt has been made to derive ad-
vantage from subterrene formations. Now,
however, that the field of inquiry is ex-
tended, and the prospect of permanent
tranquillity affords both time and funds
applicable to internal improvement, wo
cannot doubt that due attention will bo
paid to an object so important to con-
siderations of national economy, as well
as scientific reputation. Specimens of
copper and lead ore have been sent to the
presidency from Marwar, which would
apparently repay the labour of working,
and we understand that a lead mine is

actually worked, although, perhaps, not
very efficiently, in Ajmer. The newly
acquired territories in the south-east are

known to be rich in valuable minerals,
and the researches in progress in the Hima-
laya have already discovered some highly
useful products. The rivers of Assam
have always had the character of affording
gold dust in considerable quantities; but,

even if this should not prove correct to the

extent stated, there is reason to anticipate

that they may lead to other substances of
utility and value. Coal, for example, has
been found in the vicinity of Rungpore,
although it has not yet been ascertained

where the seam is situated. The pieces

have been found in the bed of the river,

and they are so large that they could not
have come from any great distance, and
they also indicate a bed of considerable

thickness : one piece that was broken up
furnished 105 maunds, p&rt of which, we
understand, may lie expected here shortly,

that its quality may he ascertained. Coal
is also found in a river near Bishwanath,
but the pieces are described as such as

might have been washed down front a great

distance.—\Cal. Gov. Gaz. f July ‘24.

HOSPITALS FOR ANIMALS IN INDIA.

Diego de Loutn, an early Portuguese
writer who treated of India, during his

residence at Goa, relates the following
particulars respecting the charitable foun-

dations for birds and other animals amongst
the Hindus
“ One means of making atonement for

their sins is that of founding hospitals for

birds. We have seen a remarkable one in

the fortress of Cambayelte, in which were
very comfortable places provided for the

birds which sheltered there, and persons

are employed to take care of such as were
sick. The revenues are derived from pub-
lic alms. One hospital has persons in pay

whose duty it is to walk the streets and
field* in order to search for sick or infirm

birds, and to bring them to the hospital.

They have also places of the same kind for

sick and aged beasts, where they are lodged
and attended : people are kept to go In
search of old buffaloes, horses, or mules,
wounded or infirm, which are conveyed to
the hospital and cured. If they sec a
lame man on the ground they will not
lend a hand to lift him up, but let him be
trampled on by men and beasts, because,
they say, he is reduced to this state by his

sins. They buy birds merely to let them
loose ; hut would not contributed to re-

lease a man from prison, even if it was tlieir

own father.”

—

[MS. ]icnes Ed.

ORIGIN OF ARABIAN PROVERBS.

Meidani, an Arabian author, in his col-

lection of Arabian proverbs, quotes the
following :

—“ The morrow is nigh to him
who waits for it.” lie subjoins an eluci-

dation of it, which throws some light upon
the history of Nomau, king of Hira, an-
terior to Mahomet, and upon liis conver-
sion to Christianity. He says

“ The individual who gave rise to this

proverb was Karad, son of Adjda, and
this was the occasion : Noman, son of
Mondha, whilst hunting, was carried away
by his horse without being able to restrain

him. Separated from liis companions, and
surprised by a shower of rain, he sought
for shelter, and reached a house inhabited

by a man of the Ta'i tribe, named Han*
dala, and his wife. Noman asked if he
could have shelter there ; llandala an-
swered • yes,* and received Noman as a
guest without knowing his rank, although
he had nothing to offer him but a single

sheep. He observed, however, to his wife :

* Take notice of this man ; what a fine

shape he has ! what an air of nobleness

there is in his appearance ! what are we to

do?* She replied :
‘ I have a little meal

which I have preserved ; do you kill the

sheep, and I will make a cake of the

flour.* The man killed the sheep and pre-

pared a stew from it. After giving No-
man meat to eat and milk to drink, he
found means to procure some wine, and
chatted with him the rest of the night.

Next day, Noman, on mounting his horse*

said to his host, ‘ ask w hatever reward you
please, for I am king Noman.” The
Taite replied, * I will, please God.' No-
man was then rejoined by his people and
returned to Hira. The Taite was long be-

fore he needed any favour; but a misfor.

tune happening to him, he fell into trou-

ble : his wife thereupon said to him, * if

you go to the king, he will load you with

presents.* At this, he determined to set

out for ipiin, and arrived on one of the ill

days of Nomah, who, having killed two
of his dear friends, in a fit of intemper-

ance, decided that he would sacrifice to

their manes whomsoever he met on the

3 C 2 day
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day he devoted to sorrow in commemora-
tion of them, and load with favours those

he met on the day he appropriated to joy.

Noman was clothed in armour, and sur-

rounded by his cavalry. When he saw his

host he recognized him, and became griev-

ed. The following conversation ensued :

* Art thou the Taite with whom I found
an asylum?’—* Yes.*—* Why did you not
come some other day ?*

—

4 God bless you !

I knew not that this day was inconvenient.'—4 By — , if misfortune were to bring my
son Kabour before me on this day he
should certainly die. Ask, therefore,

whatsoever you wish of the goods of this

world, for you must assuredly die.’ * May
the blessing of God alight on you ! what
shall I do with the goods of this world, if

I must lose my life 4 There is no means
of preserving it now.'—4 If it must be so,

then, let me at least go to my family, ami
acquaint them with my last yvidics for the

arrangement ofmy affairs ; after that I will

return hither.' —* Be it so, on condition of
your leaving a pledge for your return.'

The Taite upon this applied to one of the

King's courtiers, who refused to answer
for him ;

when a man of the tribe of Kalb,
named Karad, son of Adjda, approached
and said, 4 may the blessing of God alight

upon you ! I answer for this man. ' Ne-
man took his guarantee for the Taite, to

whom he gave 500 camels. The Taite set

out for his home, and a year was fixed for

his return, which lie promised to effect on
the precise day. When the term prescribed

had arrived, excepting one day, Noniau
said to Karad, * 1 sec that to-morrow you
cannot fail to die.* Karad replied :

4 If the

first part of to-day has passed, to-morrow
is near enough for him who expects it.*

The morning of the following day. No-
roan, attended by his suite, went, accord-

ing to his custom, to the Garyans, and
stopped amongst them. He ordered Ka-
rad, whom he had brought with him, to

be put to death $ but his viziers represent-

ed to him that he had no right to put him
to death till the end of the day. When
the sun was near setting, and the execu-
tioner was at the side of Karad, just as No-
man was about to give the order for his

execution, a person appeared in the dis-

tance. They told the king that he could
not kill Karad until this person came up,

in order that it might be known who lie was.

He stopped the order till then, and, to their

great astonishment, the person proved to

Be the Taite. Noman recognizing him,
'liras sorry at his arrival. He said to him,
* Wherefore didst thou return, seeing thou
hadst escaped death ?* He replied :

4 Fi-

delity to my promise is the reason of my
return.*

—

4 And what motive (asked the

king) has provoked that fidelity?*— 4 My
religion,* replied the Taite. 4 What is thy
religion ?* inquired Noman.* The Chris-

tian religion /* exclaimed the Taite# 4 In-

struct me in ft,* said the king,' Thd Tilte
did so, and Noman and all the inhabitants

of Hira became Christians ; before which
time they professed the religion of the pa-
gan Arabs. Noman gave Karad.and .the

Taite their liberty, saying ;
4 Great God, I

cannot say in truth which of the two is the

noblest and most faithful, he who, havjjng

escaped death, came back to reclaim it,
.
or

he who devoted himself to almost certain

death for the sake of a stranger : l shall

not lie the least generous of the three.'*,—

[Journal slsiutiquv*

THU ** FO-KWA-XI.**

M. Abel-Uetnusat has finished a trans-

lation of a Chinese work, which will slidrt-

ly he put to press, calculated to throw
considerable light on the ancient geography
of Upper Asia: it is the JFa-hva-ki, or

history of the kingdoms professing the re-

ligion of Fo. Properly speaking, it is a
Buddhist itinerary, or narrative of a
journey undertaken towards the close ofthe
14th century ofour era, by several Shamans
of China, into Tartary, little Bucharia, to

the sources of the Indus, in the Himalaya
mountains, and ns far as the southern parts

of Hindustan. The translator has added
a chart of India drawm up by the Chinese
themselves, according to the information

of these Shamans; as well as numerous
illustrations of the geography and ancient

history of India, and several points respect-

ing tin? Buddhist worship spoken of in the

work.— [ibid.

B 17 RMESK ARCHITECTURE.

Colonel Symes, during his embassy to

Ava, was informed that, notwithstanding
well-formed arches of brick are still to

be seen in many of the ancient temples in

that country, the Burmese workmen can
no longer turn them : a circumstance
which shows how easily an art, once well
known, may be lost to a country from dis-

use and the capriciousness of fashion. Ma-
sonry has not been much practised in latter

ages in Ava ; wooden buildings have super-
seded the more solid structures of brick

and mortar.

THE ZENDAVESTA.

The Zcndnvesla is divided into twenty-
one parts, each called by the Parsees nu-
sicky or broadly pronounced, nusk, apart.
Each one of these treatises has a title Suit-

ed to the subject of which it treats. The
appellation of Zcndavesta is, we are- told

by Dr. Hyde, not a Parse® but An exotic

word, meaning a tinder-box—an allegori-

cal name calculated to inspire the -readers

of the book with holy zeal. It was ori-

ginally written in the Zend character*' ttne

of the most ancient in the East, and nearly
allied to the Sanscrit ; but being too sacred

for vulgar eyes, it was translated into gie

Pelilevi,
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FifllevI, supposed to bo tho language of
, aticiont Media, from Pehleh, a district in
that country.

—

[Bell*s llolUn,

Oriental library or the duke of Sussex.

A catalogue of the valuable MSS. and
books contained in the library of the Duke
Of Sussex, at Kensington Palace, is now
in preparation. These manuscripts are in

various languages.
The Arabic manuscripts relate to the

Koran , Of which a very interesting account
is given : and a splendid one, which for-

. mcrly belonged to Tippoo Saib, is parti-

cularly described. There is a Persian
MS. of the Gospels, and an Armenian
MS. of the sume, with singularly beauti-

ful illuminations. This is of the thirteenth

century, upon vellum, and is, perhaps,

the most valuable Armenian MS. in the

country. They arc of exceeding rarity.

The MSS. in the Pali, Singhalese, and
Burman languages, conclude the first part

of the first volume. The MSS. in the

square Pali character, obtained from Ran-
goon, are (if not unique) the finest in this

country. They are of the most splendid

description, and one of them is upon
plates of ivory. The letters are in japan,

and richly ornamented with gold.

ORIENTAL VASE.

A very curious antique vase, found
among the ruins of the ancient city of

Teshire, has arrived in Calcutta. Its form
is an irregular oblong, about three feet in

height and two in circumference, at the

widest part. It is composed of a consis-

tency resembling brick, an inch in thick-

ness. Upon examination it was found to

contain human bones, which it is conjtc-

jeelured were covered over with clay and
afterwards baked. It offers a fine subject

for the research and ingenuity of the orien-

tal antiquary. A particular account of

this vase is given in Malcolm’s 11 Persia,”

to which we refer such of our readers as

wish for further information.—[Bang,

Hurk.

BOTANY.

The celebrated Dutch naturalist Dr.

C. C. Blume has safely returned to Eu-
rope after nine years’ residence in the

island of Java. Favoured by circum-

stances, and devoting hiinsclf with inde-

fatigable zeal to the natural history of that

remarkable island, he has brought home
immense collections of natural produc-

tions of every kind: and when we recol-

lect bow little this branch of science, con-

nected with IheDutch possessions in India,

.hss been cultivated since the time of

Rumpf and Kheede, and how unfortunate
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the more recent laudable endeavours of
Messrs. Kultl and .Van Hasselt, aa well as
those of the English naturalists, Arnold
and Jack, proved, in consequence of the

-fatal influence of the climate, we uiay
congratulate ourselves on the safe return
of this able naturalist. It may be ex-
pected that he will publish an extensive
work on the Botany of the Dutch East-
India colonies. Dr. Blume, who is a
pupil of Brugmann, has already.publish-
ed at Batavia, as a precursor of his great
work, a view cf the vegetable kingdom of
Java, in fifteen Nos., which sufficiently

prove the value of his discoveries, and
authorize the highest hopes, of his more
elaborate work.— [l*’or. Journal

,

AFRICA.

M. Castiglioni, of Milan, has published
a geographical and numismatic memoir of
the eastern part of Barhary, which is

called Afrikia by the Arabs. He describes
its antiquity, and the vicissitudes which it

has undergone ; and corrects numerous
errors which have been committed on the
subject by travellers and geographers.—
[Ibid,

RUINS OF POMPEII.

In the recent excavations of a house
near the Frellonica, there were found five

glass jars perfectly closed, and placed in a
wooden box ;

these jars being carefully

cleared of earth which covered the outside,

it was found that two of them contained a
thick and liquid substance in good preser-

vation, which, on examination, proved to

be a conserve of olives, prepared for the
table of some Pompeian gastronome, eigh-
teen centuries ago ; they are still entire.

In another jar there was a thick butyra-
ceous sin ice, made of the roes of fish. The
King of the Two Sicilies, being inforined

of this discovery, has ordered an' accurate
analysis to be made of it.

PERSIAN POST-HORSES.

At Shiraz there is now a chuparee (post)

horse, which travels between that city and
Tehran, on important occasions, in five

days, tlic distance being .500 miles, with
the same rider on its back the whole way.
Many of the cliuparee horses would beat
the celebrated hurkaru camels of .India,

which make most extraordinary journeys.
There is a ludicrous story told of one,
which arrived at the station of a Bengal
regiment in an unprecedented short space
of time. One of the officers got up from
dinner to try the motion of the camel ; he
mounted, the animal set off with him,;apd
carried him the whole stage, seventy miles,

without his hat.

Varidits.
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Collfijp of jFort C&tfUiaiit.

26th July 1826.

Thefdlomng Minute recorded by the "Right

Hon, the Visitor of the College of Fort
William, on a Review of the jiroceedings

of the Institution for the i/ear 1825-26,
is published for general information ,

under directions receivedfrom His Lord-
ship to that effect

Having attentively considered the pro-*

ceedings of the College Council, mid the

reports of the professors and examiners,
relative to the affairs of the institution

during the past year, I proceed to record

the general result exhibited in those papers,

and the sentiments which they have sug-
gested.

I propose, in the first place, to explain

the motive which has induced me to dis-

continue the assembly, heretofore annually
convened, for the purpose of witnessing

the distribution of the honorary rewards
assigned to the several students, and to

substitute a written address for the dis-

course which it has been usual to deliver

on such occasions.

The alteration has not been suggested
by any diminished estimate of the value
and importance of the institution

; I regard
its concerns with an interest no less con-
stant and intense than that which has been
felt by any one who has presided over it.

But the system, according to which the

operations of the College are conducted,
lias undergone a material alteration. The
exigencies of the Government have ren-

dered it an object of paramount impor-
tance to add to the number of the effective

servants as rapidly as possible
;
and it has

further been our policy to encourage stu-

dents to enter on the active duties of the

service, as soon as they are qualified to

discharge them, in order that they may
not be exposed to the expenses and temp-
tations of the Presidency for a longer
period than is unavoidable. Hence it hap-
pens that a large portion of those, whose
merits and exertions distinguish the period
under review, having been reported quali-

fied for the public service at intermediate
examinations, are no longer present to

receive in person the tribute of applause
to which they are entitled : the disputa-

tions and exercises for which the ceremony
of an annual meeting was mainly insti-

tuted, can no longer be held; and the as-

sembly, consequently, has lost the charac-

ter and effect which once belonged to it.

With this alteration of circumstances, it

appears to be reasonable and proper that a
corresponding change should be made in

the mode of address hitherto adopted, and

in relinguishing a form which no longer
harmonizes with the actual state of things,

I would wish to be considered as evincing
the sincerity of that interest with which I

regard the institution, and which 1 shall

equally extend to the active career of those

who have so lately entered on the duties of
public life.

It is satisfactory to me to perceive, that

the result of the papers, now under consi-
deration, is generally favourable. During
the last year, ten medals of merit have
been granted for rapid and considerable
proficiency in the languages taught in the

College. Fifteen students, specified in the

annexed list, have passed the requisite exa-
mination in Persian and Hindoo, or Ben-
galee, since June 1825, and have conse-
quently been declared fully competent to

the discharge of their public duties, by
their acquaintance with two of those lan-

guages.
Among these, the merits of the follow-

ing appear to deserve distinct notice.

Mr. Edmonstone was admitted into the
College in April 1825. At the following
annual examination held in June, he was
found to have attained the prescribed
standard of proficiency in the Persian lan-
guage, and was declared entitled to a
medal of merit for rapid and considerable
progress in that language. In August of
the same year, having added to his pre-
vious acquisitions a competent knowledge
of the Bengalee language, he was reported
qualified for the public service.

Mr. F. J. Holliday commenced his stu-
dies in June 1825, and at the general ex-
amination of the following December was
reported to have made such proficiency in
Persian, as entitled him to the reward of
a medal and a prize of eight hundred
rupees. In the further period of two
months, having attained the prescribed
standard of proficiency in Bengalee,, he
was finally declared qualified for the public
service in February last.

The progress of Mr. Crawfurd and Mr.
Garstin, who in about nine month? attain-
ed a respectable proficiency in two lan-
guages, and the former of whom obtained
medals of merit in two languages, has also
been satisfactory.

Mr. A. Reid, in October 1825, entered
his name on the records of the institution
as a student of Persian and Bengalee, ami
in February following was reported quali-
fied for the public service in both languages.
For the attainments of this gentleman, the
College can only claim a partial credit Eie

'

was
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was permitted, tinder particular circum-
tances, to reside with a friend at a distance
from Calcutta, and did not, consequently,
attend any lectures. To his own abilities

and industrious application, therefore, his

early acquisition of the requisite qualifica-
tions must mainly be ascribed.

Mr. G. T. Lushington commenced his

oriental studies at the same time with Air.
Reid ; but his talents and diligent applica-
tion soon enabled him to outsrip all his

contemporaries, and lie was accordingly
reported qualified in Persian at die half-

yearly examination in December, and in
TIindee, at the general examination holdcn
in February of the present year, being re-

warded for such rapid and considerable
proficiency with a medal of merit in each
of those languages. Air. Lushington, how-
ever, did not rest satisfied with such at-

tainments only as the test of qualification

for the public service requires, but, de-
sirous of acquiring a more full and criti-

cal acquaintance with the languages of
India than that ordeal implies, continued
to apply himself with great attention to the

study of Persian and Hindee till the close

of the term, when at the last annual ex-
amination lie was distinguished with the

first place in both these tongues, and re-

ceived, upon that occasion, the reward
assigned for high proficiency, viz., a prize

of eight hundred rupees. It appears cer-

tain that a few months further study would
enable Air. Lushington to attain the high-

est grade of Collegiate honours, and to

give his name a conspicuous place among
the most distinguished students of the

College of Fort William.
Mr. J. It. Colvin has given a singularly

striking proof of what talents united with

industrious and vigorous application can

effect. This gentleman entered the Col-

lege ill March last, and at that time he was
acquainted with little more than the ele-

ments of Persian and Bengalee, and not

even with the character of Hindee ; yet,

in the course of three months, he obtained

such a knowledge of thos# three languages

as to gain the usual report of qualification

for the public service, and to hold a res-

pectably place in them all, obtaining in

each a medal of merit for rapid and con-

siderable proficiency.

I cannot conclude this enumeration with-

out expressing my sorrow for the loss of

Mr,. IL P. M. Gordon, who died in May
last, soon after he had been declared quali-

fied for public employment. By the death

of this excellent and amiable young man,
the public service has been deprived of

one who gave tlic best promise of future

usefulness and distinction.

I remark, with much satisfaction, the

circumstance, that Lieut. Todd, one of
the Examiners of the College, obtained in

the; past month a degree of honour for

eminent proficiency in the Bengalee lan-

guage. On this officer similar degrees
were conferred, at the annual meeting in
June 1825, for his eminent attainments in
Persian and Hindoostanee, and although
he was called away for some time from his

academic duties, to the discharge in the
field of those more immediately belonging
to his profession, yet his diligent applica-
tion during the remainder of the period
under review, has enabled him not only to

master tlic Bengalee language, but to make
such progress in Arabic and Sanscrit, as
to hold out the fair promise of similar ex-
cellence in those languages at no distant
period.

I cannot omit this opportunity of re-
cording my regret, that the College of
Fort William no longer offers those facili-

ties for the cultivation of the native lan-
guages, which for some years it afforded
to the military servants of the Company

;

and that it is, consequently, deprived of
that accession of literary attainment w'hich

so eminently contributed to extend the
usefulness and to enhance the reputation
of the institution.

Though not immediately connected with
the College, I consider it to be also proper
on this occasion to notice the success w'ith

which Air. Thomason, who in June 1823,
left the College with distinguished credit,

has since prosecuted the study of Arabic
law. An extract from the report of the

Examiners is annexed to this minute ; and
though I state it with regret, the imme-
diate pecuniary advantage with which Air.

Thomason’s merit has been rewarded is

no longer proffered, yet I trust that there

will not be wanting civil servants ready to

follow his example; for to those whose
bent of genius is favourable to the pursuit,

there still remain many other and higher
motives for the attainment of the more
advanced stages of proficiency.

I regret to observe, that three students
have subjected themselves to removal from
College by neglecting to profit by the ad-
vantages which it affords. But in the con-
fident expectation, that they will exert

themselves to redeem the errors of the past

(and one of them has already given unequi-
vocal evidence of amendment), I will for-

bear from more pointed animadversion.

I feel satisfied, that it must be unneces-
sary to assure the College Council, that

the rigid enforcement by them of the pro-
visions for ensuring a diligent attention to

study, will ever have my cordial approba-
tion and decided support. It is alike dic-

tated by a regard for the public service,

and for the real interests of the individuals.

I am particularly gratified by observing

that the new statute, requiring of every,

student, as a qualification for the public

service, a knowledge either of Hindee or
of the Bengalee language, in addition to

the Persian, has completely answered the

end of its enactment.
It
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It it still more satisfactory to me to

learn, that die arrangements adopted by
'Government, for improving the situation

of die students, and for providing them
with 'the means of meeting the expenses
of .their situation without the necessity

of contracting debts to individuals, have
been attended with the beneficial effects

anticipated from their operation. There
is no point on which I would desire to lay

more stress than on the importance of
avoiding pecuniary involvement, fatal alike

to the happiness of the individual, to the

independence of the public functionary,

to the credit of the Government, and to

the security of the people.

It is not to be disguised, that in former
times, when thcCollege could boast of send-

ing forth from its walls, at each of the an-

nual examinations, many students deeply

imbued with oriental learning ; and, when
it aimed at communicating to all a higher

degree of proficiency than is requisite for

the ordinary purposes of public business,

the advantage was not purchased without

much preponderating evil. The distin-

guished individuals who bore away the

highest honours, and whose attainments

shed a lustre over the institution, might,

indeed, generally resist the temptations to

which a.lengihened residence in the capital

exposed them : their devotion to learning,

and the generous emulation with which

they struggled for collegiate distinction,

might exclude all other and low er passions.

But to a much greater number, and those,

too, often men who, in public life, have

evinced themselves most able and excel,

tent officers, the unnecessary detention in

College proved a source of the most serious

mischief. Although, therefore, the exten-

sive acquirements for which, at one period,

many of the students of the College ob-

tained degrees of honour, are now rarely

fbtfnd within its walls, because the period

of collegiate study is generally so much
abridged as to render the acquisition im-
practicable, evCn to the highest talents, and
most indefatigable industry, I cannot but

cordially rejoice at the character w-hich the

institution has assumed. That character

seems, indeed, to be such as local cir-

cumstances would naturally dictate. In

England, if any where, the selection must
be made of persons qualified to become
useful instruments of • Government

;
and

there tbe foundation must be laid of that

varied knowledge, which is requisite to

the ’ successful administration of public

dffkirs^’in their extensive and complicated

relations. Here, on the other hand, the

means of furnishing to the public func-

tionaries the medium through which they

lrinatf edtonmunicate with the people, and
without ' which, ‘ their most distinguished

dc'cpmpHshiirents would be comparatively

Clueless, are possessed in a degree of effi-

ciency which we should vainly seek in

England ; and that die College of jPprt-

Wifiiam affords extraordinary faculties for
the acquisition of the native languages, ap-
pears to be sufficiently evinced by tlpe

simple enumeration of the students wlio
have qualified themselves for the public
service in the past year. Here, conse-
quently, though at home tlie rudiments .of

the oriental tongues may very properly
be taught, the civil servants of the Com-
pany, after having, through a course of
liberal education in England, acquired the
knowledge, the habits, and the principles,

which may guarantee the worthy discharge
of their important trusts, should add such
an acquaintance with the languages, as is

requisite to enable them adequately to per-
form the duties of the different situations

to which they aspire. I should hope that,

in each year, some students will be found
willing to prolong their connection w’ith

the institution, in order to attain a much
higher degree of proficiency than is ordi-
narily required as u qualification for public
employment

;
and that, among those who

seek to enter on the active duty of the ser-

vice, as soon as it is open to them, there
may be some who, combining an attention
to oriental literature with the discharge of
the public business, will prosecute their

studies to the highest grade of attainment.
For several situations, such attainments
may be regarded as a most valuable, if not
an altogether indispensable qualification

;

and I shall be happy to co-operate wdtli

the College Council in any arrangement
by which this object can be promoted. It

will be sufficient to take care, that the
public interests do not suffer from any
want of extensive learning in the members
of the civil service, though the College of
Fort William may be deprived of tKfe

credit of imparting it. From the general
body of the students it would be unreason-
able to demand such acquisitions. The
great majority of public officers must
necessarily content themselves with such a
knowledge of the languages as is required
for the due discharge of their several trusts.

This, it is satisfactory to observe, the Col-
lege of Fort William imparts at the pre-
sent moment, with a degree of efficiency

never surpassed.

I confidently trust that no exertions will

be wanting on the part of the officers of
the College, to secure the fullest advan-
tages attainable under the present system.
The diligence of the students being im-
mediately rewarded by admission to pub-
lic employment, wdien the ambition of
literary eminence may not induce them to
prolong their studies, there remain* ' ho
motive, and no excuse for any relaxation

;

and removal from College must Infallibly

attend any delay, or neglect of study'. To"
those who do not readily avail thCihselves

of the advantages it offers, the institution

will generally be found to occasion un-
ioned
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mixed evil.: Thej cannot, consequently,
tye loo soon detached from it. I am in-
ducedtorest on. this point the more par-
ticularly, in order that the officers of the
'College may be fully assured of my sup-
port in enforcing the recent statutes

; and
because the duty they have to perform is

one of a very distressing nature, and one
For which other Collegiate institutions

afford no true rule of guidance. The cir-

cumstances of the College of Fort William
are, indeed, in many respects, altogether
peculiar. The students of the College
may he regarded as having actually com-

' menced the first duty of their profession :

to lie diligent in study being an obligation
which attaches to them not less directly,

rlian the zealous performance of his public
function to any other public servant. And,
although the scope of the instructions

given in the College has been wisely
abridged, the officers of the institution

have a favourable opportunity of com-
municating to the students much that will

be eminently useful to them on their entry
into public life. They may give most
valuable directions for the prosecution of
those studies which are best calculated to

fit tlic civil servants of the Company for

the high functions which await them ; they
may convey to them just conceptions of
the importance of the station they are

destined to fill, and of the solemn respon-

sibility which that station involves. They
are not, indeed, expected formally to com-
municate the knowledge which the civil

servants of the Company should acquire in

other seminaries, or by solitary study ; but
they may remove, nr soften, the prejudices

which such knowledge does not always
obviate, and sometimes strengthens. They
may prepare their pupils to understand the

character, to estimate the virtues, anti to

guard against the vices, of the singular

people they are destined to govern ; they

may lead them to comprehend how, with

much that is faulty, and much that is erro-

neous, there is, also, much that is valuable

in Eastern learning, and to acknowledge
that, at all events, it is not a humane or a

wise part, hastily to contemn what has

been long and clearly prized by many
millions through successive generations

They may inculcate invaluable lessons of

patience, candour, and toleration. Cherish-

ing a fervent devotion for our national

faith, they may urge .the comprehensive

obligations of ilmt charity which it most
pointedly enjoins; encouraging lofty con-

ceptions of the rank which is held among
the nations by our singularly favoured

country
|
they may readily lead their young

friends to perceive, that in India the real

glibry of England is to be sought, not in.

akiy vain display of personal or national

pjride, but. in such a conduct, in public aiul
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private life, as our country would approve
In the magistrates who govern her; in

security of person and of property— in the

amendment of the law's— in the adminis-
tration of equal justice—in the establish-

ment or promotion of beneficial institu-

tions—in the execution of useful works-
in the increasing wealth, intelligence, hap-
piness, and freedom of the people.

I beg to return my acknowledgments
to the College Council, for the careful

superintendence they have exercised over
the concerns of the College during the

past year; and I have much satisfaction

in expressing the very favourable sense I
entertain of the manner in which the pro-
fessors, and other officers of the College,

have discharged their several duties.

The literary works which have issued
from the press since the last annual exa-
mination, or which are now in preparation,

will be specified in an appendix to this

minute.

I doubt not, that it will be a source of
high satisfaction to the general body of
the service to learn, that the great work of
public instruction continues to be vigo-

rously and successfully prosecuted.

The progress of native education, in the

institutions under the authority of the

Committee of Public Instruction, has

continued, during the past year, to afford

satisfaction to Government, and to justify

the expectations that have been formed of
their public utility. The course of study
has, in every instance, been sedulously

maintained, and the actual advance pro-

portioned to the means of instruction and
facilities of study.

Of the Colleges and Schools in the pro-

vinces, the report of the last annual exa-

mination held ut Benares, shew the

.students on the foundation to be sixty;

and the out-students 177, of whom several

have acquired considerable proficiency in

tlie branches of study which they have cul*

tivated. The first annual report from
the College of Delhi states the number of
resident scholars to be 120, of whom the

classes more advanced arc engaged in the

study of the Arabic language, Mohamedan
law, and the elements of Euclid ; and the

junior, in the cultivation of Persian, and
the elements of the Arabic language. The
report of the Local Committee is highly
favourable to the zeal with which the

teachers and the students of this seminary
have been animated

;
the diligence with

which it lias been superintended, and the

popularity which, even in this early pe-

riod, it has attained ; these circumstances

have determined Government to extend

the beneficial operation of the College, by
placing more liberal allowances at its dis-

posal, and thus opening a door to a greater

3 T> number
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number of pupils, of vvlioin, from the ad-
fintageODS situation of Delhi, tltere i*

likely la be a considerable result from the

upper fend Western proVincesof Hindostan.
The progress made at the Agm College

h not Jet before Government in any official

report, no examination having been held;

but there is no reason to suppose that the

advance has been leas than might have been
reasonably anticipated ; the number of
scholars attached to the College was 1 1 7,

of whom the Hindu classes Comprise forty

-

three, and the Moha'medan seventy-four

students.

Of the other establishments in the pro-

vinces there is nothing that calls for any
remark ; they comprehend a considerable

number of scholars, but tiie nature of the

instruction communicated at them, the

description of persons by whom they are

attended, and circumstances peculiar to

their organization or position, render them
of less importance than those previously

adverted to, and leave some uncertainty as

to the extent to which they arc calculated

tb disseminate useful information ; they

fere on this account more especially sub-
jected to the attention of the Committee of
Instruction, and, through them, to the

Observation of Government, and they must
expect to receive that encouragement
ftlone which the benefits they afford may
be fonnd to deserve.

The institutions established at Benares,
Agra, and Delhi, render it unnecessary to

complete any present addition to establish-

ments for native education in the re-

moter provinces; but in the interval be-
tween Calcutta and the former city, a
seminary is required for contributing to

the instruction of the youth of Bchar and
Tirhoot, for Which the city of Patna seems
to be eligibly situated. The establishment

of a College at this city, on the same prin-

ciples as those of Delhi and Agra, has

accordingly occupied the attention of the

Committee of Instruction.

The progress of the institutions at the

presidency is equally the subject of favour-

able report ; and the annual examinations
of the Sanscrit College, and Mudrissa,

convey a satisfactory impression of the

assiduity and success with which the course
of study is prosecuted at those institutions.

At the Mohamedan College, the attention

of the students is more especially directed

to the study of the Arabic language,
Mohamedan law, and the mathematical
sciences ; and measures have been adopted
to extend the facilities for the cultivation

pf the two latter, by the multiplication of
useful works : with this view, the Fatawa
Hunmdi has been printed in the course of
the year, and encouragement has been
given to the preparation of the Fatawa
Alum jgiri fbr the press; a translation of
Bridges* Algebra has been also prepared,

LMafecH,

and is in the course of printing for the

use of the mathematical class.

The studies of the Sanscrit College are
of n more varied description, as they in*

elude the elementary cultivation of the
Sanscrit language. The study of Hindu
law, according to authorities which, aU
though of great weight, have been hitherto

little read in Bengal, as Menu and ilia

Mitakshara, have been successfully intro*

duced , and a course ofmathematical studies

has been lately commenced by the perusal

of tiie Lilavati. The building destined for

the accommodation of the Sanscrit College
has been completed, and tiie classes were
removed to it in the beginning of the year*

and some progress has been made in tlm
printing of useful works, to which the:

encouragement of Government waa for-

merly given. An edition of the Mugdfe*
bodha Grammar is nearly completed ; and
a considerable portion of the Bbatti, m
poetical work illustrative of the rules of
grammar, has been printed.

The buildings contiguous to the San-
scrit College, of which it Was originally

intended to appropriate one to the use of
the Anglo-Indian College, have both been
transferred to that institution, the measure
having been rendered necessary by the
growing numbers of the scholars of the

seminary. By the report of the annual
examination in January last, it appeared
that 196 pupils, of different ages, the mm
of the most respectable members of the

native community, were in course of in-

struction at this seminary, in the English
language and literature, and in European
science; and the knowledge of the senior

pupils reflected the highest credit Upon
their talents and application, and upon the

system of tuition by which they had beqp
instructed. At present there are 280
scholars, of whom 190 contribute to defray

the expense of their own education.; ofthe
rest, sixty are upon the foundation, and
thirty arc supported by the School Society.

^It is to this establishment that Govern-
ment especially look for the successful

diffusion of that knowledge, which is

equally applicable to the purposes of ac-

tive and contemplative life, and which
unites Tcason and philosophy with the hap-
piness and improvement of society. . \

.

The inquiries of the Committeeof Pub-
lic Instruction have sufficiently established

the total want in India of facilities which
exist in othercountries, for inteltacteiaL cul-
tivation. Of village educatkni, the mesaabi-

lity to read and write, there stemsto beno
deficiency, at least in the lower provinces

:

but there exist no means of any advancebe-
yond the simplest rudiments of knowledge,
exclusive of the College establi^Humuts

founded by the British Government, / > Ko
endowments for literary purpose* hav^.-sur-
vived the domestic distractions jof these

countries,

College of Fort William.
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countries, and no Academic or Collegiate
Institution perpetuates the memory of pri-
vate or public munificence. The course of
events has also' shut the schools which the
fame of Individual teachers formerly ren-
dered attractive, and instructors by profes-
sion are now of the most bumble acquire-
ments ; are either without remuneration, or
are inadequately rewarded, and oreJn gene-
ral held in little estimation. Books are
everywhere scarce and expensive, and with-
out books, teachers, or schools, it is evident
that the means of education are wholly de-
fective. The first object of Government is to
provide for these deficiencies, but it is obvious
that they can only he extensively supplied
bythe co-operation ofthe people themselves.
As fares the means at our disposal extend,
schools have been endowed, teachers t*n-

couraged, and bcoks will in the course of
time be multiplied; hut no public re-

sources can admit of the education of a
whole people being provided for by the

ruling authority. It is, therefore, with
much satisfaction, that Government ob-r

serves the manifestation of a disposition to

assist in tho great work of promotingNative
instruction, either by their own servants or

by the members of the Native community.
Of the former they have had to notice the

meritorious institution of a school at Alla-

habad, by the European residents at that

station, and individual instances ofa simi-

lar spirit have met with their approbation.

Of the latter, it is with peculiar gratifica-

tion that they can adveil to the occurrences
of the past year, during which Sicca Ru-
pees 1,06,000 have been placed at the dis-

posal of the Committee of Public Instruc-

tion, by several Native gentlemen, in jus-

tice to whose liberality their names and
donations are here particularized

:

Raja llaidyanatha Raya. . S. Rs. .50,000

Raja Sivachandra and Harisin-

hachandra lloy 46,000
Baboo Guruprasad Bose 10,OCX)

Sa.Rs, 1,06,000

These are honourable testimonies of the

Interest taken by wealth and intelligence

in the improvement of the rising genera-

tion, and entitle the donors to the acknow-
ledgment of the Government and the

gratitude of their countrymen.
• In the designs of the Committee of

Public Instruction and of Government, a

prominent object is, to add to the efficiency

and respectability of the Native officers

employed in the administration of the

country. Jn accomplishing this object, a

,
great publip good will obviously be se-

purpd, and it is one which it is equally Jthc

duty and the interest of every Civil Ser-

vant pf the Company to promote. But

m'scope of the Committee’s labours is

llfSMl more extensive; for they embrace

almost every thing that can tend to advance
the knowledge, to raise the character, and
to improve the moral condition of the

people. Among tho means of accomplish-
ing this object,* uone appear likely to he sa
efficacious as the introduction of European
science, and this the Committee are judi-

ciously endeavouring to accomplish, with-
out any attempt, arbitrarily, to supersede
the learning prized by our Native subjects,

Tliey seek no artificial support for the

cause of truth when fairly opposed to error.

The result, indeed, is certain, if the friends

of truth are just to themselves.

The literature and the morals of Eng-
land must prevail if the superiority we
claim for her be reflected in the conduct
of Iter citizens; their errors may throw
back for centuries the accomplishment of
the purpose ; and in contemplating the ef-

forts made for the improvement of India,

this should be the first and most anxious
thought, to those about to enter upon pub-
lic life, how they can best maintain the

character of their country, and best secure

for themselves the title of Instructors and
Benefactors of the millions they are called

upon to govern.
Amijkrst,

APPENDIX.
Extract of llie Report of the Examiners

appointed to ascertain the ability of Mr.
Thomason to consult works in the Arabic
language on Maliomcdan Law, dated

Pith March 1826.

Mr. Thomason was accordingly exa-

mined by us on Saturday last, the 11th

iust., in presence of tho Law Officers of

the Sudder Dewance Adawlut. The fol-

lowing exercises were performed by Mr.
Thomason—being Extracts from Original

Arabic authorities to be translated ii>tQ

English.

No. 1. Of Partnerships.—The circum-

stances under which partnerships by reci-

procity lose that character and fall under
the class of partnership in Traffic.—Jan\i

Ooroomooz.

No. 2. Of the administration of oaths,

with a view to the discovery of an offender

in cases of murder.—/fidqya.

No. 3. Of appropriation and the various

rules to he observed on the occasion of a

religious endowment.

—

A%hbuh-o-Nvzozir .

No. 4. Of compacts of cultivation, ex-

hibiting the principles by which they are

governed, and the condition to which they

are subjected.

—

Faosool-i-oostorroosfiee.

N<fc 5. Qf sales, showing certain ner
cessary conditions to the legality of such

contract under particular circumstanpes,----

Jiizuut-ool-Mooflicen.

No. 6. An English exercise tp be trans-

? P 2 latei
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lated into Arabic, on the law of Kisas,

or retaliation.

From the studious habits and tried abili-

ties of Mr. Thomason, we were led to ex-
pect the display of extraordinary attain-

ments# We assigned, therefore, to that

gentleman the performance of exercises

pimportionab Iy arduous ; and it affords us
sincere gratification to he able to state,

that our estimate, high as it was, of his

acquirements, fell short of the reality. The
very names of the works above cited will

vouch for the difficulty of the task which
was imposed, and when we say that the

translations were made with the utmost
fidelity, accuracy, and despatch, we bear
but inadequate testimony to bis merits.

In the course of three or four hours, Mr.
Thomason not only performed what was
required of him, but he found leisure also

to make judicious annotations on abstruse
passages, thereby furnishing satisfactory

proof, that to the capacity of consulting
original legal authorities, he has added a
considerable knowledge of the law itself.

In addition to the above written exercises,

Mr. Thomason read a passage of the Ili-

daya in the presence of the law officers of
the Sudder Dewanee Adawlut, to whom
he explained' the meaning in the Persian
language, and who expressed themselves
in the highest degree gratified by the

learning and acumen which he displayed.

In communicating the result of this ex-
amination, which has furnished so decisive

a proof of intense application and extra-

ordinary talent, we need hardly add, that

Mr. Thomason is, in our opinion, fuily

and eminently entitled to the reward as-

signed to success in this department of
study.

(True Extract.) D. Ri/ddelt., Sec.C.C.

The superintendent of the Native Me-
dical Institution reports the students of it

to have made satisfactory progress within

the past year, and that several of them
have already proved useful to the public
service, as Native Doctors to corps as well

as in the two dispensaries that have been
lately established in Calcutta, for the pur-
pose of affording relief to the native offi-

cers of Government, and to such of the

Natives as have not the means of otherwise
procuring medical aid.

College or Fort William.

Tvteniy sixth Annual Examination, hoUlen

in June 1826.

Persian.

First Class.
1. Lushington, UtiO Rs.
2. Crawford, medal \
of merit j

3. Colvin, ditto ditto*
4. Curst in
5. Thompson
6. livelier

7-

it.

ii.

10.

n.
12.

13.

’

14.

lii.

10 .

StJCltwl ( ‘lass.

dubbins
Bury •

I ley laud

Third Class.
Cringle
Armstrong •

Grant
Woodcock ...

Mills
Fitzgerald
Spiers

II IN OFF.

First Class.
1. Lushington, HtMl lts.'Oct. 182(1' 20
2. Colvin, medal of\
merit /

Srratid Class.
3. 1 fey land

Mar. 182(5 23

• Sept. IASS 33
Feb. 182(5 21

,Oct. 1825! 44

4. Thompson
Third Class.

5. Spiers
8. Armstrong !Dec. 1825 45
7 Woodcock 'Oct. 1825j 38

Bengalee.

First Class.
1. Colvin, medal of>
merit /

2. Pringle
3. Bury

i

4. Laurell

Mar. 1828 20

Aug. 1825
Mav 1825
June 1825

37

5. Smith • 'Dec.

Second Class.
| j

6. Mill* May 1828 5
7. Grant :Jan. 1826 35

Third Class.

0. Guhbins [May 1826 1

0. Fitzgerald May 1826. 2

By order of the Council of the College,

D. Rud.dk ll, Sec. C. C.
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ASIATTC INTELLIGENCE.

Calcutta.
[We have waited in vain till a late pc.

riod of the month in expectation of receiv-

ing papers from Calcutta, from whence no

direct intelligence has been received for

upwards of two months. Should any

papers arrive before the last sheet is put to

press, a summary will be given at the end.]

GOVERNMENT GENERAL
ORDER.

DONATION OF BATTA TO TROOPS RECENTLY
EMPLOYED IN TIIK UUHMF.KK TERRITORY.

Fort William , sing* .‘3, 1826.—The Jit.

Hon. the Governor- general in Council
having taken into consideration the heavy
losses and expenses incurred by the troops,

European and Native, who were employed
in the late war in A va, Arracan, and the

sea-coast of the Burmese territory, has

been pleased to resolve that a donation of
six months full or field rate of batta shall

be granted to all the officers, non-com-
missioned officers, and privates of corps,

detachments, and stafr (including perma-
nent establishments, not ill receipt of in-

creased rates of pay for this special service)*

who were so employed for a period of not

less than twelve months. This period to

be calculated from the date of landing in

the Burmese territory, until the final ter-

mination of hostilities on the 24th Feb.

1826, or re-embarkation, whichever may
have occurred first.

2. 'To the officers and men of the Ava
and Arracan forces, whose period of actual

service within the Burmese territory falls

short of twelve months, thcGovernor-gone-
ral in Council is pleased to grant a dona-
tion of three months batta.

3. His Lordship in Council is further

pleased to grant the donation of six or

three months batta respectively, as the case

may be, to such of the officers and men of

the flotillas employed in the Irrawuddy,
and on the coasts of Tenasserim and Arra-

can, as may not have drawn the batta

awarded by the resolution of Government
in the Secret Department, dated the 19th

Nov. 1 824. This indulgence of batta to

the officers and crews of the flotilla who
may not have been included in the benefit

of the resolution of the 1 9tli Nov. 1824,

is limited to individuals on the regular

establishment of the Hon. Company. For
those who were temporarily employed,

suitable rates of pay or special allowance

were fixed, with reference to the nature of
the service for which they were engaged.

4. The donation of six and three months
batta, granted by these orders, is extended

.

to the heirs or assigns of individuals en-
titled to receive it, who died or were kill-

ed on service during the war, with excep-
tion to those of the native troops, for whom
a special provision already exists, whereby
the families of deceased sepoys on foreign
service receive a pension from Government.

5. The rate of batta to be regulated ac-
cording to the regimental rank in which
the individuals served at the conclusion of
the war, death, or period of re-embarka-
tion, as the case may be, unless entitled

to a higher rate, annexed to staff employ-
ment.

6. Corps, detachments, or individuals

who may have landed for the first time in

the Burmese territory, subsequent to the
termination of hostilities, are to have no
claim to the batta donation.

7. Individuals who may have been em-
ployed with each division of the army are
to have the benefit of their collective actual
service in claiming the higher rate of do-
nation ; and corps, &c. which may have
been employed on more than one occasion
during the war (as in the case of II.M.’s
45th Foot), are to regulate their claims ac-
cordingly.

H. Officers and staff who may have quit-
ted the army on medical certificate, or on
public duty, and subsequently rejoined it

before the conclusion of hostilities, arc, as
a special indulgence, to have the benefit of
the time of their absence taken into ac-
count, in claiming the larger share of
batta.

9. The claims of all deceased officers

and men, likewise all absentees, are to be
included in the abstracts of companies,
detachments, or departments. If heirs,

assigns, or agents arc in India, the amount
will be paid over accordingly under the
order and responsibility of tiie command-
ing officer

;
otherwise the amount of all

claims of this nature will be lodged in tho
general treasury until legally claimed.

10. The batta bills, for the donation of
six and three months respectively, will be
referred for audit and adjustment to the
public departments of the presidencies to

which corps, departments, or individuals
respectively belong.

1 1 . Each bill will be accompanied by a
nominal roll of all ranks drawn for in it

;

and officers, &c. who may have been em-
ployed on the staff, and whose regiments
were not serving with the army, will pre-
pare and submit separate bills.

12. A nominal acquittance roll of each
corpr, detachment, and department, will

be prepared within one month after the

issue
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issue of the donation, shewing the manner
in which the distribution ha* been- marie,

and the appropriation of all shares of ab-

sentees or casuals.

13. These rolls will be deposited in the

J&ilitary Audit Office, for future reference

in riie event of disputed or additional

claims being preferred to the donation.

14. The amount of the batta donation

will be debited to war charges in Ava.

15. Any extra batta already paid, or

payable under orders of the Government
of Fort St. George, to the troops of that

presidency, must be considered as forming

part of Uie batta donation intended by

these orders, and be deducted accordingly.

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.
Commercial Department.

July 26. Mr. C. Bccher, commercial resident at

ftungpore.
Judicial Department.

July 20. Mr. P. E. Patton, fourth judge of Pro-
vincial Courts of Appeal and Circuit for Division

of Mooc&hedaliad.
Mr. B. Tayler, judge and magistrate of Mlrza-

porc.
Mr. E. H. Robinson, register of Zlllah Court at

Agrafe*.

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS,
PROMOTIONS, &c.

Tort William. Aug. 5.— Maj. Wm. Femiall,

tl.M.’s 4th L.Dr., to be military secretary to Go-
vernor General.

Lieut. V. Shortland, 36th N.I., to have super-
intendence of northern division of Cuttack road.

Capt.G. A. Vetch, Mth N.I., to have superin-
UndeBce of Berhampore road.

Aug. 11.—Cadets admitted. Mr. R. T. Knox, for
cav., and prom, to comet.—Messrs. J. N. Reid and
C. Hutton, for inf., ami prom, to ensigns.—Messrs.
H. Chapman, F. Turaell, C. 8. Grant, and C.
Newton, as assist-surgs.

Lieut. G. T. Green, corps of engineers, to be an
assistant to superintendant of Dehly canal, in
room of Lieut. Swetenham.

Head-Quarter*, Aug. 4.

—

Removal*. Lieut. Col.
Com. Sir T. Ramsay from 19th to 28tli N.I., and
Mai. Gen. E. S. Broughton from latter to former

;

Lieut. Col G. D. Heathcote from Gist to G»th N.I.,
and Lieut. Col. T. Murrayfrom latter to former.

Aug. 8.—Regt. of Artillery. Lieut. W. Wakefield
removed to 2d troop 3d brig, horse arttt. : the ex-
change Of troops between Lieuts. llotham and
M'Morine, in May last, cancelled t Lieut. Alex.
Bril rem. from 2d troop 3d brig, to 3d troop 2d
twig. | Sd-Lieut. H. Sanders (new arrival) posted
to 2d comp. 6th bat. ; 2d-Lteut. W. Young (ditto)
posted to flOth comp. 0th bat.

Surg. G. G. Campbell, gar. surg. at Agra, to
have med. charge of artiL at that station.

11.— Porting* and Removal» in Cavalry.

,
flftto $ Lieut, Gen. Gordon firom 8th to 2d ditto,

MISCELLANEOUS.
RONJSKT SINGH.

The Bombay papers supply us with a
few gleanings from those of Calcutta.

Ruftfeci Singh***The native papers com-
municate 8MM scanty particulars respect-

ingthe proceedings of liunject Singh, who

marched from' Amritsur on the 19th June,
pitched his tent near Pul, Koonjree on the
SSOtlr, where he remained till the 21st. On
the 25th lie commenced operations against
Yar Mohammed Khan, the ruler of Pesh*
ttwer. Some attem<)>ts had previously been
made at uegociation. “ The envoy of
Yar Mohammed Khan, the ruler of Fesh-
awer, produced a letter to his address from
his muster, requiring to know why he had
received no reply to Ids former address to
the Maharaja. Ilis Highness replied,

that as his master had been so far misled
by his advisers as to collect forces and
make preparations for war, it was unneces-
sary to send him any reply.** Some fur-
ther minor details are given from the
ukhbars, but their meagreness renders them
unintelligible. It would appear that some
friendly intercourse has taken place be-
tween the Sikh Chief and Sir C. T. Met-
calfe, the Resident at Bhurtpore.

TIn? following account of the power of
Runjeet In the 1itimbai/ Courier of Aug.
12, is somewhat at variance with former
statements.

Runjeet Singh, the chief authority in
the Funjaub, has always been considered,
in ali speculations relative to the firmness
of our present footing in India, as a very
formidable personage. The following
extract from a private letter from the banks
of the Sutledge, of so late a date as the
20th July, shews that distance has greatly
magnified the extent of his power and
resources.

*

‘

How Runjeet Singh has got such a
name, not only in India but in Europe, it

is difficult to say. To those who are near
him, and see the slate of his people, &c.
he cannot long be an object of fear

; he is

little better, I believe, than an uncivilized
savage tyrant, his army an unpaid rabble
of thieves, and his whole country is in a
state of misrule, without either law or re-
gulation that is paid attention to : half-a-

dozen Sepoy regiments and a few cavalry,
would drive him to the desert : and ofthis
he is very well aware, and keeps himself
quiet as tar as regards us.

f *

Bhurtpore.—A letter from Dooijun Saul
of Bhurtpore had been received, represent-
ing that he had received repeated orders
from Government to send for his mother
from Delhi ; which he could not do, as it

was with difficulty he defrayed even his

own private expenses, and that his poverty
had obliged him to send his son to Delhi,
IVJaudhoo Sing of Bhurtpore, after giving
an account of his difficulties, also stated,

that if be was ordered, he would give up
all other expenses, and keep only one
horse and a servant, for he was in no wnf
connected with his mother or brother, 'bi!t

with Government. Sir C. T. Metcalfe
consoled him, and said there wos no neeftf-
sity for decreasing his establishment. One

day
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day Bhurdeo Singli said, tlia^ the affairs of
Dhurtpore were not properly administered
by the Mahn Ranee* when Newab Futta
Ollah Beg Khan observed that the state
had much better tie governed wholly by
the English resident ; to which Sir Charles
replied, that the British power were not
inclined to interfere in the government
of the province.—•[Jami Jehan Numak.

Appa Sahcb .—From Maharaja Sindhia
we have advices to the 20th June. An
affray had taken place between the fol-

. lowers of Appa Salieb, and a rasaleh be-
longing to the Maharaja, in which several
lives were lost—it was put an end to by
the interference of Hindu Rao, and the
commander of the rasaleh was given into
the custody of Mr. Jenkins ; but on the
18th, Hindu Rao reported that Appa
Saheb had distributed ammunition to his

troops, with an intention of marching to

the Dekkin, and had given orders that his

men were not to regard the question or
commands of any one that should attempt
to stop them. After some discussion, in

which Appa Saheb made it a condition of
his remaining, that one of his people,

Batenker, should stay, it was acceded to,

and a prospect of an allowance held out to

his followers. On the 20th, news of the

death of Gokul Parakli, at Muttra, arrived
— orders were given to Hindu Rao to
take care of the treasury accounts of the
deceased.

—

Ibid.

Mir Khan .—An Afghan named Nanlii
Khan, who was in the service of this chief,

having been long without pay, took an op-
portunity, whilst Mir Khun was in a
mosque at liis devotions, to attempt his

assassination. lie fired at him, but the

ball missed—the attendants of Mir Khan
immediately fell upon the assassin, who
was defended by some of his companions :

he was, however, killed in the affray, but
not before twenty-two persons on both
sides were slain.

—

Ibid.

COAI.S IN INDIA.

The very great usefulness of stoam na-
vigation in such a country as India, where
the prevalent and pleasantest mode of tra-

velling is by water, is too obvious to require

comment : as far as fuel is concerned in

the advancement of stoam, we are glad to

be able to state, that coals are likely, in a
abort time, to be procurable hi very great

abundance, and. at a cheaper rata than hi-

therto ; for besides the coal mines at Sylhet
• and Busdwan, which have already been

•Opened, we observe that a bed of coals, it

fa thought, lies in the vicinity of Rung-
.pore.; Government assuredly will not neg-
krit taking advantage of these discoveries,

and ha*e the necessary investigations insti-

vtuted io ascertain the value and quality of

aechseam.

SICKNESS AT CHEDUBA.

The H« C. Ship Thames, from Cheduba
the 24th July, has arrived with the invalids

of the 2d European regiment, of whom,
we regret to learn, she buried sixty on the

way up : a great portion of her own crew
was sick. She experienced a gale through
the whole of her passage.—Cal, Gov, Gax,

Aug. 10.

CAPTAIN AMHERST.

It is with sentiments of unfeigned sor-

row that we announce the death of the

Hon. Captain Amherst. After suffering

several relapses of the severe fever with

which he was attacked in the beginning of
last week, be expired at half-past nine yes-

terday morning, at Barrack-pore. The
premature close of a career of the most
honourable promise would alone awaken
general regret ; but in Captain Amherst,
the society of Calcutta have to lament an
individual endeared to them by familiar

and friendly intercourse, by unaffected

cheerfulness, unassuming manners, and a
disposition invariably obliging and kind.

Few persons in bis station would have
inspired more sincere or more general es-

teem, and few could be more universally

or truly mourned.
Captain Amherst was aged 23 years and

1 1 months. He was to be interred this

morning, in the burial-ground at Bar-
rack pore. The funeral was intended to

lie private, but a number of the chief

functionaries, and principal members of
the society, left town yesterday afternoon,

to pay the last tribute of respect to the de-

ceased.— [Cal. Gov. Gaz. Aug. 3,

INUNDATIONS.

We understand the mails have been im-
peded in the past month, on the Bombay
side, at Poonali, and also between Nag-
pore and Sumhulpore, by very bad wea-
ther, the overflowing of rivers and torrents*

and the carrying away ofnumerous bridges!.

The same effect has been produced to the
southward by the overflowing of the Goda-
very, and other minor streams, particu-

larly between Ellore and Vizagapatam, dh
to Poondec and tlie Soobunroeka in Bal-
lasore.

On the north-west road to Benares, the

Damoodah has burst its boundaries, .«nd
flooded upward of sixty square miles of
country in Bissenporo, &c. -SUnllqr

checks have prevailed particularly in the

neighbourhood of Hazareebaiqjh, wHenc
there arc three Shakcsperian bridges over
very bad torrents. Fortunately all the

dawks have arrived in due succession and
uninjured by wet.

—

[ibid, Aug. 7.

interpreters. 4

It may be interesting to comerof our
military friends to know, that it vs ill*con-

templation
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temptation shortly 'to enforce the test of
examination which the interpreters of
corps are expected to undergo. We un-
derstand that a Committee of the Profes-

sors and Examiners of the College of Fort
William is to be formed for the examina-
tion of the interpreters who are at the

presidency or in its vicinity. Local com-
mittees for the purpose will he appointed
at the military stations. The works to he
read are, we believe, the Anwcri Soheili,

or Gulistan, in Persian, the Bagli-o-
Behar, in Oordoo, and the Premsagur, in

Hindustani. The candidates are also to

translate written papers from those lan-

guages into English, and from English
inti*' them.-—-\_CaL Guv. Gaz. July 13.

TOITR OP THE GOVERNOR- (I IsN EllAL.

Letters received by yesterday’s dawk
slate, that on the morning of the 8lh inst.

the fleet of the liight lion, the Govcrnor-
General was off JVJirzapore. They speak

of the gloom thrown over the whole party

l>y the late severe calamity, which, as must
have been supposed, was felt in its most
melancholy force liy his Lordship, and
very severely by all who had the happiness

to be on intimate terms with the amiable
departed spirit. The progress of the fleet

was rather slow. The currents arc men-
tioned as dreadfully strong against the

fleet, and the services of the steam vessel,

in hauling pinnaces, &c. off sand-banks
nnd lec-sliorcs, are spoken of in the highest

terms. Four or five baggage boats had
foundered.

—

\Beng. Ilurk. August 11.

ENSIGN WRIGHT.

We regret to state that Ens. Charles
Wright, of the 3d regt. N. I., was lately

murdered within the Oudc territory, while
proceeding 1o join his regiment at Luck-
now. None of our readers will he much
surprised at the occurrence of such an
event in the kingdom of Oudc, although
it will, no doubt, be duly felt by all w ho
are ever likely to visit that country, and be
deeply lamented by the relatives and friends

of the deceased.—

[

Ibid. August 1 2.

ACCIDENTS IN THE HOOGHLY.

There are, at present, no fewer than four
ships foul of each other at Champaul
Ghaut. Our informant could not ascertain

their names, but mentions the Clydesdale
as one of them, and that her stern frame
seemed to be considerably damaged. At
the time be left, a large vessel was swept
down by the current, whirling round about,

tilKsbe reached the other ships that were
foul* where, after some crushing, she stuck
fast. One of them has lost her bowsprit,
and the bowsprit of another is right athwart
her, and fixed betwixt the main and fore-

mast. The Iiamian Shaw, which is imme-

diately abov$ the four ships above-men-
tioned, appears to be moving down upon
them, and another vessel ofsmaller dimen-
sions was whirling down in the same man-
ner as (he one first mentioned, when they

appeared to have succeeded in bringing
her up. At the time our informant left,

the four vessels foul of each other were
swinging by one cable. — [Joint Bull,

August 12.

ORIENTAL MAGAZINE.

We learn that the Quarterly Oriental

Magazine proceeds, notwithstanding the

late order of the Court of Directors with
regard to the Indian press, during a refer-

ence made home by Government to the-

Ilon. Court.

—

[Cal. John /lull, July 25.

A II All SHU’S, ScC.

Our attention has been recently called

to a subject of so much importance to the

interests of the British ship-owners of the

port, that we feel it incumbent on us to

endeavour to excite the notice of Govern-
ment to it, with a view of having the evil

complained of remedied as far as that may
be practicable. We have been informed
then, and indeed the fact is partly within
our own knowledge, that there are, at this

moment, numbers of vessels in the river

bana-fide the property of Arabs not British

subjects, which are not navigated even by
British officers, yet under the British flag,

and enjoying all its privi'eges
;
what is

still worse, too, partly manned by slaves.

The injury which such an abuse inflicts on
the Ixma-jide British owners, and on the
revenue of the country, is too obvious to

need any particular illustration. It must
be apparent to every one who reflects one
moment on the subject, that British owners
cannot compete with those Arab traders,

manned and officered as they are; they
sail at a fourth of the expense of our ac-
tually British vessels ; and then, when
they arrive in the Gulf of Persia, or In
any Arab ports or places, they hoist the
Arab flag, and thus defraud the revenues
of their own country, by an expedient
similar to that which they practise so suc-
cessfully here. We are told that the num-
ber of these vessels is, of late, very rapidly
on the increase, and it is surely worthy the
attention of Government, and our men-
of-war in this country, to inquire into
their title to hoist the British flag. In
future, too, it would be well, in the case
of all applications for temporary registers,

which, as far as regards the navigation of
India, we believe the local governments
ore still empowered to grant, to institute a

’

very strict scrutiny into the ground of all

applications for such documents. We
understand that, at this moment; there is a
vessel regularly trading to this port, which;
we well know, was originally built Apr the

Imaum
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Imaumof Mitfcsl, obtained a register as
the property ofa British Mahommedan sub-
jectat Bombay, was sailing under English
colours, and navigated ibr a time by British
officer** and a crew of Indian Lascar^
J^ritish subjects ; but was afterwards turn-
ed over to the .Arabs, employed in a slave
voyage, and is still under the British Hug,
navigated and manned chiefly by A rubs,
many of them Caflrees, and, we believe,
slaves, This vessel, we have no manner of
doubt, is still the property of the linaum of
Muscat: indeed, though legal proof of it

might be difficult to obtain, the fact is w ell

known. That such a system should he
suffered to go on, wc can only attribute to

that very great difficulty of obtaining legal
proof of these abtises, to which wc have
adverted ; but we are, neveit lieless, of
opinion, that means might be taken to
verify the fact of such vessels being the
property of individuals not British sub-
jects, not being navigated by Britisli offi-

cers, and partly manned with slaves
; the

second point is, of course, easy to be ascer-

tained ; the last wc could at once point to

a mode of discovering, but that our doing
so would enable those concerned to defeat

it. We trust we have said enough, how-
ever, to excite the attention of the local

Government to the subject, and the vigi-

lance of our men of war, which will shortly

ho increased in number, and he enabled,
therefore, to look sharply after these double
dealers, who avail themselves of a flag they

detest, in order to defraud the revenues of
the country to which it belongs, and drive

her own lawful subjects out of trade.—
[jfengal Chron

.

• 21. At: Baadt, In Bundlecund, the lady of W»
Fane, Ksq., civil service, of a daughter.

' 27< At Sausnfe, Ally Ghur, Mrs. T. Bird, of a
son.

2ft. At Berhampore, the lady of the Rev, H. R.
Shepherd, district chaplain, of a daughter.

SS». AtMonghyr, Mrs. J. P. Ledlie, of a son.
31). At Berhampore, the lady of Lieut. W.

Thomas, H.M.’s light inf., of a son.
Aug. 1. At Oum Dum, the lady of Capt. De-

brett, of a daughter.
:i. At Col lah Factory, Jessate, Mrs. M. J. D’Va-

ladares, of a daughter.
4. Mrs. H. Wall, of a daughter.
ti. At Chandernagore, Mrs. Joseph Winter, of A

daughter.
7- Mrs. John Bartlett, of a daughter.
i». At Serampore, tire lady of H. Cooke, jun..

Esq., of a son.— At Barrackpore, Mrs. J. C. Watson, of a
daughter.

1.1. The lady of C. G. Strettel, Esq., of a son.
24. At Delhi, the lady of Capt. T. F. Hutchin-

son, commanding Delhi’ prov. bat., of a son.
27. At Benares, the lady of Lieut. Col. Playfair,

of a son.
28. At (.’awnpore, the lady of ('apt. Jenkins.

lI.M.’s 11th L.Ur., of a daughter.
Sept. 1. At Mirzapore, the lady of J. M. Mac-

nahb, Ksq., civil service, of a daughter.
7. Mrs. C. Belx‘llo, of a daughter.
8. At crampore, Mrs. J. 11. Dorrelt, of a son.
JO. At Barrackpore, the lady of Lieut, and Adj.

Gralmin, of a son.

MAURIAUKS.
July 20. At Meerut, J. Monteath, Esq., Capt.

3.1th regt., to Mrs. Lucinda F. Wlnsh.
24. At Bevhamporc, («. J. Taylor, Esq., civil

service, to Harriet, daughter of the late 11. Chris-
topher, Ksq.
Anft. ft. At Berhampore, Incut. W. M. Stewart,

22d N.I., to Charlotte, eldest daughter of Capt.
D.bnain, H.M.’s 13th L. Drags

8. At the Cathedral, Lieut. II. Clayton, sub-
assist. coin, gen., to Jean Henrietta, daughter of
Lieut. Gen. .Sir Hubert Blair, K.C.Ii.

24. At Cawnpore, T. Morton, Ksq., to Mts. C.
Burrowes.

Sept. 1 . At Chandernagore, Mr. J. I*. Sejoune
to Miss \T. Vosconsellos.

7. At Ch insurah, O. S. Owen, Esq., to Fanny,
widow of the late Alex. Forbes, F.sq.

12. Lieut. W. Counscll, of the Bengal artil., to
Miss Wiltshire*

Sill IMPING.
Arrivals in the River.

Aug. 3. Aturrnl, Conhrass, from Liverpool, and
FairUe, Short, from Madras.— 5. Juliana, 1lines,

from London.—11. John Shore, Bees, from Bata-
via.

—

Sejit. 2. Ilooghley, Reeves, from (’eyIon and
London.—4. Vroouiene-, Ardlie, from London

—

5. Mediterranean, Stephens, from Ceylon.— 11.

Asia, IlaJderston, from London.— lt». Timatulra,
Wray; City of Edinburgh, Milne; and Ahtrvkio-
wcjm of IC/y, Mangles, all from London.— lti.

Duke of Lancaster, Hammy, from Liverpool.

—

10. l\tlmyra, Lamb, from London and Ceylon.

Departures from Calcutta.

Aug. 7. Ganges, Lloyd, for P&nang and Singa-
pore—-11. Elizabeth, Cock, for London iHu Port
Louis.—18. Rnsselas, Austin, for Boston.

—

Sept.

10. William Wilson, Bramwell, for Isle of France
and London, n\*o Twenty-sixth-Fefjruart/ (Portu-
guese), Branco, for Rio de Janeiro.— lft. Geor-
ficiann , Haylett, for Madras and Loudon.—10.

Eliza, Mahon, for Madras and London.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.

BIRTHS.

J*me 13. At Cawnpore, the lady of the Rev.
Mr* W biting, of a son.

12. At Futtyghur, Mr*. E. Mac Cutchen,

2»>.
; AtJtgra; Mrs. Campbell, wife of Mr. Win,

CagapbelLof the Custom House, of a daughter.

Asiatic Joum. Vot. XXIII. No. 135.

June 4. At Cawnpore, Ilcphzibah Maria, second
daughter of Lieut. Col. Watson, 42(1 regt., aged
11 years.
July 8. At sea, Capt. R. Garrick, of the ship

liengal Merchant.
17. At Allahabad, Mr. J. Goods 11, an assistant

in the Boardof Revenue, Central Provinces.
IP. At Allahabad, William, fifth son of Capt.

Parlby, agent for gunpowder, aged two years.

2.1. At Gontckpore, Miss Azuliah (’lark, sister

of II. Clark, Esq., civil surgeon at that station,
aged 1 !».

27 . At Barelly, Lieut. C. R. Bellow, interp. and
qu. must. ft7th N.I., aged 2.1.

At Patna, the infant son of Dr. R. Johnson.
— At AHipore, the infant son of Mr. J. -Bur-

ridge, 1 1.(Vs marine,
28. At the New Anchorage, Mr. II. N. Dallas,

5th olHccr of the M (’.’a ship Lnrlp Melville. *

— Mr. John Pearson, aged 42.
22. At Monghyr, the infant son of Mr, J. P.

Lcdlle.
3». Master W. B. Walls, aged 17*
ftl. Mr. <;. Grimwood, of the tl.C/f Bengal IQA*

rine, aged 24.

Aug. 1. William Lloyd Gibbons, Esq.— At Howrah, Mrs. A. J. M. Blundell, widow
of the late H. Blundell, Esq., civil service* . .

2. Mr. Wm. Clark, formerly narbbtir-master of
Calcutta, aged SH.

4. Mr. R. Dundon, of the Bengal marine*,
aged 28. . .

5. R. C. Statham, Esq., aged 50.

7- At -Saugor, on board the H.C/i shlp JIfao*
queen. Thou. Waterman, Esq.., aged 54, long a
commander out of this port,

S E 8. Arch*
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. & Arch* Colquhoun, Eta., late paymaster of 2a
hat. H.M*’s 65tn regt., aged 62.

,

IS. In Fort Wllfiam, Capt. E. Walker, ll.M.'s

VebsteTfleld, Esq., aged 33.— At Howrah, Mrs. J. Mackey, aged 24.

23* At Barrackpore, Lieut. Col. Win. Short, 2d
rtgt. N.I.

23. At Barrackpore, Mrs. Hickman.
26. At Kotuli, the lady of Maj. J. Caulfield, po-

lical agent.
31. Mrs. M. G. Thorosc, aged 32.

” ’ "
' daughter of— At Dinapore, Mary Jane, infant

E. Phillips, Esq., surg. 6th extra N.I.
Sept. 5. At Kidderpore, Mrs. A. Bowie, aged 2f>.

6. Mr. J. F. Karangoiu, teacher.— Mr. J. J. Valente, aged 65.
9. C.T. Evans, Ksq., indigo planter, aged 49.
11. In Fort William, Emily Jane, infant daugh-

ter of Lieut. Ripley, 2d Kurop. regt.
12. Mr. F. Jacobs, carpenter, many years re-

cord-keeper of the military department.
Lately. At sea, Capt. J. Heron, of the ship Her-

cules, aged 28.— At the New Anchorage, on board the H.C.’s
•hip Macquecn

,

Mrs. C. R. Macleod, aged 24.

.
— During his passage from Rangoon to Cal-

cutta, C. Smyth, Esq.,'of Dumfries, second officer
of the ship Ganges, C&pt. Boultbce.

JtJabr.10.

[The remark prefixed to tlie Calcutta

Intelligence is equally applicable to that

from this Presidency.]

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.
Sept. 21. Mr. G. W. Saunders, judge and crimi-

nal Judge of zillah of Nellore.

Mr. H. Dickinson, collector and magistrate of
Trichinopoly.

MISCELLANEOUS.
STATIONS OF CORI’S.

His Majesty *s 41st regt. is under orders
to march on Monday morning next, for

Bellary, to relieve the 46th, which is to
take the place of the 30th at Hyderabad.

The 30th is under orders to come down
to the Presidency to be drafted, previous
to embarkation for England at the end of
the year.

The 98th regt. will remain in garrison
at Fort St.George.— Cour. sing. 8.

THE GOVERNOR.
Letters of the 5tli instant,from the camp

of the Hon. the Governor, at Pupanatcliy,
’state that they hoped to reach Tanjore
next day : but this was rather uncertain,

• ns two unfordable branches of the Cauvery
were to be crossed—(he river was quite
full, and some hindrance had been expe-
rienced at the branches already crossed.
The camp was quite healthy. It was ex-
pected that the Governor would remain
four or. live days at Tanjore.

—

[Mad. Gov.
.Gaz. August lO.

GENERAL TAUFFKEVILLE.

Died, at Pondicherry, on the Sd of
•June', in the 79th

j
ear of his age. General

Pierre Adrien Le Roux de Tauffrevillc,

Knight of the Royal and Military Orders
of St. Louis, and of the Legion of Honor ;

an officer known by bis high and amiable
qualities to an extensive and most respect-

able circle of friends, widely spread oyer
the Peninsula of India, leaving a discon-

solate widow, and descendants extending
to the fourth generation (intimately con-
nected with the Madras army), to bewail
his irreparable loss.

Few gentlemen of bis nation, who have
appeared in India since the middle of the

lust century, have enjoyed more generally

the esteem and consideration of his own,
and of the British Governors, who, during
thecourse ofhis long and honourable career,

have successively ruled over these pro-
vinces.

General Tauffrevillc was born on the

16th May 1748, of an ancient and noble

family, in Normandy (one of bis ancestors

having held the oflice of Lord High Senes-

chal of that dukedom) ; he entered the

service of his country as a volunteer, in

the Legion of the Isle of France, in the

year 1766; was appointed a lieutenant in

the battalion serving in India, in 1768;
attained the rank of major in the regiment
of the Isle of France in 1787, in which
year he was admitted to the military order

of St. Louis ; he became colonel of the

regiment, serving in India, in 1792; and
lastly, was promoted to the rank of “ Mare-
chal ties Camps et Aruiees du Roi,** in

1 816. During this long period of service,

besides the command of his own regiment,

he held that of the settlement of Karikal

(then an important station in French India)

from 1790 to 1793, after which he held,

for a short time, the general command of
the French settlements. Among other ac-

tive services, lie was present at the two last

sieges of Pondicherry, under General de
Beilecomhc and Chermont.
To a thorough knowledge of the mi-

nutest detail of the military profession, as

refers to the command of a regiment (which
by dint of application is accessible to com-
mon capacities) the General united the far

more important know ledge of the grand
features of the art of war, on which he
discoursed In a manner which delighted
all true soldiers who heard him, of what-
ever nation or service they might he. Few
persons in India had watched and fol-

lowed, with more attention than he did,

the vicissitudes of political events in the
East, during his fifty-two years* residence
in this country ; and so accurate and re-

tentive w as his memory^ that many of the
rulers of the*settlemetH£of the various na-
tions, whose flag flies bn the Indian abores,
might often have obtained from him infor.

mation on the concerns of theirown nation,
which lie hid under the dust of 'public^re-

cords, and never tame to their knowledge.
The political opinions of Gen. TaufFre-

ville, during the great contest which ter-
' fliihated
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xninated in the restoration of the House of
Bourbon, ore too well known to those who
had the pleasure of his acquaintance to
need repetition. In India the cause of
legitimate authority has lost a loyal, steady,
and rational support; at the same time,
that he never refused to any of the oppo-
site party, that degree of praise which scr,
vices, rendered to his native country, have
a right to claim under any form of Govern-
ment, from a liberal and unprejudiced
xniud.

But all these claims to distinction vanish
at. the consideration of his unbounded be-
nevolence, and of his unceasing efforts to
render himself practically useful to the
unfortunate. When the liberality of the
French Government placed at the dis-

posal of its representatives in India a cer-

tain sum of money, to be distributed an-
nually among the superannuated, the
infirm, the necessitous of all classes and
colour (of which there is no parallel in the

annals of this country), a Committee was
formed, of which General 1 aiiffreville

was elected the president, and from that

instant to that of his death, and notwith-
standing his advanced age and infirmities,

all his thoughts, speculations, and actions,

were directed towards the means of effect-

ing a just and equitable division
; and

when the rule stood in the way of an
afflicted claimant, he invariably supplied
it by individual acts of charity. Such was
the confidence reposed in him by the local

Governors, and the hotly over which he
presided, that it sufficed he hul recom-
mended any measure of benevolence, to

procure it its full and entire execution.

But if the humble meed now offered

to departed worth be suspected of exagge-
ration, and if any further proof of the pre-

ceding statement were required, it may
easily he obtained by an appeal to the re-

collection of all those who, hut a few days

ago, attended at his obsequies, where, in-

dependently of the public authorities, a

considerable portion of the population of

Pondicherry had resorted, to pay a tribute

of respect to that grave, where (as was
briefly and elegantly expressed by the

venerable clergyman who officiated at the

solemnity) “ the Father of the Poor was
for ever to be deposited.”—[Jl/nrf. Gov .

Gaz.

SHIPPING.
Arrivals.

Aug. 25. Marchioness of Ely, Mangles, from
London.

—

Sept, providence, Ardlie ; Duke of
Bedford, Parsons i Aid Prince Regent, Hosmer,
all from London,—9. Britannia, Lamb, from Lon-
don and Cape.—12. Lady Holland, Snell, from
London.—16. Rose, Marquis, from London.—17-

AUbcrton, Percival, from London.—21. Melpo-
mene» Johnson, from Cork and Ceylon, and
H.M.S. Boodioea, from Portsmouth and Ceylon.
—22. William, Andree, from Bombay.

Departures.

Aug. 14. Marquis of Huntley, Fraser, for Pe-

nang and China.—17. IT.M.S. Alligator, Chads,
for London.—Sept. 9. Marchioness of Eli/, Man-
gles ; Duke of Bedford, Parsons ; and Britannia

,

Lamb, all for Calcutta.—1.3. H.M.'s ships Tamar
and Atholl, for Ceylon.—14. Clyde, Munro, for
(’ape and London, and Prince Regent, Hosmer,
for Calcutta.—20. Norfolk, Kingsell, for Padang.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGE, AND
DEATHS.
BIKTHS.

Aug. 1. At Secunderabad, the lady of Capt.
Ollphnnt, of engineers, of a son.

8. Mrs. A. Turner, of a daughter.
11. At the Presidency cantonment, the lady of

II. Marshall, Esq., 33d N.I., of a son.
10. At Trichinopolv, the lady of Capt. J. Ful-

ton, dcp. assist, qu. mast. gen. southern division,
of a daughter.

Sept 6. At Areot. the wife of Mr. Sub-Assist.
Kurg. J. Hunter, of a son.

M. At (,'uilon, the lady of Lieut. H. Smith,
15th N.I., of a daughter.

0. The lady of Lieut. J. Edgar, 50th N.I., com-
manding Onore, of a daughter.

13. At Palmenair, Mrs. T. Morris, of a daugh-
ter.

MAUItlAGF.
Sept. 12. (’apt. J. Garnault, 47th N.I., to Emma

Carruthers, fifth daughter of the late J. D. White,
Esq., of the Medical Board of this establishment.

DKaTH s.

July 17. At Sunkorumpct to, G. M. Agcr, infant
son of Lieut. W. Ager, H.ll. the Nizam's 2d regt.
infantry.

10. At the Presidency, the lady of Lieut. S. W.
Prescott, 5th regt. N.I.

30. At Coringa, Capt. Joaqulm Correya, of the
ship Euphemina.
Aug. 0. At Secunderabad, Ens. W. Pennefather.

40th N.I.
10. Henrietta Jane, infant daughter of Mr. XI.

Blacker.
11. Gilbert Agnes Leroux, Infant son of Mr. M.

Carrapiett.
Sept. 14. At St. Thomd, Thomas Charles, infant

son of Mr. J. R. Daily.
17. Anne Barbara, infant daughter of F. W.

Russell, Esq., of the Bengal C. S.

ISombay.
MILITARY APPOINTMENTS,

PROMOTIONS, &c.

Bombay Castle, Aug. 3, 1820—24th N.I. Ens.
II. N. Ramsay to lie lieut., v. Allen dec. ; date 2d
April.

Aug. 7—Lieut. W. Sterling, 17th N.I., to have
brevet rank of" capt. from 24tli July.

Lieut. N. Campbell. 11th N.I., and assist. In
Deccan Survey Department, to be dcp. assist, qu.
mast, gen., v. Pringle ; date 12th July.

Aug. H.—Lieut. W. N. T. Smee, 6th N.I., and
assist, of 2d class of Deccan Survey Department,
to be assist, of 1st class in that department, from
9th Feb. 1020.

iAth N.I. Lieut. G. P. Le Messurier to be capt,,
and Ens. J. Burrowes to be lieut., in sue. to.Inne-

rarity dec. : date 22d July.

Aug. 14 2d L.C. Lieut. H. J. Robinson to be
adj., v. Cunningham prom. ; date 13th July.

Aug. 18 12th N.I. Ens. T. E. Taylor to be
lieut., v. Clarke dec. ; date 6th Aug.

Lieut. A. Urquhart, 2d L.C., to be interp. and
extra aide-de-camp to Com.-in-cliief.

Aug. 24 2rf L.C. Com. the Hon. A. O. Murray
to be lieut., v. Balmanno dec. ; date Gth Aug.

Aug. 25—Capt. Hewitt, 5th N.I. (lately placed

at disposal of Madras Goverment) ordered to re-

join his corps,

a E 2 Aug.
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- Aug. 29k—SM or Or. S.L Capt. H. Robertson to
be mat.. Lieut. YV. Rollings to be capt., and Ens.
J. C. Dewater to be lieut., in sue. to Morin dec. t

date 1st AprlL

[Three weeks* Appointments wanting. J

.
Sept. 20 llext. of Artil. Sen. Maj. L. C. Russel

to be lleut. col.. Sen. (’apt. W. (J. White fo be
maj., and Sen. 1st- Lieut. M. C. Decluaeau to be
capt., in sue. to Mackintosh dec. ; date 31st May
1820.

Sept. 23.—Messrs. A. Moir, C. T. Whitehead,
and A. W. J. Logic admitted to inf., and prom, to
ensigns.—Mr. T. S. Cahill admitted an assist.surg.

5th N.l. Elis. R. Colquhoun to lie lieut. in sue*

to H. Spence rem. to 25th N 1.; date 8th Sept.
1820.

Ens. G. D. Wilson removed from 2d Europ.
Rcgt. to 25th N.l.

Ens. E. H. Ramsey, 20th N.l., and, Ens. A. S.
Hawkins, 2d Europ. Regt.. permitted to exchange
corps.

Ensigns permanent)ft posted to llegts. J. Pope to
17th N.l. II. W. Uudden, IKth do. C. S. Geudcs,
24th do. F. Mayor, (ith do. II. C. Morse, Hth
do. C. Birdwood, 3d do. (’. Rooke, 22d do. T.
M. Dickinson, 14th do. A. A. Drummond, 11th
do. E. W. C. Parry, 21st do. J. Brtxlhurst, 1st

Europ. Regt. C. Diliemc, Kith N.l. J. C. Heath,
5th do. W . M . N . R . Forbes, 4th do. J. Hohm*,
12th do. J. Montgomery, I f>th do. II. H. Good-
enough, 2<>th do. W. J. Morris, <lth do. ('. W.
Protncr, 2d Europ. Regt. G. Fulljames, 2rith

N. l. G. H. Leaviss, l/th do. E. W. Cartwright,
23d do. A. James, 7th do. J. E. Frederick, ltitli

do. F. N. Vaillant, 24th do. J. Harris, (ith do.
(!. A. Hawkins, 8th do. 11. Hughes, 3d do. R.
Lewis, 22d do. W. Denman, 14th do. II. J. 11.

Christopher, lllhdo. F. Twynara, 21st do. II.

Ask, 20lh do. L. M. M'Intyre, 19th do. G. T.
Cooke, 13th do. J. M. Mitchell 1st Europ. Regt.
C. G. O. Munro, Kith N.L W. T. C. Striven, 5th
do. F. Williams, 2d Gr. N.l. C. C. Lucas, 4th
N.l. F. H. Brown, 12th do. G. A. Hughes, 15th
do. 11. II. Crackett, 1st or Gr. N.L J. W. Auld,
2<>th N.l. J. Ramsay, JHh do. C. Thresh ie, loth
do. W. B. Salmon, 2d Europ. Regt. J. R. F.
Willoughby, 25th do. W. J. B. Knipc (not ar-
rived), 17th do.

Sept. 25.— Regt. of Artil. Sen. lst-Lieut. W.
Jacob to be capt., v. White prom. ; date 31st May
1820.

Sept. 28.—Assist.suTg. G. Richmond. H.M.’s 4th
Dr., placed at disposal of Cotn.-in-chlef for mili-
tary duty.

Assist.surg. J. Boyd admitted into service on this
establishment.

Oct. 2.—Garrison of Surat. Lieut. G. J. Mant,
19th N.I., at present commanding corps of Sc-
bundis in Northern Concan, to be fort adjutant.

2d Europ. liegt. Lieut. H. St. John to be adj.,

v. Steward prom. ; date 17th Sept. 1820.

3d N.l. Lieut. E. W. Jones to be adj., v. John-
son ; date 30th Aug. 1 826.

9th N.l. Lieut. J. B. Bellasls to be interp. in
Hindoostanee, and qu. mast., v. Crosby prom, j

date Kith Sept. 1826.

15th N.T. Lieut. T. Mitchell to be interp. in
Mahratta language, v. Macan transferred ; do. do.

25th N.l. Lieut. B, McMahon to be adj. ; and
I.leut. G. Macan to be interp. in Hindoostanee and
Marhatta languages, and qu. meat. ; do. dp.

26th N. I. Lieut. J. B. GiUanders to be adj., and
Lieut. J. H. Ottlcy to be interp. in Hindoostanee,
and qu. mast. ; do. do.

3d L.C. Comet H. Bury to be lieut., v. Babing-
tondec. ) date 17thSepL 1826.

FURLOUGHS.
To Europe.-r-Aug. 19. Capt. W. H. Waterfleld,

rtth N.I., for- health.—Sept. 25. Capt. R. Sand-
with, lstLuC.

To Cape ofGood Hope.—Aug. & Capt W. Shaw,
18th Madras N,I., for twelve months, for health.
—29. Lieut, Benbow, 15th N.L, ditto, ditto.

To the Brazil**—Aug. 22, Eds,-B. H. Crockett,
on urgent private affkirs.

LAW.
Supreme Court, July 28.

The King on the prosecution of the Rev.
Henry Davies, v. William Miller, Esq.

This was an indictment for a libel

brought by the Ilev. Mr. Davies, senior

chaplain on the Rombny establishment,

against Capt. Miller of the artillery. The
bill was ignored twice by the Grand Jury,
which gave rise to some curious proceed-
ings.

On this day the Grand Jury came into

court with the second bill, ignored ; where-
upon Mr. Graham, the solicitor for the
prosecution, in the absence of counsel,

addressed Sir U. Rice, the only judge on
tile bench, complaining that the Grand
Jury I uid not examined all the witnesses

on the back of the indictment, and trusted

his Lordship would instruct the Grand
Jury upon that point, as he (Mr. Graham)
conceived that such omission had arisen

from ignorance or misconception of their

duties.

Mr. Justice Rice inquired liow Mr.
Graham knew that the Grand Jury had
not examined all the witnesses.

Mr. Graham answered, that he had been
in court all day, and two material wit-
nesses had not been called by the Jury,
nor had attended in court at all ; hut in

what he (Mr. Graham) had said, lie did
not intend to throw out any improper in-

sinuations against the Jury.
Mr Justice Rice observed, that it would

be as improper for him (Mr. Graham) to

attempt any thing of the kind as it would
be for him to listen to it ; and as the point
which had been mentioned was altogether
a novel one, and one upon which he wish-
ed to take the opinion of Ills brother
Judges, lie would defer its further con-
sideration until Monday morning.

July 31.
As soon as the Chief Justice and Sir

Ralph Rice had taken their seats,

Mr. Irwin rose on behalf of the pro-
secutor in this case, and moved that a new
inquest he formed to try the grounds on
which the present Grand Jury had ignored
the bill against the defendant. The
grounds of his application were contained
in two affidavits, which stated, that on the
bill being filed, two only of the witnesses
whose names were on the back of the in-
dictment had been examined, and the bill

was ignored'—upon this a second bill had
been tiled, with the addition of one name
to the list of witnesses. On this occasion
the witnesses were all in attendance; but
those only who had been examined to the
former bill and the gentleman whose
name was added were examined. The bill

was again ignored.

In the course of Mr. Irwin*» applica-
tion, the Grand Jury entered their boa.

•'
? ; The
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The Chief Justice observed that it was

necessary for all Grand Juries to receive
the instructions of the court (whose duty
It was to afford them) as to the law of any
case which might come before them. It

was impossible for him to know the
grounds on which the Grand Jury had
thought proper to throw out these hills.

They might be, for aught he knew, per-
fectly sufficient, or otherwise; on this

subject he could say nothing ; but it was
the duty of the court, acting as their legal

advisers, to give the Grand Jury such di-

rections as to the law of the case which
might come before them, as the circum-
stances of each might render necessary.

He would refer them to the oath which
they had taken, not supposing in the

slightest degree that they were unmindful
of its obligations, or neglectful of what
it enjoined. If these hills had been thrown
out upon the ground of publication, it

was the duty of the jury to examine all

the witnesses. lie had read the depo-
sitions, and if the publication of the paper
mentioned in them had been proved, he
had not the slightest hesitation in saying
that the paper was a libel. If some only,

and not all of the witnesses had been ex-
amined, the Grand Jury could not be said

to have diligently inquired concerning the

facts. As to the law of the case, it was
the duty of the Grand Jury to ask the in-

structions of the court, and equally their

duty to follow them when given. His
Lordship concluded by observing, that he
was of opinion the Grand Jury could not
exercise their duty properly without exa-

mining every witness whose name was on
the list of the indictment.

Sir R. Rice observed, that it had been
the usual practice to leave the direction

of the Grand Jury altogether to the

learned Judge who had charged them at

the commencement of the session
;

he

had therefore thought it proper, when the

motion had been made before him on a

former day, to postpone it, for he was of
opinion that he could not receive it with-

out intruding on the duty of his learned

brother, the Chief Justice. lie agreed
entirely in the opinion of the Chief Jus-
tice, that it was the imperative duty of the

GrandJury to make diligent inquiry con-
cerning every thing that came before them,
and on such their diligent and impartial

inquiry to find or ignore generally. lie

was also of opinion, that on questions of
uncertainty as to the law of the case, it was
their duty to be governed by the court.

Before Mr. Fox's act it had been gene-
nerally understood, that the Grand and
Petit Juries were to try merely the fact'of

the publication of any writing charged as

libellous, and find accordingly, leaving

(he consideration of its being a libel or

not to the discretion of the court. This
Act enabled juries to find a general ver-

dict. It was not a great many years since,

when ho was presiding on an occasion
when a case of libel occurred, he thought
it his duty in his charge to tell the Grand
Jury that their duty was the same as that

of the Petit Jury, and that in taking the
bill into their consideration they should
examine into all the circumstances con-
nected with it. The Grand Jury had
found the bill, and the learned Judges of
two presidencies with whom he had con-
sulted on the subject, agreed with him in
the propriety of his direction. The truth

was not a justification of a libel. • In the
case of granting a criminal information, it

was absolutely necessary that the libellous

matter should he negatived on oath, and
when the matter came before a Petit Jury,
in case a justification were established, no
damages would be given ; but although
the truth were no justification (he spoke
under correction from his learned brother),

the Grand Jury had a right to find a ge-
neral verdict, as to whether the libel had
been published with malicious or fair

views. As to calling all the witnesses, he
was of opinion that there could be no di-

ligent inquiry without it, though there

were many cases in which such a proceed-
ing might be unnecessary. In the present

case, if the Jury were not satisfied in their

own mind as to the propriety of ignoring
the bill, it could be sent back.

• The Chief Justice observed, that as his

learned brother seemed to have misunder-
stood the purport of his remarks, lie would
state more at length what he meant. If
the bill had been thrown out, on the
ground that the witnesses examined by the
Grand Jury bad not sufficiently proved
the publication of the libel, it would he
certainly necessary to call every other wit-

ness. '1 he bill might have been thrown
out upon other grounds, of which he was
not aware. Although the Grand Jury
were not punishable if they did not find

according to the directions of the court,

still it was their duty to take such direc-

tions seriously into consideration. If the

wrords were libellous in law, it was the

duty of the Jury to find the bill, and to

follow the instructions of the court. Of
the fact, they (the Jury) were the only
judges.

The Foreman stated that the Grand Jury
were perfectly satisfied as to the grounds
on which they bad ignored the bill. The
Grand Jury then left: the box.
The Chief .Justice asked if Mr. Irwin

wished the court to order another Grand
Jury to be summoned.

Mr. Irwin said, that if the court were
satisfied that he had sufficient ground, he
would, with their permission, move that

a new grand inquest be summoned, to try

the conduct of the present one in throw-
ing out these bills.

The Chief Justice said that the court
would
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would lake the matter intp its considera-

tion.

August 1.

This day the Grand Jury entered the

court, and made the following present-

ment,
“ My Lords : Tlie Grand Jury feel it

to be an imperative duty on them to pre-

sent to the court, that on Friday last the

28th inst., on their bringing into court an
indictment which had already in a some-
what different fbnn been laid l>efore them,
charging Wm, Miller, Esq. with uttering

a certain libel, and which had been return-

ed by them a second time ** No Bill,
1 *

Mr. J. B. Graham, the attorney of the

prosecutor, addressed the court, to the

effect that it was an improper return, in-

asmuch as the whole of the witnesses had
uot been examined, which he knew from
tlie circumstance that some of them were
not in attendance ; that such proceeding
was caused by ignorance of their duty on
the part of the Grand Jury ; and he there-

fore moved tlie court that the bill should

be returned to them, with instructions to

examine the whole of the evidences; which
conduct, on the part of Mr. Graham, the

Grand Jury present, as a manifest endea-
vour to bring the Grand Jury into con-
tempt, as tending to obstruct the freedom
of their deliberations, and as an outrage

on the public justice of the country.

(Signed) ** J. Wedderbiikv, Foreman.**

The Chief Justice said that the lan-

guage was most improper, but he did not

think that any intentional insult was meant
to be thrown out against the Grand Jury.

Mr. Graham had already been censured,

and perhaps the Grand Jury would be sa-

tisfied *with an apology.

Sir R. Rice stated, that if he had thought

for a moment that the Grand Jury would
have put such an interpretation upon what
Mr. Graham had said, he would have cen-

«ifred him at the time to a greater extent

than he had done ; but perhaps, under all

the circumstances of the cose, the Jury
would be satisfied with an apology.

Sir C. H. Chambers observed, that as

the point of law that had arisen out of the

proceedings was rather a peculiar one, he

had looked into it with some attention, and
certainly thought that the Grand Jury
ought to have examined all the witnesses,

and that it would have been better for them
to find the bill, if the publication had
been proved ; that he would so have in-

structed the Grand Jury if he bad charged

them, and recommended them tqJeave the

justification to the Petit Jury. He agreed

with the Chief Justice that Mr. Graham's
language was improper, but thought that

great allowances should be made to pro-

fessional men, who were often betrayed

into a.high degree of warmth ip advocating
the cause of their clients*

. Graham proceeded to justify him-

self, but being prevented by the court,

contented himself with saying, that lie

meant no disrespect to the Jury, and was
disposed to make every concession and
apology for what had taken place, if the
Jury were not satisfied.

The Grand Jury then left the box with-
out further observations. After they had
retired,

Mr. Irwin submitted the following mo-
tion to the court, viz. “ That a new grand
inquest should be summoned to inquire
into the concealments of the present Grand
Jury in the case of the King on the pro-
secution of Davies versus Miller.*'

The learned gentleman offered two affi-

davits of the prosecutor, stating that cer-
tain witnesses were not examined by the
Grand Jury before they found the two bills

not to be true bills. He then commenced
an elaborate argument concerning the

functions of a Grand Jury, judicial and
ministerial, for default or neglect in the
latter of which, he contended, they were
answerable to tlie court, and liable to

some proceedings. He grounded his pre-
sent application for a new grand inquest
on tlie stat. 3 Hen. VII. c. 1. He con-
tended that tlie refusal to examine a witness
was not strictly a judicial act; with their

judicial functions he did not intermeddle.
The Chief Justice said lie would de-

cide tlie point, not on tlie statute, but
upon the merits of the case. The court
had no judicial knowledge that the Grand
Jury had acted improperly. The libellous

matter complained of was contained in an
affidavit

;
for aught he knew, it might have

been established to the satisfaction of the
Grand Jury that this affidavit had not been
sworn before a proper court. If the court
supposed this case, the Jury were certainly
completely justified in acting as they liad

done. From what had appeared before the
court it was impossible to say that tlie

Grand Jury bad acted improperly.
The other Judges concurred in opinion

with the Chief Justice.

August 2.

On this day the Grand Jury made their

final presentment, and again adverted to
Mr. Graham in the following terms :—

ft The Grand Jury, at the conclusion
of their labours, the heaviest probably that

ever devolved on the Grand Inquest since
the first institution of a King's Court at
this presidency, cannot refrain from again _

adverting to the obstructions they have ex-
perienced in the discharge of their- duty,
in the matter of the indictments for a libel

laid before them against Captain Miller..
*< Having already presented the con-

duct of one individual in this matter, the
Grand Jury felt disposed, Under the re-

commendation of the Court, to have ac-
cepted, his apology, however, reluctantly

.and ungraciously offered, especially as they
were entirely ftree from any personal feel-

ing
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ipg on tbo occasion; but the pertinacity
shewn apparently in the same quarter, in
pressing an obnoxious, and, as may be in-

ferred from the result, an unfounded,
frivolous and litigious motion in Court,
connected with the same proceeding, im-
mediately after the Grand Jury had made
their presentment yesterday, evinced such
a determination to attack their indepen-
dence in another shape, that they are
compelled again to present the circum-
stances to the notice of the Court, as, in

their opinion, a most serious offence against
the laws and constitution of their country.
(Signed) “ J.Weddejuiuhn, Foreman.**

“ Bombay, Grand Jury Room,
2d Aug. 1826.**

The Chief Justice was at a loss liow to

do more than what had already been done.
Mr. Graham had already been censured by
Mr. Justice Itice, who alone could judge
of the tone and manner in which the tiling

was done. No blame attached to Mr.
Graham whatever on the score of the sub-
sequent motion made by Counsel. The
motion was a regular one, and made in

terms of the statute. The Jury must re-

member they were not above the law, but
must lie guided by it- There was nothing
irregular in the prosecutor adopting pro-

ceedings against them, if he thought there

was misconduct on their part.

Sir Charles Chambers said a few words,
in concurrence with what had fallen from
llic Chief Justice, and the Grand Jury were
then discharged.

The names of the Grand Jury are ns

follow :
—

John Wedderburn, Esq., Foreman;
Thomas Bernard, John Pepper, John Pol-

lexfen, William Sliotton, Patrick Stewart,

James Fawcett, John Burnett, Lc.stock

Robert Reid, John Pruin, John R. Stew-
art, William Nicol, John Saunders, Da-
vid Greenhill, “James Simiry, Thomas
Buchanan, George Grant, John Elphin-
ston, George Forbes, Andrew Farquhar-

son, John Thacker, John R. Snow, and
M. Houghton, Esquires.

The Bombay Courier states that the

above proceedings will shortly be submit-

ted by Mr. Graham to His Majesty in

Council, and also become the subject of

Parliamentary consideration on constitu-

tional grounds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ROBBERIES.

The following letter appears in the

Bombay Gazette of the 12tli July.
M Since your last there have been nur

mcrous robberrios in all parts of the isl^ud,

particularly in the Native Town, and
among the houses of Europeans in the

vicinity of the Parell and Mazagon roads.

In the former the depredations committed
v have been more extensive tban could be
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readily believed, and so much alarm has
been excited, that sepoys are hired by even
the middling class of natives, at an ex-
pense they can ill aflord to defray, as
guards to their properly, and defence of
their families, which are not now merely
subject to plunder, but mutilation and even
murder, the former having been commit-
ted on several women and children, in

order to obtain their ornaments, and the
latter upon a Banyan residing a short dis-

tance from Mr. Higgs’s stables—a cir-

cumstance I do not observe that yourself
or the Editor of the Courier haie noticed.

“ Among the houses of European gen •

tlemen, the attacks have been so systema-
tic and daring as to lead to a belief of the
robbers being well organized, and possessed
of a degree of courage not usually evinced
by native burglars ; and property to a
considerable amount has been carried oil'.

They have been even so daring as to make
an attempt upon the house of the Com-
mander in-chief, although sentries are

posted round it, and in one instance a
sentry there was seriously hurt by a stone
while in the act of loading his muslret,

which, however, he succeeded in firing,

when the alarm being given, they retreated.

Several palanquins have been stopped oil

the Parell road, and the passengers plun-
dered. t

“ The police have, it is said, ascertained

the numbers of robbers to be very great,

and to consist of all castes and classes.

Several of the sepoys of the extra bat-

talion are supposed to have been concerned
in some of the most daring robberies.’*

BALL AT POONAH.

We understand that the Civil batehelors

at Poonah gave, on the 28th Sept., a
splendid ball and supper to the society of
that station. The house in which the en-
tertainment was given and the surrounding
gardens were most brilliantly illuminated,
and the whole arrangements were in a
style of great taste and elegance. About
half-past nine the company began to arrive;

dancing soon afterwards commenced, and
continued in the most spirited manner till

midnight, when a summons was received
to repair to the supper table, which was
covered with a profusion of luxuries, and
the champagne, both pale and pink, wa9
pronounced by the best judges to be of
the very first quality. After supper dancing

. was resumed, and was kept up with una-
bated spirit till half-past three, when the

company retired, highly pleased with the

treat tfflt had been prepared for them by
the bachelors of the Civil Service.— (.

Bom .

Cour. t Oct. 7.

SICKNESS.

Wc are sorry to say that much sickness

Ims prevailed at almost all the northern
stations.

Jjiatie Intelligence,—Bombay:
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station*; H.M*’» 4th l>ragoons, stationed

at Kali*, by the last accounts, were aafu
feeing- much, anti out of Iktle more thaii

400 mett,: upwards of 200 were' in hospf-

talj many officers from different stations

hadbeerv obliged to proceed to the coast

for change of climate, and ' the benefit of
the ^ea breeze. Tile deaths, we are happy
to say, had not been numerous, blit little

general improvement can be expected to

take place during - the present month, or
indeed to the middle of November.

—

\_Jtom.

Cour. Oct. 7. '

•i . BOMBAY HAMACL1
There is .no class of natives which we

have heard so universally complained of as
the Bombay hamaiils. Their insolence,
and the system of imposition which they
carry on

j particularly where strangers are
concerned, are we believe notorious; but
what has led to their pre-eminence in every
bad quality over the other hamaula of
India we do not pretend to divine. We
have* frequently noticed, in- some of the
publications at home, immense winnings
about the poor oppressed natives of India,
but we believe the class of people of which
we now speak, as far as regards indepen-
dence of action, and free and easiness,

and familiarity of address towards their

superiors, even to those who arc usually
called their English oppressors, enjoy a
liberty which is not granted to an English-
man in his own

.
country, or even to an

American in America. If a coachman in
England is insolent, or imposes on his

employer, the number of his coach im-
mediately leads to his discovery and punish-
ment: but how is a stranger in Bombay
to get a casual set of bearers punished,
however insolently they may have treated

him, : or however much they may have im-
posed upon him ? fie canhot take the law
into his own hand, which is perfectly

proper..
. He qannot/ if jie makes the dis-

covery of their bad conduct at ten o’clock
at nighjU detain them’ till morning, with-
out subjecting himself to the penalties of
the law, ahd how, in God’s name, is it

possible that he can know .where to apply
to the person who has authority to confine
them ? The hamauls are allowed to depart
in peace, and perhaps the very next day
they, repeat the villany of the day before.

Wti really wish that some regulations were
framed, and not only framed, but strictly

enforced, in regard to the class of men of
which? we arc now speaking. Why should
they, not be obliged to attend at particular
stand* ? ’ At efech of- these Stands a small
police choky might be established) and a
copy 'of the regulations kept For' general
inspection. Such an arrangement;, would
not only prevent imposition on the part of
the hamauls, but would *e$ure good treat-

ment on the part of their employers. We
i-
- v.

are no iVieitds to tyranny of bppreftsldnv

We only- wish * such regulatio n to be
adopted as will secure to the hamaul a fair

' value for his labour, at the same time that'

his employer is prevented from . suffbring

from the villany which is nbw every day!
practiced upon liim. If ive havdhdd one,
we have had a hundred complaints relAtive

to the grievance we have now • publicly;

noticed. The only system of decreasing
crime, is the system of detecting it. There
is no state of society so demoralizing,' as
where the slightest premeditated crime fa

allowed to pass with impunity.—-[ZJo/fc.

Cour. July 1;

JACKALL HUNTING. j

Copy of a letter from Dharwar, Aug. 18.—“ Mr. Fullerton’s pack, consisting i of
four couple of little beauties, was at the
usual early hour on its way.out (on .th®

3d insfl.. ) when , a promising jackal! ^a*
observed to go boldly away from the Gra-
vel Pita near tbe new road beyond Mr.
Eden’s, house. The morning was most
favourable, and the dogs “ hitting it off’”

in fine style. . We were carried along at.

our best speed towards the race course

:

this extensive piece of open country wo
crossed ill no time,” and as quickly mado
through the ploughed land and marshy
ground near Narraindra. From this we
turned, keeping Washerton on our left,

towards Moiigat Cominpn, where, after

thirty minutes at our best pace, and with*

out a check, the little dogs ran him to

ground. The earths here Iwing large, some
delay necessarily took place; at length,

however, the jackall finding the spot too

hot for him (the dogs having reached bis

brush under ground), bolted, aud .with

renovated courage,, and evidently showing
a perfect knowledge of die country, made
siraiglrt for. the extensive Woods of Mtillik-

wad. .These coverts are such as would
astonisli the. oldest Fox-hunter, and puzzle
the best and largest pack of fox hounds in

England : it is therefore really wonderful
that the little cry ran into, him, and killed'

him in the. gpliant style they did. . Thia
was effected in twenty-five minutes, -at: no

.

moderate paqty from the time of hi* bolting

from, the earths; thus making the .actual

time of running fifty-five minutes,”

education or oaijkts. ' T

Tlie following remarks on the debate at",

the East- India House of 25th jahuary
1826, appear in the Bombay Courier of
JulySO.r-

Tlie Hon . PropriothrV proposition (Mr.'‘
H urtie’s), which appeared to bet brought

‘

'

forward merely for the purpose of serving

,

Dr. Gilchrist, received but little support ;;

and we are Inclined to believe thatthertT
are few people, who know any thing ‘6f
this country/ who are likely to agree TlMjfljf

‘
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him in opinioo, that England is tire best
lace forfecrfufring a useful and practical
nowledge of. Hindostanni, more particu-

larly under the system of instruction em-
ployed,by the oriental philologist, whom it

appears to be his object to patronize. We
certainly think it would ultimately benefit
the military branch of the Hon. Company's
service, if young men who obtained cadet-
ships were not sent to India till they had
attained a maturer age tliun is generally
the case at present. Two years, at least,

after the usual period of school education,
might be most usefully spent at a military
academy, where not only much general
and professional knowledge might be ac-
cumulated, but greater experience of the
world acquired, and probably a taste com.
municated for studies and pursuits, the
cultivation of which, in after life, might
raise to individual eminence, and elevate
tin* character and increase the efficiency of
the public service. As to the study of
Hindostanni, we would leave that branch
of their education till after their arrival in
India, where in addition to grammars,
dictionaries, and story-books, they will

have an opportunity of a constant col-

loquial intercourse with the inhabitants of
the country, by which alone a practical

and useful knowledge of any of the native

languages is to be acquired. But the whole
of Mr. Hume's reasoning Is founded on
error, and on an ignorance of facts (we
speak, at least, as far as respects Bombay),
which is quite unpardonable in one who
resided so long in this country, and who
pretends to take so great an interest in its

affairs. The assumption upon which all

his arguments are grounded, is, tiiat an
universal ignorance of Hindostanni pre-
vails among the officers of the army in

India, and that they are generally incapa-

ble of communicating with the men under
their command. Now we have no hesita-

tion in saying that such ignorance does not
exist, at least In the army of this presi-

dency. On the contrary, we believe—nay,

we are certain, that a much more general

and extensive knowledge, both of the Hin-
dostannf and Mahratta languages, prevails

at this moment among the officers, than at

any former period ; and it would be diffi-

cult to find one among the youngest, that

is of two or three years' standing, in-

competent to hold communication with the

sepoys, though his language, like their

own, might not be in the purest style of

dai&ical Hindostanni. The hon. proprie-

tor, from assuming, as a fact, that officers

in India are almost universally ignorant of

the Hindostanni language, is led into an
Almost unaccountable mistake relative to

the duties of regimental interpreters, and'

which shews that the legislators in Leaden -

liali 'Street still require to be enlightened

o*v qiany subjects connected with the mi-
litavy.branch of the service in India. What

Asiatic Joum . Vor.. XXIII. No.l 35.

we allude to, is Mr. Ilumc's unaccounta-
ble ignorance of the duties of interpreters,

in supposing that it was their business to
trot about from company to company to

interpret between every European officer

and every native officer, non-commissioned
officer, sepoy, drum-boy, or fifer, of his

company, with whom he might wish to

liave a few minutes' conversation. The
whole speech abounds in similar fal-

lacies. In respect to what Mr. Hume
states, relative to there not being inter-

preters attached to European regiments,
we can only state that it is now', wc believe,

three years since an officer of the above
description has been allowed to each Eu-
ropean regiment, whether King's or Com-
pany’s, and to each battalion of artillery,

under this presidency ; so that his remarks
do not apply to our side, as the mulls are in

the habit of saying. Dr. Gilchrist's de-
serts are no doubt great, and let him be
rewarded with the grant of a commensu-
rate pension ; hut it does not look well to

see the patriotic Mr. Hume coming for-

ward to support a mere job, and exposing
liis own ignorance while he is lamenting
tlie ignorance of others.

SHIPPING.
Arrivals.

Aug. 21. Morn Castle. Smith, from Liverpool.
—22. Sarah, Milne, from the Mauritius.—26.

Crown, Baiid, from Greenock.— 31. Atalantu,
Johnson, from London.—Sept. 17. Hannah, Shep-
herd, from London.—18. Boyne, Miller, front
London.—25. Recovery, Chapman, from London.
—Dorothy, Gamock, from Liverpool.

Departures.

Sept. 3. Claremont, Ilonner, for London.—13.

Ditidftm, Cotgrave, for Cape ami London.—16.

Klizu, Smith, for China.—Off. 1. Sarah, Milne,
for London.— 12. Crown, Baird, for Greenock.

. BIltTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.
MKTHS.

Aug. 2. The lady of the Rev. R. Y. Kenya,
chaplain at Surat, of a son.

Sept. 12. At Poonah, the lady of Maj. Snodgrass,
assist, com. gen., of a son.

22. At Glrgaum, the lady.of Capt. Crockett, of
a son.

Oct. 2. The lady of Capt. Manson, regt. of ar-

til., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Aug. P. At St. Thomas’s Church, Geo. Adam,

Esq., to Elisa, eldest daughter of Alex. Read,
Esq., late of the Madras civil service.

17. At St. Mary’s Church, Poonah, Lieut. Thos.
niaout, Oth N.I., toMissTighe, fourth daughter
of the late T. Tighe, Esq., of Tuam, county of
Galway, Ireland.

Sept. 22. At St. Thomas's Church, Mr. Jas.

Casewell, of the country service, to Miss Elisabeth
Brooks.

23. Lieut. B. Crispin, 14th N.L, to Miss Janet
Belt

DEATHS.
July2 1. At Rutnagherree, Cant. James Inner*-

rity, 14th regt. N.l.

3 F AuS-
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Aug. X,, AiRqJkote, 1q RatUawMw Catherine,

wife'of Capt. Barnewall, political agent in that
IieovMee, and eldest (laughter of the late Wm.
Iraoslde, Esq., of HougUtim-Le-Spriwg, county of
Durham.
d. At Mhow, Ideut. Geo. Clarke, 12th regt. N.I.
— At Rajkote, Lieut. Halmanno, 2d regt. L. C.

k At Pandora, the Rev. Antonio Joseph de
Sodka, clergy in minoribust inhabitant of Verea-
vah, aged m,

14* At Poonah, $holtoJames, third son of Chas.
Ducat, Esq., M.D., civil surgeon.

16* Lady Anna Maria de Sousa, relict of the late
Sir Miguel de Lima c Sousa, Knight of the most
Honourable and Ancient Order of Christ.

24. Mrs. Serafina de Cruz, aged .Ki.

26* At Colabali, of cholera, Thomas Reid,
youngest son of the Rev. Joseph Laurie.

Sept. 4. At Baroda, Lieut. J. Hawke*, 20th
B.N.I.

7. At Malligaum, of fever, Lieut. H. L. Victor,
14th N.I.

11. At Surat, of fever, Matilda, eldest daughter
of the late Colonel Mordon, formerly of ILM.’s
Gl>th regt.

17. At Sattara, Richard B. Kays, son of Assist.
Surg. M. T. Kays, of this establishment.
23. At Poonah, John Dodd, Esq., late quart,

mast, of ll.M.’s 20th regt.
Lately, At Yesdekhaust, in Persia, G. A. Mal-

colm, Esq., of the Bombay civil service, attached
to the mission under Col. Macdonald to the court
of Persia.

Crplott.

SIR HUDSON LOWE.

We have great pleasure in announcing
the arrival of Maj. Gen. Sir Hudson.
Lowe, K. C. B., on the Staff of this Is-

land, accompanied by his Aid-de-Camp,
Lieut. Delaney. Sir Hudson Lowe em-
barked in the H. C. cruiser Antelojw,

which sailed from Bombay on the 9th

Aug.* and anchored in these roads yester-

day morning. At 11 o’Clock the Maj.
Gen. landed under appropriate salutes

from the ship and the garrison, and was
received with the usual honours.

We have also the satisfaction of notify-

ing the arrival, on the 17th inst. of the

Palmira, having on board the head-quar-
ters of H* M. 78th Regt., under the com-
mand of Lieut. Col. Lindsay.—[Ceylon
Gaz. Aug. 80.

At a Council held at the King’s house at

Colombo, this 19th day of Aug. 1826-
Present, His Etc, the Governor in

Council.

Singapore. •
CIVIL APPOINTMENT.

Aug. 14. Mr. John Prince, late of the Hencudlenr
establishment, to be resident of Singapore,

ARRIVAL OF THE NEW RECORDER.

The H. C. Ship Marquis of Camden
lias arrived at Penang from .England,

liaving on board Sir John Claridge, Re-
corder of the 14 Incorporated Settlements.”

We have now therefore a speedy prospect

of having a competent court of justice es-

tablished in this island.

—

[.Sing, Chron•

Aug. 17.

TRADE.

The visit of the Hon. Company’s direct

ships to our port this season has given an
impulse to commerce in such branches of
it as embrace articles suited to the market
of China ; and been productive of much
advantage to the Chinese merchants gene-
rally, by affording them an opportunity of
disposing of all the produce which re-

mained on hand at the departure of the

junks. It is much to be regretted that

free permission is not granted to these

ships to touch here at all times on their

outward voyage. To any one at all ac-

quainted with the locality of Singapore,
it will at once appear evident how little

danger or difficulty is incurred by sucli a
deviation from the common track up the

China sea
; and the dilatoriness of dispatch

from Canton which the direct ships are

invariably subjected to, is so great as to
render the foss of time of no consequence
whatever. On the contrary, we are of
opinion that a short delay here would be
beneficial as it would tend much to the
healthiness of the crews, many of whom
fall victims to the climate at the noxious
season of the year in which they commonly
arrive at China.
We feel assured that were the subject

properly represented, and the benefit which
Singapore would derive from such an
intercourse made known to the Court of
Directors, they would be prevailed upon
to abolish a restriction equally impolitic as
useless.

—

\lbid.

SIR RALPH RICE.

This day>
a
pursuant to his Majesty’s

command, signified by a despatch from
the. Bight Hon. the Secretary of State, the

Hpnu Meg. Gen, Sir Hudson Lowe,
K* was sworn in a Member of His

CouncU in Ceylon, and took his

spat H ’'wfi
next to the Hon. the

C$uefv fustic#, under a sahitp of eleven
guns.

By HiaExceUency’s command,
• ^Signed} joifjrj Hookey,

Chief Sec* to Gov.

On Monday, the 28th instant, Sir Ralph
Rice arrived from Bombay, in the H. C.
Ship, Duchess of Athol, and landed in the
course of the day under the usual salute,

'

Sir R. we understand pays our settlement
but a short visit, and returns almost imme-
diately by way of Penang—[iSfrig. Chron•

Aug. 31. -

MISSION TO SIAM. ' *

Captain Burney, envoy to the Court of
Siam, has returned from Bankok, in the

Guardian,
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Guardian, and proceeded to Penang. We
regret our inability to present our readers
with any official details of the negociatrons
with the Siamese Court ; these will pro-
bably appear first in the Government Ga-
zette of Calcutta. The restitution of the
King .of Keda, which, we believe, was the
principal object of the mission, has not
been obtained; but, we understand that

sdinc arrangements have been entered into,

respecting custom-duties, whieh are likely

to prove of benefit to commerce. The ex.
tension of the native trade by the junks,

• between this port and Siam, by'which our
manufactures are introduced into the
country, at so cheap a rate, and in such
abundance, renders, in our opinion, the
establishment of a more direct intercourse,

conducted in European vessels, a less de-
sirable object than it was previous to the
establishment of Singapore. It is well
known that the large profits obtained by
the junks on their import cargoes, at this

place, and the cheapness of British manu-
factures here, enable them to compete with
us in the Siamese market, in the disposal

of our own commodities, and, in many in-

stances, to sell these articles at lower prices

than would pay the British merchant, even
if the goods were imported direct from
England. Unless, therefore, British ves-
sels are admitted to trade at a very reduced
rate of charges, and the merchant secured
from the .constant interference of the Go-
vernment officers, the European trade with
Siam can never prosper; and, indeed, all

hopes of success have already been aban-
doned by those who have lately been en-
gaged in it, and whose experience renders
them the best judges on the subject.

His Siamese Majesty, we understand,
honoured Captain Burney with a second
audience before his departure. The Guar-
dian has also brought down presents of
sugar, tin, &c., in return for those pre-

sented by the envoy, on his arrival in the

country. The Siamese, although wise
enough to preserve an amicable relation-

ship with our Government, arc not suffi-

ciently acquainted with our power, and
have even the presumption to think that

we are afraid of offending them. Their
obstinacy, regarding Keda, te sufficient

proof of tills feeling ; and, it would be
well to undeceive them, in case of any
future aggression, or interference with
the states on the Malayan peninsula, who
consider themselves now, in a manner,
placed under the protection of the British

Government.—[Ibid.

bugois raAHtrs.

The season for these traders having now
set in, their non-arrival has excited much
anxiety amongst the Chinese dealers in this

settlement, who are. In consequence, un-

able to fulfil engagements entered into, Sn
anticipation of their coming at the regular
period. One prahu only has arrived from
Mandar, in Celebes, and she has proceeded
up the. straits. The commander of this

vessel reports, that, in consequence of the
renewal - of hostilities at Macassar, die
Dutch cruizers seize every vessel on the
coast, and it was with considerable diffi-

culty tliat lie escaped their vigilance. Seve-
ral boats had attempted to come away,
without success; and a fleet ofabout forty
vessels, of the largest size, had been obliged
to put back, having encountered some of
the Dutch cruizere.

—

[Ibid.

WAR IN CELEBES.

We have not been able to obtain any
authentic intelligence regarding the pro-
gress of the war in Celebes. It appears,
from the native accounts, that the Dutch,
from their small force, arc compelled to

act solely on the defensive, and continued
shut up in the forts of Macassar and Boeli-
comba, the vicinity of which places have
so recently been the scenes of active war-
fare, and cost the Dutch so much blood
and treasure to maintain. It is reported
that the Java Government purpose aban-
doning their possessions in the island of
Celebes entirely. The measure we would
consider, under present circumstances, to
be one of sound policy.

—

[Ibid.

NAVIGATION OF THE STRAITS OP MALACCA.
The importance of our possessions, and

the ascendancy which the late treaty has
given us in these straits, render any infor-

mation which may prove beneficial to ths
navigation of them highly useful and in-

teresting, and we have uiuch pleasure in
publishing the following remarks and di-

rections, regarding the passage from Ma-
lacca to this port. These are from the
notes of Capt. Rous, and the officers of
II. M. Ship Rainbow, and maybe relied
on as correct. .. ..

“ In beating up against a southerly
wind, it is recommended to commanders
of ships to stand further in shore on the

Malay coast, than Mr. Horsburgh approve^
of. In liis chart he delineates an extensive
bank from Formosa point to Pulo Pisang,
running parallel to the shore at the dis-

tance of four or five miles, and directs ships
not to approach the Malay peninsula under
twelve fathoms. The line of approxima-
tion here appears to be quite erroneous,

and ships may stand in with perfect safety

within two miles of the beach, Any where
to the north of Pulo Pisang.

^
By fills

means advantage is taken of the tide,, which

.

is weak and irregular in the common tfacfc

of ships. ,

On reaching Singapore straits, if a ves-

sel is unable to weather Barn Island, with

the wind from the southward, she should

U F 2 bear
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&fcr’ up 'passage, through '* Ifeiat

Smkf tit mw 'mrtonir. Win111 i&
found safe and expeditious for Vessels Uhi^

<$00 tbnsTjurtheh, but for ships 6f a larger

rfife ft Is'
r

too harrow and confined. fThe'
dfifrance of the passage bears £. N.R.’
frdhvSuhArn’s Sh6al,‘and isixrtd wr feather

side, the Only dkiiger being a two-ftthotti

bank on (he sotim side. 'After clearing

the narro\vs, ' arid* opening Singapore bAr-

fstir, steer albhg Trumba Tnifhbaya reef, h
cable's length off^ and when well to the

southward edge aWay for the’ anchorage.
The passage aboVe described was effect-

ed with success byH.MlSt Rdbibotv, the

first vessel that has ever come through
intentionally, The William Parker (a free

trader), passed through by mistake some
time Ago, and it was generally considered

a Very dangerous experiment. The enter-
j

prize of Capt.Rous has, however, establish-

ed its practicability
; and these notes and

observations, which were taken with great

care, will render the passage easy and
safe for future navigators. In these opera-
tions, we understand that Capt. Rous was
ably assisted by Mr. Bernard, agent to

Lloyd's, who came In the Rainbow from
Malacca, and whose practical knowledge
of the straits and islands, made his sugges-
tions and information highly useful, in ex-
ploring this unfrequented track.

—

[Ibid.

ittalatea.
' civil. ArrqiNTMENT.

Samuel Garling. Esq., late of the Beneoolen
service, to be provisional member of council and
resident of Malacca.

#Utfteclattli0 Sintoia.

Reinsert the following from a London
paper, blit'without much faith in its authen-

ticity

:

The following disastrous account has

been received from Batavia, under date the

9th of October.
• About the 1stof Oct.,. a battle took place

between the Dutch forces, commanded by
General Van Geen (who is second in

command^ and. next to. Gen. De Kock,
who is Lieutenant.Governor and Com-
lAander-in-Chief) and the insurgents, com-
manded by Djupo Nagoro, In person, and
we lament to add, thdt the Dutch forces

Were totally annihilated, and the General
: Mf'iattt&m life by hiding himself. He
l^irped. tq Saipjarang without a single

follower. .Tbebattle was fought between
Solo and Samarang ; the greatest con&ter-

nafion pr^vaflfd at the latter place. When
the account eajne away, every exertion wad
snaking for the removal,of property.

‘
? Palkmbang, on the coast of Sumatra,

caused the Dutch' so mtocli blood

arid treasure, Is agalhttfib« hands of die
Ift&tfVttt

""
' w*.: .>,.-.4-4

/. The Dutch had withdrawn a great part
of their forces from the Celebes' $ and- the
Queen of Boui, taking advantage of the
Circumstance, had- taken the field with
great force, and it was feared the Doted
would be expelled that island. .'<**

“ We know not,*' observes the writerdf
the letter from which the above account it

derived, u what troops are coming from
Europe, but if five or six thousand men do
not arrive in a few weeks, twenty thousand
will not save Java, for every mile the in-
surgents advance, their strength increases.

Persia*
TIIE WAR.

'Die Algemeine Zeitvng contains, an ar-

ticle, dated' St. Petersburg!), January 17,
which gives some intelligence respecting
the operations in Geoigia. It appears that

the Persians have entrenched themselves
in the impenetrable ravines and defiles of
tlieir frontier, and consequently hostilities

must be suspended till the return of spring,

when the war will be renewed with great

vigour on the part of Russia, unless a
peac% in the meantime, should be con-
cluded through the mediation of England.

The following is taken from a St. Pe-
tersburgh paper of January 24
Ou the 1 2th (24th) December, General

Yermoloff, falling back from the province

of Scheken to the riverAlazan (in Kaketia),
sent to Tiflis a part of the troops that ac-
companied him, and with the remainder
effected his junction with the forces sta-

tioned near the villages of Tchary and
Gogami, under the command of Lieut.

General Prince Eristoff.

A party of Lesghis and mountaineers,
who had been plundering in Kaketia, fear-

ing the punishment which they merited,

had placed themselves in ambush near the

village of Tchary, on an eminence named
Zakataly, surrounded by steep mountains,
and covered with forests ; depending on the

strength of their position, they persevered

in their disobedience till the arrival of
General Yermoloff, when, they changed
their minds. The Elders of Tchary waited

on the General, and asked pardon for their

crime. They restored the prisoners they

bad taken, gave hostages chosen from the

best families, and engaged to s^rid jftvay

the mountaineers whom they had invited

to join them, and to*Indemnify tbb inha-

bitants of Kaketia for the' injury they had
done them.

' ' ''

GencralYcrmoloff, granting hr thename
of the Emperor the pardon they solicited,

has ordered the wo^dsutfodrtdihg* 'their

village to he cut down, in ordefc to render

the access to it more fosjr for"(he ttoops.
* Tranquillity prevails or! life frontiers of

Persia.
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Btrtffc* Arietariwaoi^pf Persian cavalry,
which attacked one of our Noxnade cfrnrpij

near tbe'Arose*, oould not do any injury
twtWinhebttftuitSy and was even repulsed
wdthdosa^ In order to prevent similar. at-
tempts, part of our. van-guard l»as . gone
from ! Akouglane towards the bridge of
Koiipoperniskr to be better able to protect
the- -banks, of the- Araxes. Towards the
Bteppe of Mougan, die inspection of the
frontier - is confided to the detachment of
Colonel Mistakenko, placed near the ford
Of Djavat and on the Koura.

®t)t Umrtatt ©ulf.
Accounts from the Persian Gulf, brought

by the H. C. cruizer Nautilus, mention
that the Imaum of Muscat had continued
'to seize the vessels and property of the

Shiek of Bushirc, but no lighting had
taken place. It is said the presence of our
Resident at Bushire is the sole cause of
his reframing from attacking the place.

The Irnatim has also announced his

intention of sending a frigate and small
vessel of war to blockade the mouth of the

Euphrates, until
,

the demand of a lack

and twenty thousand piastres made by him
on the Bussorah chief is complied with,

lie docs not, however, interfere with Eu-
ropean vessels.

,

In other respects the gulf is nearly

quiet ; there being nothing more than
petty fighting among the chiefs on tiie

Arabian side as usual.

—

[Bom. Gaz. Oct. 4.

$t. Jbcleitii.

11EGIMKNTAL LIBRARIES.

General Order by the Governor in Council,

dated 3 1 st Aug. 1826.

The Hon. Court of Directors having
most indulgently and liberally sent out

' books to form a Regimental Library for

the St. Helena artillery and infantry, the

Commanding officers of those corps will be
particularly careful to see.that the following
regulations are rigidly attended to.

Regulations for the Regimental Libra-

.

\ \ t ;
rie9 of tfie St. Helena artillery and

t

Infantry.

.. jst* A suitable room and book-cases

Jjelng provided, the regimental school mas-
ter tofbe appointed librarian.

, f
*m2d4 - The - room to be furnished with

v (a}>jLf? apd forms, and sufficiently lighted

until nine o'clock at niglit, for the acoom-
.tipodfttion of such men as are prevented by

.
.duty or employment during the day, A

. catalogue of tbe books to be always on
?4he table./

^4 The librarian will keep a register of

dm men who attend, with proper .columns

ruled, in which are to be inserted the book,
the date of delivery, and the date on whkb
it is returned,
•• 4tb. Two. bookcases will be in the
library, one for the -books not in use, tbe
other for the books engaged or in use. The
librarian- will keep the key of . the former,
tbe latter to be opened uptil nine, o’clock,
when he will examine and ascertain if the
books in it agree with his register, as no
book is permitted to be carried out of the
library.

5th. In order to assist in defraying the
expense of lights, &c. it is proposed, that a
subscription of five-pence per month shall

be stopped from each soldier, who avails
himself of the opportunity afforded for in*
struction and amusement. The librarian,

at settling time, will furnish the captains
of companies with lists of subscribers, tho
amount of whose subscription they will
stop, and pay to the treasurer of the regi-
mental fund.

6'tli. The librarian, is held responsible
that no man is found there in a state of
intoxication

;
that smoaking is not allowed

in it; that those who attend are particu-

larly clean in tbeir persons and dress, and
orderly in tlieir behaviour; and that none
shall disturb others by reading aloud, un-
less by the concurrence of all present. The
officer on guard will attend to any report

the librarian makes to him on the subject.

7th. Any man defacing a book will bo
stopt the value of it by the captain of his

company.
8th. A record book will be kept, in

which will be entered the rise and progress

of the library, with a list of donors of
books, which will be received from offi-

cers, non-commissioned officers, and others.

The whole to be under the management
of tho Committeo of tbe regimental fund,
who will meet annually,-on the first Mon-
day of December, to inspect the books, &c.,

and to record their observations thereon.

This book, with the librarian’s register,

will be luid before tbe Commander-in-chief
at the half-yearly inspections.

MILITARY APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS.

April 13, 1820.—2U-L$eut. G. Mrills, St. Helena
aitik, to be lst-lieut., v. DesfounCam resigned.

Cadet S. Armstrong to be 2d-lieut. of artU;, v.

Mellls prom.
Cadets J. Mason, T. J. 1L Knipe, and T. S.

Heed, of inf., to be acting ensigns.

May 15.—Cadet C. E. Smith to be 2d-lfetit. of
artillery. '

June 1.—Ens. C. Bond, St. Helena tegt*. per-
mitted to proceed .

to England on account at: his
health.

Aug. 01 2d-Lleut. Johnson, of St. Helena ar-

tfl., to be lat-lfeul., v. Meade dec** dawSPth
Aug. 182(1. J

Oct. Jti.—Capt, H. Cole permitted, at bU own
request, to retire from service on regblaMa allow-
ance granted after expirationOf 34 years*

Lieut. Jas. Bennett, tobe capt.; v. Cplereslgned.
Ens. If . O'Connor to be lieiit., v. Bennett prom.
Cadet Bond to be ens., v. O'Connor.

'bBskkvATOiir.
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OBSERVATORY pM XADpER MIJ.L*

• The .foundation stone ofthe Observatory
on Ladder Hill was laid on the 13tli Sep-
tember last, by the Governor, Brig. Gen.
Walker, in presence of a large assembly,
under, a. royal salute from a brigade of
guns, and a.feu dejoie from tlie St. Helena
regiment. Upon this occasion the Gover-
nor delivered tlie following address ;—

Ladies and ^Gentlemen : I cannot suffer

the present occasion to pass without ad-
dressing a few words to those, who have
honoured this ceremony with their pre-
sence ; but more particularly to the gen-
tlemen who are members of the Military
Institution. A society under this title,

lias been established with a view to pro-
mote individual and mutual improvement,
to assist in revising and prosecuting such
studies, as were left from necessity unfi-

nished at home.—-Some instruction in

mathematics is a necessary branch of mi-
litary education, and is absolutely requisite

to form the character of an officer. To
every gentleman in private life, this know-
ledge is an ornamental, a gratifying, and
a useful accomplishment One great
object of tlie institution therefore, is to

promote the study of mathematics, both
pure and mixed. The object is not to

fatigue the mind by intense application ;

but to afford an opportunity of becoming
gradually familiar with the sciences, and
of rendering them the paths of amusement
and recreation. Although mathematical
instruction must form the basis of all the

sciences, yet there are other liberal arts to

which the members,of tlie Institution will

direct their attention. Tlie number of
young gentlemen who have enrolled their

names in the Military Institution, and tlie

zeal witli which they prosecute their stu-

dies afford at once a convincing proof,

that its beneficial effects are duly appre-
ciated, and will demonstrate that it is

capable of producing many advantages to

the public.
The situation of St. Helena naturally

suggested the pursuit of astronomy. The
elevation of the island, its insular advan-
tages, the general clearness of the atmos-
phere, and being the resort of the mariner
in bis intercourse between most of the

regions of the earth, pointed it out as a
place eminently suited for observing tlie

heavenly bodies. . Tlie suggestion was en-
couraged, and adopted by tlie Hon. Court
of Directors. In the liberal spirit with
which they nourish the pursuits of science,

they sanctioned the erection of this edifice,

at their expense. It will be the first build-

ing;*!^' has been erected in this part of
the. Wljnrld, for purposes purely scientific.

It would, beu easy to.- indulge, and, per-

haps it would be excusable to indulge, in

the agreeable anticipation of the advan-
;tkgea about to be derived from an observa-
tory* t£m foundation of ..which has been

laid on a bed lava COD feet above the
level of the ocean ; but, I check this na-
tural desire. I cannot, however, refrain

from expressing my sanguine expectation*
that it will be a source* at present, of in-

tellectual amusement and instruction* and
a seminary of great consequence to the
rising generation. I shall therefore hail

the completion of the St. Helena observa-
tory as the precursor of an important ser-

vice to the present and to future times*

Most of you, ( I speak to the gentlemen
of the Institution,) entered the service, or
left your native country, at an early period
of life, and before you could have ad-
vanced far in the cultivation of science.

By the instruments and books with which
tlie institution is supplied, you have it in
your power to refresh and improve your
minds in those branches of study, in

which you have formerly been engaged.
The munificence of the Company has al-

ready furnished the observatory with some
excellent instruments, by the aid of which,
you will he enabled to make easy and rapid
progress in astronomy and natural philo-

sophy; and we cannot doubt that these
which may still be necessary, will be
provided by the same spirit of liberality.

Many of you are already conversant with
these sciences, and I am well nssured that

you will feel pleasure in imparting your
knowledge to others. You will become
the instructors of each other. Well regu-
lated minds rise far superior to the mean-
ness of jealousy, or tlie contracted idea of
selfish appropriation.

The subjects of scientific investigation

are boundless; hut, although I w'ould not
propose to limit your researches, I would
recommend that they should lie directed

in the discovery of truth, through the sure
means of experiment and induction, ra-

ther than by fanciful and theoretical spe-
culations. The presumption and rashness
of man, in endeavouring to ascertain how
the world has originally been formedi has
attempted what was most probably above
his power to solve ; but by investigating

attentively the mineral productions and the
organic remains with which we are sur-
rounded on this island, some very important
operations of nature might be discovered
which would neither be devoid of interest

nor of utility. It is only by the united
efforts of different observers in different

parts of the world, that a mass of facts

will be collected and a rational systeni

formed, grounded as it were on deirioiu

stration, and resting on a more certain

basis than mere theory and speculation.

It should be the object of every society,

however small, to contribute their mite to
general improvement, and the advancement
of science.

The St. Helena Observatory is intended
to promote the cultivation of astronomy.
Geography and navigation depend much

u]K>n
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Upon this science, and in their turn, assist

astronomy. It is chiefly by voyages of
great length, that a more perfect know-
ledge has been acquired of various parts of
the earth, and the daring navigator is

guided in his perilous course, by observing
die heavenly bodies. You have already
tied the pleasure of performing an impor-
tant service to navigators, by assisting

them in correcting their chronometers, and
in roiurn, several very intelligent com-
manders have afforded you valuable scien-
tific information. When this building is

finished, the. mutual assistance and inter-

course will become more intimate and
more extended. It may not be necessary
to stimulate your love of science by placing
before you the example of others

; but
your exertions may be animated by the re.

collection that St. Helena was selected and
visited, for astronomical purposes, by Hal-
ley, Cook, and Maskelyne. It was here
that Halley, from the moisture that col-

lected on the glasses of his instruments
during his observations, entered on a course
of experiments with regard to evaporation,
from which he formed his rational theory
oil springs.

Great exertions are at present making
to promote astronomical science in the
southern hemisphere. The splendid na-
tional observatoiy now erecting at the Cape
of Good Hope, will serve you as a model,
and without comparing small things with
great, mutuul advantage may be derived

from simultaneous though unequal exer-

tions. The atmosphere may be favourable
in one place lor observation, while it may
not be so iu another ; but you will always
look up to this national institution as a
guide. .

We owe a large debt of obligation to

the Astronomer Koval at the Cape, the

Rev. Mr. Fallows. He has not only

furnished us with the plan of this obser-

vatory, but with much useful and in-

teresting information. He is ready, from
a genuine devotion and respect for science,

to assist us in rightly applying those rules

that leadto astronomical truth. It will be
of great importance to the gentlemen of
this institution to cultivate with the Rev,
Mr. Fallows a close intercourse and cor-

respondence. His observations will throw
light on subjects with which you cannot
yet be familiar, and by his advice you may;
regulate your severer studies. It is not

necessary that I should explain to you the

advantages of study; but experience al-

lows me to say, that, its advantages are felt

from
;infancy to old age. Cicero observes j

“ it .nourishes the youthful mind ; it de-

lights, the old ; it adorns prosperity ; is a
comfort and consolation in adversity ; it

dwells with us at home, and is easily Car-

rie;! abroad; accompanies us, and con-
verses with us in solitude and retirement.'*

I shall conclude by offering my sincere

and fervent wishes for the success and per-
manency of the St, Helena observatory.

BENEFIT SOCIETY.

This society has been established for the
relief of the free coloured population of thu
island, in sickness, old age, infirmity, or
distress ; they contribute to a consolidated
fund, at the rate of six shillings per year
for each full- grown person, and three shil-

lings per year for each child under fifteen

years of age. A portion of the fund i»

appropriated to the education of the chil-

dren of the subscribers. Loans arc, like-

wise, made to individuals, to the extent of
<£’.‘30, at five per cent, interest. The society

is under the patronage of the Governor and
Council, and also managed by a board.
At a general meeting of the Society,

held atthe church, James Town, on the 19th
October last, at which the Governor and
Council, ns patrons and trustees, presided :

a report of a Committee >vas read, where-
in it is suited, as a proof of the good likely

to be derived from tlu'3 institution, that

there were then (>40 subscribers, 280 above,

and 36*0 under fifteen years of age. The
subscriptions amounted, for the preceding
twelve months, to .£133. 7s. Twenty ap-
plications had been made for assistance,

of which only four had been rejected.

Twenty children received education at the
expense of the society.

The Governor then addressed the meet-
ing. In the course of his observations to the?

subscribers, on the subject of education, he
expressed himself as follows -
“ Another proof of that fitness is shown

by your desire to appropriate part of your
subscriptions to the purpose of educating
your offspring at the excellent schools pro-
vided by the beneficence of the Hon. Com-
pany, and by that class of inhabitants who
arc more wealthy than yourselves, to whom
your gratitude is justly due. It is not
merely reading and writing that is taught
in these schools. Hie children are, like-

wise, instructed in a still more important
matter, namely, their duty to God and
man. The knowledge and practice of these

duties form the most essential part of edu-
cation both for the rich and poor. I would,
therefore, wish to impress upon you, that it

is much in your own power toImprove your
children in this knowledge and duty, al-

though .you -may not be enabled either to
read or write. This is to be done chiefly

by your example, by showing a proper re-

verence to the sabheth-day, and other re-

ligious duties ; particularly in your regular
attendance at church, and by warning then*
against idleness and. bad company. The
great enemy of mankind, the devil,*

always ready to find work for idle hands
to do. But it is not only to your children'

that you may thus prove useful.' >
» Yea’

have it in your power to. doJttMefcgood &>•

those
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those of your companions and neighbours,
who have not as yet perceived- the neces-
sity of following your example, in becom-
ing subscribers to this excellent institution,

or of lodging a part of tlieir earnings in

the Savings Bank. You should point out
to them, that however strong and healthy

they may feel at present, a time may come
when they may be unable to wortc, and
they will then (ament in vain, that they
have foolishly spent the whole of their

earnings instead of laying by a small por-

tion for a period of need.
“ I have spoken to you in the name of

myself and colleagues, with the earnest-

ness and sincerity of a friend anxious for

your happiness. Consider what I have
said only as a stimulus for further exer-

tion, and as an excitement never to forget

the duties you owe to yourselves, as mem-

[March*

hers of this society, and to the eommunity
at large. A new era lias dawned* You
have an opportunity by industry, care, and
prudence, of improving your condition,

and of increasing the comforts of life.”

A vote of thanks then passed to the

Governor and Council, for their liberal

patronage, support, and paternal regard for

tliis society, which owed its improved state

to the unwearied and successful exertions

of the existing Government, to promote
the happiness, comfort, and respectability*

of the lower class of inhabitants.” • 1

The treasurer laid his accounts before

the meeting, by which it appeared that the

funds of the society amount to £ 1439
16s. 1 Id.—

£

1 298 4s. Od. in bond*
bearing interest—and j£l41 12s. 1 Id. in

cash.

Indian Securities and Exchanges. —Postscript.

INDIAN SECURITIES AND EXCHANGES.

Calcutta, Sej)t. 14, 1826.
Government Securities.

Buy.] Its. As. H s. As. [Sell

Prem. 27 0 Remittable LoanG per ct. 2f> 0 Prem.
Disc. Gift Five per ct.Loan 1 0 Disc.

Pram. 0 4 New 5 per cent. Loan o Opar.

Rates of Exclmnge.

On London, G months’ sight, 2s. to 2s. Id. per Sicca
Rupees.

On Madras, »» days ditto, 92 to 90 Sicca Rupees
per i<H» Madras Rupees.

On Bombay, ditto. 1MI Sicca Rupees per 100 Bom-
bay Rupees.

Bank Shares.—-Prem. fi,2oO to 0,400.

Ma/lras, Sept. 20, 1826.
Government Securities.

Six per cent. Bengal Remittable Loan.
At the Rate of Subscription, viz. 350
Madras Rs., per 335 Sa. Rs. 2fli Prem.

At a Rate prevailing Among Merchants
and Brokers in buying and selling Pub-
lic Securities, «<:. l(Mi| Madras Its., per
lUOSa. Rs. 2Gi Prem.

Wveper cent. Bengal Unremittable Loan.

At the Rate of Subscription, vie. .'ISO

Madras Rs., per Sa. Its i Prem.
At the Rate prevailing among Merchants

and’ Brokers in buying and selling Pub-
lic Securities, viz. HNL Madras Rs., per
100 Sa. Us 21 Disc.

Wombat/, Oct . 7, 1826.

A Five per cent. Loan open.

Exchange.

On London, at G months' sight. Is. !M. per Rupee.
On Calcutta, at 90 days’ sight, 102 Bom. Rs. per

100 Sicca Rupees.

On Madras, at 30 days* sight, 90 Bom. Rs. j>cr loo
Madras Rs.

ISostscrigt to Raiattc ^nteUigtmz,

Bombay Conner

s

-to the 7tli October
haveifceen received; they state that thtf

Bombay army had been augmented by two
additional regiments. These papers con-
tain accounts from Calcutta to the 12th
{feptember.
The Enterjtrixe steam vessel had ar-

*£red from Rangoon with twenty-three
l^cksof rupees, the second instalment from,
bto* Biirman

.
Majesty. The Enterprise

brought two lacks on merchants' ac-
counts. The money, it is said, was raised
by,4* Burmese with great difficulty.

‘

i ’Jibe following is an extract from the
Calcutta Government Gazette of Sept. 11

.

:
“The Burmese authorities at Rangoon

had endeavoured, it is said, to dissuade Mr.
Q§t*fiird from going to Ava, as it would

.sufficient to mceL4he Wopnghee at

Heuzada. Their object was supposed to

be, apprehension of the exposure of the de-
ceptions they had been practising on the
king, to whom they had reported that the
second instalment had been paid in full

some time before. Mr. Crawfurd, of
course, paid no regard to dissuasive*

which were incompatible with the treaty,

and left Rangoon for Ava on the 1st Sept.,
in the Diana steam-vessel. He was ac-

companied byLM >Chestei> Dr. Stuart,

Lieut. Coxe; Lieut* De Montmorency,
Mr. Judsoti, and Dr, WaUich, and Gapt.

.

Crawfurd, thecomdibnder'of ilie Diana.
The escort was* compoteddf ftwentytffiv*
men of H.M. 87th fiegt., Biid.dft6en.fnen

1

of the SBth Madras N. f^ all picked and’

steady men/ and equipped in the TidniL^

KKPRt manner; H - :
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this Currency or the cape of. good hope..

( Printed by afdcr uf the House of Commons.)

Lx tract of* a letter from ]\Ir. Secretary
Kerries to Mr. William Horton, dated
Treasury Chambers, ] 3th May 1826.

. The Lords Commissioners of bis Mar
-jestyfs- Treasury having had under their

consideration the petition of the freeholders

and inhabitants of Cape Town, which ac-

companied yourlotter of the 1st. February
1826, . and also several other papers trans-

mitted to their Lordships by the direction

of Earl Bathurst* or addressed to tlieni

by parties having an interest in the rate at
which the paper rix dollar has been made
exchangeable at the Cape of Good Hope
jbr British metallic money hy Ins Ma-
jesty's Order in Council of the 2 .‘3d March
1825; I am commanded to convey to

you, for the information of Lari Bathurst,
the observations and opinion of their Lord-
ships thereupon.

Before my Louis advert more parti-

cularly to the reasons for which they must
refuse to admit the validity of the objec-
tions urged by any of the parties who re-

monstrate against the measure adopted by
this Board, they think it right to recall the

attention of Karl Bathurst to the principle

oil which that measure was founded, and
the object it was intended to accomplish :

it was part of o general measure for re-

forming the currency of all the colonics,

hy the gradual introduction of British

silver money, as the basis ant! standard of
the circulation in all of them. As a pre-

liminary step to this operation, it was ne-
cessary to fix the rates at which the various

existing currencies, both metallic and pa-

per, in the several colonies, should he ex-

changed for the coin to he introduced.

The currency of the Cape pf.
" Good

Hope consisted chiefly of colonial rix dol-

lars, a paper not convertible into coin at

the will of the holder, and not subject to

any special obligation - of payment or re-

demption ; the valuation of which in Bri-

tish money is the subject of the represen-

tations now. under consideration. The
object of the British government was to

make these paper rix dollars convertible

into the silver money to be introduced

iiitp the circulation of the Cape, at the

fair current value of the paper, and at no
other. It was not the purpose or intention

of the Treasury to pay o£f this colonial

paperAinoney as a debt due by Great Bri-

tain <to the colony*. There existed no just

claim' upon Great Britain for such a pay-

ment.. The debt represented by the paper

was purely colonial, contracted aild - ex-

pended for colonial purposes, and therefore

not a charge upon the public funds of thio

Asiatic Journ, Vol. XXIII. No. 135.

country. But for die sake of remedying
the inconveniences occasioned to the colony
by the fluctuating value add increasing de-
preciation of this paper currency, the
Treasury thought it right that the mother
country should make the sacrifice of pro-
viding such a quantity of metallic motley
as might be necessary to create a solid
and fixed circulation at the Cape, by sup-
plying the place of this paper money to
such extent as should be sufficient to give
a fixed and permanent value to the re^
roaindcr. It was in the highest degree
important for the real interests of the whole
colony that this operation should be ef-

fected so as to create, if practicable, no
change whatever in the real value of the
existing circulation, and thereby to oc-
casion the least possible disturbance in the
cuiTcnl transactions between buyer and
seller, debtor and creditor.

. Tt will bo evident that in undertaking
this measure for the benefit of the colony,
the government at home was making a
considerable sacrifice, and had no interest

of its own in view ; while on the other
hand, it appears to my Lords, from the

accounts which have been before them,
that the Government of the colony was so
circumstanced with respect to the paper
money, that if any advantage had been
sought for it, in fixing the rate of conver-
tibility for the paper, it would rather have
been ion ud in raising than in lowering it;

because the sums clue to that Government,
in the paper currency, through the Lota-
bard hank, constituted the larger propor-
tion of the whole amount in circulation

;

and because it would, besides, have pro-
fited hy jthe increased value of all the taxes
payable at fixed rates in rix dollars by the
colonists, upon whom such an augmenta-
tion of their burthens would have fallen
heavily. But the peculiar interests -of the

1

colonial Government in these respects

formed no part of the considerations on
which the measure was adopted ; thedily
object kept uniformly in view, when ine
Treasury came to their determination', Wqs
that of assuming the real average Valufc of
the rix dollar, as nearly as it cobld be
ascertained, .and fixing jto

f
price" ‘accord-

ingly in the silver moneyof Great *

Britain.

Having thus recalled the attention, of
Earl Bathurst to the principle atfo object
of the measure, I am to advert to fhte'fwo^

different grounds oh which it hkis’-been

objected to.
. .

- «:

First,—It is contended by those who d6 :

not dispute the principle or policy of'the
8 G measure.
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measure, that the rate fixed upon has not rate of 4s. for the rix dollar. They con-
been correctly assumed. - These parties

state, that the rix dollar should have,been
valued at 2s. instead of 1 s. 6d.

Secondly,—It fs maintained by others,

and these appear to be principally landed
proprietors and capitalists, tliat no other

rate than 4s. of British money, equivalent

to a metallic rix . dollar of Holland (tho

nominal value' of this paper currency)

ought to have been fixed for the exchange
of the paper rix dollar.

The former of these objections My
Lords do not find tQ be supported by any
reference to facts or documents, of suffi-

cient weight to counterbalance the grounds
upon which the judgment of their Lord-
ships was founded. They adopted as the

best criterion to which they could refer,

the average rates at which bills upon
England had been negociated in rix dol-

lars, in the last three years, in fixing the

value of the colonial paper ; and they find

the valuation, assumed upon that ground
fully confirmed by the Commissioners of
Inquiry at the Cape, who give, as the re-

sult of their researches on the subject, the

same average, even for a more extended
period, viz. that of five years instead of
three.

If My Lords have correctly stated the

principle upon which their decision waft

founded, it must be apparent that they

could not, consistently with that principle,

have been led by any views of expediency,

or of conciliating any class of the holders

of this paper, to fix any other than the

just and true current value of the rix dol-

lar, as nearly as it could be ascertained on
the average of the last few years, during
which it had been subject to no material

fluctuation. They have endeavoured, in

this arrangement, to hold disbalance even

between debtor and creditor. If they had
fixed a higher rate, the remonstrances of
those who had obligations to discliarge

would probably have been more loud than

are now the representations of the parties

who have monies to receive ; and appa-

rently with much more of justice on their

aide.

. Upon the second head, viz. the claims

of those who maintain the right of receiv-

ing 4s. for the paper rix dollar, My Lords
heed hardly do more than refer to what
they have already stated with respect to the

and. principle of the measure which
iai. complained of.
•

"My Lords will not undertake to pro-

nounce an opinion as to the legal right or

gmpfcbln title.of any individuals or class

orpenohs, being holders of colonial paper
of ofobligationspayable in Cape currency,

to have such obligations discharged or
sucj^ currency converted into coin at the

ceive that such right or title must depend
upon the nature of the special engage-
ments, where any such exist between the

parties and the government, or between
one individual and another. But they are

clearly of opinion, that no general claim

of the kind can be maintained, or ought
to be entertained, as against this country ;

while, on the other hand, it appears to
them that the steps taken by Ilis Majesty's

government at home for the introduction
,

of a sound and permanent system of civ-

culation at the Cape, do not necessarily

preclude or prejudice any such peculiar

.

titles as have been- alluded to, if they

really exist
;
more especially as the 'pro-

visional measure judiciously adopted by
the government of the Cape (whereby ail

parties dissatisfied with the payment of lr.

fir/, for a rix dollar, under tho Order in

Council,, are enabled to exchange tho

money so paid for colonial paper at the

same rate) will afford the opportunity to

all such parties of retaining the means of
prosecuting (heir particular claims, not-

withstanding the general introduction of
the new regulations. My Lords must
however observe, that if upon any grounds
not now known to them, it should bo
deemed that any holders of the paper cur-

rency have a just right to be paid by the

colonial government at the rate of 4s. or

at any other rate higher than the present .

actual value of the rix dollar, it must rest

entirely with the colony to find the means
of making the payment; and it appears
to their Lordships that the parties who
petition under this head, the freeholders

and proprietors, arc probably those upon
whom the burthen of any taxes, which it

might be necessary to Impose for such a
purpose, would principally fall.

But, whatever may be the judgment
and determination of Earl Bathurst with
respect to the mode in which the special

title or claims of any of the colonists in

these particulars may best be prosecuted
and secured to them, My Lords trust that

upon a view of the injustice to individuals,

and of the obvious inconvenience and pos-

sible distress which might arise to the
colony, ' from any attempt to effect the in-

troduction of British silver coin lit lieu Of
the paper currency now in circulation,

4 upon any other principle than that which,
has been adopted by this Board, Earl
Bathurst will concur with them as to ’the

expediency of maintaining tho sneaky*
,
upon its present footing, 'and giving ftp

encouragement to the parties interested iii

the applications now before him, tb ^ex-

pect atiy alteration in the rate at'toAieh'tfci

rix dollar has been made,convertible? fnto

coin in tbp execution of that rawisurp.;
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

February. 3d.—The general meeting was. held this day at 2 o’clock p.m;. ;

H. T. Colebrooke, Esq., director, in the chair.

The minutes of the last general meeting (Dec. 16, 1826), and also the notices

of«the adjournment of the two meetings in January last, were read and con-

firmed.

Donations were presented from
- Raron de Sdtcy, the Second Volume of his ChreslnmatJiie Arabe .

M. Caussin do Perceval, his Grammaire Arctic Vulgnirc and Precis historique des

Ouerres dot Turcs conlre les Russes.

M. Othmar Frank, the first No. of Vjdsa,
a periodical work on the Hindu Philoso-

phy, &c»
W. Ainslic, Esq. M.D., his Materia Indica .

Lieut. Col. G. Fjtzclarence, his Memoir on the Duty of IHcquels.

The Horticultural Society, Part IV. of the Sixth Volume of their Transaclionst

and List of Members.
Major John Smith, of the Madras N. C., a splendid folio copy of the Koran, in

Arabic, with a Commentary in Persian ; 2 vols.

Lieut. Col; J. M. Coombs, some MS. Registers of the Thermometer and Barometer

at ' Prince of Wales* Island.

Major Lambton’s MS. Journal of a Route through the Coorg Country.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the respective donors.

Major ^John Smith, elected Dec. 16, having made his payments and signed

the obligation<-book, was admitted a member of the Society.

Anthony White, Esq. was elected a member of the Society.

The translation of a Cufic inscription, with remarks upon the same, by the

Rev. Dr. Lee, was read.

The stone from which this inscription was copied was discovered by Sir A.

Johnston in the course of forming a collection of copies of all the ancient

inscriptions in the island of Ceylon. It had been taken from a Mohammedan,

burial-ground, and then formed a step to the door of a gentleman’s house.

Two copies of the inscription were made, and both were communicated, by

Sir Alexander, with a number of others, to the Society.' The inscription is irt!

the ancient Cufic character, of which it is not known/ that there are any pUb^

fished specimens. * The copies are on different scales ; both are in some F&ffH

defective, and they differ from each other in some important particulars# Dr*

Wilkins and Col. Stewart had examined the copies previously; but Dr; Lee

has attempted to decipher the whole of this curious inscription, of Whfqh hfe

has given a version in modern Arabic, besides the English translation^

inscription mentions the death of the person it is intended to commemorate*

in the year of the Hegira 337, and apparently also coOtaihfc a referentenj

gome work of piety executed just twenty years before CA.IJ. 317). A reffu^d

fac-simile copy of the inscription will be printed, to accompany the paper, , in

$iO;rte*tpaTt of the Society’s Transactions. /
k. ^

Ihe reading of tjie fourth part of Mr. Colebrooke’s Essay, on the

sophyo of the Hindus^ “ On Indian Sectaries*” was. concluded, and; thfink's

VrerO'‘returned to Mr. Colebrooke for this communication.

' /ffipruary Society met this day at theuriualhour - *the*R-^ft

HomCharles WV Williams Wynn, president, in the chair, v

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. - :

Donations were presented from the following Societies, viz.
,v ' '

The Geographical Society of Paris, Vol. I., and Part I. of Vol. II. of their Receuil

des Voyages et Mdmoircs.
3 G 2 The
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The Royal Society of Literature, Part I. of Vol. I. of tlielr Transactions.

'Hie Lifinsean Society of London, Part I. of Vol. XV. of their Transacti&ns. •

Thanks were returned to the donors#

The Rev. Joseph Parsons, M.A., was elected a member of the Society.

« The official account of the destruction of two wild elephants of uncommon

size, at Hazaree Baugh, in 1 809, was read.

This is the affair to which allusion is made in Williams’ Bengal Native

Infantry, Appendix N. p. 383. The present document was communicated by

Col. H. Worsley, to whom thanks were returned for the communication.

The next paper was communicated by Lieut. Col. W. Francklin, viz . his

Journal of a Route from Rajmahal to Gour, comprising an account of the ruins

of the ancient city of Gour.

The Society then adjourned to Saturday the 3d of March.

HOME INTELLIGENCE.

LAW.
AT).M

V

RA I.TY COURT, 17.

The Allas.— This very important case

has stood over for some time for the opi-

nion of the Court, as to the validity of a
bottomry bond executed In the Fast-Indies,

and consequently as to the jurisdiction of
the Court.

Lord Stowell stated, that he had seen

the opinions of two law authorities, for

whom he entertained the highest respect,

but they had not divested his mind of
doubt as to the Court’s jurisdiction. On
the next Court-day lie would state his rea-

sons for retaining his opinion, and the

cause might go before the High Court of
Delegates, if his opinion as to the wnnt of
jurisdiction was appealed from. If that

Court tliought differently, they might re-

tain the cause for consideration ; or if they

remitted it to this Court, he (Lord
Stowell) would proceed with it to the best

of. his ability. He should not give the

grounds of his sentence to-day, hut it was
to be understood that he decided there was
a want ofjurisdiction,

February 27.
Lord Stowell delivered this day his final

sentence, which was a dismissal,' of the

suit, on the ground of want of jurisdic-

tion, and also on account of the involved
and complicated nature of the facts and
merits of tlie case. He recommended the
parties to refer the question to a body of
merchants.

(.This is a^decision of great importance,
Inasmuch as its effect is to invalidate all the

bottomry-bonds executed in this form,
ft is. understood, is the customary

f(N^u |H India.]

COURT OF xino’s bench, Feb . 14.

Easturick v. Thornton.—This was an

vgction brought to recoyerJrom the defen-
dant the sum of641. Is., ofwhich 60/. were

for his passage from China to this country,

and 4/. lv. for goods sold to him during
tlie voyage. It appeared that, the plaintiff

was captain of the ship Asia, the defen-

dant had also been the captain of a ship

which traded in the Indies. Both parties

mol at Canton, in China, at a period when
the plaintiff was about to snil for this,

country, and on learning that the defen-
dant was reduced in liis circumstances,

and wished to come to Fngland, he pro-
posed to take him for 60/., being half the

usual fare, and accordingly landed him at

Portsmouth, and he (plaintiff) set sail

thence to Hamburgh, and his ship was
lost in the passage. He made several ap -

plications subsequently to the defendant
for the amount here sought, who always
promised, but still failed to pay it. The
passage of the defendant* and his several

promises to pay the 60/. having been
proved, the jury returned a verdict for tlie

plaintiff—damages 60/.

COURT OF COMMON FLEAS, Feb. 22.

Johnston v. Pope .—This was an action of
assault and battery committed on the de-
fendant, a seaman of the ship Asia , by the
commander, in a voyage between Euglaud
and India. Tlie defendant pleaded the
mutinous conduct of the plaintiff

The jury found a verdict for the plain-

tiff—damages 100/.

INSOLVENT DEBTORS' COURT, Feb* 22.

Thomas Shepherd, formerly .of Cal-
cutta, merchant, came up to fo. heart)/on
his petition to be discharged. His debts
and liabilities amounted to 24,000/.

Messrs. Pollock and Heath (who held
briefs of about seventy sheets) opposed the
insolvent's discharge, on behalf of Mr.
Nash and others, the consignors ofr

.goods
to India, to. the amount of upwards of
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Mr. Cooke supported the petition.

After a long examination, the insolvent
was remanded until an amended balance
sheet should be filed and the schedule was
amended, tritli an order that the opposing
creditors should have four days’ notice
before the next application.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IIIVDOO WIDOW'S.

A general meeting of the inhabitants of
York, and its vicinity, took place at the
Guildhall in that city, on the 19rh January,
to take into consideration the expediency
of petitioning Parliament on the subject of
the immolation of Hindoo widows ; the
Lord Mayor of York in the chair. The
meeting was numerously and respectably
attended.

The Lord Mayor (W. Cooper, 'Esq.)
stated the object of the meeting.

Robert Sinclair, Esq. (the Recorder)
then addressed the meeting, and submitted
several resolutions, as the basis of petitions

to both houses of Parliament, amongst
which were the following : —

“ That the practice existing in British

India of burning widows on the funeral

piles of their husbands, is a gross violation

of the law" of God and the feelings of
humanity, and, in its tendency, highly de-
moralizing.
“ That this meeting, whilst it gratefully

acknowledges the steps which have already

been taken for the moral and religious im-
provement of the immense population of
India, is of opinion, that it is expedient to

petition Parliament to adopt such measures,
in the spirit of the above resolution, as it

may, in its wisdom, deem most expedient,

for abrogating a practice so highly inju-

rious to that character of humanity, and
veneration for the Divine Law, which they

trust will ever distinguish the Government
and people of this happy country.*’

The Rev. John Graham seconded the

resolutions in a speech of some length, in

which he drew a forcible picture of the

horrid practice, and the monstrous delu-
sion of the suttees.

Mr. Pritchett argued that, as we had
violated one of the strongest prejudices of
the Hindoos, in punishing Brahmins when
guilty ofa crime, we could incurno greater

risk in putting a stop to this practice.

•—Wemyss, Esq., the Rev. J.II. Cooke,
Nadir Baxter, Esq., and the Rev. Jonathan
CrOwther, severally addressed the meet-
ing : after which the resolutions were una-
nimously adopted, and a petition to each

house of Parliament was agreed to.

MR. WYNN’S WRITERSHIPS.

Mr. Williams Wynn has given bne of
the writerships which have devolved upon
him, as president of the Board of :Control,

ns a prize to one of the hoys of the West-
minster school. The competition took
place on the 7th and 8th of February, when
Mr. Escombe was declared the successful

candidate. The subjects of examination
were the Greek and Latin Classics, Geo-
graphy, and Roman History. Tlio examin -

ers were Dr. Batten, Principal of the E. 1.

College, and Messrs. Tyler and Cramer,
of the University of Oxford. These gen
tlcmen expressed themselves most favour-

ably upon the performances of all the can-
didates. Mr. Wynn and many other gen-
tlemen w'erc present during the examina-
tion.

SIR ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL.

Major-Gen. Sir Archibald Campbell, it

is said, has been nominated to the govern-
ment of the Burmese Ceded Provinces.

VACANCY IN THE EAST-INDIA DIRECTION.

The Court of Directors have given no-

tice, that a general court will be held at

the East- India House, on the 7th March,
for the election of a Director, in the room
of Jacob Bosanquet, Esq., who has dis-

qualified.

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA-

We understand that the resignation of
Lord Amherst as Governor- General of
India has been received by the Court of
Directors, and that his Lordship is expect-

ed to quit Bengal in the latter end of this

year. We believe that the severe family

bereavement which Lord Amherst has

suffered in the loss of his eldest son, has

led to an earlier abandonmerit of the office

than he previously contemplated.
No successor to Lord Amherst has yet

been fixed on, but it may be stated, we be-

lieve, as the universal wish of the Directors,

that the choice should be guided only by fit-

nesc for the office, being convinced that the

security of India never so much depended
as at the present moment, on placing at the

head of its government an individual of

the highest talent and character. Several

names have been mentioned as expectants

of that high office, or whose merits are

under consideration. The principal are.

Lord William Bentinck, the Duke of

Buckingham, Mr. Wynn, and Lord Mel-
ville. To the last, it is said, the post has

been offered, but declined. It is' a singu-

lar coincidence, that vacancies have occur-

red in all the three Indian presidencies,

Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, nearly, at

the same time. The Duke of Manchester

and the Speaker ofthe House of Cdriiihons

have been also mentioned f°r the post.

At the three seats of Indian government

the chair will be simultaneously filled,

about the end of the present year,’ try Indi-

viduals new to the office.

THE
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tub 07th ipoot.

•His- Majesty has been pleased to approve
of the 67th Foot bearing on its colours
and appointments, the figure of a' royal
tiger, with the word “ India" superscribed,
in commemoration of its services in that
part of the world from the year 1805 to
1828.—[Lond. Gaz.

CAVT. KOMTEXT1I.

The King has been pleased to grant unto
William Monteith, Esq., Captain of the
Corps of Engineers on the Madras esta-
blishment, his royal licence and permis-
sion, that he miay accept and wear the
insignia of the Persian order of the Lion
and Sun of the second class, which JTis
Majesty the Shall of Persia has been
pleased to confer upon that officer, in tes-
timony of his royal approbation of his
conduct whilst he had the honour of being
employed in the service of that sovereign.
— [Ibid.

SCOTS CHURCH AT THE CAVE.

At an adjourned meeting of the Pres-
bytery of Edinburgh, held on the 14th
Feb., the committee, on the selection of
a minister for Cape Town, unanimously
recommended Mr. James Adamson to that
office, which "Vas approved of by the
Presbytery, who appointed to Mr. Adam-
son subjects for trial to be delivered at
next ordinary meeting previous to his or-
dination, which is to take place on an early
day thereafter, to allow him to proceed to
Cape Town about the beginning of March.

DR. GILCHRIST.

This gentleman has declared his inten-
tion of becoming a candidate for the post
of Director, at the aVtnual election, in op-
position to the " House List,*’ and has in-
inated, in a letter to the Secretary of the
Court oi* Directors (which Dr. G. has
published), his resolution to offer himself

,
at every piiffual election. “ Success or de-
feat,'* he says,

ct in an enterprise of tins .ex-
traordinary nature, must be matter of trivial

moment to an holiest men, who is aware,
that although he may sooner or later de-
serve the sipiles of fortune, hc never can
command them, either as a visionary em-
thusiast , or a sober reformer of vested
abuses, to'whidli bliud prejudice, founded
on prepossessions alone, can give even the
semblance of legitimacy.

"

PROMOTIONS AND CHANGES
jft/'VHE BRITISH ARMY

rtS¥i®’
v>NQ 1N the east)..

* SfyStfi -WiMW T. E. Ayre, from 63d F.,
tobfesS^lsUiUrg., v. Sheppard dec. (18 Jan.)

A 4otAyv»f. Cspt. t: 11. Elliott, fromh.p., to be
v. Ryan prom. (18 Jan.)
Foot. AsshLsurg. W. Brown, from 87th F„

tobesurg., v. W, Smyth, placed op b.y. (18 Jan.)
. >BQth+faat. Hqsn. Assist. Thos, Foss to be assist,
•urg., v. Slcvwrlght, app. to 11th L. Dr. (18 Jan.)

aid Foot, ilosp. Assist. G*. IU Watson CO be assist.,
surg., v. Ayre npp. to 31st F. (18 Jan.)

The undermentioned Lieuts., actually serving
upon full-pay in regiments ofthe line, whose com-
missions are dated in or previous to the year 1811,
have accepted promotion upon half-pay, according
to G. O. of 27th Dec. 1826:—
To bo Cants, ofInfantry. Lieut. C. Stewart, from

38th F. : Lieut. Hans Morrison, from 46th F.

;

Liout. T. I’J Ikington, from 6th F. ; Lieut. R.
Hughes, from 48th F. (all 13th Feb.)

INDIA SHIPPING.
Arrivals.

Ian. 24. Providence, Brown, from Manilla (for
Hamburgh); at Cowes.— 25. Parian#, Rogers,
from l’adang and Mauritius (for Antwerpfc at
Crookhaven.—26. Albion, Proctor, from Singa-
pore 27tli Aug. ; off Scilly.—26. Flora, Lemmlhg,
from Batavia 1st Oct. ; at Cowes.—29. Columbine,

Tuit, from Bombay ?th Sept.: at Deal— 30.
Crown, Baird, from Bombay 12th Oct. ? at Gree-
nock.—also Thames, Fraser, from Batavia 15th
Sept. ; at Cowes.—31. Security, Koss, from Bata-
via 13th Sept., and William Pitt

,

Roberts, from
the Mauritius noth Oct. ; lioth at Deal,—also L«-
rinia. Brooks, from the Mauritius 3d Oct.* off
Dover.—Feb. 1 . Good Hope, Douglas, from Ben-
gal 22d Aug.; at Deal,—also Cape Packet, Kellie,
from Van Diemen's Land 5th Sent. : off* Ports-
mouth.

—

%B. Greenock, Miller, from Batavia and
Singapore (for Antwerp) ; off Dover.—20. Clare-
mont, Ilonner, from Bombay 13th Sept, (for
Greenock); off Crookhaven.

Departures

.

Jan, 21. Sir William Wallace, Wilson, for Ben-
gal, and Warwick, Gibson, for Rio de Janeiro
and Bombay ; both from Deal.—28. Andrew Mac-
Kean , Eauie, for Bombay : from Liverpool.

—

Feb. L Bmtrbonais, Guilband, for the Mauritius

;

from Liverpool,- also Lucy Ann, Dacre, forV.D.
Land and N.S. Wales ; from Cove of Cork.—0.
Buckinghamshire, Glasspoole, for Bengal and
China ; from Deal.—lb. Marmum, Petrie, for
Bengal 5 "from Liverpool.— 11. Smleby Castle,
Ncwall, for Bengal and Chinn, and IVUnit, Tait,
for Cape of Good Hope; both from Deal 13.
Intrepid Packet, Slcetnun, for Penang and Singa-
pore; from Deal—15. Windsor, Proctor, for Ben-
gal and China; Ingtis, Scrlc, for ditto; and Jupi-
ter, Mandels, for the Mauritius ; all from Deal—
16. John Dunn, Hicks, for the Mauritius; from
Portsmouth.— 17. Competitor, Jackson, for Cey-
lon and Bombay ; from Deal 18. Hythe, Wilson,
for Bombay and China; Vunsittnrt

,

Dairymple,
forOengal and China; and Egyptian, Lllburn, for
Bombay ; all from Deal,—also Rifleman, Hawkins,
for the Mauritius; from Liverpool.—20. iMdy
East, Evans, for Madras and Bengal ; from Ports-
mouth.—25. Charles Grant

,

Hay, for Bombay and
China ; from Portsmouth.

PASSENGERS FROM INDIA.
Per Columbine, from Bombay: Capt.Shaw,

C.'s service ; Ens. Crockatt.
IX.

Per Thames, from Batavia: John Morgan, Esq. *
Mr. Van dc Bocgard.
Per Greenock, from Batavia and the Cape of

Good Hope : Mr. Thos. Thornton.

PASSENGERS TO INDIA.
Per Repulse, for Bengal: Rev. A. Simklns.

Chaplain; Mrs. Simkins and two children ; Miss
M. Grlbble; Misses Georgiana and Maria Wiggins

;

Mrs. M. Douglas; Major Laird, Lieut. Douglas,
ami Lieut. .Stewart, H. C.’s service; Mr. M.
Franks ; Mr. R. Buffer, writer ; Messrs.' G. iL Sod-
dons, W. P. Robins, W. Cookson, S. J. Saunders,
and S. J. Richardson, cadetat Messrs. J. Burt and
Jaa. Brockman, free mariners. ;Mr. C. Montrainer,
volunteer, B. B. Marine ; Mr. J. T. Chalke, Vo-
lunteer pilot service ; 94 recruits Cormmny’s nrtil-
lery t 206recruHa Company's infantry ; 18 females,
wives of ditto : 13 children.

Per Sealeby Castle, for
II.M.’s dfcst .Foot ; Mrs. and
George Parbury

;

Major. Tov<
iss Tbvey

;

Mr. Duncan M'Leod; writer

;

Mr.
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Mr.' R.'M. AotaMun; Mre. Mackeiule t MIm M.
A. Terry; Miss S. Morton; Messrs. W. Hum-
frey/E. Christie, A.M*Intosb, C. J. T. Pcrcau, W.
If. Ellis, and E. McNugent, cadets ; Mr. J. Dance,

}

>ilot service ; Mr. and Mrs. Bruce; Lieut. Hughes,
n charge of recruits ; /JO recruits, H.C/s service {

3 soldiers’ wives; C. Cashmere and (5. Hudson,
mechanics for the Company’s' Mint'; Mrs. Cash-
mere; Margaret Eddie and three children; 2 na-
tive servants.

Per lluckinghamshire, for Bengal : Rev. A. Ham-
mond, chaplain; Messrs. M. M‘Mahon and Q.
St. Quinton, writers ; Messrs. D. Robinson, S. R.
Lumlcy, II. Fleming, T. C. Walker, J. Turton,
and W. Caddcll, cadets; Capt. Sutherland, ll.M.’s
30th Foot ; Ens. Lowther, Il.M.’s 44th Foot; Ens.
Fisher, ll.M.’s 4<>th Foot; 171 soldiers of If.M.’s
3tttli, 44th, and 87th Foot; 21 soldiers’ wives; 38
children.

Per Windsor, far Bengal s Mrs. Abbott (wife of
Capt. Abbott); Messrs. J\ Frances, II. F. James,
C. Mackenzie, and T. P. Woodcock, writers;
Messrs. W. If. Graham, T. R. Bainbrldge, W.
More, and G. B. Tremenhere, cadets; Mr. R. Mac-
kenzie, cadet, for Madras; Maj. Moore, Capt. Ab-
bott, Lieut. Harley, Lieut. Hon. A. Heavan, Ens.
J. R» Turner, and Assist. Surg. J. Bryden, H.M.’s
54th Foot; 300 soldiers, Il.M.’s 54th Foot ; 30 sol-

diers’ wives j 23 children j 2 (.Company's recruits in
charge of horses.

Per Ingiie, for Bengal ; Messrs. W. H. Martin,
W. Bracken, W. J. Oawell, and T. Rruce, writers

;

Messrs. E. Stevenson, J. H. Beck, J. J. Wilcock,
H. Pereira, T. Riddell, and W. F. Alexander, ca-
dets; Mr. A. Bryce, assist surg. ; Mr. J. W. Alex-
ander, free merchant ; Mrs. Mintic and child; Mrs.
Taggart; Mrs. Butler and daughter; Thos. Lut-
trel, Esq., II.M. Consul at Brazil ; Mrs. Luttrel
and servant; Mr. J. Kymer, volunteer pilot ser-

vice; Lieut. Benson, and Assist. Surg. Stephen-
son, H.M.’s 13th L. Dr. ; Cornets Elton, Gclhcn,
Thorold, Parker, and Molliet, H.M.’s Kith ditto;

Capt Cole, Lieut. Butler, Lieut. Mintic, Ens.
Leagram, and Ens. Elliott, H.M.’s 45th Fool ; 200
soldiers, ll.M.’s 13th L. Dr. and 45th Foot ; 20
soldiers’ wives ; 23 children ; 2 Company’s recruits

in charge of horses.

Per Jlythe, for Bombay : Messrs. J. W. Rcnny
and E. P. Lynch, cadets: Mr. D. Burddo, assist,

surg.; Mr. J. G. Johnstone, volunteer Bombay ma-
rine ; Messrs. J. W. Eastwick, W. Johnson, N.
Gosling, W. A. Hamilton, J. Gwinnct, W. Ha-
milton, It. Hudson, W. C. Mitchell, L. Brown,
and H. J. Woodward, cadets; Messrs. W. Burn,
C. F. Collier, C. Lush, R. Brown, and B. W hite,

.

assist. surgeons ; Mrs. White; Miss I. Ellis ; Mas-
ters Henry and Alfred Blair (sons of Capt. Blair);

Lieut Burnett, H.C’.’s service; Mrs. Burnett; Mr.
J. H. Stoeuler ; Capt Ellis, ll.M.’s 4lh L. Dr.

;

Capt. Blair, Lieut. Bruce, Lieut. Carr, Lieut.
Hanna, Ens. Isaac, and Assist. Surg. Paterson,

H. M.’s 3d Foot; Capt. Taylor, Capt Deshon,
Ena. Stephens, and F.us. Chainbrc, ll.M.’s 20th
Foot ; 305 soldiers H.M.’s 4th L. Dr., 3d Foot, and
20th Foot; 37 soldiers’ wives; Hi children.

* Per Lady East, for Madras and Bengal : Major
Yates; Mr. Powney; Judge Harris; Messrs. Ed-
wards, Tibbs, llay, Bromaith, Amsinck, Thom-
son, Clarkson, Roper, Chahner, Shepherd, Lind-
say, Dowling, two Hatfields, Me Donald, Har-
ford, Hutchings, Bevan, Leland, Allan, and Wat-
son.

MISt’KTXANKOHS NOTICES.

The Caroline, Kidson, which sailed from Sim-
gor on 14th July for London, put back to Calcutta

on Pth Aug. totally dismasted. Her letters for
England were transferred to the Elizabeth, Cock,
which left Calcutta on 11th Aug. for the Mauritius
and London.
The Sir Edward Paget, Geary, from London to

Madras and Bengal, experienced a heavy gale of
wind in the Bay of Biscay on 21st Jan., which
drove in her bulwarks, carried away all her top-
masts, and the rigging was cut to save the masts

;

one man Injured and the third mate’ drowned.
She arrived at Lisbon on the 28th, had been sur-
veyed, and the leak was fonnd to be almve water.
It was expected that her repairs would not be com-
pleted till the end of February.
The schooner Sully, Crabtree, which sailed from

Van Diemen’s Land on 24th June, was totally lost
on the 3<ith, near Waterhouse Island, and thirteen
people drowned.

BIRTH, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS.

BIRTH.

Feb. 14. In Harley Street. th<i lady of James
M‘ Dowell, Esq., Bengal medical service, of a son.

marriages.
Jan. 14. At St. George’s, Bloomsbury, J. Moor,

Esq., of the Bombay artillery, to Mrs. M- A. Sealy,
relict of the late Capt C. Scaly, of the Bombay
marines.

29. At Calderbank, Scotland, James Howison.
Esq., of Hill-end, M.D., of the Hon. E. 1. Com-
nany's service, to Jane, youngest daughter of the
late T. Watkins, Esq., Linlithgow,

Feb. f». At St. George’s,- Hanover Square, tlic
Rev. Joseph Wolff, late missionary to the Jews in
Palestine, to the Lady Georgiana Mary Walpole,
fourth daughter of the late, ami sister to the pre-
sent Earl of Orford.— At Clifton Church, W. M. Meade, Esq., of
Messenarra, rounty of Kilkenny, and of March-
ington, Staffordshire, to Eliza, only daughter of,
the late f*. Maitrand, Esq., of Calcutta, and of
K 51mars;m Castle, Fifeshire.

14. At St. Mary’s, Bryanstonc Square, Maryle-
lioiie, 11. Burn, Esq., -youngest son of the fata
Maj. Gen. Bum, Hon. E. I. Company’s service, to
Eliza Mary, widow of the late H. Bellingham,Esq.

22. At Cheltenham, Capt. W. II. Foy, of the
Hon. E. 1. Company’s artillery, to Mart, eklest
daughter of 'Col. W. A. S. Boscawcn, of the Cold-
stream Guards.

DEATHS.
Jan. 30. At Old Aberdeen, Margaret Glenny,

wife of John Anderson, Esq., late of Calcutta.
Feb.it. In Nottingham Place, Gen. Wm. Cart-

wright. Colonel of the 1st or King’s Regt.of Dra-
goon Guards.— At Eltham, Mrs. Sarah Dcbussche, wife of
L. Dcbussche, Esq., of the Island of Ceylon.

21. in Paragon Buildings, Bath, after a long and
painful illness, Amelia, wife of Major Charles
Stewart, late Professor of Oriental Literature in
the East-India College, and sister of .Sir Orfprti
Gordon, Bart., of Embo, N.U., aged 54 years.

23. At Exmouth, Devon, Capt. R. Hoiwood, late
of the ship Mi/ft-rd, of Bombay.

Lately. At sea, on board the Diadem, on the
passage from Bombay, Lieut. Tudor, of the Ma-
dras army.— At Singapore, on board the Duchess ofAthot,

G. Houlton, Esq., of the Bombay civil ser-

vice.

GOODS DECLARED FOR SALE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE.

Tor Sale <J March—Prompt 1 June.

Tea.— Bohea, 750,000 lb. ; Congou, Pekoe, and

douikorig, 5,350,000 ft. ; Twankay and Hyson

Skia, 1*200*000 lb ; Hyson, 200,000 lb,—Total, in-

cluding Private-Trade, 7,COO,000 ib.

' !
' Tyr Salc 14 March— l*rompt 8 June.

and Coast Piece Goods.

Private-Trade.—Longcloths—Sallantpores—Blue
Sallamporea—Baftaes—Nankeens—Pollainpores -r
Cotton Ilomalfr—Bondanmies— Neckcloth* t-

M

a-

dras Handkerchiefs—VentaiH>llam Handkerchiefs
—Shawl Handkerchiefs—Shawls—Scarfs— Crape
Single Handkerchiefs—Crape Shawls and -Scarfs—
Crape Gown Pieces—Silk Piece Good®—Damasks.
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PRICE CURRENT, Feb. 23.

[March, 182?

KAST-LKfoA PRODUCE.

£. 8. d. £. 8, d.

2 11

2 3

3 0
0 Q
0 0
0 0
0 0 9 —

0 0
0 0
0 6
0 6
1 0

Coffee, Java cwt
Cheribon 2 11 0 — 2 14 0
Sumatra 2 3 0 — 2 6 0
Bourbon—— Mocha • - • -•

Cotton, Surat • • -ft— Madras— Bengal— Bourbon
Drugs A for Dyeing.
Alois, Epatica •' cwt. 10 0 0 — 21 0 0
Annlseeds, Star 0 3 10
Borax, Refined 2 4 0 — 2 50

Unrefined, or Tincal 2 5 0 — 2 00
Camphire 0 5 0 — 10 0 0
Cardamoms, Malabar, lb 0 1) 0 — 0 10 0

Ceylon 0 1 0 — o 1 2
Cassia Buds .cwt. 8 13 O

Lignea 5 in o
Castor Oil lb 0 1 o
China Root cwt. 2 0 0
Coculus Indlrus 3 0 0
Dragon’s lllood 8 0 0 — 24
Cum Ammoniac, lump. .3 0 0 — 5— Arabic 2 0 0— Assafoetida 0 0

Benjamin 40 0 0
Aniroi 3 10 0 — y o 0
Gambogium 22 0 0 — 23 0 0
Myrrh 0 0 0 — 8 0 0
Oilbanum 3 fi 0 — 4 16 0

Kino 15 0 0 — 16 0 0
Lac Lake lb 0 10— Dye 0 4 4 — 0 4 8

Shell cwt. 2 10 0 — 5 0 0
Stick 2 0 0 — 3 0 0

Musk, China os. 0 10 0 — 10 0
<Jil, Cassia oz. 0 0 fi — 0 0 6

Cinnamon 0 12 0 — 0 15 0— Cloves lb— Mace 0 0 3
Nutmegs 0 2 9 — 0 3 0

Opium
Rhubarb 0 2 3 —
Sal Ammoniac cwt. 3 0 0 —
Senna lb 0 0 0 —
Turmeric, Java • - - cwt. 1 14 0 —

Bengal 1 8 0 —
China 2 2 0 —

Galls, in Sorts 4 6 0 —

2 5
3 10

0
0— 3 10

0 — 80— 50 0

fi 0 0
0 1 10

0
o
0
0
0
0
0

0 5 0
3 3 0
ft 2 ft

1 10 0
1 10 o
2 5 O
4 10 U

;
£. 8. d.

6alls, Blue 5 5 ft

indigo. Blue and Violet lb 0 13 2—. Purple and Violet* •• • 0 12 0— Extra fine Violet .... 011 9— Violet - 0 9 fi— Violet and Copper • • 0 9 0— Fine Copper 0 10 0— Copper 0 8 9— Consuming sorts • • • . 0 7 0
Benares and Oude • • • . 0 fi 6— LowandbadOude ... * 0 3 0— Madras 0 8 9
Do, inid. ord. and bad 0 fi 0

Rice, Bengal White cwt. 0 15 0
Patna 0 18 0

Safflower 2 0 0
Sago 0 15 0
Saltpetre 1 3 fi

Silk, Bengal Skein lb 0 8 1

Novi 0 11 1
Ditto White 011 0
China 0 14 9

Spices, Cinnamon lb 0 3 3
Cloves 0 2 C
Mace 0 4 0

•

Nutmegs 0 3 fl— ('linger cwt. 0 lfi 0
Pepper, Black lb 0 0 4

•

White 0 3 0
Sugar, Bengal cwt. 1 13 0

Siam and China 1 12 0— Mauritius • 1 fi 0
Tea, Bohea lb 0 1 5

Congou 0 2 2
Souchong 0 3 3
Campoi 0 3 O
Twankay 0 3 0

_ Pekoe -— Hyson Skin 0 2 10
Hyson 0 4 9
Young Hyson 0 4 0— Gunpowder 0 4 10

Tortoiseshell 1 14 0
Wood, Sanders Red • - ton 10 0 0

AUSTRALIAN 1‘KODUCL*.

Oil, Southern ton 30 0 0
-— Sperm «7 0 0

Head Matter 75 0 O
Wcxil lb

Wood, Blue Gum ton 0 7 10 -

Cedar 0 0 4 -

£. 8.

6 0
0 13
0 13
0 12
0 11
0 11
0 U)
0 9
0 11— 0 HT
0 fi

0 II
0 8
0 18
1 1

0
I fi

1 4
0 9
1 0
1 ft

0 17
0 7
0 3
ft fi

0 4,
0 18 0
0 0 fi

1 19 ft

2 ft 0
1 19 0
0 1 11

0 3 5
ft 4 8
0 3 Si

0 3 10

ft 3 11

0 5 9
0 4 3
O 5 fi

2 10 M

0 8 10
0 0 5

DAILY PRICES OF STOCKS,
From the 26th ofJanuary to the 25th of February 1H27.

Bank
§ Stock.
—>

3 Pr. Ct.'3 Pr.Ct. 3lPr.Ct. 3jl>r.Ct. N4Pr.C.
;

Long
|

Red. |ConM>ls. Consols.
|

Red.
j

Ann.
,

Annuities.
India
Stock.

India
Bonds.

Exch.
Bills.

Consols,'
[for Ac«.;

s
29
30
31

Feb.]

1

2
3
4
fi

fi

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
lfi

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2011202

ft

202 2023 791 801

[2021203

2034

, 7«4
» 794

Ufift IIOA- m I8»,944

3 10 7-019 1-16

fi 19 1-16
46 4»p
46 47l»

25 27p !70 5-094 1

26 27l» I/O 7-« 94'

794 3 861 874 864 87 [944 954 19 1-8

80i_ i j79J_804 873 87 _ d |95fl 7-0 194

804 814 WJ 4

[234 4

2384

,074 3 ,954 964 19 1-0 5-16

,

— i®U
|207 a>7J,U2|

207 [814

,

9074 'I

2074208 .1

5-8 804 7-8
4 ’81 3

“ “ 873 884 964 fi

1884 7-8 97 3
[W* 4 [963 97
;883 fi ;904 97

894 [974 fi 'U

19 5-16 3
194 7-16
19 7-16 4
19 7-16

‘

194
19 9-16 11-16

10 5-16 9-1 6|
19 5-8 3-4

19 13-10 7-8
19 13-16 3-4
19 1316
19 9-10 11-10

2383 240

[207 208 '83

2424
245

2444

1243 245j

244
245}

47 49p

49p

28 30p

28 30p

48 50p 28 30p

50 51

p

52 52p
52 54p
52p
52 54p
54 56p

54 55p
55 57p
55 57p
53 55p
53 fifip

7H 7-8

mjitw

[804 4

28 30p 80} 7-8
30 31p 81} 7-8
80 31p 80 7-8 1}
30 31p 80 7-8 14
30 31p 81} 2} ,

30 31 p 817-8 2}

31 33p 81 £S 2}[
32 35p 82 fi

35 37p 893 84
33 36p ,82i 5-8
?3 36p ’82* s
32 34p 81 *884

otp Oil %
32 83p.8l* 24
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DEBATE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE.

East -India House, Feb. 7, 1827.

A Special General Court of Proprietors
Of East- India Stock was this clay held,
pursuant to requisition, at the Company's
house in Leadenhall-street.

INSTRUCTION IN THK HINI)OOS?AN EX
LANGUAGE.

The routine business having been gone
through,
The Chairman (Sir G. A. Robinson)

acquainted the court that it had been spe-
cially summoned, in consequence of a re-
quisition addressed by nine Proprietors to

the Court of Directors; which requisition
Should now be read.

The Clerk then read the requisition, as
follows :

—
** To the lion, the Court of Directors of

the East-India Company.
“ We, the undersigned Proprietors of

India Stock, duly qualified, request that a
Court of Proprietors may soon he called,

to which it is our intention to submit the
following propositions :—

• f< 1st. To deliberate on the present state

of Oriental education, connected with the
absolute necessity for the whole of the
Company’s servants in llindoostan to ac-

quire, at least, some colloquial knowledge
of its popular tongue.

“ 2d. To determine whether the ele-

mentary acquisition of 1 lindoostancc, in

tliis country, be not indispensable to can-
didates for official appointments, previous
to their nomination by the Court of Direc-
tors, in order so far to secure the future
good government of British India, and
the durable prosperity of that vast empire.

• “ 3d. To decide also on the propriety of
the proposed preliminary qualification for

free merchants, mariners, and others, be-
fore granting them a license to reside

among a hundred millions of native sub-
jects in daily contact with those European
inhabitants, who, in general, know nothing
of the Hindoostanee, and consequently

tnay injuriously impede, through the mul-
tifarious transactions of public or private

life, not only the local authorities, but the

common weal of the people and state.
** 4th. For a copy of the regulations

issued by the Court of Directors, relative

to the public examinations, at home or

abroad, of persons intended for the Com-
pany's service in India, on their respective

acquirements as Oriental scholars, with the

tfew of securing efficient servants for the

efife&ual management of numerous im-
portant affairsin our extensive and extend-

ing domains in the East.
“ J5th*To compare the real expense of

tile fwoljfetcm? of Oriental tuition oxist-

Axitiiittfourii' Vol. XXI II. No. 13.5.

ing here since 1818, with the notorious

disproportionate results of each : the total

charge of one mode of Oriental instruction

alone having amounted to j£V>4,000, for

560 students, while that of the other was
only ,£1,000, for communicating similar

information to 1600 pupils, at Hie Hin-
doostanee and Persian lecture rooms in

London
;
many of wliom are now not only

very useful interpreters, &c., but are able
and ready to execute other responsible

functions in the East-India service.
“ 6th. To recommend the adoption of

some plan here for the immediate encou-
ragement of appropriate military education
and Oriental literature, with colloquial

proficiency among the King's officers, the

Company’s cavalry and infantry cadets,

Ac., to the serious attention of the Exe-
cutive Court, which lias done nothing yet

to enable those youths to proceed hence as

officers or linguists to India, well quali-

fied to command numerous bodies of
brave men, by speaking the most current
local dialect, and being at the same time
as well instructed as the engineer and ar-

tillery students have long been at Addis-
combo, in those arts of war and tactical

exercises, inseparable from the due per-

formance of their respective duties in the

Indian army.
“ John Catron, J. B. Gilchrist,

Finsbury-sq. J. Paterson,
“ John Neill, W. Maxfikld,
“ John Lkixier, W. Mason,
l< Joseph Hume, L. Stanhope,
“ II. Slade, J. Kiernan.

“ London, 23d January, 1826.",

Hie requisition having been read.

Col. L, Starthope rose, and said lie

wished, before the court proceeded with
the discussion, to give notice of a motion
on the subject of Persia. The- gallant

officer w'as proceeding to state the nature
of his intended motion, when lie was inter-

rupted by
The Chairman, who said, the gallant

proprietor would, he w'as sure, excuse him;
if he took the liberty of requesting that the*

most perfect regularity should lie observed
in their proceeding.

(Hear /) .
A habit

had lately prevailed in that court, which
w-as fraught with very great inconvenience

j
and be feared he had too much indulged
the wishes of gentlemen, in answering the

variety of questions which were, from time
to time, put to him at the opening of the
court. This be considered to be a very
inconvenient and irregular proceeding;

{Hear!) The present was a Special Court;
tnet for special purposes, which had been
publicly announced; and the proprietors*

3 II wero
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were called on to discus* the business be-
fore them, in preference to any extraneous
topic. It was, however, perfectly compe-
tent for the gallant proprietor to give notice

of any motion, after the business of the day,

for the consideration of which the court
had been specially summoned, was dis-

posed of ; and lie hoped die gallant officer

would see tho propriety of that course,

rather than persevere in an irregularity

which he (the Chairman) blamed himself
for having permitted on former occasions.

. Col. L. Stanhojw.— “ The practice in par-
liament is to give notice previously to the
business of the day being entertained

;
and

it was as a matter of convenience that I

rose to give notice of a motion, not to ask
any question.**

The Chairman,—“ I admit that the gal-

lant proprietor has a right to give notice of
a motion. All I object to is the doing
it at this time. When the business of the

day is over, I shall be extremely happy to

hear the gallant proprietor.” (Hear / 5

Dr. Gilchrist hoped he would be allowed
to make one or two observations on this

subject. So far as he was concerned, ho
would willingly give way to the gallant

officer. He was ready to hear the gallant

officer, provided the lion. Chairman chose
to listen to him. lie recollected the gal.

lant general (Thornton) on liis right hand
stated, at the last court, that if any notice

were to be given, any question to be asked,

or any incidental matter to be discussed,

it ought to be before the regular business

of the day had commenced ;
and for this

very good reason, namely—that, if the

business of the day were disposed of, no
attention would afterwards lie paid to

questions, or to any incidental matter.

Besides, no one would remain in the court

to hear questions ;
for he had often ob-

served, at the close of the day, that there

were not more than four or five proprietors

present. Therefore, as the gallant general

had very properly said, they ought to allow

questions to be asked when there were
many proprietors present, instead of put-

ting them off until the court was empty.
The Chairman.*—" I must contend, that

I am perfectly regular in the course which
I wish to adopt. It is quite clear that

there is no necessity, in giving notice of
motion, for the presence of any given
number of proprietors. (Hear!) It is

sufficient that the intention of the indivi-

dual giving notice is duly specified, in

order to have the notice recorded ; there-

fore it matters not whether the court be
full or otherwise, when the intention is

declared. I hope the court will support me
in this course of proceeding ; which is the

more particularly necessary, as so very

extended a discussion is proposed for the

present day.” (Hear!)
General Thornton felt it necessary, in

consequence of what had fallen from the

learned. proprietor, to re-state his opinion.
The opinion which he had expressed at a
former court he still adhered to. The plan
which he wished to be adopted was so
good, that in the House of Commons it

jjjpp uniformly acted on.
(
Cries ofCnhr !

y

1 The Chairman.—“ I must desire the re-
gular business of the court to proceed/*-**
(Hear!)

Dr. Gilchrist*—" I trust, Mr. Cluiirmnn*
you will allow me to make one slight de-
viation from the course proposed. (Loud
cries of Order/)—In explanation, at least,

I ought to be heard. At the last court I
inadvertently said**——

( Cries of Onh‘r /—Mr. Hume spoke to the learned pro-
prietor.)

The Chairman.—“ I am sure the lion,

member below (Mr. Hume) must perceive
the propriety of the course I have recent--

mended ; and I feel much obliged to him
for his assistance, in calling on the learned
proprietor ' to conform to regularity.

—

(Hear !)

Dr. Gilchrist then proceeded to the bu-
siness of tiie day. He observed that he
stood before the court with several propo-
sitions, as the person mainly interested in
bringing them forward ; not interested, let

it be understood, as an individual, hut as-

a member of that great Company, the pros,

perity mi' which he had very much at heart,

lie therefore requested the patient atten-

tion of the court, while he disclosed nnih
defended his opinions on the subject which
they were met to discuss. If they exa-
mined the history of the world,, they would
find two nations, tlie Roman and the Eng-
lish, particularly distinguished for coloni-
zation. The Romans preceded us in form,
ing colonies, and their system was different

from ours. They sent their armies all

over the world, they founded colonies,

and to those colonies they gave the Ian-
guage of Rome, and the gods of Rome.
In some instances, however, they incorpo-
rated within the pale of their own mytho-
logy the deities of the people whom they
had conquered, on the principle, he sup-
posed, of “ the more gods the merrier.** If
lie understood the subject rightly, they
copiously disseminated the Latin tongue^
while they abstained from studying the
languages of those foreign nations amongst
whom they resided, with the single excep-
tion of the Greek. Whether this was, or
was not, a stroke of sound policy, circum-
stanced as the Romans were, he would not
pretend to say; but they all knew. very
well what the fate of those colonics, had
been. Time rolled on ; and, in tho lapse

of a few centuries, the colonies founded
by the Romans were humbled in the dust.

Still (though, like ourselves, they were
often birds of passage) they left behind
them many traces of their greatness and
grandeur. He believed, that future ages

would in vain search for any *u6lt traces

after
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atterus; the feetliering of our own nests,

in the shortest possible time, appeared to
tie the tie plus ultra of all our pursuits and
efforts* Gentlemen went out to India,
anxious to accumulate a fortune; they
staid there for a certain period, and theft

came home as rich as they could. (Hear/)
He must, on this occasion, deprecate one
idea which was too prevalent in that court.

It was customary to view every individual
who stood up manfully for the purpose of
exposing that which he deemed to be erro-
neous, as a libeller of civil or military ser-

vants, when lie was, in fact, only pointing
out the defects of a bad system. Such a
proceeding was most unjust. He could
safely say, that he did not wish to traduce
any person. His great object was, to
speak the truth : anil to prove from docu-
ments, drawn both from India and from
this country, that what he asserted was
founded in fact- He held in his hand a

Gazette*
.

published under the authority of
Lord Amherst; and he would quote some
passages from it, because they referred

particularly to the subject now under dis-

cussion. 'I’he remarks were made, in

consequence of a debate in this court, on
the 2.5th of January, 1826, on the pro-
priety of giving instruction in the Ori-
ental languages to military officers. “Al-
though,** said the writer, “ fully prepared
to admit the force of much of Mr. Hume’s
reasoning, witli regard to the necessity of
acquiring that knowledge of the native
languages by which alone any officer in
this country, civil or military, can do his

duty conscientiously and well, we neither

wonder nor regret that the motion was
lost.

An lion. Proprietor.—*' I wish to know,
is it in order to read pamphlets in this

court ? I think it is contrary to order.

If it he allowed, every gentleman may
take a pamphlet from his pocket, and thus
uselessly consume the time of the court.*'

Mr. Hume.—u The lion, proprietor is

mistaken as to the practice of the court.

I, or any other person, may read any do-
cument as part of our speeches. I have
seen newspapers and pamphlets quoted by
ministers of the crown ; I have known
them to be quoted within the bar, and
without the bar; and that a proprietor,

who lias grown grey, as a member of the

Company, should make such an observa-
tion as we have just hoard, is to me the

most extraordinary. 1 protest against

such interruptions. If there be any thing
wrong, it ought to be left to the hon.
Chairman to correct it. J must deprecate,

most strongly, these unnecessary calls to

order." (Hear/)
The Chairman.—“ I do not think the

learned proprietor is wrong in quoting
from the pamphlet."

(
Hear ! )

Hr. Gilchrist continued.— In addition to

what had been said by bis lion. ; friend

(Mr. Hume), he begged to call the atten-

tion of the court to a circumstance which
had occurred some time ago, during the

discussion of a subject which had been
long debated ; he meant Mr. Bucking-
ham's case. On that occasion a gentle-

man (Mr. Poynder) took out a paper, that

would reach from this to St. Paul's (a

laugh), and read the whole of it. lie

( Dr. Gilchrist ) declared at the time that

he was happy the lion, proprietor did so,

because he meant to follow the example,
as soon as he had an opportunity. The
article which he was quoting went on to

state, “ The object [of the motion] was
dearly, as intimated by the Deputy Chair-
man, to promote the pecuniary interests of
a particular individual. It was to benefit

Dr. Gilchrist, not the junior members of
the military service ; and, however highly
wc may estimate the merits of that indi-

vidual, we think he would, have been ad-
vantaged in this, only at the expense of
the young officers intended for the mili-

tary service of India."—Now this accu-
sation he wholly denied, notwithstanding
tvliat had been hinted by the Deputy
Chairman; and here lie must observe,

that his lion, friend (Mr. Hume) mistook
him altogether, when he spoke of his (Dr.
Gilchrist’s) readiness to enter into a con-
tract, to instruct the young men at so

much a head. (A laugh.) lie had never
said any such thing. His great object

was to have proper establishments, in

which the Oriental languages could he
acquired, in every part of the empire. He
wished to see institutions of that descrip-

tion created in Dublin, in Edinburgh, in

London, &c., so that a young man might
receive instruction in the Oriental lan-

guages, under Ids owt
ii roof, as it were

;

therefore it was clear that he was looking
for no exclusive benefit for himself. He
wanted no jobs—he detested jobs of every
description ; and, lie thanked God, he was
in such a situation, as rendered it unne-
cessary for him to hunt for places, for

pensions, or for any thing of the kind.

The author of these strictures went on to

say : “ At the age at which cadets usually
come out, they have barely had time to

perfect those acquirements which arc in*

dispensable to the station they are likely to

hold through life ; and it would, in our
opinion, be very inexpedient to make the
little opportunity they enjoy, of prose-
cuting European study, less. But a se-

rious objection to the measure is its inef-

ficncy
;

and, notwithstanding the high
sense Mr. Hume entertains of Dr. Gil-

christ's tuition, we have no hesitation in

asserting, that he could qualify Hindoos*'
tnnee scholars only at an enormous expen*
diture of time, as compared with what
would be required in this country, even if

he qualified them at all, which we should
strongly doubt

;
for it should be knowi^

3 II 2 that
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tliat experiehce h&s established tho Iklle

comparative utility of Hie kind of Hin-V

doostanee taught by him ;
and that a very

different dialect is necessary to communi-
cate with the large majority of the popula-
tion, and particularly with the military

class.”—He read these observations now*
becatfse he Would have occasion to fefcr

to them, at length, by and by ; and he
lioped the military officers from Madras,
or elsewhere, would remain in court, and
attend to the documents which he would
produce, in opposition to the assertions

contained in the paragraph which he had
just quoted. The writer proceeded to
state: “ The necessity ©f acquiring this

knowledge somewhere is admitted by all

;

but a capital error seems to have been
committed by the opponents of Mr.
HUmo's motion, in taking it for granted
that it is actually obtained. The Chair-
man indeed argues, that to say that the
officers were negligent, and did not use
diligence to acquire a language, a know-
ledge of which was so important in the
discharge of their military duties, was a
very pointed libel upon the army of India.

”

Now it would appear by what followed,
that this very species of libel had gone
forth to India, had gone through the whole
military service, by means of an article in

the Government Gazette. VVliat must Mr.
llume or himself feel, were officers, know-
ing their opinions on this subject, and be-
lieving that they had been libelled by the
promulgation of those opinions, to call on
them iu a threatening manner, perhaps with

a horsewhip in their hand ? (Laughter.)
There was an instance, lie believed, where
a Mr. Clarke, who hod overhauled a Court
of Directors for highly improper conduct,

was thus threatened. Mr. Wilbraham de-

clared that he would horsewhip Mr. Clarke,

but the latter was too strong to permit such
an indignity. Now he (Dr. Gilchrist) was
not a very strong man ; but if any of those

who thought themselves aggrieved by his

honest exposition of his sentiments, came
to him armed with a horsewhip, he would
shoot his assailant through the head at

once (laughter) ; so he warned them not to

molest him. The writer in the Govern -

*nent Gazette, it would be seen, argued
against himself in tlie very next paragraph,

and also sent forth what the Chairman had
denominated “ a pointed libel upon the

army of India.*' He said, ** Notwith-
standing this, we are rather afraid that the

etudy lias been very much neglected of

Ihtfe years, and that the rising members of
the military service are imperfectly ground-
ed ill the knowledge of the language of
the cQUiltry. We do not attribute this,

however, to any lack of zeal or diligence,

but to another obvious cause—the want of
tlie means of study.” This was perfectly

true. The subaltern could not prosecute

jits studied id the Oriental languages, in

consequence of 'the- want of pecuniary
means in India. “ It may,’* continued
this writer, “ be said indeed, that this' is

scarcely reconcilable with the fact ; that tlie

facilities of acquiring a 'eotiversancy with
the languages of India have been much
augmented of late years, and that there is

now no scarcity of elementary -books, or
competent instructors. This may be grant-
ed ; but how is a cadet to avail himself of
the existence of either, when the salary of
the latter would swallow up half his allow-
ances,; and the cost of the necessary books
would be equal to a year's purchase of tho
remainder? Besides, a young man, on
first joining his corps, is not likely to feel

much inclination to apply ; the opportuni-
ties and aids of sober study are not within
his reach ; and he has no helping hand to
lead him over the first impediments of the
course.” Here it was admitted, that “ the
opportunities and aids of sober study are
not within the reach of the young officer

in India;” an admission which militated

strongly against the idea of studying to

much advantage in that country. (Hear/)
This statement was not his: it had ap-
peared in the government paper, and it

spoke volumes in favour of the principle

which he was anxious to have adopted.
He was accused of being an egotist • but,

w hen he was attacked, what else cpuld he
do, except refer to what he had himself
performed ; and thus prove, by the uner-
ring test of experience, that his view's w'ere

as sound as they were disinterested. And,
after all, the Court of Directors were the
greatest egotists in the world. Wliat was
their conduct, when they came before the
proprietors, and requested their votes ?

Did they not recommend themselves by a
reference to past services ? Did they not
say, in turn, “ I have acted in such a ca-

pacity, in such a place ; iny exertions have
been honoured with approbation

;
my ex-

perience is such, that I am confident I

could manage your affairs satisfactorily?”

And was it not on these grounds, thus

egotistically put forth, that they were raised

to their high situation ? Was he then,

when this was the case, to he sneered at as

an egotist, when he stood forward, and
declared w hat his claims to support were—
claims which he could substantiate even
from their own records, and from the acts

of their own government abroad? “ We
think,” (continued the writer in the Go-
vernment Gazette, for gentlemen had be-

come thoughtful in India, since the pres9

was a little tnorc free tlian it had tam;
indeed, even the judges of Bombay wore
growing thoughtful)—** therefore, It is not
wonderfttl, if he [the young mail] con-
tents himself with such chance phrases as

he cannot dispense w'ith, and never be-

comes acquainted with the language of
India, so as to communicate, beyond tlie

word pf cobimand, with those under his

authority.”
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authority.** Where, lie wished to know,
were the officers of Madras and Bombay,
when such a statement as this was made ?

Why did they not come forward aud de-
clare it was all a mistake? Why did they
not prove that they were well acquainted
with the native languages, and that they
were perfectly capable of performing such
and such functions with ability and effici-

ency? “ This applies, however,” ob-
served the writer of the article, “ only to

the junior members of the service ; some
of their seniors have had the benefit of in-

struction in the College of Fort William,
and a still greater number at Baraset ; an
establishment which, with all its vices, was
eminently serviceable in fitting die cadets
for their military duties, and rendering
them, after their wild career had ceased,
highly efficient officers

:
prepared not only

to communicate freely with the native of-

ficers and soldiery, but able to understand
their character, and appreciate their feel-

ings.. It is an idle mistake to suppose
that the study of languages acquires words
alone ; it unavoidably acquires, what is

vastly more material, the thoughts of the

people by whom those languages are

spoken.” Now his most anxious desire

was, to give to “ the junior members of
the service” such an insight iutoJhc native

languages, before they left this country, as

would render comparatively easy their per-

fect acquirement of those languages, when
they had arrived in India. The learned

gentleman then adverted to the malversa-

tions by directors of a variety of joint-

stock companies, and arguing the necessity

of examination into the conduct of direc-

tors of all companies. It was, he con-
ceived, for the proprietors, as shareholders

in this Company, to look after their own
interests. This had not always been the

case. If they had done their duty pro-

perly, lit a period somewhat remote, there

.would have been no Board of Control at

this day. The proprietors were the legi-

timate Board of Control. This wus, per-

haps, the only Company iu which a select

few swallowed all the loaves and fishes ;

whilst the many received only the oflal,

which a certain per-centage would secure,

with neither risk nor trouble, in various

other ways. Though this was, as the Com-
pany was formed, a prescriptive and legal

right, yet lie held it, morally, to be an im-
position. It was most unfair tliut the few
.should secure all the loaves and fishes to

themselves, whilst the mere refuse was left

to the proprietors. After the /ions had
taken what they deemed to be their share,

the proprietors, as thejackals, were allowed

to possess themselves of a little. The
learned gentleman again adverted to joint-

stock speculations, and read from an Eng-
.
lisli newspaper a long report of some pro-

ceedings in an American court. Ho also

referred to the exposures made by Mr.

Clarke, of London. It bad been, he ob
fterved, often stated, m a matter of re-
proach, that writerships, cadetships, and a
variety of other ships, were positively sold
in the market, by persons connected with
this Company. He did not assert the
fact, but he knew it had been stated in the

papers— whether truly or not he could
not tell. Now, if an oath were not taken
to the contrary, there was, in his opinion,
no moral turpitude in the act. Indeed he
did not know hut that all posts and places
ought to be sold for llie benefit of society;

provided that, ns in the army, church, and
state, those who made the purchases were
ascertained to be qualified for the situa-

tion. They would be much more rich

men than they were if this system were
adopted ; for it hud gone abroad, that the
Directors had from .£,/>,000 to .£20,000
per annum, on an average, of patronage,

lie did not mean to say that this was really

the case, but he knew that it was thus
stated. This was the reward given to them
for managing the Company’s business

;

and certainly it was the lion’s share, with
a vengeance. In his opinion, the pur-
chase or sale of those situations had not
half the moral turpitude in it, that was
connected with the act of inundating Bri-

tish India annually witli hundreds of ig-

norant functionaries, or adventurers; who,
if previously qualified by examinations to

purchase their places, would become infi-

nitely more efficient servants and subjects

of the Company, than the great majority

of those who had never yet been put to

the test of a fair trial in this country ; the
only one, in fact, where the elements of
future proficiency, and habits of persever-

ing industry, could most advantageously be
acquired by nineteen out of twenty per-

sons who went to India. At present they
sent out young men, ignorant of the lan-

guage, ignorant of the country, ignorant
of the habits, manners, and feelings of
those amongst whom they were to reside.

Individuals thus situated were manifestly

.unfit to superintend the Company’s affairs.

Did any man ever enter into the profes-

sion of the law, of physic, or of the

church, without undergoing a rigid exa-

mination, after much previous study ?

—

Undoubtedly not. And that principle,

which had been found to operate benefi-

cially with respect to those professions,

would surely be found exceedingly useful,

if applied to the candidates for employ-
ment under that Company, of which they,

the proprietors of East-India stock, were
the members. If, in this country, they

gave to a young man, at a very early age,

even the elementary parts of practical

Oriental knowledge, they would do a
great deal of service to the individual seiit

out to India, and to themselves. This was
the proper mode of proceeding ; for he
knew, from experience, that industry was

not
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not likely to bo acquired In India. That
the Company*s forces were brave, no man
could doubt for a moment ; they per-

formed their military duties admirably

;

but that the officers, speaking generally,

understood tlie language of those whom
they commanded, he denied. He did not

blame them, however ; it waB the system
which he had to blame. That system had
Jjpen going on for eight years ; and though
orders, on this momentous subject, had
been sent abroad from this country, they
appeared to have been treated as dead let-

ters—-they were never acted upon. Gene-
rally, when he gave lectures, or, as some
would say, when he preached a sermon,
be al ways carried a sort of brief with him,
lest, in the multiplicity of objects which
bis discourse embraced, lie might chance
to forget any tiling of importance.

—

(The learned proprietor then referred to

a w'ork which he held in liis hand, called

The Tuitionary Pioneer.**)—In conse-
quence of his reports, published in this

work, some alterations had taken place in

the scholastic instruction of those who were
destined to proceed to India ; and he was
induced to believe that the institution of
the London University would lead to still

more extensive changes, lligid examina-
tions were now the order of the day at the

British universities, and at most of the

collegiate, or other literary institutions in

the United Kingdom ; in all the higher
professions, including divinity, law, physic,

military and .naval tactics, Ac. lie must
here be allowed to observe, looking to the

mode of education which prevailed in this

country, that the English had abused a
dead language, and prevented it from be-
coming a living one. There was scarcely

a country to which an individual could go,

where he did not find a lawyer, a medical
man, a clergyman, or a mail of letters.

Well, if the person visiting that country
were not acquainted with the language,
what Course must he pursue ? Why, let

him speak to any of those individuals to

whom he had alluded in Latin, as a
.Scotchman would pronounce that tongue,
and he would be perfectly understood

;

but, if the foreigner were addressed in

Latin, as it is pronounced by Englishmen,
lie would not know the meaning of the
person who spoke to him. Much, there-
fore, it was evident, depended on the cor-

rect pronunciation of a language. If the
following remarks on a knowledge of
French were worthy the notice of British

officers, how much more must they be-
come so, were Hindoostanee substituted
for that military tongue of tlie Western
World ; since the latter was equally, nay,
infinitely more useful, in the eastern he-
misphere, to every public functionary,
without exception? and in cases of hourly
occurrence there, nighf and day, in all

rite official add private walks' of life. It

./• ....

.

.was related by Smollett, In bis history of
George 11., that on the night which pre-
ceded the battle on the heights of Abra-
ham, General Wolfe and his army, who
were sailing down tlie river St. Lawrenee
in the dark, were saved from eventual de-
feat by the readiness of an English officer,

who replied so skilfully to the challenges
of the Trench sentinels, that they mistook
the British troops for a French detachment,
and suffered them to pass. The historian

remarked, that the consequence of disco-
very, at that moment, would have been
the total destruction of the army. Here*
in the history of their own country, was
an instance where a British officer was
enabled, by being well acquainted with
the French language, to save the whole of
the army to which he wras attached. Hure
was an instaucc which shewed, in tlie

plainest manner, the utility, nay, the ne-
cessity, of having their officers skilfully

instructed in the Hindoostanee dialect,

which was so generally spoken in India.

Tliis one solitary fact—(a fact, however,
on a grand scale)—was as good as a thou-
sand ;

because, though it hail occurred but
once ia a century, in Europe, it might,
under tlie peculiar circumstances in which
wc were placed, he of daily occurrence in

India. That interesting fact should teach

the rulers of British India a gregjt moral
lesson, of daily application in that valua-
ble empire; where adequate proficiency in
the native languages was the one thing
most needful, to render every other official

and local qualification truly valuable to

its possessor, or to liis employers, whether
they be, in that capacity, kings, compa-
nies, practitioners of any description, or
common commercial adventurers. If the
Duke of Wellington, the present com-
mander-in-chief, were to propose that a
number of French or German officers,

whom he had met on the Continent, should
l>e entrusted with commands ill the Bri-
tish army, although they did not under-
stand a word of the English language,
would such a proceeding he tolerated ? If
he nominated foreign officers as ensigns,

Ac. in our army actually in the field, on
the faith of their afterwards learning to
mangle and murder our mother tongue;
would, could, or should he be permitted,

under a well-regulated government, to act

so absurdly ? The thing was impossible

;

and yet tlie Company were in tlie daily ha-
bit, through their Executive Court, of com-
mitting a similar offence, against common
sense and common prudence, with respect

to their native army. They were constantly

sending out young men to command com-
panies in India, who were not able to call

for the most ordinary thing they wanted in

the native language. Was it not most ab-
surd to send out persons, who wore not
qualified for the performance of the duties
that Revolved on them ? One -roost k*.

mental;ic
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mantiflrid circumstance whs, that the cavalry
cadete* who came under liis immediate eye,

were the niost lazy and idle of his pupils.
-And why was this? It was because they
were the sons or nephews of individuals
high in that court, or the relations of the
lofty aristocracy, or connected with very
rich people; They, therefore, did not deem
it necessary—they thought it below their

dignity—to apply themselves to study ; of
course, they made the least progress of any
of bis pupils in the acquisition of the na-
tive languages ; tliough, from the nature
of their appointments, there rested on them
a moral obligation, far greater than that

which applied to the infantry, to acquire a
knowledge of the Oriental dialects. It

should be observed, that every private in the
native cavalry had been, or was, a gentle-
man • lie spoke the language of a gentle-
man ; and great must be bis surprise, when
an English officer came out with a language
which might lie compared to that of Wap-
ping or Billingsgate, placed in opposition
to what would be taught at a respectable

seminary. The very grass-cutters amongst
the natives expressed themselves in a clear

and good style. What then must the peo-
ple, with whom the English officers had
to converse, think of the race of young and
of old jargonists? What must they think
of officers who, after thirty years’ residence
in India, could not speak the language
moderately well, not to say fluently ? lie
should like to have a few of these gentle-

men under his hands for a short time.

—

{.A laugh . ) To shew what sort of a know-
ledge of tlie native language some of these

officers possessed, lie would relate a story

which would make the court smile. The
word phoonka meant 44 to blow, to puff,”

&c., and came from phoo, the natural ef-

fort, and hurna,
44 to make,” which were

compressed into that word. It happened
that, in the course of his Oriental studies

one morning, he had applied himself to,

and mastered the derivation, of this xvortl.

lie happened to dine the same day with a
colonel who had been for many years in

the Company’s service, and lie was much
surprised when he heard him call out to

a servant, whom he wished to blow the

fire,
44 Funk, you rascal, funk {” instead

of u Phoimk, phoonk 44 Blow, blow !**

(Laughter.) He could hardly believe that

this old officer had substituted 44 funk,

funk,” for the word which he had been ana-

lyzing all the morning. Such, however,

was the fact ; and he began to think that a
few months of study in India had placed

him at the head of the army, so far as phi-

lological knowledge went. If, as he had
before observed, the Duke of Wellington
were-suffered to nominate young foreign

officers to commands in the British 'army,

on the faith of their cultivating the English
language afterwards, was it possible to

deny that such a proceeding would 1>e

fraught 1

with mischievous consequences?
It could not be doubted ; and just such
consequences were Occasioned by the con-
duct at present adopted in sending out
young men to join the Indian army; they
did not understand the language of tlie

natives, and the natives were equally igno-
rant of English. It was proper to expose
those errors

; but the misfortune of the
matter was this, that when an individual
like himself endeavoured to shew the atro-
city of such measures, he was scouted us a
malignant leveller, or a self-interested rep-
tile, at least; and, as he had before re-
marked, he ran no small risk of a horse-
whipping, for telling the truth. But lie

would take care of those gentlemen with
whips—that was his look-out. Every dog
had his day; and, as the world went, the
radical dogs appeared likely to have tlieir

day
;

for the ftfacSycophants of the Holy
Alliance were now branding one of the
cabinet ministers, as the arch-radical of
Europe. The Hon. Company themselves
adorned the list of radical reformers ; they
were the greatest levellers and reformers
in the world, and he would prove it. Since
the time when they first went to India,

they had effectually levelled the aristocracy

of that country—they had razed it to the
ground; and, he must confess, with the

greatest possible advantage to many mil-
lions of subjects who were now under their

dominion.
( Hear ! ) For he was perfectly

sure, from the experience which lie had
had in India, that the people of that coun-
try were in a much worse situation under
the native aristocracy than they were under
the Company’s management. (/Tear I)—
This must ever be the case, provided their

administration of the affairs of India was
founded on justice, and that high scnse.of

honour, which should fill the breast of
every -conqueror, though the history of the

world proved that such principles were
not unfrequent ly forgotten. They had the

physical force of the natives at tlieir com-
mand ; let them, in addition, do every

thing that tended to win their hearts ; and
they might rest assured that the people of
India would not desert the interests of the

Company in any emergency. Even that

engine, which was lately considered so
dangerous, he meant a free press in India,

began to be viewed with a less hostile eye*

He was perfectly convinced, if the press

were placed on the same footing in India
ns it wins in England, that, instead of doing
the Company mischief, it would, on the

contrary, effect great good. A recent la-

mentable event would not have occurred*

had a free press existed. Government
would have been told that unpleasant cb*-

cumstances had happened; inurmurings,

where there was any ground of compUdnt,.
would have gone ^road ; and meanswould
have been taken to avert mischief. He'was
sorry that, when lie last spoke on this me-

lancholy
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iancholy subject, be bed misrepresented

»n individual, the, interpreter who acted

on thatoccasion. Hehad since been told,

that the interpreter bad nothing to do with

the business—that the parties confessed

their guilt—and that, therefore, no blame
could be attached, to him. What, how-
ever, he really meant to say was, that

the origin of die mischief arose from the

conduct of the individual officially con-
nected with the battalion, in not explain-

ing to the men the necessity of submis-
sion, and the impossibility of Govern-
ment 'doing more than they had done. He
thought, therefore, he had a right to as-

sume that there was some defect here. With
proper care, he conceived, the catastrophe

might have been prevented; for he knew,
that though the natives were, in some in-

stances, precipitate, yet they liccamc trac-

table if coolly reasoned with. He was
himself, at one time, in a district, in the

'midst of riotous ryots, and one of them
even had liis sword lifted for the purpose
of cutting him down. At that moment
lie called on the enraged native to desist,

and he immediately obeyed ; he then
heard what the people had to compluin of
—the grievance was at once redressed, and
quietness was restored, lie felt quite sure

that much mischief, nay, that bloodshed
was caused, in consequence of the gene-

ral ignorance of the native language un-
der which> Europeans laboured. [The
learned member then quoted some passages

from a panegyric on the Duke of York,

. subjoining some reflections, at which the

impatience of the court was manifested by
loud coughing and stamping.] If (con-

tinued the learned proprietor) gentlemen
imagine that they can, by this noise, pre.

vent me from going on, they never were
more mistaken in their lives.

Mr. S. Dixon— ** It is all approbation."

—(A laugh.)

Dr. Gilchrist cared not whether it was
approbation or disapprobation

;
but, till he

c was called to order by the lion. Chair-
man, there lie would stand.—(He then
proceeded to comment on the acts of the

departed Duke.)
An Hon. Projmetor (amidst much

•noise).— 1“ I rise to order. Nothing but the

.patience and loyalty of this court could
have allowed gentlemen to listen so long
.to matters, which have nothing to do with
the question before us.*’

'Dr,. Gilchrist contended, that what he
r.was now stating had the nearest connec-
Aipn with the subject under discussion.

JbU was shewing the proprietors that even
late royal Duke waa a reformer, and dis-

•countenanced. abuses wherever he found
ittjeigfe Thi% he thought, was giving the

Cpmpafiy a gooc^lesson in the very highest

*scbpvi afford.

Mf* I Jirtte taken the chair

-^nfy rfor * OMKqtntf 5n the-temperary ab-

sence of the Chairman* Placed in this si-

tuation, I must say, that I think it would
be better if the learned proprietor would
abstain from these irrelevant topics, and
confine himself to the question before the

court. The sooner he gets back to the
real subject of debate the better.” (Hear /)

Dr. Gilchrist said, there was one sub-
ject connected with this day’s business- on
which he must say a few words. It had
cost him six long weeks before he could
get nine names signed to the requisition,

which had caused the proprietors to be
called together. Various were the excuses
made by different gentlemen to whom he
had applied. One said, “ do you think I

would cut my own throat by putting my
name down, and thus offending the di-

rectors ?’’ Another declined on account
of the expense. Now lie did not know
what expense was alluded to. If it were
for refreshments, lie certainly did not par-
ticipate in them. All the expense he put
the Company to was for a glass of water.

Some other gentlemen declined signing,

on account of the supposed responsibility

of the subscril>ers for the matter sent

forth. Others disliked to appear lest they
might he considered ringleaders of re-

form—and some pleaded ignorance of the

subject. In short, any specious subter-

fuge from the frown of the powers that

be waa resorted to. Some of the special

pleaders, who advocated the cause of the

-Court of Directors, would probably in

the coarse of this very debate get up and
assert, that those who refused to sign the

propositions, did so because they consi-

dered them unreasonable and absurd. So
far, however, from that being the fact,

not a man to his knowledge dissented from
the justice or expediency of a single mea-
sure proposed. They refused, because,

as they stated, they did not choose to come
forward as part of a forlorn hope. But a
forlorn hope might be successful at last

;

it might be useful in storming a battery

of error, or making a breach in any strong
hold, where corruption might chance to

exist. He feared, however, that the great

body of proprietors of that court were
looking up for favours to be disposed of
by the gentlemen behind the bar; and,
therefore, they were more lax in their

efforts for the general benefit than they
would otherwise have been. Some pro-
prietors, he believed, had absolutely re-

ceived favours—and were, of course, so
bound and fettered in the adamantino
chains of gratitude, that they could not
oppose their benefactors. Gratitude, he
admitted, was a beautiful virtue, but, if it

led to servility, it became a vice. The
learned proprietor proceeded to observe,

.that he had been described by some per-

.sons as mad. And in what did- his tned-

'Besa consist? It consisted in doing that

which: no other man. in the court' «mdd
endriavour
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andteavotir to do. Ho had spent ten years
of hit lffe, 'and laid out ^10,000, in ac-

'• Attiring a thorough insight into the native
languages. He had worn a long black
beard; black whiskers, and mustnchios

;

he had blackened his hair, and changed
‘ bis European appearance as much as lie

possibly could ; and this he did, in order
that he might go more freely amongst the
people, and thus acquire a proper know-
ledge of their language. He knew very
well, that if he published a book on the
subject, inquiry would he naturally made

.
as to the author

; and, if it were ascer-
tained, that the volume was the work of
a* young man, it would as naturally be
observed, u what can he know about the
matter ?** Therefore, he adopted that

: course which was most likely to impress
individuals with the feeling that he was
competent to the difficult task, which, at

an early period, he had commenced in
' India. He had also been called a fool
and sOme of those whom he asked to sign
the requisition said, “ do you think F am
such a fool as to come forward for the

public good— I had best take care of my-
> self.’* Now, if folly consisted in not pos-
sessing what was called “ worldly wis-

dom,** then perhaps he was a fool :—for

he despised worldly wisdom ; he was not
haunted by any such narrow principle;
lie had none of it in his composition.
But it was lucky for him, while lie was
described as mad or foolish, that no man
had reason to point at him as a knave .

He believed his character was so far re-

moved from w’liut was called knavery,
that no human being could taunt him with
any feeling of that kind. He had before
stated, that the Court of Directors were
the greatest egotists that ever existed, and
now he would add, that they were also

the most consummate noslru mists in the

world. They possessed the nostrum of
self-election (he meant the house-list), by
which they continued themselves in office

as long as they pleased.

Mr. Gahagan

,

to order— “ I appeal to

you, Mr. Chairman, to stop this extraor-

dinary deviation. What the election of
directors has to do with teaching Iiin-

. doostannee, I really cannot conceive.**

—

(Hear /)
The Chairman “ I perfectly agree with

the hon. gent, as to the irregularity of the

speech of the learned proprietor.—(Hear f)

I will venture to say, that there has not

been a sentence pronounced by the learn-

ed proprietor, since he got on his feet, that

has touched the subject which the court is

assembled to discuss. * In the situation in

which I am placed, I feel myself under
at obligation to devote my time and at-

tention, without any feeling ofimpatience,
to the remarks which gentlemen’ may think

Http .offer. I am very unwilling to ifti

tervupt any proprietor, but I am extremely
Asiatic Jaunt* Vol. XXIII. No. 135.

sorry tfipt there should have been inflicted

on ‘the the .severe punishment
with Wrioh ‘ thC'^Carned gent, has visited

tbom.~~(4ftfj» ty i&tiMMt repeat, that from
the commencementioftris' speech, he has not
said one word applicable to the proposition

which be has intnodiaefed,— (Hear t) And
ready, without meaning to give offence, I
would, as a friend and an individual much
interested in the regularity of the proceed-
ings ofthis court, recommend to the learned
proprietor not to tire the patience of his

auditory, but to come to the point at once.—(Hear/) There has been a complaint
made, and I think very justly, that gen-
tlemen were frequently wearied by long
deviations from the subject proposed for

discussion
;
and that, in consequence, the

court on such occasions becomes extremely
thin, when the merits of a question come to

be decided on .—‘(Hear / ) I wish those me-
rits to be decided in a court as full as pos-
sible, but I cannot expect that gentlemen
will attend for the purpose of giving their

votes on the merits of a question, when
the whole day is consumed with matter
which has no relevancy to it.**—(Hear f)

Dr. Gilchrist said, he was about to

shew, that but for the system of self-elec-

tion, much more would have been done
for the general benefit of the Company
than had been done, or could he done
while that system existed. And he took
this opportunity of declaring, that at the

very first election, even though he were left

alone, lie would, ifno better person offered,

endeavour tomake a breach in that system
of self-election^ He would do so, even
if there were not a single vote for him.

—

(
Disapprobation . ) He was determined that

every revolving year, while ho lived,

should witness a reiterated blow from one
battering-ram against that self-built house
of Jericho, which had already too long
existed as a mere prescriptive im|>osition

on the proprietors at large, who, by a few
manly efforts in self-defence, would soon
open a practical breach for the common
good of every independent stockholders—

«

(
Considerable uproar . ) He certainly thought

it was hotter to tell the directors his inten-

tion to their faces, instead of keeping it

concealed from them. He now came to

his frst proposition, which might now
be deliberately entertained without giving

the smallest offence to t.heir own executive

representatives: the question here being,

whether this species of knowledge should

be procured at home or abroad. It might
be said, that they were not a deliberative

court ; that assertion he denied, and when
they had an opportunity for deliberation,

they were bound to deliberate, and ‘to

state their opinions, as forcibly as ftfey

could, to the executive* body.
^

•' The point

in dispute vUs|bi% whether it was potter
to learn the Hindoostane# language ia

this country or in India, Oft that qu#s-

3 I tint)
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tion be #otiId . m&miout to thrdw spine

light, which liglit : should be extracted

from other persons beside* himself * per-

sons who had no interest Ifi stating their

opinion, as they had honestly done. At a
meeting which took place some time since,

of what was called u the Language In-
stitution in aid of the Propagation of
Christianity," Lord Bexley, he believed,

being in the chair, the following opinions
were delivered on this subject : the Rev,
Professor Lee was of opinion, that the

rudiments of uny foreign language could
he acquired as well, and even better, in

this country, than any where else, even
where it is currently spoken. And the

reasons were, first, the difficulty of un-
derstanding a native teacher before you
know something of his language; and
that something therefore would, at all

events, be better acquired first from one
of your own countrymen. Secondly, the

difficulty of acquiring the technicalities

of grammar in the Oriental tongues, in

which they are so much more intricate and
perplexing, especially to beginners, who
very imperfectly understand these lan-

guages. He himself knew an instance

of a gentleman, who, with all his indus-
try, and the aid of native teachers in

India, took twelve months to acquire the

syllabication of the Sanscrit, though the

same tiling might, under a proper system,

be acquired in England in a few weeks.
Thirdly, a more rapid progress could be
made here from philology and the philoso-

phy of language being better understood
in England, where a better mode of teach-

ing was consequently practised. And so

many persons from abroad had now
brought home the true pronunciation of

the Oriental tongues to this country, that

no difficulty need any longer be felt on
that head. Here also the climate is fa-

vourable to a vigorous prosecution of stu-

dy, as much as that of India is against it.

Here, where copies of every useful work
«*can soon be multiplied by the press, the

diligent student has extensive libraries at

command ; whereas, abroad, books are

thinly scattered, and difficult to reach."

—

W. H. Trent, Esq., u strongly felt the

great importance of young men, about to

proceed to India, being made acquainted
with the languages, customs, and opinions

of the people among whom they are going;
that they may not, from ignorance, shock
their prejudices, outrage their feelings, or

commit any of those excesses or impro-
prieties, which, with a more perfect know-
ledge of their character and of their speech,

would be avoided."—The Rev. H f Town-
ley stated, “ that the Brahmans, who are

usually had recourse to, as native teachers

or pundits in In^ie, take no caro what-
ever to t^eh their pppjls properly. To

^ defter them* and renderJheroselves, agree-

able by their complaisance, . so its to retain

their situations, and draw their salaries.

is the object of these obsequious teachers.

They would rather applaud their pupil In
an error than contradict or correct hint!'

so that to make sure of their doing thetf

duty faithfully, it is necessary to err be*;

casionully on purpose, in order to shamo-
them if they do not correct the mistake.
He was enabled to state some remarkable1

instances which had lately occurred, of
the advantage of studying the Eastern,

language in this country. Letters had
been received from Bengal, respecting
Mr. and Miss Befard, in which the other
Missionaries, who are the writers, say, that

their knowledge of the languages had
completely astonished all of them. Sucb
was the proficiency of these two indivi*
duals, that in two months after their ar-
rival in the country, they were able to
open schools for instructing native chil*

dren. Thus they were able almost imme-
diately to turn their talents to account^
instead of wasting a long period in that
climate, acquiring the proper qualifies*

tions. But if they had not been taught
here previous to their departure, on their

arrival in India they would have found
themselves afflicted with three great dis-

eases—deafness, dumbness, blindness; or
what is equivalent to it, they could not have
understood what they heard ; they could not
have deciphered what they saw, when na-
tive books were presented to them ; and
they could not have spoken so as to be un-
derstood by the people they went to teach.

Instead of teaching they would have con-
sumed tbeir time, and wasted their health,

in learning what they might have learned
at home. Among other advantages of stu-

dying the Oriental languages in Europe,
it inspired the minds of the students with
an ardent desire to visit the countries
where they are spoken, and to commune
with the people. Had not the Tamil
language been taught in Germany, the
pious labours of Swartz would have been
lost to the world. Young men felt their

hearts gladdened, and encouraged to go
forth, by knowing that they possessed
the elements of the language and would
be able to address a native audience."
The Rev. Gent, farther argued in favour
of the elements of the Oriental languages
being taught at home, because that pre-
paratory knowledge enabled individuals

to prosecute their studies during the long
voyage to India. He also observed, that

able tuition in several of the Eastern
languages might be procured in this coun-
try, and expressed bis opinion, that those

who were beginning the study of the
Oriental languages, would niake a more
rapid progress under an English, than a
native instructor. Here, then (continued
Dr. Gilchrist), were the opinions of a
body of most intelligent men—persons
of the highest reputation and character
for learning and moral worth—^-decidedly
in favour of the principle which he de-

fended.
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ffenffad# v; Indeed those opinions were so
entirety accordant with his own, that he
almost supposed that his spirit bad in-
spired the gentlemen who delivered their
sentiments before the “ Language Insti-
tution,” Pie would next call the Atten-
tion, of the court to a letter which lie had
received from one of his pupils, who was
now serving in India. He held the ori-
ginal of that letter in liis hand, and any
gentleman was welcome to inspect it, after

he had torn ’off the name of the writer

;

because he was unwilling to be the instru-
ment of doing mischief to any man. He
made this observation, because, on a for-
mer .occasion, an illiberal attempt was
made in that court (when he had no right
to lie present) to charge him with the fa-

brication of similar epistles. This accu-
sation he had ever denied, did now deny,
and would continue to deny, while he lived.

He never fabricated a letter in his life ; and
bo who made the accusation did so when
he was not so well acquainted with his

( Dr. Gilchrist’s) character, as he now was.
The suspicion was quite unworthy of those
who harboured it ; and, though he had
powerful motives for pardoning the olfence,

it was one which he could not forget.—
This circumstance, connected with another
not loss reprehensible, the actor in which
was a member of the executive body, in-

duced him to become a proprietor; be-
cause he was at all times able and willing

to look friend or foe boldly in the lace.

(The learned proprietor then read the let-

ter referred to.) He had here adduced
two species of evidence in support of the

propriety of acquiring the rudiments of
the Oriental tongues at home—the former
furnished in England, the latter coming
from India; and, by referring to the two,

they certainly might arrive at the truth.

He well knew the character of the young
man who had written the letter which he had
just read, and he was certain that lie would
scorn to state any thing which he did not

believe ; for he ( Dr. Gilchrist) had made
it a rule, in all his lectures to his pupils,

to teach them not to pin their faith on the

sleeve of any man ; not even to give cre-

dit to what he himself told them, unless

. they were convinced that it was founded
in fact. With respect to the second pro-

position, he thought it was indispensably

Accessary, for the security of British India,

Ihat candidates for official appointments
. .should, before their nomination l>y the

Court of Directors, acquire at least the

elements of the language spoken by the

.people amongst whom they were going to

reside. . It could not be asserted that such

.instruction was not attainable in Englaud.
; There were, on die contrary, many places

,-..in thin. country, where die elements of the

* Oriental languages could be acquired. It

-might be said, that the pleasures of the mc-
/propolis would prevent them from making

any progress ; but they had an aptidotc at
hand, which , would effectually counteract
that danger. If rigid examinations were
instituted, if rigid tests were exacted, if

young men, before they received their ap-
pointments, were obliged to answer satis-

factorily, such a system would remove
every reasonable ground of fear. Amongst
other establishments which lie hoped would
soon be opened for the study of the Ori-
ental languages, was the Loudon Univer-
sity. lie trusted that a professorship of
the Oriental languages would form a part

of the institution. (The learned proprietor
then proceeded to eulogize certain socie-

ties and individual...)

Mr. Right/—“ I rise to order. I beg
leave to observe, that the learned proprietor

is consuming, most uselessly, the time of
the court

;
hit speech is rather an adver-

tisement for different academies, where
persons may learn the Oriental languages,
than an argument on the question we have
been convened to discuss ; the whole fore-

noon, which is very important to many
gentlemen present, has been consumed to

no purpose. {Hear!) I appeal to you.
Sir, to put an end to this irregularity, if

the feelings of the learned proprietor him-
self will not prompt him to do so.”

—

(Hear!)
Col. /,. Stanhope.—“ I conceive that the

lion, proprietor who spoke last is himself

out of order, in interrupting the learned

doctor
;
who, however devious he may

have been in the beginning of the discus-

sion, is now speaking directly to the point;

which was, whether Oriental instruction

can, or cannot, be procured in this coun-
try ?”

Mr. S. Dixon—“ I think the learned

proprietor is perfectly in order; for how
are we to know where those great advan-
tages are to he found in this country, if

the learned proprietor does not tell us ? 1

think we ought to thank him for his infor-

mation.”
The Chairman—“ I am of opinion that

the lion, proprietor in this instance is not

out of order, and for this reason :— one of
the objections taken to the proposition which
lie has brought forward is, the difficulty of
obtaining, in this country, the instruction

which he recommends ; and he is now ar-

guing, and endeavouring to shew that

the necessary facilities do exist. Although,
therefore, I am anxious that the learned

proprietor should arrive, as early as he
can, at a conclusion; yet I cannot say

that, in this instance, he is but of order.
”

Dr. Gi/chrisl. thanked the lion. Chairman
for his decision.—Young men were at pre-

sent, it was said, sent out to India, without

any Oriental knowledge, on accOUnt bf
.the impossibility of procuring instruction

in this country. Now he was arguing that

such instruction might easily be com-
manded. There werp various seminaries

1

3 I 2
'
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in the 'vicinity of ,the metropolis, and in

different parts, of the country, where the
elements of the Oriental languages were
taught. He had received a letter from
Lord Robert Kerr, who was intimately

connected with the “ Scottish Military

Academy,*' which had been recently esta-

blished in Edinburgh ; and he was proud
in the opportunity of informing Scotch-
men, resident in London, that, in the ca-

pital of their native city, there was an
institution, where every description of
knowledge might be acquired.—(The
learned gentleman then began to dilate

upon the mode of instruction at this aca-
demy. )

The Chairman .— Thelearned proprietor

will allow tne to say, that this is very much
in the nature of an advertisement. {Hear /)

If he confined himself to stating, that the

Oriental languages were taught at this par-

ticular institution, he would have been in
order; buthe is certainly out of order when
he reads an entire prospectus.” {Hear /)

Dr. Gilchrist was sorry that lie had been
out of order. After some further remarks
upon the same academy, and upon the

London University, the lion, proprietor

came to his third proposition. He was
very well aware of various objections that

might he made to it, hut lie was neverthe-
less prepared to answer the whole of them.
Every one must be convinced, that it was
much for the safety of all states, rather to

prevent than to punish crime ; and it was
certainly melancholy lo contemplate the

number of assaults, homicides, and mur-
ders, which had been occasioned in India,

from inability to speak to the people, or to

comprehend what they said. To shew
wlrat mistakes an European, who went out
to India, in a civil, military, or mercantile
capacity, without a knowledge of the lan-

guage, was likely to commit, he would
state what had occurred to himself

;
and

he hoped they would take it on the vera-

city of a man, who would scorn to tell a
,lic. lie had not been long in India, when
a native, who was then liis servant, used
language which, in his ( Dr. G.'s) igno-
rance, he was led to thiuk disrespect! ul.

He asked the servant, Kis ne kiya 9 “ Who
did it ?” and the man answered, Tere
glolam ne kiya, “ Thy slave did the deed ;**

which, as a species of tutoyer (for so lie

viewed it), he resented, by giving the poor
fellow such a blow as floored him on the

ground, as flat as a flounder, and dead as

a herring. {Laughter.) He here, through
igiYOrance (for the expression was the very

reverse of. YHsfespectful), ran the risk of
beipg^^und> gu ilty of manslaughter or

^mediately bled the man,
ah4 he*was very happy when he saw him
come fio himself. Hie ultimately recof-

veted»i>ut he continued to spit blood for

some-time. This ho acknowledged as one
of .bjhjksinspf ignorance. No gentleman,

he was convinced, could go to India
rant of the language, without, in t veijr

short time, reaping the fruits of thatigno-

.

ranee, in a wAy similar to that which lie

himself had done. They would very soon
fi nd out, that what he now said was founded
in fact. But it might he alleged, that if

this proposition were carried, it would be
the means of throwing an additional ex- .

pense on free merchants and free mariners
going out to India, which they could not
well hear ; that it would be imposing a
fresh burden, where one already existed.

He was ready to admit, that this class of
persons, if men of good character, and es-

pecially if they had acquired a knowledge^
of the native languages, ought to be en-
couraged, instead of being depressed. But
surely the expense of 10 in money (which .

would procure instruction in the elements
of the language), and a few weeks of time,

could be no object to the free merchant,
who could afford j£

J

30, on account of pa-
pers and fees at the India- House; and
who was, at the same time, obliged to give
£'2000 security for his proper conduct
while resident in British India. Such
initiatory studies might ultimately save

the individual concerned, as well as the

government, from a great deal of needless

misery and trouble, for months and ^years

afterwards. Even the free mariners, who
paid only £:i for their indenture, and gave
£.500 security, would he great gainers by
learning rudimental Hindoostance in Eng-
land. Information of this description would
prevent those who had acquired it from
coming in collision with the constituted

authorities, which, in the absence of that

species of knowledge, they were very likely *
to do. No one who considered the subject

could, lie thought, object to the propriety

of the free merchant's acquiring a certain

knowledge of the popular language, when
it was recollected that he was going to set-

tle in the interior of the country. It might
be argued, that the popular language of
India, strictly speaking, was not Hindoos-
tanee, because there were a variety of pro-
vincial dialects in that empire. He ad-
mitted that the Hindoostanee language,
though general, was not universal ; nei-

ther, be it observed, was the English lan-

guage universal in the three kingdoms.
They had various dialects in these coun-
tries : the Gaelic, the Erse, the Welsh, the

Manx, &c., but the English was the predo-
minant language; and, therefore, those

who argued against learning Hindoostanee,
because there were other dialects *in. India,

might just as well say, that because- there

were different dialects in this country,
there was no use in studying the English
language, for the purpose of enabling a
man to pursue any professionto which he i

might wish to devote his attention. - Ac -

knowledge of the Hindoostanee, however, *

made the acquirement of the othdr da***
guages
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guaffes;imperatively easy ; and he could
produce letters from India, which proved,
that^gentlemen who went out with what
he called an analytic, synthetic, and induc-
tive knowledge of the Hindoostanee, wore
abl#i ill three months after, to learn the
Bcngaltee, or any other dialect wiili which
they came in contact.'* If, therefore, any
man* proceeding to India with an ele-

mentary knowledge of the Hindoostanee,
could, in so short a time, master any of the
provincial dialects, did it not clearly sub-
stantiate the necessity of receiving, at

home, that preliminary instruction, which
he wished to be extended to all the Com-
pany's servants, civil and military

;
and to

all those who, as free merchants or free

mariners, visited our eastern territories ?

He here begged leave to refer to a book
which had lately been published, to shew
the necessity of individuals, connected
with particular professions in Ireland, stu-

dying the Irish language, which was ge-
nerally spoken amongst the peasantry of
that country. It was there especially re-

commended, that the Irish judges should
cultivate the native tongue ; and it was
stilted that one of them had done so, to

prevent him, in funning a judgment on
any case, from depending wholly upon an
interpreter. This was a wise and prudent
recommendation ; and, if such a precau-
tion were considered necessary in Ireland,

how much more necessary was its adoption
in England ? He would now proceed to

the fourth proposition, which had, in some
degree, been already anticipated, but not,

in his view of the case, notified properly
to this court, according to promise. They
were, therefore, still so far in the dark at

present. In noticing the course of exa-
mination which had been laid down for

young men, not educated at Ilaileybury,

he would rather extract the statement from
their own authorised publication, “ The
JSast-India Register,” than from any other;

but, as it was there a long story, and as

they were all in the habit of reading that

book, he might perhaps be allowed to give

a more brief version of it, selected from
another quarter, as follows :

—“ Those who
have not studied at Haileybury," which is

no longer a sine qua non
,
“ being to un-

dergo an examination by two professors

from Oxford or Cambridge, specially ap-

pointed for that purpose, tile following

are the prescribed tests of proficiency by
which their acquirements are to be tried;

andit is necessary to premise, that in these

a maximum and a minimum is fixed, the

latter- being indispensably necessary ; but
those who prove themselves to be pos-

sessed of the greater, being entitled to

rank ‘ higher on the list of appointments.

Ma^ikum* Greek. To read some of the

works ofHomer, Herodotus, Demosthenes,
or «‘Greek play.-—Latin. Part of Juvenal,

Tadttis, Livy,and Cicero. 1—History Rus-

sell’s Modem Europe, and Paley's Evi-
dences of Christianity.—Science. Arith-
metic, Algebra, Plane Trigonometry,
Logarithms, Mechanics, the four first and
sixth books of Euclid's Geometry.— Ge-
neral Heading. History, Geography, and
Philosophy. —— Oriental Literature. Hin-
doostanee and Persian languages. These,
however, being quite voluntary, and not
strictly required even in the maximumf

though it will be considered as raising the
candidate a step higher in the order of
merit.

—

Minimum: To read the Greek
Testament, and possess a competent know-
ledge of, at least, two of the Greek and
Latin authors, Elements of Arithmetic
and Algebra, including Simple Equa-
tions." Now it did not follow that he or
cithers despised classical learning, when
they asked to what good end so much of
it was required in this instance? Why,
he wished to know, were they so anxious
to cram the minds of the young men going
out to India with such a quantity of Greek
and Latin, while (and most extraordinary
was the fact) not a w-ord was said about
acquirements in their own language?
What was the use of all this classical learn-

ing he could not conceive, unless it was in-

tended to enable a game cock, a captain at

Harrow, or some ram avis of Westminster,
to play oft* occasionally a set of lofty airs

on Virgil's iEolian liarp, nay, something
still worse perhaps from the pastoral reed
of that bard, or the seductive notes from
Anacreon's polluted lyre, which are more
congenial with the classic ground of
Greece and Rome, than with the purer
soil of Old Kngland, whose mother tongue
was undoubtedly the very best language
in the world for all the purposes of useful

knowledge, beneficial science, and salu-

tary arts. He was quite sure, that many
of the young men, who were sent out with
a sufficient store of classical learning,

could not answer grammatical questions

in their vernacular tongue ; and well con-
vinced lie was, that those who were so
situated could not make an efficient pro-
gress iti any other language. Washington,
a general w hose name and whose achieve-

ments were w’ell known to them all, un-
derstood no language but English ; and
did he, on that account, act worse as a
statesman or a soldier ? No

;
through hlni

America obtained her liberty, and became
possessed of all those great advantages
which she at present enjoyed. If, then,

Washington could thus go forward, with-

out Greek or Latin, and the Lord knows
what, he could see no reason for cramming
these young men with those languages:

Washington managed, through the mtari*

of the English tongue' alone, to launch a
Yankee harpoon at his scholastic oppo-
nent, John Bull, who once veiltuttfd ’ to

send forth this boasting line, ,4 Luced <H*r

cedent’ aucto splendore reswrgdih.*r The
poor
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poor animal Was stricken by the uncouth
instrument ; and it may be said,'"* Hard
latert adhuc lelhalis arundo.” So much
for merd legitimate literature, weighed in

the scale against common sense, and the

skilful application of sterling English to

all the ordinary and extraordinary con-
cerns of life. While he was speaking on
this topic, he would ask, whether there

was any thing in the Greek and Latin
authors, worthy of being translated, that

had not appeared in an English dress?
That question, he believed, must be an-
swered in the negative. He thought it

Would have been desirable, if the noble
prize, given by Mr. Wynn, to be con-
tended for by the Westminster students

(a prize worth j£5000), had been allotted

as the reward of the best English scholars.

For his own part, he thought that those

who were well skilled in their own language
always turned out to be the most useful

members of society; and, indeed, he had
often observed, that the more Greek and
Latin a man had, the less was he remark-
able for common sense*. (Disnpjrrobation.)

Long experience, and some late experi-

ments had convinced him, that' the as in

prasenii, with similar antiquated dogmas,
often made learned doctors perfect asses, in

perpetuo

;

and the number of beardless

young boys, with brainless old ones, whom,
for eight years past, lie had known under
that title, made him most anxious to un-
doctor himself, and to liecome what he
wished to be considered, rather o plain

honest member of that court, than an ho-
nourable limb of any profession upon
earth ; because every step which he took
In the acquisition of real knowledge,
served but to convince him of his own real

ignorance, and that the epithet “ learned

doctor," applied to him, was a palpable

misnomer ; almost as equivocal as “ pro-

fessor," on which, some years ago, at his

expense, one of their arch-directors crack-

ed a few good jokes in that court. He
aitd that lion, gentleman were, thank God !

more on a par with each other at present

;

and, in the genuine spirit of grateful be-

nignity, he should try to return him a
Boland- for his Oliver any day tliat they

might both laugh and get fat together

;

for all idea of malignity, on this old score,

never was once harboured in his breast.

He perceived that, amongst the Latin
books in which the young men were to he
examined, Juvenal was mentioned. He
diould be glad to know of what use a
knowledge of Juvenal could be to a youth
£rifigout to India? Let the court hear

du& mark what was the character of Ju-
VenilVWritings • »«« He spoke with viru-

teljfei*4gainst the partiality of Nero for

tbesntomhne, Parityand though all his

wafer and declamatioiv aspointed against

ftfi; ruling Avourite of tbe amperor, yet
WBOd lived in security during,the reign

of Nero. He is particular!y severecupoo
the vice and dissipation of the age Ifelived ,

in ; but the gross and indecentmanner.m :

which he exposed to ridicule the follies of

.

mankind, rather encourages than disarm*
the debauched.and licentious. He wrote
with acrimony against all his adversaries,,

and whatever displeased or offended him,
was exposed to his severest censure. ’*

Now he would maintain that this was a;

book which ought not to be placed in the
hands of young men just starting for sucli<

a country as India. The test which the
Hon. Directors had provided for the young,
men, included, in tiie minimum, a com-
petent knowledge of at least two of tho
Greek and Latin authors; but their pro-
ficiency in English was wholly overlooked,
neither was there a word said about Ori-
ental studies. There was, as he conceived?
a most glaring absurdity in sending out
youths to fill the places of consuls, pro-
consuls, praetors, quaestors, satraps, &c. in
Hindoostan, without the least proof that

they knew cither the current speech of
thut region, or even their own, upon ra-

tional principles. He could speak from
ample experience on both heads; and he
must honestly observe, that juvenile defi-

ciency, in English, was almost incredible,

when compared with their seeming profi-

ciency in classic lore. To a utilitarian, as

he waa, the minimum in the dead lan-

guage* was more than enough ; when it

could easily be demonstrated that a boy,
who might stammer tolerably well through
the Greek Testament, would cut a very

lame figure if fairly examined in our ver-
nacular version of it. To history, science,

and general reading, as they now stood*

no reasonable being could object-, provided
the examinations were publicly conducted
in that court, and every proprietor was at

liberty to ask a few questions of tbe pro-

bationers, prior to any nomination wfiatr

ever. He believed that a knowledge of
the principles of grammar was also in-

cluded in the test. He was pleased with

this, because there was something like

common sense about it ; and perhaps ,thp

Court of Directors would explain to him,
whether this part of the test applied, tp

the English language, or merely tp the

Greek and Latin. He should be glad, if

some of the gentlemen to whom the con-
coction of the test had been entrusted,

would give some information on, this

point, in which they were all interested*

Things of this, kind ought . not tab be
settled in holes and corners ; , because,
if they were done openly, they would
be done efficiently. If this part; of Ape
test applied to the Greek and. Latin; only,
there was little use in

ferred to the English it woul&.u/^QMht-
edly be beneficial. It did, hom*W+.mm
to him that many gentlemen tbQtigfa&ithW

waa something in the word English*

’

not
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not leamednor dignified enough for tlieir

elevated view*: The calculations con-
nected^ with the fifth proposition, were

.

richer ’hypothetical than strictly correct.

Tbfsarose from various accounts con-
nected with this branch of the subject

having been refused, when moved for

last year by bis hon. friend, Mr. Hume.
Those calculations could not, however,
be very far wrong, when they adverted
to the handsome salaries, pensions, board,

house-rent, tea, sugar, and sundries, as-

signed to the whole body of Orientalists,

attached to the Company’s two colleges,

the visitor, and native teachers included ;

also their contingent printing charges, with

sums advanced nji thepublicatiou of various
works, in first, second, or third editions,

to a considerable amount; wear ami tear,

interest of capital sunk, with a fair pro-

portion of salaries to the principal and
other high functionaries at both establish-

ments. When all these items were enu-
merated, with the cost of each, £8,000
per annum would rather fall below the

actual expense than rise above it. It was
right here to observe, that he confined

himself entirely to the Oriental depart-

ment. He did not include the charges

in the Latin and Greek department. Af-
ter all, if he had erred on either side of
the question, the blame lay at the door of
this court, which negatived seasonable in-

formation on those points. True, the Com-
pany, it would be asserted, did not de-

fmy this Oriental burden, as it was shift-

ed to the pupil's shoulders, which was
almost robbing Peter to pay Paul. It was
it needless imposition by one-half ; and for

what ? Why, to send out, ill the course

of twenty years, a score of embryo pun-
dits or Musluweer, with perhaps an equal

number of practical Linguists and Orien-

talists in the same period of time; which.

If his reckoning were just, would have

cost the Company, or somebody else, the

round sum of £160,000! for ro mode-
rate a share of Orientalism alone, viz

.

twenty profound scholars, and twenty prac-

ticalists, at home
;
independent probably

of the expenditure abroad on this very ac-

count, of more or less, as circumstances,

pro tempore there, might require. He
auapected, if tlic whole expenditure were
looked to, that it would not be much under

£820,000; for (they might grant) the

creation, ultimately of 200 to 300 East-

ern literati or colloquists at most
;
of whom

nearly 100 had been with him, for he

kept his doors open to all. Many of his

1,600 pupils, it was true, were rather co-

venanted subjects, than servants of the

Company ; but every body would allow,

that4 their ability to converse with the na-
"

tire* was, is, and ever would be, ** a con-

summation devoutly to be wished.” He
Would 'now address himself to the sixth,

atidM ktst:proposition, on which little need
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be said, beyond recommending that cer
tain reasonable" tests should be first re-
quired (to enable any one to receive,an
appointment), that such tactical, philolo*
gical, scientific, classical, moral, or local
knowledge must be brought to the place,

of examination, at certain fixed periods,

without any restrictions as to particular,

seminaries; and if found existing, to be
received accordingly. It certainly was of
no consequence, whether a man brought
the requisite portion of information, clas-

sical, scientific, military, or naval, from
London, Dublin, or Edinburgh. If the
classical knowledge of the candidate was
similar to that acquired in Scotland, or
Ireland, so much the better ; because the
Greek and Latin Languages were pro-
nounced in Scotland and Ireland in a
way much nearer to the manner in which
they were spoken on the Continent, than
they were in England. He therefore

would hail those who were thus taught,

as the best classical scholars. Where an
individual could not speak the languages
of the continent, it frequently became ne-
cessary for him to converse in I*atin ; and
even that- resource must fail, unless the
language was properly pronounced. It

happened, at the conclusion of the Duke
of Marlborough's wars, that an. English-
man, a Scotchman, and a German, met
at a place in Germany. The Englishman,
addressing the German, said, “ svntne
omnia pacata in Germania ?*' but he pro-
nounced the a in pacala, so as to make
the word sound like the substantive pec-

cata, instead of the passive participle of
paco. The German, supposing him to

have asked, “ are not all the sitis in Ger-
many ?*’ answered, mulla sunt peccatu

in Germania—sed sjtero non omnia ,-** there

are many sins in Germany—but I hope
not all sins. Sandy, however, pronounced
the word properly, and there ended the
dispute. It fortunately happened, that

the regulation which he wished to have
carried into effect, with respect to proba-
tionary test, was, to a certain degree, ob-
served before any youth could be admitted
at Haileybury or Addiscombe. Whence
there were numerous instances of rejec-

tion, not only once, but even a second
time, after an interval of several months.
There were, however, two glaring de-
fects in the existing system of exclusion

and admission. First, the examination
was not sufficiently solemn, deliberate,

and public. If these things were done
in holes and corners, they could not be
expected to produce the desired effect;

but, if the examination was prosecuted
in an open,, straightforward manner^ in
the hearing of all who were inter^sted vjp
the business—in a short tithe iim

would be found perfectly effide^ i|»e
could not- conceive why such an examina-
tion should not take>place befi|tr* young
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men were sent, out to India.. .Medical

men, before they were allowed to prac-
tice*^were obliged to undergo . an exami-
nation Surgeon's Hall ; and be recol-

lected, that, when he went there, he took
care to prepare himself properly. The
second defect was, that little, if any thing,

was ever asked about the candidate's pro-

ficiency in his mother tongue; without
which, he would affirm, that it was next
to impossible he could ever make, during
bis juvenile days, a rapid, efficient pro.
gress, as a rational creature, in any Orien-
tal or Occidental language, however pro-
found he might be, memorially, in Greek
or Latin. lie really believed, that if the
sisters of some of those young men went
out instead of tlieir brothers, they would,
as Knglish scholars, throw the latter into

the shade. lie would now briefly ad-
vert to his own 1600 students, who might
be thus dusted :—in the first class, 239 ;

second class, 204 ; third class, 269 ; fourth
class, 400 ; fifth class, 221 ; sixth class,

216; and in a class of which he could
make neither head nor tail, in truth, lie

did not know how to place them, nine.

The great majority of the junior profi-

cients in this last were civilians, cavalry

cadets, relatives of directors and aristo-

crats, or wealthy people. Of the whole
1600, ninety-eight were civilians, 482 as-

sistant-surgeons, 857 cadets, thirty-two
King's officers, forty-seven free-mer-
chants and lawyers, six chaplains, and
thirty-six equivocal. From the above
number, including the Company’s ser-

vants alone, 242 had been appointed to

responsible situations, viz, fifty-seven in-

terpreters, and 185 stall’, and other si-

tuations, where a knowledge of the lan-

guage appeared essential; and had not a

particular order been sent l>y the Directors

to India, to prevent any officer holding
such posts, until the expiration of two or

three years after his arrival, he felt per-

fectly convinced that, by this time, his

students would have enjoyed at least 334
among them. In one point of view, the

regulation to which he had alluded was
excellent. The not allowing individuals

to take office hntil some time after their

arrival in India was a very proper rule

;

but all rules (and this of course) were
subject to exception. The object of the
regulation was to prevent the eldest offi-

cers, when returning to commands in

India, with their young sons or relatives,

from making them their aides-de-camp ,

very soon after landing ; which prac-
necessity, a great annoyance
subalterns ; who, ceeteris pa-

right to such windfalls
" i i«$tS»*ahd the executive court so

that
.

practice.

riod had, with respect to military appoint-
ments, been since shortened to -one year

;

but the interdict, .with respect to interpre-

tership, was suffered to remain in full

force, It sometimes happened, however,
that state cobblers, like common tinkers,

often mended one bad hole, while they
made another much worse in its stead

;

and so it turned out in this instance. This
fact he should thus illustrate -the mo-
ment lie found that the old interpreters

were all to be examined de novo, at Ben-
gal, it naturally struck him that the same
rule would pervade the two other presi-

dencies, and lienee he concluded, that

there soon w ould be a number of vacant
interpreterships, from conscious inability

to stand the menaced trial, or the mere
risk of rejection for incapacity, after having
previously enjoyed the office for some
years. Ilis expectations were at once com-
municated to Iiis pupils, and this hope sti-

mulated many of them to the most active

exertion. The result for a while was
quite visible

;
but so soon as they after-

wards heard, that the proposed regulations

never were carried into effect, and that

tw'o previous years were required in India
to qualify them to hold any office what-
ever, a general apathy succeeded, and hard
study was given up in despair of doing
the smallest service, in the teeth of the
two very discouraging events just stated,

which never till then lie could have anti-

cipated. Young men who went out to

India, after being instructed by him, and
who expected to lie employed immediately,
on finding that the term of tw'o years must
first elapse, grew careless. They said,
“ we will enjoy our horses and dogs du-
ring these two years, and never mind the
language and they seldom got rid of
the feeling of apathy and carelessness

which was thus generated. That the pro-
bation of two years in India, without the
chance of gaining an interpretership,

(which several of his first students obtain-

ed there in a few' months), would damp
the ardour of youth so situated, nobody
could deny, especially ivhen it was known,
that numbers of them, by fagging hard in
London and during the voyage, had reach-

ed their destinations with more colloquial

and grammatical acquirements, in both
Hindoostanee and Persian than most of
their senior officers, not excepting some
who had been interpreters for years. Mow
to keep such youths, if ready for exami-
nation, out of functions they were thus
able and willing to execute, and* to. re-

tain their seniors in them, who, after long
experience, would not or could hot sub-
mit to the pending trial proposed by the
Commander-in-chief, yea the very worst
plan which could have been adopted, by
the directors to encourage tWft general
study of the native tongues, either 1h 'the

United Kingdom or the Asiatic peoihftuhi.

It
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be said, that wlmt lie had just
1 Sthfed rested solely on hi *4 own utisup-
• j assertion

; but, in support of his

he would call in the authority
‘

^of.CSSfpt; M'Naghten, an individual whom
never saw, and of whom lie kne.v very

‘ffttltvblit who had been kind enough to

Spbd him a book which lie had published
'in India, from which he Would read an ex-
tract.' That extract would fully bear out

' what lie had already said, namely, that the

'sttpjtoscd aptitude for studying the Orien-
'tiil languages in India was a complete
deception, an argument founded in false-

' s

'feood, and 'which could not stand. If
;

India were a good place for studying Hin-
dbbstance efficiently, how did it happen
that the Bengal artillery corps, all edu-
cated at Addiscotnhc, could hardly pro-
duce a single candidate for an inti rpreter-

ship ? The following extract from a com-
munication made to him proved this fact :

“ After the public promulgation in gene-
ral orders, of an artillery interpretership’s

existence, six weeks elapsed before any
candidate applied to execute the duties re-

quired in such an office
;
and when this at

last took place, there being no other com-
petition, one officer was nominated, rather

on the slender plea that he would forth-

with strive to qualify himself, than that he
actually knew any thing of the Hindoos-
tanee tongue. Ilis immediate success was
the result of necessity alone, without ano-
ther particle of official merit, or private

interest, having operated in his behalf/*

The infantry were nearly as deficient, on
the promulgation of general orders, few,

if any, having come forward for examina-
tion on that, occasion. Capt. M'Naghien,
in his Annotations on the Mutiny Act, thus
expressed himself Our regular body
of interpreters is an establishment, I be-

lieve, sui generis ; and one, consequently,

the duties of whose members, or their qua-

which was soon rendered manifest by. a
large majority of the appointments beiiig

filled by very insufficient officer^ It went
on in this way for several years; but the
inefficiency of the body had long been ob-
served, and one of the earliest acts of Sir
E. Fnget was to issue a remedying order,

directing a general and a strict examina-
tion of every interpreter then on the list,

and rendering an ability to pass such an
ordeal a sine qua non in regard to all fu-
ture preferments. Those already holding
the situations had, however, one your al-

lowed them to prepare for a trial, on the
issue of which their situation depended ;

and surely nothing could prove their un-
fitness more completely, nor better bear out
any assertor of it, than the circumstance
of allowing so long a time for preparation'
to those who were supposed to have been
perfect on their first appointment, agree-
ably to the tenor of the original order/*
Here (continued the learned proprietor)
was an instance of officers who had been
holding the situations of interpreters to

different regiments for five, six, and seven
years, being subjected to ail examination
to ascertain their competency; and even
then they were allowed twelve months to

prepare themselves for the examination.
This was a proof that those individuals
had not learned much in India. How
different had been the case with regafcA to
several of his first students, who were ap-
pointed to the situation of interpreters

after they had been only one or two months
in India. [Here the learned proprietor

read a long extract from Capt. JVTNagh-
ten’s work on Courts-Martial, letters from
his own pupils, and from his Pioneer.]

—

The learned doctor then proceeded to

state, that if his system of instruction were
adopted, he would stake his credit as a uti-

litarian orientalist, lhat in twelve months
the Company could procure proficient

locations, have never been considered by
any military writer. They were formed
into a component part of our military es-

tablishment, shortly after the arrival of the

'Marquis of Hastings ;
and, as is usual on

such occasions, the order which gave them
being was so drawn up, that from merit

alone, as evinced by extraordinary profi-

ciency in Eastern literature, might any
candidate look forward to success. But
it, sdoii became otherwise ; and perhaps

this.was unavoidable, though the effect of

life visible influence of interest, in its com-
petition with desert, very speedily was to

allay that ardour for study which had been
' excited, and to make ail, but the mere
amateur linguist, relinquish a pursuit, in

/which H was evident .an ignorant man
l?o as successful as a scholar. J do >

.
no^tiejiri to give.offence to any one by the /•

I make, nor have I the slightest

^inersqnat interest in the subject ; but, from .

v trie cause already stated, an effect occurred j

A static Journ. V01..XXIII. No. 13/5,

proteges in abundance for every branch of
their set vice. *1 lie learned proprie tor then
again referred to Capt. M'XnghtenV ob-
servations on the general orders issued l»y

the Commander-in-chief for improving
the qualifications of interpreters ; and
praised that writer’s proposition, for esta-

blishing a well paid body of division, in-

terpreters. lie had made a similar pro-
position to the government thirty or forty

years ago, but it was objected to on tho

score of expense. The government qt that

time seemed to be quite indifferent as to

the persons who filled the situations of in-

terpreters. That idea was now, ^oiyever,
drummed out of them, (Interruption.

)

He thought it was very hard that it #CwJd
thus be^tempted to cut«hiiu

rj£
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long extract.] The learned proprietor

proceeded' to say, that he defied any
person tpjpUk holed in his coat. There
was a powerful array of erudition against

him, but.he had for his panoply common
sense,, reason, and justice. There were
fearful odds against him, but he hoped to

be able to refute any objections which
might be made to liis proposition. Having

. now gone fully over most of the topics

connected with this question, it was his

duty to apologize to the court for occupy-
ing so large a portion of time, even on a
matter which, in his humble opinion, was
deserving of the most grave and deliberate

attention. lie concluded with moving,
“ That the six propositions this day under
discussipn be earnestly recommended for

immediate adoption by theExecutive Court,

and carried into effect with the least possi-

ble delay, if found, upon due inquiry, per-

fectly practicable in all- or any of their pro-

visions for the common good of the Hon.
Company, and the permanent welfare of

British India; and that the result of this

serious recommendation be communicated,
at the first quarterly meeting, by the lion.

Court of Directors to their constituents,

for such ulterior proceedings as shall then

be deemed indispensable by the proprie-

tors.**

Col. Stanhope seconded the motion.

Mr. S. Dixon asked whether the ques-

tion was to be taken upon the resolutions

in the aggregate, or separately.

Dr. Gilchrist replied, that the court

were at liberty to adopt as many as they

pleased.

The Chairman said, that after the learned

proprietor had occupied four hours in the

production of his motion, he was certain

that he should best consult the wishes of
the court by making the observations which
he felt it necessary to address to them, on
the present occasion, as short as possible.

(Hear !) It was quite impossible for him
to travel through the various topics which

,
had been introduced by the learned pro-

prietor in the course of his address, but lie

was gratified to think that it was by no'

means necessary that lie should do so.

(Hear, hear /) The question, as he con-

ceived it, between the learned proprietor

and himself was this, whether the object

which both the learned proprietor and him-
self were equally desirous of attaining,

namely, the extending of the knowledge of

the Oriental languages among the servants

of the Company (for he begged to be un-
derstoo^os not includin

:
persons not in

their; service, and with whom, in this re.

spect, they ;
had no right to interfere),

should be .fought after by means of pro-
v*eripiioborof encouragement. He (the

Chairman) maintained, that the object in

qumfetfon was most likeiy to be attained^n
Inc&MbcF than in this country ; and
also* thaNit was better io endeavour to at-

tain it by encouragement, rather than pro.
scription.

(Hear, hear /) Further, lie was
quite satisfied that he should be able to

convince the court, that it had been the
most anxious and ardent desire of the
Executive Body to afford, to the utmost
extent, encouragement to the cultivation

of the Oriental languages. He was cer-

tainly disposed to give the learned pro-
prietor credit for the ardency with which
lie had prosecuted this question : but at

the same he thought that he had exhi-
bited a degree of enthusiasm, which natu-
rally excited doubts as to the correctness

of his judgment.
( Hear, hear / ) Enthu-

siasts were not generally the best judges.
He would now read to the court the rcgii.

lntions which had been established by the

Bengal government, with regard to the
qualifications of the interpreters, which
had been so much found fault with. It

was proper the court should be informed,
that it was in consequence of a special in-

junction of the Court of Directors that
interpreters were appointed to every native

corps. The Hon. Chairman then proceeded
to notice the regulations in force at each
presidency, respecting the qualification of
officers in a knowledge of the native lan-

guages. These regulations, continued the

lion. Chairman, shew the anxiety of the

Executive Body that no persons should be
allowed to fill offices requiring a know-
ledge of the native languages, hut persons
properly qualified. How far the officers

appointed to examine candidates for such
appointments adhered to the strict letter of
the regulations he could not say, but if

they did their duty, those who came before
them must be perfectly well acquainted
with the language before they could be
allowed to pass. And here he would say

a word upon what bad fallen from the
learned proprietor, as to exceptions stated

to have been made with respect to some of
liis pupils. The learned gentleman bad
said, that no officer was allowed to be no-
minated to any staff appointment until he
had served some time with his regiment.
This, as a genernl rule, was really the
case : the Executive Body were justly de-
sirous to take care, that no officer should
be appointed to posts of favour until he
had, by serving some time with his regi-

ment, become acquainted with the general
nature of bis military duty. From this

regulation, however, an exception was
made in favour of persons qualified to act
as interpreters and adjutants, who were
eligible for such appointments immedi.
ately on their arrival in India.

Dr. Gilchrist begged that the hon. Chair-
man would have the goodness to repeat the
last sentence, which did not reaeli him
very distinctly. .

The Chairnnn repeated, that exceptions
were made from the regulation to which
he had adverted, in favour of persons*who

might
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might , btf qualified to act as interpreters he was sure that the Executive Body would
and adjutants, and who were competent to he able to do all that was necessary, in re-
fill staflfappointments immediately on their spect to the qualifications of itic servants
arrival in India. The lion. Baronet hoped of the Company, without adopting the
that he had now said enough to convince enthusiastic notions and visionary plans
the. court of the care taken by their Exe- which the learned proprietor had so per-
cutive that no person should be appointed sevcringly urged upon them. In the firm
to posts requiring a knowledge of the Hin- conviction that those plans tvould be pro-
doostance tongue, without proper qualili- ductive of much injury, without any coun-
cations. tervailing good, he should meet the motion
Mr. Hume.—“ Will the lion. Chairman by an amendment. The lion. Chairman

have the goodness to favour me with the concluded by moving the following amend,
dates of the regulations lie has just read ?’* ment :

“ That, in the opinion of this court.
The Chairman.—«“ 1 have not the dates it is wholly unnecessary and inexpedient to

by me at this moment, but I understand adopt the propositions before the court, as
that those to which I have referred an* the due attention appears to have been given
existing orders, that they are the regtila. by the Court of Directors to the important
tions ill force at the present time.** lie objects therein specified, and that the pro-
then proceeded to observe, that he was not sec ui ion of them may therefore most pro-
at all disposed to deny the great advan- perly be left in the hands of the Executive
tage likely to accrue from the acquisition Body, {Hear, hear!)

of an elementary knowledge of Hindoos- Mr. Pattison (in the absence of the De-
tanee in this country. It must he ad- puty Chairman) said lie felt great pleasure
snitted, that the sooner the language was in seconding the amendment, because he
acquired the better; but the question was, was convinced that in doing so he best

whether there exists that state of profi- consulted the Company’s interests. The
ciency in teaching the language in this Court of Directors were perfectly alive to

country, and that degree of opportunity of the importance of a competent knowledge
acquiring it which would warrant the of the Ilindoostanee language among the

Court of Directors in making it obligatory Company’s servants, and the measures
on every young man going out to India, which they had adopted were, he thought,

to qualify himself in it before lie left Eng- calculated, by encouragement, to effeetthat

land. For his own part, lie thought it object in the most desirable way; while
impossible that they could complete their the plan proposed by the learned proprietor

establishments in India with persons thus would have a decidedly injurious tendency,

qualified, even with all the means men- and would, he was convinced, be found,

tioned by the learned proprietor. Tlmt if adopted, to fall far short of the end in

lion, gentleman had pointed out several view. In leaving the matter in the hands
places where the Ilindoostanee language of the Executive Body, he thought the

might be acquired here; but he (the lion, court would he doing that which would
Chairman) thought it impossible that the tend most to the general efficiency of the

inhabitants of England, Scotland, and Company’s servants.
(
Hear, hear /)

Ireland, could be required to send their The Chairman begged to add one word
relations, intended for the Company’s ser- which lie had forgotten in his address to

vice in India, to the specific establish- the court. He had the greatest desire to

ments where that language might he pro- do justice to the intentions of the learned

fessed to be taught. He considered that proprietor, and to give to his suggestions

the inconveniences of such a plan, if at every weight to which they might be enti-

all practicable, which he much doubted, tied by his knowledge and experience;

would greatly outweigh any possible ad- but, much as he might respect his (Dr.

vantages it might be supposed to possess. Gilchrist’s) opinions on this subject, lie

Under these circumstances he must say, must he excused if he hesitated to put

that any order requiring men to qualify at them in competition with those contained

those places would be highly inexpedient, in a document he then held in his hand;
as it would have the effect of proscribing that document was an extract of a letter

a vast number, who otherwise might be which had been received from Sir Thomas
found fit and proper servants. We had Mu uro, an authority to which, he was sure,

long experienced the abilities of our ser- every member of that court would look up
vants, civil and military, in India. Our with the highest respect. (Hear# hear /)

territory had spread into an immense do- In that letter Sir Thomas, alluding to a
minion—much greater, he regretted to say, discussion which had taken place in that

in point of extent, than he would have, court on a former occasion, respecting the
.

wished to see it ; we had found no failure qualifications of cadets, observed, “ I agrep^

in any duty on the part of those employed with you entirely, ‘^iat a great deal

in the acquisition or the preservation of much importance has beefl attached^ a

our*great possessions. There had been no knowledge of the Ilindoostanee

warifc- of- ability, either in the conduct of and therefore I was very glad tQ .

rn t,,a

J
our wars or in our civil transactions : and the proposition for the exo***

atlon

3 K 2 CBdc‘s
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cadets iirthqt' language, before their de-
parture Iwx England, was rejected ill

your coujjSjp*--
[
Hear , hear / ) Such an opi-

nion, brought, was an additional rea-

son virhy the Court would not be justified

in giving their assent to the propositions

of the learned proprietor.

The original propositions and the amend-
ment having been read—

Copt. Maxfield said, it seemed to be
agreed on all sides, that instruction in the

Hindoostanee language was necessary for

the Company's civil and military servants ;

and the question was, whether it would
be best in point of economy that they
should receive that instruction here or in

India. It appeared from the stutement
of the^earned doctor, that he could for

500 a year, qualify for India more than
three times the number which were at

present qualified at Haileybury, at an
immense expense. This was a questiou
that called for the serious attention of the

court. It was clear that something should
be done to facilitate the qualification of
cadets, and other public servants, going
out to India ; for in an act of Parliament
recently passed, it wras stated that the col-

lege ofHaileybury was not sufficient to qua-
lify persons rapidly enough for the demands
of the service. The hon. Chairman had
said, that great anxiety existed amongst the

Court of Directors to encourage the cul-

tivation of the Hindoostanee language by
the Cothpany’s servants. lie thought that

too much credit was given to such state-

ments ; and he had always found, that

much more was promised in this way than

was ever performed. He was awure that

there were many salutary regulations

made for enforcing the study of the Ilin-

doostanee, hut his complaint was that

they were but very imperfectly observed.

The consequence was, that some of the

oldest and highest officers in the service

were ignorant of the language. They
plight, perhaps, know enough of it to

enable them to call for wine, or water, or
bread, but as to interpreting the articles

of war, or translating other matters con-
nected with military regulations, he would
venture to assert, that there was not one
officer in ten in the service who could do
it. lie thought the learned doctor had
tirade out a strong case, but he had lost a
great deal of time in firing salutes, in-

stead pf pouring in his heavy shot where
it' might prove effective.

(Coloijgi Lushington.—The hon. pro-
prietor Had stated, that there was not one
0$£er.in ten who could translate the arti-

cles. ojf war ; now the fact was, that the

articles of war wer& already translated,

Mid in the poiscssio^pf every officer of
cs^y rfegimetit,*apd ^pre frequently read
to TOvd^ffercpt Corps by the interpreters.

Maxfield*, in explanation, said
he had stated that interpreters could

not translate the articles of war ; it was
well known they could. In fact, inter-

preters had nothing to do with, the ques-
tion. Many officers, he admitted/ might
he acquainted with the articles 6f war,

and might be able to repeat them as a
parrot might do ; hut that had nothing to

do with the general competency of officers.

Mr. Hume was anxious to say a few
words upon this question, and he begged
to assure the court that his observations
would be brief

; the more particularly as,

upon a former occasion, he had stated his

opinions at considerable length upon the
subject. It appeared to him that there
had been throughout the discussion, an
attempt made to mystify the question of
education entirely, by confining it to in-

terpreters, anil leaving other servants of
the Company out of sight.

r
Ihc practice

with respect to interpreters was not at-

tacked ; neither wrerc all the regulations
with respect to other officers complained
of; but he did complain that those regu-
lations, such as they w ere, were not en-
forced. Still, however, he was glad to

hear it admitted, even now', in the eleventh
hour, that it was necessary that officers

should he qualified in the native language
with as little delay as possible. If the

papers for which he had moved some
time since had been laid before the court,

it would have been shewn that the Direc-
tors had, at length, tardily admitted the
great importance of giving the young men
sent out to India the necessary instruc-

tion in the language of the country. Tins
was, in point of fact, admitting tl.e whole
question, which he had been pressing on
the attention of the court for years ; and
the Directors making this admission, were
bound in honour to follow it up, unless
they could shew that they did not possess

the means of giving that instruction here.

If a doubt bad ever existed, he believed

that such doubt was now removed. That
if India had risen by the talents of the
officers employed there, she had done so,

not because of the ignorance of those offi-

cers, but in spite of the disadvantages
under which they laboured. It was in-

cumbent, therefore, on the Directors (and
it was an awful responsibility imposed
upon them), to see that all the persons
employed in the Company's service were
competent to carry on the great work en-
trusted to them. The hon. Chairman was
satisfied with every thing as it existed.

India, according to him, had risen and
flourished under the present system, and
the conclusion to be drawn from his argu-
ment was, that it had so flourished, not
in despite of, but because of the igno-
rance of its servants in many matters with
which he (Mr. Hume) contended they

ought to have been acquainted.—-{Cites of'

no, no.) He maintained that he' was
correct. If any man doubted the 'impo-
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1icy of the. course pursued by the Direc-
tors, be would ask him whether he would
conduct his private business, in the same
way ? Would any merchant who hud
business to transact in France, or Spain,
send out thither u person who was utterly
ignorant of the language of the country
in which he was to he engaged ? Would
any mail who had business to transact in
France, send out a person to act for him
who had first to learn the language of the
country, and afterwards to apply it to

the business on which he was sent ? Or
would he not rather select a poison well
acquainted with the language, and there-

fore competent to proceed at once upon
the business of liis mission ? — (Hear,
hear l

)

And yet the first of these courses
was precisely that adopted by the Court of
Directors, whose zeal and attention to

the Company's interests had been so
highly praised by two of their own body.
It would be admitted, that we had an
immense establishment in India, in the

various departments of which, civil, mili-

tary, judicial, and commercial, the most
important duties were to be performed ;

and he would ask any man, applying the
argument he had used, whether a less de-
gree of prudent attention, in selecting per-
sons properly qualified for the adminis-
tration of those duties, should be observed
by a public body, than would be by an
individual in the management of bis pri-

vate affairs ?

—

{Hear, hear!) He might
be told, that in the great extent of the Com-
pany's affairs, there was a variety of cir-

cumstances in which no analogy to the

affairs of a private individual could exist.

It was true that this might be the case in

some instances, but those instances were
not sufficient to destroy the general prin-

ciple for which he contended. When he
saw his lion, friend’s exertions to remedy
the evils he had pointed out, he could not

but regret hearing the lion. Chairman,
while he complimented him on his good
intentions, apply the terms “ visionary,”

and “enthusiast,” to him (Dr. Gilchrist).

He (Mr. Hume) begged to deny that ei-

ther of those epithets was applicable to his

learned friend. If ever any man deserved
well of the Company, he (Dr. Gilchrist)

had, who throughout a long life had de-
voted his best energies to forward their

most important interests.— {Hear, hear!)
In the particular branch in which he had
exerted himself, he (Mr. Hume), would
venture to assert, that no man had done
more than his learned friend to merit the

thanks and approbation of the Company.
Let them only look for a moment to the

improvements which had taken place in the-

mode of teaching the Hindoostance, with-
in a few years. Why even at the time that

he (Mr. Ilume) went out to India, there

were only two works of instruction in the

language extant ; these were the works of

Hadley and Ferguson, and their jargon,
was considered as a standard of the lan-
guage, until his learned friend had pro-
duced his work, a book which wa^nLlie re-

sult of long and laborious application

:

and which no man up to the present day
bad been able to improve.— (

Hear, hear!)
The difficulties opposed to his learned
friend, in the publication of that work,
were almost innumerable ;

but whenThey
were at length removed by his diligent and
persevering exertions, and when it had
been productive of such real advantage to

the Company, it was too much to bear the

learned Doctor now spoken of as a vision-

ary and an enthusiast. He thought that,

instead of blaming him as an enthusiast,

it ought to be a matter of congratulation
to the Company, and to India generally,

that there should be found a man possess-

ed of enthusiasm sufficient to carry him
through so arduous an undertaking. Now
that that undertaking was accomplished,
lie regretted much that it should have met
with no better return than that which had
this tlay been heard from within the bar.

Since the period of his learned friend’s

return from India, his conduct had been
marked by the most disinterested exertions

to promote the cultivation of the native

language. lie bad done nothing to ad-
vance bis personal interests, and it was
matter of regret that the Company had
done nothing, by which this neglect of his

pecuniary resources might have been sup-
plied. This was the more to be lamented,
when lie saw others who did not possess a
tithe of liis claim to the gratitude of the

Company, receiving salaries of £7>(X) and
.£’700 a year, as professors of the Oriental
languages. lie had, indeed, received a
paltry sum for his exertions for a short

time, but it was totally inadequate to the

benefits he had rendered to the Company.
Seeing his learned friend's services thus
unrewarded, he must observe, that it was
highly injudicious in the hon. Chairman
to use the terms he had that day applied.

It was, at the same time, highly unjust
towards his learned friend, of whom he
would say, that if certificates or testimo-

nials were to be taken as proofs of profi-

ciency in any science, no man living stood
higher than he

(
Dr. Gilchrist) did in the

knowledge of the Jliudoostunee ; and it

was not to the credit of the Company
that he should remain thus unrewarded.—
{Hcar, hear !) As to the question before

the court, he thought that his hon. friend

had made out a strong case ;
and after what

had fallen from the lion. Chairman, he
thought the Directors were bound to fake
some steps to advance the cultivation of
the native language amongst their servant'

in India. If wh)|jpwas»state<l in the /**-

cutta Gazette was correct, then

ask, were not the Directors higWf culpa-

ble in not having strictly enfp**d
,

® re-

gulations
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gulatiops respecting the qualifications of
their Servants? It was stated in the publi-

^

c^tiomBK^rred to, that before praise was
b^tqKa upon young officers for their

ith^SraVeihpnt in the Hindoostanee, in.

buify ought to have been made as to.whe.
flier Such was the fact. An inquiry of
that kind would have shewn, that the as.

surtiption of improvement was quite erro-

neous. He (Mr. Ilume) had some cal.

culutions as to the number of cadets sent

out to India within the last twelve years,

and it appeared that of 3,174 sent to the

three presidencies within that period, so
far from all having qualified, only 422 had
attended the college of Addiscombo. Of
this number it was to be presumed that

some, had attained a knowledge of the lan-

guage, though from the imperfect mode
of teaching there established, and from
the want of that simple method pointed
out by Dr. Gilchrist, it was reasonable to

Iklfer that that knowledge was not com-
plete. But supposing that the whole of
the 422 were perfectly qualified, let the

court consider for a moment in what si-

tuation the service was placed. Of the

whole number sent out, only 422 had had
an opportunity of becoming acquainted,
even imperfectly, with the language ; so
that there remained 2,752 young officers

without any such qualification. Of these, it

was well-known that many were appointed
to regiments within twenty-four hours after

their arrival
;
some of them being called

almost immediately to go into action in the
field, and this without the slightest know-
ledge of the language of the troops they
were appointed to command, or the power
of giving an order which could be under-
stood. lie would ask the lion. Chairman,
having made the admission he had, how
he could reconcile it to his conscience,
after his oath of office, to allow such a
number of the Company's servants to go
out tb ’ India,, totally unqualified for the
performance of the duties they were called

* upon to discharge. For his own part, if

he had taken such an oath, he could not
give his sanction to such proceedings,
arid-afterwards lay his head in quiet upon
hi! pillow. lie repeated, that lie could
not enjoy a quiet conscience, if, after hav-
ing sworn to .advance the Company's in-
terests to the best of his power, he had al-

idad officers to go out in their service who
tverc totally ignorant of the language of
tlfe country.— ( Cries of no, no.) The
hbnV Chairman had talked of interpreters,

and if die bWly duty which an officer had
to; perform1 was that of an interpreter,

tbfcri the regulations lie had read would,
if* properly enfqrped, *bc effective. Brit it

viui'^wcll-lftiown^tliat officers came into
t^fimiil Coiftacfr wiffrttieir troops in a

ways, in which a knowledge of
t
£
C "^^ijigb Was 'necessary to a proper

discharge^ tfcfeir duty. Some stress had

been laid upon the regulations; made in

1823, but his complaint was that those

regulations had never been properly en.
forced. One of those regulations was,
that it be recommended to cadets to make
themselves perfect in their military quali-

fications, particularly in the knowledge of
the language, in failure of which they
might be dismissed the service, and sent
home at their own expense. Now, he
would ask the Court of Directors, whe-
ther there was any single instance in

which this regulation was acted upon ?

He maintained that no instance of the kind
could be adduced. The Directors winked
at the negligence of the cadets, and ac-
tually gave up the perfounancc of a duty
imposed upon them by a resolution of their

own body. The lion. Chairman had ex-
pressed his unwillingness to resort to

prescription,— (a laugh)— but he (Mr.
Hume) contended that nothing short of
the fear ofprescription [proscription

|
could

overcome the npathy of many young offi-

cers towards the labour of acquiring the
native language. There was an idleness

and an unwillingness to labour inherent
in young minds, which it was necessary to

correct l>y the operation of some powerful
motive, and nothing short of that Jie had
alluded to would be efficient. In the cases
of civilians and medical officers, a know-
ledge of the language was essential to an
appointment. Why not observe the same
strictness with respect to cadets? The
regulations in the case of the former were
enforced with a strictness which amounted
to prescription.—{A laugh.)

Dr. Gilchrist suggested, that the word
used by the Chairman was “ proscription

Mr. Ilume continued. Well, proscrip-

tion— it was, he contended, proscription in

those cases; and it ought to be so equally
in the case of cadets ;

otherwise, the re-

gulation would be always evaded. The
enforcement of this qualification would
be by no means a hardship upon the young
men, as it would, in fact, he no more
than the minimum of the information
which it was their duty to acquire, and
was within the reach of the most com-
mon intellect. The lion. Chairman had
stated, that if they adopted the course
pointed out by his learned friend, they

would be unable to provide a sufficient

supply for their service in India. This
position he begged leave to deny. There
were hundreds of families in the country,
who would devote years to qualify their

children, if such places were thrown open
to competition. Let the Court of Directors

imitate, the example set by the rt. lion. Pre*.
sideut ofthe Board of Control (Mr.Wynn),
who had given a writership as a prise

to be contended for by the scholars of
Westminster school

; let them givetodbo
universities of Oxford epd of Cambridge,
to the principal public schools, not for-

getting
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getting the five universities of Scotland
(heart hear! and a laugh), and those of the
sister island, from which have emanated
many men of genius and of learning, and
they would soon find that they would
have an abundant supply of young men,
competent to discharge the different duties
assigned to them in India, with credit to
themselves, and advantage to the Com-
pany’s interests. (Hear, hear!) This
course, he contended, it was the duty of
that court to adopt

; it was they who were
the governors of India, and not those
within the bar; and it was their duty to

recommend proper regulations to their

executive, and to see that they were strictly

enforced. lie contended, then, that it was
not in the power of an officer to do his

duty without a knowledge of the lan.
guage. There was no public act of iiis

life, whether in cantonments, at courts-
martial, in the more immediate intercourse
with the troops under his command—in a
word, in all the various relations in which
lie w'as mixed up with the natives, in

which that know ledge was not indispen-
sably necessary. It was the duty of the
Directors therefore to make a stand at

once, and to insist upon this qualification

on the part of the young men whom they
sent out

;
for they might depend upon it,

that unless they did so, it would he im-
possible to get the better of that indolence
so inherent in young minds, but particu-

larly in the tMiervating climate of India.
As a proof of the had consequence of not
enforcing the regulations in the first in-

stance, he could mention cases where
orders had been given for the examination
of officers in the llindoostanec language,
and it was found that so many were una-
ble to qualify, that the order was never
carried into execution. It was impossible

that they could ever go on well unless

they made a beginning here. In this re-

spect they should follow the example of a

body not at all connected with them, lie

meant the Missionary Society, who would
not send out any persons who had not in

some respect qualified themselves here, by
an elementary knowledge of the language
of the country where their services were
required. Indeed, all w’ith whom he ever

conversed on this subject admitted, that

unless such elementary knowledge of the

llindoostanec language wras enforced here,

there were certain technicalities in it, which
it would be otherwise extremely difficult

to get over. These being his opinions, he
regretted extremely the course which the

bon. Chairman had taken in moving an
amendment ;

and by the way he must ob-

serve, that a more extraordinary proceed-
ing than that of the hon. Chairman he had
never witnessed in any public assembly in

Englatid. Here was a motion which, he
admitted, in some respect implied blame
on the Court of Directors, and how was it
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met ? Their Chairman came forward with
an amendment, praising himself and bis

colleagues, and this amendmen^was se-
conded by the Deputy Chairm«€* who
echoed the praises bestowed uporiPmp pi-
rectors by the hon. mover. . A more ex-
traordinary proceeding, lie repeated, he
had never witnessed in any assembly, and
therefore he entered his protest against the

amendment, as he thought the praise it

implied wpas wholly undeserved by the
Directors for the part they had hitherto
taken. lie trusted, then, that the Court of
Proprietors would not sanction such an
extraordinary proceeding, and that too on
the part of those whose culpable negli-
gence, to say the least of it, had inundated
India with hundreds of young men of all

classes, without the necessary qualifica-

tions. The correction of this evil, how-
ever, wfas now in the power of the Court
of Proprietors

; and he wished here to

observe, that instead of four or five esta-

blishments in this country for teaching the
Hindoostanee, as had been mentioned by
the bon. Chairman, there were thirty or
forty, where the proper qualifications might
be acquired. lie repeated, let but suffi-

cient encouragement lie given, and there
would be an ample supply for all the pur*
poses of the Indian service. In conclu-
sion, he would express his earnest hope
that the court might negative the amend-
ment, and by adopting the resolutions of
his learned friend, remove from the Com-
pany the stigma which must otherwise ne-
cessarily attach to them.
The Chairman in explanation said, “ The

hon. proprietor asks whether I can be an
honest man, and support this amendment ?

I venture to say, that I think myself quite
as honest a man as he is (a laugh), and I.

shall sleep this night with as sound a con-
science as he can, notwithstanding my warm
support of the amendment. (Hear, hear,
hear ! ) The lion, proprietor has compared
this Company with an individual fiaving to
send persons to transact business for him
in Spain or France, who would naturally
select agents acquainted with the language
of the countryln which the business was
to ho transacted, and has asked, whether
our affairs ought not to be managed upon
this principle ? I say that there is no real
ground of comparison between the two
cases; and though I do not differ from
him in the opinion, that it would be pro-
per to disseminate the native languages as
widely as possible amongst the Company's
servants, yet I contend that such kndfo ledge
is not absolutely necessary for every man
and every woman (for I do not see why the
fair sex should be excluded from a know-

* This was a mistake of the han-Wmbec. The
Deputy Chairman was not in court on thisjocca-
sion s but Mr. Pattison, who.seconded thpimendp
ment, sat for him for a short time,. ‘

/ .

*
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ledge of the language any more than the

other), who goes out to India. Upon these

groundi^I have moved the amendment,
and alio because I am opposed to the pro-

scriptiou which the original resolutions

would necessarily create. {Hear, hear!)
Mr. S. Dixon said, that as he had been

personally alluded to 1m felt called upon
to make a few remarks. Without going
into the subject to which allusion had been

made, he would say, his doctrine was, that

all the exploits of our gallant commanders
in Indiu had not arisen from their know-
ledge of the Oriental languages

; neither

could it be maintained, that the gallant

achievements of our commanders at home
had depended on the establishments at

which they were educated, or upon their

being educated at all; they were the re.

suit of circumstances wholly unconnected
with systems of education. Indeed, in

the example held out by the learned doctor
himself (who, he admitted, was greatly

skilled in Oriental literature), there was
not much to encourage that court in re-

quiring a very great perfection in that

branch of knowledge from their servants,

for the effect of the learned doctor’s great

learning in this instance seemed to be,

that he took four hours to tell the court

that which any ordinary man could have
told them in a quarter of an hour.

( Hear,

hear f and a laugh.) If a great proficiency

iri the Oriental languages was to have the

same effect upon all their servants, he did

not see that it would be so very desirable.

There seemed to be a strong desire with

many gentlemen in that court to occupy as

much time as possible, and he had noticed,

that many gentlemen had shewn them-
selves great talkers, who would indulge in

very few observations were they to carry

on their debates with closed doors. {Hear,
hear!) The original resolutions, he fully

concurred in thinking, would, if carried

into operation, have the effect of a pro-

scription, and w'ould shut out many active

«nd efficient young men; and, in shutting

out these, they would exclude numbers
who would be of the greatest advantage to

the Company’s interests. It had been ob-
jected to the Chairman, that his amend-
ment went to praise himself and his col-

leagues. He did not think it was the less

entitled to support on that account. He,
for one, was not ashamed to say that he
had the greatest confidence in the wisdom
of the Directors in the aggregate. {Hear !

and a (augh.

)

By the word aggregate he
did not mean to shut out the merits of pri-

vate individuals ; and he would say of the

hon. Chairman, that no man who had filled

that chair was.entitled to greater credit for

the zeal and ability jwith which he dis-

charged the arduous duties of his im-
portant station. {Hear, hear!) But if

the lion. Chairman had praised himself,

he bad only followed the example of the

learned doctor, who, throughout trie speech,

lmd been praising himself from the begin-

ning to the end. {Hear! and a laugh.) He
did not mean to deny that the learned

gentleman was entitled to great commen-
dation for his learning, and the assiduity

with which lie applied it to the benefit of
the Company

;
but bethought that others,

who had exerted themselves in a still

greater degree, were more entitled to the

confidence of that court; and amongst
those others lie had no hesitation in

classing the lion. Chairman and his col-

leagues. After the length to w'hicli the

debate had already extended, he would
not trespass further on the time of the

court
;
but feeling convinced that the ori-

ginal motion would, if carried, be injurious

to the Company's interests, lie gave his

entire concurrence to the amendment.
Mr. Carruthers.—Though the subject

before the court was one to which he had-

not given much consideration, yet lie

could not avoid saying a few words as to

tin* grounds of the vote which he should
give. The learned doctor claimed great

credit for the disinterestedness of his views
in bringing forward this motion. He
(INIr. Carruthers) was disposed to give

him credit for what he said of himself, but
he could not listen with patience to the

unfounded charge, that the members of

that court, generally were disposed to sub-
mit to the wishes of the Directors from
motives of subserviency. He distinctly

repelled the accusation ;
and he begged to

add, that if the Directors, collectively or

individually, sought to give an undue bias

to the opinions of the court in their favour,

they would wholly forget their duty to the
Company. But the whole charge was
most unfair ; and for himself, as one
member of the court, he claimed credit for

as much independence in his vote as the

learned doctor, or any of his friends, in

thoir’s. The learned doctor had .

Dr. Gilchrist “ I beg to disclaim both
the terms : l am not learned, neither am
I a doctor.*

*

Mr. Carruthers proceeded.—He assured
the lion, proprietor, that he respected him
as much as any man, from the first mo-
ment of their acquaintance, and that he
had not the slightest intention of offering

any disrespect in the use of those terms ;

he had merely adopted the words, as he
had heard them from others. But to the

question. He was about to observe, that

the hon. proprietor, in his very long speech,

had introduced a variety of topics in no
way connected witli the business before the

court. His speech was, in fact, •* tractatns

de omnibus rebus** In that oration of four
hours which had been inflicted on the
court, and in the kind of postscript which
followed it, in a speech of one hourJong,
from the hon. proprietor (Mr. Hume),
who set out by stating that he hid only

a few
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a lew remarks to offer, there was, he con-
tended, an immense variety of matter which
had nothing at all to do with the question.

Amongst other irrelevant tilings, the hon.
proprietor (Dr. Gilchrist) had introduced
the subject of a departed prince (tlie Duke
of York).

Col. L. Stanhope rose to order. The
hon. proprietor had not himself yet said

one word to the question.—

(

Hear, and a
Laugh).

Mr. Carruthers. “ I say that inauy ob-
servations were made which did not at all

bear upon the question, and to those ob-
servations 1 am now addressing myself.”

The Chairman. " The hon. proprietor

will recollect, that in making any reply to

Observations not relevant to the question
before the Court, he is in fact as irre-

gular as the person who first made those

observations.”

—

(Hear* Hear /)
Mr. Carrulhers bowed to the decision of

the chair. An lion, proprietor
(
Mr. Hume)

bad made a comparison between the mode
of conducting the Company’s affairs, and
that in which a merchant would transact

liis private concerns. 13ut it was well

known that there were many English
merchants who had realized large fortunes

in the City of London by foreign com-
merce, and who yet were acquainted with

no other language than their own. They,
however, took care to employ persons who
did know the necessary foreign languages,
and their business went on well. Another
point which had been urged was, that

there existed in the human mind, and par-

ticularly in the minds of young men, a
disposition to idleness and sloth, to eradi-

cate which, a powerful stimulus was re-

quired. Now he liad ever been of opinion,

that the first principle in the mind of man,
was to endeavour to do that which would
advance his interests in the world, and
secure prosperity to himself and credit to

those with whom he was connected. This
was a principle upon which the generality

of men acted, and it was, he thought, a
refutation of the position assumed by the

bon. proprietor (Mr. Hume). He would
not at that late hour detain the Court by
offering any further observations, but
would conclude with stating, that the

amendment had his cordial support.

Mr. Trant. *< Asa pupil of the learned

Doctor (Gilchrist) he begged to state, that

he had the highest respect for him as a
friend, as well as for his talents as a master
of the Oriental languages, llut he could
not help expressing his surprise at hearing
the learned Doctor say, that it was impos-
sible to learn the Hipdoostanee in India
without previous instruction here. Now,
witliout going out of that Court, he could
adduce many instances in disproof of that

assertion. There were at that moment
before him, many persons who possessed as

perfect a knowledge of the Oriental lan-

guages as the learned Doctor himself—
Abiotic Jtwn, Voi. XXII], No. 135.

(Dr. Gilchrist said across the Court, •* I

arn very glad to hear it”) although their

knowledge of it did not commence in this

country. He was willing to bear testi-

mony to the great services of his learned

friend, both in this country and in India,

but he could not for a moment assent to

the proposition, that no mail could ever

qualify himself in the language unless

he begun to learn it in England. Not
being a military man lie could not pre-

tend to much experience in that profes-

sion, but lie felt convinc'd that an order
which would turn young officers out of
the service at a short notice, because of
certain alleged disqualifications, would be
productive of serious injury to the Com-
pany’s interests in India.

1 From the state-

ment of liis learned friend (Dr. Gilchrist),

it would appear as if he considered him-
self the only person qualified to teach the
Oriental languages. Much as he respected
him he could not assent to that proposition,

and without meaning the slightest offence,

lie must remind him of a fact which would
prove that however correctly Europeans
might teach the language as to its rudi-
ments, they might still be deficient in that

correctness of pronunciation which could
only be attained by a cominunication with
the natives. The learned Doctor would
remember an occasion where it was ob-
served to him that lie himself taught the
language in so refined a manner that he
ran a risk of not being understood by tlic

natives. The learned Doctor, to convince
the party that he hud a perfect knowledge
of the pronunciation, called his groom,
who* was a Hindoo, and gave him some
orders i ii Hindoostanec : the groom, after

listening attentively, and having the order
repeated to him, begged to be excused as
he did not understand the English lan-
guage.

—

(Much Laughter.) From this it

appeared that refinement in teaching tho
Eastern languages might be carried too
far, arjd that a knowledge of the language,
acquired in Europe did not necessarily
enable a man to speak it intelligibly in
India. He did not mean to deny that a
knowledge of tlie language was very use-
ful, but that he thought that a zeal for its

promotion had carried his learned friend
too far, and that he looked to language
only as a qualification for the service of
the Company, whereas experience had
shewn that though always useful, it was
not in every case indispensable. lie con-
cludedby expressing his entire concurrence
in the amendment.
A Proprietor said lie was unwilling to

protract the discussion at that late hour,
but he thought .there was one observation
made winch called for an answer. It had
been said> that not one officer in ten was
sufficiently acquainted with the Ilindoos-
tanee to be able to translate the articles of
war. This statement bad hitherto gone
uncontradicted. It was true that an hon.

3 L pro-
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proprietor (Col* Lushlngton) had said that

the articles of war were already translated,

and that it did not require any knowledge
•of the Hindoo language for that purpose.

This, however, left the fact where it found
it. He contended that it would be a gross
charge against that Court to have such a
charge go abroad unexplained, if it ad-
mitted of explanation, and if it did not, it

was u matter of serious accusation against

their executive, that not one officer in ten

,
knew enough of the native language to

translate the articles of war. Those arti-

cles were so simple, that they might be as

easily acquired as the Lord’s Prayer, and
an ignorance of them would shew a most
deplorable deficiency in the qualifications

of the Company’s officers. lie repeated
that such a charge ought to be contradict ed,

if a contradiction could be given, and if it

could not, it was bigh time that some
remedy should be devised. Ignoramus
as he was, he could not pass it over with-
out remark, and he contended that that

Court would be giossly negligent of their

duties if they suffered so glaring an evil to

go without a remedy.
Col. Lushinglon , in explanation, ob-

served that what he had before said was
wholly misunderstood. An lion, proprie-
tor had observed, that not one officer in

ten was able to translate the articles of
war. In answer to that, lie had remarked,
that the articles of war were all translated

;

by which lie did not mean to say that it

was not necessary those articles should be
understood by the officers,—on the con-
trary, lie meant that the articles were so

simple, and were so frequently read to the
troops ill the native language, (at least

once or twice in every month) that even
the least instructed officer must be ac-

quainted with them, and instead of one
officer in ten not being able to translate

them, he believed that ninety-nine out of
every hundred officers in the service, was
perfectly competent to the task.

—

(Hear,
hear7)

Col. Ia. Stanhope said, lie entirely dis-

agreed with the gallant officer as to the

number of officers who understood the

native language. It was true, that at

courts-martial the judge advocate and the

interpreter understood the language, but
then the jury, that was the officers who
were to decide upon the merits of the case,

were he believed, in most instances, totally

ignorant of it.

Cpl. Lu&hington said, that no European
officer could be on a court-martial for the
trial of a native soldier.

• Dr. Gilchrist rose to reply : he began by
observing that, as to the lion. Chairman’s
alleged ignorance of the nati ve language,
he could readilyjBsXCitse it, because he had
sot professed Any .particular acquaintance
with it. At tiie .same time, that lie did
not mean to jfspute blame to the bon.
director for his ignorance of Hindoo&tanee,

ho couTd not avoid' adducing that igno-
rance as an illustration of his argument.
The lion . Chairman had risen to very high
rank in the army, and he (Dr. Gilchrist)

was Willing to admit, that that rank was
not greater than his merits, but he had
attained it without that knowledge of the

native language, which would perhaps
have enabled him to translate the articles

of war. lie (Dr. Gilchrist) had translated

the articles of war at Bengal, and that in

so simple a manner, that even the least

intelligent could, with a very little appli-

cation, make themselves masteg of them.
In these there was no difficulty, but sup-
pose any new article should be added with
which parties were not acquainted

; why,
he supposed there was not one officer m
ten in the service who could translate or
even understand it. This he repeated,

and, would stand to, whatever were the

consequences. lie would even say, that

if the trial were made of any ten officers in

the service, it would he found that more
than one, if even one could translate any
new Article into the native language,
(unless indeed it was some officer who
had studied under him .)— (A laugh .)-

—

The lion. Chairman had called him a
visionary and an enthusiast. He was
neither surprised nor annoyed at such
language. While in India, he passed for

a mad Doctor, all the time he was there.

Those who were anxious to lessen him ill

the estimation of others, and to make it

be believed, that he was unable to convey
instruction to others, circulated the re-
port. that lie was a madman ; yet mad as

lie was, he did more good than all their

learned men put together, lie meant on
the ground of utility, and one ounce of
that was better than a thousand learned

speculations. Mad and visionary, and
enthusiast as he might be represented,

still even his enemies could not deny his

merit in this respect. His hon. friend

(Mr. Hume) had noticed those attacks

upon him, hut for his own part they gave
him vo concern, and he therefore “ passed

by them as die idle wind which he regarded

not.*' Ilis character could not be affected

by such imputations. It would stand

untarnished, long after he and the hon.

Chairman, and all who heard him, should

have passed away and been laid quietly in

their graves. Posterity would, he was
sure, do him justice, if it were denied to

him in the present generation. As to the

circumstance mentioned by his hon. friend

and pupil' (Mr. Trant) of his being uiiable

to give the correct pronunciation, and of

being misunderstood by some of the na-

tives in consequence, he begged most
positively to deny that any such circuin-

stance ever took place. He had no recdl-

lection whatever of it, and had’, such an
occurrence happened it was cerialii tfiat it

would not have slipped his memory. He
would before he sat down explain thfeWly

• circum-
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circumstancc which he supposed could

have given rise tp so ridiculous a story.

Hn bon. friend (Mr. Trant) seemed to

insinuate that he (Dr. Gilchrist) had
.been fishing for his vote on this oc-
casion. Could any thing be more absurd
than such ail insinuation? What! fish

for his vote, who was himself endea-
vouring to become a director? Why it

would be folly in him to ask the vote, and
it would be downright madness in his hon,
friend to give it—for one vote in his

(
Dr.

Gilchrist’s) support, and against the di-

rector, would he quite enough to exclude
his hon. iriend for ever from any chance of

a seat within the bar.— (Hear and a laugh.)

He would indeed deserve, in some respect,

the appellation of mad” if he could
have asked for Ills hon. friend’s vote under
such circumstances, lint the fact was he

had not sought for it in any oilier manner
than that in which he solicited the suffrages

of other lion, proprietors, that was by fairly

and publicly submitting his propositions

for their consideration and leaving them to

decide on them as they should thi^k pro-

per. He would now say a word iff'expla-

nation of the anecdote which his lion,

friend had so facetiously told of him, but
which he must say was altogether un-
founded in fact. He had before remarked,
that when he was in India, some of
the Jargon ists gave out that he was unable
to teach tlie native language, or commu-
nicate the correct pronunciation. This was
done with a view to detract from any
merit he possessed, and to dissuade others

from resorting to him for instruction. The
story he was going to mention was this :—
He oil one occasion, happened to be with
some friends, and was the caterer of the

party : one day, in giving directions for

dinner, lie ordered among other things a
young kid to be brought to him from the

market. Some wags of his acquaintance,

who wished to have a joke at his expence,
went after the man and told him that, it

was a pig he wrantod instead of a kid.

The man obeyed the last order, and to his

( Dr. Gilchrist’s) great surprise, he heard

the. grunting of a young pig when he ex-
pected to have found a kid, and they

;
wished to persuade him that the mistake
arose from his own mode of giving the

order. It was clear, however, to any per-

son who had the least knowledge of the

language, * that he could not have made
the mistake of a kid for a pig, because the

words in the native language of India

were totally dissimilar. The joke, however,

such as it was, got abroad, and in its pro-

gress, owing to the kind additions of some
of his very kind friends, was at last swel -

led into the form in which it had been so

amusingly told to the court by his hon.

friend (Mr. Trant). Those who knew his

method of teaching would admit that he
taught the Hindoostanee, not as it was
spoken by the ignorant and vulgar, but as
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it was known amongst the best informed.
He did not tench the Billingsgate of the

language. He taught in the purity with
which it would be spoken at court. The
vulgarisms into which persons not very
carefully instructed were apt to fall, were
very numerous. He could mention a va-

riety of instances in which mistakes of
this kind were made. (Here the learned

proprietor mentioned several words of the

Hindoostanee, as they were generally but
improperly pronounced, adding their cor-

rect pronunciation.) An hon. proprietor

had found fault with what he (Dr. Gil-
christ) had termed the subserviency of hon.
members of the Court of Proprietors to the

views of the Court of Directors. lie repeat-

ed the charge, and he had seen and could ad-
duce many instances of such subserviency.

Mr. Carruthrrs expressed a hope that the
learned proprietor would not make any
personal allusions.

l)r. Gilchrist said, he spoke generally
and he would repeat the charge. Was it

not a proof of the subserviency of the pro-
prietors as a body, tlmt he was six weeks
before he could get his notice of motion
signed by the proper number, in order to
have the court made special for its discus-
sion.—One man on being asked, expressed
his willingness to sign it, lint then he had
a son who was going out to India, and for

whom he expected a compnission, and he
was unwilling to prejudice the directors
against him by voting for bis motion.
Another expected a writership for a friend
of his, and he could not think of putting
his name to a notice which lie knew would
disoblige the directors. A third had some
other excuse, and so on with many.

—

Now what was this but suliserviency to
the directors, from the fear that they wrould
visit their displeasure upon, by witholding
their patronage from, those who opposed
their wishes ? But if any further proof
were wanting of the subserviency of the
proprietors, and the influence of the di-
rectors over their votes, would it not be
furnished by the bouse lists in the election
of directors, to supply the places of those
who w'eut out by rotation. Were not such
lists publicly circulated, and were they
not almost invariably adopted by the pro-
prietors. However, lie for one would set

himself against such lists fearless of the
consequences and on evory occasion he
would continue to oppose them though he
should perish in the attempt. (HeitrJ and
laughter.) It had been imputed to him
that he had found fault with the regula-
tions respecting the qualification of binders,
and that he was anxious to introduce the
system of proscription. This was dot the
fact, his objection was not gto the regula-
tions hut to the circumstance, that they
were not carried into effect. He was borne
out in his allegations on this head, by the
fact, that the senior subaltern was in most
cases the interpreter. He bad never fora

3 1/2 moment
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moment meant to contend, that language
alone would be a sufficient qualification for

an officer going out to India. It would
be absurd to suppose such a thing. Theie
were of course many other things which
were necessary to constitute his qualifica-

tions, but what he contended was, that

without a knowledge of the language,
many other qualifications would be much
diminished in value, and some of them
would be rendered altogether useless in

the Company’s service. If the Company
had prospered notwithstanding the great

deficiency of many of its officers, in the

necessary qualifications of language he
would contend that it had prospered in

spite of those disadvantages ; and therefore

such prosperity could not be urged as an
argument in favour of the continuance of
a system admitted to be bad. He would
stake his existence on the fact that if the

Court adopted his resolutions, they would
in one year have 500 persons properly

qualified, as to language, to fill situations

in the Company’s service as cadets. Let
but the proper encouragements be held
out, and they would soon see the advan-
tage taken of them by our public schools.

There were, as had been already men-
tioned, thirty or forty establishments, where
the Oriental languages would be taught, in

several of which instructions in it were
already given. There was an establish-

ment at Exeter, where Occidental educa-
tion was given, but in which'he was en-
deavouring to inoculate them with a taste

for Oriental literature as well. Much good
as must be apparent from liis plans, to

any persons who would look upon them
without the eye of prejudice, still be des-

paired of seeing them adopted, knowing
as he did that the adoption would have the

effect of limiting the patronage of the hon.

gentlemen within the bar. In that case,

they would not have the opportunity of
appointing a raw boy, who scarcely knew
any thing beyond the A B C of his own
language, to a situation in a country, of
file language of which he was altogether

ignoraut.— Appointments of this kind
(which looked as if the offices were made
lor the men, and not the men for the offi-

ces) would soon be at end, if his plans

were adopted, and instead of appointing

a raw and ignorant youth to the command
of troops, who were as ignorant of his

language as he was of theirs, they would
have only persons who were qualified by
previous study to fill the important stations

to which they might be appointed on their

arrival in. India.—Among other things

which he bad to regret on this occasion

W*9 that of having been much misunder-
stood (he did not suppose wilfully so) in the

course of bis speech. It had been attributed

to him to have maintained the opinion, that,

unless aman underwenta previous instruc-

tion in the Hindoostanee in this country, it

would be impossible for him to acquire it in

India. He denied having ever made use
of any such argument. What he said was,
that many of the difficulties of the lan-
guage would be removed by instruction
here ; that it would be more difficult to
learn it in India, if some previous instruc-
tion were not received in this country.
There might be instances as exceptions to
this, and he mentioned himself as 'one
{Hear ! and laughter.J He did not mean
to say there were not several others; for

lie would not pretend to think that others
might not have zeal and ability for acquiring
the language equal to his own. JBut those
exceptions did not detract from tne general
principle he had maintained, that the
difficulties of acquiring it were increased
by not learning the elements of it in this

country. He had now, he believed, ad-
verted to all the topics which had been
urged against him

;
he would not, there-

fore, farther trespass on the indulgence of
the court {Hear, hear /) ; but, in conclud-
ing, would express a hope, that the court
would give to his propositions that serious
attention which their importance required.

The question was now put from the chair.

The original resolutions and the amend-
ment having been read, the amendment
was put and adopted, as the main ques-
tion, by a considerable majority, only six

hands h*ving been held up in support of
the original motion.
The amendment having thus been sub-

stituted for the resolutions, was put and
adopted by a majority equal to the former,
only six votes being given against it.

ASSISTANT-SURGEON AT CHATHAM.
Mr. Poi/nder now rose, and said, he

wished to give a notice of motion, but he
was interrupted by
The Chairman , who said, that it was

necessary in the first place, to dispose of
the business for which the court had been
convened. He then stated, that this court
had been made further special for the pur-
pose of considering a resolution of the

Court of Directors, of the 27th of January
1827, appointing Mr. Robert Elliott, for-

merly of the Company’s maritime service,

to the situation of assistant-surgeon to the

Company’s military depot, at Chatham,
with a salary of j£300 a-year, and an al-

lowance for house-rent, &c. ; but with the

understanding, that in case of a vacancy
in the office of surgeon in the depot, the

succession must not be looked to as a mat-
ter of course by Mr. Elliott, but be sub-
ject to any regulations which the court may
make on that occasion.

The resolution of the Court of Directors

having been read, it was moved that it be
approved.

Mr. Hume said, that as he had not read
the papers left open for the inspection of
the proprietors on this subject^ he was
anxious to know from the hon. chairman,

whether there was at present a surgeon
residen
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resident at the Company's Hejjot at Chat-
ham ; and, also, what number of persons
were usually kept there ?
The Chairman expressed his regret, that

the hon. proprietor had not seen the papers,
as they would have conveyed to him fully
the information he now sought. Thu re-
solution of the Court of Directors was
adopted, on the report^ of the surgeon,
sanctioned by the commanding-officer, at
the depot. There was a surgeon resident
at the dcfiot, but the duty had become too
much for one medical officer to attend to ;

for instance, it was not to be expected that
in the class of persons from which the
Company principally drew its recruits,

there would be that attention to their

health, which might be expected from
persons of more regular habits. The con-
sequence was, that many of those who
came to the depot were found to he in

that state of health, which, though it did
•not render them unfit for service, required
much immediate care and attention. There
were, sometimes, as many as seventy per-

sous in the hospital at one time
;
and it was

impossible that one surgeon could continue
to give them efficient attention without
some assistance, especially as the presence
of a medical officer was also required on
the embarkation of the recruits for India.

It would be admitted, that the care of the

health of the men was a most important
duty on the part of the Company ; and
that no assistance should be withheld
which its fulfilment required.

Mr. Hume was satisfied with the ex-
planation. All he was desirous of on
this occasion was, that the appointment of
the assistant-surgeon might not be made
the means of rendering the place of the
surgeon a sinecure.

The Chairman assured the hon. pro-
prietor, that nothing could be more foreign

from the intentions of the Court of Direc-
tors than any such wish.

* Col. L . Stanhope said, he would object

to the appointment. As a military man,
he would say, that iu his opinion, seventy

* men ill, as the lion, chairman had stated,

wefe not too many for the care of one
surgeon ; but if any such assistant were
required, he thought he ought to be taken
from the Company’s own service.

The Chairman .—The gentleman ap-

. pointed did belong to the Company’s ser-

vice.

Capt. Maxfield understood this gentle-

man belonged to the Company's commer-
cial marine. Now he wished to have some
few points connected with this subject ex-
plained to him. First, he wished to know,
whether the owners of the ships in the

commercial marine, appointed the sur-

geons in the first instance ; for if they did,

he thought they could not be considered as

surgeons belonging to the Company
; or

did the owners appoint, and the Company
pay them after. He also wished to know
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what length of service was required in the

commercial marine, before a man was raised

from assistant-surgeon to the rank of sur-

geon. If the surgeons of the commercial

marine did not belong to the Company’s
service, in the same as those of the other

branches of the service, he thought the

appointment in question ought to be given

to some of our own surgeons. There were
many of our surgeons who returned from
India in that state of cmharrassment/^at
they would be glad to accept of this ap-
pointment at half the salary that had been

mentioned.
The Chairman said, he had always con-

sidered, and, indeed, he had never heard
to the contrary, that the surgeons belong-
ing to the commercial marine were to be
regarded as in the service of the Company.
In the present case, the gentleman ap-
pointed had suffered from the effects of the

climate of the east, and, if high testimo-

nials to character and professional skill en-
titled an individual to consideration, Mr.
Elliott was fully entitled to it. Some of
those testimonials would be read to the

court if it were desired.

Capt. Marjield said, one of his questions

yet remained withoutanswer. He wished
to know* whether the surgeons of the com-
mercial murine were appointed by the
Company, or by the owners of the ships?
The Chairman answered, that they were

nominated, originally, by the owners, but
they were examined, and their appoint-
ment was approved and confirmed by the
Company.
Capt. Maxjidd—

“

Then, am I to un-
derstand that they are adopted by you, but
that afterwards, at the end of a voyage,
they may go where they please, and when
they please?"
The Chairman.

—

t( No, indeed, you are
to understand no such thing from what I
have said, but quite the contrary."

Mr. S. I)iron observed, that after what
had fallen from the hon. chairman, there

could be no doubt of the qualifications of
the gentleman appointed. The only doubt
he had on the motion wras, whether for a
gentleman so qualified, and whose health

had been impaired in the Company’s ser-

vice, the salary and allowance mentioned
were not too small.

Dr. Gilchrist asked, was the head sur-

geon belonging to the Company’s military

service ?

Mr. Wigram defended the appointment
ofan assistant-surgeon at the dep6t, on the
ground of necessity. The head surgeon
at the dep&t had been a military surgeon.
His salary was, he believed, £500 a-year.

Dr. Gilchrist asked, whether he had any
private practice ?

The Chairman replied, that his practice

was entirely confuted to the depot.

The motion was now put, and carried

in the affirmative, without a dissentient

voice.
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TUB PRESS IN INDIA. .

' Col. X. Stanhope said, he had two no-
tices of motions, which it was his inten-

tion to‘submit for the consideration of the
proprietors, at the next general court. The
first motion of which he would give notice,

was to this effect:—
** That as the King of England's most

upright and learned Chief justice. Sir

Edward West, and his Majesty's Judges,
Sir Ralph Rice and Sir Charles Chambers,
have declared in open Court at Bombay,
fliat the licensing of the press in that set-

tlement is unlawfuland inexpedient, and
have, therefore, refused to register the
Calcutta regulations : and ns no censor
existed during the rule of AV. Hastings,
Lord Cornwallis or Sir John Shore ;

and
as the Marquis of Hastings, after having
beat down the Maliratta confederacy, did
on his triumphal entry into the metropolis,

sacrifice the upstart monster, and set the
public mind at liberty ; and as Mr. Can-
ning, when President of the Board of
Control, pr vented shackles from being

J’hgaih fastened on the press, and was
''thanked by this Court for his wise admi-
’ nisiration ; and as no legal restraints on
writing, under either native or European
Governments, were ever till of late, enact-

ed, ‘except
1

under the frightful inquisition

at Goa ; this Court doth implore the Court
of Directors not to extend this base mo-
nopoly over the mind, this curse to Bom-
bay. By enthroning the licenser in that

presidency, they would make Great Bri-
tain guilty of the inconsistency of depriv-
ing 1 80,000,000 of her own subjects of a
blessing, which she has promoted in Por-
tugal, and in South America.

WAR BETWEEN RUSSIA AND PERSIA.

Cob la. Stanhope said that the second
motion which it was his intention to bring
forward, would be to this effect.

“ I. That England, by the treaty of
Gulistan, and by abandoning the wise
measures of Sir J. Malcolm, in training

a portion of Persia's troops to discipline,

and placing her fortresses and passes in a
state of defence, has laid that country
open-to the all-powerful legions of Russia.

44 2. That Constantinople, on the Asi-
atic and defenceless side, is thereby en-
dangered ; and British India, unsupported
by the talents, the loyalty, and the valour
of colonists, and having no public, could
with \ difficulty oppose with her valiant

sepoys the simultaneous, persevering, and
wide-spreading attack of a swarm of Cos-
sacks, Persians, Sieks, Mahrattas, and
Burmese, backed by a small corps of in-

fantry and artillery, which wpuld find

magazines, fortresses, cannon, and gold
on the field of their exploits.

44 3. That though thcLponquests of Rus-
sia, from the germ of Improvement con-
tained in her institutions, might be advan-
-tageous to the. Asiatic w«prld in its present

backward .and.stationary condition j yet, to
civilized Europe it would ‘ prove fatal,

because her Governments and society would
sink to a level with the preponderating
power, aud insure to her a dark futurity '

“ 4. That under these circumstances
this Court of Proprietors earnestly recom-
mends the Court of Directors to consult
liis Majesty's enlightened ministers as to
the military and diplomatic course which,
in concert with France and Austria, they
should pursue to check the march into

Persia of the hardy soldiers of the good
and active autocrat Nicholas.'*

The Chairman observed, that It was the
privilege of the lion, and gallant officer, as
it was that of every member of the Court
to submit what he thought proper to the
consideration of the proprietors—but with
the highest respect for the gallant officer,

he thought that the introduction of the se-

cond motion, of which lie had given notice,

would be extremely injudicious at the
present time, and would he calculated to

do much more harm tlian good. He was
sure it was the lion, and gallant officer's

intention to do good, and such being the
cases he put it to him to consider the sub-
ject a little more, and he was certain, that

on farther reflection, lie would perceive
that nothing could be more injudicious
tlian the step he proposed to take.

Col. L. Stanhope said, lie felt much
obliged for the suggestion thrown out
from the chair. He would certainly give
the subject serious consideration before the
next general Court, and if it should appear
to him in the same light in which it struck
the lion. Chairman, he certainly would;
attend to that suggestion. In the mean
time he would allow it to stand as a notice

for the next Court.

BURNING OF HINDOO WIDOWS.
Mr. Voynder gave notice, that at the

next general Court, he would submit the

following motion :— y
“ That this Court, taking into considers,

tion the continuance of human sacrifices in
India, is of opinion that, in the case of all

rites or ceremoqies involving the destruc-V

tion of life, it is the duty of a paternal.

Government to interpose for their preven-
tion; and therefore recommends to the
lion. Court of Directors to transmit such
instructions to Tndia as that Court may
deem most expedient for accomplishing;
this object, consistent with all practicable

attention to the feelings of the natives."

BOMBAY MARINE.
Capt. Maxfield said, that he had sent in

a notice of a motion on the subject of the

Company’s Marine, in a letter addresser

to tlie Court of.Directors, and ‘signed ;b)
two proprietors, with a request that' the
Court might be made special for its di|.

;

cussion. The Court had the power
making any Court special for any parti-

cular discussion, on the requisition of two ;

proprietors, but in the present case tlie.

Court
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Cg^rc of Directors took no*notice of the
^yplicattion. He wished now to give no-
tice, that he would introduce the subject at
$he next Quarterly Court.
? The i hairman observed, that it was
competent to the hon. member to give the

jnotice if he so pleased, but his motion
' jfnust come on after the other motions of
which notice had been already given. As
.to the Court of Directors not having made
the Court special'at the requisition of two
.proprietors, it was in their discretion to do
so or not, and they had not done so, be-

cause they thought th&t course would tend
to defeat what be supposed was the hon.
proprietor's own object, namely, the res-

pectability and efficiency of the Bombay
Marine. It would not be prudent to at-

tempt the attainment of measures calcu-
lated to promote that object by a public
discussion in this Court.

Col. Z. Stanhope said, that he was one
of the persons who signed the letter to the
directors, and he was surprised no notice
had been taken of it. v

The Court adjourned at half-past six. v
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